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PREFACE.

ON the 6th December, 1847, I was honored with the orders

of the Government of India appointing me an Extra Assistant to

the Resident at Lucnow, as a temporary measure, for the purpose

of cataloguing the extensive collection of works in Arabic and

Persian literature in the king of Oudh's libraries.

Among my instructions was the following,
"
you need not con-

fine yourself exclusively to the king's libraries, but you can under-

take, as opportunity offers, the examination of some of the best

private collections in that city, which are supposed to contain

many rare and valuable works/'

I arrived at Lucnow on the 3rd of March, 1848, and I left it

on the 1st January, 1850. One month I had other duties to

perform and near three months I was sick. The time which I

devoted to cataloguing was about eighteen months. During this

time I examined about 10,000 volumes. .Very many of them

were duplicates; but as no kind of arrangement exists, parti-

cularly in the Topkhanah library, and as it is impossible to recol-

lect whether or not a note has been taken of a book, duplicates

took just as much time as new works. There are also many
defective volumes which after much search for a name, date,

or title, I was obliged to throw away. Supposing then that I had

worked every day ten hours (and to do this day after day in a

tropical climate is a physical impossibility) I could have devoted

only half an hour to the examination of each volume.

I was assisted in my labour by 'alyy Akbar of Panypat. He
was a pupil of the Dilly College, and had not yet completed
his course of study when I took him to Lucnow. I did not

expect more ofhim than that he would copy for me such passages

as I might mark ; but he soon entered into the spirit of the work

and was of very great service. Some time after my return from
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Lucnow I recommended him to the. late Lieut. Governor of the

North Western Provinces and he appointed him first Professor

of Arabic of the Agra College. He died in that post in 1852,

about thirty years of age. I take this opportunity publicly to

record my sense of gratitude and esteem to this talented indus-

trious and conscientious young man.

The Royal Library at Lucnow was originally kept in the old

Palace (Purana Dawlat-khanah), which stands on an eminence

between the Rumy Darwazah and the iron bridge over the

Gumpty and is now nearly in ruins. It contained the whole

of the literary treasures of #afitz Ra^mat Khan, and was

subsequently much enriched more particularly by Ghaziy aldyn

Uaydar.
At present it is divided into three collections. The valuable

literary works upwards of three thousand volumes are preserved

in a garden house of the Moty Ma/jall Palace, and elegant

books are kept close to the Fara/i-bakhsh Palace in which the

late king used to reside. This collection contains about one

thousand volumes or less, and formed the private library of His

late Majesty. The Daroghah thereof superintends the other

librarians. Books, in these two collections wrere kept in shelves,

when I was at Lucnow, and were in tolerably good order, but

lately, I hear, they have been given up to pillage.

The third collection is in the Topkhanah or arsenal, which is

close to the house of the British Resident. The arsenal is an

extensive building including a large square which is filled with

guns. Three sides of the building are devoted to military stores,

and in the northern wing up-stairs is the library. The books are

kept in about forty dilapidated boxes camel trunks which are

at the same time tenanted by prolific families of rats ; and any
admirer of oriental lore who may have an opportunity to visit

this collection will do well to poke with a stick into the boxes,

before he puts his hand into them, unless he be a zoologist as well

as an orientalist. At the end of the hall there are bags full of

books completely destroyed by white ants. Even new books have

not been spared by these destructive insects, nearly the whole

edition of the Taj alloghat has been destroyed, and most of the

remaining copies of the Haft Qulzum have had the same fate. The

number of volumes in this collection is very great, and among
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them are some Pashtu works written with great care for the brave

and learned Rohilla chief.

It is unfortunately the habit of the king's people merely to

count the volumes, and to make the librarian responsible for the

numbers not diminishing. The consequence is that many good

books have been abstracted and bad ones put in their place.

There are at least one hundred copies of the Gulistan and as

many of Yusof u Zalykha in the Topkhanah, which apparently

fill the places of more valuable works. I have heard that a late

librarian sold in one week eleven hundred Rupees worth of books

to provide funds for the marriage of his daughter.

In making this statement I beg to say that I have every reason

to speak highly of the present Daroghahs or librarians, and that

I consider them perfectly honest. They are very civil men, more

particularly one of the two librarians in the Topkhanah, and it is

much to be regretted that men like him had not charge of the

library from the commencement.

Though not strictly connected with the subject, the reader will

perhaps be glad to obtain some information regarding the Lucnow

printing offices.

Ghaziy aldyn #aydar founded a typography at great expense,

and one of the works the Haft Qulzum which issued from it

has attained a greater celebrity in Europe than it enjoys in India.

Besides this Dictionary, the following books have been printed
in types at Lucnow :

fyky^t v-JUJi^ The praise of Ghaziy aldyn #aydar, in Arabic,

by A^mad Shirwany, 1235, small folio, 200 pp.

(SJ***> ^o^, a similar work in Persian prose and verse, by
Akhtar (see page 599 infra), 1238, small folio, 288 pp.

003^ 4jL*4&. An account in Persian prose and verse of the

meeting of Lord Hastings and Ghaziy aldyn #aydar, by Akhtar,

1239, 8vo. 131 pp.

Panjsurah or the five Surahs of the Q,oran usually repeated in

prayers, s. A. 4to. printed in the form of a Toghra.

Taj alloghat, an Arabic Dictionary explained in Persian, in

seven volumes, large folio, only four volumes have been printed

in types, s. A. the remaining three have been lithographed, Vol. I.

725 pp. ;
Vol. II. 624 pp. ; Vol. III. 252 pp. ; Vol. IV. 176 pp. ;

Vol. V. 594 pp. ; Vol. VI. 408 pp. ; Vol. VII. 138 pp.
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About the year 1830, Mr. Archer who had established a

lithographic printing office at Cawnpore came at the request of

Na9yr aldyn #aydar to Lucnow with his press and entered his

service.

The first book lithographed at Lucnow is the A**y %* being

a commentary on the Alfyyah, by Soyufy, 1247, 8vo. 247 pp.

When I was at Lucnow there were twelve private lithographic

presses in that city. Those of Hajy Mohammad //bsayn and

Moytafa Khan were by far the best. Some editions of the former

are particularly correct. In 1849, Kama! aldyn TJaydar, Mun-

shiy to the observatory, wishing to ingratiate himself at court,

wrote a history of the Royal family of Oudh. Two passages hap-

pened to displease His Majesty, and instantly the observatory was

abolished and printing was forbidden at Lucnow, lest this objec-

tionable production might be published. The proprietor of the

MasyMy press went on the suggestion of the author of these pages

to Cawnpore, and most otherprinters followed him. Some however,

among them Mo9/afa Khan, managed to keep at the same time

an establishment at Lucnow. As they usually put, on the title

page only, the name of the press and not of the place, it is not

always possible to determine whether a book was printed at Luc-

now or Cawnpore if it has been published after the Exodus.

The number of works lithographed at Lucnow and Cawnpore

may amount to about seven hundred. Some of them have gone

through more than ten editions. The books most in request

are of course school books and such other dialectical and reli-

gious tracts as every Mawlawy reads or pretends to read. But we

already observe symptoms that the press is enlarging the narrow

cycle of learning, and, what is more important, that it extends

education to all classes and even to ladies. Twenty years ago

v.erses of the Qoran were repeated as prayers and charms, and

even the whole book was learned by heart, but without being

understood, and the Sunnah was almost unknown ;
in our days

people are gradually beginning to study the book, and I shall have

to describe several commentaries on it in Arabic, Persian and

Hindustany which have lately been published. The study of the

traditions or Sunnah is making even more rapid progress than

that of the Qoran. Not only have the principal collections been

published in Arabic but we have Persian and Hindustany trans-
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lations of the Mishkat and Mashariq alanwar which have gone

through more than one edition. After the Musalmans had,

several centuries ago, entirely lost sight of the original idea of

their religion, they are now beginning to make their sacred books

intelligible to all. This must lead to results, analogous to those

which the translation and study of the Bible produced in Europe.
One of the most remarkable results of the progress of printing

is the rapid increase of periodical and light literature. India is the

only country in the old continent in which the press is entirely free,

and there is hardly a town in the upper provinces in which there

are not several newspapers published. Of late, several tales and

religious works written expressly for ladies have been printed, and

seem to meet with a rapid sale. Though the new literature which

is rising has not much intrinsic value, things are progressing

as rapidly and as healthily as they did in Europe, when the art of

printing came first into vogue. The tendency is oriental and

Mo^ammadan, but already a spirit of liberality is manifesting

itself, which is the natural result of progress from school-learn-

ing and court refinement to a general civilization.

It was originally intended that this volume should comprise

eight chapters, the fourth of which was to contain Persian gram-

mars, dictionaries, letters and letter-forms and works in elegant

prose, the fifth, the corresponding Hindustany books, and the

last three, translations from the Sanskrit and Hindy into Persian

or Hindustany, and Turky (Chaghatay) and Pushtu books. It was

further intended to add an appendix containing omissions and a

table of the contents of Walih, Khoshgu, the A'tishkadah, &c. and

to conclude the volume with three indexes, one of proper names,
one of book-titles, and one of initial lines. But before the third

chapter had been put to press the compiler was obliged to apply
for leave of absence on sick certificate for two years, and to content

himself with publishing the book in its present form. Should it

be continued, what is wanting in this volume will be added to the

second ; which in addition will contain the biographies and writ-

ings of Arabic lexicographers, grammarians, poets and elegant

prose writers. The remaining volumes will be devoted to the

sciences of the Musalmans : in the third, for instance, will be

described the biographies and works of 9ufies or mystical philo-

sophers and theologists.
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In transcribing oriental names and words into English, I

have adopted the principle which is followed in transcribing

from one European language into another. A Frenchman spells

Brougham,, Peel and Goethe, and not Broum, Pile and Gueute and

his readers, however erroneously they may pronounce these names,

know what persons are meant. This is the object. Writing is

a symbol for the eye, aud pronunciation must be acquired by
the ear. I have substituted for every Arabic and Persian letter

a Koman letter, in some instances however, as I did not choose to

have new types cast, it was unfortunately necessary'to employ
two Koman representatives for one oriental symbol, as ch= ^ ;

sh= cA ; zh= 3 ; dh= <> ; th= &
; dz= i ; tz= &. The

hamzah is rendered by a diaeresis, alif where it is of any use

at all, and the quiescent w, if preceded by an u, are represented

by an accent ; <^ is always expressed by y and if it is a long

vowel, the i which precedes it is omitted as "
fy." For expressing

the 'ayn an apostrophe (')
is used, and with a view to impress

upon the reader that in words like 'amr or 'ysa, 'ayn is the first

and the vowel the second letter, I do not use a capital a or y.

A. SPRENGEK



THE FIRST CHAPTER.

BIOGRAPHIES OF PERSIAN AND URDU7

POETS.

(0
THE marrow of the productions of intellect by Mo-

Aaminad 'awfy. He tells us in folio 155 that he was

in 600 at Nasa and met Majd aldyn the author of a

Shahanshah-namah, and we have from him besides this

work, a collection of historical anecdotes cA>KsM <U.

which, it is stated in the preface thereto, he compiled

in 625. It is therefore clear that he flourished towards

the end of the sixth and in the beginning of the seventh

century of the Hijrah, and wrote this book after the

year 600. It would appear that he was a native of

Marw which under the Seljuq Princes was the capital

of Persia. In the seventh chapter is an account of his

grandfather and of one of his maternal uncles, both of

whom were according to Mr. B. Elliott's copy of Marw,

but according to mine of Ma-wara-lnahr. The book is

dedicated to the Wazyr 'ayn almulk Abu-1-Makarim

//osayn b. Radhyy aldawlah Abu Bakr Ash'ary. ^Tajy

Khalyfah No. 2821, calls the author erroneously Moham-

mad Hawfy.
B
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This is the most ancient Tadzkirah that I have seen,

and, if we believe the author, the first that has been

compiled. As the title indicates, it is rather an antho-

logy than a biographical work. It is divided into 12

chapters. The first four chapters treat on the meaning

and origin of poetry and fill only 8 pages. The fifth

and sixth chapters contain notices of Kings, Princes and

Wazyrs who have written poetry, the former fills 32

and the latter 60 pages.

7th Chapter: Imams and other eminent men who

distinguished themselves by their poetical talents but

were not poets by profession, 70 pages.

8th Chapter: (twelve) Poets of the courts of the

Tahir, Layth and Saman families, 8 pages.

9th : Poets of the court of the Nacir family, (28 poets ;

28 pages.)

10th : Poets who were patronized by the Seljiiq princes

to the end of the reign of SuUan Sa'yd, (39 poets ; 92

pages.)

llth Chapter: Poets from the time of Sanjar (who
died in A. H. 552) to the present reign.

12th Chapter: Poets at the court of the present

sovereign.

A very full and learned notice of this work has been

given by Mr. N. Bland, Journ. Royal As. Soc. London,

Vol. IX p. 112.

Beginning of the first chapter; jUJ ^ ^ ^JU
Uc^

The only copy which I have seen of this book is in a private collec-

tion. It is a 4to of 336 pp. 23 lines in a page. It is old, written

in an elegant hand and tolerably correct ; but of the preface two or

three and at the end many pages are wanting. It ends with the first

line of the biography of Nitzamy and is probably the same copy
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which has been used by the author of the Khizanah 'amirah. Besides

this only one copy is known to exist, it belongs to Mr. B. Elliott and has

been described by Mr. Bland, loco cit.

Contents of the 8th, 9th and 10th Chapters.

Eighth Chapter. Poets of the Tdhir, Layth and Sdmdn Dynasties.

1. /Takym /fantzalah Badaghysy.

2. #akym Fayruz Mostawfiy, flourished under
J

amr b. Layth.

Poets of the Sdmdn Dynasty.

3. Shaykh Abii-1-JYasan Shahyd Balkhy.

4. Abu Sho'ayb QaliA b. MoAammad Herawy.

5. Ustad Abu 'abd Allah Mohammad Riidegy.

6. Shaykh Abii-l-'abbas al-Fadhl b. 'abbas c^^l
7. Shaykh Abu Zarra'at Mo'izzy Jorjany.

8. Abu-1-Motzaffar Na9r b. Mohammad ^Jlv**^! Nayshapiiry.

9. Abu 'abd Allah MoAammad b. 'abd Allah Jonaydy.

10. Abu Man9ur 'omarah b. Mohammad Marwazy.

11. Abii Mowayyad Balkhy.

12. Abu Mowayyad Bokhary.

Ninth Chapter. Poets of the Na^ir Dynasty.

13. Abii-1- Qasim .ffasan b. AAmad 'on9ory.

14. Abu-1-Qasim Firdawsy 7
T

usy.

15. Hakym Kasayiy Marwazy.

16. Zynaty 'alawy MaAmiidy, a lady.

17. Kisby Radyny Adyby.

18. Abu Soraqah 'abd al-RaAnian b. AAmad Balkhy Amyny

Najjar.

19. Abu Sa'yd AAmad b. MoAammad Manshury Samarqandy.

20. Abu-l-Motzaifar Makky b. Ibrahym 'alyy al-Najhyr.

21. Abu MoAarnmad 'abd Allah b, MoAammad called Ruzdih

Balkhy.

22. Ustad Abii-1-Hasan 'alyy b. Jiilu'
%j)j*> Farrokhy Sanjary.

23. Abu Natzar 'abd al'azyz b. Manciir 'asjady Marwazy.

24. Abu-lnajm AAmad b. ^y b. AAmad Manuchihry,

25. Ustad Abii-1-^asan 'alyy Bihramy Sarakhsy.

B 2
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26. Imam 'abd al-RaAman b. Mohammad 'uMridy.

27. Abii 'abd Allah Riiziyah (Euzbeh ?) b. 'abd Allah
^ixJJi

of

Lahor.

28. Abu Zayd b. MoAammad 'alyy Xayiry (Ghadhayiry).

29. Al-#arith Jub\-^ b - MaAqid Uaqury Herawy.

30. Abu Man9iir 'abd al-Rashyd b. AAmad b. Abu Yusof Herawy.

31. The daughter of Ka'b Fardary.

32. Mas'iid Razy.

33. Motzaffar ByAaddy.

34. Kawkaby Bariizy c}^
35. Holaylah Faniy.

36. Ntujir Laghwy.

37. Abii-1-Layth Tayry.

38. MoAsin Qazwyny.

39. Ibn AAmad Badry Ghaznawy.

40. Bihruz Tayry.

Tenth Chapter. Poets of the Seljuqians.

I. Poets of Khordsdn.

41. Mo'izzy.

42. JHakym Abu-1-MaAasin Azraqy Herawy.

43. 'abd al-Wasi' Jabaly al-Adyb.

44. Fakhr aldyn Khalid b. al-Eaby' Makky.
45. JEfakym Ma^mud b. 'alyy Samany (or Samayiy) Marwazy.
46. TotuAy Marwazy Athyr aldyn.

47. Shihab aldyn Abti-l-lTasan TalAah.

48. Taj aldyn Isma'yl of Bakharz.

49. Hakym 'alyy b. Afanad Sayfy Nayshapury.
50. Eafyqy Marwazy.
51. Abu Sanyfah Iskaf of Marw.

II. Poets of Md-ward-lnahr.

52. Ustad Abii Mohammad Arshady Samarqandy.

J53. Shihab aldyn 'am'aq (3** Bokhary.
54. Mohammad b. 'alyy Suzany.

55. Dihqan 'alyy Shoraty.

56. Najm aldyn Nitzamy 'arudhy Samarqandy.

57. J2amyd aldyn Jawhary Mostawfiy.
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III. Poets of the 'irdq.

58. Tzafar Hamadany.
59. Qafarun 'adhodhy Tabryzy.

60. The .Hassan of the Persians Khaqany .Haqayiqy.

61. Athyr Akhsykaty.

62. Badr aldyn Qiwamy Kazy.

63. Abii-l-Fara (Faraj ?) Rumy.
64. Sa'yd Tayiy.

65. Fakhr aldyn As'ad Jorjany.

66. Kuhbary M>ary.

IV. Poets of Ghaznah.

67. Abii-1-Faraj b. Mas'ud Eiiny ^)^\ was born and educated

at Lahor.

68. Sa'd aldawlah Mas'ud (b.) Sa'd (b.) Solayman.

69. Majd aldyn Adam Nasayiy Ghaznawy.
70. Ustad 'imad aldyn Ghaznawy 'imady.

71. Sayyid Jamal aldyn Mohammad b. N^ir 'alawy.

72. Sayyid Ashraf aldyn .Hasan b. Nacir 'alawy.

73. Shihab aldyn 'alyy Ghaznawy.
74. Abu Bakr b. Mohammad b. 'alyy EuAany.

75. Mohammad b. 'othman v-J^I ^yJl

76. Sa'd aldyn Mas'ud Nawky J^
77. 'abd al-Majyd 'abhary.

78. Isma'yl b. Ibrahym Ghaznawy called d**+**\{j**})j

79. Jamal aldyn Nacir Shamsah called Kafirake Ghaznyn.

Tenth Chapter.

I. Poets of Khordsdn.

80. Tzahyr aldyn Faryaby.

81. Shams aldyn Mohammad b. 'abd al-Karym Tabyby.
82. JETakym Mohammad b. 'omar Farqady.

83. Majd aldyn Abu-1-Barakat.

84. Mo'yn aldyn Sirajy Balkhy.

85. Jamal aldyn Mohammad b. 'alyy Sirajy.

86. Dhiya aldyn 'abd al-Eafi' b. al-FaU Herawy.

87. Majd aldyn Abu-1-Sanjary UL^ 1^ (Sic) ^andaly.
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88. Faryd aldyn 'aar Nayshapiiry.

89. Sayyid Bu 'alyy, i. e. Abu 'alyy b. J2bsayn Marwazy.

90. Majd aldyn cr~^' tfij^i

91. Abu-1-Fadhl 'othman b. Ahmad Herawy.

92. Faryd aldyn Jasus alaflak 'alyy Sanjary the Astrologer.

93. Shams aldyn Mobarak-shah b. al-A'azz Sanjary.

94. Bady' aldyn Turku j> Sanjary.

95. 'ajyby Juzjny.

96. Majd aldyn Grhayraty.

97. Shams Dihistany.

98. .Hamyd aldyn Dihistany.

99. .Hakym Abu Bakr b. Mohammad Balkhy Wa'itzy.

II. Poets of Md-ward-lnahr.

100. Mowayyad aldyn Mowayyad.
101. Shihab aldyn Afanad b. al-Mowayyad Samarqandy.

102. Baha aldyn Karymy Samarqandy.

103. Lafyf aldyn Zakyy of Maraghah.

104. Sa'd aldyn Kany Bokhary.

105. Shams aldyn Mohammad b. Mowayyad .fladdady called

AJU iS&J[*> this is explained by 3^ ^j^
106. ITakym Shams ala'raj Bokhary Hakym Shamsy.

107. Majd aldyn Fahymy Bokhary, though an illiterate man was

a good poet.

108. 'ajyby Khojandy.

109. Sayyid Ashrafy Samarqandy.
110. A9yl aldyn Najyb.

III. rPoe-ts of the 'irdq.

111. Jffakym Nitzamy of Granjah.

/ n\ i *."l,l /'Ti"\
( * I >*W*fc L -^^^ rtU^JW I I . )' *^ ^ ~^ ^/ ^ Y \ s

The spring garden of Jarny, who died in A. H. 898,

(for a notice on his life see the next chapter).

It is divided into eight chapters ***# each of which

contains eight Ayyns or rules : 1 . Anecdotes of Saints
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2. Anecdotes and sayings of Sages 3. Advice to rulers

and anecdotes of them 4. On liberality arid generosity

5. On love 6. On kindness and amiability 7. Short

biographies of twenty-eight poets 8. Fables.

Beginning j}}̂
*<>*J ***-=> c-f^j

' ** j* ];

As. Soc. B. No. 500, 8vo. 158 pp. of 17 lines, an old copy. Ex-

tracts from the last two chapters are contained in the Anthologia

Persica, Vienna, 1778. The whole of the text with a Grerman transla-

tion has been published by Baron Schlechta Wssehrd, Vienna, 1846.

(3) aUll^j L-ft^^J lyti *jfJ (P)

Tadzkirah, i. e. Memoranda of poets by Dawlat-shah b.

'ala aldawlah Bakhty-shah. He completed this book in

A. H. 892, and dedicated it to the poet and wazyr Myr
'alyy Shyr. It appears from the preface that Dawlat-shah

was fifty years of age when he commenced this labour.

The book is divided into a preface A^-^ which con-

tains notices of nine Arabic poets and seven chapters,

ci^l? answering to the spheres of the seven planets, and a

conclusion. Each chapter contains about twenty poets and

the conclusion contains the lives of six contemporaries,

among them are Jamy, 'alyy Shyr, A'cafy and Sohayly.

This is one of the best known and most useful

Tadzkirahs. It contains valuable historical details

besides the biography of poets. Ilahy p. 121, says on

this book and its author " Dawlat-shah : his tadz-

kirah contains 180 biographies and is very celebrated.

Though he does not quote many good verses, the histori-

cal and biographical portion of his work is done in a

masterly manner and shows much research, 'alyy Shyr
informs us in his Tadzkirah that he is the cousin of
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Amyr Fayruz Isfarayiny, who was a distinguished man.

The Takhallu9 of Dawlat-shah is 'alayiy."

Initial line L^*A,O *jjjl l.uL -UaU *$

Copies are not frequent, yet there are five in the Moty Ma&all.

The best is written in Naskhy, and has 626 pages of 17 lines. A
beautifully written but incorrect copy is inscribed ja *JliftA e*&x.b

+s? *\j*. 8^& The preface differs from that of other copies and

the book is defective, but in other respects it is a copy of Dawlat-

shah under a different title. There is also a copy in the As. Soc.

B. No. 537. Hammer's Geschichte der schonen Redekunste Per-

siens may be considered a free translation of Dawlat-shah. De Sacy

has given a notice of this Tadzkirah in the Notices et Extraits. IV.

pp. 220272. Vullers has published the life of Hafitz from it,

Giessen 1839, and J. H. Harington the Life of Sa'dy in his edition

of the works of that poet, Calcutta, 1791.

(4) &p* ^ c-iaA- &j\ Js^ (P.)

The mirror of souls or spirits, probably by 1/osayn

Mo'yn aldyn Maybodzy who flourished in the tenth cen-

tury of the Hijrah. His name does not occur in the

preface but it is found towards the end of the book.

These are selections from Persian and Turky poets

without biographical notices except in a very few in-

stances. The Persian poets are Firdawsy with a short

vocabulary, 'a9car, Nitzamy, Kamal Khojandy, Sa'dy,

Salman Sawajy, //asan Dihlawy, Amyr Khosraw,Anwary,

Shaykh-zadah Lahijy (Commentator of the Gulshane Raz),

Faryd aldyn 'a#ar, Khaqany, Tzahyr aldyn Faryaby,

Isma'yl Ispahany, Jalal aldyn Rumy, Ma^mud Shabishte-

ry, Jamy, &c.
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The Turky Poets are; Myr 'alyy Shyr Nawayiy,

Yiisof Beg, Wacily, Fodhuly Baghdady, Nasymy, &c.

Beginning c^-1^ ^ ^/H/; 1 * *^~* ^
As. Soc. Beng. No. 577, 8vo., 824 pp. 17 lines. An old correct

copy.

(R )

Gems of curiosities being a Tadzkirah of poetesses by

Fakhry b. Amyry of Herat. The author informs us that

with the intention to perform the pilgrimage to Makkah,

he came during the reign of Shah T'ahmasb Hosayny

(reigned from 930 to 984) to Sind, the ruler of that coun-

try was then Mohammad 'ysa Tarkhan (died in 974,)

and it would appear that he wrote this book at his Court.

Ilahy who frequently quotes this book under the title

of jU.jJl
%j$S> or "Biography of Ladies" gives the follow-

ing notice of Fakhry :
"
Fakhry Herawy was a friend of

Myr 'alyy Shyr. Some say this is the same Fakhry who

has been mentioned in the preceding article." In the

preceding article he says,
" Sul/an MoAammad Amyry,

whose takhalluf is Fakhry, was a distinguished man
and lived to the time of Shah Tahmasb. He praised

this sovereign in his poems and he is the Translator of

Amyr 'alyy Shyr's Tadzkirah called Majdlis alnafdyis*

from Turky into Persian. He added notices of some

* Myr 'alyy Shyr the author of the Majdlis completed it in 903 ac-

cording to Hammer, and in 896 according to J?ajy Khalyfah, and died in

906. The Chagatay text is divided into eight parts Majdlis and contains

441 biographies. Baron von Hammer-Purgstall, who possesses a copy of

it, has given a notice of the work and a list of the biographies in the cata-

logue of his library. W. Jahrb. Vol. 74, Anzbl. p. 11, 1836.

C
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poets of the second period. He is also the author

of the Bostan alkhayal J^' J^ which contains the

mania's of the ghazals of various poets of his age."

It will be observed that Fakhry and Amyry are one

and the same person according to this passage, whereas

according to the Tadzkirah under notice, Fakhry was the

son of Amyry. In a note to p. 263 Ilahy says equally,

that Fakhry Sultan Mohammad was a son of Amyry,

that he translated the Majdlis alnafdyis and that he gave

to the translation the title Latdyif ndmah. The author

of the Khol^ah says of this work,
"
Among the works of

Myr 'alyy Shyr is the Majdlis alnafdyis which he wrote

in the Turky language. Mawlana SuUan Mohammad

Amyry has translated it into Persian and has added at

the end one Majlis. This book contains an account of

many poets and learned men who flourished from the

reign of Sa'yd Shahrokh to the time of Shah Isma'yl."

It will be observed that according to this author the trans-

lator of the Majalis was Amyry. This is probably

correct, Amyry is the translator of the Majalis, and a

contemporary of Myr 'alyy Shyr, and his son Fakhry is

the author of this Tadzkirah.

In the preface is the following chronogram ^ [, jy^

**iA s-^oUa/o ^ ^ <u&j ^U j,ju
j ^LC j# tjAj I suspect

there is a mistake in it and would propose to read the

second micra' ^j ^oUa^^- ^ <u*>
>j\5

"As I saw my-
self absent from myself on account of you, in like man-

ner I saw the date of all sorrow without misfortunes"

This would make 1090 143=947.

Beginning

Topkhanah, 8vo. 143 pp. of 17 lines, a neat but incorrect MSS.
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It contains the names of the following ladies, most of

whom are of Tatar origin, and some ofthem have written

Turky poetry :

1. Byby .Hayat e>tj^ ^^ the wife of Qiwam aldyn JETasan, she

was witty and initiated in ma'rifat (theosophy).

2. Mihry (Sj** a favourite wife of Shahrokh Myrza. See Khold?.

N. 634.

3. Moghiil Khatym f*l*. Jj** wife of Mohammad Khan Shay-

bany and mother of Mohammad RaAym Sultan. Only Turky verses

are quoted of her in the Tadzkirah.

4. Abaq Bygah Jalayr^^ **# <3^' daughter of the Amyr 'alyy

Jalayr and sister of JZasan 'alyy Jalayr, was married to Darw) sh

'alyy, a brother of 'alyy Shyr.

5. Nihany ^^ a sister of the poet Khwajah Afdhal, whose

takhallu9 is Dywan.

6. Byby Pycha (? in one instance the name is spelled *&t and

in another &*>,) was acquainted with Jamy and knew astrology.

7. 'i9maty <J+^ r was of Khaf, of which place her brother, who

was equally a poet and whose takhallu9 is JTakimy, was governor.

8. Bydily ^^ the wife Shaykh 'abd Allah Dywanah of Her&t.

9. The daughter of the Qadhiy ,j*tiji*.& of Samarqand.

10. The daughter of the Amyr Yadgar, who resided at Dughabad

>bLpjj. Her name was Fakhr alnisa and her Takhallu9 Nisay i*~*

11. Partawy (sAi of Tabryz.

12. Sayyid Begam p# ^- a daughter of Sayyid JTasan Karih *j

of Astrabad. She was married to Shah-Malik whose takhallu9 is Malik.

13. A daughter of Grhazzaly Yazdy (who was equally a poet).

14. Arzuy tsjjjft of Samarqand.

15. Dha'yfy c5^*^ a contemporary of Byby Arzuy.

16. Atun oyt wife of the poet Baqayiy.

17. -Hyaby ^^ a daughter of Badr aldyn Hilaly.

18. 'ifFaty &*** of Isfarayin a slave woman of Adzory.

19. Fatimah Khatun, a daughter of Darwysh-zadah, who was a

brother of Qiyam aldyn Sabzwary and whose takhallu9 was Dusty.

20. Nizdy 4.5^ a relation of Mawlana Ahy (or Ahly ?) wrote in

Turky.

c 2
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(6) l^-o! ^ LJ& Uui^S V-^l &*' (P.)

A present for J/abyb (friend) being a collection of

ghazals from the best authors by Fakhry b. Amyry who

has been mentioned in the preceding notice dedicated to

the Wazyr jffabyb Allah who had the title of Acaf.

The poems are chosen with great taste and alphabeti-

cally arranged.

Beginning/** i>
! ***y^ **fi ) I? *V^* *^A* y f

U^
Moty Hawaii a splendid copy 8vo. 640 pp. 14 lines

; Topkh^nah

about 700 pp. 17 lines.

C7) U (P.)

The present of Sam being a biography of the contem-

poraneous poets of Persia, compiled by the Prince Sain

Myrza b. Shah Isma'yl in 957 Shah Ismd'yl the father

of the author was the founder of the Cafawy Dynasty.

This book has been described by de Sacy, in the Notices

et Extraits des MSS. Vol. IV. pp. 273308.
It is divided into seven chapters ^^^. The first

four contain notices of Princes, Nobles, Wazyrs and

learned men who have occasionally written poetry, begin-

ning with Shah Isrna'yl, 184 pages.

5th Chapter. On professional poets and men distin-

guished by eloquence. It begins with Jamy, 162 pages.

6th. Tatars who have written Persian poetry.

7th. Appendix. This and the preceding chapters

together have only 34 pages.

The book is valuable for containing contemporaneous

accounts, and may be considered as a continuation of

Dawlat-shah's Tadzkirah
;

it contains in all 664 poets.
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Beginning

In the Fara/4-bakhsh library is an elegant copy small 8vo. 350 pages

of 15 lines. Another good copy is in the Moty Ma&all.

(8) ^\(^^^\l^^^\^^ (P.)

The butter of poems and the cream of conceits being

a Tadzkirah of Persian poets by Taqyy aldyn Moham-

mad b. Sharaf aldyn 'alyy Hosayny Dzikry. He was

born at Kashan about A. H. 946. He is very particular

in giving us the dates on which he completed various

portions of his work. In 985 be completed in four

volumes notices of the poets who had lived before his

time and in 993 he added a volume containing biogra-

phies of contemporaneous poets after he had spent four-

teen years on the completion of his work. A friend of

his embodied this date in the following chronogram :

^'
" When the five books of the Biographer Taqyy were

deposited in volumes like a treasury I added to fix the

date five to theJive books of Taqyy" The letters of the

Persian words forJive books of Taqyy have the numerical

value 988 and if you add five, you have the above date.

After the completion ofthe work he made many additions

and in 1016, he informs us, he found it necessary to publish

a new edition in six volumes and the words$ ^^.^* e^-<

i. e. six volumes are required give precisely the date of

this new edition.

The book is divided into an introduction four chapters

, and a conclusion
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The introduction treats on the utility of the work and

on mystical love. The author enters on the latter sub-

ject at great length.

1st Chapter. Fifty-four ancient poets beginning

from the time of Sabaktegyn. They composed chiefly

qacydahs. The latest of them flourished in the eighth

century.

2nd. Poets who excelled in the ghazal (Lyric poetry)

and some of the later of that class of poets who com-

posed chiefly qacydahs. Forty-two poets, most of whom
flourished in the eighth century but some at the begin-

ning of the ninth.

3rd. Forty-nine modern poets most of whom wrote

ghazak and were of the ninth century; some few of

them are of the tenth century of the Hijrah.

4th. One hundred and one poets who flourished from

the time of Sul/an Hosayu Mirza to the time of the author.

The appendix *-oJU. contains notices of contemporane-

ous poets, many of whom the author knew personally.

They are divided into twelve chapters, according to the

towns or provinces in which they were born. In the

Second Edition an alphabetical list of poets is added,

who sent to him specimens of their compositions after the

book had been completed.

This work contains the fullest biographical details, the

most copious and best chosen extracts, (seldom less than a

thousand verses and in all 350,000 couplets,) the sound-

est critical and most exact and complete bibliographical

remarks on the Persian poets ; the author seems, in all

instances, to have consulted their Dywans, and to have

collected all the information respecting them he could,

the only fault is that he dwells at too great a length on
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the love adventures of the subjects of his biography

which are generally most disgusting. A very full account

of this work has been given by Mr. Bland, Journ. As.

Soc. London, Vol. IX. p. 126.

Beginning vj-^ ~p* *> ^f^ > 0**^)^
In the Moty Ma&all library, two volumes, (the third and the last,)

of the first edition are preserved. They were executed in A. H.

1004, and therefore before the second edition was made. They are

in 4to., have 25 lines in a page, the writing is small but very correct,

and there are two distiches in a line. The third volume, which

contains the second chapter, has 860 pages, and the last, which

contains the whole of the conclusion, has 750 pages. Mr. Hall of

Benares possesses a copy of the first edition of the appendix, which

was copied A. H. 993. It is a splendid MS. folio 622 pp. of 24 lines,

two bayts in a line.

(9) (PO

An abridgment of the second edition of the preceding

work apparently made by the author himself. This

abridgment differs only so far from the original work

that the specimens of poetry are omitted. The biogra-

phical details, introduction, &c. are literally the same.

Beginning of the first volume -j** *$

Beginning of Appendix \j

Moty Ma&all, small folio, 868 pages, 25 lines in a page, good hand

and correct, copied in 1040.

Table of contents.

First Eokn.

1. Abu-1-Qasim JETosayn .Hakym 'on$ory died in 441.

2. .Hakym Abu-lnajm JMLanuchihry died in 483.

3. Abu-1-lfasan 'alyy b. Qulu' ^y Farrokhy Sanjary Systany

died in 470.
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4. #akym Asady Tusy.

5. Abii-1-Mo'yn N&fvr b. Khosraw b. jffarith b. 'alyy (in the

A'tishk. p. 265 is 'ysa instead of 'alyy, see also Bland, Journ. As.

Soc. L. VII. p. 360) b. .Hasan b. Mohammad b. 'alyy b. Musa Eidha,

(according to Khushgu his takhallu9 was ILojjat) .

6. Abu-1-Faraj Euny.

7. Abii-1-Fadhl Mas'ud b. Sa'd Salman d. 525.

8. Abu-1-.Hasan Lom'y Jorjany.

9. .Hakym Zayn aldyn Azraqy d. 527.

10. Abu Manur Qataran Ajaly Amiiry (Ormawy ?) d. 485.

11. Shihab aldyn Adyb Cdbir d. 540.

12. Amyr Mo'izzy Samarqandy, his name was Abii Bakr Mo-

Aammad b. 'abd Malik Mo'izzy d. 542.

13. Badzil aldyn 'am'aq J*** Bokhary d. 543.

14. Shaykh Abii Majd Majdud Mohammad Sandyiy.

15. Siraj aldyn 'othman Mokhtdry Ghaznawy d. 554 (his

takhallu9 was first 'othman and subsequently Mokhtary).
16. Shams aldyn MoAammad Suzany Samarqandy d. 569.

17. 'abd al Wasi' b. 'abd aUHamiy b. 'omar b. al-Eaby' Jabaly

Sulidny d. 555.

18. Sayyid Ashraf aldyn Hasan Ghaznawy d. 565.

19. Amyr 'imddy Ghaznawy Shahriyary d. 573.

20. Eashyd aldyn 'abd al-Jalyl Wa^wa^ 'omary d. 578.

21. Abii-1-nitzam Jalal aldyn Falaky Sharwany d. 577.

22. Aw7*ad aldyn 'alyy Anwary d. 587.

23. Afdhal aldyn Klidqimy.
24. Qiwam aldyn A^mad Qiwdmy of Ganjah.

Second Volume.

(Containing chiefly Qacydah writers.)

25. Abu-1-Fadhl Tahir b. Mohammad Tzahyr aldyn Paryaby d.

598.

26. Eadhyy aldyn Mohammad Nayshapiiry d. 598.

27. Afhyr aldyn Mohammad Akhsykaty d. 608.

28. Abu-1-Makarim Mojyr aldyn Baylaqany d. 594.

29. Jamdl aldyn Mohammad b. 'abd al-Eazzaq Ispahany d. 588.

30. Sharaf aldyn AsJirafy Samarqandy d. 595.

31. Dhiy aldyn Khojandy d. 622.
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32. afyy aldyn Zakyy Maraghy his name was 'omar b. Abu Bukr

b. Abu-1-Wafa but he was simply called Zakyy. He died 607.

33. Nitzdmy of Granjah usually called Nitzdmy Motarrizy, his

name is Abu Mohammad Nitzam aldyn AAmad b. Yusof d. 606.

34. Kafiy aldawlat Haybat Allah Ibrahym Kafiy altzafar Haina-

dany.

35. Sharaf aldyn 'abd al-Mumin Shufurdah (in the very correct

copy of Maybodzy's Tadzkirah and in the preface to the Khol^ah

this name is spelt *jj&)

36. Abu-1-Makarim Shams aldyn Darkany d. 600.

37. Sayf aldyn A'raj Isfarangy born in 581 d. 666.

38. Eafy' aldyn 'abd al-'azyz Labnany d. C03.

39. Faryd aldyn 'attar of Nayshapiir.

40. Siraj aldyn Qomry d. 625.

41. Kamal aldyn Isma'yl Ispahany.

42. Najyb aldyn Churbadqany d. 665.

43. Qadhiy Shams aldyn Ma^miid Tabsy d. 626.

44. Faryd aldyn A&wal Isfarayiny.

45. Kama! aldyn Zanjany d. 687.

46. Abii MoAammad 'abd Allah b. Abii Bakr Imamy Herawy d.

686.

47. Khwajah Majd aldyn Hibat Allah Ibn Hamkar d. 686.

48. Badr aldyn Jajarmy d. 686.

49. Jamal aldyn MunsUy d. 702.

50. Qadhiy Eokn aldyn Da'wy Dar-Qommy.
51. Athyr aldyn 'abd Allah Awmany d. 665.

52. Dzii-lfiqar Sharwany Qiwam aldyn Ifosayn b. ^adr aldyn 'alyy .

53. Mawlana Jalal aldyn Eumy d. 661.

54. Afdhal aldyn Kashany d. 707.

Second Eokn. Third Volume.

55. Stfdy of Shyraz d. 691.

56. Shaykh Eokn aldyn Aivhady Maraghy d. 697

57. Fakhr aldyn Ibrahym 'iraqy d. 709.

58. Khwajah Homam aldyn Tabryzy d. 714.

59. Naeyr aldyn Bacliaijiy J^ d. 715.

60. Taj aldyn b. Baha aldyn Jamy d. 732.

61. Eadhyy aldyn Bdbd Qazwyny d. 909.

D
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62. Sayyid Jffosayny.

63. jffasan Kashy d. 710.

64. Na'ym aldyn b. Jamyl aldyn Nizdry Qohistany d. 720

65. Sayyid Jalal aldyn Ja'far Farahany d. 736.

66. Amyr Khosraw of Dilly d. 725.

67. Sa'yd aldyn Herawy d. 741.

68. Sirajy Sikzy c^, d. 652.

69. Sayyid Shams aldyn 'adhod Yazdy d. 740.

70. Najm aldyn Hasan Sanjary of Dilly d. 745.

71. Jalal aldyn b. 'adhod aldyn Yazdy d. 793.

72. Jalal aldyn 'atyqy d. 744.

73. Kama! aldyn Abu-aTatfa Mohammad b. 'alyy b. Ma/miud

Murshidy Khwajah Kirmany d. 745.

74. Nitzam aldyn b. Jalal aldyn b. 'ahhod aldyn J/osayny Shy-

razy d. 763.

75. Myr Mohammad Kirmany.

76. Fakhr aldyn Ma/wnud Ibn Yamyn aldyn Mohammad Faryu-

mady d. 745.

77. Khwajah Na^ir aldyn Bokhary.

78. Khwajah Jamal aldyn Mohammad Salman Sawajy d. 799 (?)

79. Khwajah 'obayd Zakany d. 772.

80. 'izz aldyn Karjy (Karkhy ?) d. 788.

81. Amyn aldyn #ajy Dada Tabryzy d. 758.

82. Khwajah 'imad aldyn (Ibn ?) Faqyh Kirmany d. 793, (ac-

cording to Ilahy he died in 773.)

83. Jalal aldyn Tabyb Shyrazy d. 795.

84. Grhiyath aldyn Mohammad called Shaykh Kajajy^^ &-

778.

85. Shams aldyn Mohammad 'a^dr d. 784.

86. Khwajah Fadhl AJlah Ibn Nac^ Tabryzy d. 793.

87. Eokn aldyn Bekrany.
88. Kajm aldyn b. MaAmud b. Zangy d. 806.

89. Motzaffar Herawy d. 728 (probably 782).

90. Ustad Sasan Motakallim d. 741.

91. Eokn aldyn Qdyin d. 785.

92. Shams aldyn Mohammad Kafiy d. 750.

93. Sharaf aldyn Fadhl Allah Shyrazy.
94. Eokn aldyn Herawy d. 764.
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95. Jamal aldyn Abu Is^aq Shyrazy d. 758.

96. Jalal aldyn Shah Shuja' Kirmany d. 786.

Third Eokn. Fourth Volume.

97. Khwajah Shams aldyn Mo7*ammad Hafitz d. 791.

98. Shaykh Kamal aldyn Khojandy d. 792 or 803 or 808.

99. Mo'yn aldyn Jowyny ^.^-
100. Shams aldyn Mohammad Maghriby d. 809.

101. Sayyid 'imad aldyn Nosymy d. 807.

102. Sayyid Niir aldyn Ni'mat AUah Walyy d. 827.

103. Shaykh Mo% aldyn #osayn Bafi'y d. 825 or 830.

104. Abu Is7*aq .Hallaj Shyrazy.

105. Sayyid Qdsim Anwar.

106. Khwajah Fakhr aldyn 'ismat Allah Bokhary d. 829.

107. Siraj aldyn Bisaty Samarqandy nourished under SuUan

Khalyl.

108. ffifitz Sa'd called Sa'de Gul d. 868.

109. Burhan aldyn Adzory d. 866.

110. Kamale Giyath Shyrazy d. 848.

111. Khayaly Bokhary.

112. Shams aldyn Mohammad Katiby Nayshapiiry d. 838.

113. Fattdhy Nayshapury d. 852.

114. Badr aldyn Shashy Sharwany d. 754 (854 ?)

115. Sharaf aldyn 'alyy Makhdiim d. 858.

116. Lutf Allah Nayshaptiry d. 816.

117. Khwajah Nitzam aldyn Eostam Bostamy d. 834.

118. Taj aldyn J2asan Salymy Sabzwary.

119. Shams aldyn Mohammad called Ibn Hosdm d. 875.

120. Baha aldyn Baronduq.

121. 9afyy aldyn (b.) Masy^ aldyn Qushanjy d. 853.

122. Nitzam aldyn Afanad Shyrynkar.

123. A/qa Malik Amyr-shahy Sabzwary.

124. T^Wy Samarqandy d. 858.

125. aMb Balkhy Sharyfy d. 860.

126. Shihab aldyn Hafymy d. 881.

127. 'abd Allah Tusy d. 869.

128. Shaykh-zadah Tahir Bokharayiy d. 869.

129. Fakhr aldyn Aw&ad Mostawny Sabzwary d. 868.

D 2
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130. Amyr Yad-Beg Sayfy d. 870.

131. Khwajah Ma/miiid Borsah d. 878.

132. Shiyuny Qalandar.

133. .Kwhy Nadiry (or Yadory.)

134. Khosrawy Herawy d. 879.

135. Zayny Sabzwary.

136. Kawfliary BokMry d. 880.

137. Ma^miid Mushky Tabryzy.

138. Khwajah Eokn aldyn Mas'ud Turk.

139. Sayyid Ashraf d. 884 or 854.

140. Eiyddhy Samarqandy d. 884.

141. Cafdyiy Samarqandy d. 940 (?)

142. KUJcy.
143. Shams aldyn Mohammad Asyry.

144. 'ala aldyn 'alyy Cdn?y.
145. Amyr Kamal aldyn ^Tosayn Fatdyiy d. 893.

Fourth Hokn.

146. 'abd al-Ea^man Jdmy d. 898.

147. Amyr Nitzam aldyn 'alyy Shyr Fdniy d. 906.

148. Amyr jffbsayn Shafy'y Mo'ammayiy d. 904.

149. Nitzam aldyn A^mad Sohayly d. 907.

150. Sayfy 'ariidhy Bokhary.
151. Darwysh Deheky.
152. Masy aldyn 'ysa Sawajy d. 896.

153. Amyr Humayiin Isfarayiny d. 902.

154. ^Tasan Shah Hazzid d. 905.

155. Ilahy Ifosayn d. 933.

156. Fa^ aldyn faMb Dara d. 906.

157. Shihab aldyu 'abd Allah Marwaryd Baydny d. 922,

158. Shaykh Najm Ya'quby.

159. Gulkhany Qommy d. 913.

160. Amyr Nagyly Niir-bakhshy d. 914.

161. Baba Juzwy d. 915.

162. DUy&yiy Urdii-baghy d. 927.

163. Partawy d. 928.

164. ShoMdy d. 927.

165. Cadayiy.
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166. Daiy d. 915.

167. MitMly Kashany d. 924.

168. Abu-1-Barakat Firdqy d. 913.

169. JBanndyiy.

170. Khwajah Agafy d. 920.

171. K&my d. 921.

172. Darwysh Hosdmy Qara-Kiily d. 922.

173. Baba Humayiy d. 923.

174. Amyr Jah Unsy d. 923.

175. Nitzam aldyn Mo'ammayiy Astrabady d. 925.

176. Baba FigUny d. 925.

177. 'atAyiy d. 925.

178. Am&ny Shyrazy.

179. Shaykh-zadah Lahijy FidAyiy d. 927.

180. Nidfyiy Nayshapiiry.

181. Ahy d. 927.

182. Myr Shams aldyn Mohammad Majlisy d. 927.

183. Ummydy Teherany.t7 i7 J

184. Mahwy Herawy d. 928.

185. T&yiry Astrabady d. 929.

186. Farughy d. 949 or 959.

187. Arshad Kazaruny d. 920.

188. Eashyd Kazaruny d. 920.

189. Mo% Lary d. 933.

190. T&ayr&ny Hamadany d. 930.

191. Wafdyiy Shyrazy.

192. Zuldly Shyrazy d. 948.

193. Myr Hagbul Qommy d. 934.

194. Sayyid Mdyily d. 931.

195. KisJiwary of Eudbar or of Qomm.
196. AUy Khorasany d. 934.

197. Makdiy d. 931.

198. Hddiy.

199. Fakhry Mashhady d. 932.

200. Shahydy Qommy d. 935.

201. Hildl Qazwyny d. 934.

202. Nddiry Marwy (or Herawy) d. 936.

203. A$ly (or A9yly) Qommy.
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204. Nargisy d. 937.

205. Myr Hashimy Bokhary d. 908 (?)

206. Dust-Mohammad H% d. 939.

207. Badr aldyn Hildly.

208. Ndmy d. 940.

209. Myr Mohammad QtiiJi
d. 941.

210. Ahly Shyrazy d. 942.

211. 'abd Allah Lisdny.

212. Hazy.

213. Baba Na^yly Gylany d. 944.

214. Ilahy d. 945.

215. Dhiy&yiy Nayshapury.

216. Tzdhiry (Tdkiry ?) d. 946.

217. FadJdy Herawy d. 947.

218. 'alyy Faydliy d. 947.

219. Qazwyny Torlaty d. 949.

220. Sdyil Hamadany d. 950.

221. Sayyid ifosayn Qodsy d. 951.

222. MazAry.

223. SuUan Mohammad fidqy d. 952.

224. Qadhiy Ya^ya Gylany d. 953.

225. Shawqy was of Tabryz but is usually called Herawy d. 954.

226. Favyky Tabryzy d. 956.

227. Qdyily (or Qabily) of Sabzwar is the author of a Tadzkirah

of Poets d. 955.

228. Shah Mo'izz aldyn TMtr d. 996.

229. #bsayn Kashy d. 951.

230. ifaydar Koluj (KoluA ?) d. 959.

231. Sharyf Tabryzy d. 957.

232. "ishqy Kashy d. 960.

233. Sayyid 'alyy A?ghar Mashhady d. 960.

234. Hayraty.

235. Sayf aldyn Mafaniid Eijayiy d. 966.

236. Motzaffar Skifdyiy Kashy d. 963.

237. Mirza Sharaf Jehan d. 968.

238. Malik Qazwyny d. 968.

239. Fodhuly Baghdady d. 970.

240. NitUry Tuny d. 971.
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241. YaAya Jan Gylany d. 970.

242. Corfy Nayshapiiry d. 972.

243. DJiamyry Hamadany d. 973.

244. Sharaf aldyn 'alyy Bafiqy d. 974.

245. Sayyid 'azyz Qalandar d. 972.

246. Gkazzdly Mashhady.

Appendix containing contemporary poets.

I. Poets ofKasUn.

1. Living poets, that is to say, poets whose biography the author

took "down during their life time. Many of them were dead in 993

when he first published this book, and he consequently mentions the

date of their death.

247. Mawlana Mo^tasham teacher of the author, wrote three

dywans the first is called *i*U*> the second **^^ and the third

*^^*. Besides he wrote a dywan of Qacydahs, in praise of the

Imams and princes of about 8000 bayts. and a Bisalah of Mo'am-

mas and chronograms. There is a qaydah quoted on the succession

of Shah Isma'yl to the throne, it consists of 66 Jura's, and every

Mi9ra', contains a chronogram for 984.

248. Amyr E-afy' aldyn .Saydar JRafy'dyiy Mo'ammayiy com-

posed more than 12,000 bayts of chronograms, Mo'ammas, &c. but

did not collect them.

249. Myr Mo'izz aldyn Mohammad was so exquisite a caligra-

pher that a thousand verses written by him sold for 10,000 dynars.

250. Khwajah Amyr aldyn Mohammad writes occasionally Grha-

zals.

251. A'qa Salman called Myrza ILisdby is the author of a com-

mentary on the Preface of the Grulistan of about 3000 lines. He
devoted himself to (^ufism and wrote a treatise thereon. He is alsa

said to have compiled an Arabic commentary on Qiishchy's Persian

treatise on astronomy ;
another work of his is called a^l oUjt. It

treats on geography, on the wonders of the creation, the lives of

poets, learned men, &c.

252. Mawlana Dhiya aldyn Mohammad.

253. Myrza Jalal aldyn Mohammad //akym died in 970.
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254. Mawlana Rokn aldyn Mas'iid Masy^y is the author of

^lUJl
alajU which is an Arabic work on the practice of medicine.

He seems also to have been a good poet.

255. Myrza Abti Talib Masyhy died at the age of thirty.

256. Myr Eafy' aldyn TZbsayn a Sayyid of the jPabataba caste,

used his name as takhallu?. The author met him in 1010.

257. Myr MoAammad Hashim Sihr went to India and was very

well received by Akbar.

258. Abii Torab Beg.

259. Myr Burhan aldyn Mohammad Baqir Qadhiy of Kashan

wrote a dywan of near 5000 verses.

260. Myr Rokn aldyn Mas'iid Jtokny went to India in 987.

261. Myr Ya'qiiby a native of Qomm, was settled at Kashun,

d. in 988.

262. Mawlana Jamal aldyn Mohammad was a friend of /Tayraty.

263. Myr Mtzam aldyn HitsJiimy went from Kashan to Ispahan.

264. Mawlana MoAammad Fahmy left a Mathnawy called oj^*>

^ixxj an(i Qacydahs, G-hazals, Satyres, &c.

265. Amyr Akbar 'alyy Tashbyhy was the son of a washerman.

He went to India, and turned a Faqyr, but as he is an infidel his

ascetic exercises cannot be of much use to his soul. He left a dywan
of about 8000 verses and a Mathnawy called H-*>^ *>i

266. Mawlana Dhiya aldyn Grhadhanfar was born at Qomm but

educated at Kashan. Besides many Qa9ydahs, Grhazals, &c. he left

a Mathnawy called ^[^j^ of about 3000 verses in the measure

of Tiisof 6 Zalykha.

267. Mawlana Kamal aldyn TLdtim, his original name was Haybat
Allah and his first takhalluc Haybat. He had great poetical talents

and a corresponding opinion of himself.

268. Mawlana Motzaffar aldyn TLasraty a pupil of MoAtasham in

whose praise he composed some Qacydahs.

269. Mawlana Ridhayiy was in 990 in Kirman.

270. Mawlana Nadzry, his father was a Shamlii Turk, and his

mother of the Olds tribe. He was born in Kashan, but went to

Khorasan, thence he came to Qazwyn and returned to Kashan.

271. Faryd aldyn Sho'ayb.

272. Mawlana Afdhal Duttiry was put to death for infidelity in 904.
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273. Mawlana Sharaf, a native of Ardestan, which is near Ispahan,

came to Kashan as a tailor, but became one of the most distin-

guished poets of his age. He wrote chiefly Grhazals.

274. //aydar Dzihny wrote chiefly G-hazals and some huinoristic

pieces of poetry in the dialect of Kashan.

275. Maq$ud went in 971 from Kashan to Shyraz, and subse-

quently he performed the pilgrimage to Makkah.

276. ~H.aydty was originally a water-carrier, subsequently owing to

some disgusting adventures he was obliged to take flight to Qazwyn,

where he joined some devotees. They were apprehended on the

charge of infidelity, their books were examined, and they were impri-

soned. After two years' confinement he returned in 986 to Kashan.

He composed a dywan of about 2000 verses,

277. Mardumy, his original name was #ajy. His father being a

tradesman, he was brought up for the profession of book-binding,

nevertheless he received a good education and was for some time

Qadhiy at Niyasir, a place near Kashan, but subsequently he return-

ed to his original profession.

278. 'abd al-Grhaffar a brother of 'abd al-FattaA and an accom-

plished calligraph and musician.

279. Qadhiy Mohammad a descendant of 'abd al-Eazzaq the

author of the Tawylat. According to the new edition he was called

280. Khwajah 'inayat Saltaq Khwdjagy, his forefathers were Salta-

qyyah Turks. He had landed property in Myasir and spent most of

his time there. He imitates the style of ^afy. He was alive in 975.

281. Fakhry wrote a dywan of 10,000 verses in which he imitates

most of the ancient masters, but as he has not much education he is

not acknowledged by other poets. He dug a grave for himself

outside the Ispahan gate and made himself a tombstone. He visited

his grave every Friday.

282. Samdyiy was a distinguished oculist and chess-player.

283. /Josayn Khigaly a pupil of MoAtasham had first the takhal-

Iu9 of Wi?aly.

284. She?wry was one of the most talented poets of Kashan at

that period.

285. Khwajah Jalal aldyn Mas'iid a son of Sayyid Shams aldyn

MoAammad Baqir. His father was a merchant, and died in Turkey,

E
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leaving a considerable property. Jalal aldyn went to Constantinople

with a view of recovering it, and died of the plague in 982 or 988.

286. Grhadhanfar a son of Pahm (Fahmy ?) a talented man who

gave himself up to profligacy and died in 993.

287. Wahsky Khwajah ffosayn imitates 'orfy and Grhayraty.

288. Kisra <jSj~^ a grandson of Ahly (Khorasany). Went to

Yazd in 999.

289. Sharyf was originally a tailor, he possessed considerable

poetical talents. Went in 994 to India and was well received by
the Khan-Khanan.

289. Mohammad Qasim Sarwary (or Sorury) the son of a shoe-

maker, had so excellent a memory, that he knew more than thirty

thousand verses by heart. He composed a dictionary called J*^
tj*^! and a book in which he explains the difficult words of Nitzamy
and other poets.

2. Poets of Kashan who are dead but with some of whom the

author was acquainted when young.

290. Shuja', called Kur, was a great drunkard and was imprisoned

for it. He died in consequence of his intemperance in 981 and left

a dywan of about 5000 verses.

291. Hamdamy Myrza 'alyy Dabbagh (i. e. the tanner) was a

dissolute character. He visited India and on his return to Persia

collected his poems into a dywan. He died in 982.

292. Myr Mas' lid a Taba^aba Sayyid. He imitated A^afy and

spoke depreciatingly of other poets ;
and this compliment was re-

turned to him.

293. Mushfi^y a brother of Jamaly Kirbas-ferush died in 972.

294. Gulsliany imitated Tusy and Sayfy. He visited India when

aged and was there imprisoned by the Portuguese (
aUi! JtjjJ >^jo )

when he obtained his liberty he returned to Persia and died in 974.

295. Haydar called Ikhmasy died 970, or in 971. His poetry

was much esteemed.

296. Adham
p*>*\ though a native of Kashan resided mostly at

Baghdad and Tabryz. He was a bigotted Shy'ah and died in 969

(according to the other copy in 999.)

297. Ni'maty Maddafc died 966.

298. Nigahy of Aran near Kashan died 979, and left a Mathnawy
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called */oG^Ui
/0
ofabout 30,000 verses, in the metre of the Shahnamah

and one called and (Sj**** Jj** in imitation of 'a99ar's Mathnawy.
299. Mohammad Romuzy of Naslaj near Kashan put books ou

law and other sciences in Persian verses. A labour of this kind is

his
g\j2J\ v 1^. He was eminently skilled in the superstition called

Kama! and invented some new methods. He was generally a very

eccentric character and for some time perfectly mad. He died in 972.

300. Myr .ffamyyat Allah Qdni'y was an accomplished archer

and caligrapher but not much of a poet. He died in 958.

II. Poets of Ispahan.

301. Kamal aldyn JZbsayn Dliamyry was alive, when Taqyy

Kashany wrote and had composed upwards of 70,000 bayts of

Ghazals, and near 30,000 bayts of Mathnawies and Qa9ydahs. He
left the following six Mathnawies. 1. j^j $* 2. cj|>*>jj

l
tf 3.

\j*f) (Jxjlj 4. jl-xiJl
&A. 5. (j^is* j^V 6. A* 1* j,jj^t And one

dywan of Qa^ydahs in praise of the Imams, which has the title

JU*| ^aj(sr and another which is called J^lolJwe!

302. Zayn aldyn alyy Nyky was a very holy man and upwards of

seventy years of age in 993. He is the author of a dywan of Q-hazala

of about 10,000 verses
;
of a Mathnawy called j&V\ i&j in the

metre of the Makhzan alasrar
;
and of a dywan of Qacydahs con-

taining about 4000 verses.

303. T&ayraty was the greatest poet of his time. He had studied

at Ispahan and was alive when Taqyy Kashany wrote his Tadzkirah.

Though he received a liberal allowance from the Persian Govern-

ment, owing to his extravagance, it was quite insufficient for hia

support, and in 989 he went to India, being attracted by the prodi-

gality of the Qofobshahians of Golconda.

304. Amyr Eiizbahan fabry had first the Takhallu? of Faris.

He was a descendant of the celebrated Qadhiy Euzbahan.

305. Qadhiy Niir aldyn Mohammad was born in Ispahan and

brought up in Qazwyn.
306. Khwajah Afdhal aldyn Mohammad Turkah, the Qadhiy, a

son of JZabyb Allah Turkah, and a descendant of Khwajah Q&y'm

aldyn Turkah, who had been a great (^ufy under Shahrokh and had

written a commentary on the Fo9U9 and on a qa^ydah of Ibn Faridh.

Afdhal aldyn after having completed his studies at Ispahan repaired

E 2
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to the 'Iraq and Syria to perfect himself in the traditions and other

sciences and then he made the pilgrimage to Makkah. In 967 he re-

turned home from his travels and went to Qazwyn to Shah Tahmasb

and eventually the high office of Court Qadhiy was conferred upon

him
;

after some time however he was obliged to resign it. He was

very learned, and pupils flocked to him from all parts of Persia.

307. Amyr Shuja' aldyn Mohammad Khalyfah, a man of great

learning, was alive in 1010 and had written a dywan of 3000 bayts.

308. Amyr Jalal aldyn .Hasan (according to one copy .Hosayn),

a nephew of a Wazyr of Shah Mimasb had first the takhallu9 of

Hozny, and subsequently that of CaUyiy.

309. Myr Burhan aldyn Mohammad Baqir Ishrdq a son of Shams

aldyn Mohammad Astrabady who is called Damad. He is the author

of glosses (^ashiyah) on various treatises on Philosophy and other

school-books. He also wrote Mathnawies in the style and metre of

Nitzamy and several Qa9ydah. He was alive in 993.

310. Myrza Taj aldyn .Hosayn CJAyidy
a descendant of Khwajah

Hokn aldyn fayid was born at Ispahan, and brought up at Shyraz.

He wrote a Persian treatise to prove that Shah Mimasb would reign

until the time of Mahdiy. He died in 1000.

311. Myr Mortadha Rafyqy of Kaz near Ispahan, died in 990 at

an age of fifty years.

312. A'qa Shahaky Fanayiy Ranany, that is to say a native of

Uanan which is near Ispahan. He was a rich man and well versed

in music and left a dywan of about 5000 verses.

313. A'qa Malik, he held the office of Mo'arrif.

314. Khwajah Mohammad Eidha Fikry wrote about 1000 bayts

of Qa9ydahs, Grhazals, &c.

315. Mawlana Kalamy.
316. Mawlana Myrak Dtiiy a son of Dhamyry had first the

takhalu9 of Ma^rumy.
. 317. Darwysh GMziy was born at Ispahan and brought up at

Samnan. He was a wandering cynic and spent rarely more than one

month in the same town. He was alive in 993.

318. Mawlana Baba-shah H<% was a distinguished calligraph,
but not much of a poet.

319. -BTakym Sharaf aldyn .Hasan Shifdyiy.

320. Mawlana Shikyty a relation of Myr 9abry Euzbahan.
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III. Poets of IspaMn who are dead.

321. HaV/y though born at Ispahan, he is usually called JTirfy

Mashhady, because he resided mostly at :Tus. He died in 971. He

did not arrange his dywan, it consists of about 6000 verses.

322. Mawlaua Talib was of Ispahan. He went to India and

died in Gujrat in 984.

323. Mawlana Addyiy of Ispahan d. 955.

324. Bahary a brother of the preceding. The date of his death

is not known.

325. Khalyfah Shah MaAmud.

326. Myrza Ibrahym a son of Myrza Shah .Hbsayn Ispahany

died in 989. He is the author of a Persian Dictionary.

327. Amyr Taqyy aldyn called Shah Myr Taqyy went to India

and Qotobshah conferred a high office upon him. He died in 991.

328. Mawlana CAdiq d. 944.

329. Mawlana Mazdqy was in his younger years a humoristic poet.

Died in 987.

330. Mvflfa.

331. Khwajah Fadhl Allah 'dmiy.

332. Sdlik.

333. Shah Ifosayn Sdqiy wrote good satyres. Died in 941.

334. Shah jffbsayn Yaqyny.

335. Pyry a friend of Dhamyry and author of a dywan which he

called &**&*>

336. Khwajah Jalal aldyn Mohammad Ctfidy died in 942.

337. Ayatu was alive in 993.
7 t7

338. W&dd died in 971.

339. Moqymy died in 963 at the early age of forty. His dywan
has about 3000 verses.

340. Mohammad Qasim Edzy was murdered in 979.

341. Khwajah Ghiyath aldyn 'alyy Fir&qy.

342. Khawfy.
343. Hilmy.

344. Wagly.

345. Allah Quly Qasamy.

346. Lawhy died in 989 at an age of 80 years.

347. Myr Eamzy gave himself during his youth up to profligacy,

but when older he led a pious life. He died in 978 and left a dywan.
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IV. Poets of Qomm and its neighbourhood.

348. Myr 'azyz Allah ttodhury resided at Mashhad. He was a

man of great learning. He travelled much and made three times

the pilgrimage to Makkah.

349. Myr Ashky a brother of -Hbdhiiry came to India and died

at Dilly in 972. He left according to some more than 12,000 verses

but Taqyy thinks only 2000.

350. Mawlana Hijry a sword manufacturer lived for some time

at Kashan. He left more than 10,000 verses.

351. jHakym RosJidy a distinguished physician, was much patro-

nized by Shah Isma'yL

352. Mawlana Malik was distinguished in the Grhazal. He
visited Qazwyn, and in 985 he proceeded to India and resided at

A^madnagar.

353. Myr Tiisof WaliJiy was alive in 1003.

354. Sultfan MoAammad a son of Shihab aldyn Qommy.
355. Mawlana 'dridhy was alive in 1000.

356. Myr Hdshimy.

357. Shikyby of Qomm has lately (1016) come to celebrity

for the great facility with which he makes verses.

358. Khorramy.
359. Myr Hw%.
360. Myr Jalal aldyn Mafaniid A?ly.

361. Ang&ry travelled much, and made the acquaintance of most

poets of his age.

362. WaAydy a contemporary of An?ary, died in 938. He left

treatises on Metre and Bhyme.

V. Poets of Sdwah.

363. T^aryfy had first the takhallu9 of Mi9ra'y. He was an

ascetic and died in 971. His dywan contains chiefly mystical poems,

and is very celebrated.

364. Malady.
365. 'ahdy a brother of the preceding, left a mathnawy in the

style of Yusof 6 Zalykha called c$^J j f*\ and many Grhazals.

366. Cob\\y a travelling darwysh died at Qazwyn in 973.

367. Suzy a native of Sawah resided mostly at Ispahan. He had

first the takhallu9 of Jifakash. He composed two dywans, one of
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Ghazals and one of Qacydahs in all about 20,000 verses. He
wrote a beautiful hand and most of the copies of dywans of the

ancient poets used by learned men at Ispahan are written by him.

368. ala aldyn Carfy came to Kashan in order to profit by the

instruction of MoAtasham. "Went twice to Grolconda the second time

in 988.

369. Juddyiy a son of Hidayat Allah who was called Ariikh and

held a very high post at the court of Persia, and was put to death in

936. Judayiy died at Qazwyn in 984.

370. Tzaryfy ofSawah a mystical poet was a pupil of -Haryfy came

with a nobleman of the name of Walyy Sultan Turkman to Kashan.

371. Payrawy a native of Sawah lived many years in India.

372. Myr Qodsy his name is 'abd al-Qoddiis, he died in 992.

373. Bddzily known for his wit.

374. Kam&ly, his name is Kamal aldyn .Hosayn, he studied for

some time in Kashan.

375. Myraky the father of 9arfy was a tailor by profession died

at Sawah in 991.

376. Mancury a merchant by profession, wrote a Dywan of about

5000 verses.

VI. Poets of Qazwyn which was then the capital of Persia.

377. Sultan Ibrahym Myrza a son of Tzahyr aldyn Bahrain

Myrza afawy died in 989.

378. Sultan Mo9*afa Myrza was put to death by Shah Isma'yl

in 984.

379. Bady' alzaman Myrza a son of Bahrain Myrzd was a long
time governor of Systan. He was put to death by Shah Isma'yl
in 985.

380. Sultan .Hasan Myrza a son of the Padshah Abu-1-Motzaffar

SuUan Mohammad was put to death by Shah Isma'yl in 985.

381. Myrza Salman was of a noble family of Ispahan and rose

to the dignity of Wazyr. He was put to death in 991.

382. Myrza Ja'far a son of Myrza Bady' alzaman lefix Persia

during the tyrannical reign of Shah Isma'yl and came to India.

Akbar conferred an important post upon him.

383. Qadhiy .Hasan 'abd al-Eazzaq his takhullu9 is Qddhiy he is

a learned man and a fertile poet.
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384. JHajy Isma'yl BcMhy a man of wonderful memory. In 985

he left Qazwyn with the intention of going to India, but at Mashhad

he saw Imam Bidha in a dream, he was prevailed upon to stay in that

holy place and died shortly after.

385. FarugJiy of Qazwyn kept an apothecary's shop.

386. Qadhiy Myrak Hamdy is alive.

387. Tabkhy a relation of Farughy and Kaka is alive.

388. Shaykh Mohammad Amyn. is alive.

389. Padshah Quly Jadzby a son of Quly Sultan Naranjy.

390. Myr Mriqhy died in 969.J U /

391. Mawlana AAmad Sharafy resided in 1003 at Qazwyn.
392. Darwysh Kaka was of Shyraz, though an illiterate man he

was a good poet. He died at Qazwyn in 980.

393. MoAammad Beg Kachar Badyhy.
394. Qadry was originally a tailor at Qazwyn. Set up as a poet

and came to Kashan and subsequently to Ispahan. He changed his

takhallu9 into Ghadry.

395. Sdhiry of Turky origin, spent his life in travelling.

396. JZajy Beg known by the name of Khwajagy a native of

Qazwyn, spent the greater part of his life at Kashan. He was a

very good musician.

397. Myr FaydJiy a Sayyid of Mar'ash cr^r* died long ago.

398. 1&.ayraty of Qazwyn was a saddler by profession, nourished

some time ago, and is mentioned in the Tadzkirah of Samy.
399. H&tify a contemporary of .flayraty, died in 921 and left a

Dywan.
400. 'azyz Allah a contemporary of J3ayraty.

VII. Poets of Gyl&n.

401. Khan Ahm&d. Myrza, Euler of G-ylan resided in 992 at

Lahijan his capital.

402. Myrza Qardry Niir aldyn Mohammad a son of 'abd al-

Bazzaq Gylany was in 992 in India.

403. Amyr H% a Sayyid of Lahijan.

404. Qadhiy 'abd Allah Taqyny son-in-law of Shaykh-zadah Lahijy

Fidayiy, left a Dywan, died previous to 992.

405. Mawlana 'arif of Lahijan resides at Shyraz.

406. 'inayat Allah Fikry d. in 973.
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407. Majitzy of Lahijan wrote more than 5000 verses.

408. Kitfty of Gylan a pious man.

409. Thandyiy was a pious man, and inclined to mysticism.

410. Awjy a mystical poet.

411. *izzy of Eusht.

412. M&yily of Eusht.

413. Ulay&ty of Eusht was a merchant and visited India.

414. Masyhy Grylany a clever physician, after travelling over all

Persia he settled at Eustamdar in Mazanderan.

415. Daw&yiy of Lahijan came in 990 to Kashan with the inten-

tion of going to India.

416. Nijdty of Busht was a merchant who made many travels.

417. Q&yimy of Mazanderan visited India.

418. Mohammad Qufy of Arnol a mystical poet who enjoyed

great celebrity during his life time, he travelled much in Persia and

also visited India. He was accused of being a free-thinker by men

learned in law. He was alive in 1010, and had written, besides many
other poems, a Saqiy-namah.

VIII.- Poets of Tabryz and AdzarUyjcin.

419. Haqyry the most celebrated of the poets of Adzarbayjan

in his days, died in 992. His Dywan contains about 6000 bayts.

420. Nithary of Tabryz spent nearly twenty years at Qazwyn
imitated the Dywan of Myr Shahy.

421. KJiw&ry was of Herat and his father was of Marw, but he

was settled at Tabryz and is usually called Tabryzy, his style resem-

bles that of Lisany, he died in 974.

422. SUTcyby is of Tabryz died in 971 and is buried at Surkhab.

423. Khwajah Ma^mud Beg Sdlim is of a noble family and distin-

guished in the Mathnawy, he has written a Yiisof 6 Zalykha.

424. Tawfy (Tawqy ?) of Tabryz is the author of a Tadzkirah

which contains a great number of poets.

425. Wildly of Tabryz died in India.

426. Haydary of Tabryz was originally a saddler and turned

subsequently merchant, spent much of his time in India, completed

seven years ago a Dywan of Grhazals containing 7000 verses.

427. Mohammad JTosayn Cabury, it is said that he is of Tabryz,

428. Mohammad Sharyf Woqtiy.

F
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429. J5Tasan Beg 'ajzy of Tabryz a contemporary of the preceding.

430. MaAmud Beg Fosuny of Tabryz was alive in 998.

431. Myr Ja'fary a Sayyid of Tabryz.

432. H% a poet of Adzarbayjan was in 1001 at Kashan.

433. Sukan Mohammad 'azmy of Tabryz died at Ispahan in 1010

at the age of forty.

434. Mawlana Talib (according to the new copy .Hakym Abu

Talib) of Tabryz was a good physician. He collected his poems

(chiefly Ghazals) in 994.

435. Qadhiy Wafiy of a great family of Tabryz was killed in 992.

436. -Ha/y Beg of Tabryz studied at Shyraz under Myrza Jan.

437. Myr .Hosayn Sare-muy (Sarmady ?) of Tabryz, was in 990

at Kashan.

438. F&niy of Tabryz had the same takhallu9 as Myr 'alyy Shyr
and therefore most of the poems of the former are ascribed to the

latter. He was a rich and very liberal man, he was dead in 993.

439. Mawlana Cayrafy of Adzarbayjan imitated A^afy.

440. Mawlana Ma'ruf was given to the superstition called Eamal.

441. Jdniby Tabryzy.

442. Tofayly.

443. Qawsy an uneducated man.

444. Khwajah Amyr Beg Mihr obtained an important office from

Shah 37ahmasb, perished in prison in 983 into which he had been

cast on the suspicion of his being versed in the occult sciences, of

which the Shah was in very great dread.

445. Myrza K&fiy of Ardubad in Adzarbayjan a distinguished

Insha writer.

446. Myrza Cadiq of Ardubad went in 980 to India, in 988 he

was in the Deccan.

447. Thabdty of Ardubad.

448. Baraky of Tabryz was dead in 993.

449. Fardy of Ardebyl was in 989 at Kashan on his way to

Shyraz.

450. Bazmy of Ardebyl a merchant spent some time in India.

He was much given to eating opium, and died in 987.

451. W&riihy of Ardebyl lived in 989 at Astrabad.

452. 'abdy of Sharwan a mystical poet, died in 985 at Tabryz
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IX. Poets of Yazd and Kirmdn.

453. Mawlana Wahshy was born at Bafiq and is a pupil of Sharaf

aldyn Bafiqy ;
he wrote, besides many other poems (particularly

Qacydahs), a Mathnawy called trlH^j ^j* in the metre of Nit-

zamy's Khosraw 6 Shyryn. He died in 992 or 991.

454. Qasim Beg Qasmy a son of 'abbas Beg Afshar a pupil of

Wahshy was killed in 989.

455. Tahmasb Quly Beg 'arsky of Turky origin, had first the

takhallu? of 'ahdy.

456. Myr 'abd al-Wahhab Najdy a Sayyid of Yazd is a merchant

by profession. He visited India.

457. Miimin Ifosayn a pupil of Myrza Jan was in his youth

given to profligacy, when he became older he changed his course of

life. He was alive in 1007.

458. Zamdny of Yazd went in 1001 to Qazwyn composed Qacy-

dahs and a Mathnawy in the metre and style of the Makhzan alasrar.

459. 'abdy of Aberqiih was uneducated but witty and strong in

the satyre and humorous poetry.

460. Kdsib of Yazd flourished a long time ago.

461. Myr Shah .ffosayn Sdqiy (according to the new copy Kamy)

of Yazd died in 954.

462. Myr Zul&ny a Sayyid of Yazd.

463. Shah 'izz aldyn Ghawwfyy of Herat was settled at Yazd, he

composed nearly 100,000 verses. About A. H. 950, this fertile poet

wrote in a work, in which he says

"The poetry which I have written amounts to 1950 books." He

made 500 verses a day, and it would appear that he put the Eawdhat

alshohada, the History of Tabary, the Legends of the Prophets,

Kalylah wa Damnah, and the medical work called Dzakhyrah Khwa-

rezmshahy and many other works into verse. He died in 960 at an

age of more than one hundred years.

464. Mawlana Shams aldyn of Yazd died in 988.

465. Fosuny of Yazd spent the greater part of his life in India,

came in 981 to Kashan.

466. Qdsimy of Ardestan a place between Yazd and Ispahan and

Kashan, he lived for some time at Ispahan, where he died in 976 or

986.
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467. Jalal Sipihry of Azwarah lived mostly at Ispahan. He is a

mystical poet and imitates Mawlawy Jalal aldyn Rumy.
468. Mo/zammad MursJiidy a brother of Sipihry is equally a

mystical poet.

469. Mawlana 'ai&yiy of Ardestan.

470. gtify of Ardestan.

471. Myr Shams aldyn Mo/^ammad Qadr obtained in 986 the

post of Qadarat. He had first the takhallu9 of Fahmy and subse-

quently of Faqry.

472. Shah Abu-1-Qasim known by the name of Qafiy is of Bomm
in Kirman. He was alive in 1016.

473. Myr FadUy (or Faqly) of Bomm was alive in 1016.

474. 'auydry was alive in 999.// 7

475. Shaykh 'abd al-Salain Pay&my b. Shams aldyn Mohammad

Maqtul (i. e. the man who has been executed) b. Shaykh Thahyr

aldyn Ibrahym Najrany. Was ah've in 998.

476. Fidayiy of Kirman was a good poet and Insha writer, died

at Tazd.

477. 'alyy Nawydy a pupil of Shah Tahir Anjedany went to

India, where he was patronized by Abu-1-FatA Nitzam Shah. Tor

some time he was in disgrace with his patron and changed his

takhallu9 into Nawmmydy. He died in 975 at Afanadnagar.

478. 'dshiqy is originally of a village between Systan and Khora-

san, he left a Dywan of Ghazals and was in his native town in 988.

Another poet of this takhallu9 is of the town of Systan, and came

under Shah Isma'yl II. to Qazwyn.
479. Qadhiy Afanad Lfyhiry of Zabulistan, flourished under

Shah Tahmasb.

480. Myr Jonuny of Qandahar.

481. Sayyid Abu-1-Qasim called Grahy of Ispahan, though it is

usually said that he was of Kabul, died at Agra in 988 at the age of

one hundred and ten. Left a Mathuawy in which he imitates Sady's

Bostan.

482. Dakhly of Kabul.

483. Yadgar Beg Halaty of Kabul. About 970 he lived some

times at Lahor and some times at Agra.

484. Mo/*ainmad ifosayn Bayayiy a son of the preceding, imitates

Ghayraty.
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485. Faydhy of Agra, the poet of Akbar.

486. Amyr Mohammad Ma^um Ndmy of Bakkar was one of the

nobles of Akbar, and wrote five Mathnawies containing 10,000 verses,

one is in the measure of the Haft Paykar, one in the measure of the

Sekandar-nauiah, one is called &)j>e LSJ-* and is in the measure of Layla

Majniin, one is called jb j ^ rw and is in the metre of Yiisof 6

Zalykha, and one is in the measure of the Makhzan alasrar.

He also wrote two Dywans of Grhazal and two Saqiy-namahs. He

paid a visit to Shah 'abbas, bringing no less than one thousand fol-

lowers with him.

487. Bayram Khan (see Badawny N. 16).

488. Myr Niydzy is of Bokhara, but he will not allow it, and

alleges that he was born in the Hijaz. He is well versed in metric,

poetic, music, &c. and compiled forty-two works.

489. Matzliary of Kashmyr, some say his name is Bute Khandan

(i.
e. the smiling idol) he visited Persia, and in 984 he went to India.

490. MoAammad Zainan Cdni'y of Badakhshan.

X. Poets of Shyraz.

491. Sharaf aldyn Ghayraty after visiting Qazwyn, he went to

India and lived at Lahor, but returned to Persia. His Dywan con-

tains about 5000 verses.

492. Qaydy of Shyraz came under Shah Isma'yl to Qazwyn, thence

he went to Makkah and stayed there one or two years, subsequently

he went to India where he died in 990 (see Badawny. No. 112).

493. Qadry of Shyraz a contemporary of Qaydy.
494. 'orfy went in 994 by water to India and settled first in

AAmadnagar. He died in 1002.

495. 'dlvmy ('dtiy ?) of Darabjard resided at Shyraz d. 975.

496. Luify of the province of Paris composed chiefly Grhazals, and

was, it would appear alive in 1016. He seems not to be identic with

Lutfy Monajjim.
497. Myr Ha&mtid Tarhy of Shyraz a modern poet.

498. Nuiqy resides at Shyraz and is a jolly companion.
499. Khwajah Zayn al'abidyn 'alyy 'abdy Beg Nawydy of Shyraz

was for many years Mostawfiy. He was particularly distinguished

in the Mathnawy, and composed two Khamsahs in imitation of Nit-

zamy, he is also the author of other works, one is called
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and he left three Dywans, the first is called
\jfi ty in this he uses

takhallu9 of Nawydy in the second he uses the takhallu9 of 'abdy.

He died at Ardebyl in 988.

500. Amyr Mo'yn aldyn Afanad called Myrza Makhdiim Sharyfy

a descendant of Sayyid Sharyf Jorjany resided in 990 in Qora

ITamyd, and some times at Baghdad. He was distinguished by his

learning.

501. Shaykh Abu-1-Qasim of Kazenin b. Abii jffamid came in

992 to Kashan. He was very learned more particularly in Tafsyr.

502. ffafitz 'hnad aldyn MaAmud Namy Shyrazy was alive in

1016.

503. Vahyfy of Turky origin, was born at Shyraz, the author met

him at Ispahan in 987.

504. Anysy.

505. Panahy of Darabjard died in 966.

506. Maktaby of Shyraz a contemporary of Ahly. He left a

507. Mawlana jflamad of Shyraz, during a year of dearth he left

his home and was devoured by cannibals in the neighbourhood of

Ispahan.

508. ForugJiy of Shyraz died in 963.

509. ILAmdy of Faris was as distinguished for his liberality as

for his poetical talents.

510. 'ayshy of Shyraz d. 967.

511. Ruswdyiy of Shyraz.

512. Cabuhy a tradesman of Shyraz.

513. C&fiy a celebrated poet of Shyraz, some say he is of Tabryz.

514. Sayyid Haybat Allah Myr Grliaryby of Kazeriin.

515. Nawruz-Shah Bahdry, was for some years governor of Hor-

miiz. Died in 952.

516. Udmidy of a village in the ulkah (province) of Garmsyr,

Kuh Kylu, was a well educated man and distinguished poet. He
travelled in Khorasan, Qazwyn, &c.

517. Mdyily of A'mol a contemporary of Shah Tahmasb.

518. Riisty it is said he was of Shyraz, he composed Qa9ydahs in

praise of the Imams, nourished in 987.

519. By-Kasy of Shushtar resided at Shyraz, d. in 961.

520. 'djizy of Lar.
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521. Kamal aldyn .Hbsayn of Lar a pupil of Jalal aldyn Daw-

wany.

522. Kdtib of Shyraz a pupil of the preceding.

XI. Poets of Hamadan and the adjacent countries.

523. Haldky of Hamadan a great poet, he went to Qandahar and

was well received by the SuLfan .Hbsayn Myrza.

524. Rashky of Hamadan lived for some time at Qazwyn, but in

988 he returned to his native town.

525. Huhy of Hamadan is a very witty poet and not without

learning, wrote Persian and Turky poems.

526. Aqa Molla Zalcyy of Hamadan lives at the Court at Qazwyn
visited Kashan in 1005.

527. -Sajy A'q Baba Midargar (Madadgar f) was "Wazyr of Ha-

madan under Shah Tahmasb, d. in 1000.

528. Khwajah 'abd al-Baqiy son of the preceding.

529. 'abd al-Baqiy Shiquhy a son of Wa^yd aldyn Wafady, the

author saw him in 1001.

530. Miisawy Eidha of Hamadan.

531. Asad Allah H<% of Hamadan d. 1005.

532. Khwajah Maliky Beg of Sarkan which belongs to Hamadan,

spent the evening of his life at Najaf and died in 1004.

533. Khwajah Aqa Myr of Hamadan obtained the post of Wazyr
under Shah Tahmasb.

534. Sayyid Mortadha Fdniy of Artiman which is not far from

Tawy and Sarkan, a mystical poet, was Shaykh Alislam of Dynawar
under the late king.

535. Myr Moghyth aldyn Bazmy of Asadabad, some say he is of

Nayshapur, but he is usually called Hamadany because he resided at

Hamadan. He visited India. He was alive in 1005.

536. Monyry of Nohawand in the province of Hamadan.

537. Cayqaly of Bariijard in the district of Hamadan came in

991 from Ispahan to Kashan.

Appendix : Poets of Baghdad.

538. Shamsy a contemporary of Fodhiily was originally a boot-

maker, died 964.

539. 'ahdy wrote many Turkish and Persian verses.
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540. Wajliy is a licentious poet, and suspected of infidelity.

He wrote a ^j*? e>li^xa>j ^A. e^Ux^ aJU^

541. 'abbas Tarzy of Shushtar resides at Baghdad, is tlie best

poet of that part of the world.

542. 'ayn alzaman of /Zillah.

543. Sayyid Shams aldyn Mohammad went to India many years

ago, lived first in the Dakhan and subsequently at Agra, where he

was patronized by Akbar, but as he dared to contradict his majesty
when speaking of the metre of verses, he was sent to prison at

Gwalyar where he was in 994. He uses sometimes Ghanayiy as his

takhallu? and sometimes his own name.

544. Khwajah Siraj aldyn Ya'qub A$af of Najaf resides now in

998 at Qomm.
545. Taqyy of Shushtar.

Second Appendix : Poets of Ckurbddgrdn.

546. 'alyy Naqyy of Kamarah was brought up at Kashan, has

written about 2000 verses.

547. Luify of Khwansar a brother of Wasly is distinguished for

his facility of composing verses. Visited India and remained for

some time at Agra.

548. 'Rij&by of Churbadqan was killed in 988.

549. 'alyy Warily a mystical poet of Churbadqan, is alive.

550. Fikry of the village of MaMlat was an infidel and belonged

to the school of Mafanud Pasa Khwany. He stabbed a man of the

name of Birky and was long imprisoned for it. When released he

went to Gylan where he died.

551. Qadhiy Myrak Jan of Karahrud which is near Qomm, a

very learned man particularly in metaphysics. Was in 982 at

Bacrah.

552. Qadhiy 'alayiy a talented but profligate man died in 936.

553. 'abd al-Grhanyy Dd'y of Anjedan was educated at Qazwyn,
he is a good Arabic scholar. He studied at Kashan in 978, and

again visited that city in 995.

554. Malik jPayfiir elder brother of the preceding, had for some

time the takhallu9 of Kisra, (Kasry ?) when he went to Qazwyn he

used Malik as his takhallu9.

555. Wa^ly of Khwansar educated at Kashan was first a banker.
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Visited India and lived for some time at the court of Qofob-shah at

Golconda, Qofob-shah, being displeased with him, forced him to

eat a very large quantity of Anjeers (Indian figs) and he died of

them.

Third Appendix : Poets of Khw&nsdr.

556. Qadhiy Kamal aldyn .Hbsayn of Khwansar was distin-

guished in the Mathnawy and Ruba'y.

557. Ta'ty of Khwansar is a fertile poet.

558. Tdbfy of Khwansar resided for some time at Yazd and in

990 he went to Qazwyn.

559. Fardy of Khwansar a darwysh has collected his poems into

a Dywan some years ago. "Was dead in 992.

560. Shukhy was in 993 more than eighty years of age. He
was a farmer and a most ingenious mechanic, he made all kinds of

curiosities as a pair of wooden scissars of the size of a Pistachio nut.

He wrote mystical verses under the takhallu9 of Pyr Dihqan.

561. Tctjiry of Khwansar was a merchant, visited India where he

now is, unable to return to his home.

562. Khidhry a son of the preceding.

563. Hashmafy of Khwansar a contemporary of Tabi'y-

564. .Hafitz Murad of Khwansar, in the science of music he is .

second only to the Khwajah Qabir Adwary, in 996 he came to Kashaii.

565. Sorudy was equally well versed in musical composition. He
had first the takhallu9 of Amyny.

566. Zuldly of Khwansar is one of the most distinguished poets

alive and author of Maykhanah and other Mathnawies.

567. Ghiyath aldyn Man9ur Mun$if the son of a Q&dhiy of

Hirand in the district of Zakurah, Ispahan. "Was at Kashan in 1010

on his way from India to his home.

XII, Poets of Ray and Astrdbdd and the neighbouring towns.

1. Poets of Ray.
568. Kasim Beg TtLdlaty was of Turkish origin and born at

Teheran.

569. Shah Qafyy a Nur-bakhshy Sayyid was first a man in power.

Subsequently his brother was put to death and he went to Makkah
and led the life of an ascetic. He died in 968,

G
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570. Shah Bidha a son of Baha aldawlah and a descendant of

Qasim Nur-bakhsh. He was bom at Kay where he died in 980 (ac-

cording to the old copy in 978).

571. Qadhiy Mohammad of Deramyn he was a courtier and

died in 978.

572. Qadhiy 'aa Allah a brother of the preceding.

573. Khwajah Mohammad Sharyf Hijry was for some time

Wazyr of Ispahan died in 984 and left a Dywan.

574. Qadhiy 'abd Allah a son of Qadhiy Mohammad is alive.

575. Amyr Qadhiy Asyry a son of Qadhiy Mas'iid of Teheran

visited India when young and died goon after his return to Persia

in 982.

576. Khwajah Sharaf aldyn Shapur Qaryby a relation of Ummyd
and of Hijry was in 996 engaged in imitating the Dywan of FigJidny.

577. Mohimmy of Durusht visited India as a merchant in 973.

578. Mosayyib Khan a son of Nawab Mohammad Khan.

579. JSTafys aldyn Shdny a Taklii Turk born at Teheran, one of

the best poets of the time. Was in 1002 going to Makkah.

580. Afdhal Ndmy of jfeheran a pupil of Ummydy, flourished

some time ago, left a Dywan.
581. 'alyy Beg Dadah Zohdy, a Shamlu Turk, lived for some

time at the court. In 991 he was at Kashan.

582. Yamyny, he is called Samnany, but he said himself that he

is of Shyraz. He composed nearly 10,000 verses and is strongest

in the Grhazal. He died in 981.

2. Poets of Astrdbdd.

583. Myr Mohammad Miimin of Astrabad is a good Arabic

scholar, was at Kashan in 987, subsequently he went to India.

584. Myr Murddy of Astrabad resided chiefly at Yazd, died in

976 (or 979).

585. Rawghany was born at Damaghan but is considered as a

poet of Astrabad.

586. Fdrighy of Astrabad.

587. Sahaby of Astrabad is settled at Najaf, composed about

12,000 verses of Euba'ys.

588. Ndiiqy of Astrabad went twice on commerce to India.

589. Dust MoAammad a tailor.
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590. QhiyAtliy of Astrabad visited Kashan in 991.

591. Niydzy of Astrabad went to India and was shot by the

Franks.

592. Myr Mohammad Yusof of Astrabad went on pilgrimage to

Makkah and thence by water to India and perished at sea in 967.

593. Bayany of Astrabad flourished long time ago and was well

versed in the superstition called Eamal.

594. Fid&yiy of Astrabad.

595. Myr Wdlihy a Sayyid of Astrabad.

596. Myr Sayry called Myr Naqah on account of his tall figure

and long neck, died 972.

597. Duyimy in the 'iraq he is called Dayimye-lang, he died before

/Zayraty.

598. Myr Hashimy of Astrabad was well versed in history.

XIII. Poets of Khords&n.

599. Myrza (July Mayly of Herat went in 983 to India but died on

the road. He was one of the best poets of his age and left a Dywan.
600. Walyy Dasht Bayadliy was a friend of Nithary Tuny.

601. Khwajah .Hbsayn TTian&yiy of Mashhad. He and his father

were proteges of Sultan Ibrahym Myrza, left Qacydahs and a

Mathnawy calledj*Jwl <x

602. Khwajah Mohammad Myrak CaliTiy of Mashhad is a de-

scendant of Khwajah 'abd Allah Marwaryd (see No. 157). Khwajah
'abd Allah was called Marwaryd, i. e. pearls, because a Tymurian

prince sent his father Khwajah Mohammad Kirmany to Bo^ayrah
and al-Qa/yf to plunder the inhabitants and he brought back some

Very splendid pearls.

603. Khwajah AAmad Myrak Cufy a brother of the preceding.

604. Qadhiy Afanad Figdry of Jowayn visited in 984 Kashan and

died at Mashhad in 994.

605. Myr Mohammad Hashim Mardumy of Mashhad was killed

by an Uzbek in 995 or 996.

606. Nislaty of Mashhad died at Ardebyl in 1005.

607. fybuhy of Herat, some say he is of Badakhshan, went to

India where he died in 970.

608. 'abdy of the Janabid of Tun had a predilection for Mathnawies
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and is the author of the j\j*\"j*j which is in the style of Nitzamy's

Makhzan alasrar. He came to celebrity in Khorasan about 950.

609. Myrza Qasim a Sayyid of one of the Janabid of Khorasan

is the author of a^ $l&i*lA and of a Mathnawy in the measure of

Makhzan alasrar and of one in the measure of Majnun 6 Layla.

610. Mohammad Amyn Dzawqy of Tun died in 969 (or 977) at

Lahijan.

611. Sayyid Mohammad Jamah-baf MTcry of Mashhad, a cele-

brated Qiify,
is distinguished in the Euba'y, yisited India where he

is at present in 985.

612. Shaykh Maq9ud SJiawqy of Herat is usually called Mash*

hady because he resided at Mashhad a friend of the preceding and

like him a 9ufy an(^ distinguished in the Euba'y he is therefore ge-

nerally called Shaykh Euba'y. He was an arrow maker by profession

and died in 977 at an age of near 90 years.

613. .Hafitz jffasan (or jffosayn) Himmaty of Mashhad.

614. Sharaf Rashky of Sabzwar a profligate man and a protege'

of Shah Isma'yl. Died at Eusht and left a Dywan.
615. .H&jy -ffosayn Mokhli$y of Sabzwar a son of -BTajy TaAya

Ta'al died at the early age of 25 in 996 and left about 1000 bayts.

616. Jamal aldyn Mohammad Waqi'y composed good Ghazals.

617. Myr Mohammad Tahir l&azyny is a Sayyid of Mashhad.

618. Kamdly is a native of Sabzwar wrote in 1005 the history of

the victories ei l.s^ }jb of Shah 'abbas in verse.

619. Nur aldyn Mohammad Tzohury of Tarshyz went at an early

age from Khorasan to Yazd and in 988 he proceeded to India and

resided at Byjaptir.

620. Natzyry of Jowayn was a merchant, he visited India and sent

in 1013 his Dywan to the authof containing about 4000 verses.

621. Ghobdry of Jowayn visited Kashan in 984.

622. Aqdasy of Mashhad came in the beginning of the reign of

Shah 'abbas to Qazwyn and died in 1002.

923. SJioMdy of Sabzwar a mystic poet i& the author of a book
on ethics. Visited Kashan in 1000

624. MoAammad 'alyy Cabir of Mashhad. There was an oilman

who was a contemporary of 9abir and wrote poetry under the

takhallu9 of CdUry.
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625. Myr Mohammad Akbar BadyJiy a Sayyid of Mashhad was

a learned man and a good Insha writer and calligraph.

626. Yiil Quly Beg Anysy a Shamlii Turk resided for some time

at Herat and went subsequently to India where he waa in 1002.

627. MaUly resided at Mashhad.

628. Khwajah 'alyy Waqify of Mashhad.

629. Haydary of Khorasan resided at Sabzwar and was called

.Haydar Byny on account of his large nose.

630. Nikuyiy of Herat left a Dywan of Ghazals of 3000 bayts.

631. Bykasy of Sabzwar.

632. Rawnaqy, some say he is of Mashhad, others say of Naysha-

pur, visited India and was received into the service of Qofob Shah,

died 979.

633. Mawlana 'ysa of Herat.

634. Sho'ury of Nayshapur.

635. Allahy of Tarbyt d. 972.

636. Asyry of Tarbyt ;
the author met him in 987.

637. Myr of Sabzwar.

638. Myr Mohammad Kaskany is of Sabzwar.

639. 'dhdy is of Nayistan.

640. Hamdamy is of Mashhad.

641. Wi^&ly was of Bostam.

642. Khwajah Mohammad Khawafy is of Khawaf.

643. Qdsimy Khawafy, a convert to the Islam, came during the

end of the late reign to Qazwyn but returned to Khorasan.

644. Humdy of Nasa some say he was of Herat, lived mostly in

Ma-wara-lnahr.

645. ShaylcTiy of Herat was given to pleasure and died in 968 at

Yazd.

646. Mihry the daughter of a Qadhiy of Herat fell in love with

Mohammad Mas'iid Myrza a son of Bady' alzaman Myrza who took

her into his zananah (see p. 11 supra.)

647. DJiiyayiy of Bokhara an old poet and a contemporary of

ZTayraty and Lisany and Qabily. (or Qayily ?)

648. Ghazzdly Junbak vUU. Of Herat, a pupil of JfZaydar KaliU

(Kaluj ?) died in 967 at Mashhad.

649. Mowaliy Tuny a man of good birth died in 949 or 959 and
left a Dywan.
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650. Wirdy of Samarqand died at Herat.

651. THarytny of jSTayshapiir flourished a long time ago.

652. Myr Karym aldyn Hashimy a Sayyid of Nayshapur com-

posed a Dywan of 3000 bayts. Died in 968.

653. Mohammad Kidha called Hakym Mashhady a clever physi-
cian and fair poet was alive in 991.

654. Abii-lwajd Fdrighy visited India.

655. Eidhayiy of Mashhad.

656. qon'aty is of Mashhad.

657. Kama! aldyn JZbsayn Zynaty of Mashhad resided for several

years at Kashan.

It will be observed from the preceding list that many of the poets
whom it contains were freethinkers. It would therefore appear,

disregard for the doctrine of Mohammad was not the invention of

the genius of Akbar but that it imigrated into India from Persia.

(10; v* &j^^^Lj^ui^w (P.)

Gems of distinguished actions being a biographical

Dictionary of Persian poets by Mirza 'ala aldawlah

Qazwyny whose Takhalluc is Kamy. Badawny men-

tions him among the poets who flourished during Akbar's

reign but gives no details of his life. It would however

appear that he was alive when Badawny wrote, in 1004.

The title is a chronogram for the date when this compi-

lation was begun, viz. 973 ; it was completed according to

a Postscript in 979, but there occur much later dates in it.

It contains notices of about 350 poets in alphabetical

order. Most of them flourished in India during the reign

of Akbar, to whom the book is dedicated, or of his pre-

decessors. The author used besides the tadzkirahs of

Dawlat-shah, 'alyy Shyr, &c. several historical and geogra-

phical works which enabled him in many instances to
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state the date, and he made it a point to give details on

the geography of places which he mentions.

Beginning ft< ^ ;!

ii /cU Xij-^^^j ; ^_9VAXJ( iV I

Moty MaAall 4to. 232 pages of 27 lines Naskhy, the copy is old

but it bears no date, a former owner wrote his name in it in 1071.

Correct though not without errors.

I allowed the opportunity to escape for making an

abstract of the work ; I can therefore insert here merely

an index to it and the most important dates. It appears

that the author of the Atishkadah has used it and I

therefore some times refer to this work for farther

details.

A'shiiby JSatazy ^j&* (Khushgu calls him Natzary and says

that he was of the "Wilayati Natzar.)

A'cafy, Khwajah-zadah (see Bawlat-shah). Abu-1-Barakah Qadhiy.

Abii-lfasan b. AAmad. Abu 'alyy b. .ffakym Khabbaz Ispahany.

Ajal, Myr Zayn al'abidyn.

Afanad, Qadhiy A^mad Laghir Systany d. 958 (A'tishk p. 114).

Afanad, Qadhiy AAmad ghaffary d. 975. Afonad, AAmad-Khan.

AAmad, Abywardy. Adayiy ^bl Ispahany.

Adham Kashy (see Atishk, p. 321).

Adham, Adham Beg b. Khwajah Murad Beg (see A'tishk. p. 299),

Arslan, Qasim Arslan TVLSJ (Atishk. p. 29).

Asad, Asad Allah (A'tishk. p. 43). Myr Asyry.

Ashraf, Mohammad A9ghar Ashraf Khan. Ashky Qommy.

Ashky. Afsary. Afdhal. Afclhaly, Khwajah Mohammad.

Ulfaty, Mohammad Qulyj Khan. Ulfaty Yazdy.

TJmmydy (A'tishk. p. 278.)

Amyr, Amyr Sultan Mohammad Rashy t^*> (Bushty ?)

Amany, Amyr Sharyf. Myr Amany d. 981.

Amyr, Amyr Kalang -&tf died in 953.

Amyry, Myrza Myrak Eadhawy.

Amyny, -Hasan Sanjar died in 485. Unsy, MoAammad-Shah.
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Anys, .Haydar Beg of Tabryz died 964.

Shaykh Aw^ady Kirmany d. 697. Baqiy Kulaby ^JV
Baqiy, Myr 'abd al-Baqiy (see Hamyshah Behar).

Baqiy Qazwyny. Baqiy, Myr 'abd al-Baqiy of Ispahan.

Baqiy, Mohammad Baqir of Balkh.

Bakhty (or BaAthy J^ ?), Molla Isma'yl Qazwyny (see Kalimat).

Bady'y (see A'tishkadah, p. 44).

Bady'y, Bady' al-zaman Mirza governor of Systan (A'tishk. p. 20.)

Partawy Shyrazy. Bazmy Qazwyny (see Hamyshah B.)

Bazmy a friend of Humayun.

Bismilly Kallah-paz i. e. the man who cooks goats' heads, of

Sabzwar.

Ba?yr Qadhiy of Systan. Bannay (see Atishk. p. 200.)

Shaykh Bii-1'ajab of Kabul. Bihriiz, Mohammad Khan.

Bayany Tiiny.

Bayany, Khwajah 'abd Allah Marwaryd (A'tishk. 164 and supra

pp. 20 and 43.)

By-Khiidy Balkhy (A'tishk. 21.) By-Dily Qazwyny.

Bayram Khdn. Pyrah JJ^AJ, Molla Pyrah of Qomm.

By-qaydy died in 950. By-Kasy Ghaznawy.

Tarkhan, Niir aldyn Mohammad Khan d. 975.

Turdy Eiidah. Tiiryqy Torbaty J^^Jsu^
Turyqy Damaghany died 963. Thabit" Thabit Khan.

Jakiry^ 'alyy.Khan Kulaby.

Jamy, 'abd al-Eafanan (see Dawlatsh, <fec.)

Jany, Yatmyan u&+*i Another Jany.

Judayiy, Myr Sayyid 'alyy was alive in 956.

Jadzby, Badshah Quly. Myr Ja'far.

Ja'fary Ispahany (see A'tishk. 44.) Shaykh Jalal.

Shaykh Jamaly died in 976.

Jamyly, Jamyl aldyn b. Shaykh Jalal.

Shaykh Jonayd KhalkhalyJ^
Jinny^ Qazwyny. Jffajaty.

Sia9ily Tabryzy, is alive. JZafitz, Mohammad JTosayn d. 991.

fiafitzy, JTa'itz Kirmany d. 635. .Halaty, Lahijy.

jffalaty, Qasim Beg is alive (A'tishk. p. 22.)

.BTalaty, Yadkar Mohammad is alive. ZTirfy Ispahany.
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JZaryfy, 'alyy Farrash Sawajy (Atishk. p. 292.)

H&ryfy, Khwajah Yadgar Mohammad is alive. Hozny Ispahany.

JJazyny, 'abd al-7?ayy Katib. -Hazyny Yazdy is alive.

jffisaby Natzary is alive. Khwajah JTasan Qandahary.

Molla Sbsayn. Qadhiy Myr JZbsayn d. 956.

Amyr Sayyid .ZZbsayny (Dawlatsh.)

fiadhraty Kirmany. .flbdhury.

JTaqyry Tabryzy (A'tishk. p. 45.) jHallawy Shyrazy.

ZTamdy, Qadhiy Qofob aldyn Abti Sa'yd Khalidy d. 969.

ITamdy Astrabady is alive.

Saydar Tiinyaay was a good musician. He was alive in 966.

Tiinyan is a village near Herat.

J2aydary was alive in 962 (Atishk. 25).

TTaydary Sabzwary (Atishk. p. 111.) JZayraty Qazwyny.

.BTaywany Qommy. Khane A'tzam Ghaznawy d. 975.

Khanamy is alive. Myr Khirad (Khord ?)

Myr Khosraw Dihlawy (Dawlatsh.)

Khi9aly Kashmyry. Khidhry Astrabady.

Kholqy. Kholqy, Myr Mohammad Yusof (Atishk. p. 285).

Khanjar Beg. Khwajah-zadah Kabuly is alive. Damy.

Danahy ^il^ Dardy (Atishk. p. 24.) Du'ayiy Mashhady.

Dawayiy, fiakym Shams aldyn 'alyy Shyrazy is alive.

Dawry, Myr Sultan Bayazyd Herawy is alive. Dywanah.

Dzawqy, Myr (Pyr ?) Budaq is alive.

Dzawqy, Mohammad Amyn Ispahany. Dzawqy Tuny is alive.

Bijayiy, Sayf aldyn Ma^mud d. 962 (according to the Khol^ah, he

died in 966.)

Eijayiy, Sasan 'alyy Kharras cr^ was a good composer of music

and left a didactic poem on music. He was alive in 960. (Atishk. 202.)

Ra^ymy. Euswayiy Sirkany.

Eidhayiy Niir-bakhshy (Atishk. p. 286.)

Rafyqy, two poets of this takhallu9 are mentioned.

RuAy, three poets of this name are mentioned in the Nafayis, one

of them, Qadhiy RuA Allah Qazwyny, died in 948.

Rawshany Mashhady. Rawnaqy Bokhary d. 964.

Rihayiy, Sa'd aldyn Khawafy d. 980.

Razy, Mohammad Qasim is alive.

Zary, Mohammad Qasim is alive. Zulaly, Herawy d. 931.

H
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Zayn, A'q Zayn aldyn b. A'qa Kamal.

Zayny Mashhady a son of Darwysh Kawghangar.

Saqiy b. Ibrahym Jazayiry.

Salim MaAmud Beg (see A'tishk. p. 25.)

Samiy 'azyz aldyn Jabaly d. 956. Sayil d. 940.

Sipihry, Myrz Beg d. 979.

SaMby Astrabady (Atishk. p. 206.) Sa'ydy Badakhshy.

Sultan, 'alyy Quly Khan b. .Haydar Sul&n Uzbek Shaybany had

the title of Khanzaman d. 951. Saqqa Chaghatayiy.

Khwajah Salman Sawajy d. 799. Sam'y Lary. Sangy.

Sohayiy {j'
(*~t Sahl

'

al77 Qazwyny.

Siyahy Khoda-diist b. Khwajah Kalan Beg d. 978.

Sayyidy, Sayyid Jalal d. 597.

Sayry jPeherany (distinct from Siyary or Sayry Ghaznawy).

Myr Sayry Naqah. Myr Shady Juybary.

Shahy Beg Khan a son of Budaq Sultan was born in 844.

Shuja'y, Sayf almulk of Domawand is alive.

Sharaf Yafiqy (sic, Bdfiqy? see Khola9. No. 244).

Sharaf, Myrzd Sharafe Jahan d. 971 (according to the Khola9. No.

237, he died 968).

Sharyf Mahdiy d. 951. Sharyf Bokhary d. 950.

SharyfTabryzyd. 950 (according to the Kho% No. 231, he d.957).

Sho'ury, Abu-1-Qasim Torbaty is alive.

Shukry, Myr Shukr Allah is alive.

Shikyby Tabryzy. Shawqy Yazdy d. 963.

Shihaby, Molla 'abd Allah is alive.

Shahdy, Shah Abu-1-Ma'aliy. Shayda.

Shyry b. 'abd al-^fayy Hindustany is alive. Moll Qubhy.

^Jabry in all three poets of this takhallu9 are enumerated, one of

them is Qabry Mohammad Qasim Guh-paz jf ij>

^labu^y. fadiqy Qandahary. ffiliAy, Mohammad Myr Beg.

9adre Jahan Qannawjy. 9id(U' Sultan Mohammad Astrabady.

9arfy, Shaykh Ya'qiib Kashmyry. 9afyj' Shaykh MoAammad.

Myr 9'ny Nayshapiiry. 9a7rafy Tabryzy.

9ayfy b. Shah Qasim Nur-bakhsh. Dhamyry Ispahany.

Dhamyry Hamadany. Dhiyayiy, Qasim d. 954.

^arimy, Myr Dust. Tarimy, 'alyy d. 981.

Gylany d. 977. ^ali'y. Qadhiy Taliir.
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Shah Tahir. Tabkhy Qazwyny.

jTab'y, Darwysh Mohammad. Taryqy. 2bfayly Ispahany.

Another Tofayly d. 952. Tawqy Tabryzy b. Sirajy.

Shah Tahmasb d. 956. Shah l^ayyib. Tzahyr Faryaby.

'abid Ispahany Wa'itzy is alive.

'adil, Isma'yl Myrza b. Shah Tahmasb d. 943.

'adil, Padshahe Lar was alive in 952.

'arif Shaykh Bayazyd b. Sultan Abu Sa'yd Biirany.

'alim 'arif Kabuly. 'ashiqy Systany.

'ashiqy, Abu-1-Khayr d. 957. 'akify Lahijy.

'alimy Darabjardy d. 973. 'abd al-Ghaffar is alive.

Khwajah 'abd Allah Farankhiidy LS*j*i>'

'abdy of Baku d. 965.

'obaydy, 'obayd Allah Khan b. Mafanud SuUan b. Shah Badagh

SuUan b. Abu-1-Khayr Khan d. 947. 'itaby, TJabyb Allah.

'itaby, Sayyid Mohammad Najafy is alive. 'izzaty Hamadany.

'izzy Lahijy d. 962. 'azyz, Myrza Kokah.

'azyzy, 'abd al'azyz Khan b. 'obayd Allah Khan d. 959.

'azyzy Grhaznawy.

'azyzy, Myr azyz Allah. In the Nafayis are two poets of this name

and takhallu9, one was alive when the book was compiled and is pro-

bably identic with the one mentioned by Badawny, and the other died

in 999. (979?)

Mirza 'askary. 'ishraty Yazdy. 'ishqy Sawajy.

'ishqy, Khwajah Ma'9um. 'ishqy Khan. Sayyid 'ala aldyn.

'alayiy Qadhiy Kahrudy LS*JJ d. 936.

'ilmy ('alamy?), Myr Mortadha.

'ilmy ('alarny ?), Mohammad b. Jffasan Lary.

'alyy Beg. Myr 'alyy A9ghar Mashhady. 'ahdy Nayistany.

'ahdy, Khwajah Mohammad Ea%m is alive.

Qadhiy 9afyy aldyn 'ysa d. 980. Qadhiy 'ysa Tabryzy d. 981.

Ghayiby. G-hazzaly Junbak. Ghazzaly Mashhady d. 981.

Ghaznawy, Myr Mohammad Kalan is alive. Ghanayiy Lary.

Ghayraty. Farighy Shyrazy.

Farighy Qazwyny Sayfy b. Myr Sa'd almulk jffbsayny.

Farighy, Shaykh Abu-1-Wajd b. Shaykh Wajyh aldyn d. 940.

Fadhil Andejany ^JVA.C^JI

Fayidhy MoAammad Miimin b. Myr Dust jTarimy is alive.

H 2
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FatAy Qard a contemporary of Humayun.

Fatyayiy <y^ Myrza A9ghar of Mashhad.

Fakhry called Molla-zadah, his name is Fakhr aldyn b. jffbsayn

Wa'itz Kashify, sometimes he used the takhallu9 of 9afyv<

Fiday Shaykh-zadah a son of Shaykh Mohammad Lahijy.

Forughy Samarqandy. Forughy Qazwyny.

Firyby Bokhary d. 944. Fosuny Tazdy.

Faryd Katib Shyrazy is alive.

Fa9y^y Tabryzy a pupil of Lisany. Fadhly Sabzwary.

Fodhuly Baghdady. Fadhyl Khalkhaly. Figary is alive.

Faqyry Bokhary. Fikry, Myr 'alyy 'arab d. 964.

Fikry, Nur-bakhshy.

Fikry, Sayyid Mohammad Jamah-baf called Myr Ruba'y came in

969 to India.

Fikry Domawandy is now in India.

Fanayiy, AAmad Khalkhaly is alive. Fanayiy Chaghatayiy.

Fahmy Herawy d. 963.

Fahmy Astrabady a brother of Myr Hamdy.

Fahmy Kashy the carbasus seller, is alive.

Fahmy, Shams aldyn Khaby9y is alive.

Fahmy b. Myr Nadiry is in India.

Fahmy Qazwyny was called Amyr Mohammad "Wazyr-zadah.

Fahmy, Shah Qasim Qazwyny. Fahmy Teherany.

Faydhy, Myr Mo'izz aldyn Mohammad d. 942.

Faydhy Qazwyny Mar'ashy. Faydhy Fayyadhy is alive.

Qabily Sabzwary d. 954. Mirzd Qasim Myraky d. 932.

Qasimy, Mirza Qasim Junabady. Qani'y Qazwyny.

Qodsy of Farghanah. Qodsy Ma-wara-lnahry.

Qadymy Mazanderany lives in the Deccan.

Qarary, Nur aldyn Mohammad b. 'abd al-Eazzaq Grylany is alive.

Qoradhah is alive. Myr Qorby Grylany.

Myr Kafiy Ardubany d. 969. Kaka Urdu-bazary.

Kahy (Gihy ?), Qasim. Gadayiy Kabuly.

Kasby Qazwyny. Kashyry (?) Bokhary.

Kalamy,5adr aldynMohammad, had the title of AfdhalKhan d. 977.

Kalan, Khwajah Kalan Beg Andejany. Gul-baba Balkhy.

Gul-Baqiy Baniy Samarqandy.

Kamal, Khwajah Kamal aldyn JJosayn Shyrazy d. 975.
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Kamteryn Shyrazy. Kawkaby of Ma-wara-lnahr.

Kiihkan, Abii-FaU Sultan b. Abii Sa'yd Sultan b. Kiinjy-Khan b.

Abii-1-Khayr Khan d. 337.

Lisany Shyrazy. Liqayiy Astrabady.

Lawwamy, Pyr-zadah Qiyam Sabzwary d. 975.

Many Shyrazy. Motayyamy.

Mayily Ibn Khwajah Mohammad Zaryn-kamar Teherany.

Majazy Majnun Lahijy. Mojriy (Mojrayiy ?) Systany.

Majnun, 'alyy Dust Tarimy. Mo^tasham Kashy.

MoAsiby Ardebyly.

Mohammad Yiisof b. Myr Mohammad Baqiy d. 970.

Myr Mohammad Yiisof b. Qadhiy Astrabady d. 977.

Myr Mohammad Kaskany. Mohammad Zahid Jamy d. 979.

Qadhiy Mohammad Eazy b. Qadhiy Shukr Allah Ifosayny.

MiAnaty Hiq&ry. Mi^naty Systany.

MaAwy, Myr Mafanud Munshiy d. 980.

MoAyiy, Solayman I. Turkish Emperor called Khwandaka ^^J>^

born in 900 d. 974.

Modamy Badakhshy is alive. Madzaqy Ispahany.

Madzaqy Nayshapiiry, Nitzame Badr. Murad Qazwyny d. 943.

Murady Astrabady died in India in 972. Mortadha is alive.

Mardumy, Mohammad Hashim.

Marwy Khwajah jffbsayn was alive in 978.

Myrza Mas'iid b. Myr Shams aldyn 'alyy Sabzwary.

Masyty Tabryzy. MasyAy a Christian merchant of Tabryz.

Moshfiqy. Ma'9iimy Kashy is alive.

Khwajah Mo'atztzam d. 971. Mo'yn Astrabady.

Molla MofliA Ispahany. Moqbily Qazwyny ^Jabiiny.

Maq9iid the arrow-maker. Maq9iid Qazwyny b. Fadhl Allah.

Maq9iid Kashy. Molla Maq9\id died 977.

Moqymy, Mohammad Moqym.

Makarim, Qadhiy Abu-1-Makarim Ispahany.

Malik, MaAmiid Khan Daylamy Qazwyny.

Malaky Serkany. Mantzary Samarqandy. Munshiy, Adham.

Munyry Hamadany is alive.

Mawaliy Lary called Khorasan-Khan. Mawaliy Tuny.

Myrak Daylamy, Myr 'abd Allah d. 962, his Dywan has 6000

verses.
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Mawjy, Mohammad Qasim-Khan Badakhshany, author of a Yusof

6 Zalykha in 6000 verses
;
died at Agra in 979.

Mawzun, MolM Bihkary.

Mahjury b. .Hasan d. 967. Mayly Qazwyny.

Mayly, Myrzd Quly Herawy came in 979 to India.

Nadiry Samarqandy. Na^iry. Nariqy.

Nithary Bokhary, Baha aldyn .Hasan. Nithary Astrabady.

Nithary Qazwyny. Nithary Tabryzy.

Nithary Tuny d. 962 (according the Khola? N. 240 he died 971),

Najaty. Nasym. Nishany Hindustany, 'alyy AAmad.

Khwajah Nacyr b. Khwajah Mafaniid Hamadany.

Nu^qy, Mohammad ^ali^ b. Khwajah Ghaziy.

Natzmy Tabryzy, Nitzam aldyn 'alyy is alive. Nafy.

Nafys Ibn Qasim Jiisaqy. Naqqaby Teherany. Niir aldyn.

Nury Dandany Herawy. Niiry, Myr Mohammad Sharyf.

Nury. Naw'y, Mohammad Sa'yd Herawy. Nawydy.

Nawydy Razy. Nihany Samarqandy. Niyazy Tabryzy.

'alyy Niyazy. Niyazy, 'abd al-^faqq Earis^yny ^^xx^-^li

Niyazy Bokhary Ibn Qadhiy Sayyid 'alyy (see Badawny.)

Nyky, Zayn aldyn. WaAid, Shah Mirzi Taqyy. WaMdy.

Wada'y Herawy came to India. W^ify Kamal aldyn.

Wa5ily of Marw. d. 968.

"Wafiy a son of Qadhiy Shukr Allah Tabryzy.

Wi9% Mohammad Amyn d. 967.

Wacly, different from the one mentioned in Badawny.
Molla Wacly d. 977.

Wafayiy, Shaykh Niir aldyn the Wazyr of Humayun.

"Wafayiy Astrabady. Wafayiy, Mirzd Ibrahym born in 941.

Woqu'y Tabryzy. Woqu'y, Myr Wa'itzy.

Woqu'y, Mohammad Sharyf d. 977. Walyy Dasht Bayadhy.

Hatify Qazwyny. Hadiy, Abu-1-Hadiy d. 996.

Hadiy, Shaykh Hadiy Astrabady is alive.

Hashim, Shah Hashim b. 'azyz aldyn Jabaly Qazwyny.

Hashim, Amyr Khwajagy Qazwyny d. 947.

Hashim, Myr 'alyy Kama! Herawy.
Mohammad Hashim was at Labor in 969.

Hashimy a son of Khwajah 'i9iuat Shaykh alislam d. 945.

Hashimy, Myrak Hashimy b. Khwajah Hashimy.
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Hashimy Kirmariy called Shah Jahangyr d. 948.

Khwajah Hijry. Hijry Samshyr-gar Qommy.

Hijry Andejany. Hijry Razy, Khwajah Mohammad Sharyf.

Molla Hidayat Qazwyny, a physician d. 960.

Khwajah Hidayat. Halaky Hamadany. Molla Hilal.

Hilaly. Myr Humayiin Isfarayiny. Humayun Samarqandy.

Hamdam Beg. Hamdamy.
Hindal Mirza Mohammad b. Bar Padshah.

Yarak Qazwyny a physician. Yar Mohammad Sowalah *[>

Yary Tabryzy. YaAya Qadhiy Nur-bakhshy, a brother of 'abd

Allah Yaqyny.

Myr Ya^ya .Hbsayny Sayfy a son of the author of the Nafayis.

Yaqyny, Qadhiy 'abd AUah.

Yaqyny, Qadhiy 'abd Allah Hasany Eadhiy b. Qadhiy Mohammad.

Yamyny Samnany Shamshyr-gar.

Yiisof Beg Chawishlii. Yiisofy Narsabady.

In order to complete the list of poets who flourished

under Akbar I add here an abstract from the appendix to

Badawny's History which was compiled in 1004 (see Sir

H. Elliot's Indian Hist.) Badawny says that he has

greatly used the Nafayis in drawing up that Appendix,

and that he knew most of the poets personally whom

he mentions.

Atishy of Qandahar came to India with Babor and became his

historiographer. He died in 973 at Lahor.

Ashraf-Khdn, Myr Munshiy .Hbsayny of Mashhad was a great

calligraph but a bad poet.

Amyr Qadhiy Asyry of Ray. As the climate of India did not

agree with him he returned to his native town where he died.

Myr Amdny, called Mykhchah (?) was a Sayyid of Kabul, died in

981 and left a Dywan.

Amdny, Myrza Sharyf Ispahany lived twenty years in India.

Qadhiy Ahmad Ghaffary Qazwyny was a descendant of Najm aldyn

'abd al-G-haifar the author of the jfiTawy on Shafi' law. Afanad came

to India and died in 975. He is the author of the Nigaristan

and of the |;f-(j^ f~*
a general history which is usually
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called Jehan ara, but as the title is a chronogram (for 971) the word

>j ought not to be omitted.

Myr Ashky Qommy died at Agra.

Anysy Lawlaqy was a Shamlu Turkman left a Mathnawy.

Amyny was a young man when Badawny wrote. He had first the

takhallu9 of Khawfy but his patron Nitzam aldyn Ahmad with whom
he lived at GKijrat changed it into Amyny (Amny ?) When Badawny
wrote he was attached to the service of a royal prince.

Abtary Badakhshy is also called Wakyle Fir'awn.

Ulfaty, Qalyj Khan a noble resided at Qabul when Badawny wrote.

Ulfaty Yazdy was dead when Badawny wrote.

~Ulfaty 'iraqy has several times been at Kashmyr with Mirz

Yiisof Khan.

Bayram-Kh&n, the Khan-Khanan was originally in the service of

Babor. He was a great patron of learning and left a Persian and

a Turky Dywan. He died in 968 in G-ujrat whence his body was

agreeably to his will carried to Mashhad for interment.

By-kasy Ghaznawy went to Makkah and studied there several

books on tradition. In his old age he returned from India to

Afghanistan and died there in 973.

Baqiy Kiilaby was killed during the rebellion of Ma'ciim Kabuly.

Baycidhy ^^. resided at Agra.

Payrawy Sawy was a painter as well as a poet, he died in India

and left a Dywan. He imitates A^afy.

BaqAyiy came from Qomm to Gujrat where he was attached to

the service of Nitzam aldyn A^mad. Thence he went to Agra and

when Badawny wrote he had the intention to go to Lahor. His

takhallu9 was first Maftuny.

TarkMn, his name is Molla Nur aldyn Sufaydany and his takhallu9

Nury. Sufaydan is the name of a place in Sirhind which was his

Jagyr. He was a good Mathematician and stood high in favour with

the emperor Humayun who conferred upon him the title of a Tarkhan,

but towards the end of his life he fell into great poverty. He was

alive in 979. He is the author of a Dywan.

Turdy a native of Ma-wara-lnahr.

Tawsany his name is Manohar and though he was a Hindu he is

also called Mohammad Manohar and Mirza Manohar. The name of

his father is Lon-karn (salt manufacturer), he was Kajah of Sambhar
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Tadzrawy c^jj^ Abhary a nephew of Nargisy came from Rtim to

India. He is the author of a memoir *JL^ (or Mathnawy ?) called

ij (^r-a. the first verse of which is c5J^ ***f f^
He died in 975 and is buried at Agra.

Tashbyky Kashy came twice or three times to India and returned

again to Persia, when Badawny wrote he was in India. He was of

doubtful orthodoxy, has written a Eisalah which he dedicated to

Abu-1-Fadhl and which contains irreligious theories ;
he also left a

Dywan.

Taqyy aldyn Shushtary was skilled in almost all sciences and had

just come to the court when Badawny wrote, he put the Shahnamah

into prose.

Thaniy Khan Herawy his name was 'alyy Akbar, he put the Kafi-

yah into Persian verse and left a treatise in verse on Arabic grammar
Oj*> and a prose treatise on pantheism. He was alive in 990.

Thandyiy Mashhady, Khwajah jETosayn. His poetry was much

esteemed in India before he came to this country and it was thought

nothing of after he had come to India, he left a Dywan and a very

good Mathnawy.

Jidaly, Myr Sayyid 'alyy was a most distinguished painter. He

painted the history of JSamzah. It is in sixteen volumes. Every
volume is in a box and every leaf is a cubit long. He was alive in

A. H. 956 and had written a Dywan.

Jadzby his name is Padshah Quly son of Shah Quly-Khan Tarykhy.

Jamyly Kalpy-wal, i. e. of Calpee, a son of Jalal "W^il. He and

his brother Fadhyl were both poets of some repute. The latter also

wrote Arabic poetry and left a commentary on Faydhy's sentences

without diacritical points. They were both alive when Badawny
wrote.

Ckishty, Shaykh JJbsayn 5ufy Dihlawy was in mysticism a dis-

ciple of Shaykh Islem p^~* Chishty. He was in the Khanqah of

FatApur Sykry. He left a Dywan and several other works among
them one in verse called Heart and Soul o^-j J> which is an

imitation of the J* j ^-^ of Tofa^y the teacher of Myr 'alyy Shyr.

Jrifar a Sayyid of Herat.

JcSfar-Beg was called Aaf Khan Qazwyny he was a nephew of

the late Paymaster of the forces, says Badawny, who speaks in high

praises of him.

I
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Haydary Tabryzy was a #ajy and came twice to India but left it

again. His Dywan in which there are but few good poems has about

14,000 verses. He was a pupil of Lisany.

H.ozny of the 'iraq intended to come from Herat to India but died

before he could carry out his plan.

'Raydty Grylany a friend of Dardinand wrote a Dywan.

~Raly was at Gujrat with Mirza jNitzam aldyn Afanad.

lA.alaty Yadgar is according to his own opinion a descendant of

Sultan Sanjar, but according to the Tarykh Nitzamy he was a Cha-

ghatayan. He left a Dywan.
Kh&ne Atzcm nourished under Humayun and Akbar.

Khanjar Beg a relation of Turdy Beg Khan is a Chaghataian

by birth and wrote a Mathnawy of 300 verses in which he gives an

account of his own life and celebrates the praises of the emperor.

Khosrawy came from the Makkian pilgrimage to India were he

was patronized by one of the Royal princes.

Myr Dawry his name is Sultan Bayazyd Herawy and his title

Katib almulk. He was the best calligraph in Akbar' s time and a

fair poet.

Ddkhly came from the 'iraq to India.

DanaJiy, Danah is a village near Nayshapiir of which this poet was

a peasant. He came to India and made poetry, but as his language

was rustic and uncultivated his verses were not much admired.

Dawwdny, .Hakym 'ayn almulk. His mother is descended from

the celebrated Philosopher Jalal aldyn Dawwany.

Itafy'y^ Myr .ZZaydar Mo'ammayiy of Kashan was distinguished

by his skill in making chronograms. He was drowned when return-

ing by sea to Persia. He was in charge of copies of Faydhy's works

for distribution in Persia and they were also lost.

Eihdyiy is a descendant of Shaykh Zayn Khafy and wrote a cele-

brated Dywan. Sa'd aldyn Eihdyiy Khawafy is mentioned in the

Nafayis, he died in 980.

Rawalianu was a Jester in the service of the emperor and left a
*/ i/

Dywan of about 3000 verses, he died in 981. The following chro-

nogram on his death expresses the estimation in which he was held

by his contemporaries ^U-e^Juwy*^ c$^*>^ ^ l(i

Zayn Khan Kokah was the best musician of the time of Akbar

but a bad poet. He played chiefly Hindu tunes.
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SufaAn Mohammad Saplaky ^^^, Saplak is a place in Qandahar.

The common people of India pronounce the word with an i after

the p ;
if thus pronounced it means ^r^ this is the name of an

animal which lives on carrion.

Sultan, his title was Khan-zaman. There was another poet, Mo-

hammad, who had the takhallu9 of Sultan
;
the Khan-zaman offered

him one thousand Eupees if he would change it and when he refused

to do so he threatened to put him to death
;
but promises and threats

were unavailing with the poor poet, he kept his takhallu9.

Sayry Ghaznawy was versed in law, metric and other sciences.

Sipihry, Myrza Beg died in India in 979.

Sibitqy was in the service of Bayram-khan who sent through him

seven thousand Rupees to the shrine of Imam Eidha. The poet

spent the money and was punished for it by Shah Tahmasb of Persia

with imprisonment, but in 974 he again obtained his liberty.

SaJimy Bokhary. His father was an arrow manufacturer, hence

his takhallu9. He grew up in the service of Myrza 'azyz Kokah.

Saqqd Bahram belongs to the school of Darwysh Faniy and to the

Silsilah of JZajy Mohammad Janushany ^<*>j**>. He lived at Agra
and having given every thing he possessed to a son of his Pyr, he

travelled to Ceylon and died on the road. He left a large Dywan.

Siydhy Khoda-diist a grandson of Khwajah Kalan Beg died in

978. (According to another Tadzkirah his takhallu9 is Sipahy.)

Sarmady Ispahany had first the takhallu9 of Faydhy, he resides

in Bengal.

SAqiy Jazayiry a native of Mashhad. His father who was of

Arabic extraction was considered as a doctor (mojtahid) of the

Shy'ah church. Saqiy held in 1004 an office in Bengal. In the

Nafayis it is stated that his father's name was Ibrahym Jazayiry.

Sayyidy a Qufy was a disciple of Shaykh Islem (fiM apparently

a corruption of Islam) Chishty. Was first settled at Kalpy, now he

is at Kabul.

Shahdy (or Shohdy), Shah Abu-1-Ma'aly.

Shyry of the village of Kokwal in the Panjab. His father was of

Machyn. He was a very celebrated poet and was ordered to trans-

late the Mahabharata into Persian, but it is not clear whether he did

execute the task. He died in the Yusofjay country in 994 and left

a celebrated Dywan.

I 2
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Shikyby Ispahany came to India and is patronized by 'the Khan

Khanan the son of Bayram Khan.

Skujd'y, Hakym Sayf almoluk Domawandy was a clever physician.

Sharbaty is alive.

Molla Cddiq TLalwdyiy Samarqandy was in 988 in Ma-wara-lnahr,

he is the author of a Dywan.

fybuhy was of Chaghatyyah origin lived at Agra and died in 972.

Cdlihy Herawy was in India but returned to his home.

Qddiq (according to the Nafayis Qddiqy) Qandahary Herawy was

for some time in India, he is dead.

fyrfy, Shaykh Ta'qub Kashmyry a learned man who left several

works on Qiifism.
He commenced the compilation of a large com-

mentary on the Koran like the Tafsyr Kabyr (of Kazy) but died

before he could complete it.

Qarfy Sawajy was for some time at Gujrat with Khwajah Nitzam

aldyn AAmad, subsequently he went to Lahor, he wrote a Dywan.

Qabury Hamadany was cast in prison when the Khan-zaman was

put to death. Was dead when Badawny wrote.

(jdlih Dywanah obtained the title of 'aqily from the emperor.

lArimy, Molld 'alyy was very strong in the traditions having

studied this science in Arabia. Died in 981.

Taryqy Sawajy died on a pilgrimage to Makkali.

Tdlib Ispahany resided the last twenty years in Kashmyr, first he

was a Qalandar, subsequently he entered the service of the emperor
and was sent on an embassy to Ladak.

Tdli'y Tazdy an elegant calligraph resided at Agra.

Tifly a son of Molla Darwysh FatApury was so precocious that he

read the Shamsyyah on Logic when only ten years of age. Was in

the service of one of the princes.

Tzoliury resided in the Deccan and left a Dywan.

Myr 'abd al-~H.ayy Mashhady a brother of Myr 'abd Allah Qaniiny

who was a courtier of Humayun.

Sayyid Mohammad Najafy wrote good Persian and Arabic poetry,

and his poetical talents were fully acknowledged in the Deccan. He
came to Ilahabad and it was reported that he had written a satyre

on Fat^ Allah. As he denied the charge, his papers were searched,

and as satyres were found among them he was ten years imprisoned
at Gwaliar. He wrote a Dywan.
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'obaydy was a young but promising poet when Badawny wrote.

'ishqy Khan a Turky Pyr-zadah. His father was Barman Quly

SuUan. He was well versed in accounts and filled for some time the

place of Myr-Bakhshy. He left a Dywan of a thousand Qa9ydahs

and many Ghazals and a very large Mathnawy.

"ilmy (or 'alamy) Myr Mortadha a Sayyid of Dughab was for some

time lord of Badawn.

"azyzy Myr 'azyz Allah was for some time Dywan (Minister of

Finance) of Akbar but finally his property was confiscated and he was

imprisoned because he could not account for five crores of Eupees.

He left a Dywan of Ghazals and some Mathnawies like J* j <-tf and

Mirzd 'azyz Kokah A'tzam Khan attempts now and then to write

poetry.

'ahdy Shyrazy was for some time in Gujrat with Nitzam aldyn

A^mad. Subsequently he came to Dilly and entered the service

of the .ffakym 'ayn almulk.

'inayat Katib Shyrazy was librarian of Akbar when Badawny wrote.

'orfy Shyrazy. His Dywan was even during his life time very

popular and sold in every street.

Ghaznawy Myr Mohammad Khane Kalan held a very high appoint-

ment. He left a large Dywan.

Gliazzdly Mashhady fled from the 'iraq where he had been in

danger of being put to death into the Deccan. The Khan-zaman

sent him one thousand Eupees for the journey and prevailed upon
him to proceed from the Deccan to Agra. After he had been some

years with the Khan-zaman, the emperor took him into his service and

conferred the title of Icing of poets *l/**iJl
<^U>o upon him. He died at

AAmadabad on Thursday evening 27th of Eajeb 980, according to the

Nafayis in 981. He was deeply versed in mystic philosophy. He
left a Dywan and a Mathnawy, in all from 40,000 to 50,000 verses.

Ghobary Qasim 'alyy b. .ffaydar Baqqal rose from a humble station

(his father was a green-grocer at Agra) to the dignity of a Khan.

He died in 1000 or 1001. Bedawny who writes a very spiteful

article on him says that *A*I &^ ^ f*
v* is in the former and

cU>U. ^UL ^Le ^-^ is in the latter case, the chronogram of his death.

Gkorbaty Hiq&ry travelled in Ma-wara-luahr and died at Agra in

966. He left a Dywan.
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GJiayraty Shyrazy came to India but returned to Shyraz.

Shaykh FaydJiy died in 1004. Sir Henry Elliot has given a very

spirited translation of this article in his Ind. Hist. I. 255.

FarigJiy Shyrazy a cousin of Fat& Allah. He came twice to India,

and died.

Fahmy Tabarany (Teherany ?) was a great traveller and visited

also India.

FaJimy b. Nadiry Samarqandy came to India, but left it again.

Fahmy Astrabady died at Dilly.

Fikry, Sayyid Mohammad Jamah-baf nicknamed Myr Kuba'yiy is

the Khayyam of his age.

Fannyiy Chaghatayiy had the title of Khan. He was some time

imprisoned, which affected his mind so much that he turned mad.

He left a Dywan.

Fosuny Yazdy a story teller by profession. Came from Tatah,

and was received into the service of the emperor.

FyruzaJi Kabuly a slave of Myrza Mohammad .Hakym was a clever

musician, and a fair poet. He was admitted into the society of the

emperor.

Fdrisy, Sharyf a son of the painter Khwajah 'abd al-amad was a

great calligraph and a good painter, he left a Dywan.

Qardry Gylany, Niir aldyn son of Molla 'abd al-Bazzaq and bro-

ther of the .Hakym Abu-1-FatA, died in Bengal during the days of

Motzaffar Khan and left a Dywan.

Qawsy was in the service of the Khane Kaldn, and it is said that

he was without equal in the art of making tooth-picks.

Qaydy Shyrazy came to India on his return from the Makkian

pilgrimage, and entered the service of the emperor, but fell into

disgrace for having said that his subjects were greatly suffering. He
died at Fat^pur.

Qandy came at the time of Bayram Khan from Ma-wara-lnahr

to India.

Qasim G&hy (Kahy from Kah grass ?) Kabuly was a 9ufy an(l

skilled in the explanation of the Qoran, polemics, music, &c. but he

was an atheist and a disgusting cynic.

Qasim Arslun was originally of Tiis, but was brought up in Ma-

wara-lnahr. He was a very good poet and left a Dywan. He died

in 995.
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KAmy, Myr 'ala aldawlah, author of a Tadzkirah.

Kalamy, Afdhal-khan came from the Deccan to Hindustan, he wa

learned in most sciences, more particularly in law. Died in the

Deccan.

Kdmy Qommy, a young man who had shortly previous to 1004

come to India.

Liqdyiy Astrabady a most distinguished man died at Lahor in 979

or 975.

Lrfly Myrzd La'l Beg son of Quly Badakhshy a most gentle young

man, who was admitted into the society of the emperor. He is very

well versed in history and writes occasionally poetry.

Luify Monajjim was for some time with Mirza Nitzam aldyn

Afanad in GKijrat. "Was well acquainted with ancient poetry and

repeated one night, one thousand verses from memory.

Myr Mortadhh Sharyfy Shyrazy grandson of Myr Sayyid Sharyf

Jorjany, surpassed all his contemporaries in the mathematical and

philosophical sciences. He went to Makkah, studied there the tra-

ditions under Ibn -ETajr, and obtained a licence ojt^i from him.

From Makkah he went into the Deccan and thence to Agra. He
died in 974, and was conveyed to Mashhad for interment.

Khwdjah Hosayn Marivy a descendant of Rokn aldyn 'ala aldaw-

lah Samnany was in Philosophy a pupil of 'i9am aldyn and Molla

jETanafy and in law of Ibn -Hajr II. In 979 he left India and

returned to his home and died there. He put the Singhasan Batysy
into Persian verses, but did not complete it. He left a Dywan.

Mahwy, Myr Mohammad Munshiy was twenty-five years Head

Munshiy of India.

Myr Mohsin Eadhawy Mashhady.

Ma,wjy, Qasim Khan Badakhshy was a high officer in the army
of the emperor, and left a poem of 6000 verses in the style of Yiisof

d Zalykha. He died at Agra in 979.

Myr-z^idah 'alyy Khan a son of MoAtaram Beg was killed in

Kashmyr in 996.

Mathnawy Herawy was of the Tabafaba family, lived nearly fifty

years in India. Died in 982.

MurAdy Astrabady was a Sayyid of that place. He came to India

and died in 979.
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Mushfiqy Bokhary, his family is of Marw, he came twice to India

but returned again to Persia.

Mayly Herawy his name was Myrza Quly. He was a very distin-

guished poet in the service of Nawrang Khan. He died at Malwa.

Malik Qommy called Malik alkalam or the king of poetry. He
lived in the Deccan in a humble manner. It is to be observed that

Faghfur adopted some times the takhallu9 of Malik. His poems

must therefore not be confounded with those of Malik Qommy.
Molla Mod&my of Badakhshan was for some time in the service of

Myrzd 'azyz Kokah.

Molld Maqpud Qazwyny was a good poet and left a Dywan.

Mihnaty H\q&rj a man of considerable learning was first in the

Dilly Madrasah and subsequently Qddhiy of Sirhind where he died.

The emperor gave him the takhallu9 of 'ayshy.

Musawy Mashhady.

KhwdjaJi Mo'atztzam, he murdered his wife and was executed for

it in 971.

Mawzun the son of a celebrated calligraph was also well versed in

this art.

Mohammad Yusof was born at Kabul and brought up in India.

Was killed in the siege of Surat in 980. (970 ?)

Mantzary Samarqandy was at Agra in the service of Bayram
Khan. He wrote a poem called J^ *.kclijfc& which contains an

amount of the war of Iskander Siir, &c.

Modamy Hamadany was known in India by the name of .Haydary.

Moqymy Sabzwary was for some time in the service of Khane

A'tzam. He returned after the fall of Griijrat to his native country.

Ma'fum a son of the Qadhiy Abu Ma'aliy died at Lahor.

Mahwy came to India shortly before 1004, was for some time in

the service of the Khankhanan, then he went on a pilgrimage to

Makkah.

Matzhary Kashmyry wrote a Dywan. Was in Kashmyr in 1004.

ShaykJi Mohammad Bokhary Dihlawy was a man of very good

family, but seems not to have been much of a poet.

Nawydy Torbaty left a Dywan which contains a very biting satyre

against Kychak-Beg the Bakhshy of Bayram Khan.

NisMny, Mawlana 'alyy AAmad son of .Hbsayn Naqshy Dihlawy,

a seal engraver by profession.
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JVopthy Jamil Khan son of Miyan Mangan of Badawn is dead.

Nihaly a lady of Agra, a relation of Mihry Herawy.

Nijdty Gylany came to India and died.

Nawydy a young man in the service of the Khan Khanan.

Naw'y was in the service of one of the princes.

Niydzy of Bokhara, was a most insolent and shameless fellow.

He died at Tata.

Namy is the takhalluc ofMyr Mohammad Ma'91101 Qafawy of Bakar.

Natzyry Nayshapiiry was in 1004 in the service of the Khan

Khanan.

Nawydy Nayshapury died 973 at Ojayn on his way to Makkah.

Natzmy Tabryzy. His Dywan is celebrated.

Woqtiy Nayshapury a relation of Shihab Aimad Khan, his name

was Mohammad Sharyf.

Waday Herawy came to India and died.

W&qify Herawy Ibn 'alyy was in the service of the emperor.

Waqfy Myr 'abd Allah a very good calligraph. He was the

pupil of Shah 'abbas and Mawlana Baqimy in this art. He wrote

sometimes poetry.

Wafly went from the 'iraq to Makkah and thence by water to

India. The ship was wrecked and most of the passengers were

drowned, but he was saved and went to the Deccan. He was favour-

ably received by the king, this excited the envy of the courtiers and

they poisoned him in 977.

Woqufy Herawy is called Myr Wa'itz. He resides in Badakhshan.

Waf&yiy Ispahany lived for a long time in Kashmyr thence he came

to Labor.

Hamad&ny called Khane 'alam is a son of Hamdam Beg.

Hijry a descendant of the Shaykh Jam was a very sanctified man

and left a Dywan of 5000 verses.

Hdshimy (or Hdshim .?),
Mohammad Hashini a cousin of Mawlana

MoAammad Shah Unsy. He sometimes used the takhallu9 of Sollainy

and sometimes of Wafiy, He was at Lahor in 972.
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(11)
' lftfci (P.)

Ilahy's treasury, containing the biography of about

four hundred Persian poets alphabetically arranged by
'imad aldyn Ma^miid Ilahy .Hbsayny. The title of the

book and name of the author occur in the life of Adzory.

Ilahy is mentioned by T'ahir Nacrabady and in the

A'tishkadah p. 34 1 and it is stated there that he was a

native of Asadabad in Hamadan and that he spent a great

part of his life in India and died there. Sarkhush says

that he came to India under Jahangyr, but neither of

these authors mention his name. According to the Ha-

myshah Bahar his name was Myr Cadr aldyn Moham-

mad 'alyy, he was the son of the physician Moham-

mad Shyrazy and was a native of Hamadan, he carne to

India in A. H. 1010, and found great favor at the

Court of the emperor and on account of his medical

skill he received the title of the Messiah of the age.

Either this statement refers to a different individual or

it is full of errors. Ilahy himself informs us in p. 112

that he went in 1010 to Ispahan for the sake of prosecut-

ing his studies and stayed there three and a half years ;

and in page 365 he says that in 1015 he went to Shyraz

for the same purpose, and in one passage he mentions

that he was at Thaneser which is one hundred miles

N. W. from Dilly. Siraj mentions Myr Ilahy Hamadany
and places his death in 1064. His poems are much ad-

mired and he left a considerable Dywan.
The author mentions in this Tadzkirah chiefly poets of

the 9th and 10th centuries of the Hijrah whom he calls

He also mentions some of the eighth
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century on the authority of Dawlat-shah. The authori-

ties which he uses are principally the Samy (see p. 12

supra), Myr 'alyy Shyr (see p. 9), and Taqyy AwAady

(see below), and Fakhry (p. 9). He also quotes the Tadz-

kirah of Khwajah Amyn aldyn Hasan Nithary v-f;
1^ (in

one passage he writes u*^) but gives us no information

respecting him, except that he wrote his work in Ma-

wara-lnahr. In Tadzkirahs five poets of this takhallug

are mentioned, 1. Nithary Tuny who died in 971 or 968

and is the author of a Dywan of Ghazals and Qagydah
and of a Mathnawy in the same measure as the King and

the Beggar; 2. Nithary Tabryzy; 3. Nithary Qazwyny ;

4. Nithary Bokhary, his name is Baha aldyn jFJasan and

he is most likely the author of the Tadzkirah. 5. Nitha-

ry Astrabady. He also quotes the j[^\
&^ which is a

biography of Ciifies and the Majalis of 'abd al-Qadir

Maraghahi. The book has no preface and has never

been completed and it is therefore perfectly unknown.

Beginning j^^*

The rough copy of the author is in a private collection, large 8vo.

368 pp. of 19 lines. There are many blanks in it. Sometimes only

the name of a poet is written, a space is left for the biography and

then follow extracts from the Dywan. Sometimes the biography is

given and a space is left for extracts
;
in many instances additions are

made in the margin, these additions are sometimes by another author

and in a different hand.

Table of the contents :

Amyr Ma&miid Ibn Tamyn d. 749. Ibn Taj Kyi 9ify.

Ibn Sayf. Ibn Faraj.

Ibn Ifildl, 'alyy b. Hos&yn. b. 'alyy called 'alayiy is the author of

the e^ 1^ 1

^
1*^ which is also called J*%* ^ and is dedicated to

Shah Shuja' Kirmany.

K 2
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Ma&mud Ibn Zangy a brother of Motzaffar aldyn Abu Shuja'

A'tabuk Sa'd b. Zangy.

Ibn 'i$dm, some say he was a son of 'i9amy Samarqandy.

Khwajah Kamal aldyn Ibn Napuh. dedicated a Dah-namah to the

Wazyr-zadah Khwajah Ghiyath aldyn Mohammad b. Khwajah Eashyd

Hamadany, he resided mostly at Baghdad.
Jamal aldyn Ibn Hosdm d. in 730 at Herat.

Mohammad Ibn ILosdm author of the &*>djjU* d. 875.

Qadhiy Ibn Jaldl probably of Nayshapiir.

Abu-l-Fadhl Mahnah, a descendant of Abu Sa'yd.

Abu Sa'yd Mahnah, a son of Mowayyad Dywanah was equally a

descendant of Abu Sa'yd (b.) Abii-1-Khayr.

Khwajah Abu-l-Na$r Mahnah a son of Mowayyad Dywanah.
Ibn Badr aldyn Jarjarmy a contemporary of Sultan Abu Sa'yd

Myrza Gurgan, resided mostly at Ispahan.

Ibn Qotob a friend of Afdhal Na'yiny.

Ibn Jaldl died probably in 750. He was a darwysh and probably
an associate of Athyr I/many and of Kamal Isma'yl.

Ibn Ahmad.

Abu-l-Ha'aly of Khawaf was a neighbour of 'abd Allah An9ary.

Khwajah Abu-l-Qfeim a son of Shihab aldyn Khawafy.
Abu Ishdq called Yas^oq at'imah ***^>l <j^*^ Shyrazy, contem-

porary of a grandson of Tymiir, is the author of a Mathnawy called

Najm aldyn Abu (jdlih.
Abu Tdhir Sharwany.

Myrza Abu Bakr Ibn JTuky-Shah *& ^/j*. was killed in 852.

Sultan Abu Sa'yd Khan b. Sultan Mohammad Khoday-bandah died

in 736.

JVIyrza" Abu Bakr b. Sultan Abu Sa'yd was put to death in 885.

Myrza Ibrdhym b. Solayman Padshah born in 941 d. 967 (?)

Ibn La' I son of La'ly-shah Badakhshany.

Abu 'alyy used to behave like a mad man.

Khwajah Ibn 'imdd left a Dah-namah or Decalogue.

Sayyid Ibn 'alyy.

Ibn Mo'yn a poet of the middle period.

Ibn Khatyb Hushang panegyrist of the Kart family more parti-

cularly of Fakhr aldyn Kart.

.Hafitz Ibrdhym of the country of Karmiyah *Xjf.
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Sayyid Ibrdhym a descendant of Khwajah Baha aldyn, had the

appointment of Qadarat at Kabul.

Amyr Nitzam aldyn Abu-1-Baqa Baqdyiy was a contemporary of

the Sultan .Hbsayn Myrza, he came to India under Humayun, and

was killed in 947.

Khwajah Abu-l-Wafd a 107 of Khwarizm d. 835.

Ibrdhym Kandah of Khorasan was a teacher in the Madrasah of

Farjak.

Abddl Ispahany was in the service of Sam Myrz&.

Qadhiy Abu-l-Barakat Samarqandy mentioned by 'alyy Shyr.

Abu-l-Khayr Samarqandy a good Mathematician came to Herat

under Myrza Abti-1-Baqayiy b. Sultfan .Hbsayn Myrza, Mohammad
Khan Shaybany took him to Balkh.

Khwajah Abu Ishdq is mentioned by Myr 'alyy Shyr.

Khwajah Abu 21ahir a son of Khwajah 'abd Allah.

Amyr Ibrdhym Qaniiny a son of Khwajah Musa.

Mawlana Ablahy.

Mawlana Sharaf aldyn Ibrdhym of Bokhara.

Shaykh AU-l-W&sV a ^ufy.

Amyr Abu-l-Fath Junabady t5<^^ some say that he is identic

with Amyr Abii-1-FaU whose takhallu9 was Fathy.

Abu-l-Mojdhid Iskuyiy ^^-1 the younger brother of Amyr adr

aldyn Iskuyiy and a contemporary of Shah Isma'yl.

Myr Ibrdhym Teherany b. Nur Allah.

Mawlana Ibrdhym Astrabady.

ifajy Abu-l-Hasan a Turky poet.

Aby (from db water) of Khorasan a contemporary of Sultan

JETosayn Myrza.

Abu-l-Mohsin Myrza b. Myrza Abu-1-Baqayiy b. Sultan bsayn

Myrza Bayqara.

Byby Atun.

Atishy flourished at the close of Sultan ifosayn Myrza' s reign

and in the beginning of that of Shah Isma'yl.

SuUan Ahmad Jalayir d. 895. Myrza Ahmad Daylamy.
Prince Sayyid Ahmad Myrza. Sultan Ahmad king of Kalbarga,

Khwajah Afonad Mojallid of Khorasan.

.ffantz AAmad Hinna-tarash of Herat. Mawlana Ahmady.
#afitz Ahmad Kha/yb.
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Myrza Ahmad a descendant of Shaykh 'ala aldawlah Samnany.

Shaykh Ahmad. ITasan Balkhy C^i'ify.

Mawlana Ahsan a poet of the middle period, is called AAsan

Nadym.

Shaykh Ahmad Miisawy.

Qadhiy Ahmad Grhaffary Qazwyny d. 975.

Amyr Ahmad -Hajy was for some time Euler of Herat, and subse-

quently of Samarqand.

Ahmad A^'imah a mystic. Ahmad Tabsy d. 932.

Khwajah Ikhtiydr Zawahi Sj'J left a Mathnawy, or perhaps two,

called;
1*^' j

1**** C.U-.UX5I he flourished under Shah Isma'yl.

Qadhiy Ikhtiy&r Torbaty lived to the time of Shah Tahinasb.

Sayyid Akhfash Shyrazy.

AAmad Tabsy called Mawlana Atiin was the teacher of Shah

Isma'yl, went later to Turkey.

Myr Ikhtiy&r we have a chronogram, J^J*'^, by him for 897.

Mawlana Akhy Zihgyr-tarash \J>\j>j*&*j

Akhtamy came to India under Humayun.

Ad&yiy Ispahany flourished from Shah Isma'yl to Shah Tahmasb

Ad&yiy Bokharayiy, a contemporary of SuUan iTosayn Myrza.

Myrza Adham Baghdady, a contemporary of Sultan Solaymau of

Turkey ;
wrote in Arabic, Persian and Turkish.

Ibrahym Shah Adhamy. Adham Kashy. ;

Adham Qazwyny.

A'dam, left a Qacydah on the Elixir.

Shaykh Jalal aldyn Adzory d. 866 at an age of eighty-two years.

Byby Arzuyiy.

Ardebyty, flourished under Sultan ^Taydar ^Jafawy. A'zy.

Shaykh Mohammad Lahyjy (^^^^^ sic) Asyry, author of a com-

mentary on the Gulshane Raz and father of Fidayiy.

Shah Ismayl b. SuUan ifaydar ^)afawy was born in 892, and was

acknowledged as sovereign at Tabryz in 906, in the same year died

Myr 'alyy Shyr and in 911 died Sultan .Hbsayn Myrza Bayqara.

Shah Isma'yl died at Baylaq on Monday, 19 Eajab, 930, and left a

Turqy Dywan in which he uses the takhullu9 of Khitfaby.

Myr Islam a descendant of Mohammad Grhazzaly and a panegyrist

of Myrza 'ala aldawlah died under SuUan Abu Su'yd.

Khalyfah Asad Allah b. Khalyfah Hidayat Allah Ispahany.
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Sayyid Asad Allah. Mawlana Asrary.

Mawlana Ismy Herawy. Khwajah Ashrafof the 'Iraq.

Sayyid Jalal aldyn Ashraf Kashy flourished under Buqa-Khan a

son of Hulakii.

Darwysh AsJiraf nourished under SuUan Mohammad b. Baysankar.

Khwajah Aqafy d. 928. Mawlana A?ly of Mashhad.

A$yl aldyn Mohammad b. Tahir b. Abu-1-Ma'aly Nahjbary (or

Hanjbary ?) of Shyraz, contemporary of Sultan Abu Is/*aq, Moham-

mad Motzaffar and Shah Shuja'.

Amyr Agly Qonimy.

Myr Siraj aldyn Apyly of Herat, contemporary of Sultan J7osayn

Myrza.

Khwajah Afdhal aldyn Mohammad Kirmany a son of Dhiya aldyn

and a Wazyr of Sultan Sbsayn Myrza, to be distinguished from the

elder Afdhal aldyn Kirmany.

Afdhal Sarany, Saran is the name of a quarter of the town of

Teheran.

AfdJial Beg of the Qipchaq came to India under Humayun.

Khwajah IftiTch&r, some identify him with J2akym Iftikhar, who

is an ancient poet.

Afsary Bokhary. AfdJial Allah Shyrazy.

Amyr Afdhal son of Sultan alyy Khwab-byn.

Afsary a contemporary of Sultan Babor. Afaty Samarqandy.

Afaq Jalayir a sister of Mohammad 'alyy Jalayir Nithary.

Afchangy ^^ ' Agahy Herawy is older than A'gahy Tazdy.

Mawlana Agahy Qayiny a grandson of Jalal aldyn Qayiny.

Myrza Ulugh Beg the astronomer.

Myr .ffosayn Vlfaty of Torbat was under Humayun in India.

Ildhy a contemporary of Sultan ^?osayn Myrza.

Alf (?) Abdal Ispahany had first the takhallu? of Mo^y'y was a

contemporary of Sultan Ya'qiib.

Amciny a panegyrist of Humayun. Molla Amyry Astrabady.

Mawlana Amyry Khorasany, a contemporary of Shah Isma'yl is

the father of Fakhry the author of the v*!

Amyr aldyn Mohammad Amyny of Khorasan.

Nitzam aldyn 'alyy Shyr d. 906, the chronogram is *

Mawlana Dhiya aldyn Yiisof Amyry, was at the court of Shah-

"rokh. Mawlana Amyry.
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Khwajah Amyr Beg Natzary lived to the time of Shah Tahmasb.

Khwajah Amyr Beg. Khwajah Amyr Beg Mohr.

Amdn Allah Qohistany mentioned by 'alyy Shyr.

Amdn Allah Qazwyny, a nephew of Adham Munahiy, was ten

years in the service of Sam Myrza, and wrote a treatise on the pre-

servation of health O*E** .k&^j^ one on the crisis in fevers &*j=tj*,

and one containing Mo'ammas.

Amyny Samnany Sa'd-gul. Amyr Sultan Ibrahym Amyny d. 941.

Ummydy Razy a native of Teheran d. 925.
i7 7 J

Amyr MaAmud Gylany is of the family of the Bulers of Lahijan.

Amyr Amyr-khwand a son of Khwand-Shah Balkhy the historian.

MoAammad Amyr Balkhy died at Astrabad.

Sayyid Qotfb aldyn Amyre JEfajj Unsy a Sayyid of Herdt, left a set

of A*^! i. e. forty Ghazals.

Any Herawy lived long in Kashmyr and died there.

Anysy Kharizmy iSjj^ was in the service of Sultan Ta'qiib.

Anwary Balkhy made a chronogram on Jamy.

Anwary Mashhady.

Anwary Samarqandy a friend of Amyr AAmad -Hajy the Euler of

Samarqand.

Anwary Bokhary a calligraph in the service of Myr 'alyy Shyr.

Shaykh Anwar Hamadany. Shaykh Angary Herawy.
Moll^ Mohammad-shah Unsy Qandahary came to India under

Humayiin.

Mawlana Inpafy a contemporary of Sultan Ta'qub.

Khwajah Awhad Mostawfiy Sabzwary a physician, and generally a

learned man d. 868.

Sultan Oways b. Shaykh .Hasan Nuyan o'^y succeeded to the

throne of Adzarbayjan and the Arabian 'iraq after the death of his

father. He died in 765.

AJdy Khorasany. Ahly Shyrazy. Ahly Chaghatayiy. Ahy.

Mohammad Bayram Kh&n who had the title Khan Khanan d. 968
v

Bayany Tabryzy. Bayany Astrabady. Baydn BaArabady.

Myrza Pyr Buddq (he spells this word (3i
4^ and <3'^ ) son of

Jahanshah d. 822.

Amyr By-Khudy Isfarayiny. By-Khudy Balkhy.

Bayadhy Astrabady mentioned by Samy.

Paydmy Herawy lived in Ma-wara-lnahr until Babor Myrza raised

him to the post of
^Jadarat.
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By-Kasy Shushtary spent thirty years at Herat.

Myr TAJ Gylany.

Mawlana Tadzrawy Abhary a nephew of Nargisy came to India

and dedicated a Dah-namah, or Decalogue to the Khane A'tzam.

T&bVy Herawy, and Tarkhan Khorasany and TawAydy are men-

tioned by Taqyy AwAady.

Tarzyqy (see Tadzkirah Samy).
Mawlana 'alyy Kalawy ^jk Thawry Bokhary mentioned by 'alyy

Shyr. Myrza Jdn Mohammad TMniy.
Jabd al-Rafanan Jamy (he gives a list of his works which will be

inserted in the next chapter).

Mohammad Jany a brother of Jamy died before him.

Sayyid Jo?far brother of Mohammad Nur-bakhsh went to Herat

under Myrza Sultan -Hbsayn.

Sayyid Male 'adhod of Yazd a son of 'adhod the Wazyr of Mo-

hammad Motzaffar.

Mawlana Jaldl aldyn Mbyb, his takhallu9 was Skdk Shujd' he nou-

rished in Faris under the Motzaffar family, another physician of the

name of Jalal aldyn is mentioned by Sam.

Jaldl b. Ja'far Farahany left a Dywan of 3000 verses and a Math-

nawy in the measure of the Makhzan.

Khwajah Jaldl aldyn Mohammad Tabryzy mentioned by Sam.

Mawlana Jaldl aldyn Mohammad Dawwany the philosopher, a son

of Sa'd aldyn As'ad Dawwany. Ilahy says that Dawwany died

under Shah ^ahmasb, at the end of the notice is a chronostichon for

903 viz. U^e
fleij^a^U it is however not said that it is intended to

fix the year of the death ofDawwany, on the contrary it would appear

that it has been made by Dawwany on the death of Sultan Abu Sa'yd,

yet there is a note to it in the margin in a different hand to the effect

that as Shah Tahmasb came to the throne in 930, this chronostichon

contradicts the above statement, fiajy Khalyfah N. 11210 places the

death of Dawwany in 908. He has written three glosses, the Old

fJ**,
New *J*^ and Newest *H to Qiishchy's commentary on Tusy's

Tajryd, and in like manner he has written glosses to the commentary
on the Matfali' he is also the author of the 4.5^ 6

(on the existence of God), Jj^J <^U)on Qufyism,

(i. e. glosses to Qotfby's commentary on the Shamsyyah on

Logic) ;
and &**L j|yl.

L
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Jaldly a contemporary of Sukan .Hbsayn Myrza lived to the reign

of Shah Isma'yl.

Shaykh Jaldl Herawy gtify.

Jaldl Hindy left a Dywan of upwards of 2000 verses.

jffafitz Jaldl aldyn Ma^mud.

Pyr Jamdly Ardestany brought the autograph of Sanayiy's JZady-

qah from Ghaznyn to Ardestan.

Shaykh Jamdly Dihlawy contemporary of Jamy,

Shaykh Jamdl aldyn Barujardy Niir-bakhshy.

Jamdly Kashy a son of ajy Shah JalM (Sallaj ?).

JamsJiyd Monajjim Herawy. Jonuny Hamadany.

Jonuny Andakhiidy.

Amyr Jahdn-skdh b. Qara Yiisof a Qara Qynlu Turkman, hia

takhallu9 was Haqyqy (see 'alyy Shyr).

J?afitz Khamiish a mystic. ^&jy Fiitfah *J=y Samarqandy.

ifafitz "RaJcJcdk a native of Kirman resided at Herat.

Qadhiy Myr TLosayn Maybodzy, the Philosopher, left a commentary

on the Dywan ascribed to 'alyy ;
a commentary on the *M ^'OA ;

commentaries on the Kafiyah and on the
^!>k and on the Shamsy-

yah, and glosses on the Daqyqah &*>* <^^.
Mawlana Kamal aldyn JSbsayn Wa'itz Kashify of Bayhaq in

Sabzwar resided twenty years at Herat. He was a contemporary of

Myr 'alyy Shyr and died in 910. He is the author of the^*~^y*Lr?>
in one volume being a commentary on the second Surah of the Qoran,

of theJTafsyr JZbsayny, of the LiJi/i (i)̂ ) Of the^ v^L?^ of the

^i^a^ (jjiU^ of the Ajxi(^ &xj^ (the seven Eevealers are the seven

planets, the work treats in seven books, which it seems are also called

Kashifyyah Eevealers, on astrology, and is dedicated to Myr 'alyy

Shyr),of the !H^ ( **b>andof the ^-^jirw^andofa book on alchemy.

~B.akymy Khorasany is mentioned by Taqyy Aw^ady and probably
identic with

Sayyid HaTcymy Tabyb a contemporary of Sultfan JETosayn Myrza.

Darwysh Haydar Tunyany was in India in the beginning of

Akbar's reign.

Haydar Koluj Herawy nourished in the commencement of Shah

^Tahmasb, visited India and left a Dywan of about 10,000 verses.

Rabyb Allah Qapzy (gsf a son of Myr Sar-barahnah who flou-

rished under Sultan /Zbsayn Myrza.
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Sayyid Hazyny, Amyr /7asan of Astrabad was Qadhiy of Herat.

"Rijaby the daughter of Badr aldyn.

Myrza Abti-1-Baqa Sultan Hosayn b. Mai^ur b. Myrza Bayqara

b. Myrza 'omar Shaykh b. Tymiir came to the throne in 861 and

died in 911, and left Persian and Turky poetry.

Mawlana Myr jffbsayn Mo'ammayiy d. 904.

Sayyid Hasan Motakkallim Nayshapury a pupil of Motzaffar

Herawy and a panegyrist of Malik Ghiyath aldyn Kart.

Khwajah Hasan Qandahary. Sayyid Hasan Shihab.

Hosdmy Qalandar of Khwarizm resided at Qara Kul near Bokhara.

Mawlana Hasan-shah Herawy a contemporary of Jamy.
Mawlana Hayrdny Hamadany left several Mathnawies as Bahrain

and Nahyd, Dispute between heaven and earth, Dispute between

the candle and the moth, Dispute between the roasting spit and the

fowl (see Sam).

TLayraty Qazwyny.

Hayraty Marwy, i. e. of Marw, he is known by this patronymic

though he was of Tun.

KMlidy Hiq&ry. KJiorramy Herawy.

Khizry was originally a slave. Mohammad Khilwaty.

SulMn Khalyl b. Myran-shah b. Tymiir d. 814.

Khalyl Allah Monajjim.

Amyr Kamal aldyn Hosayn Kholqy a son of ^fakymy.

Kholqy Bokhary. Kholqy Tabryzy.

Sayyid KJianjar studied at Herat. Khwdnd Amyr the historian.

Khwaju Kirmany d. 742 and left about 20,000 verses.

KJiiyaly Bokhary is said to have been a pupil of Khwajah 'i9mat

Bokhary.

Khiydly Herawy. KUycdy Khojandy.

Shah Da'iy Allah Shyrazy a pupil of Ni'mat Allah "Walyy is a

mystical poet. He is a great saint, and his tomb which is at Shyraz

is a place of pilgrimage.

Ddghy Sarakhsy lived to the time of Shah Isma'yl.

Daghy Herawy. Ddffhy Astrabady. Ddnishy Bokhary.

The daughter of the Qadhiy of Samarqand, her name was Khayr
al-Nisa Khatun, and it is said that she lived in Khorasan.

The daughter of the Amyr Yadgar resided in Diighabad.

Darwysh Madrid Tyrgar a ^ufy and a pupil of JETajy Mohammad.

L 2
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Darwysh DihaJcy Qazwyny, Dihak is a quarter of the town of

Qazwyn. He was originally a weaver, flourished under Sultan Ya'qub.

Darwysh Sarakhsy, a felt-maker.

Khwajah Darwysh a brother of Khwajah Motzaffar and a son of

Khwajah Eakr aldyn Tabkchy {
*Q.

Darwysh Torbaty, Torbat (Tarbit ?) is the name of a place.

Du'dyiy of Mashhad.

Amyr Qasim DildAry was an Amyr of Sultfan Mawdud Myrza.

He fled from Ma-wara-lnahr to SulMn Hosayn Myrza.

Myr Khanzadah called Myr Bulbul-baz Dilyry was falconer to

Humayun.

Myr Dawry, the calligraph, was during Humayun, and during the

beginning of Akbar's reign in India.

Dust Mohammad Jdny of Sabzwar in Khorasan.

Ddst Mohammad Isfarary probably identic with the preceding.

Amyr Dust Hasan son of .Hasan Kingirah,

Dusty Naqqash of Tazd.

Myr Dust Tarimy of Chaghatay was in the service of Babor Myrza.

Sultan 'alyy Dawayiy a brother of Halaky Herawy.

Darwysh Bawghangar wrote a satyre against Jamy,

Dust Mohammad Sultan b. Nawruz Ahmad. Khan b, Sywanj ^^*
Khwajah Khan b. Abii-1-Khayr Khan was a great patron of learning,

Mawlana Sultan 'alyy Dawdyiy.

Dawlatshdh. Dihqany of Eay kept a school.

Dywdnah Nayshapiiry. Dywa/ndhe 'ishq.

Dz&ty mentioned by 'alyy Shyr.

Dzdty Lary carried on the profession of a book-binder at Tabryz.

Dzihny Tabryzy. Dzihny Kaghadz-fariish.

Dzihny Artukh^ny. Mawlana Rdziy. Amyr Hazy Herawy.
Mawlana R&zy Shyrazy.

It&zy Baghdady mentioned by 'alyy Shyr.

Sharaf aldyn Ramiy (Eam% ?) d. 795 and left #&^\ &1**
which treats on metric and poetic, and has been written in imitation

of, or competition with, Rashyd Watfwatf's j^^\ jjjltX*..

Eijayiy Herawy wrote a Mathnawy, containing the rules of musi-

cal composition.

Sayf aldyn Mafaniid Rijfyiy of Ispahan (see Sa"m),

fiahmdny Khorasany. Euswdyiy Hamadanv,
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Hashyd aldyn Afanad Kazeruny a contemporary of Jamy and

author of a Persian commentary on the ^09119.

Hasliydy. Ridltdyiy Sabzwary d. 856.

MidMyiy Hazar-jaryby. Amyr Ridh&yiy. Jalal Eafyqy.

Khwajah Rokn ayim Samnany panegyrist of Mohammad Mo-

tzaffar Shah-Shuja', his brother Shah-Ma&mud and Togha Tymur
Khan.

Eawnaqy was in the service of Myrza Kamran the brother of the

emperor Humayiin.

Riyadhy MoAawwilaty of Zawah died in 921 and left a Mathnawy
of 8000 verses containing an account of the reign of Sultan #osayn,
he also began a poem on the exploits of Shah Isma'yl, but did not

finish it.

Zuldly Tabryzy mentioned by Sam Myrza.

Zulaly Khorasany mentioned by 'alyy Shyr. Zayny Siyah.

Zayny Mashhady a son of Darwysh Rawghangar.

Zayn aldyn Abii Bakr Taybady a saint who flourished during the

Kart dynasty.

Shaykh Zayn aldyn Khawafy a ufy d. 833.

Zyraky mentioned by 'alyy Shyr.

Sam Myrza son of Shah Isma'yl.

Shah /?osayn Sdqiy Ispahany died at Damaghan in 941.

Sayily Qiishchy (i. e. the falconer).

Sayil Hamadany of Ah in Domawand d. 940.

SagUry a friend of Jamy.

Sdmy of Damaghan a contemporary of Sultan jffosayn Myrza.

Sakiny Samarqandy.

Myrza Shah Zfosayn Arghiin Sip&hy a son of Shah Beg b. Amyr
Dzii-lnun.

JJafitz Sarwy a son of /7afitz 'alamy Birjindy.

Sarudy a son of //afitz Myrathy was for some time historiographer

of 'obayd Allah Khan.

Sarwary (Sorury ?).

Seraj aldyn Qumry, some say he is of Shyraz, others say he is of

Qazwyn, he was a contemporary of Salman Sawajy. He must be

distinguished from two more ancient poets one of whom is Nitzam

aldyn MaAwwd Qumry Ispahany and the other Qamary.

Surkh Wadffy. //afitz ScCd a disciple of Qasim Anwar.
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Khwajah Sa'd-gul Shyrazy.

Sctydy Gholamy mentioned by 'alyy Shyr.

Abii-1-FaU Sultan Sa'yd Khan.

Darwysh Sayqayiy Chaghatayiy of Bokhara travelled much in

India during the beginning ofHumayun's reign ; Taqyy Aw&ady saw

a Dywan of his containing about 4000 bayts.

Sultan 'alyy Mashhady ;
this man was not so much distinguished

as a poet as he was as a calligraph. The author gives here a list of

celebrated calligraphs which is of interest :

"
'alyy Mashhady was

in calligraphy, a pupil of Mawlana Atzhar, and Atzhar was a pupil

of Ja'far and Ja'far was a pupil of Mawlana Myr 'alyy the inventor

of the Naskh-ta'lyq. The pupils of Mawlana Sultan 'alyy, are Maw-
lana 'ala aldyn Mohammad and Sultan Mohammad Khandan, and

Sultfan Mohammad Nur, and Sultfan Mohammad Abryshumy, Qalan-

dar Katib, and Mawlana" Shams aldyn Mohammad, who was the

teacher of Myr 'alyy the second. Mawlana Sultan 'alyy lived at

the court of Myrza Bayqara and found a patron in Myr 'alyy Shyr."

Sultan 'alyy was upwards of sixty-three years of age in 957.

SuUan Ma^mud Myrz& son of SuUan Abu Sa'yd Myrza sovereign

of the greater part of Ma-wara-lnahr and Badakhshan. His takhallu9

was Tzilly ^*. He was called Mafontid Ghaziy in Ma-wara-lnahr.

Sultan Mas'ud Myrza, a son of the preceding, and a brother of

Baysanqar, succeeded his father to the throne, and when dethroned,

he took refuge to Sultan .ZZbsayn Myrza. His takhallu9 is Grhaziy

and he left a Turky and a Persian Dywan.

Khwajah Sultan Mohammad a son of Shams aldyn Tabkchy

Khwajah Salmdn Sawajy Jamal aldyn Mohammad.

.ffasan 'alyy Salymy of Tun resided at Sabzwar where he died in 854.

Salymy Shiishtary of the time of Shah-Ikhmasb.

Salamy, Shah-Mohammad son of asan-shah of Herat is men-

tioned by 'alyy Shyr.

Baba Sawddyiy of Abyward had first the takhallu9 of KMwary
d. 853. Myr Sawddyiy.

Amyr Nitzdm aldyn Shaykham Sohayly left a Turky and a Persian

Dywan, the Anware Sohayly is dedicated to him. There was also a

Sohayly under Abu Sa'yd.

Symy besides being a good poet was a distinguished calligraph,

(see Dawlatsh).
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Amyr Yadgar Beg Sayfy, his grandfather Amyr //abban Malik

was a high officer of Tymiir.

Sayfy Bokhary author of a compendium on prosody and rhyme,

was a contemporary of Jamy.

Amyr Shdhy Sabzwary A'qa Malik b. Jamal aldyn Malik Firiiz-

Kuhy died in 857.

Myrza Shah J?osayn Ispahany d. 929, founded the Qimaryyah
Madrasah at Ispahan.

Sayf almoliik Domawandy Shujd'y was a distinguished physician,

and a contemporary of Myr Sayyid Mohammad Jamah-baf.

Sharaf Khayabany a darwysh imitated the Khamsah.

Sharaf aldyn 'alyy Yazdy author of the Tzafar-namah left a Dywan
of 4000 verses.

Sharaf aldyn 'alyy Bafiqy a panegyrist of Shah Tahmasb, left a

Dywan of 5000 verses. WaAshy Bafiqy is his pupil.

Myrza Sharaf a son of Qadhiy-Jahan Qazwyny who nourished

under Shah Tahmasb.

Ca^ib al-Balkhy familiarly called Sharyfy, panegyrist of the kings

of Badakhshan who were destroyed by Sultan Abii Sa'yd.

Qadiq .CTalwayiy Samarqandy descended (or a son?) of Shams

alayimmah Halwayiy nourished under Humayun at Lahor and Kabul

and died under Akbar in Ma-wara-lnahr, he left several works, one

is called &>*** v'^ ^j
Sayyid Ja'far Qddiq/y a brother of Shah Qasim b. Sayyid Moham-

mad Nur-bakhsh.

Myr Mohammad QaliA Herawy ono of the Amyrs of SuUan 5osayn

Myrza, his Dywan is celebrated.

aM Badakhsy. Baba qdlihy.

Khwajah Kamal aldyn /Tosayn Qabury was at the court of Akbar.

Myr Qadr aldyn Mohammad a son of Myr 5afyj ^Idyn Abu-

l9afa the following chronogram of his
,
fixes the time when he nou-

rished cJ,^ &\jj\-J,j y i. e. 97140=931 or 970.

Myr Qadr alislam. (fidqy Herawy.
Molla Mohammad .Hbsayn (jidgy of Astrabad a courtier of Shah

Mimasb.

SuUan Mohammad Cidqy Astrabady resided long at Kashan d. 952.

Qadhiy 9**fyv aldyn 'ysa flourished under Shah Isma'yl.

Shah 9afyy aldyn Mohammad Niir-bakhshy a son of Shams aldyn
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b. Shah Qasim Nur-bakhshy. fyfdyiy Ispahany.

(jafdyiy Khorasany, became towards the end of his life acquainted

with Jamy. Baba Cafdyiy Qommy.
Baba Cjqfdyiy Qalandar of Astrabad mentioned by Sam.

Qafayiy Kirmany.

^Jafyy aldyn Mohammad son of jETosayn Wa'itz is the author of a

book called e* 1^4

*^ which is a chronogram for 909, it seems that it

contains the sayings of his Pyr Khwajah 'obayd Allah A^rar who

resided at Samarqand (see p. 83).

ufy Ardestany. Mawlana Dha'yfy. Byby DMyfy.

Dhiydyiy Ardubady flourished under Sultan /Tbsayn Myrza.

Dhiya aldyn Nakhshaby author of the Tuy-namah and a treatise

entitled \~^\ ***

Qasim Dhiydyiy of Ma-wara-lnahr.

Talib Jajarmy d. 854 is the author of ufcj*>) t/ l^feUx) which

he dedicated to Sul&n 'abd Allah b. Ibrahym b. Shahrokh.

Taqyy Bokhary. Tdyiry of the time of Sultan /Tosayn Myrza.

ydli'y MaddaA (i. e. the panegyrist) of 'alyy.

Ustad Tdhir Kamandar.

Shah 2Khir Dakany was born in Ankwany near Qomm, and was

the Wakyl of Nitzam Shah of the Deccan. He died in 952.

Tdhiry Razy a son of Ummydy.
Tahir Bokhary flourished at Herat under Sultan Babor.

Tdhir Herawy was first a shoemaker and subsequently he gained

his livelihood by copying books.

//akyrn ^bghrayiy left a Qacydah on the elixir and on alchemy.

Tz% Tarshyzy was in the service of Babor Myrza and died in 866.

faryqy of Tabryz.

Tusy composed a Qacydah in praise of Sultan Babor rhyming in

Sarw, after the fall of this prince he was patronized by Amyr Ja-

han-shah and Pyr Badagh. He died at a very advanced age ('alyy

Shyr says that he was upwards of one hundred years old) during

the reign of Sultan J?osayn Myrza Bayqara.

'Arif Astrabady.

Mafaniid 'drify composed chiefly panegyrics on great personages,

and put the .Hanafy law into verse. He dedicated a Dah-namah, De-

calogue, to Pyr Afanad b. IsMq and is probably identical with 'arify

Herawy who is mentioned in the Persian translation of 'alyy Shyr's
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Tadzkirah, and who is the author ofa poem called e^^j c>* it has

510 verses and he composed it within a fortnight.

'abidy it is said he is of Khorasan, he was one of the poets who

survived Sultan //osayn Myrza.

'dlim Bayhaqy. Shah 'ddil Lary flourished about 1011.

Myr Nitzarn aldyn 'abd al-Malik.

Baba 'abd Allah Chashmah-malan a darwysh.

Khwajah 'obayd Zakany.

'abd al'alyy Najaty Mashhady left a Mathnawy in the metre of

the Makhzan alasrar.

'abd al-Qadir Maraghy, born in 754, was exceedingly precocious

and particularly distinguished in music.

'obayd Khan b. MaAmiid SulMn b. Shah Badagh SuUan b. Abii-1-

Khayr Khan, the chronogram of his concealment (<V^ death ?) is

^.xfcl^ ^=940.
'abd al-Jalyl a descendant of Jalal aldyn Qayiny.

'abdy Nayshapury uncle of Shah MaAmud Zarryn-qalam.

'azyzy contemporary of Myrza Shahrokh.

Mawlana 'izz aldyn Jabaly a learned man of Qazwyn.

Abii-1-Ghaziy 'abd al'azyz Khan 'azyzy.

Myrza Mohammad 'askary a son of the emperor Tzahyr aldyn

Mohammad Babor.

Khwajah 'abd Malik 'ifdmy.

Khwajah 'i9mat Allah Bokhary a descendant of Khwajah .ffafitzy

Kalan was a Sayyid. 'iprnaty a lady.

Amyr Burhan aldyn 'aa Allah a Sayyid of JSayshapiir d. 919, and

left a treatise on poetic and the figures of speech g^ j j*j* *Jl~j

'iffaty Isfarayiny a lady.

Amyr Taj aldyn ^aqyly Shyrazy a Sayyid of the Daste-ghayb

family, died under Shah Tahmasb.

Shaykh Eokn aldyn 'ala aldawlah Samnany, his name was AAmad

b. Mohammad Biyabanky, a contemporary of 'abd al-Bazzaq Kashy.

In 687 he became a pupil of the Shaykh 'abd al-BaAman Isfarayiny,

and died on Friday the 20 Eajab, 736.

Shaykh Zayn aldyn 'alyy Kuldh Shyrazy a saint, disciple of

Shams Aldyn 'abd Allah Shyrazy who died in 872.

*alyy Dardzad Astrabady d. in 854.

Myr 'alyy whose takhalluy was Katib, a contemporary of

M
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jffosayn Myrza, was a very distinguished calligraph, and in this

art a pupil of Sulan 'alyy Mashhady (see p. 78).

Baba 'alyy-Shah Abdal Herawy called Akhtah was a saint, and a

contemporary of Jamy.

Ustad 'alyy Karmal a composer of music.

Khwajah 'alyy Shihab Tarshyzy a friend of Shaykh A'dzory.

'alyy Shaghal was skilled in making mo'ammas.

Myr 'alyy A9ghar of Samarqand mentioned by 'alyy Shyr.

Myr 'alyy Akbar a son of Amyr Hadiy MoAtasib is mentioned by
Sam.

Sayyid ala aldyn Awadhy a mystical poet is of Khorasan but is

called *itoy (sic) because he lived in Oudh.

Khwajah 'imad aldyn Faqyh Kirmany a great ufy d. 773. Ilahy

has seen about 12,000 verses of his, and he mentions a 4*^ cu^s*

and A*^ CUXK-O^ ^u ^^ of niS) adding that he wrote in all a

j&
gij

that is to say, five Mathnawies.

Ghobdry Herawy was strong in musical composition. He is

mentioned by 'alyy Shyr.

Ghorbaty of Ma-wara-lnahr, Taqyy AwAady saw a Dywan of 2,000

bayts of his at Ajmyr.

Gharyb Sabzwary of the time of SuUan .ZZbsayn Myrza.

Shah Gharyb Myrza a son or descendant of Sultan JSosayn Myrza,

his takhallu9 was Gharyby.

Ghawwdgy Yazdy wrote odes in praise of the Imams, lived to the

time of Shah Tahinasb.

GJiayury Kabuly was first in the service of Myrza MoAammad

ITakym, and subsequently of Akbar.

Khwajah Ghiyath aldyn Mo/iammad ^adr (Some say Mohr) Tab-

ryzy.

Ghiyath Balkhy Netymy mentioned by 'alyy Shyr.

Ghiyath aldyn Mohammad Eangryz of Mashhad a brother of

A9yly. Ghiyath aldyn Mohammad Qon'y.

Fdniy, this is the takhallu9 of Myr 'alyy Shyr in his Persian poems.

Mawlana Fdniy Herawy. Padshah Tabryzy Farighy.

Fdniy a son of Darwysh A^mad Parwanachy mentioned by 'alyy

Shyr.

Fattahy Nayshapiiry had also the takhallu9 of Asrary and Kho-

mary d. 852.
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Sulfan Mohammad b. Amyry Fakhry. Fakhry Herawy.
Fakhr aldyn 'alyy Qafyy a son of Ifosayn Kashify author of the

ei>l**) an(j of a Mathnawy called J^ij oj+^ in the metre of Layla

Majnun (see p. 80). Myr Fiddyiy mentioned by Alyy Shyr.

Fiddyiy of Ma-wara-lnahr was in the service of Shaybak Khan.

Shaykh-Zadah Lahijy Fiddyiy a son of Mohammad Asyry. He
is the author of a commentary on the Grulshane Raz and of a Dywan
of more than 2000 bayts. His Khanqah is in Shyraz.

Farydun Jffosayn Myrza a son of Sultan jffosayn Myrza.

Khwajah Abu-1-Barakat Ferahy Firdqy came to India and enter-

ed the service of Humayun.

Khwajah Abu-1-Wafay FirisJitah was a man of importance at the

time of Humayun.

Fadhly Zabaty (Zubany or Zayyaty ?) Baba FigJidny.

Siraj aldyn Myrza Qasim Junabady a brother of the governor of

Junabad imitated the Khamsah, and is the author of a Shahan-shah-

namah which is in the metre of the Shah-namah and divided into

three parts v^ containing the exploits of Shahrokh and Shah

Isma'yl and Shah Tahmasb. He also wrote a Layla Majniin and

dedicated it to Shah Isma'yl and a Kar-namah.

Sayyid Qasim Anwar born in 757 and died in 837. He belonged

to the school of AwAad aldyn Kirmany.

Darwysh Qdsimy Ispahany. Qdni'y Kamar-duz.

Qasim Khan Mawjy Badakhshany was at the court of Humayun.
Mawlana Qdliby Qalib-tarash.

Mawlana QoMly Herawy, there were two poets of the takhallu9

of Qobiily at the time of 'alyy Shyr.

Qadymy Naqqash Gylany.

Shah Qodsy, Taqyy Aw^ady saw a Dywan of 2000 verses of his.

Qodsy of Herat. Qassdmy.

Qotfb aldyn Khosraw Shah of Yazd is of the Motzaffar family.

Qunbury Nayshapury.

Qiwam aldyn Abii IsMq b. Abii-Tahir b. Abu-1-Ma'aliy L/*?^
J

'

a cousin of Shams aldyn 'abd Allah who has been mentioned, and the

teacher of Khwajah Tfafitz Shyrazy.

Shah Qiwam aldyn Mohammad a son of Shams aldyn Mohammad-

shah and a grandson of Shah Qasim Eazy who killed Ummydy.

Kdtiby Nayshapury a contemporary of Badr Jajarmy.

M 2
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Kakuly. Lalah Khatiin Kirmany a lady.

Qadhiy Laghir Systany. Lisdny Shyrazy.

Lutf Allah Nayshapiiry. Khwajah Lohrasb.

MAny Shyrazy a courtier of Shah Isma'yl.

Many Mashhady. Majdzy.

Majlisy had first the takhallu9 of Gharyby but altered it by the

command of SuUan JTosayn Myrza.

Shaykh Mafanud b. Shaykh 'alyy b. 'imad aldyn ^j**?* a disciple

of Shaykh JZbsayn Khwarizmy a
fiify, author of the (^^LUi \***.

Khwajah MaAmiid Bursah, and Khwajah MaAmud Torbaty Haz-

zal, and MaAmud Langrudy were poets of the middling period.

Khwajah Mohammad Kakhgy Qohistany was a contemporary of

Myran Shih.

Sultan Mohammad b. Baysanqar d. 855.

Khwajah MoAammad Parsa grandson of Ma^miid JZafitz Bokhary
went to Makkah in 822.

Mohammad Tebabkany ^^ Vx3 a successor of Shaykh Zayn aldyn

a Qiify
has rendered the Qacydah Bordah in Mokhammas's and has

written a commentary on the tJdJ^UJl Jjt^o Of Khwajah An9ary.

Mohammad Kuhmarahe *j+*>.

MoAammad ^Tosayn Myrza a son of SulMn Hbsayn Myrza.

Mohammad Miimin Myrza a contemporary of the preceding.

MoAammad Mo'ammayiy a contemporary of Babor Myrza built a

dome over the grave of fiTantz.

Mahwy Herawy a contemporary of Myrza (Sultan JZbsayn ?)

Khwajah Mas'iid Bak, it is said he was for some time a king in

Ma-wara-lnahr, but he was a Darwysh at heart and is author of

several works on Cufism as
^51-A^I f' &c. and of a Dywan which he

called c/>i*^0y an(^ WQic^ contains more than 3000 verses. Bak is

the name of a place near Bokhara.

Mas'ud Turkman an amyr of SuUan Yaq'ub, some identify him

with Mas'ud Qommy. He is the author of a Mathnawy called

Mas'ud Sharwany d. 905 and left glosses on the

Makhdum Shaykh Sayyid Mohammad b. Sayyid Shah ... a most

learned man went from Rum to Khorasan and proceeded thence to

Multan. He was a contemporary of Jamy.

MusJitary Astrabady mentioned by 'alyy Shyr.
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Moshriqy Mashhady was originally a potter.

Mashraby Mashhady.

Motzqffar Herawy is of a village of Khaf called Faqrdab, some-

times he is called Khidrdaby ^.\& ^^. He was a panegyrist of

the Sultans of Kart more particularly of Mo'izz aldyn Mohammad.

Mo'yn aldyn Jowayny a native of Awah near Jowayn author of

the c^^j^J. He was a disciple of the Shaykh Sa'd aldyn ITamawy
in Qunsm and in the sciences of Fakhr aldyn Khalidy Isfarayiny who

was called Bihishty, and who wrote a commentary on the Farayidh.

Mo'yny Jamy, that is to say, a native of Jam.

Mo'yny $aff&r.

Ma'riif of Khiljan near Tabryz was versed in Bamal.

Shah Mo'izz aldyn Mohammad had the takhallu9 of Faydhy.

Moghul Jj**> 'abd al-Wahhab was attached to Shaybak Khan.

Moghol J** Khanam the wife of Shaybak Khan wrote Turky

poetry.

Myram Siyah Qazwyny a disciple of Baba 'alyy-shah Abdal a ufy

left a Dywan of about 2000 verses consisting chiefly of humorous

poems.

Khwajah Dhiya aldyn Myram Badr b. 'ala aldyn b. Afdhal aldyn

Kirmany.

Khwajah Qadhiy Myrak Kazwyny nourished under Shah Isma'yl.

Darwysh Nacir Bokhary a darwysh and a contemporary of Mo-

hammad Parsa.

Nair Bachchah Shyrazy knew Sa'dy, Bachchah is a place near

Shyraz.

Mohammad Ndgir Myrza a son of Sulan ZTosayn Myrza.

Yadgar Nfyir Myrza.

Shaykh Najm aldyn Hayawy LSJ* i. e. the astronomer, was a

contemporary of Myrza SuUan .Hbsayn and a good mathematician.

Najmy, there were two poets of this takhallu9 one of Mashhad

and the other of Sharwan. Najm aldyn Najmy is the author of a

Mathnawy called **l* &*>.

Niddyiy Gylany left among other poetry a long Saqiy-namah dedi-

cated to Myr Hashimy, who is usually called Shah Jahangyr.

Nargisy Herawy a contemporary of Hilaly.

^fakym Nizdry c5;'^ Qohistany.

Sayyid Jalal aldyn Nasymy of Shyraz is a disciple of Shah Fadhl
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Na'ymy, when at Aleppo he imitated Mar^ur, and claimed to be God

and was sentenced to death.

Nasymy Herawy is one of the poets of the time of Myrza.

Baba Naqyly Gylany.

Shaykh Na$y1)y Nur-bakhsh a mystical poet.

Natzmy Khorasany of the time of Sultan TZbsayn Myrza.
Nitzdm aldyn Astrabady.

Shaykh Nitzdm Qariy Shyrazy was usually called Nitzam Albisah

his name is MaAmud b. A&mad. He had the name of Albisah, gar-

ments, because he wrote a poem in imitation of that of Abu IsMq
At'imah, in which he takes his similes, &c. from garments.

Sayyid Fadhl Na'ymy a 9^fy a contemporary of Tymur and Shah-

rokh was well versed in Eamal or Cabala and other occult sciences,

and wrote several treatises on them. He is also the author of the

j&? C^'JLJ^ and a Saqiy-namah, and a Qacydah of predictions most

of which were borne out. He had many disciples, among them were

Nasymy who has just been mentioned and Mafonud Pasykhany.

The latter was expelled by Na'ymy and founded a sect of impostors

of his own, and he (Pasykhany) wrote no less than seventeen volumes

>JL^ and one thousand and one Eisalahs on Eamal or Cabala.

Sayyid Nur aldyn NVmat Allah Walyy a disciple of Yafi'y d. 827

at an age of 79 years..

Niir Allah Tunaqtar j U&y a witty poet of Herat.

Nur MoAammad of India.

Amyr Nawydy JSTayshapiiry one of the poets of Sultan ITosayn

Myrza, came subsequently to India and was well received by

Humayiin d. in 948 and left a Dywan of upwards of 4000 verses. He

is the panegyrist of Humayiin, of Bahadur SuUan and of Khoday-

Burdy Sultfan Euler of Nasaf.

Nawydy Torbaty. Nawydy Eazy.

Nawydy Shyrazy left a Mathnawy in the metre of Khosraw Shyryn.

Nwry Dandany Herawy a son of Mawlana iTasan-shah and a

contemporary of Grhazzaly Mashhady.

Mohammad Yiisof Niydzy of Herat was called Mah Beg. He is

mentioned by 'alyy Shyr.

Wfyijy of Tashkand brought up at Herat was a friend of A^afy,

Ahly Khorasany and Bannayiy.

Walahy ( from *Jlj "by God") Herawy a poet of Myrza.
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Walahy Bokhary called Khwajah 'aar.

Walihy ig^j Samarqandy the panegyrist of a Myrza Babor.

Khwajah Ibn 'alyy Waqify of Mashhad studied at Herat and went

subsequently to the Deccan. Waqify Ispahany.

Wa\\yd (or Wa&yda ?) of Khorasan was well versed in history.

Wafly a brother of Anwary Samarqandy mentioned by 'alyy Shyr.

Amyr .Hajy A^mad Waf&yiy a son of Sultan Malik Kashghary

was ten years Ruler of Herat.

Wafayiy a friend of Shaykh-zadah Lahijy.

Molla iTosayn Waf&yiy author of a celebrated Persian dictionary,

some say he is identical with Wafayiy Shyrazy.

Walyy Beg Qalandar mentioned by Dawlat-shah.

Myr Waysy one of the amyrs of Humayun.

Waysy Herawy a poet of the time of Myrza, he and Saghiry
intended to perform the pilgrimage to Makkah with Jamy, but did

not carry out their intention.

Myr HdsUmy usually called Shah Jahan-gyr a contemporary of

Myrza Shah /Tosayn Arghiin and Jamy and Mo9li& aldyn Kalamy

Lary lived for some time in Sind and Mekran.

Khwajah Hashimy Bokhary is mentioned in the Persian translation

of 'alyy Shyr. Khwajah Hashimy Kiift-gar.

'abd Allah Hdtify d. 929, JETabyb Allah made the following chro-

nogram on his death: v^5 (^j*^ *~j &(&( jt\ jl
^s& J^e 31

Hdtify Qazwyny. Sayyid Hddiy Naqshbandy.

Myr Hadiy Astrabady a 9ufy.

Khwajah Hijry Jamy a grandson of the Shaykh alislam Zandah

Pyl of Jam.

Khwajah Mohammad Sharyf Hijry of Ifeheran a nephew of Um-

mydy, was for some time "Wazyr of Ispahan under Shah jPahmasb.

Halaky Herawy a pupil of Jamy and a panegyrist of Sultan

/Tbsayn Myrza.

Molla Hilal Qazwyny. Mawlana Hamdamy Hamadany.

Himmaty Khorasany.

Amyr Humdyiin is of the 'iraq and not of Samarqand as Taqyy

AwAady asserts. Humayun Padshah.
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(12) ^dllj-S **/& (P.)

Nacrabady's biographies of poets. The full name of

the author was Mohammad Tahir, he was born at Na-

9rabad which is in the district of Ispahan in 1025 or

1027. He lost his father before he was twenty years of

age and gave himself for some time up to pleasure, but

poverty, which was the more painful because some of

his ancestors had been so wealthy as to be able to

build schools and colleges, brought him to his senses, and

henceforth he led a pious life. He wrote this book about

1083, but added eight or nine biographies in 1092. His

grandfather had been settled in India and his uncle

Myrza Cadiq had been in the Indian army and died in

this country in 1061.

The author tells us in the preface that the lives of

former poets were recorded in the Tadzkirahs of Moham-

mad 'awry, of Myr 'alyy Shyr, of Sam (see page 12), of

Dawlat-shah and in that of Molla Cufy which was called

*Ai*
y
i&sX*

(*) and in the Tadzkirah of Myr Taqyy

Kashy, and as there was no merit in copying the labours

of others,he resolved upon writing the biographies of con-

temporaneous poets and giving way to the wishes of his

friends, he added at the end, a chapter **JU. containing

chronograms, logogriphs, &c. of modern and ancient poets.

The book is divided into five chapters eJuo. The intro-

duction and the first three chapters contain the lives of

princes, Sayyids, learned men and calligraphs who were

* Mawlana Mohammad fufy the author of the May-khanah d But-

khanah or the Wine shop and Idol-house, was a native of Mazauderan and

in A. H. 1038 he resided at AAmadabad in Gujrat, and afterwards for some

time at Kashmyr. He was a distinguished follower of Cufism. Bland,

Journ. Eoy. As. Soc. Lond. IX. p. 165.
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not poets by profession, the fourth contains poets by

profession, and the fifth a short autobiography and an

account of the poets of his own family. Beginning

One copy is in the Top Khanah and another in the Moy MaAall.

The former is a quarto of 100 pages ;
one copy does not contain the

eight biographies which the author added in 1092.

Table of contents of the second and third parts of the

third chapter, and of the whole of the fourth chapter.

Second part of the third chapter : Calligraphs.

Molla 'abd al-Baqiy Bdqiy of Tabryz was settled at Baghdad, he

was a learned man and designed the inscriptions round the large

dome of Ispahan. He died one year after Shah 'abbas, Hahir was a

pupil of his, but made not much progress in calligraphy.

'alyy Ridha of Tabryz was not equal to the preceding, he designed

the inscriptions on the masjid of Shaykh Luf Allah and on the

'abbasian Jami' masjid.

Myr 'iinad of Qazwyn a most exquisite calligraph particularly in

Naskh-ta'lyq, some prefer him even to Molla Myr 'alyy. He resided

at Ispahan and was murdered during the reign of Shah 'abbas.

Myr Mo'izz of Kashan distinguished in the Naskh-ta'lyq went to

India during the reign of the late Shah 'abbas and died there.

Toraba of Ispahan, a pupil of Molla Fayiqy, to whom however he

is far superior, he was an acquaintance of Tahir.

Myr Sayyid 'alyy a son of Myrza Moqym Tabryzy who was equally

a calligraph, and a grandson of Myr Shah Myr who resided in

'abbasabad in Ispahan. Sayyid 'alyy went with his father to India,

and is now in the service of the emperor, his father died in India.

Third part : Darwyshes^ devotees.

Qadhiy Asad was born in Dayr Qahpayah, but as he resided mostly

at Kashan, he is called Kashy, he was a disciple of Shaykh Mumin

Mashhady and had many followers.

Darwysh Mohammad QuM had first his Takiyah in the Labnan

masjid, and subsequently on the banks of the river, where he is buried.

Myr Mo'izz of Ispahan, his Takiyah is at the shrine of Baba

Eokn aldyn.

N
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Myr Mohammad a son of Shaykh MoAamrnad 'alyy Mashhady
who had been a ufy, and resided for some time at Ispahan. Myr
Mohammad succeeded his father, but is now probably dead.

Aqa Mumin Ispahany is the father of .Hajy Qadiq (Jdmit who was

a friend of Tahir. He resided for some time at Shyraz. His

biography has been written by Myrza Qali/* Daste Grhayb.

Darwysh Qadiq has his Takiyah at Ispahan at the shrine of Baba

Bokn aldyn.

Baba A9ly of Domawand resides at Shyraz.

Shaykh Qamada a descendant of Sa'dy Shyrazy died at Shyraz of

a surgical operation which he performed on himself.

Fourth chapter: Professional poets.

First part Poets of the 'irdq, Khordsdn, fyc.

Sharaf aldyn .ffasan (or JBTosayn) SUfdyiy of Ispahan died in

1038 or 1027, left a Mathnawy called oJuL* ^|jxj and one called

^***jj* and one called j I* x*i*.

-ZZakym Eoknayiy Kashy Masyhy, a physician, died in 1066, left

near one hundred thousand verses.

Myrza Mohammad 'alyy Cjdyibd, his father was a merchant of

Ispahan. He went to India when young, and was well received by
Tzafar Khan. He now resides at Ispahan. His complete works

contain about one hundred and twenty thousand verses.

Myrza Abu Talib Kalym is of Hamadan, but as he resided much at

Kashan he is called Kashany. He went to India and was a court

poet of Shahjahan, whose history he relates in an epic poem. He
died at Kashmyr and left about 24,000 verses.

Tdlib Amoly of Mazanderan went to India and entered the service

of Salym-shah and subsequently of Shahjahan, who conferred the title

of king of poets upon him. He died young, 2ahir has seen a Dywan
of his of about 14,000 bayts.

JSajy Mohammad Khan Mashhady Qodsy died in India, but is

buried at Mashhad. He left a Mathnawy in which he describes

Kashmyr and the wars of his patron, and a Dywan.
Mo/iammad Quly Salym of Teheran wrote a Mathnawy in which

he describes Lahijan when he came to India he altered the heading

and called it a description of Kashmyr. He died in 1052 or 1057.

IZakym Zuldly of Khwansar is distinguished in the Mathnawy he
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spent nineteen years in composing his J^fj &}+&* having begun it in

1001 and completed in 1020, but died before he could arrange it.

This was done with much trouble in India and Molla Toghrayiy

Mashhady wrote a preface to it. The author saw a Dywan of hia

which had about 10,000 verses and some Mathnawies which will be

enumerated in the next chapter.

Shaykh 'alyy Naqyy Kamarahi died in 1030.

Molla Zakyy Hamadany died in 1030.

Aqa SJidpur of Teheran visited India as a merchant. Tahir saw a

Dywan of his of about 4000 bayts.

Ghiyathayiy Salwayiy of Shyraz died under Shah afyy. Tahir

has seen a Dywan of his of about 3000 verses.

Molla Shikuhy of Hamadan a friend of Ilahy.

Molla Nadim of Lahijan visited India, Tahir only saw about 1000

verses of his.

Myr 'a^a Montahiy is a poet of Teheran.

Qadhiy Yahya was of Lahijan, but having lived much at Kashan

he is called Kashy. Visited India and held an appointment under

Shahjahan. The author saw him when he was an old man.

Myr YaAya of Qomm.

Myr Faghftir of Lahijan, as long as he was in Persia he had the

takhallu9 of Easmy, in India he changed it into Faghfur. He died

in 1030. The author saw a Dywan of about 4000 verses of his.

Moll Zamdny Yazdy imitated JTafitz. Molla Sakhyy Kirmany.

Myrza Malik Hashriqy Khorasany left a Dywan of about 10,000

verses.

Myrza Fapyhy of Herat left a Dywan of about 6000 verses.

Myr Marion Kashy a son of Myr .Haydar Mo'ammayiy died in

India. Molla Awjy left a Dywan of about 10,000 bayts.

Isma'yl Munfifa son of Shamsa of Shyraz lived much at Teheran

and is therefore called Teherany. He visited India but returned to

Persia and lives by commerce.

Sharyfa Kashif a brother of the preceding is the author of four

Mathnawies I. jltfj ol>^ 2. oy^ ^V 3. **^ cr 1^ 4.

and two prose works^i '^Lr* (perhaps Siraj aUibr) and

Moqi/md a brother of the preceding died at Teheran.

Myrza Eadhyy Danish a Sayyid of Mashhad. His father Abu

Torab died in India. Dara Shikoh gave him for a poem one thousand

N 2
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Tomans, subsequently he entered the service of the Qofobshahians

at Golconda, and at present he lives at Mashhad.

Murshid (or Murshida) of Barujard died in India.

Myr 'ayn 'alyy. Myr Ildliy (see p. 66 supra).

Myrza Jany 'izzaty Shyrazy died at Mashhad.

Molla Bawnaqy of Hamadan died in India.

Molla Waqifvi Khalkhal imitated Nitzamy and Mawlawy Jalal

aldyn Kiimy. He died in Turkey.

Ibrahym Tasalliy of Shyraz visited India and in 1034 or 1026 he

made the pilgrimage to Makkah and died soon after.

Myr Moghy9 Mahwy died in India. TAyib Kirmany.

Fakhr Thabit Tafryshy died in India.

TTmmaty of Khorasan wrote Qa9ydahs in praise of Shah 'abbas.

Molla Sharafy Qazwyny was originally a tailor, subsequently he

obtained a pension from Shah 'abbas.

Molla Qaydy Shyrazy a pupil of Ghayraty.

Qaydy Kirmany. Myr Fosuny a Sayyid of Samnan.

Fadhly Churbadqany a pupil of J?akym Shifayiy.

Myr 'abd al-Ghanyy Ghanyy Tafryshy a pupil of Abii-1-Qasim

Kazeruny and a friend of Molla ^ufy- He cursed Shah 'abbas and

the Shah died soon after.

Ta^ya Sabzwary a distinguished Munshiy d. 1028.

Molla Molhimy Tabryzy died at Shyraz.

Tahmasb Quly Beg 'arshy Tazdy of Turky origin left a Dywan of

about 12,000 verses.

Molla Darky Qommy died many years ago and left about 20,000

verses.

.Hasan Beg Rafy' is of Qazwyn but is called Mashhady from his

place of residence, he is a distinguished Insha writer and was therefore

invited by Shah-jahan to come to India. He conferred the appoint-

ment of Munshiy upon him but subsequently discarded him, and

now he lives in great poverty in India.

Mohammad Bidha Fikry of Ispahan a contemporary of .//akym

Shifayiy. Molla Sayry Churbadqany died on his way to Makkah.

Myr Eafy' Dastur went with Shaykh Mohammad Khatiin to India,

subsequently he returned to Persia and died at Ispahan.

Myrza Nitzam a Daste-Ghayb Sayyid of Shyraz died in 1039 or

1029 at an age of thirty years and left about 3000 verses.
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Myrza adiq Daste-Ghayb. Daste Ghayb it appears was the

name of a family of Sayyids at Shyraz. They were called so because

on one occasion one of their enemies questioned their descent from

'alyy and they miraculously (literally, from a mysterious hand,

^^ o.*.^) obtained a copy of their pedigree. Myrza Q^diq died

at Lar. Myr Eadhyy Artymany. Yusofy Churfadqany.

Molla Dzawqy of Ardestan left few, but good verses.

Dzawqy Kashy a Turkman resided at Kashan.

Molla Fatty of Ardestan.

Myr Abu-1-.ZZasan a Sbsayny Sayyid of Farahan wrote a com-

mentary on Anwary, was put to death at Shyraz.

Shaykh Shah Natzar of Ispahan visited India.

Molla Mumin 'izzy of Fyruzabad.

Myr 'aql (or 'aqyl) Kawthary ofHamadan is alive, and has written a

i^LHs-^J a^y. Molla Maklijiy Eushty. v

Molla HasJiry was of Tabryz where he died.

Molla Qawsy Shustary wrote an introduction *^tx^ to the Dywan
of Khaqany. Molla Qawsy Tabryzy studied at Ispahan.

Myr Afsar, a son of Myr Sanjar Kashy, visited India.

Kamy Sabzwary visited India and died at Mashhad.

Madzaqy Ispahany (according to one copy his patronymic is (^i^)

a distinguished composer of Music.

Sdyir Ardiibady or Mashhady died in India.

Qasirny Cjayrafy (according to the other copy Qadhiy ayrafy) son

of a banker. Khidhry Lary. Khidhry Qazwyny is a good poet.

Khidhry Khwansary a friend of Zulaly.

Sa'yddyiy Ardestany (in one copy Nohawandy) resided long in

the Deccan and died after his return to Persia.

Baba SiuVan Qommy Nawayiy (Liwayiy ?) an ascetic died some

years ago. AkJitary Yazdy lived long in India and died there.

Myr 'ysa Yazdy resided for some time in India, died in Persia.

Molla 'Amiy Nohawandy went to India and probably died there.

Molla Nawydy an old poet lives at Shyraz. Nawydy Teherany.

Natzmy Yahyany (?) resided first at Ispahan subsequently at

Shyraz.

J2ajy 'abd al-"VVasi' Aqdas is now in India and fills the office of

Daroghah of the goldsmith's shop of Awrangzeb.

Mohammad jffosayn Beg Ma'lum Tabryzy a merchant.
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Jamala Walih of Shyraz died in India.

Myrza KJia$my visited India and died at Ispahan.

Mohammad .Hbsayn a son of .Hakym Eoknay Kashy.

Kaldmy Ispahany a brother of Salamy. .Hasan Beg Girdmy.

Molla GTiorury probably of Shyraz died towards the end of Shah

(Jafyy's reign and left a Mathnawy in the metre of the ToMat

al'iraqayn. Myr GTiorury Kashy died in India.

Mohammad Qasim Sorury (Sarwary ?) is the author of a Persian

Dictionary. The copy which he wrote in Persia is small, but when

he went to India he used the Dictionary -xJ^J of Myr Jamal aldyn

Anjii^^l and enlarged the work greatly.

Myr Mohammad Mumin Addyiy Yazdy about thirty years ago

being suspected of infidelity he went to India, and died at Siirat.

*&qild Mohammad Taqyy of Taliqan died under Shah 'abbas II.

Myr Ajry of Yazd. Farighy Astrabady.

MasliJiury of Ispahan was strong in Ramal, the author saw him

when he was more than seventy years of age.

Myr .Haydary Dzilmy Kashy went to Byjapur, he was clever in

painting.

.Hbsayn (Jarrdifof; Ispahan a Banker, was still full of energy when

eighty years of age. Na^ymA of Shyraz a tailor by profession.

.Hasan Beg a son of Molla Shany Taklii died young. His father

was so distinguished a man that Shah 'abbas weighed him up in gold.

Molla Girdmy (Karamy ?) a Turk, is called Kashy because he

resided chiefly at Kashan. Wrote about 50,000 verses and five

Mathnawies in imitation of Nitzamy. Sho'ury Mashhady.

Sho'iiry Kashy left about 6000 verses of Qa9ydahs and Grhazals.

Zamanayiy Naqqash of Ispahan.

Dhiydiy Teher&ny a friend of the late Qabu^y.

Myr Ja'far Mo'allim Kashy a school master.

Ar

qa Khafyy Khwansary d. 1028.

Myr Burhau a Sayyid of Abrquh a mystic and a pupil of Qadhiy
Asad Allah Kashy.

Myrza Hadiy a brother of the preceding resided mostly at Shyraz.

He is dead.

Myr Ghiyath aldyn a son of the preceding died young at Abrquh.

Qay?ar is of the Yl Shamlu resided mostly at Herat, and is therefore

called Herawy.
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Hassan. Beg TTnsy a friend of J/akym Shifayiy, he wrote a Tadz-

kirah of Persian poets, but has not completed it.

Molla Moqymayiy Hilmy ('ilmy ?) Kashy was in the service of

prince Dara-Shikoh. He died at Makkah.

Taqyy Aw^ady was born at Ispahan he was descended from Sayyid

Aw7*ad aldyn 'abd Allah Bulyany. A friend of the author saw him

at AAmadabad in Gujrat. He is the author of a Tadzkirah.*

Tajalliy Lahijy was brought up in India he had first the takhallu9

of Khawary. Ta'by of Qazwyn a friend of .Hakym Shifayiy.

(jahyfy Shyrazy his son was Asyry.

Qafyya Ispahany, a friend of .Hakym Shifayiy.

Tahir 'attar Mashhady a pupil of IJmmaty Torbaty, died young.

Amyn& a son of Molla MaAmud who had the keys of the tomb

of Najab.

Molla 'a$ry Tabryzy brought up at Yazd settled at Ispahan.

Baqiyayiy Tayiby a distinguished composer in music visited India

but died in Persia. Najdty Bafiqy.

Molla Bykhudy Junabady a contemporary of the late Shah 'abbas

* The Genealogy of Aw^ad aldyn 'abd Allah Bulyany or Balyany is :

'abd Allah b. Mas'iid b. Mohammad b. 'alyy b. A7*mad b. 'omar b. Isma'yl

b. Aby 'alyy al-Daqqaq and he died in 686. His life is in Jamy's Nafahdt

No. 322. Taqyy derives his patronymic Aw//ady from him. Taqyy was

born in 973. He compiled an anthology of Persian poetry which he called

J^U^^J9
(this is a chronogram for 991) and which contains the verses

collected by him in six years from Shyraz to Gujrat. Afterwards when

staying at Agra one of the nobles of Jahangyr's court induced him to

remodel his work and to accompany the extracts with memoirs of the

several authors quoted. He undertook the task and named his Tadzkirah

^jjjU &lej'f. ) ol^j (j-Afl-iU ol^pj e>^ The Biography is

divided into twenty-eight 'a^ahs, each containing one letter of the alpha-

bet, and the general division is into three 'urfahs, viz. the ancient poets ;

those of the middle age and the modern poets. He composed also ano-

her Tadzkirah abridged from the larger one and called it ^Sjf- wir.

He also composed a Persian Dictionary called (jl+jJL. &*>j
and found-

ed on the Burhane qaft' and he wrote about 30,000 verses ; among other

poems are his Mathnawies tjujjj ^^*- andj^J j&. -A- c py of his

Tadzkirah is in the East India House. It is a thick folio and goes only

to the letter ^5. (Bland, Journ. Royal As. Soc. IX. p. 134).
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was a Shah-namah reciter, and wrote a poem in the metre of that

epos. Molla Afdhal Bafiqy a son of the calligraph Molla Ya'qub.

Molla Qadhiy Bashydy a brother of the preceding.

Molla 'inayat Nojumy Kashy a good astronomer.

Qadhiy Dinvary Ayany.

Mohammad QaM Sattdr went to India and died there.

Darwysh K&hin of Tabryz.

Molla Mohammad .STosayn AsTiub of Mazandaran went to India

and died there.

Molla 'abd Allah Ainany of Kirman went to India but died at

Ispahan. His Dywan has about 10,000 verses.

Kamilayiy Kashy a nephew of Myr Taqyy the author of the

Tadzkirah. Myr Asad Allah of Ispahan died in India.

Myr MasTirdb a son of Myr .ETosayn who is called Shishah-gar of

Qomm, he is usually called Kashy having mostly resided at Kashan,

he died at Tabryz.

Sa'yda Sarmad probably of Kashan went to India under Shahjahan

and behaved like a mad man. Mumindyiy Kiinabady went to India.

T%'y Systany a friend of Molla Zamany Yazdy.

Eashyd Nawras of Qazwyn died at Byjapiir.

Qufy Shyrazy is of Eorman where he died.

Cufy Hamadany lived chiefly at Ispahan where he died.

Qobad Beg Kawkdby a Turk, lived at Haydarabad.

~Hiaydty Grylaiiy has been brought up in India.

Mohammad Qasim Qismat Mashhady died some time ago.

Myr Zayn aldyn Shaykh Jannaty (?) of Ispahan. It is only lately

that he calls himself a Sayyid. His Dywan contains about 20,000

verses but is not arranged. One of his Mathnawies is called

J V-H^J Art
U - Molla AflaJcy Tabryzy.

Molla Luify JNayshapiiry the son-in-law of Molla Qaydy.

Molla WdtMq Nayshapury visited India and died at Ispahan.

'atzyma is a grandson of Molla Qaydy and a nephew of Molla

Natzyry.

Moqyma Fawjy a son of Molla Qaydy visited India, and died

at Nayshapur.

Karyma, the younger son of Molla Qaydy lives now at Ispahan.

Tolii'y of Khwansar is dead.

Ahsany Khwansary was strong in the Mathnawy.
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Qotfba Sihry is a son of Qadhiy Amyn Khwansary.

Shah Murad Khwansary was distinguished in musical composition,

and therefore in favour with the late Shah 'abbas.

Molla Mahshary Khwansary is about ninety years of age.

Mashraby of Khwansar was a talented man.

KawtJiary Khwansary.

Myr Jadzby Khwansary the son of a rich man.

Molla 'alyy Beg ILishmaty Khwansary died at the age of ninety,

he was a most distinguished calligraph. He left about 15,000 verses.

Yiisofay Khwansary was very poor but a fertile poet.

Myrza Niira LamV is now alive.

Molla 'ibrat (Grhayrat ?) Hamadany imitates the ancients.

Molla Mofrad of Hamadan is dead.

Myram Beg (Jublay
is alive. Bayram Beg Sdmi'd.

Humayiin Mohammad a son of Molla Shikiih died young.

-BTajy Ummyd Zdyir Hamadany visited India, but lives now in

Persia. Myidh Nohawandy Qadhiy of Kuh Kylii.

atim (Khatim ?) Beg is a son of AAmad Beg.

Myr Ashub Hamadany.
Molla Mahdhary Hamadany was called Molla-darwazah and wrote

chiefly Qa9ydahs, he is dead,

SaliM (aliA ?) Mashhady died of intemperance.
Mohammad Quly A'pafd is called Qommy, because he resided much

in that place ;
he is now in India.

Mohammad Baqir, the author met him at Ispahan, subsequently he

went to India.

TJlfaty a son of ^Tosayn Sawajy was for some time in the service

of Qofobshah, and wrote a treatise on prosody and rhyme. He
died in Persia.

Mahshary of Nayshapur a contemporary of Natzyry.

Mohammad Katzim ^ahir died in 1085 (or 1025) at Ispahan.

Najybd Astrabady is since some years at Ispahan.

Sayyid JTosayn ZaJiyy (Zayny ?) receives a pension from the Court.

Myr Sanad of Kashan is a fertile poet.

Molla Mo&aminad Ibrahym Salik of Qazwyn visited India but died

some time ago at Qazwyn.

Molla Salik Yazdy went to the Deccan and then to Dilly where

he died.

O
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Molla Natzim of Herat is in the service of 'abbas Quly Khan and

the best poet of Khorasan, he wrote a Yusof 6 Zalykha.

Myr Mohammad ^fosayn Shawqy a son of Myr azyz Allah of

Sawah an old poet visited India. He is dead.

Baqira Khalyl Kashy died two years ago, his Dywan has about

14,000 verses.

A'qa Zaman ZarTcasTi Ispahany had first the takhallu9 of Firyty.

Mawlana Mohammad Qasim Qdsim of Mashhad ia known by the

name of Dywanah, died at Dilly.

Sa'dayiy Tazdy resided at Ispahan.

Mawlana FaraA Allah Shushtary lived at the court of -Haydarabad.

The author had seen from three to four thousand verses of his.

Molla Warashtah his name is Imam Quly Beg he travelled much and

spent a long time in India. He used to keep a journal of his travels.

He died in 1075.

Jalala Kashy Yaqyn lives since many years at Ispahan.

Molla Mohammad Ibrahym Shawkaty of Ispahan was killed in

India. Molla "Wa^ib Qandahary died at Ispahan.

Molla Wafd of Herat lived for some time in India and died

at Ispahan.

Molla 'ishraty a son of -Hajy 'ayn 'alyy Farushayiy was long in

India, died at Mashhad.

Mohammad Ibrahym FdrigJia a brother of 'ishraty, died at Lahor.

Molla Toghrd of Tabryz some say he is of Mashhad, he resides in

India and is very strong both in writing prose and verse. The

author had seen some of his prose writings.

Myr 'abd al'al Naj&t a son of Myr Mohammad Miimin .Hbsayny, a

friend of the author.

Myrza Sharyf HMm was for some time in India. He returned

in 1076 and resides now mostly at Ispahan.

Myr Jamal aldyn Mohammad Wahshat a son of Myr Dhiya aldyn

a Taba^aba Sayyid of Ardestan. Resided for some time in India

then he returned to Persia, but last year (1082) he again went

to India.

'abd Allah H<% a son of Sayyid Ya^ya who was attached to the

tomb of Karbela. .Haly resides at Ispahan.

Aqa Zaman Wddhih is a son of the Pahlwan Qasim /iTaddad.

Sayira Mashhady resides at Ispahan.
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JSTajy Firydun Sdbiq is a Turk, he has gone to Makkah.

Molla -fiTajy Mo/jammad H^/'y studied at Ispahan, is alive.

JZajy Qadiq Qamit a son of A'qa Murnin Ispahany has been long

in India but resides now in Persia.

Amyna Fdyiq a son of A'qa-shah Walyy of Ispahan is a fur-maker

by profession.

Eayidha studied at Ispahan lives now in his estate.

Myr Mohammad Hashim ShaJiydd is according to his own assertion

a Sayyid of Lahijan, spent much time in travelling, is alive.

Nadira Shyrazy wrote a very complete treatise ***^ &^*j on

arithmetic. He is Wazyr of the Dardgha of Qazwyn.
Mo7*ammad 'alyy Tdyifof Churfadqan resides now at Ispahan.

Mohammad Amyr Beg Wd$il lives now at Ispahan.

Bady'a of Lahijan resides now at Ispahan.

-Hajy Mohammad Taqyy Bismil of Shyraz is alive.

Mohammad Miimin, a brother of the preceding, is gone to Dama-

ghan. Moqyma Maqqud a son of Maq9iid 'alyy is alive.

Moqyma Ihsdn of Mashhad lives at Ispahan.

Mohammad QaliA Shushtary Nishaty is studying at Ispahan.

Molla MoAammad Zaman AtJiar of Mazanderan, is alive.

jBbsayna CaMhy of Khwansar died 1078 and left seven Mathnawies.

Myr 9ayQv (5 a^y ?) of Teheran died in India.

Myrza Ibrahym Adham a son of Myr Radhyy Artymany was

skilled in making verses ex tempore. Died in India where he had

been in high esteem among the great.

Aqa Isma'yl KdsUf was strong in the satyre and left a Mathnawy
in the metre of the ToMat al'iraqayn.

Myr 'ala aldyn Mohammad ^^fy ^s a son f Qo^ob alawliya.

Molla Fakhir Bihbany (?) died lately.

jHafitz Mohammad Mo/^sin Tajalliy was blind from birth.

Najaf Quly Beg W&liy a friend of the author died some time ago.

Najiy Tabryzy lives in great poverty.

Mohammad Katzim is of Qomm.

akym 'abd Allah jRdgJiib is of Grylan but he is called Qommy,
he changed his takhallu9 into WaMat.

Myr 'abd al-Ea^man of Qomm where he now resides.

Aqa Shams Qafyr of Qomm.
Nan' Q,ommy was originally a cook.

o 2
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Molla Mohammad 'alyy Wtihid Qommy resides at Ispahan, left

a Mathnawy.
Mo/zammad Bidha Moshfiqy kept originally a shop at Qomm.
Molla 'alyy is of Shahryar but resides at Qomm.

Shahyda Qommy died not long ago in India.

Mofrad Qommy was a tailor by profession.

Molla alyy Naqyy Qismat of Qomm where he now resides.

Myr 'abd al-IZbsayn ('abd al-//asan?) 'drifof Kashan where now

he resides. A'qa Mohammad jTahir NaqqdsTi is at Kashan.

A'qa Mosayyab QAnf b. -Sajy Mo&ibb of Kashan came in 1083 to

Ispahan. Thabit (?) Kashy died some years ago.

Katzima of Tabryz was brought up at Kashan where he is keeping

a school.

Nura Najyb b. Khwajah Mo/iammad fTosayn Kashy came two

years ago to Ispahan.

Shah Kashyd Kashy is a very old man.

Shaykh Mohammad Hadiy Ramzy is an extremely clever poet.

Myr Mohammad ^ahir 'alawy or 'olwy is of Kashan.

Molla Tadhil Kashy has written more than 100,000 verses.

Molla 'alyy called Jaysh (?) Jawyd had first the takhallu9 of

Ddnish was born in Mazanderan and died at Ispahan.

Shahyda (Shajdar ?) Gylany is now at Ardebyl he is a pious man.

Mo/jammad JTosayn Mantzur of A'mol in Mazanderan, a great

opium-eater is now at Shyraz.

Shafy'y died at an advanced age in Gylan.

^Takym Abu-1-Fat^ Dawayiy Lahijy is a good physician and poet,

has written two Mathnawies, viz. Jj~W J-^A and &b*M\ U^

Mohammad Qasim Cabir of Lahijan where he now lives in poor
circumstances. Molla Liqayiy Lahijany an agriculturist died

young. Sa'da a son of #ajy Khwajah 'alyy Lahijy is alive.

Tzahyra Lahijy was originally a baker, he is alive.

Mohammad QaM RaJV Lahijy visited India is now in Persia; had

first the takhallu9 of
Qtili^.

Molla Roshdy Kostamdary an eccentric man died at Mashhad.

Kajiy Lahijy a poor but disinterested poet.

Amynayiy of the dependencies of Lahijan.

Amynayiy Bushty an uneducated man.

Mohammad Yiisof called Dhiyayiy Lahijy was very poor.
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Sami'ayiy Mazanderany lived long in India, died at Ispahan.

Darwysh Ahmad Khwansary a religious man.

Molla Qasim (Hashim ?) (Jctbury of Khwansar where he now resides.

TJstad Mohammad Ridha ofKhwansar is nearly eighty years of age.

Molla Afsary Wanshany (?) of the district of Churbadqan.

Molla Mohammad Zaman Bandagany of the district of Churbad-

qan wrote a Mathnawy called v 1*2^ 1 &1*10
* He is alive.

Rabi Ardebyly called Shah Katzim went to India, it is not known

whether he has died or is alive.

Isma'yl 'Arif Kirmany a book-binder, is a mystic.

Amynayiy Kirmany is a man of considerable talents.

.Hajy Zaman Shyrazy is a shoe-maker.

Mohammad Baqir a son of Amynayiy Eiidah-sery is a good Insha

writer, and is therefore in the service of the Wazyrs of Lahijan.

Shaykh Abu .Habban (#ayyan ?) MAly Shyrazy, is dead.

Myr Abu-1-Karam ('abd al-Karym ?) a brother of Myr Abii-1-

ZTasan Earahany resided at Shyraz.

MoAsinayiy Shyrazy was a friend of QabiiAy.

Mtzama Nittzim Shyrazy had for some time the takhallu9 of Salim,

he is dead. Moqyma Abadahi of Earis is alive.

Myr 'abd al-Wahhab called Myr Majnun a Sayyid of Shyraz is

alive. #ajy Baqir a son of Shukr Allah Shyrazy died at Najaf.

MasyA ''ysa a pedler.

Molla 'alyy A9ghar resided chiefly at Shyraz, is dead.

Mumina Nisbat of Tabryz (according to another copy of Faris)

died in India. 'Arif Shyrazy the author knew him.

Mohammad Tahir Taslym Shyrazy was a book-binder.

qdniy (or Qiy^ny ? or 5^% ?) Kazeriiny is usually called Shyrazy

went to India.

Molla Ibrahym Nagyr a son of Kamal Qariy is alive.

Nakhat ^& Shyrazy went to India.

Eashyda Zargar a Tabryzian of 'abbasabad in Ispahan, he was

a goldsmith, and visited India, but died in Persia.

/Zafitz Mohammad Hosayn (ITasan ?) of Tabryz resided at Ispa-

han, was a good Insha writer.

Molla Mohammad 'alyy Mofrad a son of Mohammad Quly Beg

Tabryzy resides at Ispahan.

Bahrain Beg (Bohzad Beg ?) BayAny, a son of Naqyy Beg Ta-
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bryzy resided at 'abbasa"bad in Ispahan, and gained his livelihood in

summer by copying books, and in winter by making furs.

Mohammad Zaman Beg Himmat a Turk of Ardebyl is dead.

Nawriiz 'alyy Beg a clever goldsmith.

Moty'd a Tabryzy of 'abbasabad in Ispahan visited India and died

at Ispahan.

Mobdi' Tabryzy resided long at Ispahan, he was a goldsmith and

wire-drawer, went some years ago to India.

Mohammad Quly Beg Shdkir one of the Tabryzians ajyW who

were settled in 'abbasabad in Ispahan, he was a goldsmith and

engraver.

'drifci equally a Tabryzian of 'abbasabad where he now resides.

Kalb 'alyy Beg Nadir is, like the preceding poets, a goldsmith

of 'abbasabad.

Mohammad Bidha R&dhiy a Tabryzian goldsmith in 'abbasabad,

visited twice India.

Myr Baqdyiy Badakhshy resides at Tabryz and is called Tabryzy,

he wrote a Mathnawy on earthquakes.

Molla Ganjy Churbadqany is dead.

Siraja Naq^qasTi was originally an engraver.

Zamana Lahijy was for some time a private teacher at Yazd.

MaAmuda Tazdajardy Yatym visited India.

Laiyfd died at Herat.

Myr Isma'yl Churbadqany a Bii-toraby Sayyid and an ascetic.

Cheleby 'inw&n a son of 7/ajy QaM Tabryzy who was a rich man

and resided at Mashhad. 'inwan was a friend of the author, he

is dead. Taqyya MitMl died in 1076.

Myrza 'abd Allah Ulfat of Khorasan went early in life to India

and entered the service of Ja'far Khan who gave him a salary of

150 Rupees. He is dead.

Mohammad Sharyf Tajryd is alive.

Myr Sayyid 'alyy is a poor but well educated young man, his

takhallu? is Sayyid and Mihry.
Molla Ibrahym Wdpifof Mashhad died at Bander 'abbasy on his

way to India.

Molla Ibrahym Rifaty of Tabryz visited India and died at Sharwan.

Myr 'abd Allah a son of Molla 'arshy ('izzaty ?) Yazdy is in India.

Molla Katzim of Sawah a merchant visited India and died at Sawah.
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Khwajah Kalan Kirmany died some years ago.

Zamana went from the 'Iraq to India,but owing to his bad manners he

found no patron. He died at Herat. Khalyl Beg is now in India.

'alyy Eidhayiy Shustany (?) is now in India in the service of

Ibrahym Khan. Na$yb is now in India.

Shah Eidha Taslym a dfy of Khorasan is now in Kashmyr.

Myrza Mohammad Faris died in India, and left a Dywan of about

4000 bayts.

Myrza Moqym a son of Molla Paband a Tabryzy residing at

'abbasabad is dead. #akym Katzima Tiiba went to India.

Myr Ma'9iim Tasalliy a son of Myrjy who had long been in India.

Tasalliy also went to India, and it is said that he died there.

He wrote a very complete treatise on Eamal.

Molla Zaman JN~aiq resided at Ispahan and died under Shah 'abbas.

He imitated Khaqany.

Shaykh 'imad Arfa' (W&qV ?) a cousin of Molla Giramy.
JSatzim Tazdy has long been in India, he is a clever chess-player.

Myr Sayyid 'alyy Kashy Qdni'y died in 1076.

Mahmud Beg Fidayiy ofthe Yl, or Turkoman tribe, ofTaklu resided

at Teheran and died at Ispahan. JS"acyra Fardy resides at Ispahan.

Shafyqa (Shafy'a?) of Bakherz in Khorasan died in 1071 (1081?)

Barkhurdar Beg Man$ur is alive.

Isma'yl Zayir Damaghany is alive.

.Hafitz Mohammad Taqyy called 'indalybe Kashy.
Mohammad jffosayn Nawras Domawandy resides now at Ispahan.

Molla Mumin of Qumshah.

Myrza Pjitz his name was Molla 'a^a, died at Ispahan.

TZajy Ma^miid 13-iftzy of Ispahan visited India, but is now in

his home.

Molla Tarzy of Tarasht cu^-b of the province of Eay, is dead.

Myr 'irfan Teherany was a book-seller at Ispahan.

Molla Sihry Teherany.

Myr Eawnaq Samandar had also the takhallu9 of Bawnaq, died

at Teheran. 'ainila of Balkh visited India and died at Shyraz.

Myr Mohammad Tosayn Sor'at a Sayyid of Aniol in Mazanderan

is alive.

Mohammad adiq Ndtzim Tabryzy resides at 'abbasabad in Ispa-

han and is a brother of Mohammad Eidha Marwaryd-farush (i. e.
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the pearl-seller) who is equally a well educated young man. Natzim

resided for some time at Makkah for the sake of devotion. He died

some years ago and left a short Tadzkirah.

'azmy Tazdy a friend of Amyr Adayiy.

Atzhary of Qahpayah ^^ became mad. He is dead.

Zakyya a cousin (a son of the uncle) of Khwajah Sayf aldyn

MaArmid died in Ispahan. Molla Dawiid Ulfat Shustary is dead.

Myr Matzhar is according to his own assertion a Sainmaky Sayyid

of Astrabad, he used to tell stories in poppy houses, i. e. in houses in

which they take intoxicating and stupifying drugs.

Mo?awwir (Maciin ?) of Kashan an engraver, is dead.

JRdhib of Eanan in the province of Ispahan went to India.

jffajy Sharyf Manshiir of Ispahan is dead.

Molla Mohammad Sharyf of a village in the neighbourhood of

Ispahan, a friend of the author, has written a Mathnawy in the metre

of the Makhzan alasrar.

Mawlana Mo/jammad Baqir was of the same village as the preced,

ing and died two years ago. Mohammad Baqir Tazdy a goldsmith.

MoAammad Ja'far Modzahhib a son of Myrza" MaAmiid of Qahpayah.

Kofry of Yazdkhwast cxwl^^ in Earis.

MoAammad QaliA Shyrazy was a Zarkash (manufacturer of gold

thread) died at Ispahan. Zayn al'abidyn Khiizamy Fddhil.

Mast 'alyy Ispahany Kiichak visited India.

Myr Beg Qa99&b Ispahany, a butcher by profession, died under

Shah 'abbas II., upwards of seventy years of age.

Taqyy .Halwayiy Dhamyr visited India, is dead.

Myr ubAy was according to his own statement a Sayyid of

Mazanderan.

Myr 'abd Allah 'abdy a son of Mohammad 'alyy TaVy of Ispahan,

died seven years ago.

Taghma a son of Darwysh Bihishty Qalandar of Qomm is dead.

Molla Qudraty of Ispahan, visited India and died in Persia.

Molla Hayrdn of Ispahan.

-Hakym Baqir Shifdyiy called JZallaj was still alive in the begin-

ning of the reign of Shah 'abbas II.

Mohammad QaliA Ispahany was originally a dyer.

Malik Mohammad Habit (Rabk ?) a son of Niira ^JaAAaf is a book-

binder by profession, he imitates Nitzamy.
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Mohammad Shafy' Sdlimd has written about 100,000 verses, he

is alive.

Mas'uda a son of A'qa' Zaman Zarkash went with his father to

India, and after his father's death he returned to Ispahan, he drew

for some time a pension, but now he is in great distress.

Molla T<%'y (Tab'y ?) of ^abs.

Mohammad Baqir of Ispahan, a blanket-maker, went some years

ago to India where he died.

JNajyba a son of #ajy Amyn of Gulshanabad in Ispahan is alive.

Baba Mohammad 'alyy Ispahany died two years ago, he was strong

in the Mathnawy.
'arab Shyrazy Qdbir called Dynah visited India where he died.

Qadyra 'irfdn Ispahany, a quiver-maker, has died this year.

Molla 'alyy Kidha of the province of Ispahan is now seventy

years of age.

-Hajy Mohammad Yaky Ispahany visited India and lives now at

Ispahan. He imitates Mawlawy Uumy.
' Nuzhat is of Damaghan. Myr Momtaz is of Khorasan.

'arif, one 'arif is of Gylan, another of Mashhad.

jffajy Mo/iammad Molla NisJidiy had also the takhallu9 of Harzy
of Damaghan, died at Ispahan.

JETajy Motzaffar a son of 'alyy Ridha Beg Tabryzy resided at

'abbasabad in Ispahan, and his profession was to string jewellery

^txu <fci)U. He visited the Deccan and lives now at Ispahan.

Molla Z/awhy composed many poems in praise of the Imams.

Taqyya called Dangy (Danky ?) Ispahauy.

Sage-Lawand, a Turk, was in favour with the late Shah 'abbas

on account of his wit and impudence.

'alyy Khan was a mason and preferred to gain his bread . by his*

humble profession to entering the service of the great.

Myrza Ibrahym 'drifof 'abbasabad went to India and died recently.

Darwysh ./Zaydar of Tazd. Majyda the son of a baker, is dead.

Momtaz of the province of Paris.

2. Poets of Ma-ivard-lnahr more particularly JBofcMrd, Balkh, fyc.

Qadhiy Na^ir Bokhary is Qadhiy at the court of 'abd al'azyz Khan .

Molla Shah MoAammad '% resides at Bokhara.

Molla Rafayiy (Eif'aty ?) Bokhary went to India and was a friend

of Abu-1-Fadhl.
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Myrza Moqym Bokhary came with the ambassador to Ispahan.

Molla AtJidr had first an employment in Persia but having lost it

and his property on account of a crime he went to India.

Munisy Bokhary is in the service of the Padshah.

Molla .Hamiy (Jamy ?) Bahrain Bokhary, the Padshah has given

him the title of king of poets.

Molla Naklily was for some time in the service of Imam Quly-

Khan Padshah of Bokhara, after his death he went to Balkh where

he died.

Molla MisTcyn Bokhary was equally in the service of the Padshah

(according to one copy he is in the service).

Molla Shafy' Bokhary was (according to one copy, is) equally in

the service of the Padshah.

Sayyid Na-Kam Laiyf Bokhary was equally in the service of Imam

Quly-Khan and died after him.

Myrza Afdhal or Fadhyl Bokhary Wdliy was the Munshiy of

Imam Quly-Khan and died some years ago.

Myrza 'alim Bokhary was equally a Munshiy of the Khan, he

is dead. Molla Mohammad 'dbid is a calligraph,

Mohammad Amyn Sarfardz of Samarqandy.
Mohammad ali& Lata (?) of Samarqand.

Molla Mawlayiy Bokhary is in the service of the Khan.

Molla Sharyf Bokhary is equally in the service of the Khan.

Myrza 'abd al-Layf Girdm is in the service of the Khan.

Molla Wahib Bokhary is in the service of the Khan,

Molla Mayiis Bokhary is a Munshiy of the Padshah.

Molla Asad Qd$id Bokhary, a Sayyid, is in the service of the Khan.

Molla Mantzur Bokhary is in the service of the Khan.

Moll4 Thaqib is in the service of the Khan.

Molla Tayib (in one copy is Thaqib) Bokhary is originally of

Herat, but he was brought at Bokhara and is in the service of

the Khan.

Khwajah 'abid Bokhary Rdqim came to Ispahan whence he pro-

ceeded to India.

Molla Qatly of Bokhara is a great favourite of the Khan.

Myrza 'abd al-Eazzaq a son of Qadhiy Baqayiy Bokhary.

Molla Mostafyd of the neighbourhood of Balkh is in the service

of SubMn Quly-Khan Sultan.
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Molla (one name not legible) Mostaqym Balkhy is in the service

of SubMn Quly-Khan.
Molla Natzmy Balkhy of Faltir died at Balkh.

#akym L&yiq Balkhy died at Balkh.

Molla YagdnaJi Balkhy is in the service of SuMan Quly-Khan.
Molla Takt&yiy Balkhy is in the service of SuMan Quly-Khan.

Molla Mbfyd Balkhy is in the service of SubMn Quly-Khan.

Molla Samy* Balkhy resides at Balkh.

Molla 'imad ('ammar?) Samarqandy is in the service of 'abd

al'azyz Khan.

Molla Afgdr Samarqandy resides at Samarqand.
Molla Rdfi* resides at Bokhara.

Molla Nadzra Agah resides at Bokhara.

Molla Sayyid JSTasafy is at Bokhara in the service of the Padshah.

Molla Bady' Samarqandy is dead, he was in the service of SubAan

Quly-Khan.

Molla M'mat Allah Na'ymd of Samarqand has studied at Bokhara.

Shawkat Bokhary.

3. Poets of India.

Shaydd a native of India composed about 50,000 verses.

Ghanyy Kashmyry, the emperor wrote to the governor of Kashmyr
to send him to India, he refused to go and died sk days after.

Nadym Kashmyry is alive.

Nacir 'alyy Sirhindy (according to one copy Kashmyry) is in the

service of the Emperor. Nislaty of Thaneser is dead.

Mahird Kashmyry was in the service of Danishmand Khan and

composed a Mathnawy in praise of the Emperor.

Fanayiy Kashmyry the teacher of Ghanyy is now in Kashmyr.
Mohammad 'arif.

Myrza Qofob Mdyil of Dilly author of a Saqiy-namah.
Mohammad Afdhal Sar-kliush resides at Lahdr.

Myr Mohammad Zaman RasikJi of Lahor.

'abd al-Qadir Bydil of Lahor is a very fertile poet.

Myr Siyddat is of Lahor.

.Hajy Ifaydar 'alyy Moghniy (Moglianny ?) is of Kashmyr. Thia

and the following three names are only in one copy.

Another /faydar 'alyy of Kashmyr.

P 2
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Myr Luf Allah Sdlim a son of Myr 'alyy of Kashmyr travelled

over the whole of Persia and was in 1092 in Ispahan.

Mawlana Naiiy of Kashmyr had two brothers who were equally

poets but had an impediment in their speech, and therefore one

chose the takhallu9 of Loknaty and the other of Abkam.

(13) (J>J^J L_i*uJ 1^1 ci>UT (P.)

The words of the poets, by Mirza M^ammad Afdhal

whose takhalluc is Sar-khiish and who was generally

called Chela. The title of the book is a chronogram for

1093, the date when he commenced to compile it. The

author informs us that he and his father had been in the

service of 'alamgyr, and that during his youth he was

anxious to acquire rank and wealth, but at the time when

he wrote this book he lived in retirement at Dilly. He
was a good poet and had the good fortune to become

acquainted with almost all men of talent of his age. He

died in A. H. 1125 or 11 26, or 1127 at the advanced age

of seventy-six years and left four Mathnawies, JETosn 6

'ishq, Niire 'alyy, Saqiy-nainah and Shah-namahe Mo-

hammad 'atzam-shah.

He says in the preface that almost all Tadzkirahs were

universal, containing the notices of the poets of all ages,

and that most of them end with the reign of Akbar.

He had therefore undertaken to compile an account in

alphabetical order of the poets (of India) of the reigns of

Jahangyr and 'alamgyr most of whom he knew personally.

It contains near two hundred very short biographies

interspersed with verses of the compiler. The book is

esteemed in India on account of the elegant extracts it

contains. At the end he has added five or six pages of
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chronograms, a description of poetry in which he seems

to have excelled.

The authorities which he used are Gulshane Fifrat by

Myr Mo'izz aldyn Mohammad Miisawy Khan Fitrat, the

Album o?lx> of Mirzd Mohammad 'alyy Mdhir and that

of Myr Mohammad Zaman Edsikh. These three poets

were contemporaries and friends of Sar-khush. Miisawy
had at first the takhallu9 Fifrat e^J and then he chose

that of Musawy, he was born in Persia in 1050, and

came to India where he was much esteemed for his

talents as a poet and as a critic, and died in A. H. 1101.

Mahir was a friend of Qodsy and Kalym and the teacher of

Sar-khush, he died in A. H. 1089. Rasikh died in 1107.

Beginningy^ ^j UU.
) ^^^^j ^ j>~! J^~ u^^

Copies are frequent, there are several in the M. M. 8vo. 143 pp. 17

lines. One copy is in the possession ofMr. Hall of Benares, two are

in my possession, and one in that of the Asiatic Society of Bengal.

Table of contents : (this list may be considered as a

continuation of the lists, pp. 47 and 55, with some repe-

titions).

Myr IlaJty see p. 66.

Myrza Jalal Asyr a poet of Persia of great merit, who has not

come to India.

Mirza Ibrahym Adham was a Sayyid of the Qafawy family. He
came to India under Shahjahan and behaved like a mad Darwysh.

Ainlmy Khan-zaman a son of Mohabat Khan Khankhanan Sipah-

salar (commander-in-chief) left a very elegant Dywan.
Tzafar Khan Ahsan a son of Khwajah Abu-1-.Sasan resided mostly

at Kabul and Kashmyr, and was a great patron of poets, left a Dywan
and some Mathnawies.

'inayat Khan AsJind son of Tzafar Khan an elegant prose writer,

he wrote the history of thirty years of Shahjahan's reign, much more

elegantly than Molla jEfamyd and others.

A'faf Qommy came to India under Shahjahan left a short Dywan.
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Mawlawy Sa'yd Fjdz, a learned and industrious man, is alive.

Molla Mohammad Sa'yd Ashraf came to India under 'alamgyr

and found a patron in Zyb alnisa the eldest daughter of the Emperor.

lie has great facility in writing verses, and is alive, and is the author

of the Mathnawyj<^j^ which has about 700 verses, and which he

composed ex tempore.

Mohammad Ibrahym Itifdfa, student who showed some poetical

talent and presented some poems to Myr Mo'izz Musawy Khan.

He died young.

MoAammad (^adiq Xl%& is clever in making chronograms.

Molla Ala Tiirany. Myrza 'abd al-Easul IstigTinA.

Myr Mohammad AAsan Yjad. JSdqird Tabryzy.

Abu-l-JZasan By-ganah has never visited India, but his Dywan had

reached this country. Bynish Kashmyry left a Dywan.

Eafy' Khan Bddzil cousin of Mohammad ^Tahir Wazyr Khan

put the Ma'arij alnobuwat into 40,000 Persian verses and called it

Molla Jamy Lahory Namdar Khany 'By-kTiud was very well skilled

in making chronograms, and left a thick Dywan of Grhazal, Qacydahs
and Qat'ahs. The chronogram on his death is &# *+* fc^ v" 1*
* i. e. 1086. He left a Jtj LT^.

Mirza 'abd al-Qadir By-dil is alive.

Chandar Bhan Brahman flourished under Shahjahan, wrote ele-

gant prose and left a Dywan. By-gTiamm Payragy, alive.

Molla 'alyy Bidha Tajalliy came from Shyraz to India under

Shahjahan. fiafitz Mohammad Jamal Taldsk.

Mohammad Taqyy alive.

'abd al-Latyf Khan Tanha a nephew of Mirza Jalal Asyr was

Dywan (collector) of the Panjab. Myr Tashbyhy.

Myr Tafakhor (Mofakhis ?) jffosayn Thctqib an uncle of Easikh

died in Sirhind.

^9af Khan Jo*far, an Amyr of the emperor Jahangyr, author of a

Mathnawy called Khosraw u Shyryn. A'qa Najaf Quly Jordt.

Myr 'abd al-Ea^ym Taysliy a friend of Mohammad 'alyy Mahir.

Myrza Mohammad Ayyub Jawdat is strong in the Ghazal and

Euba'y. ^akym TLddziq left a thick Dywan.
Mohammad Hosayn (in Hall's copy is Ibr&hym) Mashhady.

Myr TLashmaty, the author met him once at Agra.
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Mohammad Beg Haqyqy lived in Guzrat.

Shaykh Mafaniid Hayran imitated N^ir 'alyy but without success.

Mohammad Ibrahym Acalat Khan son of Sayyid Motzaffar Wazyr
of Haydarabad. Khalyl. Myrza Kholqy.

Khdli$ came during the time of 'alamgyr from Persia to India and

went to the Deccan. Wrote a short Dywan and a Mathnawy.
Nawab 'abd al-Ea^ym JDi&nkhandn a son of Bayram Khan, accord-

ing to one copy his takhallu9 was Eahym, he nourished under Akbar

and Jahangyr.

Qasim Kh&zin, the Author met him and found him very conceited.

Mirza Eadhyy Dbnish came to India under Shahjahan,

Mirza B/afy' Dasttir a contemporary of Jahangyr.

Molla Ddnd. Mohammad Amyn Dzawqy.

'aqil Khan E&sy is the author of a mystical Mathnawy called

Jy it is in the manner of that Jalal aldyn Rumy, and may be con-

sidered as a poetical version of the ^^ |y*'

Mirza .Hasan (A/^san ?) Beg Hafy' was first Munshiy of Moham-

mad Khan, the Buler of Tiiran, came to India under Shahjahan and

obtained the rank of five hundred, 'alamgyr sent him to Kashmyr.
He died at Dilly.

Myr Mohammad 'alyy Rdyih (Rdyij f) a Sayyid of Sialkot.

Myr Mohammad Zaman Itdsikh d. 1107,the chronogram is ^^ f^)
Mo/iammad EidM Kashmyry. Myr Euhy. Myr (Aqa ?) Eadhyy.
Molla EidJiwdn came from Persia and settled at Lahor.

Zakyy Hamadany. Zamdnd.

Mohammad Quly Salym came under Shahjahan from Persia to

India and entered the service of the Wazyr Islam Khan.

Sdlik Yazdy and S&Uk Qazwyny were contemporaries and nou-

rished in India under Shahjahan

Sayird Mashhady has never visited India.

Qafilan (Qaqilan ?) Beg Sip&hy accompanied the Indian ambassy
to Persia. -Hajy Mohammad Aslam Sdlim, a Kashmyry.
Mohammad ^aliA Sattdr lives in Bengal.

Hakym Sa'ydd is a good poet.

Mirza Sanjar, a contemporary of Shahjahan, Sayydh.

Myr Sayyid 'alyy Sayyid.

Sayyid 'alyy Khdn a calligraph had no takhallu9.

Myr (Myrza ?) Jalal aldyn Siyddat resided at Lahor.
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Molla Sardby (in one copy Sarupay) caine to India under Jahangyr.

//akym Sartnad a Qufy an<^ a frien(l of Dara Shikoh.

Mohammad Afdhal Sar-khusli the author of this Tadzkirah.

Shdny Taklii, panegyrist of Shah 'abbas, wrote a Mathnawy in

his praise.

Molla ShaydA flourished towards the end of Jahangyr and the

beginning of Shahjahan's reign.

Shddmdn the son of one of the chiefs of Kakhar. Myr SJiawqy-

Myr Mohammad Hadiy Sharar lived in Persia in 1093.

Myr Sharaf aldyn .flbsayn. Shtfayb. Shawkat Bokhary.

Myr Sharyf.

Mirza Mohammad 'alyy Q&yib Tabryzy came to India under Shah-

jahan. Died in 1081. The chronogram is ^L> olJj v^
Myr Qaydy came under Shahjahan to India.

jffakym Mohammad Katzim who assumed the title Masy^ albayan

and the takhallu9 ^JaAib
imitated Jalal aldyn Bumy and left a thick

Dywan and several Mathnawies as : (^x^fcua.lU5 1

Aj lir^j^ j

AjlA.-dxx5l

^50^^ (Jl ?) ju*j \ (J*~j> ^^^>j and gave to the collection of all

his poems the title of ^asHt***^ (j*&\. Aqa (jddig is the author of

a Saqiy-namah. Cabu\\y.

(jdmit (in one copy Qdyib) was a merchant who came under 'alam-

gyr to India and wrote a short Dywan.

Myr Dhiyd aldyu Dihlawy the author saw him at the beginning of

'alamgyr's reign. Talib A'moly.

JZ% Tabyby (Tabsy ?) a fufy.

Myr Mohammad Tdhir Ifosayny came towards the end of Jahan-

gyr' s reign to India. He was a wealthy merchant.

Molla Toffkrd. His prose is much admired. He wrote an elegant

essay on Kashmyr.

Myrza Nitzam aldyn Tali' a friend of the author.

Tzohury Tarshyzy resided at Byjapur, it is said that he copied and

sold the Eawdhat a^afa one hundred times, he is the author of

crjy of tW^ O|>A. and ^LH 1 ^1>^ these three prose treatises are

dedicated to Ibrahym 'adil-shah and he dedicated a **U ^^ to

Burhan Nitzam almulk. Himmat Khan collected one hundred and

twenty Saqiy-namahs and that of Tzohury was the best among them.

'orfy Shyrazy died at Lahor in 999 at an age of thirty-six years.

The chronogram, for this date is
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More than thirty years after his death Myr abir Ispahany dis-

interred his body and buried it at Mashhad.

Myan N^ir ''alyy died at Dilly in 1108. The chronogram is

**) ^*^> |^l*J ^* f. 'atzyma Nayshapiiry has never visited India.

Shaykh 'abd al'azyz 'izzat.

Molla 'alyy Qommy has never visited India.

'dmil a pupil of Qayib.

Khwajah 'abd Allah 'irfdn a mystic. 'drif Lahory left a Dywan.

Mohammad Tahir Ghanyy of Kashmyr. His takhallu9 is a chro-

nogram (1060) for the beginning of his poetical career, his Dywan
was arranged by Myrza Mohammad 'alyy Mdhir.

Myr Burhan Grliorury.

Hajy Mohammad Isma'yl GJidfil was a most distinguished calli-

graph and came from Mazanderan to India.

GJianyinat a native of India wrote a short Dywan and a Mathnawy.

Shaykh Mohammad MoAsin Fdniy of Kashmyr was a ufy and

a friend of Dara Shikoh left a Dywan and a Mathnawy.

Mirza Faqyky.

Aqa Mohammad Ibrahym FayadMn a son of Aqa Mohammad

Sbsayn N&jiy was alive in 1093. He was an excellent calligraph

and an elegant writer both in prose and poetry.

Mirza (Myr ?) Ghiyath aldyn Ma^ur Fikrat came to India under

'alamgyr and obtained the rank of five hundred.

'abd al-Eazzaq Fayyadh. Farqy (Fawqy ?). Fdris.

Fawjy a poet of Bengal, yet not without talent.

Prince Dara Shikoh Qddiry left besides many writings on ^ unsm
a short Dywan.

Ifajy Mohammad-Jan Qodsy the king of poets during the reign of

Shahjahan. He described the exploits of this emperor in a beautiful

epic poem called t^
1^ 1^ i*bj&*

Qasim Dywanah Mashhady a pupil of Myrza ^Jayib has not visited

India. Nawab Qdsim Khan. Qdni'.

Mohammad Yiisof Qadym died very young.

Abd Talib Kalym d. 1061.
'

Khwajah (Myr?) Kaldn.

Shaykh Sa'd Allah Gulshan was in Grujrat in 1093.

'abd al-E/a^ym Kukam (in one copy Kamgu) Kashmyry died in the

Deccan. Ldmi\ Myr Mo'izz aldyn Musawy d. 1101.

Myr Mo/jainmad 'alyy Mdhir d. 1089.

Q
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.Hakym Rokna Masyh a contemporary of Jahangyr.

Shaykh Sa'd Allah Masyty Panypaty.

Ma'y (Moghy ? or Moghniy ?) ^ Kashmyry.

QaMk Beg Molham, the author made his acquaintance at Agra.

Maviv ^i^ was a Kalal that is to say of a low caste which was
t/ 7 W? >

employed as Porter and Chob-dars, he flourished under Jahangyr.

Molla Mofyd Balkhy came to India at the beginning of 'alamgyr's

reign and died at Multan in 1090. The chronogram of his death is

Mon'im Hakkak Shyrazy composed a poem containing a descrip-

tion of Agra, died during the commencement of 'alamgyr's reign.

MashJiur. Myrza Ma?$um Kashy. Myrza Moqym.

Myrza Qo^b aldyn M&yil d. in 1108 eight days after Myan N^ir
'alyy. Majday Munqif.

Akhund Mohammad Baqir had first the takhallu9 of MonAsib

subsequently that of Moshtdq died in the beginning of 'alamgyr's

reign. Molla Malik Qommy resided at Byjapiir. Molla Mbshriqy.

Molld Natzyry of Nayshapur a panegyrist of 'abd al-Ea^ym Khan-

khanan. There was another poet who had the same takhallu9, he

gave him ten thousand Rupees that he might change it.

Nddim Gylany.

Molla Naw'y wrote a Saqiy-namah in praise of the Khankhanan.

He is also the author of a Mathnawy calledj'^^j^-.
Ndtzim Herawy the author of a ^-jj OUJH has never visited

India. Myr Naj&t has been in Persia and is a good poet.

Aqa Mohammad .ETosayn N&jiy a brother of Mohammad Isma'yl

Ghafil was an admirable calligraph, and in his old age he was admitted

to the society of 'alamgyr. Nazuky. 3Palib Na$y~b.

Myr Naj&bat a brother of Myr Siyadat. Wdbiq.

Molla Nisbaty of Thaneser was a good poet, in Eekhtah he used

the takhallu9 of Nit-batty i. e. the moon.

Qadhiy Nury a contemporary of Jahangyr.

Myrzd Tahir Wahyd was a friend of Qayib and one of the greatest

poets of the age.

Mohammad E/afy' Wffitz Qazwyny resides at Ispahan. He de-

scribed in a Mathnawy the war of Shah 'abbas with Tilam Khan,
and compiled the sayings of the Imams in a most elegant work to

which he gave the title of &Kfn<eb4 he is also the author of a Dywan.
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Myrza .Hasan Beg TPdthigr returned to Persia at the beginning of

'alamgyr's reign. Darwysh W&lih went to Bengal.

Myan Mohammad Ikhla? W/tmiqr a converted Hindu embraced

the Islam in 22 of the reign of 'alamgyr. Molla Walyy.

'abd al-Wafad WahsJiat of Thaneser was in 1093 a young man.

Mohammad 'ashiq Himmat was in 1093 a young man.

Mohammad HdsUm was a calligraph and the father-in-law of

Sarkhiish.

Myr Yahyd Kashy was a poet of Shahjahan who gave him orders to

compose a 4*U-jUA^, He died in 1074. The chronogram of his

death is >b c>

(14) J U^uJ Jslual- (P.;

Mirror of imagination by Shyr Khan Lody son of

'alyy Amjad Khan (the name of the author is in page

26.) He informs us in the postscript that he lost his

father in A. H. 1084, and three years after, he lost his

brother who died in the mountains of Kabul, he also

gives us the date when he composed this book in saying

that the title is a chronogram, if you remove the pardah

or veil (i. e. 131 3 21 1=1 102). It is dedicated to Shah-

jahan and contains an account of the most celebrated

Persian poets ; and besides it treats on almost every

science cultivated by the Musalmans : Music, Medicine,

cosmography, oneirocritic, talismans, &c. at the end is a

chapter containing notices of poetesses.

Beginning )

Printed at Calcutta in 1831, 8vo. 543 pp. Lithographed at Bareilly

in 1848. MSS. copies are frequent, some of them are abridgments.

Q 2
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(15) ^ uUt (P.)

The heaven of composition being a rhymed abridg-

ment of Dawlat-shah by Lutf Allah M^ammad Mohan-

dis b. A^mad. We are informed in the preface (which

has twelve distiches) that Fayidhy ^-^^ Kirmany ren-

dered the Tadzkirah of Dawlat-shah in Persian verses at

the time of Akbar and altered the division of the ori-

ginal, making ten periods o'*^ instead of seven ; Lutf

Allah Mohammad who was a contemporary of Awrangzeb
remodelled this version and added two periods ^j to

make the number correspond with the signs of the zodiac

and in allusion to it, he gave it the above title.

About 250 verses ; every verse contains the name of

a poet. First verse

A copy bound with other books is in the Tdpkhanah.

I give here the 1 2th chap, as a specimen.
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(16) W'L&fjfl** (P.)

Eternal Spring by a Khatry of the name of Kishen

Chand whose takhalluc is Ikhlac. The title multiplied by
two gives the date of the compilation, viz. 1136. The

author was a son of Achal-Das of Dilly whose house was

the resort of the learned. During his father's life-time

he learned Karad-bazy (a kind of fencing called Bakayty

^^5^ in Urdu) after his death he applied himself to

poetry. He died under A^mad Shah, reigned 1 1 60 to 1 1 67.

It contains, in alphabetical order, an account of about

200 poets who flourished (in India) from the time of

Jahangyr to the accession of Mohammad Shah, A. H.

1131.

Two copies are in the Tdpkhanah, 12mo. 300 pages, 10 lines. A

very good copy is in possession of Mr. Hall. First line

Table of contents (this list may be considered as a con-

tinuation of the one, p. 109 with several repetitions.)

Amyn Khan Anjam a son of the Nawab Amyr Khan.

Amyr Ilahy.

Myrza Jalal Asyr d. 1040, used to compose his verses in a state of

intoxication. Myrza Isma'yl Ymd of Ispahan.

Molla Aly <J\ of Persia, has not come to India.

Myrza Arjumand Azdd a son of 'abd al-Grhanyy Beg, has also the

takhallu9 of Jonun.

Awjy of Persia, a contemporary of Shahjahan.

Myr Baqir Ishrdq seems to have been alive in 1136.

Molla Sayyid AAsan Tj&d wrote the history of the reign of Far-

rokhsiyar in very elegant prose. Died in 1131 or soon after.

Myr Iman aldyn Iksyr is a clever physician.

Shafy'ayiy AtJiar was blind, and has never visited India.

Myrza Ibrahym Adham a son of Myrza Eadhyy Artymany a Sayyid

came to India under Shahjahan, was very insolent and was therefore

put to death.
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Mo'azzaz Khan Afsar Mohammad 'alyy Beg came from Ispahan

to India and died in Bengal. Intikhdby Wirdy Beg died young.

Tul Quly Beg Anysy was first librarian of 'alyy (July Khan at

Herat, then he came to India, and was patronized by the Khankhanan

'abd al-Ea^ym. He died at Burhanpur and left a Dywan and a

Mathnawy. Siraj aldyn A'rzu composed a large Dywan.
Khanzaman Amdny son of Mohabat Khan a pupil of Murshid,

who nourished under Shahjahan. Arshada was a native of India.

Isma'yl Beg Unsy resided at Herat. Was, as a prisoner of war,

carried to Tiiran by 'abd Allah Khan, came to India and was patro-

nized by the Khankhanan 'abd al-Ea^ym.

Mohammad Sa'yd Tjaz. Myrza Mohammad Aksan is alive.

Myr Ashley Qommy a Tabafoba Sayyid d. at Agra in 972, left

Qa9ydahs, two Dywans of Grhazal and one Dywan ofhumoristic poetry.

Shah Afiryn Lahory was alive in 1136.

Tzafar Khan Ahsan was governor of Kashmyr left a Dywan.

Asyry Tazy his name was Amyr Qadhiy. He died in 982.

Mohammad adiq Ilqa used to instruct Hindu boys, is alive.

In'ayat Khan Ashnd a son of Tzafar Khan A7mn. Wrote a Dywan
and a history of thirty years of Shahjahan' s reign.

Myr Ahsany b. Myr Abii-l-Fah Musawy was born at Tabalah

near Lahdr and died in 1011 left '** j j^ j ^j l^ tsi&o

Gholam Mo9*afa Insdn of the Kanboh tribe of Moridabad.

Molla AtzJiary. He and his father had come to India. Was a

contemporary of Jahangyr.

MoAaimnad Ibrahym In?6fwaa a pupil of Myrza Mo'izz Musawy
Khan.

'abd al'azyz Yjdd a pupil of Bydil. Was probably alive in 1136.

Asad Beg Asad nourished under Jahangyr.

'abd al-Easul Istighna.

'iwadh Beg Iksyr came under Jahangyr to India. Wrote elegant

prose and was a good calligraph. He was Munshiy of Shahjahan.

Mawlana Anwar Nur Mo/iammad was a native of India.

Aid Turany.

Molla Mohammad Sa'yd Ashrafcame under 'alamgyr to India and

was patronized by Zyb alnisa Begam.

Myrza Mo/iammad Kaby' Anjab Ispahany a pupil of Mortadha

Quly Beg.
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Achal Das a Khatry the father of the author resided at Dilly.

Ikhld? a pupil of 'abd al-Q-hanyy Beg QaMl and the author

of the Tadzkirah under notice.

Shah "Walyy Allah Ishtiydq is a grandson of Shaykh Afanad

Sirhindy who was called /Zadhrat and a pupil of Qabul.

'abd al-Qadir By-dil, his Dywan of Grhazal has more than 100,000

verses, and besides he has written a Dywan of Qa9ydahs and a Dywan
of Euba'ys and several Mathnawies, he is also the author of a prose

work called ^-a^^t^-

Shaykh 'abd al-Salam Paydmy nourished under Jahangyr and went

towards the end of his career to the Deccan.

Sharaf aldyn Pay&m. Shah Bahjata was a Darwysh.
'abd al-Baqiy Bdqiy.

Eafy' Khan Bddzil author of the JETamlahe JJaydary.

Payrawy Sawajy Amyr Beg nourished under Shahjahan.

-Hajy Bynd is a merchant of G-ujrat.

Bynish lived at Kashmyr. Mawlana Baqdyiy d. 1009.

Sawamy Bhobat Eay By-gJiamm a Khatry resided at Pathan near

Janmrn in the Panjab, he translated from the Hindee (Sanscrit) the

Prabodha Chand (Chandrodaya) Natak, a very curious work on Theo-

sophy into Persian, and dedicated it as well as several other treatises

on Qufism to Narayan Chand.

Ude Bhan Bahdr a pupil of the author of this Tadzkirah.

Molla Jamy By-Khud a contemporary of Shahjahan.

Baydnd Myrza Mahdiy visited India and returned to Persia.

Eay Chand Bhan Brahman was the most distinguished Hindu

since the time of Tymur.

Bazmy a contemporary of Jahangyr.

Myrza Abu Torab Baydhd a companion of the Amyr alomara

Dzii-l-Fiqar Khan, became blind towards the end of his life.

Myrza MoAsin T&thyr (Tashyr ?) Wazyr of the Padshah of Yazd,

sent his Dywan to Shohrat in India. Tajalliy 'alyy Eidha.

Myr TasTibyJiy 'alyy Akbar son of Shah Mohammad Kashy flou-

rished under Jahangyr at Lahdr. He was an eccentric and un-

accessible man, and wrote few of his verses down. He died at the

age of seventy. TanM 'abd al-Latyf Khan.

Myrza 'ajam Quly Turkman was of Persian (Shyraz) origin, but

was born in India.
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Mohammad ITbsayn Tajalliy Kashany died at AAmadabad in

Gujrat in 1090, aged twenty-seven years.

Molla JSa^mat Allah TamJcyn was in 1136 residing at Kashmyr.

Myrza MoAammad 'alyy Tamannd flourished under Farrokhsiyar.

Hafitz Jamal Taldsk.

A'gha 'abd al'alyy Tahsyn is a grandson of Juya.

Myrza PatA 'alyy Taskyn, he was probably alive in 1136.

ZTakym Mohammad Sa'yd Qommy TanM physician of Shah 'abbas,

left a Dywan.

Ray Manoher Tawsany, Akbar gave him the title of Myrza.

Myr Mofakhir (Sar-khiish writes Tafakhor) Hosayn Thdqib resided

in Sirhind.

Myr Sayyid Mohammad Thdqib a pupil of Myr Tahir 'alawy.

Mohammad Zfosayn TJiandyiy Mashhady came to India under

Akbar and died in 996, the chronogram is <^> j}*^*. He commenced

an epic poem calledj*& *- but did not complete it. He left a

thick Dywan. Myr Mohammad Afdhal Thdbit was alive in 1136.

Niir aldyn Jahangyr Padshah born in 977, succeeded to the throne

on Thursday the llth Jumada II. 1014, died 28th of fafar 1037.

Myr Mohammad Ja'far Jordt.

Mohammad 'alyy Beg Jism left a Dywan.

Myrza Ja'far Beg Ja'far had the title of Acaf Khan. He died in

1212, the chronogram is e) 1^ i-a-ci
ji <J>^ **>. He left a Khosraw

Shyryn. Myrzi Darab Juyd resided in Kashmyr.

Sayyid 'alyy Jud&yiy Tabryzy visited India under Akbar, and was

employed in the Imperial library in painting illustrations to books.

Padshah (July Jadzby a contemporary of Jahangyr was killed.

Myrza Mohammad Ayyiib Jawdat.

Jashany Lahory Grholam 'alyy flourished under Jahangyr.

Khwajah Mohammad Maq9ud Jam? a pupil of 'abd al-Grhanyy

Beg Qabiil resided in Kashmyr.

Ja'far had the title of Allah Wirdy Khan, left a short Dywan.

.Hakym JLddzigr was born at Pat/^pur and rose under Shahjahan to

the rank of three thousand with a salary of 20,000 Eupees a year.

Yadgar Beg HAlaty of Tiiran.

Myrza Isma'yl ~B.ijab came to India under 'alamgyr.

MoAammad "ayat Hadhrat was alive in 1136, had first the takhal-

Iu9 of Qdbil.
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Myrza Mahdiy llojjat a cousin of Myrza Darab Jiiya, died at

Dilly.

Mo/iammad 'alyy resided at Kashmyr and was in 1136 past thirty

years of age, had first the takhallu9 of Taklyf, then of Masyhd and

then of ILasJimat; he is a pupil of 'abd al-Ghanyy Beg Qabul.

Mohammad Beg Haqyqy resided at Gujrat.

Haydty Grylany was much given to pleasure, completed by order

of Shahjahan the Toghluq-namah of Amyr Khosraw which was

defective. He did it so well that Shahjahan had him weighed up
in gold for it.

Shed-Earn Hayyd a pupil of By-dil has written a Dywan.

~Raslimaty a friend of Molla Shayda left a Dywan.
Mohammad Taqyy aldyn Ispahany Hozny d. in 989 on the banks

of the Jenab.

Myr Kamzah Tashkandy was the son of the king of merchants of

Tashkand. He came to India and became, when he got old, com-

pletely deaf, he was skilled in making chronograms. One of his

chronograms is <j*J>^ *jV **
p*j* L)

Ai The numerical value of the

letters of this sentence as well as the meaning
" write nine three

times" give 999. [jN^ir 'alyy.

Shaykh Ma/fcmud Hayrdn resided at Sirhind and was a pupil of

Hamdy Kashmyry was a learned man. He died in 1018, the

chronogram is ^&tf *J **

Sayf Allah 'alawy Hazyny a contemporary of Jahangyr studied

diligently the ancient poets.

Shaykh Hasan Qorayshy Kalpy d. in 989, the chronogram is

Sayyid jffosayn KMli$ came to India during the reign of 'alamgyr
and obtained the title of Imtiyaz Khan.

Sipah Salar Khankhanan 'abd al-Ea^ym a son of Bayram Khan
was born on the 14th 9afar 964, and died at Dilly in 1032.

Klialyl was in the service of Zyb alnisa Begam and arranged her

compositions, he wrote elegant prose and poetry.

Myr Khosraivy Qayiny a contemporary of Jahangyr.

Myrza Fadhl Allah KliusJitar a son of Sar-JcMsh was alive in 1136.

Shukr Allah Khan Khdksdr son-in-law of 'aqil Khan Eazy wrote

a commentary on Jalal aldyn Eumy's Mathnawy.
Mohammad JSaydar Herawy Khifdly, a contemporary of Jahangyr.

R
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Jainal aldyn Klidwary a native of Gylan caine to India in 1011.

Molla Dand was engaged in Parrokhsiyar's reign with Natzim

Khan, who is usually called 'abd al-Ea/^ym Fiirigh, in copying the

Shah-namah. Daklily Ispahany.

Myrza Dawiid of Mashhad a contemporary of Tahir WaAyd.
Shah Isma'yl Dzabyk was born in Persia, travelled much, and

resided for some time in India.

Mawlana Imam aldyn Riyudhy is a very learned man and usually

called Imam al-Radhyy he is a native of Lahor and resided at Dilly.

His father Lutf Allah Mohandis was a great Mathematician and

made occasionally verses
;
in the capacity of a poet he used the

takhallu9 Mohandis. The father flourished under Akbar. Eiyady
was also a good Mathematician and his books on this science were

much in vogue in schools. It seems that he was alive in 1136. One

of his pupils wrote a commentary on the Almegest.

Mohammad Myr Zaman Rasikh. Sayyid Jalal E'ulhayiy d. 1057.

Myr Mohammad 'alyy Rtiyih is a Qalandar of Sialkot.

Myr Radhyy Danish a Sayyid of Mashhad came to India under

Shahjahan.

Arshad 'alyy Rasfiyiy was well versed in Persian literature and

seems to have been alive in 1136. He was a pupil of Myan Shah Bhyk.

jETasan Beg Rafy' resided first at Mashhad, and thence he came

in 1064 to India, and entered the service of Shahjahan.

. Molla 'abd al-Eashyd the author of the Parhange Eashydy which

he dedicated to Shahjahan, he wrote a chronogram on the accession

of Shahjahan. The author takes occasion to quote from the history of

Shahjahan a passage containing a statement of the expenses of the

palace of Dilly, it cost sixty lakhs of Eupees, viz. : Shah MaAall with

the golden roof fourteen lakhs
; Imtiyaz Ma^all, which contains the

king's sleeping apartment, kitchen and out-offices, five and a half

lakhs; The Dawlat-khanah Kha9 (I suppose what is now called

the Dywan) and the Dawlat-khanah 'am two and a half lakhs ;

The bath and JJayat-bakhsh six lakhs
;
the palace of the women

seven lakhs
;
the Bazar of the palace four lakhs

;
the wall and

ditch round the palace which has 100,000 cubits in circumference,

and is double as large as that of Agra, twenty-one lakhs of Eupees.

The Jaini' masjid of Dilly cost ten lakhs of Eupees. These build-

ings would cost at least five times as much in our days, 1852 A. D.
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Myr //aydar Kashy Rafy'y a contemporary of Faydhy, went

from India on a pilgrimage to Makkah thence to Persia and returned

to India.

Myrza Radkyy Artymany the father of Myrza Ibrahym Adham.

Shaykh Sa'd aldyn Khafiy RihAyiy a mystic, left a Dywan and

imitated the Khamsah of Nitzamy. Myrza Rostam Qandahary.

Myr 'abd al-Eazzaq Tazdy Rasmy flourished under Jahangyr and

spent twenty years in India in the garb of a Darwysh.

Myrza Yzad-bakhsh Rasa d. in 1119, the chronogram of his death

is caviar? <j^ 3' *kj ^j. Mawlana WaAyd Rawdny resided at Agra.

MoAarnmad Ridhd Kashmyry.

Myr 'askary Rfcy 'aqil Khan wi'ote besides the Moraqqa' also

^ioJioUAJ and ^H^f ei^ and *J[j^J ^ which contains the loves

of Eatan and Fadmawat. The i^*
3^! ol^ is properly speaking the

work of Shaykh Burhaii aldyn the spiritual guide of Eazy, but Eazy

arranged it. Eazy was for many years (^ubahdar of Dilly and died

in 1108.

Zaman Beg b. Grhayur Beg Kabuly his title was Mohabat Khan

and his takhallu9 Susany, he was an Amyr of Jahangyr.

Mawlana Zuldly. ZaJcyy Hamadany. Zamdnd.

Myrza Zahid 'alyy Shahe Bander SaTchd a poet of Persia.

Myr Jamyl Suzy flourished under 'alamgyr and held a Man9ab.

Shaykh Mohammad Sa'yd Qorayshy was when young a companion

of Sultan Murad-bakhsh.

, Myr 'abd al-^amad Sokhon, was alive in 1136.

Sayyid Qalabat Khan Mojahid-jang Sayyid was commissary of

ordinance under Earrokhsiyar.

Mohammad Hashim Sanjar was for some time imprisoned by Akbar

and went subsequently to the Deccan, where he was well received by

Ibrahym Khan 'adil Shah.

Aqa Earydun .Hbsayn Sdbiq came under 'alamgyr to India.

Mohammad 'alam Sorury a (Sarwary ?) of the time of Jahangyr.

Mo/jammad Quly Salym came to India under Shahjahan. Died

in Kashmyr in 1057 the chronogram is c>'y^ SAmiry Tabryzy contem-

porary of Jahangyr. Mqlld Sdti' Kashmyry was alive in 1136.

Myrza Mohammad Afdhal Sar-Mush,

Mohammad Ghadhanfar Syry (Sayry ?) was born at Khaf and

brought up at Herat.

R 2
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Sdlik Yazdy spent part of his life at Golcondah. In 1066 he

entered the service of Shahjahan.

Mohammad A^san Sam? of India had first the takhallu9 of 'ishrat

was alive in 1136. 'abd al-Khaliq Samandar d. at Labor in 1016.

Myr Sayyid 'alyy Sayyid has never visited India. Was a comtem-

porary of Myrza Mo'izz.

Sayyid Sa'd aldyn a soldier, has not yet chosen a takhallu?.

So?yd Khan Multany was in the service of Shahjahan.

'abd Allah Sihry was born and educated at Agra, was a good calli-

graph, is dead. Sdyird Mashhady has not visited India.

Abu Mo/jamtnad Sar&by born and educated at Sialkdt. He was a

contemporary of Jahangyr. Arslan Beg Sipdhy.

Sa'yday Gyldny was a very good calligraph and enjoyed, during

the reign of Jahangyr and Shahjahan, the title of By-Badal Khan

and the office of superintendent over the emperor's goldsmiths.

Khwajah 'abd Allah Sdmiy came from Lahor to Dilly was a con-

temporary of the author, he is the author of a thick Dywan.

Myr Jalal aldyn Siyddat resided at Lahor.

Sdlik Qazwyny nourished under Shahjahan.

Nawab Ifakym almulk Farrokhshahy this is the title of Shaykh

//osayn 'arab whose takhallu is Shohrat he was alive in 1136.

Molla Shaydd born at Pat^pur Sykry, he flourished under

Jahangyr and Shahjahan and died in Kashmyr, left a Mathnawy
of about 12,000 verses in the style of the Makhzan alasrar of

Nitzamy. It begins f**
5 o^ $+&*>s* *^x>T || f**/l e^-3^ 1 *U| ^.

SJiawkat Bokharayiy was probably alive in 1136.

Shdpur Edzy a contemporary of Jahangyr.

Gul Mohammad Shd'ir a pupil of By-dil was probably alive in

1136. Yiisof Beg SMyiq. Shddamdn an Afghan flourished

under Shahjahan and 'alamgyr. Shikyb has never visited India.

Shifcyty a contemporary of Jahangyr.

Sharyf Kashy was first a Qalandar and turned afterwards a

merchant left a Dywan. $7^& Shahydd.

Myr Shawqy was a mystical poet.

Mo/jammad .Hasan Jawnpiiry SMddby.

Shal&by a brother of Sardby.

Qamar aldyn who had the title of Mtzam almulk and the takhallu9

of Shakir, was alive in 1136, has written a Dywan.
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Mawlana Shot/liny.

Shaykh Niir aldyn Skayiq was calligraph. He was in this art a

pupil of Abu al-Ma'aliy. He was alive in 1136.

Myr Ya/*ya Shin&sd. Myrza Mo&ammad 'alyy Tabryzy Qdyib

came under Shahjahan to India and obtained a Manab and the title

of Mosta'idd Khan, he left more than 300,000 verses.

Shaykh Qadr aldyn Nayshapiiry is a man of some learning.

(JahbAyiy flourished under Shahjahan.

(Jabuhi/ Chaghatay a mystic, and suspected of infidelity, d. 973.

-Hajy Mohammad Qadiq Qamit a merchant, came to India under

'alamgyr and wrote a Dywan.
Mawlana

(J/ala^ aldyn Sawajy Cayrafy came from the 'iraq to India

by the way of the Deccan during Akbar's reign. He is the author

of a Dywan.

.ZZakym Katzim had the title MasyA albayan and the takhallu9 of

(jdhib.
Mo/iammad Myrak (jdlihy flourished under Jahangyr.

Qafdyiy was educated at Kalpy d. 1016.

Myr Qaydy came in 1064 from Ispahan to India.

Qafyy aldyn Ispahany Cafyy flourished under Jahangyr.

Mohammad 'ysa Qafyry Jawnpiiry committed suicide in 1018.

DJiamyr.

Molla Toghrd was originally of Mashhad but resided in Kashmyr.

Myr 'abd al'alyy Sabzwary TaK* a nephew and pupil of Sayyid
Mohammad Thaqib.

Mohammad Ibrahym Kashmyry lolu'y flourished under Jahangyr.

Shah Tdkir of the Deccan.

Myrza .Sasan Tirmidzy Tdlib an Amyr of Akbar d. 1018 the

chronogram is ^ v^^ ^ t^' <^*1 (.AA^, left a Dywan and two

Mathnawies y^^J V-^^-J
| JJLH^J

4^*^i-.

Nawazish Khan Eiimy Tldli* wrote occasionally poetry.

Tdlib Amoly the king of poets under Jahangyr d. 1035.

Molla TzoMry Tarshyzy Nur aldyn Mohammad came in 988 from

Khorasan to the Deccan, he settled in AAmadnagar and married the

daughter of Mawlana Malik Qommy ; king 'alyy 'adil Shah conferred

high favours upon him
;
when he sent his Saqiynamah to Burhan

Nitzam almulk in JETaydardbad, he made him a present of several

elephants laden with goods and money, the messenger in charge

asked him for a receipt, and he wrote the laconical words
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"
they have made it over to me, and I have thanked for it,

or accepted it." It is said he and his father-in-law were killed in an

affray.

Mawlana 'orfy Shyrazy, his name was Khwajah Qaydy, he lived at

A^madnagar with Tzohury Qommy and subsequently at FatApur

Sykry. Died at an age of 35 (or 36) years in 999 at Lahor, and

left a Dywan and two Mathnawies, viz. utj* j^r*^ and^Jj-wl ub=r
but the latter remained incomplete, he also left a prose work called

a^jJi] aJUj in which he addresses his ownself.

Myan Na9ir 'alyy born at Lahor d. 1108 on the 6th Bamadhan.

Myrza Abii-1-Ma'aliy 'Ally had under Farrokhsiyar the title of

"Wizarat Khan, is the author of a Dywan.

Myr Tahir 'alawy came under 'alamgyr from Persia to Kashmyr,

and settled there.

Sayyid Mohammad Najafy 'itdby was for a long time imprisoned

by Akbar in Grwalyar, when released he went to the Deccan. He
left a Dywan.

Shaykh 'abd al'azyz 'izzat nourished under 'alamgyr.

Shaykh Va Allah 'aid a pupil of By-dil, resided at Amrohah,
he died at Dilly in 1135 at the age of forty, the chronogram is

Mohammad 7/asan Shyrazy 'drif was two years impri-

soned by order of Jahangyr. 'dmil a pupil of
f^ayib.

Khwajah 'abd al-EaAym 'Abid was alive at Dilly in 1100.

Molla 'alyy Quly Ispahany never visited India.

'ala aldyn a ^ufy was verv f n^ ^ ^dian music.

'alyy 'atzym 'atzym a son of Myan Ndcir 'alyy wrote a small

Dywan. Sayyid Lutff Allah \tyiy nourished under 'alamgyr.

'Alimy Shyrazy was blind.

Myrza 'alyy Quly Khan was alive in 1136.

Mohammad Hashim 'ajiz is a well educated man.

'abd al'azyzy (sic) Jawnpiiry 'azyzy a learned man flourished under

Jahangyr.

Myrza Ja'far 'dskiq wrote chiefly satyres, was probably alive

in 1136.

'orujy was of noble birth, and was one of the courtiers of Jahangyr.

Left a mathnawy called ( ?jl^! ) j\j$ u>** in the measure of the

Makhzane asrar and a Dywan.
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M'mat Khan
''ally

had under Bahadurshah the title of Danish-

mand Khan. Wrote much in prose and verse and in Persian and

Arabic. He died in the third year of Bahadurshah' s reign 1120.

Khwajah Mo'yn aldyn GMziy held a high office.

Molla Tahir Glianyy of Kashmyr died very young and left a Dywan.

'alyy Kidha Mashhady Ghazz&ly, Akbar gave him the title of king

of poets. He died at Grujrat 980, and left a Dywan of near one

hundred thousand verses, and the following prose works jj~*\
^

and oUs^l ol^"^ on (^unsm; oUJ&l| jjf^ on ethics.

Shaykh Mohammad Akram Ghanymat of Ganjah in the Panjab.

He was a Qadirian 5ufy an^ a contemporary of Myr Mohammad

Zaman E-asikh. Besides a short Dywan he left a Mathnawy contain-

ing an account of the loves of 'azyz and Shahyd, and bearing the

name, of (jj-*^ ^j*.

Myrza Abii Torab Gliobar was alive in 1136.

Molla Mo/fcsin Fdniy of Kashmyr was a friend of Dara Shikdh.

He was a very learned man and left a Dywan.

Shaykh Abu-1-Eaydh Faydhy born in 954, died on Sunday the 10th

afar 1004. His father Shaykh Mobarik Nagawy who d. 1001,

wrote a commentary on the Qoran entitled cjy^f u^Ui xi*>,

it is in four volumes, and is nearly as large as the Tafsyr Kabyr.

Faydhy left besides other works the fUV'^k'j** which is a commen-

tary on the Qoran without diacritical points, he had a library of

twelve thousand volumes most of which were autographs.

F&iimah Qawwalah a lady of Ispahan. Fa$y\\y.

Myrza Abu-1-Eat^ Sabzwary Mtih a nephew of Myrza TZosayn,

'arif came from Ispahan to India, and returned after some years to

his home.

Myr A/^mad Fdyiq a brother of Siyadat resided mostly at Lahor.

Was probably alive in 1136.

Farhat Kashmyry was alive in 1136.

Forughy Kashmyry d. 1077.

Myrza Nadir alzaman Fa$yh a nephew of Amyn Mohammad 'irfdn.

Shaykh Mohammad Fdyiz j-jlJ a pupil of Mohammad Sa'yd Tji'tz.

Was probably alive in 1136 and had written a short Dywan.

Myrza Ghiyath aldyn Man9iir Fikrat of Ispahan came under

'alamgyr to India.

MoAammad Beg Fur$at has never visited India.
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Mohammad Ibrahym Fayadli&n a son of Aqa Mo/^ammad JZbsayu

N&jiy. Fdyidh 'abhary was probably alive in 1136.

Mohammad Dara Shikoh Qddiry a son of Shahjahan by Arjumand
Banu Momtaz-Ma^all was born on Monday the 30th (Salkh) of

Cafar 1024 at Ajmyr, was put to death in the night of Thursday
22nd Dzu-Uajj 1069 at an age of 46 years. He was buried in Huma-

yun's Mousoleum near Dilly. He left among other works a

Dywan,

.Hajy Mohammad Khan Qodsy of Mashhad came in 1041 to India

and was favourably received by the emperor, he is the author ofj&&
gLi^b c*^ *^ a/c^ and other works.

Myrza 'abd al-Grhanyy Beg Qabul a ufy is a pupil of Juyd.

Qdsim Dywanah a pupil of Cdyib was probably alive in 1136.

Mohammad Panah Qdbil was probably alive in 1136. Qddir.

Qasim Khan Qdsim a courtier of Jahangyr.

Myrza Talib Kalym was born in Hamadan and educated in India.

The chronogram of his death is p& ;! ^jj ^ ^.U/o^ =1061.

Shaykh Sa'd Allah Gulshan a mystical poet who resided for some

time at Dilly and left nearly one hundred thousand verses of Ghazals,

he was a disciple of Shah 'abd al-A^ad Sirhindy and made with him

the pilgrimage to Makkah. Myrza Kaniran Guya, a brother ofJuyd.

Shaykh ^mat Allah Kdmil of Moradabad.

Myrza Girdmy a son of 'abd al-Ghanyy Beg was a young man in

1136. Kamtar. GustdJch.

Karam 'alyy Beg Karam nourished under Bahadurshah.

Giramy a son of Amanat Khan, who was in the service of 'alam-

gyr, left a Dywan. Ldmi y

is a good poet.

Molld Shdk a mystical poet of Badakhshan came to Lahor, and made

the acquaintance of that great 5^fy Sayyid Myan Shah Myr Qalandar,

who was of Egypt, and a disciple of Ibrahym Baqayiy. Molla Shah

was the spiritual guide of Dara Shikoh and spent the summer in

Kashmyr, and the winter at Lahor. He died in 1072.

Myrza Mo'izz Fitrat a man of taste, a good poet and a great patron

of poets, came to India under 'alamgyr and obtained the title of

Musawy Khan, the chronogram on his death is -=*5j L5>*i>
X! u^^'->*/0 .

Mokhli? Kashy has never visited India, but his poetry was much

esteemed here.
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Myr Mo&ammad 'alyy Makla? is a son of Shah Q^fyj'

Abii-1-Barakat Minbar (Monyr ?) died at Agra, on Saturday the

7th Eajab 1054, left about thirty thousand verses, he was also a good

prose writer.

Mohammad Nitzam Mu'jiz wrote a Dywan, was alive in 1136.

Myr Mohammad Samy' Matzliar a Persian, was police-officer at

Ajmyr whilst Mohammad Moqym Masyh was Dywan of that Pro-

vince. Myr AAmad Mohyy is a good poet.

Qasim Khan Mbkklif, his ancestors came from Persia and settled

in Kashmyr.

Mohammad Moqym KhanMasyh, a mystic poet, it seems that he was

alive in 1136, and had written a Dywan. Molla Malik Qommy.

Myr Madhush a brother of Siyddat and contemporary of 'alamgyr.

MaAmud Beg Turany Mahmud came to India, but returned to his

home. Myr Mohammad 'alyy Mahir. Mun^if.

j&Takym Eokna Masyh, an Amyr of Jahangyr. Myrza Moqym.

Maymanat Khan Kashmyry came as a merchant to India, and

entered the service of the emperor. "Was alive in 1136.

Anand Earn Mokhlig a pupil of By-dil, was probably alive in 1136.

Myr Abu-1-Faydh Mast was alive in 1136.

Taj Beg Mamnun. Molla Mofyd Balkhy. [in 1136.

ufy Moshtdq, a pupil of Molla Afiryn Lahory, was probably alive

Shaykh Sa'd Allah Masyhy, a friend of Molla Shayda, put the story

of Earn and Syta in verse. Myrza Shah Sbsayn Mondsib.

MoAammad Baqir had first the takhallu9 of Mon&sib and then of

Moshtdq, Mon'im Shyrazy.

Nurjahdn Begam a wife of Jahangyr. She died in 1055.

Molla Nislaty Thanesery left a Mathnawy, in which he imitates the

Makhzan alasrar. Naqyr&yiy Hamadany.
Ndtzim Herawy author of a Tiisof 6 Zalykha and of a Dywan.

Nffi Kashmyry was a good poet.

Myrza Nur Allah NozJiat is a pupil of 'abd al-Grhanyy Beg Qabiil.

Sayyid 'ata Allah Nd$ir a pupil of Abu-1-Faydh Mast was alive in

1136.

MoAammad Eidha Niyaz was a merchant residing in Gujrat.

Aqa Mo/zammad //osayn Niijiy a calligraph.

Ni'mat Allah Khan Ni'mat is a son of the paymaster of the troops
of 'alamgyr. Myr Najut of Ispahan has never visited India,

S
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Myr Najdhat a brother of Siyadat.

Molla Naic'y flourished under Jahangyr. Nddim Gylany.

Mo/iammad Yi'isof Nakliat <**&. Farrokhsiyar gave him the title

of Sokhonwar Khan.

Natzyry Nayshapury died during the beginning of Shahjahan's

reign. Myrza Mohammad Tahir Wahyd flourished in Persia, at

the beginning of the reign of 'alamgyr. Molla WahsJiy.

'abd al-AAad called Myan Gul and had the takhallu9 of Wahdat, a

son of Shaykh AAinad Sirhiudy who was called JLadhrat. He was

a JNaqsh-bandy Ciify and left a short Dywan.
Iradat Khan Wddhi\\ left a large Dywan and a Matlmawy in six

daftars. 'abd al-Wa/ad Wa\\shat. Wtiitz Qazwyny.

Ray Eamjy Htitifa, Khatry of Ambalah, was deputy Dywan under

Farrokhsiyar. Was alive in 1136.

Hadiy 'alyy Khan b. Amyr Khan Hiidiy was alive in 1136.

Shah Yaqyn was at Dilly in 1136.

Mohammad 'aqil Yaktd was alive in 1136.

AAmad Tar Khan Yaktd a contemporary of the proceeding Yakta

whom he met at Lahor.

(17) l*$ ^-* or^^cL ti&* (P.)

The ark of Khiishgii being a history of Persian poets.

The author informs us, that the title is a chronogram ex-

pressing the date, when he began the compilation of this

work, viz. 1 1 37. He was ten years engaged in compil-

ing it, and consequently the date when he completed

it, is contained in ^s^^ "kixA-*, 1147. But before he

could take a fair copy and publish the work he was

called away by the invasion of Nadir Shah to Kot

Kangra with the army, and he remained seven or eight

years in the Panjab. In 1155 he returned to Dilly, and

gave his work to his master Arzu for correction, he made

some glosses and added a preface which in this copy fills

only two pages. Though the author gives us these par-

ticulars of his life, he does not mention his own name.
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From Arzii's preface it would appear that Khiishgii

(eloquent) was his takhullu9. In the Tadzkirah of Hayrat
it is stated that the name of Khiishgii was Bindraban,

that he was a native of Benares and of the Bania caste,

and that he was the author of a Tadzkirah. In the

postscript to the second volume of this work, which was

executed at Dilly in 119U it is said J 1^ 1 ;^ ^K*^)
^;'y

L^^\s^ ^^ ty:'
d! ';y

bV <4-^ &l^*>. "History of

the poets, that is to say, notices of poets by Mawlana Niir

aldyn Mo//ammad whose takhalluc is Tzohury." This

is certainly wrong, for Nur aldyn Tzohiiry lived a century

before this book was written, and no biographer mentions

a Tadzkirah of his. Sir G. Ouseley, Not. ofPers. Poets

p. 172, mentions this Tadzkirah, and ascribes it to Bin-

draban Khiishgii, but he makes him erroneously a con-

temporary of Akbar.

The book is divided into three volumes. The first con-

tains the ancient poets in chronological order, in all 362

notices. The second part begins with Jarny and ends

with Mirza AAmad Beg, whose date is not mentioned,

but immediately before him is a more celebrated name

that of Myrza Majdzub who composed the Mathnawy
Shahrahe Najat in 1006. This part contains 545 bio-

graphies. The third part is by far the most important,

inasmuch as it contains contemporary poets, but unfor-

tunately I have never seen a copy of it.

Beginning of the first vol. fij&k* |^-

Beginning of the second vol. *-&>jZj
&$

The first two volumes are in my private collection, the first vol.

has about 600 pp. the second 318, 17 lines in a page and three

Hurra's in a line, copied in A. H. 1191 at Dilly. The first volume

I picked up at Lucnow, and for the second I am indebted to the

s 2
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kindness of my friend Hall. It is not unlikely that Sir G. Ouseley

had the third volume of the same copy. I shall probably give an

abstract of some of the contents of this book and of Wahih's Tadz-

kirah in the appendix.

(18) ^U^clJ all; J& ^lc LJu^J
^AJ| ^bj (P.)

Gardens of poets by 'alyy Quly Khan Daghistany

whose takhalluc is Walih, and the book is therefore

usually called the Tadzkirah of Walih. He was born

at Ispahan in 1124. Whilst he was pursuing his studies

he fell in love with his cousin Khadyjah Sul/&n, but his

union with her was prevented by
" revolution of fortune

and the breaking out of the Afghan invasion." This

romantic attachment has become the theme of a Math-

nawy. In 1147, he came to India where he composed

this work in 1161, and died in 1170. In the Atishkadah

this book is called the Tadzkirah of 'alyy Quly Legzy.
This is an universal biographical dictionary of Per-

sian poets, and contains about 2500 articles. The biogra-

phical notices are short, but generally speaking correct,

and he usually gives a sufficient number of specimens

from their compositions. In India this Tadzkirah is

more esteemed than any other.

Beginning ^Jb ^^U>yU ^dS^Ksv. J&s* ^ci;

M. M. folio, 960 pp. of 25 lines
;
another copy 642 pp. of 27 lines.

I have (besides a complete copy) an abstract which contains only the

biographies and one verse from every poet omitting the extracts. I

have been assured by -Hajy Mohammad /Zosayn, that it is an auto-

graphy of Walih.

Collection of preciosities by Siraj aldyn 'alyy Khan

Arm, who completed this work in 1 164. He was born
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in 1101 either at Agra or Gwalyar, but brought up in

the former city. According to some, his forefathers were

descended from Chiragh Dilly a Saint, and according to

others from Mo//ainmad Gwalyary equally a Saint. Some

authors unite these two statements by saying that his

father JfiZosam aldyn Hosdm was descended from Kamal

aldyn a nephew of the former Saint, and his mother from

the latter. For some time he had an office of some im-

portance at Gwalyar. In A. H. 1132 he came to Dilly

and met in 1147 the poet JF/azyn who had just come

from Persia to this country. The jealousy between the

two poets induced Arzu to write a treatise entitled

^LiUJ! AxuJ in which he points out the errors in Jfazyn's

poems. After the fall of Dilly, Arzu went to Lucnow,

where he died in A. H. 1 1 69. He compiled this work

in 1164.

Most of his writings will be described under their re-

spective heads they are :

The great present being a treatise on rhetoric.

The copious gift being a treatise on eloquence.
a&Ji

g\y A Persian Dictionary like the Burhani Qati
T
.

A commentary on the Gulistan.

1^ A dictionary of the poetical expressions used by the

poets of his time. This is probably identical with the l^*<Jlo^>^=--l
Z A commentary on the Sikandar-namah,

A commentary on the Qa^ydahs of 'orfy.

A vocabulary of Hindee words explained in Persian.

v 1.^ Answer to Monyr's critic of Qodsy's poetry.

^y-i Glosses to Taftazany's shorter commentary on

the third chapter of the Talkhy9 which treats on Rhetoric.

^^^r^ ^*M j& A commentary on Myr Najat's Grulgashty.

oljjtf A large collection of his own Persian poetry.

The author says in the preface that his original inten-

tion was to collect an anthology <uj^, but subsequently
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it occurred to him that it would enhance the value of the

collection if it contained also short biographical notices,

and he therefore altered the original plan of his work,

yet he paid much less attention to the biographies than

to the extracts, and he therefore hopes that the readers

will not be too severe on him if they discover faults.

The book contains 1419 biographies, but they are very

meagre. He used the Tadzkirahs of Aw^ady, Nacrabady,

Sar-khiish and Samy. Beginning

Topkhanah folio, 1120 pp. of 21 lines, copied in 1177 from the

autograph. Moty Ma//all 1164 pp. 22 lines copied in 1180. In the

Asiat. Soc. No. 129 is a bad copy of the first-fourth of this work.

Mr. Hall has a good copy of the second-half of it, and a well made

abridgement of the whole, which is written in the shape of an album.

(20)

The Tadzkirah of Jfosayny. This is the takhulluc

of //osayn Dost b. Abu Talib of Sambhal. He states

in the preface that he came to Dilly to prosecute his

studies, and having obtained a very intimate acquaintance

with Persian poetry, he was requested by his friends to

compile a Tadzkirah. I have not succeeded in finding

an account of the author, but it appears from his book

that he wrote after the death of Mohammad Shah who

died in 1161, but before the death of Arzii who died in

A. H. 1169.

The book contains, in alphabetical order, a short account

of saints beginning with 'alyy, Abu Bakr and 'omar, and

of ancient and modern poets, with short extracts from

their works. It may contain about 200 biographies
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which are filled with anecdotes, some of which are not

very edifying.

Beginning I; ^^-y ***> \^*> >
*s- ^::^.

M. M. 8vo. 302 pp. 17 lines. There is also a copy in my possession.

(21) ^y* U^S i^W! if (P.)

Tadzkirah of contemporary poets by Shaykh Moham-

mad 'alyy Jylany whose takhalluc^ was jHazyn. He

died at Benares in 1180. It begins from 1103, the year

of the birth of Hazyn, and contains the biographies of

one hundred poets.

Beginning ^ ^ry*** ^15^ $j} ) *Qjf& *+* *U]
^JUS

Two copies are in the Topkhanah and two or three in the Moty
Ma^all, small 8vo. 152 pp. 13 lines. Another very spendid copy

folio about 80 pp. 17 lines. Two copies are in the Asiatic. Soc. of

Bengal, JSTos. 734 and 359, the latter is written with care, the former

is full of errors.

Table of contents, this list may be considered as a con-

tinuation of the list p. 89.

1. Men of Learning.

Qadr aldyn Sayyid 'alyy Khan b. Sayyid Nitzam aldyn Afanad

Hosayny born in the JBTijaz,
was taken by his father to -TZaydarabad

in the Deccan, and subsequently to Makkah, and after he had spent

there his savings, to Najaf and Ispahan where .Hazyn made his ac-

quaintance. He (the father) died at Shyraz. Sayyid 'alyy Khan is

the best Arabic poet of our age, and he is the author of the follow-

works ^K &&*=* ^y^ j |
&^-5 | *-i*J<V v 1^ and of a Dywaii.

Mohammad Masy/* b. Isma'yl Fasayiy 'allamy of Shyraz was Shaykh

alislam and wrote Persian and Arabic verses, he was a pupil of

A'qa JTosayn Khwansary ; Hazyn was four years his pupil. He
died at an advanced age and left glosses on several authors (of

school books).
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Shah Mohammad Shyrazy 'dr-if was a learned man and left several

works, JETazyn was his pupil and was present at his death, which

overtook him at a very advanced age.

Shaykh Ibrahym b. Shaykh 'abd Allah Zahidy Jylany of Lahijan

an uncle of JETazyn is the author of oii^l g\j which contains glosses

on various works, and of ^L^l *-&! being glosses on the Kashshaf

as far as the 49th Surah and of a commentary on Euclid, .ffazyn

when ten years of age was at Lahijan and studied the Khol^ah
aUisab under him. He died 1119 at Lahijan.

Shaykh Khalyl Allah Taliqany was an ascetic who wore for forty

years the same rag, iTazyn was for some time his pupil.

Tzahyra a son of Molla Murad Tafrishy, a friend of jffazyn.

Qiwam aldyn Mohammad Sayfy.

f/osayny Qazwyny put the text called ^Li^o^i **+!/( which i the

standard work on Shy'ah law in verse.

Mo/tammad MasyA (Jdhib of Kashan a pupil of A'qa .ZZbsayn

Khwansary imitated the Qa9ydah Lamyyah of Ibghray, wrote Arabic

and Persian poetry.

Kamal aldyn .ZZbsayn Tasayiy a pupil of 'allamy, died in 1134 and

left Illustrations *&1j on the Mofawwal (on Ehetoric), glosses on

the Jf (J^ and^y^ &k**> cUjA !U,.

Myrza 'alyy Khan of Kalpaygan a pupil of Aqa jEfosayn Khwan-

sary died in his native town.

Sayyid Mortadha 'Urn ('alam ?) 'amily was a grandson (perhaps

only a descendant) of Sayyid Mohammad who is the author of the

^(^ ^ c^jltvo and by nis mother he was a grandson of Shaykh

Zayn aldyn 'alyy 'amily, who is known under the name of SliaTiyd

thdnii/ (the second Martyr, he is the author of the SharA allom'ah on

Shy'ah which has lately been printed at Teheran and at Lucnow),

Mortadha was born at Ispahan.

Mofammad 'alyy Sakkaky Sliikyl) Shyrazy a pupil of 'allamy, was

professor at Shyraz, d. 1135 at an age of sixty years.

Myrza Hashim Hamadany resided long at Ispahan and was a dis-

tinguished physician, was killed by the Turkish troops in 1136 at

Hamadan.

Myrza Baqir a native of Ispahan died at the advanced age of

seventy.

.Habyb Allah of 'abbasabad in Ispahan was a friend of .ZTazyn.
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MoAammad Hadiy of Mashhad resided at Ispahan d. 1134.

Sayyid of Barujard near Nohawand died about ten or twelve

years ago.

Miijd aldyn Qadhiy of Dzirqiily near Shiishtar died a few years ago.

Nitzam aldyn Khwansary studied at Ispahan, and was subsequently

appointed Qadhiy of Khorramabad, JTazyn does not know whether

he is still alive or not.

Qadr aldyn Jylany Bynd of Rusht which was the capital of the

princes of Grylan, he spent many years at Ispahan for the sake of

study, .Hazyn met him at Rusht in 1139 : he held then the office of

Shaykh alislam and was an old man.

2. Poets.

Myrza Mohammad Tahir Waliyd was born at Qazwyn showed first

a predilection for arithmetic and accounts and office-business, but sub-

sequently he evinced a decided talent for Insha writing, and became

the most elegant prose-writer of his age, he is the author of a Dywan
of upwards of 60,000 verses, and of a History of the Qafawies. jje

was historiographer of Shah 'abbas II. and under Solayman Qafawy
he rose to the dignity of Wazyr, but after a few years he resigned

this office and devoted himself to literature. TTazyn saw him in the

house of his father where he used to visit. He died near one

hundred years of age.

Myrza Dawiid a son of Myrza 'abd Allah Mostawfiy d. 1133.

Myrza Mahdiy a friend of JZazyn d. 1129 at Ispahan.

Myrza MoAammad Amyn Zdl a brother of Myrza Mahdiy d. 1135.

Myrza Ibrahym a brother of Myrza Najaf Khan Qadr.

Myrza Ashraf a son of Baqir Damad's daughter d. 1133.

Myrza Grhiyath aldyn Khiydl MoAammad was a nephew of Myrza
Ashraf and died one year after Mm, he left a **>i o*fiA.

Myrza Abu-l-JZasan Tamanna was of Shyraz.

Myrza Mo'izz Fifrat Mashhady came under Awrangzeb to India

and received the title of Musawy Khan.

MollS. -Hajy MoAammad Grylany studied at Ispahan, was a friend

of Ifazyn's father and died at the age of seventy years.

Myr Najdt his name is Myr 'abd alal of Kiihkylu in Paris died

upwards of eighty years of age, leaving more than 10,000 verses.

Shawkat Bokharayiy N&zulc d. 1107 or 1108 and left a Dywan
which is celebrated.
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Molla Sa'yd Mohammad, a son of Mohammad Q&lih Mazanderam%

visited India and died in 1116 in Bengal.

Myrza Mo^sin Tathyr of Ispahan, his ancestors were of Tabryz

he was for some time "Wazyr of Yazd, subsequently he retired from

office and resided at Ispahan, he is a fertile poet.

Shafy'a Shyrazy became blind when only nine years of age, he

died at Lar and left some very good poetry.

Mokhh'9a Kashy his name was Myrza Mohammad, died at Ispahan

at the age of sixty.

Kur aldyn Najyba Kashy resided at Ispahan and died at the age

of about seventy.

Myrza Bady' Ispahany a son of Tahir Na^rabady (see p. 88),

obtained the title of king of poets from Shah Sultan flosayn afawy,

he was a friend of flazyn and died upwards of eighty years of age.

Myrza .Hasan Okay-fa was the Wazyr of Tiflys, he died several

years ago and left a Mathnawy.
Lutf 'alyy Beg Shamy a son of Isma'yl Beg who was of Cherka-

sian origin and a slave of the afawy family. Lutff 'alyy Beg was

particularly skilled in making chronograms, he died at Ispahan in

1120 and left a Turkish Bywan of about 4000 verses.

Afrasyab Khan a brother of the ambassador Rustarn Khan who

was governor of Jam, died some years ago at Ispahan.

'iwadh Khan was governor of Lar.

.flakym Mo/mninad Taqyy Shyrazy a pupil of 'allamy, .Hazyn met

him at Shyraz where he died.

jF/akym Mo/rammad Hidha 'islirat Barujardy met JTazyn at Khor-

ramabad when more than eighty years old, he was a good physician.

.flakym Shah Ma^iim Lary was a Sayyid and died in Lar, his son

is Shah Baqir, who like his father is a good physician.

.flajy MoAammad Qiidiq Camit Ispahany died about fifty years ago

and left about 6000 verses, jffazyn saw him in the house of his father.

Myr 'abd al-Grhanyy Tafrishy his grandfather had the same name

and was a celebrated man.

Myrza Mahdiy 'ally Mashhady was a fertile poet and died at

Mashhad, .flazyn had never seen him.

Myrza Abu-1-Ma'aliy Mashhady a son of the Sayyid Abu Mo-

hammad is dead, flazyn knew him.

Sayyid 'abd Allah H<% a flayiry Sayyid of 'abbasabad in Ispahan,
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a friend of JHazyn who saw about 5,000 verses of his. He died at

Ispahan at an advanced age.

Myr Ma'cum Agyl a son of Sayyid 'alyy Mohry JZayiry and a

friend of JTazyn, died at the age of forty.

Myrza Sayyid Ridha Sayyid a son of Myrza Shah Taqyy of Ispa-

han was a friend of .Hazyn and died 1135 at Ispahan.

Myrza Abu ^alib Jandb (in No. 734 of the Asiatic Society is

JJ.aydt) a son of Myrza JSacyr Ispahany died in 1135.

Myrza Zahid 'alyy SaJcM a son of Sa'd aldyn Lary was a friend

of /Zazyn, died at Dilly.

Myrza Nayr Khorasauy Nu$rat of Tarshyz met -ffazyn at Ispa-

han, he died at an advanced age in his native town.

Shakira Teherany, he resided at Ispahan was a friend of .flazyn

and died many years ago.

Mo/jammad .Hbsayn Nawras Domawandy resided and died at

Ispahan, and devoted himself to calligraphy and poetry.

Zayira of Shiishtar where he died, _ffazyn met him at Ispahan.

Myrza Mohammad Taqyy Qahrmany (in one copy Mihrbany).

Hamadany is the author of a book on various literary subjects
AxU

^Ji^i .x^j^ and died about twenty years ago.

Myrza JZashim Artymany Kliwdstdr was killed in battle in

Myrza Isma'yl Yma of Ispahan, a merchant and a friend of

died in 1132.

Myrza Baqir Hodlmr Qommy studied at Ispahan and died in his

native town.

Myr 'askary an architect of Qomm where .ffazyn met him.

Myr Nur Iksyr brother of the preceding was given to alchemy.

'abd al-Mawla Ispahany, an old friend of jffazyn, died a few years

ago at an advanced age.

Molla Mohammad JN"a9yr FAyidh Abahiry Ispahany, Abahir (sic)

is a place two farsangs from Ispahan. He was a friend of jfaTazyu

and had some knowledge of astronomy and the use of the Astrolab,

he died in 1134 at the age of ninety.

Molla Mo/*animad Baqir Fdyidh Mazanderany died in 1128.

Molla Mohammad Taqyy Ta'tzym of Mazanderan studied at Ispa-

han where he met //azyii.

Molla Mohammad Amyn Wdpil Gylany of Lahijan died about

fii'ty years ago at Ispahan.

T 2
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Eidha a son of the Mojtahid Mo/^ammad Gylany who was

called Sarab, A'qa Eidha died about thirty years ago.

Mo/jammad MoAsin Tali' Gylany resided at Ispahan, died some

years ago.

Mohammad Sa'yd MdMr Gylany met Hazyn at Eusht which was

his native place, when more than eighty years of age, he was an

uneducated man, yet a good poet.

Mawlana Shams aldyn Mo/zaimnad Gylany of Ispahan died young.

Myr Eadhyy Fdtih Gylany resided first at Ispahan then he visited

India, and was murdered by highway robbers in Gujrat.

Molla Mokhtar Nohawandy travelled with .ffazyn to Khorasan.

Myrza Baqir Marja'y (or Marja') Ispahany travelled with Jfazyn
to Khorasan and died some years ago.

Myrza Gholam Eidha Tali
'

it came from Kuhkylii and resided at

Ispahan where he died, he was an alchemist.

Myrza Mahdiy Ilahy Tabryzy was born and brought up at Ispahan,

a superficial and conceited man, died few years ago at an advanced

age. Malik Mo'yn Khorramabady was a friend of -Hazyn.

Molla 'alyy 'Ally Ispahany an exquisite calligraph and singer, was

a friend of JZazyn d. in 1136.

Mo/iammad 'alyy Beg Dyliym a native of Ispahan d. in 1105. (?)

Mohammad 'alyy Beg Afsar was, like the preceding, descended

from a slave of the Qafawians, he was born at Ispahan and J/azyn
had heard that when young he intended to go to India.

Ibrahym DMbit Ispahany.

Myrza Mohammad Ja'far Rdhib a Tabafaba Sayyid of Ispahan, a

friend of JZazyn, is probably alive at Ispahan.

Myrza Fat& Allah Khurany (this is the reading in No. 359 of the

Asiat. Soc., but in No. 734 is tfJ'jjj-^). Khiiran is a place two

farsangs from Ispahan.

FatA Allah visited India and returned a rich man to his home.

Amyna Zrffarimy Ispahany.

Sa'yda Qa99ab, died at Mashhad and left a Dywan of 20,000 verses.

Mohammad Eidha Cibd (in one copy DUyct) resided at Ispahan

where he died some years ago.

Molla Eidha Ispahany was the son of a weaver, and hence he was

called Julah.
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Sharyf Shyrazy Ispahtiny was a blacksmith and possessed great

poetical talents, he died about forty years ago.

'abd Allah Shaghaf (?) <*&*, -&** Qommy was a shoemaker, came

early in life to Ispahan where he began to devote himself to science

and made considerable progress, he died at Artyman.

Sayyid Mohammad .Hasrat was born in India but resided at

Mashhad where he died.

Nur aldyn Mo&ammad 'Monyr Kirmany met JEfazyn at Ispahan,

he died in his native town.

-Hajy Miimin Ymdn Ispahany was a cloth-merchant, retired to

Najaf and gave himself up to devotion.

Mo&ammad Miimin HAjib Mashhady was old when he met jSazyn

at Mashhad where died.

Siraja Mohammad Qfaim Naqqash died many years ago at Ispahan.

Myrza 'abd al-Kazzaq NasM Tabryzy, a descendant of Jahan-shah

Turkman, met .Hazyn at Ispahan.

Myrza Mohammad Eidha Bariijardy rose to the dignity of "Wazyr

of Laristan, died at Khorramabad.

Myrza Sayyid JZosayn Khulig, a younger brother of Myrza Baqir

"Wazyr Q.urchy who was a good poet, after his death he visited India

and was killed in Sind on his way back to Persia.

Ma/anud Sabzwary was a Bany-Mokhtar Sayyid resided at Ispahan
but died about thirty years ago at Mashhad.

(22) ^> t jyj >' (P.)

The Life of Shaikh Mohammad 'alyy Hazyn d. 1 J 80,

written by himself.

Beginning ^*Vl

In the Moty Mahall are several beautiful MSS. It has been

published in Persian by F. C. Balfour, Lon. 1831
; English transla-

tion by the same, Lon. 1830.
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(23) oll JU ^c <_i~uJ LA** oo (P.)

The miracle-working hand being a biography of Per-

sian poets by Myr Gholam 'alyy whose takhalluc was

Azad (independent), he was born in A. H. 1116 at Bel-

gram in Oudh, and hence he is called Belgramy, and he

derived his origin from the Imam Zayn 'abidyn a descend-

ant of Hosayn and his ancestors, had resided in Wasi/ and

hence he is also called Hosayny Wasify. In A. H. 11 34

he went to Dilly to prosecute his studies and he returned

after two years to his home. In 1 142 he made his second

journey and proceeded through Lahor and Multan to

Sywistan. In A. H. 1147 he visited Agra and Ilahabad

to meet his father. In 1150 he set out for the pilgrim-

age to the Ka'bah and remained two years in Arabia to

prosecute his studies. On his return to India he remained

for some time at Awrangabad. He died about 1200.

(See Bland, Journ. As. Soc. of London IX. p. 151.)

All his works which he mentions in the Khazanah

'amirah, will be described under their respective heads.

He informs us that he originally compiled this book

in Sywistan in Sind and that it received a great circula-

tion. In 1148 after his return to his native country
he made this new much-improved edition. It is an uni-

versal Tadzkirah alphabetically arranged, and contains

532 biographies. An introduction of four pages con-

tains some trite remarks on the origin of Persian poetry.

Beginning U*J *^ JLcl^ US! Ja> * cUs^

Topkhanah 4to. about 500 pp. 22 lines written in A. H. 1150,

probably an autograph. This valuable copy is in a most lamentable

condition. Another valuable and beautiful copy is in the M. M.

folio 254 pp. of 21 lines bound with a collection of poems, it has
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marginal notes written by a former owner, who also owned the copy of

Ami's Tadzkirah mentioned above, in that copy he also wrote some

notes and the date when he purchased it, viz. 1193.

/ _. ^ rf -
i *. K/ r^ /4 A * I

*
I KI** i ^ x T"* \

(^4) t>U| Jb *^U L-ftAA^o) t)!j| ^^ (P.)

The cypress of Azad or the independent cypress.

Azad, independent, is the usual epithet of the cypress,

because it disdains to bear fruit. This is another Tadz-

kirah by the same author compiled in ] 165 or 1 166. He
divides in it the poets into Persian and Indian.

Beginning ^rax* -Uj a^^ (JuU^

In my private collection, a thin 4to. I sent this book to England at

a time when it was doubtful whether this catalogue would ever be

printed, and I have therefore unfortunately neglected to take a

more complete notice of it.

(25) *]f\ ifi LJu^oJ *cU 9

(P.)

The rich treasury being a biographical dictionary of

Persian poets by the same author as the preceding two

works, who compiled this in 1 1 76.

It contains one hundred and six biographies in alpha-

betical order, and presents such a mixture of names of

celebrated poets of ancient and modern times and power-

ful Nawabs who were alive when he wrote, that his chief

object in compiling it, seems to have been to flatter the

vanity of his patrons. He complains of the barrenness

of other Tadzkirahs, and it must be allowed that he has
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collected more details regarding the life of the poets he

mentions, than most other biographers, and he sometimes

explains their verses, but the chief merit of the book

consists in his giving us a very full list of the sources at

his disposal. This list has been made good use of by
Mr. Bland in his learned memoir cm the earliest Persian

biography of poets. All the works occurring in it have

already been described, except the following :

1. Haft Iqlym compiled by Myrza Amyn in A. H. 1002 (see

chap, on Geogr. and Hist, infra).

2. Badawuy (see Sir H. Elliot's Indian Hist, and p. 55 supra).

3. Majma' al-fodhala or assemblage of distinguished men, a Tadz-

kirah from the beginning of poetry to the reign of Akbar by Molla

Baqayiy. He may be identical with Baqayiy of Qomin see p. 50

supra.

4. JZayat alsho'ara, life of poets, a special Tadzkirah of the poets
who nourished from Bahadur Shah (succeeded to the throne in A. H.

1118) to Mohammad Shah (succeeded in 1131) by Mo/iammad 'alyy

Khan Matyn of Kashmyr, see page 159 infra.

6. Safynahe By-khabar the Ark of By-khabar compiled in 1141.

The author's name is 'atzmat Allah b. Lutf Allah //osayny Wasity

Belgramy By-kliabar. He was a mystical poet and died at Dilly
in 1142.

7 8. (3^
( ^>

**?*> the Dawn of morning and the Tadzkirah of

Molla Qati'y. 1 can find no account of these two books and their

authors. It is likely that there is a notice of them in the Sarwe

A'zad.

9. The Tadzkirah of Natzim Tabryzy, see pp. 103 and 104 supra.

10. *A> (*^x> by Shah 'abd al-//akym of Lahor whose takhallu9

was /7akim see p. 155 infra, the Tadzkirah was compiled at Awranga-

bad in 1175. It contains an account of those poets with whom the

author was acquainted.

11. ^H^ai ^ ijtti the Tadzkirah without equal, (or perhaps the

Tadzkirah of By-Natzyr) by Myr 'abd al-Wahhab Dawlatiibady who

compiled it according to the notes of the Khazanah which I have

taken from the Lucnow copy in 1172, and according to Mr. Bland

in 1178. Bland adds on the authority of A'zad " and of which
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year the name forms the date" In the copy of the Asiatic Socie-

ty the book is omitted but the words uf M^C >jjl3 ^\ ^A+AJ

*^*-*l occur in it. The words jtf**& ^^ form no such date and

there must therefore be some mistake in A'zad. The only manner

in which I can obtain the date of 1172, is by changing the title

into^-k-^J ^[^tiJl c^riJ. I dare say this is the correct reading.

In order to complete this list, I add the names of six Tadzkirahs

from Mr. Eland's Memoir above referred to.

1. lj*3J\ ol^<x> wls-^l. Extracts from Tadzkirahs, compiled by
an anonymous author in 1172. It contains one hundred and fifty

short biographies of poets in alphabetical order with specimens of

their verses. A copy of this book is in the India House, No. 47,

154 pp. of 15 lines.

2. (*^1 &-c3l. and fi*l^'
*Jns? see No. 45 infra.

3. st-i LUJ
(jA^Ji g/jj The Tadzkirah of Baba Shah, mentioned

by JTajy Khalyfah who wrote in 1062. Mr. Bland p. 168 supposes

that Baba Shah is identical with Shah Shubly, who was a contem-

porary of Taqyy Aw^ady and skilled in versification, he wrote a

Mathnawy in the measure of the To/^fat al'iraqayn and a Tadzkirah.

But the author may be identical with the calligraph Baba Shah of

Ispahan who flourished, it would appear from Khushgu, about the

same time as JTakym Dawayiy who died in 1004, see also p. 28

supra No. 318.

4. J^^rM iJtfLLJ by Mohammad QaliA who completed the work

in 1104. This is a mere anthology and contains no biographies, the

extracts are alphabetically arranged according to the last letter of

the rhymes like Dywans.
5. LU) <Jf The Beautiful Rose by Lachmy Narayan, who we are

informed by Mr. Erskine, flourished towards the end of the last or

beginning of this century of our era.

6. c*-^ <j*
l# quoted in the Biyadh of 'alyy Ibrahym Khan

Klialyl.

Beginning I; ^-*o) *$ e^*) ^j*&* A+** **i^ Jj

Moty Ma/iall 224 pp. 15 lines, written in a good hand but not

very correct. As. Soc. Beng. No. 366, 844 pp. 14 lines, very incorrect.

U
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(26) &j\) LJuJ^J jj u (P.)

The beautiful anthology by Warastah of Lahor who

was still alive in 1 1 80. In this collection, the extracts

are arranged according to matters, and divided under

about 720 heads, under each head are the verses of all

the poets who have written on it ; thus under Chiragh

you find an infinite number of descriptions of and allu-

sions to, a lamp. It contains no biographies.

Beginning CL

Moty MaAall folio 306 pp. of 25 lines, a beautiful copy. The

preface of the book if it had one, is wanting.

(27) LjuJLcJ SiJt (OF s* )

(P.)

Collection of curiosities being a Biographical dictionary

of Persian poets by Shaykh A^mad 'alyy Hashimy of

Sandhyla a son of Mohammad Hajy- This book was

compiled in the same decennium as the preceding two, for

the author dedicated it to Cafdar-jang who died in 1167,

and he quotes both Arzii and Walih. It contains no

less than 3061 articles. In the preface is a copious list

of authorities : viz.

*i^ i^UjltVx^
^j.jkxi >^;^ A 1;^" ^

A; ^-;
I I

^^L'^^^it'J?
Jto ^$ JJ 1 1* *J[;jJl ^^t-i^ I

I A y/xi) ^^ JJ |v ^-JJ! ci?JJ
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r r t

Among these works Nos. 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10, 12, 13,

14, 17, 18, 21, 22 have been mentioned. Of Nos. 9 and 1 1

an amount will be found in Sir H. Elliot's Indian His-

torians ; No. 16 is a mistake for UJJi S^ see p. 9 supra,

No. 3 will be described among the biographies of Cufies,

and No. 15 among works on Geography,and for an account

on Dara-Shikoh (No, 19) I refer to the chapter on Ciifism,

No. 6* and 20 I have not found mentioned any where

else.

Beginning J
Fara^-bakhsh folio 1057 pp. of 25 liues.

(28) (P.)

The lovers' companion by the Shaykh A/imad 'alyy of

Sandhyla whose takhalluc is K/iddim, and who flourished

in India in 1165.

This is an anthology from Persian poets containing

about 20,000 verses and divided into 16 chapters ^A1

.

1. Verses in praise of the divinity <Jo^y' and the

Imams *-w'l L^xaix.

2. On love, subdivided into 83 sections J^L*.

* I have an anthology of Persian poetry containing extracts without

biographical notices from Anwary, 'orfy, Khaqany, Faydhy, &c. which

may possibly be the Album of Cayib with extracts from whose Dywan
it begins and ends. It has no preface and begins.

Small folio 282 pp. 21 lines, a good copy.

v 2
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3. Extracts from //azyn's Tadzkirah of contem-

poraries.

4. Extracts from Sar-khush's Tadzkirah.

5. Extracts from the 8th Chapter of the Beharistan

-of Jamy.

6. Various Ghazals from Kashy, Natzyry, Mohta-

sham, &c.

7. Poems of Shaykhs, learned men, princes, &c. sub-

divided into 6 sections J^', within which they are alpha-

betically arranged.

8. Poems of the ancient masters, Rudaky, &c.

9. Compositions of modern poets as Ahly Shyrazy,

Fighany, Acafy, &c.

10. Compositions of various poets alphabetically ar-

ranged.

1 1 . Ghazals of ancient and modern poets, also extracts

from Mawlawy Riimy, &c. qit'ahs of Molla Mohammad

Sa'yd Ashraf, Rubay's of Baba Tahir, and glosses on

some verses of Khwajah Khosraw.

12. Masnawies. 13. Qacydahs.

14. Tarjy'bands.

15. The Saqiy-namah of Mohammad Ciify.

16. Ghazals of J3afitz, Shawkat Bokharay.

Beginning ;Ua^l ^fUJ ^j <***>?> j*.

I saw a copy in 1849 at a Bookseller's at Lucnow, about 800 pp.

25 lines in a page, it was elegant but incorrect.

(29) lv* U^ ^^* d!^ (P.)

A Dywan of selections by Siraj aldyn JZbsayny of

Awrangabad whose takhallu9 is Siraj. The author in-
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forms us in the preface, that he had from the age of

twelve a great prediliction for mysticism and poetry, and

he therefore placed himself under the tuition of Burhan

aldyn Gharyb, and subsequently in 1 1 60 under that of

'abd al-Ra//man Chishty. During this period he used to

give vent to his feelings in poetical effusions in Rekhtah,

which were collected by 'abd al-Rasul Khan and formed a

Dywan of 5000 verses. Subsequently he gave up com-

posing poetry, and devoted his time to collecting and

studying the works of ancient and modern masters. But

finding that he had great difficulty in moving his library

in travelling, he made selections from them, and arranged

them alphabetically according to the names of the poets.

In this manner this work grew up which he completed
in 1169.

It contains extracts from no less than 680 poets.

Wherever the author knows the date of the demise of a

poet, he mentions it, but he gives no other biographical

details. The arrangement is not very clear, he goes

through the alphabet at least ten times.

Beginning ^^-^/^ ^^ v^i-J &*" *T^ Qtty
In the possession of Mr. Hall is a copy, about 600 pp. 13 lines,

written in 1191.

I give here the names of those poets whose dates are

mentioned :

Shafy'a AtJiar d. 1124. Ummyd Qazalbash Khan d. 1159.

Nitzam almulk A$aJ &. 1161. Myrza Jalal Asyr d. 1049.

Myr Mohammad AAsan Yjdd d. 1133.

Tzafar Khan A\\san 1081 or 1083.

Myrza Ibrahym Adham d. 1060.

Myr Miimin Adayiy Yazdy d. 1050.

Mohammad N^ir Afdhaly Ilahabady d. 1163.

Awjy Nathyry d. 1050. Ghiyath aldyn Ashnd d. 1073.
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Ibn Ilosdm Qohistany d. 875.

Siraj aldyn 'alyy Khan Arzu then alive.

Myr Ilahy Hamadany d. 1064. Mohammad Shah ITnsy d. 973.

Shaykh Grholam jffbsayn Imdtid of Burhampor is alive.

Aivkady Ispahany d. 738 at Tabryz.

Myr Sayyid Lutf Allah Alimady d. 1043.

Myr Grholam 'alyy Azdd then alive. Anwary d. 585.

Abu-l-Fafo Gylany d. 997. Faqyr Allah Afiryn Lahory d. 1143.

Myr Amtiny Kabuly d. 981. Mohammad Qasiin Asyry d. 1010.

Agafy a son Khwajah Ni'mat Allah d. 943.

Myr 'atzmat Allah By-JcJiabar d. 1142.

Bddzil Eafy' Khan d. 1123. Takallu Shany d. 1023.

'alyy Bidha Tajalliy d. 1088.

Myr Mohammad Aldhal Thdbit d. 1 150 or 1 152.

Miisawy Khan Jordt alive. Hazyn alive.

Imtiyaz Khan Sayyid .ffbsayn KMli? d. 1122.

Amyr Khosraw d. 925. Shukr Allah Khan Kkaksar d. 1 108.

Myr Eadhyy Danish d. 1076.

Mo/iammad Faqyh Dardmand alive.

Dzawqy Ardestany d. 1045. Mohammad Zaman Easikli d. 1 107.

Myr MoAarnmad 'alyy Syalqdty Sayih d. 1 150.

^fasan 'alyy Rijdyiy Herawy d. 965.

Sayyid Ja'far Eu\\y d. 1154. A'qa Eadhyy Ispahany d. 1024.

Jan Myrza Rasti alive. Eawnaqy Hamadany d. 1031.

Zamdny Yazdy d. 1021. Mohammad Fakhir Zdyir d. 1 104.

Zakyy Hamadany d. 1024 or 1021.

Mohammad Salik Ibrahym(?) Qazwyny d. 1080.

Salik Yazdy d. 1081.

Myr 'abd al-^amad Sokhon of Agra d. 1 140.

Myr Sanjar Kashy d. 1021.

Mo7immad Afdhal Sarkhush d. 1125. Sarwary Qabuly d. 1030.

Myrza Mohammad Quly Salym d. 1057.

Mohammad Sharyf Sarmady Ispahany d. 1015. Shayda d. 10(52.

Myr Mohammad Hosayn Shaivqy d. 1044.

Shaykh JTosayn Shohrat Shyrazy d. 1 149.

Mohammad Eidha Shikyby d. 1023.

//akym Sharaf aldyn Shifdyiy d. 1037. Shapur Teherany d. 1048

Myrza Mo/zammad Baqir Shahyd alive.
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Shaykh Nitzam Dhamyry d. 1003.

Sliaykh Ta'qiib Qarfy Kashmyry d, 1003.

Sayyid DUyA Allah d. 1 103.

Myrza Mohammad 'alyy (jayib d. 1 080.

Shaykh Sayf aldyn Mohammad Toby*at d. 1 155.

Tdlib A'moly d. 1036. Myr qaydy Teherany d. 1083.

Iltifat Khan *>& Tdhir d. 1029. Tzohury d. 1025.

Molla Mohammad Tahir Tzanny Kashmyry 1070.

Nair 'alyy d. 1 1 OS. M'mat Khan 'ally d. 1121.

Shaykh 'alyy Naqyy d. 1031. 'arif aldyn 'djiz alive.

Qadhiy ysa Sawajy d. 896. 'it&by d. 1023. 'ishqy d. 1 142.

Shaykh Faryd aldyn 'ait&r d. 927.

Molla Mohammad Tahir Ghanyy Kashmyry d. 1 079.

GUyib d. 1 163. Abii Torab Farqaty d. 1026.

Mohammad Sbsayn FagJifur d. 1028.

Myrza Ibfyhy Herawy d. 1046. Fafhy Ardestany d. 1045.

Musawy Khan Mo'izz Fiirat d. 1 106.

Myrza 'abd al-Ghanyy Qabul Kashmyry d. 1139.

/Tajy Mo/iammad Jan Qodsy Mashhady d. 1056.

Talib Kalym Hamadany d. 1061.

Shayk Sa'd Allah Gulslian 1141.

Myrza Malik MosTiriqy Mashhady 1 050.

Abii-1-Barakat Monyr Lahory d. 1054.

Molla Mofyd Balkhy d. 1091.

ifakym Eokna Kashy Masyh d. 1066.

Molla Malik Qommy d. 1024. Mofy' Tabryzy d. 1050.

Myrza Janjanan MatzJiar alive. Myr Mafuni d. 1062.

NAtzim Herawy d. 1081. Bilawar Khan Nu^at d. 1 139.

Nyky Nathary d. 1000. Natzyr Mashhady d. 1050.

NAdim Lahijy d. 1050. Nwr aldyn Mohammad Khan d. 1 126.
' *7

Nur Jalian Begam d. 1055. Nitzdm Astrabady d. 921.

Nargisy Mo/^tasib of Herat d. 921.

'alyy Afanad Dihlawy Nishany d. 1025.

Wffitz (Qazwyny) d. 1082. Myrza 2Uhir Wahycl d. 1108.

Iradat Khan Wadhfa d. 1 128. Myr Tahya Kashy d. 1064.

A^mad Yar Khan YaktA d. 1 147.
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(30) Jk* (P.)

The Garden of Meaning being a biography of Persian

poets, apparently consisting of three or four large folio

Volumes of which I have seen only the second. The

author's name is not mentioned in it, it may be by 'alyy

Ibrahym Khan, see No. 45 infra.

This Volume contains the third, fourth and fifth parts

^^. The preceding two parts may treat on quite dif-

ferent subjects. In the third part are short biographies

of about 157 men, who distinguished themselves through
their poetical talents in alphabetical order. The latest

whom I found among them is Shah 'alam, who it appears

was on the throne of Dilly when the book was written

(reign 1 173 1201.) The title is probably a chronogram
for 1174.

The fourth part comprises the lives of about 226

Wazyrs and Nobles, who have written poetry.

The fifth contains notices of about 322 professional

poets who flourished from the time of Harun al-Rashyd

to A. H. 800 equally in alphabetical order.

Moty Ma&all folio 738 pages, 20 lines, a good copy.

(31) CLA, Jl L? LjuA*J IxJ! d>V&c (P.)

Sayings of the poets by Qiyam aldyn whose takhalluc

was Hayrat. The title is a chronogram for 1 174.
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This Tadzkirah* contains short notices of 150 poets

who flourished from Awrangzeb to 'alamgyr II. (died

1173). In the preface the Tadzkirahs of Walih, of

Arzii and of Shawq are mentioned. The last named is

much praised, see for an account thereof p. 157 infra.

Moty Ma^all 8vo. 124 pp. of 22 lines written by a pupil of the

author.

Table of contents :

A'rzu, Siraj aldyn 'alyy Khan born at Gwalyar, studied first at

Agra, thence he proceeded to Dilly, and subsequently, with the sons

of Nawab Is^aq Khan, to Lucnow.

Ymd UJ, Mirza Isma'yl born at Ispahan was a contemporary of

Myr Najat and Shafy'ay who were fcis countrymen, and whose style

he imitated.

Yman, A^mad 'alyy Khan of Qomm came to the court of Awrang-
zeb and fell at Karnal in the battle against Nadir Shah.

Myr Ahsany, Myr Gholam 'alyy of Grwalyar.

Azal J)1, Mirza Mo&animad Amyn was in 1133 at Qandahar and

died in 1141.

Mo'azzaz Khan Afsar Mohammad 'Alyy Beg of Persia was raised

to the dignity of Qubahdar of Bengal under Farrokh-siyar.

Nitzam al-mulk A^af-jah, who assumed the poetical name of

Shdkir, was of a great family and a good poet.

Qizil-bash (in India they pronounce Qazal-bash) Khan Ummyd,
MoAammad Bidha of Hainadan, came to India during the reign of

Bahadur Shah. He was a good musician, and knew the Indian and

Persian systems of musical composition, died 1159.

Nawab Amyr Khan Anjdm, was at the court of Mohammad Shah,

and was killed in 1159.

* Mr. Bland, Journ. Roy. As. Soc. Lond. IX. p. 143 describes another

Tadzkirah which has the title of Lr*-* eU&* it is by 'inayat Talab-Khan

whose takhallu^ was Yawar son of RaAmat Yar-Khan. He commenced

his work in 1139 and completed it in 1143 or 1145, (the title is apparently

intended for a chronogram for the former date). It contains about 220

short biographies. A copy is in the East India House Library, No. 427,

8vo. 65 pp. the margin frequently covered with text.

X
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Asryar Khan Insdn Asad al-dawlah, a protege of Anjam.

Ishdq Khan died in 1152.

Shah Faqr (Faqyr?) Allah Afiryn of Lahor a Qufy flourished

under Farrokh-siyar.

MoAammad alah Ag&k.

Eajah Day Mai Imtiydz, his father was Dywan of Asad Khan the

"Wazyr of Awrangzeb, and he was Dywan of Grhaziy aldyn Khan b.

Ghaziy aldyn Khan.

Myrza Arjumand Azdd a son of Myrza 'abd al-Grhanyy QaMl.

Chunny Lai Thsdn was at Agra in 1174.

Myrza Mahdiy Baydn, a cousin of Kalym, came to Upper India

under Awrangzeb, but as he could not make his fortune he went

into the Deccan where he died.

Myrza Mohammad Shafy' Bismil of Nayshapur, uncle of Nawab

Qafdar-jang.

Shah Khalyl Allah Se-nawd b. Ibrahym a ufy of DiUy.

Myrza Bady* of JSacrabad b. Myrza jTahir died previous to the

fall of Sultan .Sbsayn.

Aqd ^ali^ BurMn of Mazanderan, died at Dilly shortly after Nadir

Shah had pillaged that city.

Mohammad Haqir Beg, a Persian of noble birth, accompanied

Nadir Shah in his expedition to India.

Myr Sharaf aldyn Paydm of Agra died 1166.

Khwajah A7*san aldyn Bay&n of Agra was alive at Dilly in 1174.

Molla Mo/iammad Taqyy Tcttzym of Mazanderan nourished at the

time of Abdaly's inroads into India.

EaAmat Allah Tamkyn of Kashniyr pupil of Myrza 'abd al-Ghanyy

Beg QaMl
Sayyid Eidha Khan Tamkyn of the family of Ni'mat Allah Walyy

born at Qomm, came under Mohammad Shah to India.

Myr Mohammad Afdhal Thdbit, born at Dilly, left a Dywan of

about 5000 bayts, died in 1151.

Mo/iammad 'atzym Thobdt, son of the preceding, born at Ilahabad

in 1122, wrote a Dywan of about 4000 bayts.

Ayat Allah Thand, pupil of Shaykh 'alyy Tlazyn, nourished at Dilly
in 1174.

Jiigal Kishor Tharwat of Dilly was Wakyl of the Natzim of

Bengal.
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MoAammad Jctfar of Teheran was invited by SuUan Ifosayn to

come to Ispahan.

Myrza Abii Talib Janffi b. Myrza Fatyr, a Persian, died in 1139

probably at Ispahan.

Molla Tzafar 'alyy Jordt studied at Ispahan.

Hdjy Mohammad Jfosayn Grylany nourished under Sukan JETosayn.

Myr MoAtasham 'alyy Khan ILashmat, of a Sayyid family of Ba-

dakhshna was born in India and left a Dywan of about 7000 bayts.

Sayyid Mohammad Hasrat of Maahhad died under Mohammad

Shah.

'abd al-/7akym Beg Khan Hakim b. Shadman Khan, a pupil of

Faqyr Allah Afiryn lived at Dilly and Lahor.

Sheo Earn Das Haya brother of Eajah Daya Mai Imtiy&z and

pupil of Myrza 'abd al-Qadir, By-dil left a Dywan ofabout 5000 bayts.

Myrza Imam Quly TLashmat a younger brother of Mohammad
Ja'far JRdhib a contemporary of Mohammad Shah.

Nur-bakhsh (?) Hodhury of Dilly a contemporary of Arzu.

Shaykh 'alyy Hazyn.

Shaykh Mohammad H.ay&t, born near Qannawj, teacher of the

author of this work.

Qiyam aldyn Hayrat, author of this Tadzkirah.

Bindraban Khiishgu, a Banya of Benares, and a pupil of By-dil,

wrote a Tadzkirah.

MoAammad Mahdiy Khayyam of Ispahan died during the siege

of that city.

Nawab JDiane Dawran a noble of Mohammad Shah's court.

Natzyr Beg Khadim a pupil of Mohammad Afdhal Thabit, died

shortly before 1174.

KhusJitar son of Myrza Mohammad Afdhal Sar-khusk.

Myrza Hashim Dil, of Artyman near Hamadan, fell in the strug-

gles of Persia against the Afghans.

Mohammad Jan Dywdnah died in 1150.

Mohammad Faojh Dardmand of Dilly, pupil of Myrza Janjanan
Matzhar. Khwajah Myr Dard.

Myr 'abd Allah Dzarrak, son of the celebrated Mohammad Baqir

Majlisy, fled from Ispahan at the time of the siege and died at

Khorramabad.

x 2
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Myrza Mo/iammad EidM of Shyraz was for some time governor of

Lar, under Shah Tahmasb II.

Yzad-bakhsh RidM flourished under Awrangzeb.

Mohammad Ja'far E&hib born in 1118 at Ispahan.

Xqa KidJid Grylany died during the rule of the Afghans over Iran.

Fa9aAat Khan Radhyy of Kashmyr, a pupil of Myrza 'abd al-

Grhanyy Beg Qabul, was alive in 21 Jolus of Mohammad Shah.

Mohammad Rdhym Khan Karayly was first at the court of Nadir

Shah, turned subsequently a faqyr, came to Dilly and died at Lahor.

Molla Saty* Kashmyry flourished under Bahadur Shah, he was a

pupil of Myrza Darab Beg Juy&.

Myrza Luf Allah Sdlim of Kashmyr travelled in Persia and was

alive in 1079.

Myr 'abd al-^Jamad Sokhon, spent part of his life at Agra and was

a contemporary of A'rzii.

'abd al-ifaqq Samandar of Lahor.

Sayyid Qalabat Khan Sayyid flourished under Farrokh-siyar.

Khwajah 'abd Allah S&miy was in the service of A'tzam Shah, died

under Mo/jammad Shah at Lahor.

Myrza Zahid 'alyy Sakhd, son of Myrza Sa'd aldyn Lary, was

poisoned in India in 1 146.

Molla 'alyy Akbar Sawdd of Qomm, came to India during Mo-

Aammad Shah's reign.

Mohammad A^san S&mP a converted Hindu, was a pupil of Myrza

By-dil.

Khadyjah Sultan Begam, a niece of Khan Walih, with whom she

was in love.

Katzim Sharar of Qomm had an appointment in one of the

(pafawy tombs.

.ffakym .flbsayn Shohrat came at the time of Awrangzeb from

Shyraz to India and died in 1149, he left a Dywan of about 5000

bayts. Aldmnd ShdkirA of Teheran studied at Ispahan.

Myrza Q&Ji Shahddat of Balkh died 1 155.

A'qa 'abd Allah Shaghaf ^i of Qomm was originally a shoe-

(or stocking) maker but gave up his trade, and devoted himself to

literature, died previous to the siege of Ispahan.

Myr Sayyid Mohammad Sho'lah aljui son of Myr 9afyy born at

Ispahan. He was a physician by profession.
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Mohammad 'alyy Sakkaky SJiikyb of Shyraz son of a cutler, was

killed during the Afghan invasion.

Ma'niy-yab Khan Shd'ir Gul-Mo^ammad, a pupil of Myrza By-dil,

died towards the end of Mohammad Shah's reign.

Kay Tansukh Bay Shawq son of Bay Majlis Bay who was Nayib

of the Dywane Khan^ah of Agra, author of a Tadzkirah of Persian

poets called Safynat al-Shawq, was in 11 70 at Agra. His Dywan
contains about 1000 distichs.

Myr 'abd al-Baqiy Cjahbdy (wine-drinker) was in India at the

beginning of Awrangzeb's reign.

Mo/^ammad Mah Cddiq, cousin of Mohammad Akram Ghanymat,

died during the reign of Mohammad Shah.

Shah Allah Dostgyr Cafyy a faqyr was alive in 1 1 74.

Myrza Bawshan-dhamyr, Dhamyr a Munshiy at Surat. "Wrote

Kabits and Ddhras.

Sayyid Hidayat 'alyy Khan Dhamyr was alive in 1 174.

Myrza 'abd al-Baqiy ^abyl a Sayyid of Ispahan was a physician in

the service of Nadir Shah.

Myr Sayyid Mohammad 'Urn or 'alam pb was descended from

Sayyid Mohammad, the author of the Tafsyr Madarik.

^fakym 'ulwy-Khan i. e. Myrza Mohammad Hashim born at Shyraz

in 1080, came to India in 1111 was well received by Awrangzeb and

raised to high dignities by his successors. Nadir Shah carried him

away. He went to Makkah, and came again to India under Mo-

hammad Shah.

Mohammad Yusof 'drif of Kazariin lived like a Darwysh, died

after the Afghan invasion in Persia.

Myrza Mahdiy 'dliy of Mashhad lived the life of a Darwysh.

Molla 'alyy 'dliy of Kiisar a village near Ispahan, son of a mason,

was so distinguished a penman, that in copying the Koran he wrote

first the vowels and then the words. He fell when the 'othmanlies

plundered Hamadan.

'abbds Quly-Khan Daghistany came early to India.

Myrza Mohammad Yusof 'azyz was Wazyr of Ispahan, Tabryz
and Gylan, died after the conquest of Ispahan by the Afghans by a

fall from his horse.

Myrza Mo/^ammad 'alyy 'drif, born in India in 1123, travelled with

his father in Persia, and returned to Dilly in 1158.
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Jay Kishen 'izzat, a Kashmyry Brahman, was the agent of Nawab

IsMq Khan.

A&mad 'alyy Khan 'ibrat cousin of Nawab Sa'adat Khan Dzu-

Ifiqar-jang.

'alyy 'atzym b. N^ir 'alyy resided at Agra.

Khwajah JN^ir ^andalyb a Darwysh of Agra.

Sangham Lai 'izzat resided at Agra in 1 174. He was a pupil of

Myrza Janjanan Matzhar.

Myr 'abd d-Ghanyy a Sayyid of Tafrish (J>j& a contemporary of

ZTazyn. Mohammad 'aqil Ghayrat of India.

Sayyid Mohammad Fiddyiy of Hamadan came to India, and was

in the service of Nawab Sa'adat Khan.

Fath 'alyy Khan was Wazyr of Daghistan and an uncle of Quly-

Khan Walih.

Shah Fdtih a Qu.fy came to India after the Afghans had conquered

Persia, and died soon after on the road to Makkah.

Myrza Mo7*ammad 'alyy Forugh.

Myrza Fddhil called Padshah Nawaz Khan a contemporary of

Quly-Khan.

Myrz Nadir alzaman Fa$yh a pupil of Myrzd By-dil.

Mortadha Quly Fir&%.

Myrza Sharaf 'alyy FigJidn wrote Eekhtah and Persian poetry,

was a protege of Qafdar-jang.

Myr Shams aldyn Faqyr, born at Dilly in 1115, was a Darwysh,
wrote a Dywan of 7000 bayts and two Mathnawies, and a treatise

on versification and rhyme, was at Dilly 1174.

Mohammad Fdyiz of Agra wrote a Dywan of about 1000 bayts.

Myrza 'abd al-Grhanyy Beg Qabul of Kashmyr pupil of Darab

Beg Juya, died soon after the accession of Mohammad Shah.

Mohammad Panah Qdbil a Darwysh, was a pupil of Myrza By-dil,

died under Myrza AAmad. Moshtaq Ray Qudrat.

*i9mat Allah Kamil pupil of Myrza By-dil.

Shaykh Sa'd Allah Gulslian a Darwysh of the Naqshbandy order,

and a pupil of Myrza By-dil, died during the reign of Mohammad

Shah. Myrza Mahdiy Kawkdb was in the service of Nadir Shah.

Myrza Giramy son of Myrza 'abd al-Grhanyy Beg Qjabul.

Lutf 'alyy Khan an uncle of Quly Khan Walih. [afawy.
Mihr 'alyy Khan Matzhar a noble at the court of SuUan .BTosayn
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Myrza Majyd of Shiishtar came to India and lived in the house

of !afdar-jang.

'abd al-Bazzaq Matyn born at Ispahan came at the time of the

accession of Mohammad Shah to Dilly, lived under the patronage

of (^afdar-jang.
jje is in other Tadzkirahs, erroneously called 'abd

al-Bidha. Myr Sayyid 'alyy Moshtdq of Ispahan was alive in 1 174.

Walyy Mohammad Khan Masrur was governor of Lar under Shah

^Tahmasb II.

Mo/iammad Mtzam Mo'jiz of Kabul came to Dilly and died in

1 1 62. Aqa Mohammad Kashy Mo'df.

Maymanat Khan Maymanat of Kashmyr was Daroghah of build-

ings of JSTawab Qamar aldyn Khan.

Aqa 'abd &l-Mawld of Ispahan died after the Afghan invasion.

Myrza Hashim Mahzun was the grandson of Myrza jTahir "WaAyd,

came to India with the ambassador of Nadir Shah in 1 154.

Myrza Mohtaram a son of Myrza 'abd al-Ghanyy Qabul.

Myrza Mohammad Munshiy of Ispahan was put to death by Nadir

Shah at Dilly for a slight fault.

Bay Anand Earn Mokkli? a Khatry, father-in-law of Tansukh Bay,
and a pupil of Myrza By-dil, died in the fourth year of AAmad Shah's

reign. His works contain 50,000 bayts.

Luf Allah Maztun, brother of Mohammad Na'yin Niydz, died at

the early age of forty years.

Myrz Janjanan MatzJiar a Darwysh composed poetry in Persian

and Bekhtah, was at Dilly in 1 174.

Myr Mohammad Taqyy Myr his poetry is mostly Bekhtah, he is

also the author of a Tadzkirah. He was a nephew of Khan Arzu.

Bay Bajy Mall Mtfniy a brother of Imtiyaz, was alive in 1174

and did military service under Nawab Shuja' al-dawlah.

Ni'mat Allah Khan b. BiiA Allah Khan held the office of Qarawal

Beg under Farrokh-siyar and Mohammad Shah.

Niir Allah Beg Nuzhat, pupil of Myrza 'abd al-Grhanyy Beg Qabul
died about the middle of the reign of MoAammad Shah.

Bay Phukny Mai Nishdt was the Dywan or treasurer of Awrang-
zeb's Wazyr.

Myrza Lurf AUah NitUr caUed Nu9rat AUah Khan, was in the

service of Mohammad Shah.

Myr Zayn al-'abidyn NasTia of Ispahan.
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Myrza Zakyy Nadym was of noble birth and thirteen years in the

service of Nadir Shah.

Mohammad 'alyy Khan Nizdd came to Dilly as Nadir Shah's

ambassador, and died at Tattah on his return to Persia.

Mohammad Beg NakJiat was put to death by Nadir Shah.

Mohammad Eidha Ndyib. Myrza Namjo son of Qabul.

Myr Zayn al-'abidyn Nayyir of Mazanderan, of noble birth, came

to Dilly under Mohammad Shah.

Myrza Grholam 'alyy Nasym of Amrohah.

Myr Na'ym Niydz, a good physician, was alive in 1 174.

Myrza Mobarak Allah W&dhih was a pupil of Mohammad Zaman

Rasikh ~*\} and died under Farrokh-siyar.

Mo/*ammad Ma'9iim WijdAn b. Mohammad Zaman RdsikJi died

under Mohammad Shah.

Myrza Ibrahym Wafa a Zamyndar of Qandahar was Munshiy of

the Afghan kings.

Myrza 'alyy A9ghar Wddhih of Ispahan came to Dilly, and died

at .Haydarabad.

Myrza Sharaf aldyn 'alyy Waft of Qomm was in the service of

Nadir Shah.

Nur al'ayn WdqifboTn in the Panjab, a contemporary of 'A'rzu,

who sent to him his poems for correction.

'alyy Quly Khan Wdl'ih of Daghistan the author of the great

Tadzkirah called Eiyadh al-sho'ara born at Ispahan in 1124. His

Dywan contains 4000 bayts.

Myrza Abu 'alyy Hdtif, grandson of Yma, came to India and was

patronized by Qafdar-jang.

AAmad-yar Khan Yaktd, son of Ilah-yar Khan, died at Atzyma-

bad (Patna) during the invasion of Nadir Shah.

Yahya Khan, of the Moghol tribe called Afshar, born at Lahor

1079, visited Persia when twenty years of age but returned to India,

died 1160.

Mohammad .ffanyf Khan Ydr was the teacher of Mokhlic.

Mohammad Ashraf Yaktd of Kashmyr died under Mohammad Shah.
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(32) JJ| '.J&Tl (P.)

The Fire temple of Adzor, being a Tadzkirah of Per-

sian poets by Lu/f 'alyy Beg whose takhalluc was Adzor.

He was born at Ispahan in A. H. 1 1 34 and was a mem-

ber of the distinguished family of Bekdaly. His father

was soon after the birth of his son obliged to take flight

to Qomm, and was subsequently appointed governor of

Lar by Nadir Shah. Lu/f 'alyy when a young man

made the pilgrimage to Makkah and to the shrines of

the principal saints and hence he assumed the title of

H'djy. Subsequently he was attached to the service of

'alyy Shah, Ibrahym Shah, Solayman Shah and Shah

Isma'yl, and finally he assumed the garb of spiritual

poverty. He was engaged in the compilation of this

work in A. H. 1 179, and was still alive in 1 196. (Eland's

Account of the Atesli-kadah in the Journ. As. Soc.

Lond. VII. p. 345).

This book contains notices of 842 poets. They are

arranged according to the town or province in which

they lived, on the plan of the Haft Iqlym, and at the

beginning of each chapter is a short description of the

respective town or province.

Beginning J^JA*\ '*^f ^ Jj \<&>\ 5y
Lithographed at Calcutta in 1249, 4to. 621 pp. of 21 lines, two

bayts in a line. MS. copies are very rare in India.

(33) ^1 JJ U^-T UM| 1 (P.)

Companion of the Friends, being a Tadzkirah of con-

temporaneous poets by Mohan La'l Anys compiled in 1 197.
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The author was about sixty years of age when he wrote

it. He informs us that when Acaf aldawlah of Oudh

saw the Tadzkirah of contemporary poets of jETazyn, he

ordered him to compile a similar work on Indian poets.

It is divided into two chapters, the first contains Musal-

man and the second Hindu poets.

Beginning \j ^tjfi-d*" **& u^ J ** ^ ^r^
Private collection 187 pp. 15 lines, copied in 1218.

Contents :

Myrza Atzyma'y Iksyr Ispahany came to India under Mo/^ammad

Shah. He left Qa^ydahs, Ghazals and a Mathnawy called &}*&* j *&l>.

Mohammad Fakhir Makyn a native of Dilly came to Lucnow in

1173, he was alive in 1197, (he died in 1221).

Shah 'alam Aftfib. Mohammad Ja'far Khan Rdghib.

Mohammad Burhan 'alyy Khan Rahyn.

Myr Mo^ammady 'itrat o/**. Lutf 'alyy Khan Ncitig.

JTasan 'alyy Khan Dzahyn. "Wajyh aldyn 'alyy Khan Baryn.

Myrza 'inayat Beg S&km. Mahabbat Khan Mahabbat.

Shaykh Baqa Allah Baqd. Nitzar 'alyy Qaryn.

Myrza 'abd Allah Myiq. Myrza 'abd Allah Rtifat.

Mohammad 'alyy Khan '^iy. Karamat 'alyy Khan Khalyq.

Myrza 'alyy Khan GJiamyn. Myr Ghalib 'alyy Shdyiq.

Mo/jammad Faydh F&yidh. Sharaf aldyn Shah Malul.

Myr /Taydar 'alyy THayrfin. Myrza Ja'far 'alyy Hasrat.

Myr Awlad 'alyy Zayir. Katzim Beg Khan Mumkin.

Myr Khorshyd 'alyy Belgramy Klwrshyd.

Myr Mohammad 'alyy Wdhm. Myrza Mahdiy Beg Jalys.

Aman Allah Muflis. Gholam J/aydar Khan Godaz.

Khwajah YaAya Khan Khirad. Mohammad Mokram 'ayyash.

Mohammad Naqyy Naqyy. Myr Matzhar 'alyy C&fiy.

Myr Niir 'alyy Wdpily.

Second Cliagter.

Bay Surup Singh Dywdnah. Panjab Kay Waliy.

Sytaldas Mokhtdr. Bam-bakhsh Moty\ Bhagwan Das Sismil.

Mohan Lai Anys (the author of the Tadzkirah).
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Appendix, pupils of Makyn.

Mohammad //asan ULasan. Khayr al-zaman Dzarrah.

Shayldi Grholam Imamy. Qalandar-bakhsh Jordt.

Ibrahym Beg Dost. Khush-hal Chand Brahman.

Shitab Bay "iizyz. MiWhti Lai Mayil

Medy Lai Bymttr. Data-Earn Rafyq. Deby Prashad Suyil.

(34) IfclLJ^tf^lX*^ (P.)

Selection of Ideas by Abu Talib b. Mohammad Ta-

bryzy Ispahany a native of Lucnow, who is known to

the European public by his Travels in Europe. He com-

piled this work in A. H. 1206 and died in 1221. Mr.

Bland gives a very valuable notice of this work in which

he translates nearly the whole preface. I insert here an

abstract of the preface in the original.

(

Y 2
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l j

' &1*
LTr! ^J^ ' c

j.li ^by \j

UU3 *A y-l

a ifJ 'LflLLt 'arfi ool*

j

*j

t

| t

*l oyJ ;^

j 0^,| Aiib

Beginning;^

The autograph of this valuable work is in the library of the

Fara^-bakhsh palace at Luciiow, folio 618 pp. 29 lines. A very good

copy has been lent to me by Mr. Hall, but it seems to be smaller.

(35) 'ate (P.)

A Present to Baillie, being a selection of Persian poetry

compiled previous to A. H. 1224, by order of John Baillie,

Resident of Lucnow and author of the Tables of the

Arabic conjugations.

The extracts are arranged according to subjects into

ninety chapters *^ without dates or biographical notices.

In the preface, a Tadzkirah of the title of
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^UaL- by the Sul&n Mohammad Shah Cafawy is men-

tioned.

Beginning i^^UoJ ^U J^-aJ& &$ ^^ >
*+* ;?<^J

As. Soc. of Beng. No. 1336 4to. 318 pp. of 13 lines, copied from

the autograph in 1224=1810.

(36)

Gardens of Unanimity, being a Tadzkirah of poets of

Calcutta and Benares who wrote Persian verses, by Dzii-

Ifiqar 'alyy. His takhalluc is Mast, and it appears that

he compiled this book at Benares. The title is a chro-

nogram for 1229, when it was compiled.

He is also the author of the following works J**d&

Jjj*. on ethics ; an abridgment of the Abwab aljinan

called cA^Jl vW *-&k ^~ tjls^l
; a collection of Ghazals

called \J* ]* <jo^>. ) jV? ; ^ 9 a work on the art of letter-

writing,poetic,&c. called v^Ix*!)
*&s*

; a collection of verses

which may be employed as quotations in letter-writing,

entitled yUi> ^IL^H) ; a treatise on the style of the ancient

and modern poets with specimens ; and some compo-

sitions of his own, entitledyU^ ^^-^ ; a treatise on the

various descriptions of poetical composition called ikJ

^s^ ; an account of the various castes of India which has

the title ^v^> t-^. Most poets mentioned in this book,

were contemporaries of the author and wrote also Rekh-

tah poetry.

Beginning ^ ^.^ Jfk'o ^r^^^ ^(j! ^U-y^^.j.

Private collection 8vo. about 450 pp. 13 lines.

Contents :

Mohammad Aslam Belgramy was dead in 1229.

AAmady, Mawlawy Najyb Allah was in the service of Nawab
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Qasim 'alyy and lived with him in Bengal, then he went to Dilly and

then to Benares. He was rather a Mawlawy than a poet.

Alym, Mohammad 'alym Allah resided at Lucnow and was alive

in 1229.

Akhtar, Mohammad La'l a native of Hooghly was for a long time

at Lucnow, he is now, 1853, Deputy Collector somewhere near

Cawnpore.

Amyn, Mawlawy Amyn Allah has sometimes the takhalhi9 of

Bu-l'Madi/n, i. e. the father of Madyn. He was a native of Behar

and Head Professor of the Calcutta Madressa. He died about 1820.

Isma'yl, Aqa Isma'yl Qazwyny.

Ah, Myr Motzaftar 'alyy was born at Phulwary near Dynapdr,

and was alive in 1229. A7anad, Myr AAmad 'alyy alive.

Ashuftah, was known by his takhallu9.

Afsds, Myr Shyr 'alyy b. Myr MotzafFar 'alyy came from Lucnow

to Calcutta, and was attached to the College of Fort William.

Atish, Myrza Grholam JZbsayn.

Bismil, Mawlawy Mo/iamniad Mo'yn aldyn of Kakdry not far from

Lucnow, was in 1 229 Munshiy of the Court of Appeal at Calcutta.

Barqy, Shaykh Ainan 'alyy a native of Phulwary, was alive in 1229.

By-bak, Sayyid Najaf 'alyy Eadhawy studied at Dilly, went thence

to Benares into the service of the Shahzadah
;

alive.

Bandah, Khwajah Tasyn was in the service of Mr. James Steward

and translated Layla Majnun into Hindustany verses. He died

at Benares.

Barakat, Barakat Allah Belgramy was in 1229 at Calcutta in

search of employment.

Rajah Pyary Lai was for some time Residency Munshiy at Dilly.

Bahar, Sayyid Aman Allah a brother of Myr 'azyz Allah Khan

who was Residency Munshiy at -ffaydarabad. A friend of the

author. Was dead in 1229, but his brother 'azyz Allah was alive.

Tamanna, Khwajah 'abd al-JTakym was in 1229 at Benares in

Government employ.

Tamanna, Myrza 'alyy-bakhsh resided at Murshidabad and was a

friend of the author.

Thaqib, Mawlawy Najm aldyn Mohammad Khan Qadhiy alqodhat

of Calcutta was a native of Kakory, died in 1229 at Benares, and left

a treatise on Algebra in Persian, which is printed, and an Arabic

Qa^ydah which is inserted in the Naf&at al-Yaman.
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Thabit, Myrza Thabit 'alyy Beg of Lucnow was alive in 1229.

Jawhar, Jawhar 'alyy resided at Murshidabad and was alive in 1229.

Javvdat, Simbhu Kath a Khatry was a young man in 1229.

Josh, Mohammad Abu-1-Qasim, alive.

Jowan, Myrza Na'yrn Beg of Dilly was in 1229 at Benares in the

service of Nawab Shams aldawlah.

Jowan, Myrza Katzim 'alyy came from Hindustan to Calcutta and

was attached to the College of Fort William.

Ja'far, Shah 'alyy Ja'far of Ilahabad was probably alive in 1229.

.ZZajat, Myrza Mohammad Jawad of Shyraz.

jHamydy, Sayyid Hamyd aldyn Dihlawy was in 1229 in govern-

ment employ at Byrbhiim.

JTurmat, ZTurmat 'alyy Khan was born in the neighbourhood of

Dilly, he was a friend of the author.

.Hbsayn, Gholam .Hbsayn Khan resided for some time at Benares.

TZbsayny, Myr Imam 'alyy was a young man in 1229.

Myr Mo/iammad Hosayn of Lucnow died in 1205 near Benares.

Left a Saqiy-namah, and a Dywan of about 6000 verses. He had

no takhallu9.

//aqyr, Pandit Beny Earn Kashmyry was alive in 1229.

JETaydary, Myr .Haydar-baksh was for some time a Munshiy of the

College of Fort William. Was in 1229 at Benares.

.Hbsayny, Myr Gholam JTosayn a Sayyid of Bareilly, was alive

in 1229.

JSikmat, Sayyid Bandah 'alyy Khan was in great favour with Eng-
lish officers, and was alive in 1229.

Khadim, Sayyid Khadim 'alyy was alive in 1229.

Khamosh, Ray QaMb Earn of Dilly was for some time Ta^yldar
under Mr. N. Duncan in the district of Benares. He died at the

advanced age of more than seventy, and left a large Dywan.

Khiishgii, Munshiy Ammar Singh Banarsy held a government

appointment in the Coel district. He compiled a short history of

Akbar's palace and of the Taj of Agra and put the Bahare Danish

into verse and called it (j^'^tJ **5tA This book is to be distin-

guished from the ^(^jlf^l, an Urdu Translation of the Bahare

Danish by Molla-zadah of Patna.

Khiradmand, Myr Musa Eidha Khan spent the greater part of

his life in Nepal. Khiish-dil, 'abd al-Easul Kashmyry.
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Babu Deb Narayan Singh a brother of the Rajah of Benares, was

a great patron of learned men.

Dil, Pandit Narayan Das of Kashmyr left an elegant composition

in Persian prose in praise of Sa'adat 'alyy Khan of Oudh.

Dil, Mohammad Imam-bakhsh was dead in 1229.

Dil, Shaykh Dilawar 'alyy a descendant of the Saint Sharaf aldyn

and a native of Behar. He came to Calcutta to find employment,
and as he failed he returned to Patna.

Dzakir, Mohammad Dzakir Kashmyry put, at the request of the

Rajah Udat Narayan, the story of Padinawat into verse, but died before

he had completed his task. Dzu-lfiqar, Myr Dzu-lnqar 'alyy of Patna.

Dzawqy, Myr Mohammad Amyn died at Hahabad.

Rifat, Eajah Mitr Jyt Singh, Rajah of T&ary which is between

Gaya and Patna, was a friend of the author.

RayAan, RayMn aldyn, a native of Bengal, held an appointment

in the Court of Appeal. Was alive in 1229.

Rif at, Dzii-lfiqar 'alyy Khan a son of Imdad 'alyy Khan, who was

Qadhiy of Murshidabad, succeeded his father in his post of Qadhiy
and died on the way to Lucnow.

Rangyn, Sa'adat Yar Khan a son of IVMkim aldawlah Tahmas

Beg Khan Riimy who had come to India with Nadir-shah. Rangyn
commanded for some time a part of the Nitzain of -ffaydarabad's

artillery, but subsequently he gave up this appointment and became

a merchant. He was a friend of the author and was alive in 1229.

He is the author of a treatise on horsemanship, called A/clx*^ and

of four Dywans, one is called ****;, one called Aiar#, one <s&s (0
T

(this is humoristic) and one is called 4&frtrfly The latter is in the

language of the Ladies. It would appear that they are all four in

the Hindustany language.

Rasikh, Shaykh Gholam 'alyy of Patna was a very fertile Urdu poet.

Rajah Raj Kishen had in 1229 already adopted as his own four

Urdu Dywans, which had been written by Tapish.

Ramaq, Mohammad 'aqil a native of Bengal is the teacher of the

author. He wrote a book called v^^' u^ [ an(i other works in the

Persian language.

Ram, Lala Jawahir Singh by origin of Lahor, held for some time

an appointment in the custom department at Ghaziypor, and in 1229

he was at JETaydarabad.
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Rangyn, Deo Nath Pandit, by origin a Kashmyry, had an appoint-

ment in Calcutta in 1229.

Mohammad Sa'yd aldyn was Qadhiy of Bareilly and alive in 1229.

Sabiq, MoAamrnad 'omar, bis ancestors were of Benares. He was

dead in 1229.

Safyr, Myrza Khalyl Allab Khan came as Persian ambassador to

Calcutta and made a great stir among the Musalman literati of In-

dia by his poetical talents and love for poetry.

Sha'ir, Mohammad Rdshid resided chiefly at Calcutta.

Shohrat, Shaykh MoAammad-bakhsh of Kakory. Died young.

Shawq, Sayyid Qob alhoda, of Bareilly, visited Calcutta and Dilly

for the sake of prosecuting his studies, and died at Bareilly at an

early period of his life. He was a school-fellow of the author.

Sbarar, of Lucnow was generally known by the name of Shah Sharar.

Shohrat, Iftikhar aldyn 'alyy Khan, one of his ancestors had been

governor of Hooghly.

Sharar, his name was Sharar Myrza and he was a son of Jan

Tapish.

fufy, Pandit Syta Earn.

Qadiq, Lala Jay Mohan Lai a Kayeth of Benares, author ofa book

on arithmetic called J^l $[/*.

Qadiq, Myrza Mohammad Qadiq Yrany.

Dhamyr, Lala Sukh Lai of Patna.

Dhiya, was a native of Persia who came to Benares.

Tapan, Shah Nur aUaqq of Phulwary.

Tapydah, 'abd al-AAad of Kakory.

^apish, Mohammad Isma'yl Myrza Jan of Dilly, his father was a

native of Bokhara. He is the author of the Dywans ascribed to

Eaj-Kishen. He died at Calcutta previous to 1229.

TaPat, Shah Shams aldyn Abu-1-Faraj of Phulwary died at Calcutta.

Talib, Myrza Abu Talib Khan of Lucnow.

Tapan, Myrza AAmad Jan (probably Myrza A^mad Beg Khan of

Dilly) a pupil of Tapisk.

Tzohiir, Shah Tzohur alAaqq a son of Nur al-Aaqq of Phulwary.

'azyz, "Wajid 'alyy Khan of Bareilly resided in 1229 at Calcutta.

'ishrat, Lala Hindu Pat, of Lucnow, a friend of the author.

'ashiq, Maharajah Kalyan Singh a son of Maharajah Shitab Kay
met the author at Calcutta.
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'ashiq, Babu Sryjyt Singh, an uncle of the Eajah of Benares, was a

wealthy Zamyndar and a friend of the author.

'abd al-Ea^ym of Shyraz resided at Calcutta.

'abid, 'abid 'alyy, the author saw him at Calcutta.

'ashiq, Ray Sohan Lai was in 1229 Treasurer of A^af aldawlah

and came to Benares when the author was Nayib of the Eajah

of Benares. '^iy, Mawlawy Khoda-bakhsh of Ghaziypiir.

'azyz, Eay Zorawar Singh. Ghamyn, Nawab Hadiy 'alyy Khan.

Ghamgyn, Mawlawy Gholam Qadir of Eampur, where he resided

in 1229.

Gharyb, Eay Eatan Lai lived at Calcutta in the house of the Eajah

Kalyan Singh.

Ghanyy, Mawlawy 'abd al-Ghanyy of Phulwary.

Gholam J2bsayn Khan author of the t&jm+hj**} met the author

at Patna.

Padhl, Fadhl Moalla a native of Lucnow was at Benares in 1228.

Fard, Mohammad Abu-1-^asan of Phulwary.

Eida, the author knew him, but could not recollect^his name.

Firaqy Prem Kishwar a Brahman of Dilly.

Tayiq, Agha Myrzd, a son of the Ifakym Qamar aldyn Khan, was

a young man in 1229.

Fifrat, Pandit Bidya Dhar was a Kashmyrian by origin, but

received his education at Dilly ;
a friend of the author.

Qatyl, Myrza Mohammad .Hasan Khan was a converted Khatry
of Dilly, he spent the greater part of his life at Lucnow, where he

was Head Munshiy to the king.

Qadyr, Tzafar 'ally resided at Lucnow, was for some time the king

of Oudh's News-writer at Benares.

Qamar, .Hakym Qamar aldyn Mo/jammad Khan resided at Lucnow.

Qudrat, Shah Qudrat Allah died at Murshidabad.

Qasim, Myrza Abu-1-Qasim Khan of Dilly.

Qa9ir, Mohammad Qadr aldyn.

Qadhiy, Taqyy 'alyy Khan was Qadhiy of Benares.

Lala Kanhjy a Kayeth, a native of Patna, is the author of the

^l*Jl &l^L on arithmetic. "Was alive in 1229.

Lisan, Myrza 'alyy Taqyy Khan of Lahor studied at Patna and

Jawnpiir. Uses sometimes the Takhallu9 of Taqyy, was a friend of

the author. Lutf, Myrza 'alyy Lutf went to UaydarabaU
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Moii'im, Sayyid Nur al-//aqq author of a Mathnawy called

and one called *-kl bl^**. Myrza, Myrza Bu 'alyy Khan.

Mujid, Siraj aldyn 'alyy Khan of Lucnow came to Calcutta where

he was appointed Muftiy of the Supreme Court. He translated

the fjAe Ui'l &){*) and other law-books into Persian.

Minnat, Myr Qamar aldyn a native of Dilly, Lord Hastings gave

him the title of king of poets at the recommendation of the Natzim

of Murshidabad. Was dead in 1229.

Mu7*y, Munshiy Earn Jus a Khatry, his father was Lala Ganga

Bishen, and his takhallu9 was 'ajiz and he resided at Lahdr, but

Mu7*y was born in Dilly, he obtained an appointment in the Cus-

tom Department at Benares, which gave him 1200 Rupees a year. He

was a friend of the author. He is the author of several mathna-

wes, as

These five poems are called the Khamsahe 'ishqyyah. He also trans-

lated some books on mysticism from the Sanskrit (Hindy ?) as

He also put the Anware Sohayly into (Hindustany or Persian?)

verses and gave it the title of <J^* k=/0
.

Mayil, Myr Imam-bakhsh studied at Lucnow, was alive in 1229.

Modh^arr, 'abd al-Hadiy a friend of the author, resided chiefly at

Calcutta where he was Munshiy. Masrur, Ganga Bishen (?) .

Murshid, Lala Mithii Lai of Ilahabad was alive in 1229.

Mo'atztzam, Mawlawy Mohammad Mo'atztzam of Agra.

Ma9ruf, Babii Balhand (?) Singh of Benares.

Mahjur, ITafitz Sayf Allah a Kashmyry, a friend of the author,

died at Benares.

Mo9fafa, Sayyid Gholam Mo9^afa was Law-officer at Byrbhiim.

Mahdawy, Sayyid Mahdiy 'alyy Khan of Patna.

Majru^, Mawlawy 'i9mat Allah Khan was a sou of the celebrated

Mawlawy 'abd al-Qadir Khan who resided at Benares.

Ma/iziin, iTakym Abii-1-jETasan.

Mahshiir, 'alyy "Wathiq was a young man in 1229.

Mokarram, Mokarram 'alyy Khan.

Moshtaq, Pandit Madhoram, a Kashmyry Brahman, resided in

1229 at Benares.

Niyaz, Gholam Ya/^ya resided at Murshidabad.

Mayrang, Mohammad Mahdiy 'alyy Khan of Dilly held in 1229

z 2
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an office under the Government at Benares. Compiled a vocabulary

of Arabic, Persian and Turky words.

!Niyaz, Myr Amjad 'alyy of Phulwary.

JSatzmy, Lala Miilraj a Khatry of Ilahabad a friend of the author,

composed many Qa9ydahs.

Natzim, Shaykh Farzand 'alyy was a Makhdum-zadah of Teliya-

nala which is a quarter of the town of Benares, held in 1229 an ap-

pointment in Benares.

Ns^ir, Sayyid MoAarnmad Na^ir Khan Bahadur, held in 1229 an

appointment at Lucnow, composed a cJ>y^j ^V.
M'mat, Myr Ni'mat 'alyy of Dilly a friend of the author.

JNa^yf, does not recollect his name
;
resided close to the Bishesher

mosque at Benares.

"Nlyazmand, a friend of the author.

Niyazy, the author does not recollect his name.

Kaqqad, does not recollect his name.

"WaAshat, Qadr aldyn Mohammad Khan of Dilly was physician to

ITdat Narayan Eajah of Benares, died in 1224.

Wila, Mazhar 'alyy Khan a son of Solayman Khan was attached

to the College of Fort William, he was a friend of the author, left a

Persian Dywan.

Hilal, Munshiy Dzu-lfiqar 'alyy Khan Bahadur.

Ta'qub, Khwajah Ya'qiib 'alyy.

(37) ^U. (Jb^A **=* JjoJl ui-s^-J y <* (P.)

A Tadzkirah of the poets of the Carnatic by the Na-

wab Siraj aldawlah Mohammad Ghawth Khan, whose

takhallu9 ^s A'feam. He opens the book with a short

autobiography, from which it appears that he was born

in A. H. 1230, and compiled this book in 1258.

This is an abstract of the Tadzkirah of Rayiq which

has the title viljU^ ^1*^. Rayiq is the takhalluc of

Gholam 'alyy Mtisa whose title was jfiTakym Baqir Ho-
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sayn Khan. He died in 1248. The Cabhe Watn con-

tains in alphabetical order, notices of ninety recent poets.

Beginning ^^^ ^ *>-^
^UalJI j& lj^.

Lithographed at Madras 1258, small 4to. 225 pp.

(38) ^UJl ^51^ ^,31* C-NO dUU (P.)

The Rose garden of delight, also called the Gardens of

sense, by 'abd al-Ra^man whose takhalluc is Shdkir. He
wrote this book at Lucnow during the reign of Amjad

'alyy Shah in 1261 (the title is a chronogram) and he was

assisted by Nacir 'alyyNdfyr whom he calls his instructor.

He says in the preface that he used chiefly the Tadzkirahs

of Sar-khush, of Walih, of Shyr Khan Lody, theJ&\ g\X
of Qudrat Allah Qudrai (see Garcin de Tassy Hist, de

la Lift. Hind. I. pp. 144 see also below), the ^^^ V^~>
the \j*Jd]

Z&d^
9 the ^/i^iyi j*^ which is a collection

of chronograms made in 1268 by Matzhar akffaqq,
the t^J fcuo^ of Mannu Lai, the **l* LS^U^ of Rasikh

(see No. 13) and the Album of Khashi' (flourished in

1092).

This is a selection of poems and single verses and

bon-mots from poems arranged according to the subject

and divided into five chapters AJJ^. In the fourth

there are chronograms on the death of celebrated men,

but the dates are not always correct, thus the death of

Zamakhshary is placed in 533, whereas he died 538, that

of Ghazzaly in 504 whereas he died in 505, &c.

Beginning AAjgj^ *zjjj**. ***& ** \^^>

Lithographed at Cawnpore in the Moctafa Press 1267, 8vo. 562 pp,
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(39) j,*Jl o* (P.)

The Celestial Place of worship ; being an anthology of

Persian poetry selected chiefly from the Dywans of Tahir

Wa/fcyd, Tzohury, Cayib, Nacir 'alyy, Myr Najat, &c.

without biographical notices. In the beginning is a short

account of Myr Acyly Qommy (see Atishkadah p. 307)

who was a contemporary of Molla Wa^shy, of Nury

Lary and of Hatim Kashy and who may possibly be

the compiler of this very rich but apparently planless

collection.

Beginning ^^ ^yV* J^^?-**^
1 <*2**X ^ ^s^^ (j"^"1 '

Mdty MaAall folio 804 pp. 31 lines, a very fine copy.

(40) o L_W jLJ *? (
P-)

The humble Collection of Myr. This Myr is appar-

ently not identical with Myr Taqyy. It contains verses

from celebrated poets on various subjects without biogra-

phical notices. The subjects are alphabetically arranged.

Bg. J^i-^ *J^*s ^J^j^-> jk* a^Jy * <^*> ^

Mdty Ma^all 268 pp. 15 lines copied in A. H. 1165.

(41)

The Garden of poetry being an anthology of verses

of the great masters by Nitzam aldyn Khan b. Mo-

hammad Naqyy of Bahadurganj. He quotes never more

than one bayt from the same author in succession, and
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gives no biographical notices, he follows to some extent

the chronological order. He says he used the Tadz-

kirahs of Taqyy Aw^ady, of Cayib, of Myrza (he means

probably Tahir Nacrabady), of Siraj aldyn Arzu and of

Walih and the J*s*\ eJ^UJ and the LS

Beginning JSLJ^UA| ur^- J^?* e

Topkhanah 8vo. about 100 pp. of 9 Hues.

(42) + J& **=** L^J \*ti\ cu# (P. U.)

Pithy Sayings of the poets, being a Tadzkirah of Rekh-

tah writers by Myr Mohammad Taqyy, whose takhalluc

was Myr. Though usually the title Myr is put before

his name, Shorish thinks that he was a Shaykh. The for-

mer title indicates a descendant from 'alyy, and the latter

from Abu Bakr. He was a nephew of Arzii and a native

of Agra, but after his father's death he removed to Dilly

in order to be near his illustrious uncle, Arzii, who cor-

rected his verses. After the year 1 1 96, he went to Lucnow

where Acaf aldawlah allowed him a pension of two or

three hundred Rupees a month, and he died in that city

between 1215 and 1221, near one hundred years of age.

Qasim blames him for his conceit and for making in his

Tadzkirah ill-natured remarks on his contemporaries.

Myr wrote this book about one year after the death of

Mokhlic which happened in 1164, see p. 159 supra,

There occurs in it in the life of Dard the date 1196,

but it was clearly inserted long after the book had been

completed, this is proved by the following facts : it is put

into the midst of the extracts, instead of forming part of

the biography ; Myr's Tadzkirah is mentioned by .fiTayrat;
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see p. 159 supra, who wrote in 1174, and it has been

used by Shorish who died in 1195 ; moreover Arzii, who

died in 1 169, was still alive when it was written.

It contains near one hundred very short biographies

which, as well as the observations on their verses, are

written in Persian. In the preface is the following defi-

nition of Rekhtah poetry :

e*"

" Be it known that up to this day, no book has been

written containing a record of the Rekhtah poets. Rekh-

tah means poetry, which is in the style and manner of

Persian poetry, but in the language of the exalted court

of Dilly. Consequently the compilation of this book

which has the title of Pithy Sayings of the poets has

been undertaken. Though Rekhtah had its origin in the

Deccan, I do not begin with the poets of that country,

because it has not produced one great master. I do there-

fore not commence with them, but I have no intention

entirely to omit them, but shall mention some of them."

In the conclusion of the book he gives some further

details on Rekhtah style :

C~-KAJ
fjJx*

AsrH aJUs-M;! c*.*,]^ ^ tXU^j .Isr^
fS ^JOJ
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" Be it known that R^khtah is of several kinds, which

I will explain to the extent of my knowledge. 1 . One

Micra' is Persian, and one Hindee like the fragment of

Amyr Khosraw. 2. Secondly, half the Micra' is Persian

and the other half Hindee, like the verses of Myr Mo'izz.

3. The verbs and prepositions are Persian but this is

objectionable. 4. They use Persian construction, this

is allowable to the extent it agrees with the construction

of the Rekhtah idiom this is known only to poets but

if it is contrary to the Rekhtah grammar it is objection-

able. It is to be observed that this is one of the methods

followed by poets, and that I have equally adopted it. If

the Persian construction is in the spirit of the Rekhtah

language there is no harm in adopting it. 5. Yham was

much in vogue with former poets but now it is no longer

in use, there is no harm in it, if it is witty and natural.

Yham means that the word on which the meaning of

2 A
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the verse depends has two significations, one obvious and

the other far-fetched, and it is the latter which is intended

by the poet. The style which I have adopted com-

prizes all the figures of speech as buns, resemblance of

corresponding words in rhyme and measure, &c."

Beginning ^^^ jV>" o~>l *$
^/ir^-er^"

^^ **->

Mr. J. B. Elliott, C. S. has obliged me with the loan of his copy,

which was written at Lucnow in 1212, and belonged once to Sir

Gore Ouseley, 8vo. about 150 pp.

(43) ^*yj^ ^i*
y (P.)

The Tadzkirah of R^khtah poets by Fat/* 'alyy who is

usually called 'alyy TJosayny Gurdezy compiled at Dilly

in 1165, or six years after the death of Anjam, which

happened in 1 1 59, and a few years after the death of

Ishtiyaq, which took place in 1161. It appears from

Dzoka voce Yusof, that he was a great Cufy Shaykh and

still alive when Dzoka wrote, even Qasim who wrote in

1221, speaks of him as if he was alive. Gurdezy says

in the preface, that he was induced to compile this book

because the accounts of poets in other Tadzkirahs were

very invidious. He alludes evidently to Myr's Tadzkirah

of which this appears to be a somewhat better arranged

edition. It is written in Persian and contains about

one hundred biographies in alphabetical order.

Beginning c^~lj~ ^y
Mr. Hall has had the goodness to lend me two copies, one was

written in 1180 and is very correct, and the other was copied 1216,

and belonged once to Tippoo's library, small 8vo. 156 pp. 13 lines.

There is also a copy in the As. Soc. Beng. No. 193, about 200 pp.

13 lines.
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(44) !te ioJl
l* LJ*JUJ d#3 ^i* (P.)

The Depository of pithy Sayings by Qiyam aldyn

Mohammad Qayim of Chandpiir. He went early to

Dilly, and obtained there an office under the emperor, but

now, he says in his short autobiographical notice inserted

in this book, owing to the decay of the empire, the string

which has kept the servants of the emperor together is

broken and they drop like pearls on the ground of humi-

liation. Every one turns his face to another side, and

is obliged against his will to prefer emigrating to another

place to remaining. He died in 1 2 1 or 1 207. The title is

a chronogram for 1 1 68 when he compiled this book. He
denies in the preface every acquaintance with the preced-

ing two Tadzkirahs, saying that no biography of Rekhtah

poets had ever been written, but he choses so frequently the

same extracts as his predecessors, that I doubt the truth of

his assertion, though his book undeniably contains much

original matter. He divides it into three chapters or

periods ^is 1. Ancient poets. 2. On the compositions

of the poets of the middling period (/Je^>^ tijj*^"
1

($ >'

3. Modern poets. This is the most valuable work for

the early history of Hindiistany literature. Beginning

In the Mdty MaAall is the autograph, 8vo. about 150 pp. Some

places are left blank particularly towards the end of the book, and it

is to all appearance merely a rough copy, which as the author came

into difficulties about the time he compiled it, has probably never been

finished. I had it transcribed for my use, but had unfortunately not

time to make an abstract of the work when I was at Lucnow, and had

access to the original, and as the original is very illegibly written,

the copy made from it is incorrect, I plead this as an apology for the

mistakes which may have crept into the subjoined list of Bekhtah

poets.

2 A 2
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(45) ^M;!^ (P.)

The Garden of Ibrahym, being a biographical Diction-

ary of about 300 R^khtah poets, by the Nawab 'alyy

Ibrahym Khan, who had the title of Amyn aldawlah

Nacir-jang and the takhalluc of Khalyl and of jETal.

He was born at Patna, and his mother's grandfather was

the learned Molla Mohammad Nacyr who was a pupil of

Akhund Molla Shah Mohammad Shyrazy and died dur-

ing the middle of the reign of Mohammad Shah. 'Alyy

Ibrahym was honoured with the friendship of Warren

Hastings, and held under him the office of Chief Magis-

trate at Benares. He died in 1008. Jorat wrote the follow-

ing chronogram on his death cJ'*X J\J>A ^Ua*
\1* *T y.

Yiii-of 'alyy and Shorish mention him under Khalyl and

'ishqy under Hal. He left besides this Tadzkirah a memoir

on the trial by ordeal, which is printed in the As. Res.

8vo. I. p. 389, and two or three Tadzkirahs of Persian

poets. He alludes to two of them in the preface without

giving any details or even their titles. Mr. J. B. Elliott

in a letter dated Patna, 19th July, 1852, informs me
that one of the Persian Tadzkirahs is called Kholacat

alkalam and contains Mathnawies, and the other Co/zofe

Ibrahym, containing Qacydahs, Ghazals, &c. The former

is very rare and the latter probably not extant. "
I have

made, he continues, inquiries from relatives, &c. and all

that I can make out is, that he collected materials (poetry)

for the work, but did not live to complete it. I have two

volumes of unarranged materials. But he did complete

the Bayadh and critical notices of all the poets, this is

what Mr. Bland calls the Co/jof. It is a very thick,
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closely written 8vo. and is I believe unique, I met with

it by mere accident." In a letter to Mr. Bland which

is printed in the Journ. Roy. As. Soc. IX. p. 159,

Mr. Elliott gives the following further details.
" The

Kholacat alkalam is appropriated to selections from,

and abstracts of the Mathnawies of seventy-eight poets,

who have produced the most approved works in that

style of poetry. It is contained in two large quarto

volumes of 2005 pages, each page containing four lines

in breadth and twenty-one in length. To give some

idea of the extent of the work, I may mention that a

large royal octavo volume of 694 closely written pages

is filled solely with the biographical notices of 3263 poets.

The poetical extracts of this scarce work are not in my
possession." From Mr. Eland's notice of the Bayadh it

appears that the author completed it in 1205. Now as

he had completed two Persian Tadzkirahs previous to

1195 and as the Co/*of have never been completed, he

must have written another Tadzkirah, with the name of

which we are not acquainted. Yusof 'alyy Khan informs

that he was engaged in compiling a Tadzkirah of Persian

poets on a very large plan in 1180.

This Tadzkirah was compiled during the years 1195

and 1196, and is distinguished by the copiousness of the

extracts, and by the pains which the author has taken in

fixing the dates. It appears that he entered into corre-

spondence with most contemporary poets to obtain in-

formation of themselves, and extracts from their Dywans

for insertion. The biographies are in Persian.

Beginning ^Us*" o^l A$ e>~! ^.JXJU j^s:' & ^^;
As. Soc. Beng. No. 45, 4to. about 800 pp. 19 lines, a fair hand,

but unfortunately not very correct.
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(46) J 9
i, $ (P.)

The Tadzkirah of Sayyid Gholam Hosayn who is

familiarly called Myr Bhayna and whose takhalluc is

Shorish. He was a native of Patna and a nephew of

Molla Myr Wahi/d. He was first a pupil of Myr Baqir

who had the poetical names of JEZazyn and of Tzohtir,

and who died previous to 1193; and subsequently of

Myrza Ghasyta 'ishqy. He was a good improvisatore

and had written, when he compiled this book, a Persian

Dywan of about 4000 verses most of which dwell on mys-
ticism. He died in 1195, and he probably compiled this

book in 1193; for the latest date that occurs in it is

1192, and men who died in 1194 are mentioned as

being alive. It has no preface or title page, nor does it

appear from the autobiography that Shorish is the

author of it, (though he speaks in the article on Shorish

in the present tense,) the only authority which I have

for ascribing it to him is the postscript which runs
\j*;r

&&** ffo j$* \fi& ^ (!*>
It contains 314 short bio-

graphies written in Persian with extracts.

Beginning ^^>JK& <g
*> *^

v-f;'
4^^*^ ^^

Mr. B. J. Elliott possesses the only copy of this book I have

heard of, and has kindly lent it to ine
;
a small 4to. about 500 pp.

15 lines.

(47) ***** <|^A .iU L^JL-J U?^A 4.&r (P.)
~ ' 9 *9

The Hindy Tadzkirah, by Gholarn Hamdany Mufliafy.
He was of a good family of Amrohah in the Moradabad

district, and spent his early years in Dilly where he used

to hold Mosha'arahs or poetical assemblies, and came to
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celebrity as early as 1195. Subsequently he went to

Lucnow, and it would appear from 'ishqy he supported

himself by commerce. He died according to the Gul-

shane Bekhar about the year 1243. When he wrote this

Tadzkirah,in 1209, he had composed two Persian Dywans,
one in answer to Nacyry Nayshapiiry and the other

containing original poems and three Urdu Dywans, a

Persian Tadzkirah, a part of a Shahnamah which comes

down to the geneology of Shah 'alam, an Urdu Dywan

containing verses which he had made at Dilly and a

rough copy of a Persian Dywan in the style of Jalal

Asyr, and one in the style of Nacir 'alyy, but both these

were stolen from him. It appears from the Gulshane

Bekhar that he continued his literary activity after he

had written this book, and composed three more Rekhtah

Dywans, and another Tadzkirah of Rekhtah poets.

He wrote this Tadzkirah at the request of his instruc-

tor Myr Mosta^san Khalyq, and inserted in it very full

biographies written in Persian of about 350 Rekhtah

poets who flourished from Mohammad Shah to his own

time, paying particular attention to the biographies of

contemporaries, with most of whom he was personally

acquainted.

Beginning 1; e;
=^AM 4^' efVJ ***** ^ *<

(/',**&*

As. Soc. N. 142 8vo. about 400 pp. 14 lines copied in 1219, not

very correct.

(48) J&e tjKS (P.)

The Tadzkirah of 'ishqy of Patna a son of the poet

Mojrim. He used to write Persian poetry, and his verses

were corrected by his father, and by Shah Mohammad
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Wafa Wafd. These are all the details which he gives us

of his life under the letter 'ayn. The latest date which

occurs in this book is 1215, this is probably the time at

which he completed it. It contains in alphabetical order

439 short biographies of Rekhtah poets, written in Per-

sian without a preface.

Beginning $j\ J^^ ^1 ^U ^y^1

fr ^.
A carefully written copy is in possession of Mr. J. B. Elliott of

Patna, who has obliged me with the loan of it, 8vo. about 400 pp.

17 lines.

(49) LJJaJ jjo L^^UJ C>A* (H).

The Rose garden of India, by Myrza Lutf. His father

Qasim Beg Hijry, was a native of Astrabad and came

in 1154, with Nadir-shah to Dilly. Lutf wrote this

tadzkirah at the request of Mr. Gilchrist in 1215.

This is the fullest of the Re'khtah Tadzkirahs which

I have seen, and includes only the names of those persons

who have obtained some celebrity as poets. It contains

about sixty articles in alphabetical order.

Beginning J>^ o^ ^-1 S-^ ^U^ cSrUy
\

Mr. Hall has a copy large 8vo. about 600 pp. 17 lines. A copy

of nearly the same appearance is in my collection.

(50) KS o^ L^ L^ftJuJ dl jLc (P.)

The Touchstone of poets being a Tadzkirah of Rekhtah

poets by Khiib Chand, a native of Dilly, whose takhulluc

is Dzoka. He gives under the letter dz an account of his
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ancestors, but says very little of himself. His grandson

informed me that he died in 1846, A. D. He left besides

this book a Dywan, some Persian poetry, and some

elegant compositions in prose. He undertook this com-

pilation at the request of his teacher Myr Nacyr aldyn

Napjr usually called Myr Kallu in 1208 or 1213, but it

appears that he continued making additions to it for more

than thirty years, the last date we find in it being 1247.

It contains in alphabetical order an account of near

1500 poets who flourished from the commencement of

Hindustany poetry to the author's time with specimens

of their writings. It abounds in repetitions and inaccura-

cies of every description, and contains many persons who

have never dreamt of writing poetry. It is without

exception the most uncritical labour of the kind. The

biographies are in Persian.

Beginning >f

l ^j** <-&& *>> fy \j ^^3 ** ^
Mr. Hall's collection, large 8vo. near 1000 pp. 15 lines.

(51) jjj* Jj>J| Ja*| LJuA-J *s** d*e (P.)

Excellent Selections being a Tadzkirah of Hindustany

poets by the Nawab Myr Mohammad Khan whose takhul-

Juc is Sarwar and whose title is A'tzam aldawlah. The

title of the book does not occur in the preface, but in

some verses of Sayyid Ghalib 'alyy Khan towards the end

of the work which form a chronogram for 1216, when the

book was compiled. There are other chronograms in it for

1215, and in the postcript it is stated that the chrono-

gram of the work is ^- 1<^ e^*^-; which gives 1242.

This may be the date when the book was completed, or

perhaps when it was copied. The latest date which I have

observed in the text is 1219.

2 B
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It contains in alphabetical order near 1 200 biographies

of Urdu poets in Persian with short extracts from their

works. This may be considered a somewhat improved

edition of the preceding Tadzkirah.

Beginning c^-uoy i_fy^j f^ ^ -*'

Mr. Hall's collection SYO. about 6700 pp. 15 lines.

(52) >5 ^ (P.)

Rare Collection being a Tadzkirah by Sayyid Abu-1-

Qasim of Dilly who is usually called Qudrat Allah Qadiry

and whose takhalluc is Qasim. Among his forefathers he

counted Isma'yl Ghawrbandy and Sayyid Fadhil Gujraty,

a Saint, whose tomb is at Gujrat and up to this day a

place of pilgrimage. Qasim was in Arabia a pupil of

Mawlawy Fakhr aldyn, in poetry, of Hidayat Allah Khan

Hidayat, and in medicine, of Hakym Mohammad Sharyf

Khan. In 1221 he had written a Dywan of 7000

distichs and a Mathnawy on the Mi'raj in the measure of

the Mathnawy of Jalal aldyn Rtimy containing 30,500 (?)

verses ; and a Mathnawy in the measure of the Bostan of

5200 verses on the miracles of 'abd al-Qadir. He died

about 1246. The title is a chronogram for 1221 the date

of the compilation.

The biographies are in Persian and alphabetically

arranged. The specimens are well chosen. It contains

about 800 biographies and seems to be chiefly founded

upon the preceding Tadzkirah.

Beginning ^kUJIyb!^ ^Vki
s$ dUxj e^^Laj ^Uj.

Mr. Hall's collection large 8vo. about 800 pp. 15 lines
;
a modern

copy, and one in my collection transcribed from the same original,

from which Mr. Hall's has been taken.
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(53) ^ i_i*uJ^ eutiuk (P. H.)

Periods of poetical composition by Shaykh Gholam

Mo^yy aldyn Qorashy of Myrath (Meerut). His father,

Shaykh Ni'mat Allah Niamy, was a good Persian poet

and wrote a thick Dywan, in the arranging of which he

assisted him when only twelve years of age. This gave

him a taste for poetry and he wrote himself a Dywan in

which he used the takhalluc of Mobtala. Subsequently

he devoted much of his time to archery, without neglect-

ing however his studies. He learned Arabic grammar,

but having a weak chest he was as it seems obliged to

abandon it. When Shah 'alam came from Patna to Dilly

he gained the friendship of one of his courtiers, whose title

was Nawab Najaf Khan, and his name Ibrahym Beg, and

his takhallu^, Alam, he was induced by him to write

another Dywan in which he used the takhalluc of 'ishq

and a Persian Mathnawy containing the story of Shahrokh

and Mahrokh in about 1 700 verses, it is in the measure

of the Mathnawy of Jalal aldyn Riimy and has the title

^c ^-J. He also wrote a Persian Tadzkirah which

has the titles of <j*^ ^c^s^ and of ^<<*> ^^ j^l
and

fills about 1280 pages. The latter name is a chrono-

gram for 1187. He also wrote an Insha of about 200

pages, it has the title of f*j**3 ^Vv" which is a chrono-

gram for 1 1 99, and a treatise on chronograms called j>\j~

&=". In 1220 he composed the ^o ^Ur? and j^ioJI

(i*] <?
) ^U^,!. The latter treats on Cufism. He wrote this

Tadzkirah in 1222, this date is contained in the title.

It is divided into two chapters **&, the first contains

notices of upwards of a hundred Rekhtah poets, and the

second notices of Persian poets of the same period. His

biographies have the advantage of being original.

2 B 2
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Beginning is wanting.

Private collection 8vo. 484 pp. of 15 lines, the greater portion of

the second part is wanting.

(54) e> u)^ (H.)

The Tadzkirah of Beny Narayan Jahdn of Labor.

It was compiled in 1812 A. H. 1227 and dedicated to

Mr. Roebuck, at whose suggestion the work was under-

taken.

The author gives in Hindiistany the takhalluc, name,

place of residence and the name of the teacher of about

150 Rekhtah poets and specimens of their writings, but

not one date. The compilation is wanting in research.

Beginning _ 1*^- <**^ ^^^ ^>

As. Soc. Beng. No. 89, 8vo. of about 300 pp. 13 lines, beautifully

written under the superintendance of the author in 1812. Mr.

Garcin de Tassy has made good use of this book in his Hist, de la

Lit. Hind.

(55) tUi ML-di (H.)

The Nosegay of pleasure being selections of Persian

and Rekhtah poetry by Mannu Lai made in 1 252, the

compiler is still alive and resides in Calcutta, his native

town.

The extracts are arranged according to matter and

divided into seven chapters ii*il?j which are sub-divided

into numerous heads called j The first eight chap-

ters contain Persian poetry, and the seventh, which begins
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in page 395, Re'khtah poetry, the names of the poets are

printed in the margin, in red ink.

Beginning Vlr^ ^^ U& Jb jjj
aJU)

f**y.

Beautifully printed in types, Calcutta 1252=1836 folio 463 pp.

(56)
'

The Rose garden without thorns by the Nawab

tafa Khan Bahadur who has in Rekhtah the takhallu9

of SheTtah and in Persian of /iZasratry, he resides at

Dilly and began to compile this book in 1248 and com-

pleted it in 1250, he was then twenty-six years of age.

It contains about 600 very short biographies in Per-

sian, he seems to have chiefly used the Tadzkirah of

Qasim. It is more correct than most other Tadzkirahs.

Beginning L^-^K-ls ,^+^A*^ (^SS
M

tH4
^r*

M J^-

Lithographed at Dilly, second edition, in 1253=A. D. 1837, 8vo.

383 pp.

(57) e,]^^ (H.)

The Rose garden without autumn by Hakym Sayyid
Gholam Qofob aldyn, whose takhallu9 is Ba/in. His

family was of 'arab-saray which is about five miles south

of Dilly, but his grandfather settled at Agra where he

practised as physician and died in 1259, the author was

born at Agra.

This may be considered a translation of the preceding
Tadzkirah into unintelligible Hindiistany, with some

idiotical remarks.

Beginning (J
^^ c^^c

^'yl^ly! ^^.
Mr. Hall has had the goodness to lend me a copy of this work, large

8vo, about 300 pp. 21 lines.
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(58)

Selections from the most celebrated Hindustany poets,

viz. Walyy, Dard, Sawda, Myr Taqyy Myr, Jorat, Myr
jETasan, Nacyr, Mamnun, Nasikh, Mulchand, Zawq, and

Miimin Khan with a few popular songs andan introduction

on the different kinds of Hindustany verses by Mawlawy
Imam-baksh Cahbayiy, Professor of Persian in the Dilly

College. The author is near sixty years of age and ac-

knowledged the best Persian scholar at Dilly. His other

works will be described in their place. The extracts are

preceded by short biographical notices written in Urdu.

Beginning K J^ L.

Lithographed at Dilly 1844 A. D. 8vo. 273 pp.

(59) jU *-* (H.)

An Anthology from Rekhtah poets without biogra-

phical notices, by Mawlawy Karym aldyn of Dilly who

is now teacher of the Hindustany language in the Agra

College, he may be thirty-five years of age. After the

publication of this book, he edited a kind of periodical

called Uc; jl, containing the poems made by the mem-

bers of a Mosha'arah of Dilly, but it died soon for want

of support. His other literary labours will be mentioned

in their place.

Beginning fc ^&*> *UJy ^*j) j&> Uj^ du.^^^^*^.

Lithographed at Dilly 1261=1845 folio 330 pp. hardly legible.
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(60) \U^ *^> (j\ **& (H.)

A History of Urdu poets chiefly translated from Garciri

de Tassy's Histoire de la lit. Hind, by F. Fallen, Esq.

who is now a teacher in the Agra College and Karym

aldyn with some additions, but also several omissions and

hardly any improvement, the biographies are in Hindus-

tany. For a notice of this book, I refer to Hall's erudite

remarks in the Benares Magazine.

Beginning K &=&^ ^U ^1 ^*M.
Lithographed at Dilly, 1848, 8vo. 504 pp.

(61) (P. H.)

Garden without equal, being Elegant Selections from

Persian and Urdu poets by Mohammad Ibrahym. He
informs us in the preface that Mohammad .Hbsayn had

some time ago published elegant extracts from Persian

poets, and that he requested him to make a new edition,

and this led him to compile this book, which it would

appear embodies the said extracts. The title is a chro-

nogram for A. H. 1265.

The book is divided into two parts the first is called

^.a^UJI Sj^x)
and contains extracts chiefly Ghazals, from

50 or 52 ancient and modern Persian poets, 72 pp., and the

second part contains extracts from 187 Urdu poets with-

out notices of their lives, 249 pp.
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Beginning ^ ^
Lith. at Bombay 1265, 8vo. 19 lines in a page. Executed with

great care, there is an edition of 1266 which has the title of Majma'

alash'ar.*

(P.)

Tadzkirah of Persian poets by Yusof 'alyy Khan who

compiled this work at Murshidabad in 1180 and com-

pleted it in 1 184 and died previous to 1195.

It contains in alphabetical order about three hundred

short biographies of Persian poets from the beginning of

poetry to the author's life-time. He informs us in the

postscript that he intended to add two volumes contain-

ing the history from 'alamgyr to the year 1 184, but it is

very likely that he has not carried out his plans. The

book has no preface. The appendix contains contem-

porary poets who have not been noticed by Arzii. Bg.

^U)ju

Large 8vo. 642 pp. 11 lines, copied in 1213 from a MS. which had

been executed in 1195, this volume came accidentally to hand, after

the preceding sheets had been printed, this is the cause why it has

not been noticed in its place in page 161 before No. 33.

* Besides the Tadzkirahs described in this catalogue, Mr. Hall in an

article in the Journ. As. Soc. Beng. Vol. XVII. p. 542 mentions the

following ones : Majma' alintikhab by Shah MoAammad Kamal (see Journ.

Asiatique Serie IV. Vol. I. p. 1 and Vol. II. p. 361) ; Tadzkirahe Sho'a-

rae Jahangyr Shahy ;
Tadzkirah by Myr Mohammad 'alyy Tirmidzy ;

Tadzkirah by Myr Fakhr aldyn ; Tadzkirah by Abu-1-^Tasan ; Tadzkirah

by Myrza Jawan-bakht Jahandar Shah.
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Contents of the appendix :

A'9af, this is the takhallu9 of ^af-jah (see p. 153 supra). His

forefathers were of Turan, his grandfather, 'abid Khan held

under 'alamgyr the rank of four thousand, and his father Grhaziy

aldyn Khan Fyruz-jang rose under the same sovereign to the rank

of seven thousand, which is the highest rank that is bestowed in

India, ^af-jah was under Mohammad Shah Cubah-dar of the

whole Deccan and died in 1160. He wrote good Persian poetry.

Mohabat-jang, his father was in the service of MoAammad A'tzam

Shah a son of 'alamgyr, and he was in the service of the same prince.

Under Earrokh-siyar his fortunes changed frequently, but in the

beginning of the reign of Mohammad Shah he was appointed Qiibah-

dar of Patna. He died in 1170, of dropsy.

A'lam aldawlah .Hajy Mohammad Khan Bahadur was generally

known by the name of Hajy 'alam : his father came as a merchant to

Patna. A'lam aldawlah was governor of Tirhoot and a patron of

the author of this Tadzkirah, it seems he was alive in 1180.

Kamal aldyn Khan Ahqar a Kashmyry, came after the death of

his father from Dilly to Bengal where he resided in 1180.

Myr Mohammad 'alyy Tajryd, his father was of Yazd, and came

under 'alamgyr I. to the Deccan, where he married the daughter of

Myr Mohammad Shafy' Yazdy. Tajryd was born at Awrangabad in

1116, he studied at Ispahan, and returned about the time of the inva-

sion of Nadir Shah by sea to India. He remained for some time in

the Deccan, and came in 1150 to Bengal. In 1165 he sailed from

Hooghly to Arabia for the sake of making the pilgrimage, and came

back to Bengal in 1169, and in 1180 he resided at Murshidabad and

had written ^K u-*** 3U aJUj ^ <Xj#JLJf

which treats on ascetics y v-ofci^o eL>Ui'l j& aJL*j

Myr Mortadha Haydar, in poetry a pupil of Myr Mohammad
Afdhal Thabit, came to Bengal under Shuja' aldawlah and resides now,

1180, in that province, he has written a Dywan of about 10,000 bayts.

Myr Baqir who has the title of Mokhli9 'alyy Khan and the

takhallu9 of Khorram, is a relation of the late 'alyy Wirdy Khan

and composes Eekhtah and Persian poetry.

Myr Mohammad Taqyy Khiyal a pupil of Thabit came to Bengal
under the late 'alyy Wirdy Khan, and died in 1173, he is the

2 c
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author of the J 1*^ c>^H which is a novel in Persian prose, in fourteen

yolumes.

Faqyh Qa&ib Dardmand, a friend of the author, died in 1179 and

left a Dywan.

Myrza Baqir a son of Aqa Myrza was a Persian by birth, who

came to India during the administration of Mohabat-jang.

Myrza Baqir was born in the Deccan, he was a good physician

and alive in 1180.

'alyy Ibrahym Khan Khalyl.

Myr Mortadha TLdlat died two years ago.

Murshid Quly Khan Rostam-jang Makhmur of Siirat a relation of

the Natzim of Bengal, who sent him as governor to Orissa, subse-

quently he lived at the Court of A^af-jah, and died a few years after

him, he left Eekhtah poetry.

"Wajid has the title of Fakhr altojjar, the pride of merchants, his

ancestors were of Kashmyr, but he was born at Patna, where he

resided in 1180.

Mortadha Quly Khan Firdq was under Mohammad Shah a Mun-

shiy at Billy, towards the end of the reign of AAmad Shah he came

to Bengal where he now, 1180, resides.

Nawab Sayyid almulk Asad Allah Ghalib-jang Ghdlib resides now,

in 1180, at Murshidabad.

jETakym Mohammad Shafy' Khan Forugh of Shyraz came to India,

and was appointed a physician to the emperor, subsequently he was

attached to the governors of Oudh, and about 1160 he came to

Bengal, and now, 1180, he is attached to the Natzim's court.

.ZZajy Afanad 'alyy Qiytimat, an uncle of 'alyy Ibrahym Khan

Khalyl, resides now at Patna.

Sultan Mokarrain Suhdn, a descendant of Abu-U_Hasan king of

/7aydarabad, has travelled much in Arabia and Persia.

Before concluding this chapter I insert an Index to the

Urdu Tadzkirahs. The reader must remember that con-

sistentlywith the plan of the work this is not intended to be

an elaborate biography of Rekhtah poets, but merely a list

of the materials available for such a biography, containing

besides their names and the titles of their works, the
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principal dates. I am therefore not responsible for any
mistakes or repetitions which may occur in the books

indexed. For farther details and critical remarks, I refer

to Garcin de Tassy's Hist, de la Lit. Hind. For the

sake of brevity, I make use of the following abbreviations

in referring to the above Tadzkirahs : A = Qayim see

No. 44 ; B= Gurdezy No. 43 ; C ='alyy Ibrahym No.

45; D= Dzoka No. 50; E=M\x;hafy No. 47; G =
Gulshane Hind No. 49 ; H = Sarwar No. 51 ; J= Shorish

No. 46; K=QasimNo. 52; M=Myr No. 42;
P= Gulshane Be-khar No. 56 ; R= Gulshane Be-khi-

zan No. 57 (I used this book only occasionally, whereas

I made it a rule to abridge all the notices contained in

the other Tadzkirahs) ; T= Tabaqate Sokhan No. 53 ;

V='ishqy No 48. I use the tense which I found in each

Tadzkirah, this being in many instances the only indi-

cation of the time when a poet flourished, though not

always a safe one. It is hardly necessary to say that many
of the persons mentioned in this list have not left a Dywan
nor any other works. I should have omitted them had

I not been in danger to throw away the grain with the

chaff. Such criticism is the duty of the historian.

'abd, 'abd al-RaAym of the Deccan, H. He may be identical with

the 'abd al-RaAym mentioned by M.

'abd al-Barr, M.

'abd Allah nourished previous to the time of Myru Myrza, H.

Garcin de Tassy informs us that 'abd Allah of the Deccan is the

author of a Mathnawy which has the title of (j^Jlar^l^^ and of

which a copy is in the India House in London. I give the verse

which H quotes of him, as it may enable the reader to decide on the

identity of the two poets.

4j

'abid a contemporary of Walyy, his language and style are obso-

2 c 2
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lete, D. He is probably identical with 'abidy the author of a Math-

nawy called ^^ ^*& ( ^5-^ A*AO DoAya Kalby r) mentioned by
Garcia de Tassy.

Abjady author of a Dywan, see 2nd chapter.

Abru, Shaykh Najm aldyn 'alyy Khan, commonly called Shah

Mobarak, was a descendant of Mo7*ammad Ghawth Gwalyary and a

near relation of A'rzti, who used to revise his verses. He was born at

Gwalyar but came early to Dilly ;
for some time he lived at Narnawl

in the Society of Gurdezy's father. He was blind of one eye, and

died previous to 1161, about fifty years of age, M, A, B, G.

Abu-l-JETasan king of Golconda, see Tanashah.

A'9af, A^af aldawlah governor of Oudh. I give here a list of

the governors, (now kings) of Oudh, because most of them were

patrons of Eekhtah poetry, fafdar-jang died on the 17th of Dzii-

1-Aajj, 1167. In the Lucnow Almanack for 1848 and in Prinsep's

Useful Tables, it is said that he died in 1170, but the chronogram
above the eastern entrance to his beautiful Mausoleum five miles

from Dilly, gives the above date, it runs.

<jj^j ow&fj ps.* |jl sS
p$j

<x j\ jjG JU ^AXA.

He waa succeeded by Shuja' aldawlah who died in 1188, then

followed A'af aldawlah who died in 1212. Sa'adat 'alyy Khan a

brother of A'caf aldawlah died in 1229. Ghaziy aldyn .Haydar 'imad

almulk obtained in 1235 the title of king and died in 1242. Na9yr

aldyn .BTaydar d. 1252. Nacyr aldawlah d. 1258. Amjad 'alyy Shah

d. 1263. Wajid 'alyy is now, 1853=1269 A. H. on the throne.

A9ghar, Myr Amjad 'alyy of Agra, a holy man who derived his

spiritual genealogy from 'abd Allah Baghdady, H. He had also the

takhallu9 of Amjad. R paid him two visits and says that he died

and left Persian and Urdu poems. His Urdu Dywan has been

printed at Agra.

A9ghar, Myr A9ghar 'alyy of Mahrerah near Dilly, D. He has

also written Persian poetry. His Dywan is celebrated, K.

'a9im, Nawab Jam9am aldawlah Khan Man9ur-jang of Agra.

'a9imy, Khwajah Burhan aldyn of Dilly composed many mar-

thiyah and died in 1166, A, B. He was descended from Khwajah
'abd Allah A^rar, H. Shorish calls him 'aciy, and says that he was

skilled in chronograms.

'a9iy, Nur Mohammad is a good poet of Burhanpur in the Decean,

B. He is also mentioned by J and V. Garcin de Tassy mentions
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two Mathnawies of 'fyiy on the religious duties of the Musal-

mans, of which a copy, written in 1146 and 1147 is in the Imperial

library at Paris, one has the title of o&oUJ| &e)U. and the other of

'a9iy, Karani 'alyy* ofDilly was a perfectly illiterate man, and kept a

perfumer's shop at Patna. He was a pupil of Myrza Bhuchchu Mdwy.

&9iy is a poet of Eampiir, D, P.

Adab, Gholam Mo^yy aldyn of .ZZaydarabad a pupil of Faydh, E.

Adham /*^ 'abd al-'alyy author of a Mathnawy called &ej*5?

^xa^b Of which a description is contained in Garcin de Tassy, a

copy of it is in the British Museum.

Afaq, Myr Faryd aldyn b. _Baha aldyn of Jalalabad (half way
between Dilly and Saharanpur ?) was a pupil of Eiraq, P. He has

lately left Dilly, D. He was a friend of K.

Afaryn, Shaykh Qalandar-bakhsh of Saharanpur, lives in his native

town, D. He has written a book on the figures of speech under the

title of fS&*J\ MS?, H, P.

Afca&, Shah Fa9y, a pupil of Myrza By-dil, was a darwysh at

Lucnow and died in 1192 at a very advanced age, C. He left a

Persian Dywan.

Afq&h, Agha Jffaydar 'alyy a son of Myrza .Hasan 'alyy Beg of

Lucnow where he now resides, E.

Afdhal, Mo7^ammad Afdhal of Jhanjanah not far from Meerut, a

mystical poet, but without much education
; flourished, it would appear

from Qayim, previous to 'abd Allah Qo^ob-shah (came to the throne

in 1020) . He is the author of a poem called the Story of hardship

tj?^ A-eixj of which there is a copy in the India House in London.

Afgar, Myr Jywan went to Mashhad and remained there attached

to the tomb of Imam Eidha, C.

Afghan, Imam 'alyy Khan of Lucnow, H, D, T. According to C
his name was Alif Khan and he lived in great poverty.

Afear, Gholam Ashraf a son of Gholani Easul and a pupil of Mu9^afy

composed chiefly Marthiyahs, E, H. He is now at Lucnow, D.

Afsar of Moradabad. D says
" I have never met him."

*
According to the rules of Persian grammar we ought to spell Karame

'alyy ; but in proper names which are compounds like this the idhafat is

invariably dropped in Urdu, I also write agreeably to the Urdu pronuncia-

tion and prosody Nawab and not Nowwab.
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Afsos, Myr Shyr 'alyy was first in the service of Nawab IsAaq Khan
the uncle of A?af aldawlah at Lucnow and subsequently of Myrza
Jawan-bakht, and finally he was recommended to Lord "Wellesley

and appointed a Munshiy of the College of Port William. He died

at Calcutta in A. D. 1809. His writings will be mentioned in their

respective places.

Afsos, Myrza Ghafur Beg of Dilly. His ancestors came from

Ttiran. He died some years ago, H.

Afsurdah, Myrza Panah 'alyy Beg of Lucnow composes chiefly

Marthiyahs, T.

Aftab, this is the takhallu9 of the emperor Shah 'alam II. reigned

1173-1221.

Agah, Mohammad Qala& lived at Dilly under the emperor Moham-

mad-shah, B, D. He died a long time ago, H.

A'gah, Ndr Khan a Patan is a clever story-teller, C. Is a pupil

of Shah Waqif, went some time ago to Patna where he entered the

service of Nawab Karym Quly Khan a son of Monyr aldawlah. It is

not known where he now is, V. He may be identical with the following.

A'gah, Myr JJasan 'alyy one of the story-tellers of the king of

Dilly. H says that he was lately appointed to that post, and K
who wrote in 1121, that he still held the office.

A'gha, Myrza Agha Khan of Lucnow is skilled in writing Marthi-

yahs, D, H.

A'ghaz, Munshiy Lachman Narayan was in the service of General

Ochterlony who died about 1826 A. D. H.

Ah, Myr Mahdiy a son of Myr Mohammad, whose takhalluc was

S6z, is a promising young man, V.

Afanad of Guzrat was a contemporary of Walyy of the Deccan,

he knew Sanskrit and Bhaka and wrote some times in Eekhtah, C.

According to M and D his takhallu9 is AAmady, this however seems

to be a mistake.

Afanad, Sayyid Gholam Mo&yy aldyn of JETaydarabad a pupil of

Faydh, E.

Afanad, Sayyid A&mad 'alyy of Sarawah was a well educated and

clever man, he translated the Nal Daman and Zalykha into Eekhtah

verses and left a Eekhtah Dywan, D. He is probably identical with

the author of the Mathnawy called^H^^^ j J^ and of the two Hin-

diistany prose works called LS**>*JJ*> and cf^-J <lj mentioned by

Garcin de Tassy, the latter two were written in 1241 at Faydhabad.
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AAmad, Myrza A^mad Beg a Qazalbash is a good soldier, H, D.

He has latterly given up writing poetry, K.

Afanad, .Hafitz Shaykh Gholam AAmad Akhdnd is a very learned

man, his forefathers were of the Panjab, but he was born at Dilly,

H. According to D his name is Shaykh A^mad.

AAmad, Qan^am Allah a son of In'am Allah Khan Yaqyn was a

soldier by profession, and died in the Eastern provinces (Oudh ?), K.

Afanad, Shaykh AAmad Tar writes Persian and Eekhtah poetry, K.

Shaykh AAmad 'alyy of Dilly a pupil of Myr Kallii .Haqyr, D.

He is probably identical with the preceding.

A&mad, Myrza Afanad 'alyy Khan a son of Fatfi 'alyy Khan is a

promising young man, D.

Afanad, Gholam Afanad 'alyy resides at Burhanpur, H, D.

AAmad-shah familiarly called Basawan, J.

Afanad-shah Bahadur emperor of Dilly J.

AAmady, Shaykh Afanad Warith of Zamanyah near Ghaziypur

nourished in 1196, C, V.

Afonady, Nitzam aldyn, a distinguished calligraph, was born in 1200

went in 1229 to Malabar (Malywar). He is the author of a Persian

and ofan Urdu Dywan. H says that there was an Afanady of Gujrat,

but that he did not know his name.

AAqar, Myrza Jawad 'alyy a Qazalbash was born at Lucnow where

he resided in 1209, he was then about 22 years of age, E, D.

A^san, AAsan Allah a contemporary of Ishtiyaq, Madhmun and

of Abrii whom he imitates. Was dead in 1165, A, B, V.

A^san, Myrza A^san 'alyy (K writes (July instead of 'alyy) was

of Persian descent and a pupil of Myr Dhiya and subsequently of

Sawda, found patrons in Shuja' aldawlah and A^af aldawlah, H. At

present 1215, he is in the service of Nawab Sarfaraz aldawlah at

Lucnow, G. Besides this poet, Myrza AAsan Allah with the takhal-

Iu9 A^san and 'alyy A&san Khan Ahsan who was the Khansaman

of 'umdat almulk are mentioned in V.

A^san, Mohammad Mawla is a poet of the Deccan (^^^ t^x
)j D.

A/tsan, AAsan Allah Khan of Dilly a pupil of K and a friend of

H. He is still, 1852, alive at Dilly.

'ajayib Bay Munshiy, J.

'ajiz, 'arif aldyn Khan visited twelve years ago Dilly, but some

time ago he went to the Deccan, and it is said that he resides at

Burhanpur, M, B. He used to write Kabits, J.
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'ajiz, from M wlio mentions him as well as 'ajiz of Burhanpur, it

appears that he lived at Dilly in 1164 and was given to unnatural

vices. He is probably identical with 'arif 'alyy Khan 'ajiz of Agra
mentioned by C.

'ajiz, Zorawar Singh a Khatry and a grandson of Ray Anand Earn

MukhHc resides at Dilly and writes Persian and Eekhtah poetry.

He is a pupil of Shaykh Nayr aldyn Gliaryb, D, H.

'ajiz, Myr Grholam JQTaydar Khan of Dilly a son of Mohammad

'atzym Allah Khan and a nephew of Mohammad Ja'far Eaghib

Panypaty a relation of H. He is a pupil of Qudrat, and resides at

Patna, D. He died young, Y.

'ajiz, Ulfat Khan of Afghan origin was born at Khiirjah which is

thirty koss east of Dilly, H.

Ajmal, Na^ir aldyn Mohammad, familiarly called Ajmal Mohammad
or Mohammad Ajmal, a son of Shah Mohammad Nacir Afdhaly of

Ilahabad, a pupil of his late brother Grholam Qofob aldyn Mopybat,

is a learned man and writes sometimes Eekhtah verses, J. He has

written several works, V.

Akbar, Shah Bhuchchu or Myan Bhuchchu, a pupil of Hatim, used

to have Mosha'arahs whilst he was at Dilly, H. As long as Mu9^afy
was at Dilly he used to correct Akbar's verses. He has written a

Dywan, the style of it is far-fetched and disfigured by puns, E.

Akbar, Mokarram aldawlah Sayyid Akbar 'alyy Khan Mostaqym-

jang, brother of Jawan-bakht's mother. He died a few years ago, K.

Akbar, Akbar Khan a younger brother of P and a pupil of Mumin
Khan (who fell from the roof of his house and died in A. D. 1852).

Akbar resides at Dilly.

Akhgar, Lalah Tek Chand is treasurer of Myrza Khorram-bakht,

D,H.
Akhtar, Myr Akbar 'alyy of Sirhind a pupil of Mu9^afy and Jorat,

resided at Lucnow, and was in 1209 upwards of 30 years of age.

He had first the takhallu9 of Anjam, E.

'akif was a friend of Sawda, D.

Khwajah Akram of Dilly was a friend of Qayim and embodied the

title of his Tadzkirah into chronogrammatic verses, A, C; V, D.

Alarn, QaM) Myr a son of Khwajah Mohammad Myr, and conse-

quently a nephew of Myr Dard, was in 1194 at Murshidabad and in

1215 at Dilly, G-. He was still alive in 1221, K. According to E

and H he was a son of Myr Dard.
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Alam, Mohammad 'alyy is a pupil of Dzawq, P.

'aliy-jah is the takhallu9 of a son of Nawab Nitzam almulk

Natzar, P.

l

aliy a prince of the imperial house of Duly, and a pupil of

Dzawq, P.

'alym, a Dakhiiy poet with whose circumstances A was not

acquainted.

'alyy, Shah N^ir 'alyy, a very pious man, was born and brought

up at Sahrand near Dilly (H spells Sirhind), he left a Persian Dywan
and some Mathnawies, H.

'alyy, 'alyy Mohammad Khan an Afghan of Moradabad, D.

'alyy, Myrza 'alyy of Lucnow was of Moghol origin and a pupil

of Dywanah, D.

'alyy Jan, familiarly called Bahman of Dilly, a son of Qadhiy
Budhdhan uses his name as his takhallu9, D. He is a young man, H.

'alyy, Myrza 'alyy Quly of Dilly left a short but good Dywan, D.

Amanat, Amanat Ray resided in the Darybah at Dilly, H, P.

Amany, Myr Amany of Dilly son of Khwajah Burhan aldyn

Athimy. C says he died in 1187 and P says in 1177. He wrote

chiefly Marthiyahs.

Amjad, Mawlawy Mohammad Amjad, a pupil of Nitzain Khan

Mu'jiz, was near seventy years of age in 1209, and had written Per-

sian and Eekhtah verses, E, D. According to P he was a son of

Mawlawy Arshad, whose takhallu9 was Arshad (he is the author of a

commentary on the Myna Bazar) and the father of Mawlawy 'abd

al-Rafanan, a friend of P.

Amyn, Myr Mohammad Amyn of the Deccan. H was not able

to obtain any information respecting him.

Amyn, Myr Mo/iamrnad Amyn of Benares is a pupil of Myr
Grholam 'alyy A'zad, D. He went to the Deccan and settled there, K.

I suppose he is identical with the preceding.

Amyn, Khwajah Amyn aldyn, a native of Patna, was of Kashniyry

origin, in 1194 he had been some years in the service of Nawab

Myr Mohammad Bidha Khan Motzaffar-jang, C. His poems which

are very highly spoken of, have been collected in a small Dywan of

G-hazal D, Gr. He was a pupil of Holas Bay IkMdg and left a Per-

sian Dywan, V.

Amyn, Myrza Mo/^ammad Isina'yl of Dilly had first the takhallu?

2 D
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of "Wa^shat, he was first a soldier and then a teacher, D. He was a

friend of D.

Amyn, Amyn aldyn Khan a son of Qadhiy WaAyd aldyn Khan is

the grandfather of the present Amyn of the Calcutta Madrasah,

he died at Benares in 1186.

Amyr, Nawab Mohammad Tar Khan a son of Nawab 'alyy Mo-

Aammad Khan of Afghan origin. He was a good musician and

resided at Tandah. His attention having been directed to Kekhtah

poetry, he invited Soz and Sawda to come to him, but they did not

accept his offers, he then invited Mohammad Qayim who resided

then at Bisawly, and gave him a salary of one hundred Rupees a

month. Besides Qayim he assembled other poets round himself, like

Mu9^afy, Na'ym, Parwanah Moradabady, 'ishrat, and Hakjm Kabyr

Sambhaly. He was also an admirer of paintings and ordered 'aqil

Khan to paint portraits of all celebrated poets and formed an album

of them. The defeat of Dhabitfah Khan by Shah 'alam and the

Mahrattas put a stop to this happy state of things, and he died soon

after 1188, E. According to K he was originally of the Jat caste

and was adopted as son by Dawiid Khan of Moradabad.

Amyr, Amyn aldawlah Mo'yn almulk N^ir-jang, familiarly called

Myrza Medhii (pronounce Mercdhu), a brother of Acaf aldawlah,

held the office of Myr Atishy (i.
e. he was in charge of gun-powder,

fire-works, &c.) at the court of Shah 'alam, he resides now at Lucnow,

H. He seems to have been still alive in 1221.

Amyr, Amyr aldawlah Nawazish Kfcan of Dilly was called .ZTainyd

al-E-aAman Khan he was a pupil of Nitzam aldyn and used to hold

Mosha'arahs in his house at which all poets of Dilly assembled, H.

Amyr, Shaykh Amyr aldyn of JSTarwar where it is said he was for

some time Kotwal, H, D.

Amyr, Amyr 'alyy a Sayyid of Dilly went some time back to the

Deccan, H, D.

Amyr, Sayyid Amyr Allah of Dilly is an amiable young man who

is well versed in astronomy, H. He was a friend of D who calls

him Myan Amyr Allah.

Amyr, Shaykh Amyr Allah of Dilly a pupil of Nacyr is clever in

Bamal, D, P. (It is not unlikely that he is identic with the preced-

ing and that D mentions him twice).

Amyr, Shaykh Amyr-bakhsh a son of .ZZbsayn-bakhsh of Dilly,

holds an appointment at Hatras, E.
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Andoh, Myrzu Ghaftir Beg a Moghol (Persian or Tatar) by origin,

was a soldier by profession, and resided at Dilly, D, H.

A'la, Myr 'alyy of Dilly a son of the late Myr Wilayat Allah

Khan, he was in the service of Shuja' aldawlah of Oudh and C saw

him during the Nawab's wars with the English.

Anjam, Nawab 'umdat almulk Amyr Khan held a high office under

MoAammad-shah. Qayim was much attached to him
;
he was mur-

dered in 1159 and left Persian and Kekhtah poems, A, B, G, H.

He was a descendant of Ni'mat Allah Walyy and composed chiefly

logogriphs, T.

Anwar, Mohammad Mawla of the Deccan. H says that he has

not been able to obtain any information regarding him, from D it

would appear that he was his contemporary.

Anwar, Gholam 'alyy was of Kalpy, C.

Anwar, A'ftab Kay was a writer in a public office, D.

Anwar, "Walyy Mohammad Khan a Shaykh-zadah of Dilly, his

ancestors were Daroghahs of the imperial court of justice (of Dilly),

he writes Persian and Eekhtah poems, more particularly Ghazals, H.

'aqil, Kay Sukh Kay of the Panjab served in the army, composed

a few verses and assisted Qayim much in compiling his Tadzkirah.

'aqil, 'aqil-shah led a roaming life, but was much at Dilly where

he frequently visited E. According to H he was a soldier, but I

suppose that ^5*^** *s a roi^ake for t$^**

'aqydat of Burhanpiir, a contemporary of ]N"awab A'tzam Khan, D.

A'ram, Prem Nath a Khatry lived first at Dilly, but retired subse-

quently during the war to Bindrabun. He was a clever archer and

penman. Left a Kekhtah Dywan of about 2000 verses and some

Persian poetry. H speaks of him as if he had been alive in 1215.

A'ram, Makhan Lai of the Kayet caste was a pupil of Insh Allah

Khan, H.

Aram, Khayr Allah of Sirdhanah an arrow-maker, was much in

the Society of a son of Simroo who had the title of Tzafaryab Khan

and the takhallu9 of
Qa/jib.

A'ram died of cholera at an early age

and previous to 1215.

'arif, Myr 'arif 'alyy of Amrohah lives since some time at Mura-

dabad, he says that he is a pupil of Mu9&afy, P.

'arif, Mohammad 'arif a Kashmyry born at Dilly (C and V call

him Akbarabady, and say that he had a shop close to the Dilly-Dar-

2 D 2
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wazah at Dilly). He was a tailor by profession and in poetry a

pupil of Madhmun and Abru. He died a short time ago, E. He was

a contemporary of Myrii Myrza, E who knew him says, that his

Dywan was arranged after his death by one of his pupils.

'arif, Shah /Tbsayn a Darwysh, who lired at the shrine called Qadam

Sharyf near Dilly, H.

Arman, Shah 'alyy a son of Ja'far 'alyy Hasrat of Lucnow, H. I

have been told that he was Natzir at Alwar and died there.

Arman, Nawab Mojahid-jang of Haydarabad, a pupil of Myr Asad

'alyy Khan, H, D.

A'rzii, Siraj aldyn 'alyy Khan, see p. 133.

Asad, Asad Allah Khan usually called Myrza Nawsha. Hia

ancestors were of Samarqand, he was born at Dilly, H. This is the

same poet who will be mentioned under the takhallu9 of Ghalib.

He is now, 1852, near sixty years of age. His Dywan has been

printed. At present he writes only Persian verses. He is also the

author of a Persian Insha and of a Mathnawy in praise of 'alyy.

Asad, Lala Kyrat Singh, a Khatry of Dilly, was a skilful Mota-

9addiy (writer), he is the author of a short Persian Dywan.

Asad, Myr Amany, a pupil of Sawda, resided first at Dilly, after the

death of his patron Nawab Afdhal Khan he went to Lucnow, and

was murdered on the road at an age of about fifty. He left a thick

Dywan and several Mathnawies among them one on the Pack of

cards **&^ E, H.

Asad, Myr Asad 'alyy of Dilly a pupil of Sawda lives now in

Bengal, V.

As'ad Myrza As'ad-bakht a son of AAsan-bakht and a grandson of

Shah 'alam. It seems that he was alive in 1121, K.

'asas, Shaykh Badr aldyn of Sikandrah (about forty miles east of

Dilly) is the Kotwal of that village, D, H.

Ashfaq, Shaykh Sarferaz 'alyy of Bareilly is a pupil of Myrza

Khany Xawazish JZbsayn, D.

'ashiq, Mahdiy 'alyy Khan (P spells Mahd 'alyy Khan) was of a

noble family of Dilly, having been the grandson of Nawab 'alyy

Mardan Khan. He used to hold for about ten years every Friday

poetical assemblies in his house, at which all poets of Dilly were

present, and among them H and D. He died two years ago, H.

He died four years ago, K. 'ashiq is a most fertile poet having
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written three Urdu Dywans, two Persian Dywans, a Yusof 6 Zalykha,

a JZamlahe jffaydary in Urdti, a Majnun 6 Layla, and a Khosraw 6

Shyryn, and an Urdu Mathnawy in which he describes Lucnow, and

other poems. He is also the author of a Tadzkirah of some poeta

who attended his Mosha'arah, he left in all near 200,000 verses. He
had begun to translate the Shah-namah into Urdu verses, but died

before he had completed it.

'ashiq, Myr Ya^ya familiarly called 'ashiq 'alyy Khan is a poet of

the Deccan B, C, V. In D a poet of this takhallu9 is mentioned

of whom ifc is said that he is of JTaydarabad.

'ashiq, 'alyy A'tzam Khan, a brother of Khwajah MoAtaram Khan

Mohtaram and a pupil of 'isq, V. He is alive, J. He was a friend

of C and died shortly previous to 1195.

'ashiq, Myr Burhan aldyn, a pupil of Myr .Hasan, is a good artist,

C, V, J.

'ashiq, Mohammad Khan of the
(^Jubah

of Narwar, H, P.

'ashiq, Shaykh JNabyy-bakhsh of Agra, a son of Mohammad (JalaA

and a pupil of Natzyr of Agra, P.

'ashiq, Mawlawy Jalal aldyn was a man of learning, who wrote

sometimes poetry, D, H.

'ashiq, Eajah Kalyan Sing Tahawwur-jang, Natzimof the ^Jubah

Behar, a son of Eajah Shitab Kay, wrote Persian and Urdu poetry,

H. He left a Persian Dywan, J.

'ashiq, Bhola Nath of Dilly, a son of Lalah Gopy Mth Pundit, was

Treasurer of Nawab A'tzam aldawlah Myr MoAammad Khan and a

friend of D, he composed Persian and Urdu poetry.

'ashiq, Earn Singh, a Khatry of Dilly, was acquainted with D and

left a Dywan. He died some time ago, H.

'ashiq, Munshiy 'ajayib Eay, C.

'ashiqj-, Agha IZbsayn Quly-Khan, a son of Agha 'alyy Khan, his

ancestors came from Khorasan, he was born at Patna, it is said that

he now, 1252, resides at Lucnow, he is the author of the <3-k* ^xu
in Persian, but as he does not know Arabic he fell into many errors, P

Ashk, is a poet of Eampur of Afghan descent, H, D.

Ashky, Myr Warith 'alyy a son of Shah Kalb 'alyy of Patna a

pupil of V.

Ashky, Myrza Grholam Mo7*yy aldyn, E.

Aslma, Myr Zayn al'abidyn is mentioned by B as a contemporary ;
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K adds that he was usually called Myr Nawdb, and that he was a

son of the Hakym A.$\vJi aldyn Khan, who was equally a distin-

guished man and knew Arzu.

Ashna, Myrza Juggan, a son of EaAmat Allah Khan, was a contem-

porary of D.

Ashna, Maha Sing a Khatry, writes Persian and Eekhtah poetry,

H. He resides at Dilly, D.

Ashraf a contemporary of Walyy, D. A contemporary of Abru, C.

Ashraf, Mohammad Ashraf. D says that he is of the neighbour-

hood of Lucnow and writes good poetry. V says that he formerly

resided at Murshidbad, and was in the service of John Bristow, and

that he did not know what had now become of him. C who quotes

the same verse of him as D, and V says that a poem called ^IJ^ ia

ascribed to him.

Ashraf, MoAammad Ashraf, a son of Imam aldyn of Kandhelah in

the district of Saharanpur, is a well educated young man of about

thirty years of age, J.

Ashraf, #antz Gholam Ashraf of Dilly used sometimes the takhal-

Iu9 of JJafitz, he was a good musician and wrote Persian and Hindu-

stany verses. He was a friend of K and a young man in 1221, and

is probably identical with Ashraf Khan son of TZakym Sharyf Khan

'alamshahy of Dilly mentioned by T.

Ashub, Myr Imdad 'alyy Khan, a son of Myr Eawshan 'alyy Khdn

Eordgh of Dilly, a pupil of Mamnun, P.

Ashuftah, 'atzym aldyn Khan, his sobriquet is Bahory Khan, he is

a soldier by profession, E. He was of Patan origin and a pupil of

Mayil. He used to attend the Masha'arahs of Mahdiy 'alyy Khan,

but subsequently he became a Chishty ascetic and gave up composing

poetry. He gained his livelihood by commerce, H. It would appear

from T that he was alive in 1221.

Ashuftah, jffakym Myrza Eidha Quly Khan was a physician and a

son of the physician Mohammad Shafy' Khan, some say he was of Agra
and others say of Lucnow. He was in 1215, in Calcutta, Gr, H.

Ashuftah, Sayyid Monawwar 'alyy, a native of Dilly, a clever physi-

cian, P. I believe he is alive and resides at Meerut.

'askar 'alyy Khan was of Murshidabad, V.

'askary, Myrza Mohammad 'askary a Moghol (i. e. of Persian or

Tatar origin) of Patna, D. A pupil of Qudrat Allah, H.
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Asyr, Balthasar, a half-caste, is a friend of Tzafar-yab Khan (this

was the title of Soomroo's son). His poems are corrected by Mo-

Aammad Na9yr aldyn JN^yr, D, H.

Asyr, Myr Gulzar 'alyy is now abont forty-five years of age, E.

Asyr, E mentions, besides the above, two other Asyrs (No. 56

and 66) but says that he knows nothing respecting them.

'a#a, Khwajah 'ate (Mohammad 'ate Allah, D.) nourished under

'alamgyr and was a man of bad character, A, J, K.

Atal <JS\ Myr 'abd al-Jalyl, a Sayyid of Belgram, was a descendant

of Abu-1-faraj "Wasity D, K. According to P and E he was of

Billy. Though a great scholar, his Eekhtah verses are humoristic

and in the style of Myrza Zetely. He was a contemporary of Mo-

Aammad 'ate and is the author of Persian and Arabic Qa9ydahs ;
in

Persian he has the takhalhi9 of Wasity.

Athar, /Zbsayn 'alyy Khan is a pupil of Imam-baksh Nasikh, H, P.

Athar, Sayyid Mohammad Myr of Dilly a son of JNTa9r aldyn and

a brother of Khwajah Myr Dard, he was a pious man and given to

(ptifism.
He left a small Dywan and a Mathnawy. K says he died

many years ago, Y.

Athym, Mohammad 'alyy of Gorakpiir, E.

Athimy, Sayyid Burhan aldyn of Dilly composed chiefly Marthiy-

ahs, V.

Atish, Myrza Gholam IZbsayn b. Myrza Karym Allah Beg a pupil

of Tapish is the author of a treatise on Prosody and of one on rhyme.

He is now at Murshidabad, V.

Shah Mohammad A'tzam of Sandhelah was first a soldier, but

lead subsequently a retired life at Muradabad. He composed Persian

and Eekhtah poetry, but did not commit it to paper.

A'tzam, Mohammad A'tzam, son of a druggist of Lucnow, had an

appointment at the court of A'9af aldawlah, C. He died young, V.

A'tzam, A'tzam Khan of Afghan origin resides at Dilly and is a

pupil of Shah Mohammad Na9yr, H, D.

A'tzam, Myr A'tzam 'alyy is a young man and resides at Lucnow,

he is a pupil of Na9yr and has visited Dilly, D.

A'tzam, Myrza A'tzam 'alyy Beg held an appointment at Ilahabad

and is about sixty years of age. He is a pupil of A'tish, E. He
resides now, 1853, at Agra.

A'tzam, Munshiy A'tzam 'alyy teacher of Persian in the College
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of Agra, E. He is very old and resides now, 1853, at Agra,
he has made a free translation of the Sikandernamah into Urdu

verses, and also a Mathnawy in the style of that of Jalal aldyn

Etimy.

A'tzam, A'tzam 'alyy Khan a son of Sayyid Qalandar 'alyy is an

old poet, H, D.

Atzfary, Mohammad Tzahyr aldyn Myrzd 'alyy-bakht familiarly

called Myrza Kalan Gurgany, N.

Atzhar, Gholam Mo^yy aldyn resided at Dilly and was a pupil of

.Hbsayn Sarwary and Myr Earzand 'alyy, he supported himself by

teaching, H. According to D and K he was a son of Sarwary.

Atzhar, Khwajah Atzhar resided in old Dilly and was in the

service of the late Nawab 'imad almulk, who was then Wazyr, D.

He died many years ago, H.

Atzhar, Myr Gholam 'alyy of Dilly, a pupil of the late Shams

aldyn Faqyr Maftun, resided some time at Murshidabad, but as he

was a conceited man and had a whimsical temper, he could not go on

there, he went to Patna and died in 1192. He was a good Persian

scholar, C, D, V.

'atzmat, Shaykh 'atzmat Allah was first a soldier and subsequently

a teacher, D. In K. the takhallu9 is spelled ^mat.

'atzmat, Myr 'atzmat Allah Khan a son of Myr 'izzat Allah Khan
Jadzb born at Bareilly travelled in Bokhara, &c. and resides now at

Dilly, P. I am told he died about 1842.

'atzym, Myrza Zayn al-'abidyn of Patna is a good poet, D.

'atzym was a young man in the army, M met him at Awnlah. V
mentions Mohammad 'atzym and says that he was a pupil of Sawda,

and that he lived formerly at Farrokhabad and now at Dilly. It ap-

pears from C that he was at Dilly as early as 1195. He is evident-

ly identical with Mohammad 'atzym 'atzym who is mentioned by
D and K, and who was familiarly called Shah Jhulan and was a very

pious man and wrote e^^* j ^J^ and other Eekhtah Mathnawies.

'atzym, Myrza 'atzym Beg (E spells A'tzam Beg) a native of

Dilly, his ancestors were of Kabul. E who knew him says, that he

was a conceited young man. He was a pupil of Shah jffatim and

Sawda and was dead in 1221 and left a Dywan, K, D, H.

Awarah, Myr Mohammad Qasim a brother of Zayn al'abidyn AshnA

and a brother-in-law of B.
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Awbash, Shaykh Amyr alzaman Bijnawry a Shaykh-zadah of Luc-

now and a pupil of Mi^afy, E, D.

Awj, 'abd Allah of Sirdhanah near Myrath (Meerut), H.

Awla, Myr Awlad 'alyy a Sayyid of Barh, C, V.

Awliya, Myr (Myrza, J) Awliya of Mohan near Lucnow, it is said

he lives now in Bengal, V. He resides at Murshidabad, J.

'ayan, Sayyid Ghalib 'alyy Khan was one of the Sayyids of Gurdez

and a son of Sayyid 'ewadh Khan
;
he was for some time Nayib or

vice-governor of Lahor under Myr Mannu and fought against AAmad

Khan Abdaly, D, K.

'ayan is the takhallu9 of a young man in the army, D.

'ayn, Shaykh Mo'yn aldyn, J.

'aysh, Myrza .Hbsayn Eidhayiy (H spells Eidha), a pupil of Myr
Soz, is a promising but conceited young man, J, E. Resided at

Lucnow, D, H.

'aysh, Myrza Mohammad 'askary of Dilly, a son of Myrza 'alyy

Naqyy who was for some time Nawab JZbsayn Quly Khan's governor

of Jahangyr-nagar (Dacca), 'aysh was a friend of C and resided

mostly at Murshidabad where he held an appointment, C, G. He
died in Bengal, V.

'aysh, Amyr Khan of Dilly has lately taken to writing poetry, D.

'ayshy, Talib 'alyy b. 'alyy-bakhsh Khan resides at Lucnow and is

a pupil of Muc^afy and Myrza Qatyl, he wrote 10,000 verses in Urdu

and 16,000 in Persian, besides several Mathnawies, D, H. 'ayshy

occurs also in V and it is said that he had written a Mathnawy, but

his name is not mentioned.

'ayyash, Khayaly Earn of Dilly a pupil of Nacyr aldyn Na$yr, D.

Was alive in 1221, K.

'ayyash, Grholam Jylany Khan ('abd al-Qadir is meant by Jylany)

familiarly called Myr Bakhshii or Myan Bakhshu, son of Nawab

Ghaziy aldyn Khan 'imad almulk, D and K who knew him.

'ayyash, Myrza 'abbas 'alyy Beg of Moghol (Persian or Tatar)

origin is a poet of the Deccan, D. In H the takhallu9 is spelled 'abbas.

'ayyash, Myr Ya'qub of Lucnow writes chiefly Marthiyahs, P.

A'zad, Mohammad Fadhil a poet of the Deccan, led the life of an

ascetic, B. Garcin de Tassy says that he left a Mathnawy called

Tzafar-ndmah on the victories of Mohammad .Hanyf.

Azad, Myr Faqyr Allah (Faqr Allah, V) an ancient poet, his poema

2 E
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are in the mouth of the people, D, P. He was of .Haydarabad, and

Y had heard that he had visited Dilly with Firaqy Dakhany.

Azad, Khwajah Zayn al'abidyn flourished under Mohammad Shah, V.

Azad, Myr Motzaffar 'alyy (Tzafar 'alyy, K) of DiUy. 'alyy

Ibrahym came often in contact with him at Murshidabad. G-arcin de

Tassy ascribes to him a work on amulets. If he has no other authority

than for doing so, he read^^ f?[)
instead of Ij^^j^j** *

p*b

*i* "I have frequently seen the said Myr." He died in Bengal, V.

Azad, Shaykh Amyr aldyn of Bareilly a pupil of Grholam 'alyy

'ishrat, D, P. Azad, Shaykh Asad Allah, E.

A'zadah (Azad, E), Earn Singh was blind. He used to visit the

Mosha'arahs of Mahdiy 'alyy Khan, and made Eekhtah and Persian

verses, H. He died on his way to Lahor, D.

Azurdah, Mawlawy (padr aldyn Principal (^dr Amyn at Dilly, P.

He is now, 1853, upwards of seventy years of age. In the biography

of Sawda P says that adr aldyn has written a short Tadzkirah of

Urdu poets, though the author of this catalogue is intimately ac-

quainted with him he has never seen it.

'azyz, Shah 'azyz Allah was a sublime poet, B.

'azyz, Mohammad 'alyy of Dilly a descendant of Shaykh Salym

Chishty is a teacher, D.

'azyz, Bhikary Lai a Sry Basath Kayeth and a pupil of Myr Dard

was born at Dilly, his family was of Jawnpiir (Jodhpur, D), formerly

he was in the service of the emperor. He writes very elegant prose,

and it is said that he resides at Ilahabad D, H. In V his name is

spelled Bhikary Das.

'azyz, Mawlawy 'azyz Allah a son of Molla Mobarak and a descen-

dant of Wa^yd aldyn Chilian left a Persian Dywan and composed

occasionally Eekhtah verses, J.

'azyz, Shyu Nath of Dilly, P.

'azyz, Simbhu Nath is a Mahajan or merchant of Dilly, D.

'azyz Allah of the Deccan, J. H.

Babar was a contemporary of Abru, D.

Babar 'alyy, Babar 'alyy Shah of Dilly a disciple of Myr Mo^am-

mady is alive. On the 13th and 29th of every month a party of

singers assemble, in his house, and many people are present, D, K.

Bahadur, Eajah Beny Bahadur a Eajah of Behar, H. He is the

father of Parwanah, P.
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Bahadur, Eajah Earn Pandit is a brother of Eajah Daya Earn

Pandit, D. He used also to write in the dialect of ladies, K.

Bahadur, Bahadur Singh a Kayeth of Dilly is a pupil of jEZatim,

some time ago he has gone to Bareilly, D.

Myr Bahadur 'alyy of Dilly a soldier by profession, I have heard,

says J, that he has lately been killed. He was rather an admirer of

poetry than a poet.

Bahar, Tek Chand of Dilly, a friend of B, is the author of several

works, among which B mentions the Persian Dictionary called

f^ j 1^ in which he points out several errors of Arzii and other

Lexicons, and the oj^ jUkjt C says that he travelled in Persia,

it seems that he was dead when C wrote.

Bahjat, Mawlawy 'abd al-Majyd studied at Dilly and possessed

considerable learning, D. He was a pupil of Mawlawy Mohammad

JSismil, K. BaAr, I know nothing regarding him, says P.

Bakhshy, jEfosayn-bakhsh of Agra is a merchant by profession, D.

Bala, EaAm Easul of Narerah, his ancestors were of Belgram and

descended from Shah Barakat, D.

Balygh, Mawlawy #ajy Qudrat Allah of O'ldhan ^A*^jl in the

Diiab, a fertile Persian and Urdu poet, D.

Banjhya or Banjhy nourished under Mohammad Shah, he was a

Mokhannas but a good poet, D. In C he is called Shah Banjhyah.

It is not certain whether he was a Hindu or a Musalman, K.

Baqa, Shaykh Mohammad Baqa Allah Khan a son of the calli-

graph J3antz Lutf Allah of Agra resides at Lucnow and is a pupil

of Makyn, C. Had formerly the takhallu9 of Ghamyn and wrote

also Persian poetry, E was a friend of his, and according to his

statement he was alive in 1209 and resided at Lucnow. V too says

that he was alive when he wrote, but according to G he died in 1206.

Baqir, Myr Baqir 'alyy of Samanoh resides at Dilly and is a bro-

ther of Myr Farzand 'alyy, he writes chiefly Marthiyahs, K.

Barakat, Barakat Allah Khan resides at Kotanah and has a

pension from Zeb alnisa Begam, he writes chiefly Persian verses, D.

Barakat, Sayyid Barakat 'alyy Khan of Khayrabad is a most amiable

and talented man, D. Was appointed by General Ochterlony as

Mokhtar of the Eajah of Patyalah, P, K.

Barq, Qadhiy MoAammad Najm aldyu, E.

2 E 2
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Barq, Myrza Khoda-bakhsh Bahadur is a prince of the house of

Dilly, Nayr corrects his verses, D.

Barq, Bhagwan Dat of Lucnow called himself a pupil of Nayr, D.

Barq, Myan Shah Jyii^ (Myan Shah Jy, K) a pupil of Gholam

Hamdany Mufhafy.

Bashyr, Myr Basharat 'alyy went from Dilly to Lucnow and

became the pupil of Mamnun, E. Died at Murshidabad, D. Others

say he died on the road back to Dilly.

Bashyr, Sayyid Mohammad 'alyy was police Daroghah at Coel and

died in 1263. His father Qadir-baksh was a great 9 ufy> ne was ^

Dilly, but resided for some time at Salawn in Oudh, R.

Basytf, Lalah Anand Sarup is Ta^yldar at or near Benares, E.

Bayan, Khwajah A^san Allah is a native of Agra and a pupil of

Myrza Matzhar, A, B, J. He resided at Dilly and left a Dywan, C.

He went some time ago to the Deccan where he holds an appoint^

ment, E, G-. According to D, K, and T his name is A^san aldyn

Khan, and he was originally a Kashmyrian but born at Dilly. He is

now at Zfaydarabad, where he holds an appointment and is the author

of a Mathnawy called A/olJ -&*, D. He was a pupil of K who calls

his Mathnawy **li *^^.

Bazzaz, /Tosayn-bakhsh is a shop-keeper of Agra, P.

Be-bak, Myr Najaf 'alyy a Musawy Sayyid of Arabia is originally

a native of Coel, but resides since nine years at Dilly, E. He was a

good physician, P.

Be-charah, M and J who mention him do not know his name,

He was a poet of the Panjab, D, H.

Be-dar, Munshiy Besawan Lai a pupil of Matzhar died at an

advanced age at Patna and left a Persian Dywan, V.

Be-dar, Myan (Myr C, Shaykh K) MoAammady, A. He was a

friend of Myr Dard and left a Dywan, C. In V are two poets of

this takhallu9 and nearly the same name, one is Myr Mo^ammady
of Dilly a pupil of Dard, and the other MoAammady-shah a dis-

ciple ^J^ * of Fakhr aldyn, he resided at Agra and died in 1212

and left a Persian and Urdu Dywan. Besides these two, V has

a third Be-dar whose name is Myr Mohammad 'alyy, it appears

however from E who knew him, that he is identical with Myr

Mo/aammady, and perhaps also with Myan Mo^ammady. He resid-

* I translate Muryd invariably by disciple.
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ed before he went to Agra in the 'arab-saray near Dilly. D gives

the following account of him, Shah Mo^ammady of Agra wrote

Urdu and Persian poetry, in Persian he was a pupil of Mortadha

Quly Khan Firaq who was a native of Persia, and in Urdu he was a

pupil of Myr Dard and JTatim, for some time he lived in the 'arab-

saray, but subsequently he returned to his native town and died

there. In Qiifism he was a disciple of Fakhr aldyn. In B and T

he has equally the name of Myr Mohammad 'alyy.

Be-dar, Grholam Saydar born at Dilly brought up at Lucnow, D.

Be-dil (By-dil), Myrza 'abd al-Qadir has written a Persian Dywan
of 50,000 and several Mathnawies. Was when young in the service

of Prince Mohammad A'tzam Shah, subsequently he lived in retire-

ment, he wrote only very few Uekhtah verses, M.

Be-dil, Khwajah Gholam JZbsayn a pupil of JZafitz 'abd al-Rafanan

Khan I\isdn, B,.

Be-hdsh, Shaykh Dydar-bakhsh of Agra is a schoolmaster, D.

Be-hdsh, Myr 'abd al-B/ashyd of Shikarpur where he is a teacher, D.

Be-jan, Shyti Singh a Khatry of Dilly is strong in the various

kinds of divination, D. He died two years ago, K.

Be-jan, Zdrawar Khan of K61 (Coel), H.

Be-jan, 'azyz Khan a Rohela, E met him at Awnla.

Be-kal, Sayyid 'abd al-Wahhab is of Dawlatabad and a pupil of

'uzlat, B. He was acquainted with C who met him at Murshidabad.

Be-kas, Myrza Mohammad resides at Patna, his ancestors were of

Persia, he has written a very good Persian Dywan, D.

Be-kas, Myr Imam-bakhsh of Dilly a poor man, was attached to

the Mosque, which is not far from the Ajmyry Darwazah, D.

Be-khabar, Mohammad Beg a Moghol of Khayrabad has lately

taken to poetry, D.

Be-khabar of Lucnow is a pupil of Nur alislam Mantzar, D.

Be-khud, Narayan Das a Mahajan (merchant) of Dilly, a pupil of

Hidayat and Thana Allah Khan Firaq and a friend of D. According

to H who has seen him, he was a pupil of Myr Dard, T informs us

that he was Amyn in the Magistrate's Court at Meerut.

Be-Khwab, P and B. do not know his name.

Be-nawa of Sunam came to Dilly in the beginning of Mohammad
Shah's reign and described in a Mokhamrnas the riot of the shoe-

makers of Dilly, which took place at the Juma' masjid on account of the
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murder of one of their number, which was committed by a rich jeweller

of the name of Subkaran Das, A, M. He was a pupil of .Hasrat, V.

Be-nawa, Maqbul-shah of Dilly, a disciple of Eafy' aldyn (who is

alive), leads the life of a Qalandar, he is a pupil of 'ishq, D.

Be-qarar, Khwajah Katzim a son of 'alyy A'tzam Khan is alive and

Fidwy is his instructor, J. In D is a Myr Katzim JZbsayn Be-qarar

of Dilly a pupil of Na9yr, and a cousin of Nawab Sayf aldawlah

Eadhyy Khan alabat-jang and a Myrza Katzim JEfosayn Be-qarar of

Dilly equally a pupil of Nacyr, and like the preceding a contemporary
of D. I suppose all these are one and the same man. As no order

or arrangement is observed in D, it is not surprising that he should

have entered the same name twice. H spells Myr Katzim .Hasan

and says he is a young man, and K calls him Myr Mamrii.

Be-qayd, Sayyid Eadhayil 'alyy Khan of Dilly a son of Myr Mo-

hammad 'alyy Khan was iibahdar of Thatah under Mohammad-

shah and left an erotic Mathnawy of about 500 verses, C.

Be-rang, Dilawar Khan, a soldier by profession, died some years ago,

B. He was a pupil of Yak-rang and had first the takhallu? of Ham-

rang, V.

Be-tab, Mohammad Ism&'yl a pupil of Yak-rang died young, pre-

vious to 1168 by a fall from his horse, A, B, V.

Be-tab, Shah Mohammad 'alym of Ilahabad a brother of Qadhiy

Mofakhkhar and a learned man nourished under Shah-'alam, C. In

V is Shah 'alym Allah Be-tab, and it is said that he may possibly be

identical with Myr Mohammad 'alym.

Be-tab, Myr MoAammad 'alyy, J who mentions him says that he

knows nothing of his life. He is probably identical with the preceding.

Be"-tab Mohammad 'alym ('alym aldyn, D) of Ilahabad has a very

high opinion of his own poetical talents, and most young poets have

their verses corrected by him, D, H. If he was alive when D and

H wrote he cannot be identical with the Be-tab of C.

Be-tab, Myr Madan of Dilly was of a good family and held at

Murshidabad under Siraj aldawlah the appointment of Bakhshy

(Pay-master of the forces). He was killed in battle, V, J.

Be-tab, Shaykh Khayr aldyn of Agra a pupil of Mujrim, D.

Be-tab, Sayyid Kalb 'alyy of Patna, a son of Eaydh 'alyy, a brother

of Shah Kamal 'alyy Kamal, he wastes his time in attempts to find

the elixir of life, V.
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Be-tab, Khoda-wirdy Khan of Dilly a brother of Eangyn and a

pupil of Mamniin is a soldier-like man, D. He was a friend of H.

Be-tab, 'abbas 'alyy Khan of Eampur, a son of Nawab 'abd al'alyy

Khan Hved long at Lucnow, but it is now some years that he

resides at Dilly, D, P.

Be-tab, Shaykh Walyy Allah is a teacher at Panypat, D.

Be-tab, Myrza Kallu Bahadur is a prince of Dilly, D.

Be-tab, Sewak Earn is a fair poet, D.

Be-tab, Bahadur Singh of Bareilly writes sometimes poetry, D.

Be-tab, Santokh Eay was a contempory of Qayim, A, C.

Bhed, Myr Myran had the title of Sayyid Nawazish Khan, he was

a son of the Persian Ambassador Sayyid Mortadha Khan, D.

Birishtah, Myan Mosharraf (Myan Sharaf aldyn, K) of Dilly is

a young man and a pupil of 'atzym aldyn Ashuftah, D.

Bismil, Sayyid Jabbar 'alyy of Chunar resided long at Patna, C
met him in 1196 at Benares. V spells the name of the birth-place

of Bismil S;
1

-^, it seems not to be identical with Chunar which is

known for its fortress. H speaks of him as if he was still living.

Bismil, A, M, B and C are unacquainted with his name or cir-

cumstances.

Bismil, Myrza Bhuchchu Beg of Dilly a pupil of Sawda was of

Moghol (Persian or Tatar) origin and a soldier by profession ;
he

left a good Dywan, D. Perhaps he is identical with the Bisniil of

A, M, B, C.

Bismil, Gada 'alyy Beg resides at present at Faydhabad, and is

the author of a Mathnawy called **l* ^jH* (the white ant book) C.

Bismil, Sydy jffamyd b. Bilal Mohammad Khan of Patna is one

of the Sydies (Negroes) of Monyr aldawlah, he probably resides

now in Bengal, V.

Bismil, -Hafitz JZafytz Allah a schoolmaster at Dilly is a pupil of

Na9yr, D.

Bismil, Mawlawy MoAammady, familiarly called Myan aMb is a

learned Mawlawy, that is to say he has read the usual Arabic

school-books and has written a Persian and Urdu Dywan, and two

or three small Urdu Mathnawies chiefly on questions of law, D.

He translated the Jy$ cj;
1^ and the w^* (-^ and compiled a

book on grammar garf in tabular form and called it v^j-axfl f^j**.

Besides this he wrote several elementary treatises for a boy of the

name of Ilahy-bakhsh of whom he was very fond, K.
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Bunyad, it is said that he is of Lucnow and a pupil of Mi^afy, D.

Bymar of Muradabad is a young man who has not much practice

in writing poetry, he is mentioned by T who was his friend, and puts

him into the chapter on Persian poets.

aba a pupil of Myr Dhiya aldyn Dhiyd of Patna, D.

9 aba, Myrza Eajah Shankar Nath a son of Myrza Eajah Earn

Nath Dzarrah, D says that he is his friend. He was a pupil of Myr
Taqyy Myr, K.

aba, Lalah Kanjy Mai a Kayeth of Lucnow (of Fyrdzabad P)

his ancestors were of Fyrozabad (not far from Agra), he died at the

age of twenty-five years, and left a short Dywan, E.

abay of AAmadabad, M, J.

9abir, Myrza gabir, E.

Qabir Shah of Dilly was a contemporary of Mohammad Shah and

a pupil of Fidwy, D. But, according to E, Myrza Fiday Beg Fidwy

was his pupil.

abr, Myrza Grholam .Hbsayn Beg (JZbsayn Khan, E) a Kashmyry

of Dilly is a son of -Hakym Bu 'alyy Khan and a pupil of Myr 'izzat

Allah 'iskq, D.

^abr, Myr Mohammad 'alyy of Faydhabad composes chiefly

Marthiyahs, C.

adiq, Myr Qadiq 'alyy is a son of the Fawjdar Khan (i.
e. the ele-

phant leader) of Shah 'alam. Qadiq fills the same office under Salay-

man-shikoh, E. He is a pupil of Insha Allah Khan, H.

5adiq, Myr Ja'far Khan of Dilly, a grandson of Myr Sayyid

Mohammad Qadiry who was a Saint and is buried near Dilly, adiq

died in the east (Oudh) and left a work called isj**** ^***^tf, C.

Jadiq, Myr ^adiq 'alyy Khan a young man of Patna holds an

office in the medicine-shop of the king of Dilly, K.

Qadiq, Qadiq 'alyy Shah familiarly called JEfaydary resides at

Farrokhabad, K.

Qadiq, Prince Myrza Mohammad is a relation (i. e. son-in-law) of

Shah 'alam, K.

(Jafa,
Mannii Lai a Kayeth of Lucnow and a pupil of Mu^afy.

Qafa, name not known, D. E mentions Mirza Naththan Cafd.

^afdar, Myr ^afdar 'alyy of Jaypur (Sunypat, P, E) where he

holds an appointment, K.

Qafdary //aydarabady is an ancient poet, C.
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(pafdary of Patna was a good Persian poet and a contemporary of

^af-jah, he died at Dilly, J.

Qafdary, Myr Qadiq 'alyy, a son of Myr Qaraar aldyn Minnat and

a younger brother and pupil of Myr Nitzam aldyn Mamniin, is

a young man, K, D. He was killed when young, P.

Qafiy, Myr Matzhar 'alyy of Behar, a pupil of Myrza MoAammad
Fakhir Makyn, writes chiefly Persian poetry, J.

Qafiy,
Lalah Budh Sen used to earn his livelihood by instructing

children and died shortly ago, E.

Qafyr, Jan Khan, E.

aMb, a son of Somroo has the title of Motzaffar aldawlah Mom-
taz almulk Nawab Tzafar-yab Khan Bahadur JN^rat-jang, holds some-

times assemblies of poets in his house, D. He was a pleasant man but

a great scoundrel, K. He was a pupil of Khayraty Khan Dilsoz, P.

an ancient poet who left a Dywan, P.

ib, Amat al-Fatimah Begam familiarly called aMbjy, P.

Qiran is a comical poet of Lucnow, V. Is the author of a

very obscene Dywan, K, D. His name was Imam 'alyy Eidhawy
and he was of Belgram, T, P.

Myan 'abd al^amad of #aydarabad a pupil of Faydh, E.

, Amyr alomara 5am9am aldawlah is dead, B. He was

familiarly called Khwajah Mohammad 'atzym and was an Amyr
of Farrokhsiyar, C. Though he was apparently the Amyr alomara

of Mohammad Shah he was in reality his Wazyr, he fell in the war

against Nadir Shah, J.

Qani', Nitzam aldyn A/jmad of Belgram resided chiefly at

Murshidabad and Calcutta and died after 1195, he left a Persian

Dywan, G, C.

Qawab, Shaykh Mo/iammad Ashraf of Ghaziypur a pupil of Mu9yb
of Ilahabad is a young man, J.

Qayyad, Myrza Gholam .Hasan is a pupil of Myr 'izzat Allah

'wfy, D.

Champa was a servant woman of Nawab Tlosam aldawlah, K.

Chanda, Mah-laqa a dancing woman at jSaydarabad is very hand-

some and has written a Dywan which has been revised by Sher

Mohammad Khan Ymdn, D. Garcin de Tassy informs us that there

is a copy of her Dywan in the East India House Library which she

herself presented to Capt. Malcom on the 1 st of October, 1799.

2 F
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Chawgdn, Bahar 'alyy Shah of Dilly, D.

Chawgan of the south (Deccan) is a good poet, D.

idq, Mohammad iddyq ^ -Haydarabad, a pupil of Myan

Faydh, E.

5on'at (in one copy of B is
Qifat), Moghol Khan (Moghol Jan,

V) is a relation of the Nawab Mtzam almulk A^af-jah B, J.

on'at, Karyin aldyn (Myan Karym Allah, E,) of Muradabad is a

goldsmith, P.

Dagh of .Gaydarabad a pupil of Faydh, E.

Dagh, Myr Mahdiy (IVlyr Mo&ammady, E) had first the takhallu9

of Ah, he was a son of Myr Sdz and died young, E.

Dana, (Myr, D) Fadhl 'alyy of Billy usually called Shah Dana is

a pupil of Madhmiin he is (or was) in the service of the emperor

A, B. Subsequently he entered the service of Siraj aldawlah of

Bengal, now, 1194, he has retired from employment, C. He left a

Dywan but it seems to be lost, D.

Dara, Myrzd Dara-bakht a Eoyal prince of Dilly has a great pre-

dilection for poetry, D.

Dard, Khwajah Mohammad Myr of Dilly, a son of Khwajah Na^ir

who is one of the greatest Shaykhs (Saints) of our age. Dard is the

greatest poet of the age, he was formerly in the army, but he has

given up that profession on the advice of his father and he now

leads the life of a Devotee. Besides a Dywan he has written a treatise

on Ciifism called oi^ &Uj, A, B. When during the fall of Dilly

everybody fled from that city, Dard remained in poverty contented

with his lot, he died in 1202, G. He died in 1196, M. He died last

year, E. He died on Thursday, the 24th of yafar, 1199, P. He
also left a Persian Dywan, K. The takhallu9 of Dard's father was

'andalyb, P. Dard's father was familiarly called Shah Gulshanandis

the author of the *-*J*'^
.410, Dard died in 1195, the following is a

chronogram on his death ^j^y t^/ ^" ^L*^ another chronogram

made by Hidayat Allah is v^3r/0^ I0ki-
*j IjUj.** ^ (& ^A. (this

gives 1199), T. Other biographers say that he was a disciple of

Shah Gulshan meaning Shaykh Sa'd Allah.

Dard, (Sayyid, K) Karam Allah Khan is a nephew of Nawab

Amyr Khan Anjam, A, B. Fell in battle against the Mahrattas

under A7imad Shah, C.

Dardmand, Karym Allah Khan a relation of 'umdat almulk flou-
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rished under Shah 'alam, P. It appears to me that this poet is

identical with the following.

Dardmand, (Myr, D) Mohammad Fakyh a pupil of Matzhar has

some time ago removed to Bengal, he is the author of a Saqiy-namah,

B. His ancestors were of the Deccan and he was born there but

brought up at Dilly, he died at Murshidabad in 1176 and left a good

Persian Dywan, G-. In H is, besides this, a Dardmand of the Deccan

who has lately visited Dilly, but both are pupils of Matzhar and

probably identical.

Darwysh, Shah 'alyy of Dilly a pupil of Mamnun, his father was

a Faqyr and he follows the same profession, K.

Dawiid, a pupil of 'uzlat, B. Myrza Dawud Beg flourished under

Mohammad Shah, C. J has two poets of this takhallu9, the name

of the one who is the pupil of 'uzlat is Dawiid Beg, he does not

mention the name of the other, but he says of him that he is at Dilly.

Dayim, Dayim 'alyy was at Calcutta and is mentioned by Beny

Narayan.

Dhab, Myr .Hasan Shah is a poet of Lucnow, K.

Dhafak, Myr Gholam .ZZbsayn, the father of Myr JSasan is a

humoristic poet and resides now, 1196, at Faydhabad, C, J. It seems

that he was dead when V wrote.

Dhamyr, Hidayat 'alyy Khan of Dilly, had the title of Na^yr

aldawlah Bakhshy almulk Asad-jang Bahadur, he went to Patna and

died at Hosaynabad, C, V.

Dhamyr, Nadzyr aldyn was an excessively avaricious man and

given to opium eating, T.

Dhamyr, Shaykh Madary of Agra, a pupil of Mohammad TValyy

Na9yr and of Be-dar, K.

Dhamyr, Granga Das, a Kayeth, resided at Dilly, he was in Eekhtah

a pupil of Mohammad Na9yr, and in Persian of Myrza Mohammad

'isq, K. He knows also Sanskrit, D. He died some time ago, H.

Dhamyr, Ttikor Das, J.

Dhaygham, Mawlawy Qhadhanfar 'alyy a son of Mawlawy JTaydar

'alyy of Lucnow, E.

Dhiya was an ancient poet of Afanadabad, D.

Dhiya, Myrza Dhiya-bakht Bahadur is a son of the late Myrza

Farkhundah-bakht, K, H.

Dhiya, Myr (Myan, J) Dhiya aldyn of Dilly was a contemporary of

2 F 2
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Sawd, when he went to Lucnow he had many pupils. In 1196 he

came to Patna, C, G. He spent the evening of his life at Murshi-

dabad and left a Dyw&n, Gr. About forty years ago he settled at

Patna and he died there, V. T mentions besides this another Dhiya

aldyn who was given to love and drinking.

Dhiya, a poetess, H.

Dhiya, Shaykh Walyy Allah of Dilly, E.

Dil, Shaykh Mohammad 'abid of Patna is a brother of Joshish,

GK He was a friend of C and sent him extracts from his Dywan,
which according to J had about 2000 verses. V says he died at

Patna and left a treatise on Eekhtah Metric called c^^l U*Jj*

(the awkwardness of the use of the article with Hindy, leads me to

suppose that the title is a chronogram for 1174.)

Dil, Shah ~Faih Mohammad, a physician, was a contemporary of

A'bru, and a grandson of the Saint Mo/*ammad of Grwalyar, C. He
was a native of Agra, but resided at Faydhabad, V.

Dil, Nawab 'imad almulk, a grandson of Nitzam almulk has every

good quality which man can possess, J.

Dil, Grholam Moctafa Khan of Dilly, a son of Gholani Mo&yy

aldyn Khan, D. He is dead, H.

Dil, Mawlawy Shams aldyn of Dilly is a pious man, D, K. From

P it would appear that he was dead in 1250.

Dil, Be'ny Prashad, a Kayeth is of Patna, K. In D his name is

Deby Prashad, and it is said that he is a young man. In H is a

Deby Prashad Dil of Dilly, and one of Murshidabad. P mentions

only Deby Prashad Dil of Murshidabad.

Dil, Madhoram of Farrokhabad is of the Banian caste called

Aggarwalah, V.

Dil, A'zad Khan has lately been converted to the Islam, H, D.

Dil, Zorawar Khan, a Kayeth of Dilly, it is said that he has lately

embraced the Islam, D. He is of Coel, and is author of a large

Dywan, and several Mathnawies, P who knows his son.

Diler, Shah Diler of Patna, was a studious and pious young man, K.

Diler, Chhoty Begam, E.

Dilgyr, Myr -Hlmayat Allah Khan, a son of 'alam Khan, is skilled

in Eamal and astrology, P.

Dil-khosh, Kiinwar Bahadur Singh, a Khatry of Dilly, is a grand-

son of Khosh-Ml Eay who used to compose chiefly Hindee Eags,
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D6hrahs &c., and flourished under Mohammad Shah, Dil-kh<5sh is far

inferior to his grandfather, D, H.

Dil-soz, Khayraty Khan, an Afghan by origin, a pupil of Firdq was

in the Society of Somroo's son, it is not known where he now is, K.

It is said that he died at Jaypiir, P. He was of Tapal two stages

from 'alyy-garh, K. His father was in the society of Simroo's

son. Dil-soz was formerly a great drunkard but of late he has

reformed, T.

Diregh, Myr Zayn al'abidyn of Dilly, is a pupil of Nacyr, D.

Dorakhshan, Mangii Beg (Myrza Mangu, V) flourished under

Shah-'alam, it is said he died at Faydhabad, C.

Dost, Dost Mohammad of Sikandarabad was a .ZZafitz and lost his

eye-sight in his youth. He left a Persian Dywan, H. He was a

pupil of Mu'jiz, T.

Dost, Gholam Mohammad familiary called Khalyfah Grholam

AAmad of the Behar, C saw him at Murshidabad. He translated

the Bahare Danish into Kekhtah verses and called it okiajt^i.
V does not know what has become of him.

Dulhan Begam, Nawab Bahu a wife of ^af aldawlah was a lady of

great energy P. See Jany.

Dydar 'alyy Shah, D. He may possibly be the author of the

Dakhny Mathnawy, which has the title of j* 1* *l&+jjj\*xle Laj
f

and of which G-arcin de Tassy has a copy. It is a volume of 22 pages

small folio.

Dywanah, Grurii-bakhsh Kay, J says that he never met him or

found him mentioned in any Tadzkirah, but that he had heard that

he is of Dilly, and resides at Murshidabad.

Dywanah, Kay Sarab Sukh a relation of Kajah Maha JSarayan

wrote two Persian Dywans of more than 10,000 verses, and most

poets of Lucnow were his pupils, he died in 1206, P.

Dywanah, Myrza Mohammad 'alyy Khan of Benares held an

appointment under the British Government, he met P.

Dzahyn, Myr Mohammad Mosta'idd was a friend of B and died

young. According to J and C who quote B as their authority, his

takhallu9 was Dzihn.

Dzahyn, Jay Sukh Kay of Dilly had formerly the takhallu9 of Kha-

yal he writes elegant prose and poetry both in Persian and Urdu, D.

Dzakir, Sayyid .flbsayn-dost of Muradabad, C.
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Dzakir, Myrza Fadhl 'alyy an accomplished man, his ancestors were

of Afghanistan, he resides now at Patna, J.

Dzakir, Myrza Afanad Beg of Dilly is a pupil of Eostam Beg, D, H.

Dzaqyy, Mohammad Dzaqyy a son of Mohammad Taqyy Taqyy is a

studious young man^afitz 'abd al-Eahmanl^san corrects his verses, K.

Dzaqyy, Ja'far 'alyy Khan held formerly a high office under the

crown and the rank of five thousand, but now he is in great distress,

B. He is dead and left a Mathnawy, C. The Mathnawy which he

composed by order of Mohammad Shah is very celebrated, J.

Dzaqyy, Shaykh Mahdiy 'alyy of Muradabad was for some time

revenue collector of Saharanpiir, he is a well-informed man, and is

author of a Dywan, P.

Dzarrah, Myrza Eajah Earn Nath, was in the service of the emperor

and conformed in making ta'ziyahs, &c. to the habits of the Musal-

mans, he chose the takhalhi9 of Dzarrah, Atom or Dust, in reference

to ATtab, the takhallu9 of his patron Shah 'alam II. K.

Dzarrah, Lala Jannaty Das (Juthy Das, K) is of Jahanabad, he is

a teacher and his poems have a mystical tendency, D, K.

Dzawq, Shaykh Mohammad Ibrahym of Dilly a young poet is a

pupil of Shawq, H. He is called the Khaqany of India, and is

by far the best poet of Dilly, though he has now written poetry

these thirty years he has not yet collected it into a Dywan, P. He
is now, 1853, alive, and the author of the Dywan ascribed to the king

of Dilly whose takhallu9 is Tzafar.

Dzawq, Munshiy Asa Earn of Patna a pupil of Myrza Pidwy, J.

Dzawqa, Dzawqa Shah a Darwysh of Banares, H. He went

to Meerut, P.

Dzawqy, Dzawqy Earn of Muradabad is a pupil of Dzaqyy, he

composes chiefly poems on the occasion of the Holee, P.

Dzawqy Shah, a Darwysh resides at Lucnow, J, H. It would

appear from K that he was dead in 1221.

Dzikr of Dilly is only fourteen years old, V.

Dzikr, Myr Sbsayn of Muradabad, V.

Dzoka, Dzoka Allah Khan of Lucnow, a descendant (or son) of

the Nawab Ma^abbat Khan b. J2afitz EaAmat Khan, P.

Fa99ad, a barber of Dilly and a pupil of Myan Na9yr, D.

Fa9y, Myrza Ja'far 'alyy a pupil of Nasikh, P. He composes

chiefly Marthiyahs, T.
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Fadhil, Fadhil Shah of Dilly. Was a friend of E and died

shortly before he wrote.

Fadhil, Mohammad Eadhil of Saydarabad, a pupil of Faydh, E.

Fadhl, Myr Fadhl Mawla Khan of Lucnow came to Dilly and

composed a Qa9ydah in praise of the emperor who conferred the title

of Afdhal alsho'ara upon him, D. He went to Calcutta and thence

to Murshidabad and entered the service of the Natzim; he died

young, P.

Fadhl, Shah Fadhly (Shah Fadhl 'alyy, C) of the Deccan is a good

poet, B. He was a contemporary of Abru, C.

Fadhly, Fadhl aldyn Khan (Afdhal aldyn Khan, C) of the Deccan

A, J. He wrote a Mathnawy in the Dakhny dialect which has about

500 verses and is a Sarapa or description of a Prince, C. He was

either a contemporary of jFalib or nourished before him,

Fakhr, Myr Fakhr aldyn a son of Ashraf 'alyy Khan who is the

author of a Tadzkirah of Persian poets, and a pupil of Sawda, he

resides now, 1196, at Lucnow, C. He was still alive when Y wrote.

See also Mahir which it seems is a second takhallu9 of this poet.

Myrza Fakhr aldyn JETosayn Khan a friend of D.

Fakhry a pupil of Walyy and a very fertile poet, A.

Faqyr, Myr Shams aldyn wrote chiefly Persian verses, A. Travelled

in the Deccan and made in 1170 the pilgrimage to Makkah, and was

wrecked on his return to India; he left treatises on almost all

sciences particularly on Prosody, Ehyme, Ehetoric, &c. his Persian

poetry has been collected into a Dywan, C, Gr, K. According to

Abu Talib's Lobb alsiyar, his death took place in 1181 .

Faqyr, Mawlawy Faqyr Allah of Gulawthy resided at Dilly, and

supported himself by teaching, he was a pupil of Minnat
;
he is

dead, K, D.

Faqyr, Mawlawy Faqyr Allah of Hapur resides in his native town, D.

Faqyr, Myr Faqyr Allah of Dilly is particularly strong in Bhakha

poetry, but composes sometimes also Eekhtah poetry, K, D.

Faragh, Mawlawy Mohammad Faragh was a pupil of Bismil and

died young, K, D. FaraA, Myr Fara^ 'alyy resides at Dilly, H.

Fara/j, Fara/^-bakhsh is a public woman of Azkath, which is a place

in the east (Oudh ?) P.

Farhad, Myr Babar 'alyy (Shyr 'alyy, D) of Faydhabad a pupil of

Myr #asan, D, P.
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Far^at, Myr Amyr 'alyy is a pupil of Myr 'izzat Allah 'ishq

and a soldier by profession, K. Went to Lucnow several yeara

ago, P.

FarAat, Shaykh FarAat Allah, A. He was a son of Shaykh Asad

Allah and was brought up at Dilly, went to Patna where he met C.

He died in 1191 and left a Persian and a Bekhtah Dywan, C, G, J.

His ancestors were of Ma-wara-lnahr, H.

~Fa>rhat, Far^at Allah was a man of some learning and many poets

had their verses corrected by him, H.

Far^at, Myr FarAat 'alyy a pupil of Myr 'izzat Allah 'ishq is a

talented young man, H.

Farigh, Farigh Shah of Bareilly is a
gtify,

D. He resides at

Shikarpur, H, T.

Farigh, Myr Afanad Khan is a son of Sarwar and a friend of P.

Farigh, Lalah Mokand Singh, a Khatry who is a Musalumn at

heart, he held formerly an appointment at Dilly, but now he is at

Bareilly, he is a pupil of Shaykh Tzohur aldyn .ffatim, K. He is a

disciple of Fakhr aldyn and resides at Dilly, C, V. He has written

a Dywan, D.

Farqy, an Imperial Prince is a pupil of Myrza Abu Tzafar Baha-

dur, D.

Farrokh, Myr (Myrza) Farrokh 'alyy of Etawah served in the

army, and composed chiefly Persian poetry, A, C. Eesided at Luc-

now, and was a friend of Myrza Fadhl 'alyy Beg, J.

Faryad, Lalah (^Aib Bay of Lucnow where he resided in 1196, ho

is a son of Sendhy Mai a Kayeth and a pupil of Myr Soz, he had for-

merly the takhallu9 of Qorban, C, V.

Myrza FaU 'alyy Khan Bahadur a son of Nawab Faydh Allah

Khan, D.

Faydh, Myr Faydh 'alyy of Dilly a son of Myr Mohammad Taqyy

Myr resided at Lucnow in 1 196, C. "Was alive when V wrote. He
was in the service of A^af aldawlah, H.

Faydh, Myr Faydh 'alyy is alive, P, B.

Faydh, //afitz Shams aldyn of //aydarabad writes Persian and

Bekhtah poetry, E.

Faydh, Pandit Kripa Kishen is a Kashmyry of Lucnow, P.

Faydh, Myrza 'alyy Eidha Khan resides at Lucnow, D.

, his name is not known, P.
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Fayyadh, 'abd al-Bazzaq resides at IZaydarabad, K.

Fida, Sayyid Imam aldyn of Dilly (Farydabad, T), a pupil of Mor-

tadha Quly Khan Firaq, came under Nawab Wirdy Khan to Murshi-

dabad and settled there, he showed his verses in 1184 (1196 ?) to C.

He is a pupil of Hidayat and a talented young man, V. He is very

aged, T. He resides at Lucnow, D.

Fida, Myrza Fida 'alyy Beg, Myrza Fidwy corrects his verses, J.

Fida, Myrza Fida jffbsayn Khan of Lucnow, familiarly called A'qa

.Hosayn Khan, a son of Aqa Myrza is about twenty-two years of

age, and a pupil of Minnat and of E. It is said he is a pupil of

Mamnun, K. He was a friend of D and has written a Dywan. He

was a Moghol by birth, and his ancestors were without equal in the

art of divination, H.

Fida, Mawlawy MoAaminad Isma'yl who is called 'aqibat Ma&miid

Khan ('afiyat Khan, D) is a Kashmyry of Dilly, he is alive, K. He

fills the office of adr godiir,
H.

Fida, Shaykh (Myr, D) 'abd al-^amad of Farydabad (Dilly, P) has

written a Dywan of Persian and Urdu poems, he is alive and resides

in his native town, K, D.

Fida, Pandit Daya Dhan, a Kashmyry of Dilly, is mostly present

at the Mosha'arahs of the Maharajah, B.

Fida, Grholain 'alyy Khan, H is unacquainted with his circum-

stances.

Fida, Sayyid Mohammad 'alyy, familiarly called Fida Shah of

Lohary in the district of Saharanpiir, was first a soldier, subsequently

he lived in retirement, D. He left Dilly eleven years ago and has

probably died, P.

Fida, Lachmy Earn Pandit resided long at Dilly, but some years

ago he went to Lucnow where he obtained an appointment and was

sent to Bareilly, he is a pupil of Sawda, K, D.

Fidwy, Myr Fadhl 'alyy of Dilly resided for some time in the

East (Lucnow ?) and died at Murshidabad, K.

Fidwy, Mo/jammad MoAsin (Shah Mo/^sin, K) a son of Myr Gholam

'alyy Mo9lafa Khan a Sayyid of Lahor and a friend of Abrti was

rather a musician than a poet A, V. In the first year of Farroksiyar

when sixteen years of age, he came to Dilly, E. He died about

twenty years ago, K. He was a pupil of Najiy, H.

Fidwy, Myrza Mohammad of Dilly was familiarly called Myrza

2 G
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Bhuchchu, lie was a good musician and resided for some years at

Murshidabad. In 1194, he was at Patna and a disciple of Shah

Ghasyta, J, C, G, D. He died at Patna, V.

Fidwy of Lahor resides now at Dilly, J. He came to Farrokha-

bad to enter a poetical combat with Sawda, but was defeated and

returned to his home, C. It is said that he was the son of a grain-

merchant, and embraced the MoAammadan faith. He was a pupil of

fabir 'alyy Shah Cdbir, and died at Muradabad at an age of upwards
of fifty years. For some time he was in the service of Dhabitfah Khan,

and wrote at his request a ^j j <^^! in Eekhtah, but did not

complete it, E, H. His name was Myrza Fiday Beg. He was a

Moghol and of the Shy'ah sect, but not the son of a baqqal as

Mu9^afy states. When young, he travelled in Persia and stayed

four years at Ispahan. After he had left the service of Dhabitah

Khan he went to Lucnow, where he obtained a place at the Court.

He was murdered at Bareilly, T.

Fidwy, Samman Lai a Kayeth of Dilly is a son of Mul Chand

Munshiy, D.

Fidwy, Myrza 'atzym Beg was a merchant, E, K, D. In H and P

he has the takhallu9 of Fidayiy.

Figar, Myrza Qofob 'alyy Beg, a plagiarist, died some time ago, K.

Figar, Myr /ifosayn of Dilly a grandson of Myr Faqyr Allah

F&qyr is a pupil of Ghalib, P.

Fighan, Ashraf 'alyy (^fashmat 'alyy, E) Khan of Dilly a sou

of Myrza 'alyy Khan Zankanah was Tutor in the family of A^mad

Shah, and had therefore the title of Tzaryf almulk Kokah Khan,

after his death he went to Patna, A, B. His verses were corrected

by 'alyy Quly Khan Nadym, he died at Patna in 1186 and left a

Dywan containing about 2000 verses, C, Gr, J. He was a pupil

of Urnmed, D. He died in 1196, P. H says his title was Kokil-

tash Khan.

Fighan, Myr Shams aldyn of Dilly is mentioned by Beny Narayan
Jah&n.

Fikr, Myr A/jmad 'alyy of Lucnow, H.

Firaq, Kayqobad-jang is a poet of the Deccan, K, D.

Firaq, Myan Thana Allah of Dilly a nephew of Hidayat is a pupil

of Sawda and Khwajah Myr Dard, C, D. He now resides at Dilly

and practises medicine, V, E. Most poets of Dilly are his pupils, he
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is alive, K. He died some years ago and left a Dywan, P. Hidayat
the uncle of Firaq was a pupil of Myr Dard, T.

Firaq, Myr Mortadha Quly,an artillery officer, wrote chiefly Persian

verses, he came to Murshidabad and settled there, he died in prison,

into which he was cast by Kajah Shitab Bay because he could not

account for some public money ;
he was a friend of Sawda and of C.

Left a Dywan, D.

Firaqy, Kiinwar Prem Kishor has visited repeatedly Lucnow,

Benares and Calcutta, he writes Urdu and Persian poetry as well

as Kabits and Dohras, he is a pupil of Aram, he is the author of

several Persian Dywans, K. D.

Firaqy, a poet of the Deccan a contemporary of Faqr Allah Azad

and of Walyy.

Fifrat, Hakym Anys (in one place this name is spelled <jV' and

in another u****! it may be an orthographical error of 'ysa) has the

title of Khiradmand Khan and is of Jaypiir, but resides now at

Bhurtpiir, E.

Fifrat see Musawy Khan, p. 109.

Forogh, Myr 'alyy Akbar a pupil of Myr Shams aldyn Faqyr,

writes also Persian verses and is skilled in medicine and astrology,

c,v.

Forogh, Myr Thana aldyn .Hbsayn Khan of jSaydarabad, K.

Forogh, Myr Eawshan 'alyy Khan is a pupil of Mamnun, K.

Fotuwat, Myrza Grholam .ffaydar of Dilly, D.

Frasii, Captain Fran9ois Akden e*^ 1 y*jp (?) a son f Gobinet

*+*j> (^jJu.^ R) is a Frenchman and composes good verses, D.

He was in the service of Begam Samroo, P.

Fur^at, Myrza Alaf Beg of Ilahabad, his grandfather had emigrated

from Persia to India, C. He was formerly a pupil of Myan Ma^ziin

and now he is a pupil of Jonun, J. He was still alive when V wrote,

but was dead when Beny Narayan wrote.

Furqat, 'ata Allah Khan, his father was in the service of the

Emperor, and he himself made in the service of the princes various

journeys, at present he resides at Kalpy, K.

Granna (or Kanna) Begam, some say her takhalluc was Mantzar,

she was a daughter of 'alyy (July Khan Shash-angushty and a

wife of imad almulk Ghaziy aldyn Khan Bahadur, Sdz and Sawda

corrected her verses, she is dead, K. Minnat corrected her verses, P.

2 G 2
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Ganchin was a poetess, V.

Garm, Myrza /Taydar 'alyy of Dilly a son of Niyaz 'alyy Beg is a

pupil of E. Resided formerly at Lucnow, but lately he went to

tfaydarabad, D.

Gawhary Badawny, E, D.

Ghadhanfar, Ghadhanfar 'alyy Khan familiarly called Myan Kallu,

(Beny Narayan spells j^tf) a great grandson of Gholam //osayn

Karorah is a young man, and a pupil of Jorat, E. Eesides since

some years at Lucnow, K.

Ghafil, Bakhtawar Singh is a Kayeth of Muradabad, D.

Ghafil, Myr Mohammad (Afanad D, H,) 'alyy is a native of Benares,

but his family is of the Deccan, he resides at Murshidabad and is a

pupil of Shah Qudrat Allah Qudrat, K, D.

Ghafil, Shaykh Mohammad Mas'ud Khan of Mohamm not far

from Panypat, it is said that he is a clever man, D. He died some

time ago, H.

Ghafil, Monawwar Khan an Afghan of Lucnow a pupil of Mu9-

Aafy, H.

Ghafil, Bay Singh was a good accountant and letter-writer, D, H.

Ghafil, Lala Sundar Lai a son of the Bakhshy Sultfan Singh and a

brother of Sha'ir, knows many verses by-heart, D.

Ghalib, Asad Allah Khan familiarly called Myrza Nawsha is of a

noble family and resided formerly at Agra, now he resides at Dilly,

he is an old poet and first imitated the style of Bedil, now he has

a style of his own, P.

Ghalib, Nawab Asad Allah Khan of Dilly had the title of Sayyid

almulk Qiyam-jang (jPalib-jang) resided for some time at Murshi-

dabad and met C. He wrote sometimes Persian verses, Y.

Ghalib, Ghalib Khan (Ghalib 'alyy Khan, E) a grandson of Diindy
Khan who was an Afghan chief, D.

Ghalib, Lala Mohan Lai a Kayeth of Agra, writes Persian and

Eekhtah poetry, D.

Ghalib, Nawab Mokarram aldawlah Bahadur Beg Khan Ghalib-

jang (2lib-jang, H, a son of Ghalib-jang, D) of Dilly a son of Niyaz

Beg Khan Badakhshy is in the service of Shah 'alam, V. His father

accumulated great wealth, but Ghalib squandered it away, he was in

Persian a pupil of Mawziin and in Eekhtah of Hidayat and Firaq,

K. He used to have Mosha'rahs in his house. He died in 1218, H.
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Ghamm, Myr Mohammad Aslam a brother of Myr Abbu

resides at present at Murshidabad, J.

Ghammgyn, Myr Sayyid 'alyy third son of the late Myr Sayyid

Mohammad and a nephew of A^af-jah is a young man, and a pupil

of Bangyn, he has written a Dywan, K, D.

Ghammgyn, Myr 'abd Allah a son of Myr Sbsayn Taskyn, B.

Gham-khwar, a Sayyid of Dilly is a soldier by profession and a

pupil of Gholam jffbsayn Shikyba, K.

Ghanyy, Shaykh 'abd al-Ghanyy of Thanah near Saharanpur is a

talented man, D. In H and P is besides this, a Myr 'abd al-Ghanyy

of Shikohabad who died young of consumption.

Gharyb, Myr 'abd al-"Walyy was an ancient poet, K, D.

Gharyb, Lala Kanjy Mai a Kayeth of Bahadur-gadh a son of Khiib

Chand and a nephew of the Dywan of Nawab Dhabifoih Khan, resided

first at Dilly subsequently at Ijrarah, he is a young man, D, H.

Gharyb, Kallii was a contemporary of Abrii, V.

Gharyb, Myr Mo/jammad Taqyy was in the service of the late

Nawab Myr Mohammad Qasim Khan 'aliy-jah, C, K, D.

Gharyb, Mohammad Zaman, B. He is at Dilly, as he stammered

he used sometimes the takhallu9 of Alkan, J. In D, H, and V his

name is erroneously spelled Mohammad Aman.

Gharyb, Shaykh Na9yr aldyn A^mad is a Kashmyry of Dilly, he

composes chiefly Persian verses, and has written a thick Persian

Dywan, K, D, H.

Gharyq, his name is not known, H.

Myr Ghasy ,y^ a friend of Myr Mohammad Taqyy composed
a few Bekhtah verses, A, B.

Ghawthy, Mohammad Ghawth a son of Qofob aldyn Qadhiy of

.Saydarabad died at Makkah, A.

Ghawwa9 (Ghawwa9y) an ancient poet of the Deccan, J, H.

Ghayrat of Lucnow a pupil of Jorat, E, D. In D is a Ghayrat
of Lucnow besides this, and in H is an addition to these two, a

Ghayrat of the Deccan.

Nawab Ghaziy aldyn Khan composed a few Bekhtah verses, A,

He was of the Deccan, D.

Gholam, Kunwar Gopal JNath second son of Bajah Bam Nath

Dzarrah was a pupil of Firaq he was at the Court of Shah 'alam and

died some time ago, K.
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Myr Gholam Nabyy Belgramy, his takhallu9 is not known, he is a

nephew of 'abd al-Jalyl Belgramy (V spells Balgram, most people

pronounce Bilgram) and a clever musician, it is said that he has

composed 2400 Dohras which are as good as those of Binary, C.

Gholamy, Shah Gholam Mo/jammad was one of the ancient poets
and a friend of /Tatim. He was a Darwysh and had his takiyah in

Shah-Taslym at Dilly, E, H.

G-horbat of Muradabad, D.

Myrza Giramy a son of 'abd al-Ghanyy Beg QaMl, composed

chiefly Persian poetry and died towards the end of Mohammad Shah's

reign, A, M.

Giriftar, Myrza Sangy Beg of Dilly a son of Ea/feym Tar Khan
was of Moghol origin and a pupil of JTatim, K.

Giriyan, Myr 'alyy Amjad (Myr Amjad 'alyy of Lucnow, K, D,

Myr Mohammad 'alyy of Lucnow, P, Myr MoAammady, E) is a son

of Myr 'alyy Akbar and a pupil of Qudrat and Dhiya, C.

Giriyan, Eajah Bhawany Singh Bahadur familiarly called Eajah

Kunwar, D. He is Dywan of the emperor and a son of Shitab Eay
Momtaz almulk, he resides at Dilly and is a pupil of Myan Fidwy,
J. He was a brother of 'ashiq and died at Calcutta, V.

Giriyan, Myr /Tosain aldyn 'alyy familiarly called Myr Bhuchehu,

composed chiefly Marthiyahs, he went from Dilly to Murshidabad

and died there, D.

Giriyan, Gholam Mo/*yy aldyn Khan of Jhanjanah is a son of the

late Mawlawy Sajid, K, D.

Godaz is a soldier by profession and a pupil of //asrat, V.

Gostakh, Myrza 'alyy Beg is of Lucnow, D.

Gulshan, Amyr Singh is a Khatry of Dilly, D.

Guman, Natzar 'alyy Khan of Dilly resides at Faydhabad, C. It

is not known where he now resides, V.

Giiya, Shaykh .Hayat Allah (Hidayat Allah, E) of Earrokhabad

associates much with Europeans, H.

Guya, Sbsam aldawlah Nawab Eaqyr Mohammad Khan Bahadur

of Lucnow is a great patron of poets, he is a pupil of

Nasikh, P.

//abyb of JETaydarabad a pupil of 'uzlat, B. In one out of three

copies of B, and in M who quotes one of the verses quoted by B,

his takhallu9 is Sasyb. In C is a ITabyb Allah but the verse quoted
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of him is not the same as in B and M, and in J is a Mohammad

.Habyb.

.Habyb of Muradabad, E.

IZabyb, Sayyid Habyb .flbsayn of Dilly, his father was Eesidency

Munshiy at Dilly, and .Habyb is now Wakyl in the MunsifFs court

at rtimadpiir. He has visited with his father Bareilly, Calcutta,

&c. and his verses are corrected by Tzafar-yab Khan Easikh of

Bareilly, E.

Hadiy of Dilly, A has seen a Dywan of his, which had about 700

verses. Shaykh Far^at informed C that he had not been a man of

any attainments.

Hadiy is also the takhallu9 of a poet of the South (Deccan), D.

Hadiy, Myr Jawad 'alyy Khan of Dilly (familiarly called Myr

Hadiy, D,) used to visit the Mosha'arahs of E. He was Kotwal or

superintendent of the military Bazar under Ghaziy aldyn .Haydar

Khan, he is alive and the author of a Dywan and of treatises on

Grammar, Law, &c. in Eekhtah verses, he has also written one small

Dywan in which no letter occurs with a diacritical point, and

another in which all have diacritical points, D, K. He died in 1215,

H. In T his name is Myr Mohammad Jawad.

JTafitz, ITafitz Khayr Allah of Dilly, E.

//afitz, JETafitz Mohammad Ashraf of Dilly is a pious man, D.

Either he is identical with ^Hafitz Gholam Ashraf Ashraf, or P con-

founds the two poets.

J2afytz a poet of .Haydarabad, H.

jHTafytz, JEfafitz Mo/iammad .Hafytz, a Kashmyry of Dilly, is a

pupil of K, he composes chiefly Marthiyahs, D. He died last

year, P.

JZajjam, 'inayat Allah of Saharanpur was for a long time a barber

at Dilly, he professed to be a pupil of Sawda, he was a friend of E
and died six years ago at Dilly at an age of more than eighty-five

years, E. He is familiarly called Kallu .Hajjam, J. He has also

the takhallu9 of Parwarish, K.

.Hakym, Mo^ammad-panah Khan had formerly the takhallu9 of

Nithar, but has lately changed it, he is a son of Mo/jammad Sharyf
Khan Lakh-bakhsh (Zar-bakhsh, P,) he was a man of rank, and

resided for some time at Dilly and visited Luciiow, he was skilled in

music, medicine, and even in history, E.
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.ZZakym, Mohammad Ashraf Khan of Dilly where he now resides,

he is an eminent physician, D. Died a short time ago, P.

.ZZakym, Nihal aldyn, E.

.Haly, Myr Mofabb 'alyy resides at Murshidabad, D. [Khan, P.

Hamdam, 'ibad 'alyy of Eampur a son of Nawab FatA 'alyy

Hamdam, Myr Maftfutz 'alyy of Patna is a son of Myr Mohammad

Hayat ~B.asrat and a pupil of Qudrat and others, he resides at Mur-

shidabad, C. He is young, J. He is probably dead, V.

Myr /Tamid is a disciple of Myr Na^yr of Lucnow and has a

great predilection for poetry, C, V.

Hamrang, Dilawar 'alyy Khan was a brother of Mo9tafa Khan

Yakrang, D. See Takrang and Be-rang.

Hamrang, Myr 'azyz aldyn of Awrangabad is a Qufy and a pupil

of Gholam Kibriya Khalyl of Murshidabad, he has written a

short Eekhtah Dywan with a Persian preface, D. He also writes

Persian poetry, H.

Ham-za |>*A, Shah Ham-z a Darwysh of Dilly, who settled some

time ago at Patna and has many followers, D, H.

.ZZamzah, Shaykh .ZZamzah 'alyy is a schoolmaster of Etawah, D. K.

Haqyqat, Myr Shah /Zbsayn of Bareilly brought up at Lucnow,

his ancestors were of Balkh, he is a pupil of Jorat, he was first in

the cavalry, subsequently at the recommendation of Jorat, he was

appointed tutor in the family of Imam-bakhsh Khan Kashniyry,

whom he assisted in compiling a Tadzkirah of poets. The Kashmyry
obtained the loan of the rough copy of Mu9^afy's Tadzkirah, and

appropriated the contents of nearly the whole without acknow-

ledgment, E. In T he has the name of .Hasan Shah.

.ffaqyr, Myr Imam aldyn familiarly called Myr Kallu of Dilly

wrote Persian and Urdu poetry more particularly Marthiyahs, Eu-

ba'ys, &c. he now earns his livelihood by instructing children, D, K.

.Haqyr, Munshiy Nabyy-bakhsh a son of Shaykh .Hbsayn-bakhsh

Bakhshy of Dilly, where his ancestors who were of the Panjab, settled

about one hundred years ago, is since many years Sirishtahdar of the

Magistrate's court at Coel, E.

jETaqyr, Shyii Sahay of Meerut was a Minstrel who lived on making

verses on the occasion of marriages, &c. he wrote Persian and Urdu

poetry and Eawshan Shah Eawshan used to correct his verses, he

visited Dilly and made the acquaintance of D.
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Har Chand, Har Chand Kishor of Dilly, V. He is a son of

Kiinwar Prem Kishor Firaqy, and attends most Mosha'arahs, D, K.

Hariya, Har-sahay a Brahman of Sikandarabad, H. He is a good

physician, T.

JETaryf, Khwajah Mokarram Khan of Dilly a son of Khwajah

Mo7*ammady Khan who held an appointment in Bengal where he

now is, his son .Haryf lived with him but died young, J.

.Hasan, .Hafitz Abu-1-JETasan of Kandhelah is a son of Mawlawy

Ilahy-bakhsh NisUt, D.

.Hasan, Myr Grholam Hasan of Dilly a son of Myr Grholam Hosayn
DMhik. His ancestors were of Herat, .Hasan went early in life to

Oudh, where he was supported by Nawab Sirdar-jang and by his son

Myrza Nawazish 'alyy Khan, he is the author of a Dywan of about

8000 verses and of a Tadzkirah of Eekhtah poets, but the most

celebrated work of his is the^^ jV, he died in 1205, Myr Dhiya

used to correct his verses, Gr. He died about four years ago, V.

.Hasan, Grholam .Hasan of Patna a pupil of Bhuchchu and of V,

composed chiefly Marthiyahs, he died young, the chronogram of his

death is e>~^^^ = 1206, V.

Hasan, Khwajah .Hasan (Khwajah AAsan, Y) of Dilly, a son of

Khwajah Ibrahyni b. Grhiyath aldyn (whose beautiful little tomb is in

Paharganj which is now an open plain outside the Ajmyry Darwazah

at Dilly,) b. Mohammad Sharyf (a celebrated ufy whose Khanqah
is still at Dilly near the Farrash Khanah Kirky) b. Ibrahym (he was

called Khwajah Kumhary and is buried in the same place as his

grandson.) .Hasan was skilled in music and astronomy and in

mysticism, he was supported in 1215 by Nawab Sarfaraz aldawlah,

he was in love with a woman of the name of Bakhshy, and she is the

Laura of his poems which he collected into a Dywan, G, E, V. He
was in the service of ^af aldawlah at Lucnow where he still resides,

D. He is a very pious man and since some time resides at Kostam-

nagar, he is a fertile writer, H.

.Hasan, Myr JETasan a friend of V.

.Hasan, Myr .Hasan Shah of Dilly, a son of Myr Sayyid Mohammad
of Bokhara, a friend of D.

jHasan, Myrza Mohammad Hasan (Myrza AAsan E, Myrza .Hasan,

P) a son of Nawab Sayf aldawlah Sayyid Kadhyy Khan is a fair

poet, D, K.

2 H
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Hasan, Myr Mohammad Hasan of Dilly was a pupil of Sawda, C, V.

B speaks of him in the present tense,

Hashim, Hashim 'alyy, his birth-place is not known, H.

Hashimy of Dilly has some years ago left his native town, K, D, H,

Hashimy, Myr Hashimy (Myr Mohammad Hashim, P, Myr Hashim

'alyy, K, D, H,) a pupil of Sawda is upwards of sixty years of age, E,

JZashrnat, Myrza Fakhr aldyn, E.

JZashmat, Myr Mohammad 'alyy (Mohammad 'alyy Khan, K) of

Dilly a soldier went in 1158 to Moradabad and was killed in battle,

A, B. He was a Kashmyry and a pupil of Mohammad Ghanyy Beg

Qabul and the instructor of Taban and of Mo/itasham 'alyy Khan,

V, E. His Dywan is not much read, D.

jBTashmat, Sayyid MoAtashain 'alyy Khan of Dilly, a son of

Myr Baqiy, a soldier by profession died in 1161 and left a Persian

Dywan, A, B. His ancestors were of Badakhshan and he died

in 1163 f

Hashrat, Myan Basul-bakhsh of Badawn came in 1240 from Cal-

cutta to Dilly, D.

Hasrat, Dzawqy Earn of Dilly was a good Persian poet and left a

Dywan, D, K. Eesided at Farrokhabad, P.

JZasrat, Myrzd (Myr J, Myan, H) Ja'far 'alyy a son of Abii-1-

Khayr who kept an apothecary's shop in the Nakhkhas bazar or

cattle-market at Lucnow, Hasrat continued for some time the business

of his father, subsequently he retired from active life and died in

1210, and left some Qa9ydahs and a Dywan of Eekhtah Ghazals,

Or, V. He was for some time in the service of the late Myrza.

Jahandar-shah and was a pupil of Dywanah, H.

.Hasrat, Myr Mo/^ammad Hayat of Patna had the title of Haybat

Quly Khan and was a pupil of Matzhar (of Mohammad Baqir Hazyn,

V), he was for some time attached to the service of Nawab Shawkat-

jang at Purnyyah and for some time to that of Siraj aldawlah of Murr

shidabad, and in 1195 he was with the pubahdar of Bengal, he died

in 1215 and left a Dyw4n of abont 2000 bayts, Gr, V.

Hasyb see H5y&.

Hatif, Myrza Mohammad Hatif, it is said that he resides at Dilly

and lives the life of a Darwysh (poor man), C. He used to attend

the poetical meetings, in the bouse of Thana Allah Firaq, it is said he

is dead, E, First he was attached to the tomb of the fiify Myr
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Julian at Dilly but he left his native town, it is not known where he

now is, D. He went to the East, K.

.ZZatify was an ancient poet and a contemporary of Walyy, D, H.

JZatim, Mohammad IZatim of Dilly a friend of Abru and Madh-

miin, he was during the reign of Mo/iammad Shah a companion
and the butler of Nawab 'umdat almulk, he wrote a Dywan of

about four thousand verses, subsequently he made selections from

it and called them Jtojj oLfcM. This is the account of A. He is also

called Mohammad in B. But E, who knew him personally calls him

Tzohur aldyn alias Shah .ZZatim, and says that he was born at Dilly

in 1111 and was a soldier by profession. E farther informs us that

there was another jffatim at that time, and that the two were fre-

quently confounded. Though a man who has the name of Tzohur

aldyn may also have the name of Mohammad, it is not unlikely that

A and others confounded the two, and that Mohammad ZZatim is dis-

tinct from Tzohur aldyn .ZZatim, the latter being the more celebrated

and the author of the Dywan-zadah. Mr. Hall however, whose opi-

nion is very valuable, identifies the two. It would appear that .ZZatim

gave the first impulse to Urdu poetry in Dilly. In 1132 the Dywan
of Walyy was brought to Dilly and verses from it were on every

body's lips, this induced him and three friends of his, Najiy, Madh-

mun and Abrii to apply themselves to E-ekhtah poetry. The taste

for it spread rapidly and .ZZatim, according to his own statement,

had no less than forty-five pupils. Up to the time of ZZatim it would

appear that Indian poets wrote in Persian, and made only occasionally,

Hekhtah verses, there seem also to have existed many popular songs,

which however, were almost purely Hindee. The first productions

of JZatim (and probably also of his early contemporaries) were

far-fetched and obscure, but when Eekhtah poetry had attained

greater perfection he made a selection from his former Dywan and

improved the style and called it aalj o 1^ as has already been stated

on the authority of A. It has about 5000 verses and the metre of

every poem is noted on the margin. It is stated by E that his

object in making these selections was, that his poems might not be

confounded with those of the other .ZZatim. He died two or three

years ago, E. H and K inform us further that, he turned a Eaqyr,
that he had his takiyah near the Dilly gate of the palace and that many

persons used to come to him for spiritual advice. For extracts from

the preface to the Dywan-zadah see chapter on Eekhtah Dywaiis.

2 H 2
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.ffatim, Sayyid H-dtim 'alyy Khan of Jawnpur was a pupil of Myan
Madhmun, Y.

Hawas, Myrzd Mo/ammad Taqyy of Lucnow a relation of Nawab

Xcaf aldawlah Salar-jang is a talented young man and a pupil of

Mu9/*afy, V. He is a son of Myrza 'alyy Khan of Lucnow and the

author of a Majnun 6 Layla, T.

Hawayda, Myr Mohammad A'tzam of Dilly a brother of Myr
Mohammad Ma^um composes chiefly Marthiyahs, C was his friend.

.ZZaya, IZafitz Mohammad /Zayat, his father was a Moghol, i. e. Tatar

or Persian, he died at Makkah or Madynah, D. He flourished under

Mohammad Shh, H.

#aya, Myrz Ba^ym aldyn visited Dilly in 1265, E.

JTaydar, Gholam //aydar, C.

77aydar, Myr JJaydar 'alyy of Dilly is a soldier at Farrokhabad,

D,K.

Taydar, Myr 7?aydar 'alyy Khan of Lahor a descendant of 'abd

al-Qadir Gylany resides now at Pashawar, D.

//aydar, ZTaydar-bakhsh of Jawnpur a son of Nur al-JSTaqq, is a

learned man, wrote a Saqiy-namah in praise of 'alyy, J.

/7aydar, Myrza fTaydar Beg resides at Ilahabad, D.

jHaydar, Myr jEfaydar Shah of the Deccan, a gallant soldier, was in

Bengal in the service of Nawab Sarfaraz Khan, he put the Dywan of

Walyy of the Deccan into Mokhammas and interspersed that of

JEfafitz with verses of his own, he died in Bengal (at Hooghly) near

one hundred years of age under A/jmad Shah, C. Garcin de Tassy

thinks that he is the author of a Mathnawy entitled c^ j*-^* A*fl5

jLd>lc ^ /Zaydar, //bsam aldyn, E..

jffaydary, Shaykh Gholam 'alyy is familiarly called Shaykh Jum'ah

of Dilly went to Patna and has lately taken to poetry, C. He is a

good physician and resides now at jETosaynabad, V.

j&aydary, Myr Ifaydar-bakhsh of Dilly resides now at Calcutta

says Beny j^Tarayan. Mawlawy Gholam /Taydar informs me that he

was a man of great talents but little education, that he was attached

to the College of Fort William, and died upwards of thirty years

ago, that is to say about 1823. His works will be mentioned in their

places.

.ZZayf, Myr Chiragh 'alyy of Jawnpur, a pupil of A'fsos, lives now

at Benares, V. Besides at Lucnow, E, D.
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Jfayf, Moty Lai a Kayeth and a pupil of Myr Soz lives now,

1196, at Lucnow, C, V.

Hayran, .Hafitz Baqa Allah Khan, a son of the calligraph #afitz

Ibrahym Khan, resides at Dilly, D,

JZayran, Myr JTaydar 'alyy of Dilly, a pupil of Sarab Sukh Dy-

wanah, commands now, 1215, a troop of cavalry at Lucnow, G. Was

killed in the Behar, D.

.Hayran, Myr Mamnun of Patna died at the age of thirty. In

the Marthiyah he used the takhallu9 of Matzlum, he left but six

hundred verses, J. He died young, V.

77ayrat, Ajudhya Prashad a Kashmyry of Lucnow a pupil of

Jorat, was a good musician and died in 1234 at the age of twenty-

five years and left a short Dywan and some Mathnawies, P.

.ZZayrat, Gholam Fakhr aldyn (Mo^yy aldyn D) Khan, a grandson

of Nawab Mo'yn almulk Myr Mannu resides at Kalpy and writes

Persian and Eekhtah verses, D.

JZayrat, Khwajah Kalian of Dilly resides now at Patna, J.

/fayrat, Murad 'alyy (Myr Murad, D) of Muradabad, A. It is

stated by E that he knew him, but that when he wrote he was

dead. According to T and Garcin de Tassy I. p. 220, he had the

takhalluc of .Sasrat, this however may be merely a wrong reading.

JSayrat, Shaykh Ea/^m 'alyy of Patna a son of Shaykh Gholam

Mohammad an uneducated man and a drunkard, is dead, Y.

JZayrat, Myr Saydan (?), a nephew of the late 'alyy Quly Khan,

was for some time ISTayib of Behar and a friend of J.

jffazyn, Myrza Khojastah-bakhsh Bahadur is a prince of the house

of Dilly, D, K. There was also a poet of the takhallu9 of /7azyn

at the time of Mohammad-shah, but nothing is known regarding

him.

ITazyn, Myr Mohammad Baqir of Agra (Dilly, G) a pupil of

Myrza Matzhar, held for some time an appointment at Dilly, now he

is in Bengal, that is to say, at Patna, A, B. He left a Eekhtah

Dywan, G. He left two Dywans, J. In some Ghazals he has the

takhallu9 of Tzomir, he died at Patna, V. In D Shaykh MoAammad

'alyy JfTazyn is mentioned, and it is stated that he was a friend of

Myrza Matzhar and left a short Dywan, D also mentions Myr Baqir

fiazyn, and says that he resides at Lucnow.

Hidayat, Myr Hidayat Allah a son of Myr 'alym Allah had the
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title of ISTawab Hidayat 'alyy Khan and was the deputy governor of

Haybat-japg of the Behar, he was a great patron of poets and

learned men, he is buried at ITosaynabad, J.

Hidayat, (Shaykh, G) Hidayat AUah Khan (Hidayat Khan, E) of

Dilly, of Afghan origin, a pupil of Myr J)ard, A, B, J. He has

written a Dywan and a Mathnawy in which he describes Benares, C.

He is upwards of one hundred years of age, E. Was still alive

when V wrote. He was the uncle of Thana Allah Eiraq and died

in 1219, D, H. He died in 1215, P. Most of the poets of Dilly were

his pupils, he left a Dywan of about 9000 verses and several Math-

nawies and also a Bisalah which has the title of <^JfiA
^j**-} K.

/Tazyn, Myr Bahadur 'alyy a pupil of Nawab Zayn al'abidyn Khan

(who is now, 1853, alive at Dilly and about sixty years of age), B.

Hidayat, Hidayat 'alyy was a contemporary of Shaykh EarAat

Allah, C, V.

Hidayat, Hidayat 'alyy of Agra a pupil of "Walyy Mohammad

Natzyr sent some of his verses to D for the purpose of their being

inserted in his Tadzkirah.

//imayat, a poet of /Taydarab d, writes chiefly Qacydahs, D.

Himmat is familiarly called Akhond Himmat, he lives at Bampur,
and supports himself by teaching, D, K. Besides him there is

another poet of this takhallu9 in H*

Hindu, Kokal Chand of Lahor, a brother of Mihr Chand Mihr, he

resides now at Earrokhabad, and writes both Persian and Bekhtah

poetry, Y.

.ZZbbb V"=S Myr Ahmad 'alyy of Earydabad is the son of a Qadhiy,

and a promising young man, he studies Arabic and Persian, D, K.

.Hbdhur, Lalah Balmakand of Dilly a pupil of Myr Dard, E. Is

a good Arabic and Persian scholar, and resides now at Lucnow, D.

He was a Musalman at heart says K, and is dead.

-Hbclhur, Shaykh Gholam TaAya of a good family of Patna, gained

his livelihood by commerce and was a friend of C. Is the author

of a Dywan, J. He was a man of learning and died at Patna, Y.

Myr .Hosayn 'alyy of Bampur resides now at Muradabad, H.

Uosayn 'alyy Khan resides at Mirzapur, D, H.

jHosayn, Sayyid Gholam Hos&jn of Dilly a son of Sayyid 'abd

Allah had first the takhallu9 of 'azyz, was Munshiy of an officer at

Meerut, whom he accompanied to Calcutta, P.
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Hos&yn, Nawab Gholam .ffosayn Khan, of Afghan origin, resides

at Shahjahanpur, D.

jETosayny, .ffakym Myr 77osayny (.Hbsayn K) of Dilly a disciple

of Mo7iammad Fakhr aldyn is a good calligraph and musician, and

writes chiefly Persian poetry, D. He is dead, K.

Hosh, Gholam Mortadha of Dilly, a pupil of ]N"a9yr, is a new poet,

D. In H his takhalhi9 is spelled Hawas.

Hosh, Myr Shams aldyn of Lucnow is a young man and a pupil

of Soz, E, K, D.

Hunar, Mohammad Dawud of /Zaydarabad, K, D, H. Besides

him is another poet of this name, who seems to have flourished long

ago, H,

Myr Hynga of Dilly, he has been killed C, V.

'ibrat is a poet of Eampur, D, H. He is probably identical with

Myr Dhiya aldyn 'ibrat, a pupil of Nawab MaAabbat Khan mentioned

byP,

I^san, Myr Gholam 'alyy of TZaydarabad has lately acquired

celebrity, D, H.

I/zsan, ffintz 'abd al-Ea^man a court poet of Shah 'alam, corrected

the compositions of the princes, and wrote Urdu and Persian poetry,

(D, K.) He had first the takhallu9 of Bafanan, K. He died at Dilly

in 1851 at an advanced age.

I7isan of Lucnow is particularly distinguished in the Marthiyah,

D, H, E,

I^san, Myr Shams aldyn a son of Myr Qamar aldyn Minnat, C.

Ilham, Shaykh Sharaf aldyn familiarly called Shah Malul, is a

Darwysh and resides at Lucnow, and corrects the verses of most

poets of that city, C, H. He is upwards of sixty years of age, E.

He had formerly the takhallu9 of Malul, G. He wrote two Persian

Dywans, V.

Ilham, Fadhayil Beg a pupil of Sayyid 'abd al-Walyy 'uzlat, B, J.

'imad, Ghaziy aldyn 'alyy Khan Bahadur has the title of 'umdat

almulk and is a well-informed man, V.

Imamy, Khwajah Imam-bakhsh of Dilly was formerly in the

service of Haybat-jang and in very good circumstances, but since

thirty years he lives in poverty at Patna, V, whose friend he was.

In C his takhallu9 is spelled Amany.

'inayat, 'inayat 'alyy Khan, a son of Nawab 'abd 'alyy Khan, is in
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Persian a pupil of Imam-bakhsh, who is now Professor of the Dilly

College, P.

'inayat, Shaykh Nitzam aldyn son of a Qadhiy of Eatol Jj*j

came to Dilly for the sake of prosecuting his studies, and some

time ago he went to Calpee, he is a disciple of Mawlawy Mohammad

Fakhr aldyn. He has in his Persian poems the takhallu9 of Masriir

and Hidayat, D. He died at Calpee, where he was tutor in a private

family, K.

In9af, 'abd al-RaAman Khan resides at Dilly, and attends most

Masha'rahs, E.

Insan, Asad Yar Khan had the title of Asad aldawlah Bahadur, but

was familiarly called Sognun fire-fly, he was an Amyr of 7000, and

rather a man of business than a poet, A . He died a few years ago

says B.

Insha, Myr Insha Allah Khan the son of Ma-sha-Allah Khan,

whose takhalluc was Macdar was a native of Murshidabad, but his

ancestors were of Najaf, and he like his father was a clever physician,

and one of the most skilful poets of India. He was, in 1215, in the

service of Solayman-shikoh at Lucnow. He knew, several languages

and left, besides his Urdu Kullyyat, a Persian Dywan. Among his

Mathnawiesis one called ^. ^j^ in which he imitates the [^ j cA>

of Baha aldyn 'amily. He also wrote Turky verses and he wrote

some poems, no letter of which has a dot, and others every letter of

which has diacritical points, C, E. He died about twenty years

ago, P.

Intitzar, 'alyy Naqyy Khan a son of the late 'alyy Akbar Khan

Manykbashy (?) resided during the time of 'alyy Wirdy Khan Mo-

habat-jang at Murshidabad. He was a friend of C. He died at

Murshidabad, V.

Irshad, Anwar 'alyy, E.

Isfan &{&\ (Stephen?) is the name and takhallu9 of a Christian,

born at Dilly, his father was a European. He was an acquaintance
of D. Was alive in 1215, H.

'ishq, #afitz Myr izzat Allah a son of /Takym Qudrat Allah Khan

Qdsim (who is the author of the Tadzkirah No. 52) is the author of

a Dywan, D. He is a good physician and alive, P.

'ishq, Myr Mohammad 'alyy of //aydarabad, D ; (perhaps identical

with Myr Ya&ya 'ishq.) K speaks of him as if he had been alive

in 1221.
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'ishq, Shah Eokn aldyn, familiarly called Shah G-hasyta &*~, of

Dilly, was a grandson of Shah Fakhal a great saint of Dilly. When
a young man, 'ishq went to Murshidabad, and though he had no office

he was much respected and led the life of a gentleman ; subsequently

he followed the example of his family and became a Darwysh choosing

Patna as his place of residence. Owing to the independence of his

character, he was held in great veneration. He died in 1203. Be-

sides a Dywan of about 1500 verses he left a mystical Mathnawy,

B, J, V.

'ishq, Myr YaAya of the Deccan had the title of 'ashiq, J.

'ishq, Myr Zayn of Dilly, want of means compelled him to leave

his home, he went to Patna and stays with Myrza Orhasyta, he writes

Persian and Urdu poetry, and is author of a Dywan, J.

'ishqy was a poet of the Deccan, regarding whom D was not able

to obtain any information.

'ishqy of Moradabad, J saw him at Awwla *JjJf which is in the

district of Faydhabad.

'ishqy, Myan EaAmat, different from 'ishqy of Muradabad, D.

'ishrat, 'abd al-Wasi', H. See 'izzat.

'ishrat, Bhola JNath a Pandit, V.

'ishrat, Shaykh Gholam Bangaly of Patna, a son of the late Shaykh

Lutff Allah, turned a soldier after the death of his father, subse-

quently he ran mad, and J does not know what has become of him,

he described in a Mathnawy called **tf -xL*. the wars of the JN"awab

Haybat-jang.

'ishrat, Myr Grholam 'alyy resides at Bareilly and is the author of

a good Dywan, D. He is a pupil of Myrza 'alyy Lutf, H, T.

Ishtiyaq, Shah AValyy Allah of Sirhind. Gurdezy and some other

authors say that his grandfather was Shaykh AAmad who is called

the Eenewer of the second Millennium ^b JJ| **s* because he

started the theory that every thousand years a man was born, who

has a thorough knowledge of the Islam, and whose vocation it is to

revive and strengthen it, and that he was the man for the second Mil-

lenium. Others say, that he was the grandson of Mohammad Gul.

It is likely that, as Lutf says, he is connected by spiritual genealogy

only with the Shaykh AArnad. Shah Walyy Allah resided in the Kot-

lah close to Dilly, and was a distinguished Theologian and 9ufy- He
died about 1161 and left several works like the JU=Ji ^ 0*^' 5^

2 I
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fol^ and &jU* c-JU/o
^s AjJUJf &*>. Shall 'abd al'azyz,

the most celebrated Indian Theologian in modern time, was a son of

Shah Walyy Allah, A, B, G.

Islam, Shaykh alislam of Thanah in the district of Saharanpiir is

now the best poet of that part of India, D.

Ittifaq is a poet of Bareilly, H.

'izzat, Myr 'abd al-Wasi', it is said he is of Lucnow, D. See 'ishrat.

Jadzb, Sayyid 'izzat Allah Khan Bhikhary of Bareilly is a young

man, D. Was two years ago at Dilly, H. Travelled much and died

near Bokhara, P.

Jadzb, Myr Matzhar 'alyy was a learned man, he died about

twenty years ago, and is probably identical with the poet who had in

Persian the takhallu? of 9afyy, V.

Ja'far, Ja'far 'alyy Khan, a son of Myrza Murnin Beg, was an

Amyr of the time of Mo/iammad Shah, and had the rank of three

thousand, V. He was alive in 1168 and composed by order of Mo-

Aammad Shah, a Mathnawy of 500 verses on so elevated a subject

as the Qalyan, i. e. the machine for smoking tobacco, A, D.

Ja'far or Ja'fary, Myrza Ja'far of Patna a son of Faydh 'alyy

Khan is a well educated man, J. Was Thanadar, he is dead, V.

Ja'far, Myr Ja'far Zetely ofNarnawl a contemporary of By-dil was

the most celebrated humoristic poet of Hindustan, his compositions

are a mixture of Persian and Urdu. He is the author of a Shah-

namah in Eekhtah, A, D.

Ja'fary is at Lucnow, D.

Ja'fary, Myr Baqir 'alyy of Dilly, a brother of Nitzam aldyn

JUamn&n and a son of Qamar aldyn Minnat, is a talented young man,

D. He is alive and has the takhallu9 of Ja'far, K. He died last

year on his way back from Makkah, P.

Jahandar, Myrza (Prince) Jawan-bakhsh Jahandar-shah, a son of

the emperor Shah-'alam, went in 1198 to Lucnow, and held every

month two poetical assemblies in his house, at which Gr used to be

present. He died at Benares in 1201, Gr. Grarcin de Tassy informs

us, that there is a work of his in the India house, which has the title

of s<>!3 xy oo UP (jolv.

Jalrangyr, Myrza Jahangyr of Lucnow was formerly in good cir-

cumstances, but is now impoverished, he writes Persian and Eekhtah

poetry, D. He died in prison, P.
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Jalal aldyn of Murshidabad had the title of Jalal aldawlah, he is

the author of a Mathnawy and was skilled in chronograms, J.

Jalal resides at Faydhabad, E.

Jalal, Myrz Bandah 'alyy a Sayyid of Dilly, his ancestors were of

Persia, he died young, H.

Jalal, Jamal aldyn JHTosayn a younger brother of Kamal aldyn

//osayn of Dilly, D, H. He is identical with the Jamal of J.

Jam, Kunwar Sen of Badhawly is a pupil of Sharaf aldyn Masrur,

who is a son of 'ishq, P.

Jamal, Myr Jamal aldyn JETosayn of Patna a son of Niir Allah

Khan, who held a high office under the emperor, writes chiefly

Persian verses, J. See Jalal.

Jamal, Jamal 'alyy of Jewish extraction (? d^*l ^ p* jl )

a grandson of Mawlawy Gholam A7*mad of Meerut and a pupil of

'ishq, who has also the takhallu? of Mobtala, D. He went some

time ago to .ETaydarabad, H.

Jan is the name and takhallu9 of a poetess of Farrokhabad, R.

Jan, Jan 'alyy Shah, a cousin of Nawab Qasim 'alyy Khan Natzim

of Bengal, was a pupil of Myr Mohammad Taqyy and a disciple of

Nathan Shah Sikandarabady, D. He lives at Sikandarabad as a

Faqyr, H. P speaks of him in the present tense.

Jan, Jane 'alam Khan, a cousin of Nawab Kawshan aldawlah, is a

pupil of Sayyid Mohammad Soz, C. He writes very elegant N"askh

and Naskh-ta'lyq arid he studied Arabic.

Jany, Begam Jan, known by the name of Bahu Begam, a daughter

of Nawab Qamar aldyn Khan, and a wife of A^af aldawlah, P. See

Diilhan Begam.

JarraA, Gholam Na^ir of Dilly, his ancestors were of Kashmyr, he

is a son of the Surgeon -Hafitz Eamadhany and a talented young man

and a good Surgeon, K. He died some years ago, P.

Jawahir, Myan Makkhu of Patna is a great admirer of poetry, J.

Jawahir Singh a pupil of T.

Jawdat, Ray Hridyarain of Dilly (of Murshidabad, V) was origin-

ally of Cuttack, he was a friend of C and died at Murshidabad, C.

He was a good Persian poet and a pupil of J.

Jawhar, Myrza A7wnad 'alyy of Dilly, his ancestors were of Persia,

he wrote mostly Persian verses and was killed in an affray at Dilly, C.

Jawhar, Dywaly Singh a Khatry of Bareilly, D.

2 I 2
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Jawhary, Mawlawy A'yat Allah of Phulwary is a Persian poet and

a good scholar, J. Has in Persian the takhallu9 of Sozish, and died

about fifteen years ago, Y.

Jawhary, Inderjyt a jeweller of Dilly is a pupil of Na9yr, D.

Jawlan, Myr JJosayn (Hasan, K) 'alyy Khan is a poet of the

Deccan, he has composed a very beautiful Qa9ydah on spring, H.

Jawlan, Myr Eamadhan 'alyy has written a few verses, A. He
was a contemporary of Mohammad Shah, 0. He is called Bahar

'alyy Shah, but had first the name of Eamadhan 'alyy, it is eight

years since he died, E. It does not appear to me that Eamadhan

'alyy and Bahar 'alyy are identical as E makes them.

Nawab Jayna B6gam a daughter of the late Myrza Babar and a

wife of Myrza Jahandar-shah writes Bekhtah and Persian verses, D.

She is probably identical with Jana Begam, the authoress of a treatise

on the Eag mentioned by Garcin de Tassy.

Lala Jhaman INath (Jhaman Lai, K) of Dilly, a brother of Jagar-

nath, a son of Bishen Nath of the Kayeth caste, wrote Persian and

Hindawy poetry, he put the Bahare Danish into verse and made

material alterations in the style of it, D.

Jonun, Myr Fadhl 'alyy (Faydh 'alyy, H) a pupil of Myr Amany
Asad, a soldier by profession, had for a short time the takhallu9 of

Mast, he is fond of reading, D. He is now in very poor circum-

stances, K,

Jonun, Shayk (Shah, K) Gholam Mortadha of Ilahabad a pupil of

Mawlawy Barkat, he is since many years blind, C, Y, D. (Barkat, says

Tek Chand, JBahar, is a licensed abbreviation for Barakat, and in India

the word is universally pronounced, as if it had only two syllables.)

Jonun, Nawab Mahdiy Khan, a son of Khanahzad Khan b. Nawab

Sarbaland Khan, a pupil of 'ishq Grhasyta, was at Patna (where J

saw him) on his way to Calcutta, J.

Jonun, Mohammad Eakhr alislain of Dilly a pupil of Mamnun

has lately taken to poetry, D.

Jonun, Mohammad Jywan is a learned and pious man of the

neighbourhood of Serawah, D.

Jonun, Myrza Najaf 'alyy Khan of Benares, a son of Mohammad

'alyy Khan Dywanah who holds the office of Ta^yldar, P.

Joriit, Qalandar-bakhsh a son of jffafitz Aman a pupil of .ZZasrat.

He was first supported by Nawab Ma/mbbat Khan Mahabbat but in

1215 he was in the service of Solayman-shikoh at Lucnow, he was
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skilled in music, astrology, and other sciences, but had the misfortune

to lose his eye-sight, Gr. It appears that Jorat and his family had

the family-name of YaAya Man, because they said that they were

descended from Ya/*ya Bay Man who resided in a street at Dilly

which is close to the Chandny Chawk and is still called the Ray Man
street. In P it is stated that he was descended from Ray Man who

was executed by Nadir Shah and that he died upwards of twenty

years ago.

Jorat, Myrza Moghol of Bareilly a son of 'abd al-Baqiy Khan, a

soldier by profession and a pupil of Sawda is a good poet, D. He
died at Bareilly, K. In H this poet has the takhallu9 of Jamyl.

Jorat, Myr MoAammad Ridha a son of Sayyid Mohammad Wahyd
who had the title of Sayyid (JJadr aldyn and was a man of rank and

held a Jageer from the emperor. Jorat was a soldier and wrote Per-

sian poetry, he had a salary of sixty rupees a month, and being a very

bigoted Shy'ah, he gave out of this twenty-two rupees as alms to

Sayyids ;
he died at Piirniya, J. He seems to be identical with

the following.

Jorat, Myr Mostaqym was a contemporary of Mohammad Shah,

it is said that he lived a pious life and resided at Purniya, Y.

Jorat, Myr Sher 'alyy was a fine-looking and learned man but not

much of a poet, he used to visit Grurdezy, but some years previous to

1165 he went to the Deccan, B. He is a native of the Deccan
;
there

is also a Jorat of Faydhabad, whose name I do not know says J.

Josh, Shaykh Niyaz Afanad a pupil of Dzawq, R.

Josh, RaAym Allah a young man who resided at Dilly and was a

pupil of C, E. Is a humoristic poet, wrote two Dywans, one is humoris-

tic and the other contains Grhazals, Ruba'ys, &c. D. I have not

heard of him since a long time, his poems are in a low language, H.

Joshish, Mohammad 'abid a son of Jaswant Nakir (Jaswant

Nager, P) it is said that he is a clever young man and resides at

Patna, E, D. There is no doubt that D, and E are under a mistake

and mean the brother of Shaykh Mohammad Rawshan Joshish whose

takhallu9 is Dil.

Joshish, Shaykh Mohammad Rawshan of Patna a brother of Mo-
hammad 'abid Dil, imitates Myr Dard, G-. In 1194 he sent extracts

from his Dywan to 0. He is an excellent poet and his Dywan has

about 3000 verses, J, Y.
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Jowan, Katziin 'alyy of Dilly is now, 1196, at Lucnow, C. In

A. D. 1800 he went to Calcutta where he was still alive in 1812, and

attached to the College of Port William.

Jowan, Shaykh MoMbb Allah of Dilly of Jewish extraction

( ? cU'j/ I ^\ jl )
is a physician and a pupil of 'ishq, D, K. In

H instead of being a Jew he is a 8^1>*>jJ.

Jowan, Myrza Na'ym Beg of Dilly is a clever and talented young
man in the service of Solayman-shikoh, he is a pupil of E, but not

much of a poet, E. He died many years ago, P.

Myan Juggan, a cousin of Sher-afgau Khan, was born in Hindu-

stan, B. He is a pupil of Taqyy Myr, J. According to D he was a

slave of Sher-afgan Khan, this however is certainly a mistake.

Kabyr, -ETakym Kabyr 'alyy Sanbhaly was an An9ary Shaykh, E
met him in the house of Mohammad Yar Khan.

Kafir, Myr 'alyy Naqyy of Dilly a soldier and a friend of B. Had
first the takhallu9 of Taskyn and Jonun, A. C frequently saw him

at Murshidabad. Some say he is dead, J, V. He called his poems

Kafir-Kattah, K.

Shah Kakul of Dilly was a Faqyr and a contemporary of Abrii, C, V.

Kalamy, Gholam Nabyy Khan was supported by the late Ghaziy

aldyn Khan, D.

Myr Kallu of Dilly was a relation of Myr Dard, D, P.

Kalym, Shaykh Kalym Allah of Sarkot which is in the district of

Muradabad, P.

Kalym, Mohammad .ZTbsayn, B. Myr Talib .Hbsayn, D. He

composed a thick Dywan, A. He was a relation of Myr Mohammad

Taqyy Myr and wrote an Urdu treatise on Prosody and Rhyme and

translated the f^l (joy^* into Urdu, he flourished under Afonad

Shah and died at Dilly, C, G-. He was the father of Myan Myr
JEZajy Tajalliy, E. He was a physician and left a Dywan and several

Mathnawies, P. He is also the author of a tale in elegant Eekhtah

prose, H.

Kama! aldyn was an ancient poet, D.

Kamal, Shah Kama! aldyn /fosayn, his forefathers were of Karah

Manikpiir, but his father resided in Behar and was a man of rank,

Kamal went to Lucnow and lives in the house of Rajah Holas Ray,

he has collected the Dywans of about thirty Rekhtah poets and is a

pupil of Jorat, E, D.
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Kamal, Myr Kamal 'alyy of Gyamanpiir resides at Dyrha (or

Deorha) in the Behar, writes Persian and Bekhtah verses, J. He

was a man of learning and wrote a large work called A+^I JW On

Philosophy, and one called ijji 8^^ on the Imams. He died in

1215, the chronogram on his dearth is l*O>.

Kam-go, Myrza .ffabyb Allah is of Khayrabad in Oudh, D. He
died some time ago, H.

Kamil, Shaykh Lutf Allah was a pupil of Shah Khaksar, V.

Kamil, Myrza Kamil Beg is of Moghol origin and a soldier by

profession, D.

Kamil, Thakor Das a son of Rajah Bam a Kashmyry, holds the

appointment of Wakyl at Dilly, D. He is still in the same office, P.

Kamtar, Kamtar Shah is a Darwysh residing at Lucnow, D.

Kamtar, Myrza Khayr Allah Beg is of Persian origin and resides

at Earrokhabad, V.

Kamtar, Mawlawy Kifayat 'alyy author of the ^A. *~J and of a

version of the Shamayil of Tirmidzy, B.

Kamtaryn an Afghan, his name is Myan Kamtaryn, he writes

humoristic poetry but it is not good, M. He spent the greater

part of his life at Dilly and died in 1168, A, B, C. His name was

Pyr Khan, he used to sit in the evening in the Chawk, and to sell

his poems which he had written on detached pieces of paper, D.

He wrote mostly satires and humoristic poetry, H.

Karam of Dilly, a pupil of M^Aafy, resides at //aydarabad, K.

Karam, Shaykh Grholam. Dhamin of Kiitanah resides at Dilly,

formerly he resided at JTaydarabad, he is a pupil of Miimin Khan

and is an old man, P. He may be identical with the preceding.

Karam a, Myan Grholam Karama of Murshidabad has lately left

that city, J.

Karamat, Myr Karamat 'alyy of Awrangabad, six days' journey
from Dilly, a son of Myr Amanat 'alyy and a grandson of Sayyid

Murad 'alyy Bokhary, he leads the life of a Darwysh or devotee at

Shikarpiir, K.

Karym, Karym Allah Khan an Afghan has lately taken to writing

poetry, D.

Shah Karyin-bakhsh of Patna a disciple of Shah Karak is a Qadi-

rian 9ufy> J-

Laid Kashy Nath of Ambalah (Umballa) a bad poet, A.
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Kashy Nath of Patyala a son of Nawnidh Bay is a young man,

V. His father I believe is the author of the is&^j**i>.

Katziin, Katzim 'alyy is young and a pupil of Mohammad

Na9yr, K.

Kawkab, Eay Makand Eay of /Taydarabad a pupil of Faydh, E.

Kawthar, Mahdiy 'alyy Khan of Lucnow a son of Qofob aldyn

Khan, came two years ago to Dilly, he is a pupil of Nasikh, P.

Kayfy, Myr .ffidayat 'alyy a Sayyid of Barh, composes chiefly

Persian verses, K, D.

Kh&9 is a poet of the Deccan, D.

Khadim resides at Panypat, D.

Khadim, Khadim 'alyy of the Panjab was in the service of Nawab

Na9ir-jang Bangash, V. He was a native of Khaytal but brought

up at Dilly, his uncle was in receipt of a salary of 500 Es. a month

from Nawab Bangash. Khadim is in the service of Nawab Motzaffar-

jang and receives a salary of Es. 100. He is the author of a Persian

and Urdu Dywan, H, D. He was of Farrokhabad, E.

Khadim, Nawab Khadim //osayn Khan Bahadur of Dilly a son of

Nawab Ashraf aldawlah Afrasyab Khan and a friend of D, H.

Khadim, Khadim Ifosayn Khan of Patna a son of Hajy A7*mad

'alyy Qiydmat and a relation of C. He is dead, V.

Khaksar, Myr Mo^ammad-yar, familiarly called Kallu, is attached

to a shrine close to Dilly called Qadam Sharyf, A, B, E. It appears

from I, that he has written a Tadzkirah in which he assumes the ap-

pellation of Sayyid alsho'ara. He used to visit H, but was dead

when he wrote.

Khaky, Gholam JBaydar Beg was born in Hindustan, (Dilly,

E) his ancestors were of Badakhshan, he is in the Deccan in the

army, D.

Khalah, a lady of the name of Badr alnisa, Begam of Farrokhabad,

was the aunt of the Nawab 'imad almulk, and hence she used this

takhalhi9, V.

Khaliq, 'abd al-Khaliq was attached to the service of the late

Myrza (Prince) Solayman-shikoh, he was marked with small-pox

and stammered in reciting his verses, yet he was constantly present

at the Mosha'arahs of the Maharajah. He went to Gwalyar, but it

is not known where he now resides, E.

Khaliq, Shaykh Khaliq-bakhsh is originally of the Panjab, but
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was born at Dilly, He is a nephew of Shaykh Nabyy-bakhsh

/Taqyr, and has lately taken to poetry, R.

Khalyl, Sayyid Ibrahym 'alyy, a son of the late Sayyid Mohammad

'alyy Bashyr, is a young man, who has lately taken to poetry, and

submits his verses to Myr Gulzar 'alyy Asyr for correction, R.

Khalyq, Karamat Allah Khan, a cousin of MoAammad Ja'far Khan

Raghib, and a pupil of Myrza Mohammad Fakhr Makyn, was a

good Insha writer, and died young, and left a Persian Dywan, V.

Khalyq,Myr Mosta/jsan of Lucnow a younger brother of MyrA^san

Kholq, E. He is tutor in the family of Rajah Tiket Ray at Lucnow, D.

He is a son of Myr JTasan, the author of the Badre Monyr, H.

Khalyq, Myrza Tzohiir 'alyy of Dilly, a son of Myrza Hoshdar, is

skilled in Hindee music, and in composing Marthiyahs, knows a little

Arabic, he is now, 1199 at Murshidabad, C. In the Marthiyah, he

has the takhallu9 of Tzohur, he died at Kerbala in the 'iraq, V.

Khan, Ashraf Khan of Dilly went some time ago to Lucnow,

he is a pupil of Mu9/*afy, H.

Khan, Mo^ammady Khan, a Pathan, and a pupil of Rangyn, resides

in the Deccan, has visited Dilly, D.

Khandan, D does not know where he resides.

Khastah, Mohammad 'abd Allah Khan familiarly called Myan

Jywan of Dilly, a son of Sa'd Allah Khan, who was called Aqa Yar

Khan, was of Kashmyry origin and born at Dilly, and a pupil of

Firaq, D, H, K. I am told that he died about 1840.

Khastah, Gholam Qofob-bakhsh, a descendant of Sayyid Mohammad

Kirmany, was attached to Mtzam aldyn Awliya's tomb near Dilly,

he was a pupil of Ashufbah, D, H.

Khayal, Brij Nath of Dilly has gone to 7?aydarabd, H.

Khayal, Gholam tfosayn Khan (Gholam JTasan Khan, H, P), a

nephew of Barkat Allah Khan Barkat and a relation of Myr

Juggan, resides now at Sunypat, D. It is said he left two Dywans

containing nearly one hundred thousand verses, P.

Khidmat, FarAat 'alyy resided at Lucnow, says Beny ISTarayan.

Khirad, Nawab Fakhr aldyn Khan, a son of Nawab Sharaf aldyn

Mohammad Khan, is a relation of P.

Khod-gharadh of Agra has visited Dilly, D.

Kholq, Myr Afoan a son of Myr .Hasan is only nineteen years of

age, E. Resides since a long time at Lucnow, II, K.

2 K
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Kholq, Eay Jadun Eay of #aydarabad a pupil of Faydh, E.

Khorshed 'alyy of Dilhar a clever young man, D, K, T.

Khosh of Dilly, his ancestors were of the Panjab, his father was a

celebrated calligraph. Khosh lost his eyesight by small-pox, and,

though blind, made the pilgrimage to Makkah, he is a fertile poet, H.

Khoshdil, Ghasy Earn of Dilly kept a shop at Faydhabad, V.

Khosh-dil, Lalah Gobind Lai a son of Lalah Kanjy Dil (sic Mai ?)

Gharyl, a Kayeth, is a talented young man, D.

Khoshnud is mentioned by M and E.

Khoshras, #afitz Gholam Mohammad of Dilly is blind, but a good

musician, D.

Myr Khosraw, M thinks that he has written much Eekhtah

poetry. A notice on him is in the following chapter.

Kishen Chand a Khatry of Lahor is a new poet, V.

Kdchak, Prince Myrza Wajh aldyn ("Wajyh aldyn, D) of Dilly,

familiarly called Myrza K6chak f a&ib, went some time ago to Luc-

now, and died there, K, D. But he is buried at Nitzam aldyn's

Mausoleum near Dilly, H.

Latyf, Myr Latyf 'alyy of Dilly, a pupil of Myr Dard, used to

sell jewellery, K. He died in 1214, H.

Latyf, Myr Shams aldyn of Siirat is about thirty-two years of

age, E. Eesides since some years at Lucnow, K. In H he has the

takhallu9 of Luf.

Layiq, Myr Layiq 'alyy of Lucnow, came in 1208 to Dilly to

prosecute his studies, he is a pupil of Nasikh, D, K.

Lisan, Myr Kalym Allah was a friend of B, but died young before

B wrote his Tadzkirah.

Lutff, Myrza 'alyy a pupil of Sawda, T. He is a pupil of Shah

Malul and resides at Lucnow, H. E identifies him with Myrza

Luf, on whom see p. 184, but H distinguishes between the two.

Luf, 'atzym Beg is a pupil of Sawda, T.

Lurfy was an old poet, his name is not known, J, C.

Ma9dar, Myr Ma-sha Allah Khan, the father of In-sha Allah Khan

was, it would appear, alive when E wrote. "Was first Eisaldar in the

cavalry of Nawab Mohabat-jang, now he is in the service of the

Nawab "Wazyr at Faydhabad, J. Died some time ago, H.

Myr Madad Allah, the father of ./Tamzah Rind was a good musi-

cian flourished under Mohammad Shah, C. See Myrza.
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Madhmiin, Sayyid Imain aldyn Khan a son of Sayyid Mo'yn aldyn

who commanded the king's body-guard, C.

Madhmiin, Shaykh (Myan, E) Sharaf aldyn a descendant of Ganj
Shakr was born near Gwalyar (at Jajhaii near Agra, M). When he

was past forty, he took up his abode in the Mosque called Zynat al-

masajid, and led the life of an ascetic. Qayim visited him there

twice or three times. He died about 1158. He was a pupil of

Matzhar and Arzu. Having lost his teeth, Khan Arzu called him

Sha'ire Be'danah, M, A, B, C. Myr says that the Zynat almasajid

is at Agra, this is a mistake, it is in Daryaganj at Dilly.

Madhiish, Myr Nabyy Jan is a pupil of Soz, C, V.

Maftun, Shaykh 'abd al-EaAym is of Arabic origin, but born at

Lucnow, he is a pupil of Nitzam aldyn Mamniin, K.

Maftun, Myan 'alyy-bakhsh of Patna was a Persian poet, J.

Maftun, Myan Badr aldyn is originally of the Panjab, but was

born at Dilly, he is a cloth-merchant and writes Persian and Eekhtah

poetry, which is corrected by Myr Farzand 'alyy Mawzun, K.

Maftun, Myrza (Prince) Karym-bakhsh is of the Imperial house

of Dilly, P.

Maftun, Katzim 'alyy is of Ilahabad, C, V.

Maftun, Mdty Earn, a Kashmyry Pandit, is a pupil of Minnat and

Mamnun, D. In Persian he has another takhallu9, H.

Maghmum, Myrza IsMq Beg of Dilly holds an office at Court, D
Maghmum, Myr Mashyyat 'alyy (Mast 'alyy, D) a pupil of 'izzat

Allah 'ishq, P.

Maghmum, Earn Jas of Lucnow is in the service of Mr. Jones, C
met him at Benares in 1199.

Mah, Myr Mohammad 'alyy Khan resides at /Zaydarabad, D.

Ma/iabbat, Myr Bahadur 'alyy of a good family of Dilly, is a pupil

of Thana Allah Firaq, V, K.

Ma^abbat called Nawab Ma&abbat Khan (MaAabbat Allah Khan,

K), a son of JIantz Ea^mat Khan, a pupil of Myrzei Ja'far 'alyy

/fasrat resides now, 1196, at Lucnow, and has written a Mathnawy
called Sirsy 6 Bannii at the request of Mr. Jones, who, it would

appear, had the title of Momtaz aldawlah, C. I give here a verse

from the Mathnawy :

He drew a handsome allowance from ^9af aldawlah, was still

2 K 2
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alive in 1215, and had written a Dywan, G. He lives now at

Lucnow, V, K. According to D he received an allowance from the

British Government, he was in Persian a pupil of Makyn and in

Eekhtah of .Hasrat. According to a chronogram in Jorat he died

in 1222.

Ma^abbat, Shaykh Walyy Allah of Dilly. See Mo/abb.

Maharaj, Eajah Holas (Bhilas, K) Kay, a Kayeth, was Dywan of

#afitz Ea^mat Khan at Bareilly and left a Eekhtah Dywan, K, D.

Ma7^bub, Myr Qoraysh of Dilly is mentioned by Beny Narayan.

Mahdiy, Myrza Mahdiy, Y, who says that he knew nothing of

his circumstances.

MaMiitz, Munshiy (Sayyid, H) MaAfutz 'alyy Khan a Sayyid of

Khayrabad is Munshiy in General Ochterlony's office at Dilly, writes

poetry very rarely, D.

Mahir, Myan (Myr, K) Fakhr aldyn Khan of Lucnow, a son of

Ashraf 'alyy Khan (whose takhallu? was, Fighan, P) is a man of

noble family. He was the Boswell of Sawda and used to copy his

Dywan, E. He had first the takhallu9 of Fakhr, obtained through

Sawda a pension of sixty Eupees a month from Shuja' aldawlah, and

is still at Lucnow, K. See Fakhr.

Mahjiir, MoAammad adr aldyn, a Kashmyry of Dilly, is a pupil

of Mamnun, K, D.

MaAmiid, JZafitz Sayyid MaAmud Khan is of Afghan origin, K.

He is not yet old, and a nephew of A'tzam aldawlah Myr Mohammad

Khan Sarwar, P. He is the author of a Tadzkirah of Eekhtah and

Persian poets, T.

Ma^mud Ser of the Deccan was a contemporary of Walyy, A.

MaAruq, his name and circumstances are unknown, E.

MaAshar, Myrza 'alyy Naqyy (Taqyy, K), a Kashmyry of Lucnow,

had a very high opinion of his own poetical talents and wrote both

Persian and Eekhtah verses. After he had killed Mohlat he fled from

Lucnow to Dilly where he met E, and subsequently to Agra ;
when

he thought his crime was forgotten he returned to Lucnow, where

he was put to death in 1208, by the relatives of Mohlat, at the age

of about thirty years, E. See Mohlat.

Ma^shar, Ikram Allah Khan of Badawn has some pupils, D, T.

Was well known in his own country, P.

MaAw, Shaykh 'atzym Allah of Myrath (Meerut) P.
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, #osayn 'alyy Khan of Agra, is in the service of the

English Government, H, D, P.

MaAw, RaAm 'alyy Khan of Dilly, a son of the late Lutf alnabyy

Khan, resides now at Patna, J.

MaAzrin, 'alam-shah is a descendant of Ganj-bakhsh and a pupil

of Mohammad Mas'ud of Dilly, D. He is certainly identical with

the following, though D distinguishes between the two.

Ma^zun, 'alam-shah (Gholain Shah, D) a Pyr-zadah of Amrohah,

was celebrated when he was young, E. He was of Makdesar and not

of Amrohah as Mu9^afy states, P. He died some time ago, H.

Ma^ziin, Khalyfah jEfafitz Allah of Farrokhabad supports himself

by teaching, and had formerly the takhallu9 of JayAiin, D.

Ma^ziin, Mawlawy Sayyid Mohammad jBTosayn (Mawlawy Sayyid

Gholain .ZZbsayn of Dilly, V) a Musawy Sayyid and a pupil of Maw-

lawy Mo/iammad Barakat, C has seen him. He was of Awrangabad
and visited Hindustan for the sake of prosecuting his studies, he

died in 1185, at Ilahabad where he had resided for some years, at the

age of forty-one years, J.

Ma&zun, Mohammad Taqyy Khan holds the rank of five thousand

and a Jagyr, resides at Patna and composes chiefly Persian poetry, J.

MaAziin, Myr Nacir Jan, a son of Sayyid Mohammad Naqjr Ranj

(a son of Myr Dard, H), is skilled in Mathematics, and went lately

towards the east (Oudh) P.

Majbur, Myan .Haqq-rasa is a young man and a pupil of Na9yr, K.

Majbur, Ray Khrish-Ml Singh of Patna a son of Maharajah Shitab

Hay is a good poet, J.

Majdziib, Myrza (Myr, G) Gholam #aydar Beg of Dilly (of Luc-

now, H), an adopted son (a son, C) of Sawda, resides now, 1196, at

Lucnow, C. He is still, 1215, at Lucnow, and has written two Dywans,
G. His name is Myrza .flaydar Beg. he is of Moghol origin and

lives at Lucnow, K. He said that he was a son of Sawda, as Sawda

had no child, he probably adopted him, T.

Majnun, jffimayat 'alyy of Dilly resides at Murshidabad, is a pupil

of Qudrat, and has written a Saqiy-namah by order ofNawab Mobarak

'alyy Khan, he was a friend of C. He is also mentioned by V.

Majnun, Shah Majnun familiarly called Darwysh Sar-barahnah a

descendant or son of the Dywan of Mohammad Shah, uses sometimes

the takhallu9 of Khafiy, he is a pupil of Myr and resides at Lucnow,
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C. He has written a Dywan, E, He had first the takhallu9 of

/Zasrat and subsequently of .Haly, he embraced the Islam, but is a

free-thinker, he lives in great distress at Lucnow, V. His ances-

tors embraced the Islam, H. Beny Narayan speaks of him in the

past tense.

Majru^, Munshiy Kishen Chand a Kashmyry born in Hindustan,

is a pupil of Matzhar and resides now, 1196, at Lucnow, C. He
has been brought up at Dilly but resides at Lucnow, V.

Majyd, Majyd aldyn Khan a Kashmyry of Dilly, is a son of

Muftiy Mo'yn aldyn Khan, D.

Makand Singh, a Brahman of Dilly, is a new poet, D.

Makarim, Myrza Makarim of Dilly was a Ma^ibdar at Dilly, but

fell into great distress, and was reduced to live on the sale of his

ghazals, which he sold at two pice (about a penny) a piece, D, H.

Makhkhu, of Farrokhabad but his family was of Dilly, he is a

calligraph, D and K who mention him, do not know his takhallu9.

See MotzafFar.

Malal, Myrza Mohammad Zaman, D. In H are two Malals besides

this, one was a Darwysh and a pupil of Matzhar.

Malul, Shah Sharaf aldyn (Ma'ruf aldyn, D) is a Darwysh, he

uses in Persian the takhallu9 of Ilham, K, D.

Mamluw, Tsry Prasad a Kayeth of Lucnow is a pupil of Myrza

Qatyl, he was in 1231 at Dilly, D.

Mamnun,MyrAmanat 'alyy of Patna studied for some time at Dilly,

and was a pupil of Myr Mawzun, K does not know where he is.

Mamnun, Myr Nitzam aldyn, a son of Minnat, is alive and has

many pupils, E. He resides at Lucnow, V. He obtained from the

emperor of Dilly the title of Fakhr alsho'ara, he lately left the

emperor's service, K. His family was of Panypat, but he was born

at Dilly and lived long at Lucnow
;
some years ago he went to

Ajmyr, he has written a Dywan, P.

Manjhu Khan, see Matzhar.

Mantzar, Khwajah-bakhsh of Ilahabad, it is said that in 1190, he

visited Patna, C. Ma'niy, Mohammad Amyn died at Coel, P.

Maqbiil, Myan Maqbul Nabyy, a son of the late Yaqyn, resides at

present at Farrokhabad, J. He has the title of Matzhar aldyn

Khan. He has collected sixty thousand verses from about three

hundred ancient and modern poets, but this collection has unfor-
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tunately been destroyed by fire, K. He was a friend ofD and a pupil

of Firaq, P.

Maqbul, a new poet, a pupil of Nacyr, visited Dilly in 1247, D.

Maq9iid of Lucnow a water-carrier is a popular poet, and his

verses are sung on Hindu festivals, E, K.

Maqtiil, Myrza Ibrahym Beg of Dilly a son of Myrzd Mohammad

'alyy, his forefathers were of Ispahan, he is a good prose-writer and

upwards of thirty years of age, E, whose pupil he was. In D this

poet occurs first under Maqtiil and then under Maqbul.

Ma'qul, P does know any thing regarding him.

Marhun, Myrza (Myr, D) 'alyy Eidha (Myrza 'alyy of Dilly, K)
had formerly the takhallu9 of Madhmun, his forefathers were of

Mashhad but he was born and educated at Dilly, he is a pupil of

Nitzam aldyn Mamnun and a son of Qamar aldyn Minnat, E. He
went to /Taydarabad and was attached as a poet to the Court of

Moshyr almulk Nawab Nitzam 'alyy Khan Bahadur on a salary of

Es. 200 a month, H, D.

MarMm, IZakym Myr 'alyy was a Sayyid of Saharanpiir, H.

Ma'riif, Mawlawy lAsan Allah is a Shaykh, and resides in Bengal,

he writes good Persian poetry.

Ma'riif, Ilahy-bakhsh Khan of Dilly a son of 'arif Jan (Khan, E)

who was a great Amyr of the days of Dzu-1-Fiqar aldawlah Najaf

Khan. Ma'riif is a young man, has lately visited Lucnow, he is a pupil

of JN"acyr, E. He has embraced ^ufism and is a disciple of Fakhr

aldyn, he has written a Dywan, D, K. He is a good soldier, H. He
was a brother of ISTawab AAmad-bakhsh Khan, he died in 1242, and

left two Dywans, P.

Masarrat, Shankar a Kayeth is a pupil of Na9yr, K.

Masarrat, Shaykh Wazyr 'alyy a son of K and a pupil of 'ishq ;

went some years ago to J/aydarabad, P.

Mashhiir, his name and circumstances are not known, H. He is

a Kayeth of Bareilly, P, E.

Masrur, Myrza A9ghar 'alyy Beg familiarly called Myrza Sangy

Beg of Dilly is a pupil of Myr 'izzat Allah 'ishq, D.

Masrur, Nawab Gholam ITosayn Khan, E.

Masrur, Lalah Grirdhary Lai a pupil of Faydh, E.

Masrur, Shaykh Pyr-bakhsh of Kakory, which is five farsangs from

Lucnow, is a pupil of Mu9^afy, visited Dilly in the suit of Solayman-

shikoh, P. He has collected his poems into a Dywan, H.
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Masrur, Sharaf aldjn A&mad a son of Grholam Mo&yy aldyn 'ishq,

who had also the takhallu9 of Mobtala is of Meerut, P. He was

born in 1209, the chronogram is J^> J>^, T.

Mast, Myan 'alyy Eidha of Dilly, J.

Mast, Myr Fadhl 'alyy was a pupil of Myr Amany Asad and used

to visit E's assemblies of poets at Dilly with his instructor, D.

Mast, Mast 'alyy Khan a nephew of A9alat Khan Thabit and a

pupil of V was at Purniyah when V wrote.

Mast, Lala Eatan Lai of .Haydarabad a pupil of Faydh, E.

MasyA, Myan (Myrza, D) Baraty a Kashmyry of Dilly a nephew
of Nawab "Wajyh aldyn (aldawlah, K) WajyJi lives on com-

merce, K.

MasyA, Myrza Masy& Allah Beg commonly called Myrza Jffajy

was a soldier and a pupil of Gurdezy /Tosayny, he died some time

ago, K, D. In H his name is Myrza Shaykh Allah Beg.

MasyA, MasyA Allah Khan a young man who writes Persian and

Eekhtah poetry, D, K.

MasyA, Nawab Mohammad MasyA Khan of Lucnow, E.

Matyn an ancient poet, his name is not known, D.

Matzhar, Myrza Janjanan of Agra. His father's name was Myrza
Jan and out of affection he called his son Jane jan or Janjan, that is

to say the soul of Jan. This is the statement of J, but it seems to

be an error, his name is no doubt Janjanan. His ancestors were of

Bokhara, he is now upwards of sixty years of age, he is a learned

man and a Qufy, and though not a professed poet, writes beautiful

poetry both in Persian and Eekhtah, B, A. M has seen a Persian

Dywan of his. He resided at Dilly and In'am Allah Khan Yaojn,
Dardmand and Taban and Munshiy Besawan Lai Bedar are among
his pupils, he interdicted the ta'ziyahs and was therefore murdered

by a Shy'ah in 1194 (in 1192 the chronogram is oU \**+=>> {J>^

]**& P) when nearly one hundred years of age, C, Q-. E considers

him as the originator of Eekhtah poetry. He has selected only

one thousand verses out of 20,000 which be had composed, and

embodied them in his Dywan, K. He collected an Album to which

he gave the title of^*^ &kj^k; in the selection of the extracts

he shows very great taste. H says that he lived at Dilly in the

Imam street, which is close to the Jami' masjid, and he confirms the

statement that he was murdered in 1192.
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Matzhar, Manjhii Khan, a son of JYakvm 'askary Khan, is a

brother of JZakym Bii 'alyy Khan, H. He was dead when K wrote.

Matzhary, Ma7ibub 'alyy of Kotanah is a pupil of Barkat, (a bro-

ther of Barkat Allah Khan, H,) and instructor of 'abd Allah Khan

Awj, D.

Matzlum, Sayyid Imam aldyn Khan, a son of Sayyid Mo'yn aldyn

Khan, was in command of the mounted body-guard of Mohammad

Shah, it is said that he compiled a Tadzkirah of contemporary
Bekhtah poets, V.

Mawj, Khoda-bakhsh of Agra lived long at Dilly, died some years

ago at Lucnow, P. He is distinguished in the Marthiyah, H.

Mawzun, Bay Chatur Singh a Kayeth of Dilly, he says that he is

a grandson of Madhoram, he writes also Bhaka verses, K, D.

Ma^vzun, Myr Farzand 'alyy of Samanah (of the Deccan, V) a

fertile poet both in Persian and Bekhtah but very vain
;
he has

written several Persian Mathnawies, and considers himself a pupil

of Faqyr, E. Besides since many years at Lucnow, and has many

pupils, D, K. He was a pupil of Myr Shams aldyn Faqyr and died

at Lucnow in 1229, H.

Mawzun, Lalah Nihal Chand was in the service of the late Bay
Bam Batan in the capacity of writer, D.

Mawzun, Khwajam Quly Khan Dzu-1-Fiqar aldawlah is a poet of

the Deccan, B. He was ^Jiibahdar of Burhanpur, and held the rank

of seven thousand, J. According to D, Mawzun was a brother of the

ubahdar. In H his name is Ba&ym Quly Khan. There was also a

shop-keeper's son of this takhallii9, who wrote poems in praise of

Sajy Sindhyah, the Marhatta chief, K.

Mawzun, Myrza Qadir-bakhsh, B speaks of him in the present

tense.

Mawzun, Myr Ba&rn 'alyy of Dilly a good Arabic and Persian

scholar was a friend of B, and alive in 1165.

Mawzun, Maharajah Bam Narayan of Patna was governor of Patna,

and a pupil of J2azyn, wrote chiefly Persian poetry, and was dis-

tinguished as an elegant prose-writer, being convicted of a crime, he

was drowned in the Ganges by the late Nawab Myr Mohammad

Qasim Khan, C.

Mayil, Myrza A'qa Beg a pupil of 'ishrat, H.

MayiljMyan Fakhry, J. Probably identical with Myan Mp/tammady.

2 L
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Mayil, Myr Hidayat 'alyy of Patna has gone to the Deccan, he

had from childhood a predilection for Eekhtah poetry, but fritter*

away his time in love-adventures, C, J. He was first a pupil of

Shah Moshtaq 'alyy Talab and of Mojrim, he died in 1208, V.

Mayil, Sayyid Qasim 'alyy of Khayrabad, died young, D, P.

Mayil, Myr Mahdiy of Dilly died some time ago, H.

Mayil, Myrza Mohammad Yar Beg of Lucnow is a young man
of Moghol descent, and a pupil of Jorat, E, K.

Mayil, Myan (Shah, K, Myr, P) MoAammady of Dilly, A. He
resides now at Murshidabad, C. His house is close to the Fat^pury

Mosque (at Dilly) E. He is a pupil of Qudrat Allah Qudrat, he has

left Murshidabad, and V does not know where he is. According to K
he is a pupil of Qayim and the instructor of Bahory Khan Ashuftah,

of Mohammad ISTafyr aldyn Na9yr and Khosrawy.
Mid&at of Lucnow is a pupil of .ZZasrat, H, P.

Mihman, his name is not known, D.

MiAnat, Myrza .Hbsayn 'alyy Beg (Myrza J2bsayn Beg, K) of

Dilly, a son of Myrza Sultan Beg, resides at Dilly, C. Came to

Oudh when only five years of age, he is a pupil of Jorat, E, D.

Was brought up at Lucnow, T.

Mihr, Bedar-bakhsh (Beddr-bakht ?) a son of Khoda-bakhsh Mawj,
was poisoned, he was a pupil of Myr Gulzar 'alyy Asyr, E. Though
the takhallu9 of this poet is clearly spelled Mihr in the text, E has

inserted him in the letter lam and in the index it is spelled Lahar.

Mihr, Myrza JETatim 'alyy of Farrokhabad resides at Dilly, and is

a friend of E.

Mihr, Nawab Manur Khan is a son of Nawab Ma^abbat Khan, E.

Mihr, Munshiy Mihr Chand a Khatry of a place in the province

of Lahdr, resided long at Farrokhabad, has written an Urdu Dywan,
he also wrote Persian poetry and used the takhallu9 of Dzarra in it,

J, V. According to D he was of Mahdiyabad in Gujrat, and has

written a Eekhtah Dywan.

Mihr, Eajab Beg a brother of Ma^miid Beg ZoV, D, P.

Mihrban Khan see Eind.

Minnat, Myr Qamar aldyn of Sunypat (of Dilly C, G-, V) is a

promising young man, A, whose pupil he was. He is a descendant

of Sayyid Jalal Bokhary who was a son of Sayyid 'adhod Yazdy,

whose biography is in Kashy's Tadzkirah (see supra p. 18, No. 69)
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and a pupil of Myr Ntir aldyn Nawyd and Myr Shams aldyn Faqyr
and a disciple of Fakhr aldyn and a fertile Persian poet, having

written several Mathnawies, he is now, 1196, in the service of Mr.

Jones, whose title is Momtaz aldawlah, C, GK Has written in Per-

sian about 100,000 lines, he is also the author of the u>^/^ which

is an imitation of the Gulistan. He went in 1101 from Dilly to

Lucnow. Mr. Jones took him to Calcutta, and introduced him to

the G-overnor-General, Mr. Hastings. He died in 1207 at Cal-

cutta, G. He left a Khamsah, V. He also left a Mathnawy in

imitation of the Sihre .flalal, he visited the Deccan and received five

thousand Rupees for a Qa9ydah in praise of the Nitzam, K. He
died at Calcutta in 1208 at the age of forty-nine years and left

150,000 Persian verses, among his compositions is the eJ^-^*^ in

which he gives the following account of his works :

P. His son is Nitzam aldyn Mamniin, D. His name is Myr Shams

aldyn he is a companion of Mihrban Khan, and a Chela (Protege)

of Nawab A7*mad Khan Bangash, J. Perhaps the Minnat of J is

not identical with the Minnat of other authors.

Miskyn, Sayyid 'abd al-WaAid Khan is a young man, as long as he

was at Dilly his verses were corrected by Miimin Khan, at present

he is at Indore, P.

Miskyn, Myrza Kallu Beg is of Moghol origin, has of late retired

from the world, he must be distinguished from the Miskyn who has

written chiefly Marthiyahs, K. The name of the latter is Myr
'abd Allah.

Miskyn, Lalah Takht Mai of Patna, it is said that he is a fertile

poet, but his verses are bad, C.

Mismar, Sayyid Karam 'alyy of Shahdhurah in the province of

Dilly a son of Qays Qadiry, has visited Patna, J.

Mo'atztzam, Mawlawy Mohammad Mo'atztzam of Moradabad,

writes good Persian and Eekhtah poetry, D.

Mo'azzaz, his name and circumstances are unknown to R.

Mobariz, Mobariz Khan of Dilly, D saw him several times in

poetical meetings.

2 L 2
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Mobtahij, Lalah Moliik Chand a Kayeth of Shahjahanpur was an

intelligent man, K.

Mobtala, Myr Ainyn a pupil of Myr resides probably at Be-

nares, V.

Mobtala, Myrza Qasim of Dilly (of Lucnow, P) a son of Nawab

Mohammad 'alyy Khan, had the title of Myr Mardan 'alyy Khan,

his forefathers were of Mashhad, he resides now at Benares, J, V.

He has written a Persian Dywan and a Tadzkirah, P. I strongly

suspect P confounds this Mobtala with the one mentioned in p. 187.

Mo9ybat (Mo9yb, C), caUed Shah Gholam QoZob aldyn of Ilaha-

bad, was a learned man and a friend of C. Went in 1186 on the

pilgrimage and died in 1187, and was buried at Makkah, J.

: Modda'a, Myr 'iwadh 'alyy of Dilly was a good physician, and in

the service of late TZafitz EaAmat Khan, he composed a Eekhtah

Qacydah, in which he mixed many Pashtii words, C.

Modhtfarr, Shaykh (Myr, D) fTasan 'alyy of Lucnow is a pupil of

Mamnun, K.

Modhfarr, Lala Kunwar Sen a son of the Dywan Deby Prashad

a Kayeth, his family was of Dilly, but he was born at Lucnow, had

from childhood a predilection for poetry, but he concealed his com-

positions, at length, however, he became a pupil of Tanha. If he takes

pains he may improve, but at present his poetry is not very good, E.

Since twelve years he is Ta^yldar in the district of Bulandshahr, P.

Modhtfarr, Mohammad Asad Allah Khan, E.

Modhtfarr, Myrza Sangyn a friend of P.

Modhtfarib, Lala Durga Prashad of Lucnow, a son ofDywan Bhawa-

ny Prashad, a Kayeth, a young man and a friend of Mohammad

'ysa, E. He is a pupil of Mo/aammad 'ysa Tanha, H.

Modhtarib, Myan Mohammad Hajy a Kashmyry of Dilly, third

son of Qadhiy Ea^mat Allah Khun, is a pupil of Mamnun, K. He
has given up writing poetry, P.

Moghol, Myrza Moghol 'alyy a Kashmyry of Dilly a son of Khwa-

jah Hynga (A9ghary, D) is a merchant, K. In H he has the name

of Moghol 'alyy a son of Mohammad 'askary.

Sayyid Mohammad Khan of Dilly is a grandson of Nawab Muryd
Khan and a son-in-law of Nawab Motzaffar Khan, J.

Sayyid Mohammad Khan a grandson of the late Nawab Morta-

dhawy Khan, resides at Patna, and is a relation by marriage of the
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Ciibahdar of Bengal, he composes chiefly Marthiyahs, and has not yet

chosen a takhallu?, J.

Mohammad Shah Khan of Haptir, composes sometimes poetry, D.

Mohammad Wahid, J.

MoAaqqiq of the Deccan is mentioned by A and C among the

earliest Rekhtah poets. His language resembles the dialect spoken

in Hindustan, V.

MoMbb, Myr Mohammad 'alyy went some years ago to the Deccan,

he composes chiefly Marthiyahs, D.

Mo&ibb, Shaykh "Walyy Allah of Dilly a pupil of Sawda, and a

friend of Mihrban Khan Kind, resided long at Farrokhabad, it is not

known where he now lives, C. V. Was for some time in the service

of Solayman-shikoh and died at Lucnow, K, P. Is the author of a

Rekhtah Dywan and a Persian Mathnawy, he was in the service of

Solayman-shikoh, and died two years ago, E. In the copy of C, pre-

served in the Asiatic Society of Bengal, this poet has the takhalhi9 of

Ma/iabbat, but V has copied this article from C and has Mo/dbb, we

must therefore consider the reading in C, as a mistake of the copyist.

Mohlat, Myrza 'alyy a pupil of Jorat, had some years ago a dispute

with 'alyy Naqyy Ma^shar, and they agreed to fight a duel on the

other (left) bank of the Grumpty (at Lucnow), Mohlat was wounded

in it, and died of the wound, E. See MaAshar.

Mo^sin, Myr //asan Khan Bahadur a son of Nawab Sayyid

aldawlah Myr Ma^um Khan Bahadur-jang is in the service of Ge-

neral Perron, D.

MoAsin, (Myr, V) Mohammad Mo^sin (Mohammad 7/asan, B) is a

young man and a relation (a nephew, Y) and pupil of Myr Mohammad

Taqyy, A, B. He is now in the cavalry of Nawab Salar-jang, C.

His name is Mo/^ammad Mo/jsin Samiryyah, but according to one

Tadzkirah his name is .Hasan, J. It is not known whether he is

alive or has died, V. He was related to A'rzii and inherited his

property, and he composed chiefly Persian poetry, but left also a

Eekhtah Dywan, K.

Mo^sin, Mo/jammad Mo^sin of -ZTaydarabad, B is not acquainted

with his circumstances.

MoAsin, Khwajah Mo&sin a nephew of Khwajah 'atzym Shor is a

young man, and a pupil of Easikh and .Fidwy, V.

Mo7^siny, JEfakym Mo/^ammad-bakhsh is of the neighbourhood of

Saharanpiir, D.
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MoMaram, Khwajah Mohammad MoMaram Khan (Khwajah
Mo/itaram 'alyy Khan, K, D, P) of Patna, a brother of the late

Khwajah MoAammady Khan resided at Murshidabad, and was a

friend of Grhasyta and of C. He is a native of Dilly and resides in

Behitr J. He died about two years ago, V.

Mojrim, Myr Patk 'alyy has since many years left Dilly in

search of the mysteries of alchemy, the pursuit of which has grown
into a monomania with him, K. In H his takhallu9 *s Marram.

Mojrim, Shaykh Grholam Tfosayn of Patna a pupil of Myr 'abd

Allah Sarskdr, the father of V is particularly skilled in chronograms,

and has written a short Persian Dywan, of late he also uses the

takhalhi9 of Taqdyr, V.

Mojrim, Shaykh BaAmat Allah of Agra is a pupil and disciple of

Shah MoAammady Be-dar, was some time at Dilly, K, P. He is

dead, E.

Mokhli9 of Murshidabad commonly called Myr Baqir, a nephew of

the late Nawab Nawazish Mohammad Khan ShaMmat-jang, is a

young man and resides in Bengal, C. He died probably in 1207 and

left a Dywan, Gr. In D and P is besides Myr Baqir KoJcUig of

whom they say, that he was of Agra and a pupil of Yakrang and a

contemporary of Mohammad Shah, also Mokhli9 >abT Khan MoJMi^
of Murshidabad. According to K both are one and the same person.

Mokhu'9, Bay Anand Earn (Bab ty Nand Earn, A), a Khatry of

Dilly, was Wakyl of the Wazyr I'timad aldawlah, and a pupil of

By-dil and Arzu, he composed chiefly Persian poetry and died about

a year ago, M.

Mokhli9, Bady' alzaman Khan was in the service of Nawab Shuja'

aldawlah, C. Was a pupil of Shah Waqif, V.

Mokhh'9, Myrza MoAammad of Dilly was alive in 1168, A. In D
his name is Myrza Mohammad .TZbsayn.

Mokhtar, tfafitz Gholam Nabyy Khan Bahadur a son of Nawab

Grhaziy aldyii's tutor, had first the takhallu9 of Kalam and composed

chiefly Persian poetry, D, K.

Momtaz, /Tafitz Fadhl 'alyy, A. Was a pupil of Sawda, wrote a

Mathnawy in praise of a walking-stick, in the measure of the Makh-

zan alasrar, C. He is now in the Deccan, V.

Momtaz, Mawlawy Shaykh I^san Allah writes chiefly Persian

poetry, D. He is of Awwanam, which is eight miles from Cawnpore,

and one of the best Persian poets of our days, T.
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Momtaz, Mawlawy .ffafitz Nur AAmad of Dilly was the grand-

father of Myr 'izzat Allah 'ishq, he was a very learned man and died

thirty-three years ago, he recited every year on the llth of Eaby' II.

poems in praise of Shaykh 'abd al-Qadir Ghylany, he composed both

Eekhtah and Persian poetry, K.

Monawwar, Myr Monawwar 'alyy is an intelligent man, K.

Mo'nim, a brother of Qayini, was a Persian poet, C.

Mon'im, Qadhiy Mohammad Mon'im Khan of Thanah in the

district of Saharanptir, left a Persian and a Eekhtah Dywan, D. He
died shortly ago, H.

Mon'im, Mohan Lai a Kayeth is a pupil of Nacyr, K. He has

written a Persian Mathnawy in the style of the ancients, and is a

clever Insha-writer, D.

Mon'im, Qadhiy Nur al-/Zaqq was Qadhiy of Bareilly, is a good

Persian poet and has written upwards of 300,000 verses, among his

compositions is a commentary on the Qoran in verses, and Arabic

and Persian Qa9ydahs, several Mathnawies and three Persian Dywans
of Ghazals, he was in 1200 (?) at Dilly, D.

Mon'im, Sayyid EaAat 'alyy is of Earrokhabad, D.

Mon'im, Mawlawy Satr Allah was in love with a dancing girl of

the name of Subhany who is the Laura of his poems, he is dead but

Subhany has his Dywan, and sheds tears when she reads a poem from

it, he was a pupil of Kangyn and Matzhar, K. Mohammad Yar Beg

Sdyil had also for some time the takhallu9 of Mon'im, K.

Montatzir, Khwajah 'abd Allah Khan of Dilly, a nephew of the late

MoAammady Khan, was a physician, he died of apoplexy, J.

Montatzir, Asad Allah is originally of 'alyygarh, E.

Montatzir, Shaykh Imam aldyn is of Agra, D, P.

Montatzir, Khwajah-bakhsh of Ilahabad came in 1190 to Patna

and returned again to his home, C. Is a pupil of Betab and resides

now at Murshidabad, J. He entered the service of an English

gentleman who was going to the N. "W. and died on the road, V.

Montatzir, Myan Niir alislam of Lucnow, a son of Shah Faydh

'alyy, familiarly called Pyr Gholam (Myr Salam T), is a young man

and belongs to a family of saints, he studied Arabic and since the age

of twelve years he cultivates poetry ;
he is now about twenty-five and

my pupil, says E. He may be about twenty years of age, T.

Monyr, Myr Aftab 'alyy is poor but of a good family, and a pupil

of flatim, K, D.
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Monyr, Khwajah Aftab Khan of Dilly, is a pupil of Sa'adat Tar

Khan Eangyn, K, P, D.

Monyr, Sayyid Monyr aldyn a Pyr-zadah of Jaleser, E.

Monyr, Ismayl .Hbsayn of Shikohabad lives since some years at

Lucnow, E.

Monyr, Myr Nitzam aldyn, his father is Shah Shyr 'alyy (Babar

alyy D), he is a young man, K.

Monyr (Myr D), "Wajyh aldyn (Wajh aldyn, H) is a son of Shah

Nayr (Mohammad Na9yr H) has written a Qa9ydah called Sarapa,

it has several Mania's and under each are 51 verses, D. He died

young, P.

Moqym, J.

Mortadha, Myr Mortadha of Patna, familiarly called Myr Ayyiib,

a son of Myr Qudrat Allah b. Shukr Allah, resides now at Faydha-

bad, and is much respected by the Nawab Wazyr, J.

Moruwat, Shaykh aghyr 'alyy (Shaykh A9ghar 'alyy, K) of

Sambhal, familiarly called the son of Mi9ry, a son of the physician

Mo/jammad Kabyr (Kabyr 'alyy, E) is in the service of Nawab

Faydh Allah Khan and a pupil of Sawda, .Hasan and Jorat, it

is said, he resides now, 1196, at Eampiir, C. "Was alive when E
wrote. Composed a Mathnawy in imitation of the Badre Monyr, K.

Moruwat, Myr Mohammad 'alyy of Dilly a son of Myr Bahadur

'alyy JkTola.ib'b, is a new poet, D.

Moryd, Moryd Hosayn Khan, eldest son of the late In'am Allah

Khan Yaqyn, is dead, K.

Mosafir, J does not know his name.

Mosafir, Myr Khayr aldyn of Lucnow, a disciple of 'ishq, to be

distinguished from the preceding Mosafir, J.

Mosafir, Myr Pabandah (Payindah, K) of Jurapat resided at Dilly,

fled during the troubles of Dilly to Bareilly where he died, K.

Moshfiq, Myrza AAmad Be*g of Dilly a pupil of Myrza A'tzam

'alyy, E.

Moshriqy, Lala Syl Chand, a Kayeth, left some time ago Dilly and

settled at Dasah. Wrote Persian and Eekhtah poetry, D.

Moshtaq, 'abd Allah Khan had from the emperor the title of

Moshtaq 'alyy Khan, a son of Abu-l-/7asan Khan Hasan b. Sayf

Allah Khan Jadd, an Afghan of the Tusufjay tribe. His grand-

father was the teacher of Bahadur Shah. Moshtaq has a man9ab
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(rank) of five hundred and a Jagyr ;
he is much given to alchemy and

the superstition called Jafar (Cabalistic). At Ilahabad he had his

verses corrected by Shah Mohammad 'alym .Hayrat, and at Dilly by

Myr, E. He was a pupil of Soz and died some time ago, D, K. He
was of Bareilly, T. He died seven years ago, H.

Moshtaq, Bala Earn is of Dilly, T.

Moshtaq, Gholam 'alyy, E.

Moshtaq, Myr .Hasan is now an old man and resides at Eay-

dhabad, 0.

Moshtaq, .Hbsayn-bakhsh, a Qawwal of Coel, a pupil of 'iwadh

'alyy Khan Tanha, is now in the service of Begam Samroo at Sir-

dhanah, H.

Moshtaq, (Myr, D) 'inayat Allah of Dilly, a Sirhindy Pyrzadah, has

not much education, but he used constantly to attend the meetings of

poets. E did not know what had become of him at the time he wrote.

He is an old man, and it is said that he lives at Eaydhabad, V. He
is a descendant of Sayyid Jalal Bokhary and went about twenty years

ago to Eampur, H. He died at Eampiir, K, D.

Moshtaq, Mohammad Quly Khan of Patna, a son of Hashim Quly

Khan, was Daroghah of the household of Nawab Zayn aldyn AAmad
Khan Haybat-jang, he is a young man and a clever musician, C. He
is a pupil of Myan Mohammad Eawshan, he has collected the

(Eekhtah ?) Dywan of all the poets of Hindustan and Bengal, and

is engaged in making an anthology from them, J. His forefathers

were Turkomans of Hamadan, he was a pupil of Mohammad Eaw-

shan Joshish, he is dead, the chronogram for his death is o 1^*
cjj

j<xw t^lftJ, (1216 perhaps we ought to read *&J in that case the date

would be 1206) V.

Moshtaq, Mohammad Wail is of Badawn, P. In T and H he

has the takhalku? of Mohammad.

Moshtaq, Moshtaq .Hbsayn of Coel, E.

Moshtaq, Qorban 'alyy Beg of Dilly a pupil of Myrza Eostam Beg

Shakir, D.

Moshtaq, Hafitz Taj aldyn of Myrath (Meerut) is of Jewish

extraction and a grandson of Mawlawy Gholam AAmad, he lost his

eyesight by small-pox. He was when young my pupil, says T, and

now he is a court poet at Ifaydarabad on a salary of Es. 150 a

month.

2 M
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Moshtaq, Shaykh Thana Allah is of Eat/zpur near Agra, D.

Moshyr, .Safitz Qofob aldyn of Dilly, it is said that he is a pupil

of Shah Nacyr, D and P have seen him.

Moshyr, 'inayat .Hbsayn Khan a pupil of Asyr, R.

Mostamand, Yar 'alyy Khan of Dilly (Yar 'alyy Beg of Patna, K)
a pupil of Fidwy and Dardmand resides at Patna, C. A pupil of

the late Faqyh resides at Murshidabad, J. It is not known where

he now is, V.

Mottaqiy, Myr Mottaqiy a son ofMyr Jawad 'alyy Khan Hddiy, is

a skilful archer and a pupil of his father, K. Of late he devotes himself

to Qufism, and has read many Arabic and Persian works thereon, H.

Moty Lai a Kayeth of Hapiir where he holds an office, D.

Motzaffar, Myrza (prince) Khosraw-shikoh, familiarly called Myrza

A'gha Jan, is a son of Solayman-shikoh, D. In H he has the takhal-

Iu9 of Modhtfarr.

Motzaffar, Myr Makhkhu Khan (Sayyid Motzaffar 'alyy Khan,

D, P) of Dilly, a son of Sayyid Qalandar 'alyy Khan Bahadur, is a

young man and a pupil of Mamnun, K, D. See Makhkhu.

Mo'yn, Shaykh Mo'yn aldyn (Mo'yn aldyn Khan, P) of Badawn

is a pupil of Sawda, resides now, 1196, at Lucnow, C, V. In D and

K his name is Gholam Mo'yn aldyn Khan of Ilahabad or of Dilly,

D says he is a pupil of Sawda and resides at Patna, when K wrote,

he was dead.

Mozzammil, Mohammad Mozzammil a contemporary of Abru, to-

wards the end of his life he lost his faculties, and he gave up
service and led a retired life at Dilly, where he died B, C. It is

said that he was a Darwysh, E. In R he has the name of Mozzam-

mil Shah.

Munis, Mo&bb 'alyy lived at Eampur, and used to deal in 'ottar

of roses, P.

Mujid, Mawlawy Siraj aldyn 'alyy Khan, a very learned and pious

man, resides for many years at Calcutta, where he is Muftiy, Y.

Miimin, JZakym Mohammad Miimin Khan is now the best poet

at Dilly and a good physician, he writes Persian and Eekhtah poetry,

he has written a Dywan and several Mathnawies, P. He fell from

the roof of his house and died in A. D. 1852.

Mun9if, Mun9if 'alyy Khan of Patna of Afghan origin, a pupil of

Nitzam Khan Mo'jiz, and though not without education a super-
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stitious man, K. Died some years ago at Dilly, he was a good Per-

sian scholar, P.

Mun9if, Shaykh Fat& 'alyy of G-haziypiir the father of Ma'shuq

'alyy was Myr 'imarat under Nawab 'aliy-jah, J.

Miinis, Hakym Sa'adat 'alyy of Benares is a witty man, and a

good physician, P met him at Bulandshahr.

Munshiy, 'ajayib Earn of Murshidabad a pupil of Qudrat, V.

Munshiy, Grholam A^mad Qadiry of Dawry in Narnawl a pupil of

Matzhar had formerly the takhallu9 of Waqif, writes Eekhtah and

Persian poetry and elegant prose, C, V.

Munshiy, Myr Mohammad 7/osayn of Dilly, a son of the calligraph

Myr Abu-l-/Zasan, who was familiarly called Myr Kalian, his fore-

fathers were of Persia. Munshiy is a good prose-writer and is a

Munshiy in the service of Solayman-shikoh ;
he is about twenty-

eight years of age, E, K.

Munshiy, Mul Chand a Kayeth is a pupil of IS^yr, by order of

the emperor he is putting a story into verse, K. Translated at Dilly

the Shah-namah into Eekhtah verses, P. Has written a Eekhtah

Dywan, D. He died about A. D. 1832.

Murad, Myrza Murad-bakhsh of Patna familiarly called Myrza
Ammu a son of Na^ir Mo/iammad Khan Wakyl of Munny Begam,
was a pupil of Easikh and resided mostly at Murshidabad and Cal-

cutta, he died at the age of about thirty years. Another Murad

flourished under Mohammad Shah, V.

Musawy had also the takhallu9 of Mo'izz and of Fifrat, only

one Eekhtah verse of his is recorded by A. See p. 109 supra.

Mushkil, Shaykh Amyn aldyn, E.

Musliman, Lala Bakhtawar Singh of Mogholpiirah, which is a

quarter of the town of Patna, J.

Myr, .Hakym Myr 'alyy of Saharanpur wrote Persian and Eekhtah

verses, D.

Myr, Mohammad Myr is a good poet and changed his takhalluc

into Soz, M, A, B. See Sdz, the verse which is quoted by M and B
under Myr is in C. among the extracts from Soz.

Myre Maydan had the title of Sayyid Nawazish Khan, was a

Sayyid of the Deccan, J, B. In one copy of B and in M he ia

called Myr Myrsm, and in the best copy of B he is called Myr Mirza,

See also Bhed with whom he is identical.

2 M 2
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Myran, Myr 'askary of Dilly is a young man of good family, and

a pupil of Firaq, K. In H he has the name of Myr 'askar 'alyy.

Myran, Myan Myran Sabzwary resided at Dilly, composed chiefly

poetry in praise of the Imams and had five new poems ready on the

21st of every lunar month, he was wounded at Dilly by a fanatic, and

went to Lucnow where he. died by the fall from the roofof a house, J.

Myran, Myr Jahan was a very great ufy and wrote mystical

poetry in Persian and Rekhtah, K.

Myrza, Myrza Mohammad Beg was born at Dilly but resides since

many years at Ilahabad, H. .

Myrza, a nephew of .Hakym Myrza MoAammad Khan Dzawq and

a pupil of Rostam Beg Shakir, H, P.

Myrza, Abii-1-Qasim was a courtier of the Sultan Abii-1-.Hasan

who is usually called Tana-Shah (succeeded in 1083). When his

patron had been made a prisoner, he retired to 'abdallahganj near

JZaydarabad, and lived as a Faqyr, A.

Myrza, Myrza 'alyy Bidhd of Dilly, a relation of Nawab JTosam

aldyn Khan the Deputy Governor of Jahangyr-nagar, lived long in

the Behar, now, 1196, he resides at Benares, C. It is not known

where he now is. V.

Myrza, Aqa Myrza of Lucnow, his ancestors were of Mazanderan,

his father was a merchant and his instructor was Myr, P.

Myrza, Qadiq
'

ajyy Khan of Dilly familiarly called Myrza Madad

Allah, was a witty man and a good musician, he was a pupil of Myan
Isi'mat Khan and a friend of Sawda, he is dead, K, D. He died in

1202, H. See also Madad.

Myrza, IZakym Fadhl Allah of Panypat familiarly called Myrza

Naynan (Byna, D) is a young man and writes Hekhtah and Persian

poetry, K, P. He is a descendant of Myrza By-dil, H.

Myrza, Hidayat Allah of Dilly is skilled in music, P.

Myrza, Myrza Mohammad of .Haydarabad was of Turanian origin

and a soldier by profession, K, V.

Myrza, familiarly called Nawab Myrza has the title of Mohammad

.Hasan Khan I^tirain aldawlah a son of Nawab Ashraf Khan, a

nephew of Be-qayd, and a brother of Eostam, resides now 1196, at

Benares, C. He is a native of Dilly, it is not known where he now

resides, V.

Myrzay, Mohammad 'alyy Khan, familiarly called Myrzay a son of
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Na'ym Allah Khan, was a good musician and held an appointment

under Shuja' aldawlah, V.

Na^ir, N^ir 'alyy of Patna is mentioned by Beny Narayan.

Na9ir, Nawab N^ir-jang a son of Motzaffar-jang Bangash, died

in 1228, P.

Na9yr, Shah Na9yr aldyn of Dilly familiarly called Myan Kallii,

a son of Shah Grharyb who was a fufy, an^- according to E, T and V
a descendant of Myr Qadr-jahan (Myr #aydar-jahan, E) who was a

great Saint, but, according to K and H, Shah Gharyb as well as Na9yr

were followers of Myr-jahan. Na9yr took to Eekhtah poetry after

the death of his father, and had his verses corrected by Shah Mo/mm-

mady Mayil and other masters. It appears from E that he used in

1209 to attend the poetical meetings at Dilly, but was not yet dis-

tinguished as a poet ;
but when K wrote he was one of the greatest

poets of Dilly and had many pupils. P says it is now sixty years

since he has commenced his poetical career, he has visited Lucnow

and .Saydarabad, and made the acquaintance of most poets, when he

is at Dilly he holds on the 9th and 29th of every month mosha'arahs

in his house. Cahbayiy informs us, that he went towards the end of

his life to .Haydarabad into the service of Eajah Chanda Lai, and that

he died there. Karym aldyn adds that this event took place about

A. D. 1843.

Na9yr, Sayyid Na9yr aldyn Grhawthy of Jalesar, a descendant of

'abd al-Qadir Grylany, who is usually called Grhawth, composes some-

times Eekhtah poetry, H, K.

Na9yr, Myr Na9yr aldyn resides at Dilly, H.

Nadim, a poet of Dilly is a pupil of Taskyn, E.

]S"adir died of consumption in the Kotlah close to Dilly in 1166,

A. In J his name is Shaykh Nitzam aldyn 'alyy of Dilly.

Nadir, Lala Granga Singh (Granga Prashad, E) of Lucnow is a

pupil of Myr .ffasan, E.

Nadir, Shaykh Gholam Easiil is of Gwalyar, D.

Nadir, Kalb .Hbsayn Khan is Deputy Collector of Etawah, E.

Nadir, Myr Mohammad 'alyy (Mohammad 'arif, E, Myr Moham-

mad 'arif 'alyy, P.) a Kashmyry of Dilly, familiarly called Myr Jagan,

composes sometimes indifferent Eekhtah poetry, K.

Nadym, Myrza (Shaykh, V) 'alyy Quly of Dilly was in the ser-

vice of the emperor, and has the title of Khan
;
he writes chiefly
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Marthiyahs and is, 1168, alive, A. He was the teacher of Ashraf

'alyy Khan Eighan, came to Murshidabad and took service under

Nawab Myr Mohammad Ja'far Khan and died there, G. According

to J who met him at Patna, his name was Myrza Nadym, and 'alyy

Quly Khan was his title.

JS"adym Mo/^ammad Qasim of Dilly, is a pupil of Eiraq, K.

Na&yf, Lala Lakhpat Kay a Khatry and a Wakyl, lived long at

Bareilly, and met D when on a visit to Dilly. His father is Munshiy
Miilchand mentioned above, (p. 267) H.

Na&yf, Sayyid Barkat 'alyy of Muradabad, E.

Najaf, name not known, E, H, P.

Najaf, Shah Mohammad A'la of Ilahabad, a son of Shah Walyy Allah

Be-tab, H.

Najat, Shaykh #asan Eidha of Dilly went after the fall of Dilly

to Patna, of late he resides in Saran, he composes chiefly Marthiyahs,

C, who was his friend. He was for some time in the service of

Sa'adat 'alyy Khan at Benares and died in 1207, the chronogram is

cuJ, e> l

t*>jl at e>lsj
, Y.

Najat, Myan Mo/iammad of Dilly is since some years at Patna in

the service of Abu-1-Qasim Khan, and composes chiefly Marthiyahs,

J. He is no doubt identical with the preceding.

Najat, Myr Zayn 'abidyn of Saharanpur composes chiefly Persian

poetry, D. In K he has the takhallu9 of Kajabat.

Najiy (Myr, K), Mohammad Shakir of Dilly was a soldier by

profession and a friend of Mon'im, who was a brother of A, and a

good Persian poet. A saw him when young, but he was dead in

1168, having died young. He left a Dywan, but his style is farfetched,

as it was the fashion of his time to write. He is distinguished in

humoristic poetry, M, Gr.

Najm, Qadhiy Najm aldyn Kakory has been appointed Qadhiy of

Calcutta, D.

Nakhat ^*&, Nadzr 'alyy Beg a pupil of Na9yr has translated

the Sikandar-namah into Eekhtah verses, P. In H he has the name

of Niyaz 'alyy Beg, and it is said that he is a pupil of Na9yr. In

E are two poets of this takhallu9, one Nadzr 'alyy Beg, and the other

Niyaz 'alyy.

Nalan, Shaykh 'abd al-Qadir of EaUabad, a descendant of Shaykh

'abd al-#aqq, D.
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Nalan, Myr AJfcmad 'alyy of Dilly considers himself as a pupil of

Sawda, C saw him at Murshidabad, and found him very deficient in

abilities, but V thought him a well educated man.

Nalan, Myan (Myrza, K) Mohammad 'askary of Dilly of Moghol

origin, he used to attend the poetical meetings at Dilly, and was a

friend and pupil of E, but at the time when he wrote his tadzkirah,

he did not know what had become of him. lu C and Y he has the

name of Mohammad 'askar 'alyy Khan, and they say that he was a

pupil of /Tatim, this is controverted by E. He was a pupil of Yakrang
and of Mu9^afy, D. He died two years ago at the age of ninety, P.

Nalan, Myr Warith 'alyy of Behar a son of Myr Arzany resides

now, 1195, at Patna and is a pupil of Fighan, C. Myan Mohammad

Warith of Patna a son of the late Myr Sayyid Kasty, attended every

Friday the meeting of poets which took place at Patna, where it ap-

pears he resided when J wrote. His Dywan has about 1300 verses, Y.

Namy, Shaykh Mtzam aldyn of Farrokhabad, resides since some

time at Etawah, Y.

Namy, Myr ITosam aldyn .ZZaydar Khan Mobariz aldawlah Musawy
a son of Myrza Mo7iammad Grhiyath (Myrza Grhiyath aldyn Mo-

hammad Khan, D) who was an Insha-writer. The family of Namy
is originally of Najaf, he is a pupil of Khalyq, D. He is an admirer

of poetry, but no longer himself composes verses, P. He is a

relation of the late Shuja' aldawlah, for some time he resided at

Faydhabad, but now he is again at Dilly, H.

Namy, Lala, Mithan Lai a Kayeth of Dilly was first a pupil of

Insha Allah Khan, and after this poet had gone to Lucnow of Na9yr,

he composes Persian and Eekhtah poetry, K.

Namy, Myrza Eajab 'alyy Beg, a nephew of the late Amyr aldaw-

lah Saydar Beg Khan, is a high officer of ^af aldawlah, D, K.

J^aqd, Mihr 'alyy Khan of Dilly resides since some years at Patna

and is a friend of Y.

Nasikh, Shaykh Imam-bakhsh a Sayyid of Lucnow is one of the

best poets of that city, D, P. In T his takhallu9 is Na^.
Nasym, Grulzar 'alyy, P. He was one year my pupil, says T, then

he left this place with a view of making the pilgrimage to Makkah.

Nasym, Eajah Kidar Nath a grandson of Bam Nath Dzarrali is a

young man and a pupil of Na9yr, K, D. Holds the post of Natzir

at the Court of Dilly, H. He died two years ago, P.
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Natzim of Lucnow, P.

Natzyr of Benares professes to be a pupil of Sawda, D, P.

Natzyr, Lala Ghanpat Eay a Kayeth of Dilly is a new poet and

a pupil of Na9yr, K, P.

Natzyr, Shaykh Walyy Mohammad (Walyy Mo/*amuiad Khan, D)
of Agra is an old poet, and supports himself by teaching, K. Died

shortly ago, P.

Nawa, Shaykh Mohammad Tzohiir of Badawn (Shaykh Mohammad
Tzohur Allah Khan of Lucnow resides at Badawn, H, D, V, P) a

son of Mawlawy Dalyl Allah, and a pupil of Myan Baqa Allah, has

the title of Khush-fikr Khan, and writes Persian and Eekhtah poetry,

E. He died at Lucknow, V. In P it is stated that he visited

Persia and died about two or three years before he wrote, at an

advanced age, the latter statement is incompatible with that of V,

who wrote thirty-five years before P, the two authors may refer to

different persons.

Nawaz, 'alyy Nawaz Khan is of Patna, V.

Nawaz, 'alyy Nawaz Khan familiarly called Myrza Madad a com-

panion of Nawab 'uindat almulk, Y.

Nawazish, Nawazish JTosayn Khan of Lucnow, familiarly called

Myrza Khany (Jany, D) a grandson of Nawab N^ir Khan, is a

good poet, H, D. He was a pupil of Soz and left a Dywan, P.

Nawyd is an opulent man, D.

Na'ym, Myr MoAammady of Dilly a pupil of Myr Sajjad, some

say that he is a pupil of Myr Dard, J. He may be identical with

the following Na'ym. Having returned the copies of J and V to

the owner, before I put this table of contents together, I was in

this, and in several other instances, unable to satisfy myself as to the

identity or diversity of poets by comparing the verses quoted from

their Dywans.

Na'ym, Na'ym Allah of Dilly a contemporary of .Hatim with

whom he had many poetical contests, C. Na'ym Allah Khan died of

dropsy and left a thick Dywan, E, who was his friend. His poems are

much sung by all classes, Y. Shaykh Mohammad Na'ym of Dilly

was a soldier, and a pupil of jHatim, he died many years ago, K, D.

Nazakat, Eamju a lady of Narnawl brought up at Dilly, where

she now resides, P.

Nazuk, Zynat a lady, P. Nek, Myr Ja'far 'alyy, E.
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Ni'amy, Sliaykh Ni'mat Allah of Meerut, familiarly called IZadhrat

.Ni'amy tlie father of Mobtala ('ishq), is a very pious man, and has

written a thick Persian Dywan, D. He was a pupil of Mawlawy
'abd al-Hadiy of Bengal, he is dead T.

Nida, Myr Mortadha of Dilly is a young man, V. In D is a

Nida of the Deccan.

Nigran, Myr Bandah 'alyy of Ijrarah, sometimes he uses the

takhallu9 of 'ashiq, he is a pupil of Myrza Arjumand Nuzhat, D, K.

Ni'mat, Hakym 'abd al-JJaqq of Sikandarabad, a converted Hindu,

had originally the name of Harsahay, retired very young from the

world and was very pious, he was in the service of Shah 'abd al'azyz

and died some years ago, P. In D he has the name of M'mat Allah.

M'mat, Myrza Mo/iarnmad JEZafytz a pupil of Qamar aldyn Minnat

wrote Persian poetry, and when he came to jffaydarabad, he also

composed Bekhtah verses, H.

NishaY, Mawlawy Ilahy-bakhsh of Kandhelah writes good poetry,

D, P.

NishaY, Lala Tsry Singh of Dilly, familiarly called Basant Singh, a

son of Lalah Sundar Das Munshiy, was a pupil of Insha Allah Khan

and when this poet had gone to Lucnow his verses were corrected by

Na5yr, K, D.

Nishatf, Bay Nilajja Prashad is Treasurer of the Mtzarn of /Tay-

darabad, and a pupil of Faydh, B.

Nitzam, Nawab 'imad almulk Ghaziy aldyn Khan Bahadur Fyroz-

jang had under AAmad Shah the title of Bakhshy almamalik, and

under 'alamgyr II. that of Wazyr almamalik, he lives now, 1195, in

Sind and composes Persian and Bekhtah poetry, C. Had formerly

the takhallii9 of A<p, he is alive, E, D. He died at Kalpy and left

Arabic and Turky Ghazals and a thick Persian Dywan, and a Math-

nawy in which the miracles of Mawlana Fakhr aldyn are related

and other Mathnawies, K. He was a patron of Walih Daghistany

and Myr Shams aldyn Faqyr, P, Was already dead when H wrote.

Nitzamy, Sayyid Nitzam aldyn AAmad Qadiry is alive, he held for

a long time a high office (that of Kotowal ?) at Dilly, K.

Nithar, (Myr, C, V) 'abd al-Basul of Agra, his ancestors were

Man9abdars under Farrokhsiyar, and he was a friend of Myr Mo/^am-

mad Taqyy, he was first at Dilly in the army, subsequently he went

to Anirdhah, A, B, C. E met him at Amrohah, he was about sixty

2 N
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years of age, but E does not know whether in 1209 he was alive or

not. His family was of Agra, but he was born at Dilly, he died

many years ago, K.

Mawlawy Nithar A^mad of Bareilly, his family is of Shahjahanpur,

he is a learned man and betrays in his poems a tendency to Qufisrn, T.

Nithar, Shaykh Mohammad Qayim of Dilly resides now at Patna,

and Fidwy corrects his verses, J. He was teacher in the house of

the late .Hakym .Hadiy 'alyy Khan and died suddenly, V.

Nithar, Mo^ammad-panah Khan of Dilly a friend of Myr .Hasan

and a pupil of Myr Dard : it is said, he resided for some time at

Faydhabad, now he is at Dilly, V. In other Tadzkirahs he is men-

tioned under the takhallu9 of JETakym, see p. 231 supra.

Nithar, Mortadha Khan of Dilly, a brother of Malik Mohammad

Khan Mo/abb, composed chiefly Marthiyahs and died at Patna, V.

Nithar, Mohammad Aman a Shaykh, his ancestors were distin-

guished mathematicians and architects and the Jami' masjid of Dilly

was built by them, formerly he was in the service of Nawab Mo-

Aammad aldawlah as architect, subsequently he entered the service

of Nawab Dhabifoh Khan and now he is in that of Eajah Tiket Bay
who has been A'9af aldawlah' s Treasurer, he is a pupil of J3Tatim, and

has written a thick Dywan, E. He resides now at Lucnow, K. His

father's name is Sa'adat Allah, H. In T he has the takhallu9 of

Niyaz. Nithar, Nithar 'alyy of Belgram, P.

Nithar, Sadasukh of Dilly, C.

Niyaz, Myr Afdhal 'alyy of Patna familiarly called Myr Jan, J.

He was a nephew of Myr MoAammad Salyin Salym, at first he was

a pupil of Joshish, then of Mojrim, and when he was at Murshi-

dabad of Qudrat and Salym, from Murshidabad he went to Lucnow,

and after some years residence in that capital, he came back to Patna

where he died : he was a famous plagiarist, and appropriated the whole

Dywan of Salym, V.

Niyaz, Myr Mohammad 'alyy of Dilly has gone to jffaydarabad,

composes chiefly Marthiyahs, K.

Niyaz, Myr Mohammad Sa'yd of Agra supports himself by teach-

ing, K, P.

Niyaz, Myan Niyaz Ahmad, born in Sirhind brought up at Dilly,

is a man of considerable learning and great piety, he resides at

Bareilly and composes Persian and Rekhtah poetry, K, P. In H
his takhallu9 is Namy and his name Nithar AAmad.
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Niyaz, Shah Niyaz 'alyy of Dilly is a Darwysh and a good calli-

graph, on the 12th of every month the
^Jiifies

meet in his house and

sing, D.

Niyazy (?), Bahadur Khan of Lucnow, a relation of Rajah Kamgar

Khan, resided for some time at Patna and died there, V.

Nizar, Khwajah MoAammad Akram (Mohammad Ikram, V) is a

pupil of Myr, C.

Nurat, Lala Gobind Ray (Gobind Earn, H) a Kayeth, is a pupil

of Na9yr, K.

Nudrat, Myrza Moghol is dead, he used to compose Marthiyahs,

and used the takhallu9 of Imamy in them, K. An ancient poet, H.

Nur Allah Myrza of Dilly fell in love with an European and was

like mad, V.

Molla Nury the son of a Qadhiy of A'tzampiir, was distinguished

as a Persian poet and wrote also Rekhtah verses, he was a friend of

Faydhy, A.

Nury, Shuja' aldyn was a native of Gujrat, but spent his life at

.Haydarabad, where he was appointed tutor of the son of SuUan

Abu-Uasan's Wazyr, A.

Nuzhat, Myrza Arjumand was Munshiy of Nawab Ghaziy aldyn

Khan and resides now at Ijrarah, K. He is an ingenious man being

clever in making fire-works, &c., he writes chiefly Persian poetry, B.

He is dead, K.

Nuzhat, Myr Imam aldyn of Dilly a pupil of Myr Dard, J.

'oshshaq, Shaykh A^mad-bakhsh, a son of Shah A^mad Chirm-

posh of Behar, is a relation of Sharaf aldyn Monery, Moner is a place

on the banks of the Son not far from Daynapur, J.

'oshshaq, Jywan Mai a Khatry of Dilly, is a pupil of Mayil and a

friend of Myr Taqyy, A, B, D.

Owaysy (or Owysy ?), Gholam Mo^yy aldyn a Pyr-zadah, resided

in 1213 at Bareilly, and in 1215 he was in the Deccan, D, H. He
died at Bareilly previous to 1221, K.

Padzyr, Sayyid Nithar 'alyy, a son of Sayyid Gulzar 'alyy A&yr, is

only thirteen years of age, B.

Pakbaz, Sayyid alaA aldyn, familiarly called Myr Makhan, a son

of Sayyid Shah Kamal. He was a very pious man and a friend of

A. He was a pupil of Yakrang, J.

Shah Panchhya was a Darwysh and a fertile poet, C.

2 N 2
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Parwanah, Bajah Jaswant Singh, familiarly called Kaka-jy, a son

of Maharajah Beny and a pupil of Lalah Sarap Singh Dywanah, re-

sides at Lucnow and writes Persian and Urdu poetry, C. Was alive

in 1209 and E was his friend.

Parwanah, Mohammad Beg of Khayrabad, P.

Parwanah, Sayyid Parwan 'alyy Shah of Muradabad has of late

retired from the world, C, K. He was a drunkard and given to the

use of bhang : he was introduced by Qayim, who corrected his poems,
to Mohammad Yar Khan, E.

Payam, Sharaf aldyu 'alyy Khan of Agra, composed chiefly Persian

poetry, but left also a Eekhtah Dywan, M was a friend of his. He
nourished under Mohammad Shah, C. He lefb a very good Persian

Dywan, K.

Prem Nath Kay a Khatry, A.

Qabil, Myrza 'aliy-bakht is a prince of the royal house of Dilly,

and pupil of Dzawq, P.

Qabiil, 'abd al-Ghanyy Beg of Kashmyr, C. See Persian poets.

Qa$d, Hasan Myrza of the Deccan is Daroghah of the perfumery
of the Nitzam of /Taydarabad, E.

Qa9ir, Myrza Babar 'alyy Beg of Dilly, a pupil of Piraq, lived

formerly on commerce, he came to Murshidabad and went to Patna

and thence to Calcutta, but returned to Dilly, it is not known where

he now is, Y, K. InH his name is Myrza Amyr 'alyy Beg T informs

us that he was a brother-in-law of Tzafar-yab Khan.

Qadhiy, 'abd al-Fattah of Sambhal composes chiefly Persian verses,

he is alive, K.

Qadir, Myr 'abd al-Qadir of jBTaydarabad, when he had passed

fifty years of age he gave himself up to asceticism, A.

Qadiry, Sayyid Khalyl lives in the Deccan, B.

Qadr, is a good poet, B. His name is Mohammad Qadr (Qadir,

C) of Dilly, he flourished under Mohammad Shah and was a man of

very bad character, C, Y.

Qalandar, Budh Singh was the son of a rich man but did not care

for wealth, A, C.

Qalandar, Shah Grholam Qalandar of Mukhrah not far from Mon-

gher, a disciple of Myr Mohammad Aslam, went about three years

ago to Dilly, J.

Qalandar, Shah Qalandar was a Faqyr and a pupil of Matzhar, K.
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Qalandar, Qalandar-baksh a descendant of the Imam Abu //a-

nyfah is a native of the district of Saharanpur and has written a

thick Dywan, T.

Qalandar, Munshiy Tar Mohammad of Dilly was originally a

Hindu, he embraced the Islam and went to Murshidabad, and found

service in the house of Shahamat-jang, J. He is probably identical

with Budh Singh.

Qala-q, a son of Nawab Qalandar 'alyy Khan Bahadur of Dilly, is

a young man, D.

Qamar, Grulab Khan, familiarly called Qamar aldyn, is the editor

of a newspaper called As'ad al-akhbar and a friend of E.

Qamar, Myrza Qamar aldyn, familiarly called Myrza -H"ajy, a son

of Myrza Taqyy Hawas and a pupil of Myrza Qatyl, P.

Qamar, Myrza Qamar Tali' (Qamar Beg, E) a son of Yzid-bakhsh,

who is usually called Myrza Nyly and a pupil of .ZZantz lAsan, is the

author of a Dywan, P.

Qana'at, Myrza Majhle, E.

Qana'at, Myrza Mohammad Beg of Lahor, a son of .Hasan Beg, a

pupil of .ZZasrat, resides now, 1196, at Lucnow, C, Y.

Qani', a grandson of Nawab JNair Khan, writes Persian and

Eekhtah poetry, Y.

Qarar, Myr JTosayn 'alyy of Dilly is a young man and a pupil of

Myr Na9yr aldyn Eanj, K.

Qarar, Jan Mohammad of Lucnow, a pupil of Shah Malul, a chob-

dar of the king of Oudh, D.

Qaryn a Kashmyry of Lucnow is a young man, and a pupil of

.Hasrat, Y.

Qasim of the Deccan is a pupil of 'uzlat, B. In J are besides

this, two other poets of the takhallu9 of Qasirn, but their names are

not mentioned.

Qasim, Abu-1-Qasim Khan was distantly related to the imperial

family of Dilly and resided at Calcutta when Beny Narayan wrote.

Qasim, Sayyid Qasiin 'alyy Khan, a grandson of 'aa fifosayn Khan

Ta/^syn who is the author of the Naw^arz Moracca', he was formerly

in the English service, now he resides at Lucnow, P.

Qasim, Myr Qasim 'alyy Khan was of Bareilly, P.

Qatyl a Khatry of Dilly has embraced the Islam, he now resides

at Lucnow, and is one of the best Persian scholars alive, D.
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Qayim, Shaykh Qayim 'alyy of Etawah had first the takhalluc of

Ummedwar, went to Farrokhabad to see Sawda, K, D.

Qays, Myrza AAmad 'alyy Beg, familiarly called Modara Beg

(Madar Beg, K), a son of Myrza Morad 'alyy Beg, his ancestors

were of Mashhad, he was born in Oudh and is a pupil of TZasrat, E.

Qismat, ISTawab Shams aldawlah of Lucnow is the eldest son of

Nawab Quly ('alyy, P) Khan and a pupil of #asrat, E, K.

Qorban, Myr Jywan was a pupil of Sawda and fell in a fight against

the English at Faydhabad, C, V.

Qorban, Myr MoAammady of Dilly a son of Myr Imam aldyn

who is familiarly called Myr Kallu jffaqyr a pupil of Thana Allah

Firaq, Y. Is a young man and in the service of Tzafaryab Khan,

K,D.

Qorban, Myr Qorban 'alyy Khan, a son of Myr Mohammad Qasim

Khan, a pupil of Qudrat, he is skilled in music and resides at Patna,

where he draws a salary of one hundred Rupees a month from the

Natzim, V.

Qudrat, Qudrat Allah resides at Dilly, B. Shah Qudrat Allah

was a Darwysh, A. He was descended from Shah 'abd al'azyz

Shakr-bar a saint, H, P. He was descended from Fakhr aldyn Zahid

a Saint, he is one of the most distinguished and fertile Persian poets

having left a Dywan of 20,000 verses, his poetry is in the style of

that of Myrza By-dil, towards the end of his life he also used the

takhallu9 of Tygh (Tatabbu' ?), T. Left Dilly and settled at Mur-

shidabad where he met C, and where he probably died in 1105, Gr.

He resides at Patna, E. He was first a pupil of Myr Shams aldyn

Faqyr, who was his uncle, and subsequently of Myrza Janjanan

Matzhar, K, D.

Qudrat, Mawlawy Qudrat Allah is a good Arabic scholar and

physician, he is a friend and pupil of Firaq, E. I have been told

that he died about A. D. 1834. In K and D is Shaykh Qudrat

Allah, a pupil of Rafiigar.

Qudrat, Mawlawy Qudrat Allah is the author of a Tadzkirah of

Urdu poets, and resides now at Rampiir, E met him one day in the

society of Mohammad Qayim. It seems he was still alive and

resided at Rampur when K wrote. H calls him Mawlawy Qudrat
Allah of Rainpur, he mentions his Tadzkirah, and says that he is in

the habit of holding Mosha'arahs in his house.
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Quwwat, his name is not known to E.

Ba'd, Lalah Ganga Prashad a Kashmyry of Lucnow, E.

Eadhyy, Sayyid Eadhyy Khan, C, V.

Eadhyy, Myrza Eadhyy Khan Monajjim of Lucnow is of the

royal house, which rules over Oudh, and has written a Layla Maj-

nun, P. See Hawas, Easa, and Eidha.

Eadhyy, Nawab Sayf aldawlah Sayyid Eadhyy aldyn Bahadur 9ala-

bat-jang, writes Persian and Urdu poetry, K. Holds an appointment
under the English government, D. He died some years ago, P.

Eafaqat, Myrza Makhkhan Eay (Myrza Makyn, P) of Lucnow, a

pupil of Jorat, died of consumption at the age of twenty-two years, E.

Eafat is a poet of Lucnow, D.

Eafat, Myan Eawuf AAmad of Lucnow a Pyr-zadah, and a pupil

of Jorat, resides at Eampur, K, D. He is a ufy an^ nas several

times visited Dilly, P.

Eafat, Shaykh Mohammad Eafy' of Ilahabad resides at Patna,

where he holds a high office, J, C, V.

Eafat, Mo/*ainmad 'ysa Khan An9ary, a son of Nawab Imtiyaz

Khan is alive, Y.

Eafugar, Mohammad 'arif, A.

Eafy', Eafy' aldyn Khan, a Pathan of Moradabad, has visited

Makkah, D.

Eafyq, Amyn Allah, P.

Eafyq, Myrza Asad Beg of Dilly, where he now resides, he is a

pupil of Thana Allah Khan Firdqr, V. It would appear from K that

he was dead in 1221.

Eaghbat, Myr Abii-UMa'aliy (Abu-1-Ma'aniy, H) a pupil of Mam-

nun resides at Lucnow, K, D, H.

Eaghib, Mohammad Ja'far Khan of Billy a cousin of Nawab Luf
Allah Khan Ctadiq of Panypat lives of late at Patna in poor circum-

stances, he writes chiefly Persian poetry, C. He died at Patua, and

left a Persian Dywan and two Eekhtah Dywans, V.

Eaghib, Myrza SubAan Quly Beg born in Hindustan, but his ances-

tors were of Persia, he is a soldier, and writes Persian and Urdu

poetry, in the latter, he is a pupil of Insha, K, D, P.

EaAman, an old poet, having been a contemporary of "Walyy, D.

EaAmat, Qadhiy alqodhat Ea/^mat Allah Khan of Dilly, is the

author of a Persian Dywaii, D.
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Ea&ym was a contemporary of "Walyy, H.

Eaja, Myan Gholam MoAyy aldyn of .Haydarabad, a pupil of Faydh.

Eaja, not known, V, D.

Eajab, Eajab 'alyy Beg of Dilly, of Moghol (Persian) origin, resides

now at Farrokhabad, K, D.

Eajah, Maharajah Balwant Singh, a son of Chet Singh Bangor, in

1245 he used to hold poetical assemblies at which Bakhtawar Singh

Gh/tfil, Xqa Myrza Myrza, Agha TIaydar 'alyy Afta\ Shaykh Pyr-

bakhsh Masrur and other poets attended, E.

Eajah, Eajah Bahadur a son of Eajah Shitab Eay, Dywan of Ben-

gal, K.

Eakhshan, Mo/iammad Chand nourished under Afonad Shah.

Eamz, Myrza Mohammad Sultfan Fatk almulk Shah Bahadur, E.

Eangyn, they say he is of Kashmyrian origin, he lived at Dilly

and was a contemporary of Sawda, C, V. He is probably identical

with the poet of the same takhallu9 mentioned by H, he nourished

under Mohammad Shah, and his Grhazals are sung by dancing girls.

Eangyn, Myrza Aman Beg is a calligraph, C. Is in the service

of Nawab Iftikhar aldawlah Myrza 'alyy Khan Bahadur, V.

Eangyn, Lalah Bilas Eay a son of Eajah Man Eay is Dywan of

the son of Mohammad 'alyy Eohelan, V. He resided at Mura-

dabad, D.

Eangyn, Puran Lai, a Kayeth of Dilly, is a queer man, K.

Eangyn, Sa'adat Tar Khan of Dilly, a son of Mimasb Beg Khan

Turany (Eiimy, H), is a good soldier but not a great scholar, E
revised his Dywan. He was first a pupil of ^Tatim, and after ZTatim's

death, his compositions were corrected byNithar, he has composed four

Dywans, one of Grhazals, one of humoristic poetry, one in the idiom

of ladies, he is also the author of the v&)^^',
which contains

critical remarks on various poets, D. His Dywans together have the

title of i^|>J Kaw Eattan. He died at the age of eighty in 1251.

Eanj, Myr Mohammad Na9yr, a grandson of Khwajah Myr, is a

young man, K. Has given up writing poetry, P.

Eaqim, Bindraban of Dilly, a pupil of Sawda, C. He was of Mathra

and had a wonderful memory, A. He is the author of a short

Dywan, and it is not known where he now is, D. Some say he was

of Mathra, and it is very likely that this statement is correct, P.

Eaqim, Khalyfah Grholam Mohammad of Dilly studied Persian,
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and has also taken to Arabic, about twelve years ago he went to

Luciiow, but he has now returned to Dilly and is studying medicine, K.

Rasa, Mawlawy 'alym Allah resides in Oudh, D.

Rasa, Myrzd Balkhy a son of Myrza 'ydu Bahadur is a prince of

the house of Billy, D.

Rasa, Myrza Taqyy, a prince of the house of Oudh, author of a

Layla Majniin, H. See Ridha and Radhyy.

Rasay, C does not know his name.

Rashky, Mohammad jffasan Khan of Patna, a son of the late

Khadim //bsayn Khan Khddim, is a studious young man, Y.

Rashyd of Lucnow, a pupil of the late Molla Nitzam aldyn, was

killed when young, C, Y.

Rasikh, Khwajah Afanady Khan is dead, 3.

Rasikh, Shaykh Gholam 'alyy of Patna, J. First Myrza Bhujjii

Fidwy corrected his verses and subsequently Myr Taqyy Myr, he is

alive, Y. He died in 1240, P.

Rasikh, Tzafaryab Khan, of a noble family of Bareilly, is a talented

young man, R. Rasikh, Talib .ffosayn.

Rawnaq, Myr (Myrza) Gholam /Zaydar (Khan, H) of Patna,

a son of Wahib 'alyy Khan, is a brother of Asad-jang, Y.

Rawshan, Khwajah /Zasan 'alyy of Dilly, is now in the service of

A>f aldawlah, Y.

Rawshan, Rawshan Shah a Kayeth of Bareilly embraced the Islam

and writes Persian and Rekhtah poetry, D. He is the author of a

Dywan, H. He resided at Meerut, T.

Ray, Myrza Ya'qub Beg was born in Hindustan, but his ancestors

were of Turan, he is a young man, K. He is dead, D.

Ridha, Myrza (Myr, D) 'alyy Ridha of Manikpur, a friend of

Dywauah, wrote several Mathnawies, one of them containing his

love-adventures is celebrated, C, Y, D.

Ridha, Myrza 'alyy Ridha Beg of Agra a pupil of Myan Walyy
Mohammad Natzyr, D.

Ridha, Shaykh 'alyy Ridha of Lucnow was for some time Natzir

in the court of justice at 'alyygarh, he is the author of a Mathnawy,

D knew him personally.

Ridha, Mawlawy Dhiya aldyn of Thanesar a contemporary of

Sawda, D. He is probably identical with the poet Ridha of whom

C says, that he does not know his name.

2 o
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Eidha, -BTamyd aldyn Khan of A'tzampur, is a son of the phy-

sician Mawlawy Kallu of Chandpur, D, P.

Eidha, Myrza .ZZasan, is familiarly called Myrza Jywan, a son of

Mohammad Myrza Jan (Khan, K, H) Korbegy, is a young man and

a pupil of Nayr and Mamniin, K. He was a friend of P and died

some years before P wrote, and left a Dywan.

Eidha, /Zafitz Mo^ammad-bakhsh, a Shaykh of Lahor, resides of

late at Earrokhabad, D.

Eidha, Myr Mohammad Eidha (Myr Mo^arnmady, Y) of Patna, a

son of Myr Jamal aldyn JZbsayn Jamal and a pupil of Myan Dhiya

(of Sawda, E), has lately taken to Eekhtah poetry, C. The grandfather

of Jamal was Qadhiy Niir Allah Shushtary, who is the author of the

j^i jjlfi^i and of the e^^ ' u^^j J- Eidha wrote a Dywan, E.

He died at Murshidabad, V. He is familiarly called Myr Patnawy,
and resides at Lucnow, K. In D are two poets, one Myrza Moham-

mad Eidha of Lucnow a pupil of Sawda and author of a short

Dywan, and Myr Mohammad Eidha Shushtary, usually called Myr
Mohammad Patnawy, a native of Patna resided at Lucnow, and was

a pupil of Dhiya. In P are also two poets of this takhallu9, one

Myr Mohammad of Patna a pupil of Dhiya, and Myr MoAammady of

Lucnow equally a pupil of Dhiya.

Eidha, Mohammad Eidha of the Deccan, D.

Eidha, //afitz MoAsin resides at Earrokhabad, and is of the Kam-

boh caste (regarding which, see the Eawayid alnatziryn) wrote a Per-

sian and Eekhtah Dywan, V.

Eidha, Myr (Myrza, K) Eidha 'alyy of Lucnow, a Toghra-writer

and a pupil of E, K, D.

Eidha, Myrza Taqyy of Lucnow, a relation of the Wazyrs (now

kings) of Oudh, is the author of a Majniin 6 Layla, D. See Easa,

Eadhyy and Hawas.

Eidhwan, G-holam Uosayn of Patna, a son of Shaykh Eakhr aldyn,

a pupil of Salym and of Mujrim and of V, who mentions him.

Eiha, Gholam Mohammad Khan of Dilly a brother of 'inayat

jffosayn Khan Moshyr and a pupil of Grulzar 'alyy Khan Asyr, E.

Eind, Ganga Prashad a Kashmyry and son of Kishen Chand

Pandit was a pupil of Jorat, resided at Bareilly and Lucnow, D.

Eind, Eay Khem Narayan, a grandson of Maharajah Lachmy

Narayan of Dilly, resides now at Hooghly and is my elder brother,

says Beny Narayan.
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Hind, Mihrban Khan, it is said that he is skilled in music and in

composing Kabits, Dohras, &c. he lives at Farrokhabad, C. He died

in Bostamnagar which is a quarter of the city of Lucnow, E.

Bind, Myr (Shah) ITamzah 'alyy of Dilly was originally a soldier

by profession, subsequently he used to beg barefooted in the streets

of Murshidabad, and now, 1194, he is at Patna at the shrine of Shah

Arzan in company of other Faqyrs, C. I have seen a Dywan of

about 2000 verses of his, J. He had first the takhallu9 of Shayda,

he is alive, V.

Biqqat, Myrza Qasim 'alyy called 'iraqy of Moghol (i. e. Persian)

origin, his ancestors having been of Mashhad, whence they emigrated

to Kashmyr. He was born at Dilly and brought up at Faydhabad,

he is about thirty years of age and a pupil of Jorat, E.

Bokn aldawlah .Hadziq almulk Hakym Bokn aldyn Khan Bahadur

is a physician of Dilly, writes Persian and Bekhtah poetry, but par-

ticularly the former, D.

Eostam, he had the title of Eustam 'alyy Khan I&tisham aldawlah,

but was usually called Nawab Bahadur, he was of Dilly and a son of

Nawab Ashraf Khan : in 1194 he gave to C specimens of his poetry.

He was a friend of H.

EM alamyn of Dilly mentioned by Beny Narayan.

Eu&y a Pyr-zadah of .Haydarabad, A.

Bukh9at, Myr Qudrat Allah of Dilly a son of Myr Sayf Allah, a

pupil of Ja'far 'alyy Zfasrat resides at present at Lucnow, C, V.

Buswa, Aftab Bay (Mahtab Bay, C) the son of a goldsmith, did

not conform to the tenets of the Hindus, (C says he turned a

Musalman) and was a great cynic : at length he became mad and died

young, A, B. There is another Buswa of whom D says, that he does

not know his name, but he had ascertained that he was distinct

from A'ftab Bay and flourished under Nawab Najyb aldawlah

Bahadur.

Sa'adat, Myr Sa'adat 'alyy (Sa'adat Allah Khan, B) died before

he attained the age of forty, A. He was a disciple of Wilayat Allah

and left a Mathuawy in imitation of Layla Majniin, containing the

history of two lovers of Dilly, C. He was a son of Myr Grholam

'alyy 'ishrat, H.

Sabqat, Myrza Moghol of Lucnow a son of Myrza 'alyy Akbar

Akhiind, his ancestors were of Persia, he is a pupil of Jorat whom

2 O 2
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he surpasses in the Qa9ydah, E. He is of Dilly but resides now at

Lucnow, H, P.

Sa'dy of the Deccan is the author of the verses which are erro-

neously ascribed to Sa'dy of Shyraz, B, J, H, K. In A and D he is

identified with Sa'dy of Shyraz.

Safar Shah, a Sayyid and Darwysh resides at Dilly, D.

Sajjjad, Myr Mohammad Sajjad of Agra (of Dilly, A) his ancestors

were of Adzarbayjan, he is a pupil of A'bru and superior to his master,

B, C. He was brought up at Dilly and left a Dywan, Gr. It

would appear from A that he was a young man in 1168. Qayiin saw

about 800 verses of his.

Salam, Najm aldyn 'alyy Khan of Dilly (Agra, D, K), a son of

Sharaf aldyn 'alyy Khan Payum, is a pupil of his father, B. Went
with Qafdar-jang's army toward the east (Oudh), A.

Salamat, Salamat 'alyy, J. Munshiy Salamat 'alyy of Grhaziypur,

is a Munshiy in the English service, Y.

Salamat, Myr Salamat 'alyy of Purniya in the Parganah of

Arwal in Behar, J.

Salik, name not known, M,

Salim, Grholam Mo9^afa was a friend of V. He was first a pupil

of Fidwy, subsequently he was appointed Munshiy in an English

corps of cavalry, he died at Lucnow, V.

Salym, Salym Allah Khan a son of the late Shaykh Faydh Allah

Kaliyah resides at Patua, J.

Salym, Myr Mohammad Salym of Patna was a merchant, he died

in 1195 at Murshidabad and left a Mathnawy, C, J. The chronogram

on his death is f^LJl jl*J vs^j fi^, V.

Saman, Myr Na^ir of Jawnpur (of Dilly, J) a pupil of Myrza
Matzhar died a few years ago, he composed chiefly Persian poems, B.

He came during the beginning of Mohammad Shah's reign to Dilly, A.

Samiy, Myrza Mohammad Jan Beg, his ancestors came from the

steppes of Tymaq (Qipchaq, D) to India, his father resided for some

time in Kashmyr, then he came with his son to Dilly (Bareilly, D),

Samiy was a disciple and pupil of Khwajah Myr, he wrote chiefly

Persian poems, among them is a Mathnawy in the style of the Shah-

namah recording the events of the reign of Shah 'alam, but he died

before he had completed it. His TJrdii poetry is not equal to his

Persian compositions. II says that Samiy was his teacher in Persian.
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Sanjar, Shaykh Mo/mmmad Ya'qub 'aljy of a place near Ghaziy-

pur, a son of Qadhiy Mohammad (^iddyq, and a pupil of Nasikh,

resided long at Lucnow and visited Dilly in 1260, R.

Saqiy, Myr /Zosayn 'alyy, C. In D a Saqiy of the Deccan is

mentioned.

Sar-sabz, Myrza Zayn al'abidyn Khan, familiarly called Myrza

Mendu, a son of the late Nawab Salar-jang, is a studious young man,

and when only seventeen years of age composed a Dywan, E, V.

Sarshar, Lala Tilok Chand a Khatry is a young man of Dilly, K.

Sarwar, A'tzam aldawlah Myr Mohammad Khan Bahadur a son

of A'tzam aldawlah Abu-1-Qasim Motzaffar-jang, was a pupil of Myrza
Jan Beg Samiy and Myr Farzand 'alyy Mawziin. He died 1250 and

left besides the Tadzkirah (described in p. 185) a thick Dywan, P.

Sarwar (Soriir ?), Shaykh Mohammad Amyr Allah a son of Shaykh

'abd Allah of Agra was in 1243 at Dilly, he is a pupil of Mujrim
and of Ghalib, D.

Sarwar (Soriir ?), Myrza Eajab 'alyy Beg resides at Cawnpore, D.

He was a pupil of Nawazish, P. He is the author of the <&>&j X'LJ, E.

Sattar, 'abd al-Sattar of Lucnow composes chiefly Marthiyahs, D.

Sawda, Myrza Eafy' aldyn of Dilly, his ancestors were of Kabul,

he is a soldier by profession, and the best poet of our times, B. His

father was a merchant, and this is probably the reason why he adopt-

ed the takhalluc of Sawda ware, A. He lived sixty years at Dilly ;
after

the fall of that city, he wandered for some time to various places ;

finally he settled at Lucnow and A^af aldawlah gave him a stipend

of Us. 6000 a year. He died at Lucnow at an age of seventy years

in 1195, the chronogram is ^ ))j~* % <x^ c^i^ 1^ ^ c^^^jJ^
H99_4 (

a
)
= 1195, G. In K it is stated in the Biography of Sa'dy

that Sawda is the author of a Tadzkirah of Urdu poets.

Sayah, Salym was of Dilly says Beny Narayan.

Sa'yd, Qadhiy Sa'yd aldyn Khan of Kakory in Oudh, a son of

Qadhiy Najm aldyn Khan \vho was Qadhiy of Calcutta, Sa'yd visited

Dilly in A. D. 1822. He is blind, P.

Sayf, Myrza Sayf 'alyy is dead, K.

Sayil, Sayyid Asad Allah of /Taydarabad, familiarly called Shah

Samajh-bujh resides now at Patna, J.

Sayil, Myrza Mohammad Yar Beg of Dilly of Uzbek origin, a

companion of Badzl Beg Khan, J. Was a pupil of Shah //atim and
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subsequently of Sawda, E. He died many years ago, K. He had

first the takhallu9 of Mon'im, B.

Sayyid, Myr Grholam Easdl is of Agra, K. He is a Shaykh of

Muradabad, P.

Sayyid, Myr Grhalib 'alyy Khan is chief Munshiy of the king of

Dilly and writes Urdu and Persian poetry, D. He had formerly the

takhallu9 of Gharyb, he changed it because the king conferred the

title of Sayyid alsho'ara upon him, K. He is a native of Meerut,

but was brought up at Dilly, T. He died some years ago, P.

Sayyid, Myr Imam aldyn, C.

Sayyid, Myr (Myrza, D) Qotob aldyn (Myr Qofob 'alyy, P), fami-

liarly called Qoob 'alam of Sikandarabad, writes sometimes Eekhtah

verses, K. He is a physician, P.

Sayyid, Myr Yadgar 'alyy of Bahadurpiir in Mewat, is a young
man in the army and resides at Dilly, A.

Shad a poet of Budhanah is since some time settled at Bhopal, D.

Shad, Myr AAmad -Kbsayn, his forefathers came from the -ffijaz

to India under Shams aldyn Altmish, he resides at Shikohabad near

Meerut, P, H.

Shad, Bay Deby Prashad of Haydarabad a pupil of Faydh, E.

Shad, Myrza Ilahy-yar Beg (Ilah Beg, D) Kayamy a pupil of

Mu5Mfy, K.

Shad, Prashady Earn, a Brahman of Sikandarabad, is a friend of

Zindah-dil, D.

Shad, Munshiy Earn Prashad, a Kayeth and a pupil of Na9yr, is a

witty young man and resides now at Dilly, E.

Shad, Sayyid Tafadhdhul /7osayn visited Dilly and met E.

Shadab, Lalah Khushwaqt Eay of Chanpur Nadyah, A. He was

a clever Insha-writer, C . A pupil of Qayim, P. In T his takhallu9

is Shad.

Shadan, Lala Basawan La'l of Patna attends regularly the poetical

assemblies, and is a good Insha-writer, J. Eesides at Dilly, H.

Shadan, Myr Eajab 'alyy is a pupil of Bahory Khan Ashuftah, K.

I have not seen him of late, and do not know what has become of

him, H.

Shafiy, Amyn aldyn of Dilly lives now, 1196, in poverty at Patna,

C. He died in 1198, V.

Shafy', Myr Mo/zammad Shafy', a friend of Sawda and Myr, lives

now at Lucnow, C, V.
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Shafyq, Matzhar 'alyy Khan of Dilly, familiarly called Myrza Bu-

dhan, is a pupil of Firaq and of Qasim, K.

Shaghil is a pupil of Bismil, whom he surpasses, A, B, J.

Shah, Shah Sa'd Allah called 'ishq 'alyy of Patna, a disciple of

Shah Karyin Allah the successor of Shah Arzan, is a pupil of Myr

Dard, J. He is a JFaqyr, and has his Takiyah near Betiah in Sarun,

V. He is dead, K.

Myr Shah 'alyy Khan of Dilly was a poor young man, came to

Murshidabad and went subsequently to Lucnow, and thence to the

Deccan, where it is said he died, C.

Shahamat, Shah Shahainat 'alyy is a Darwysh, D, resided in

Oudh, P.

Shahwat, a son of Shah Ma^iim Mohawwis was a very obscene

poet, K.

Shahy, Shah Quly Khan of Baghnagar (Saydarabad, C) was in

the service of Tana Shah and composed chiefly Marthiyahs, A, C.

Shahyd, Mawlawy Gholam .Hbsayn of Ghaziypur was in 1196 at

Banares, C. He is now Muftiy at Banares, V.

Shahyda was an old poet, D, H.

Shahydy, Myr Karamat 'alyy is of Lucnow, it is said that he is a

pupil of Nasikh, D. Resides mostly in the Panjab, and comes some-

times to Dilly, P.

Sha'ir, Lalah Mathora Das familiarly called Mithan Lai, a Kayeth,

is clever in the science of music and in mechanics, K.

Sha'ir, Myr Kamal aldyn .Hbsayn, familiarly called Myr Kallu, is a

relation of Myr Dard and resides at Dilly, J, C. He is dead, Y.

He is called Myr Na9ir-parast, D. He was a son of Myr N^ir

aldyn Ranj and left a Dywan, K.

Shakir, MoAammad Shakir of A'tzampur was a friend of Moham-

mad 'alyy JZashmat and of Qayim, and was skilled in astrology, A, C.

Shakir, Shah (Myr) Shakir 'alyy of Dilly is a young man who

studies the Mathnawy of Jalal aldyn B-umy and other Qufy books

under Shah Mohammad 'atzym, K, H, P.

Shakiy, Munshiy Jawahir Singh of Meerut, a pupil of Gholam

Mo^yy aldyn 'ishq, D.

Shams, Myr Shams aldyn 'alyy is familiarly called Myrza Juman, K.

Shams, "Walyy Allah, a celebrated poet of the Deccan, visited Dilly

under 'alamgyr and was received with distinction by the emperor, he

left a Dywan in the dialect of his native country, B..
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Sharaf, a poet of the Deccan, D.

Sharaf, Myr MoAammady of Dilly is a nephew of Nawab Khan-

dawran, C. V. Was a mystic, K knew him, but he was dead when

he wrote.

Sharaf, Myrza Sharaf aldyn is a poet of Lucnow, D, P.

Sharaf, Shaykh Sharaf aldyn .Sbsayn (77asan, K) is skilled in the

Marthiyah, K. He was attached to the Qadam Sharyf near Dilly,. P.

Sharafat, Myrza Ashraf (Sharaf, K) 'alyy is of Lucnow, K. He
is a grandson of Myr Mosharraf and a pupil of Mamnun, P.

Sharar, Myrza (JJadiq
was a humble man, P,

Sharar, Myrza Grhiyath aldyn, E.

Sharar, Myrza Ja'far was a younger brother of Myrza Mo7*ammad,

who has in Persian the takhallu9 of 'ishq, he was a soldier-like man,

he went to the Deccan and died there, H, K. He died at Punah, D.

Sharar, Myrza Ibrahym Beg born at Lucnow was a fair poet, E.

Was a pupil of Nawazish, P.

Sharyf, Myrza MoAammad Sharyf, a son of the late Myrza Eaydh
who wrote two commentaries on the psr\ (j^^, Sharyf is a young

man and a pupil of MoAibb Allah Mohibb, some years ago he left

Dilly, K.

Sharyf, Myrza Mohammad Sharyf is a convert to the Islam, and

composes chiefly Marthiyahs, K. He is probably identical with

Myrza Sharyf Beg, familiarly called Lala Sharyf Beg, a son of

Lala Dawlat Ram a Khatry mentioned by D.

Sharyf, Myrza Sharyf Beg is of a good family and a witty poet, P.

Shawkat, Myrza 'alyy of Lucnow is a younger brother of Sabqat,

he has written a small Dywan, D.

Shawkat, Mohammad Munyf 'alyy of Bijnawr, a son of Myr
Eostam 'alyy who was an author and a calligraph, is a pupil of Myr
Gholain 'alyy 'ishrat, D. He was converted to the Christian religion

at Banares, and is now at Meerut engaged in Missionary labours, P.

I have some where seen a short biography of this convert in English.

Shawq, Bhogy Lai, P.

Shawq, Faydh 'alyy was a contemporary of Sawda and had many

pupils, he wrote Persian and Eekhtah poetry, D.

Shawq, tfafitz Oholam Easiil of Dilly is a pupil of Na9yr, K, P.

Shawq, Ifasan 'alyy (Tasan Khan a Pathan, P, .Hasan 'alyy

Khan, H) of Dilly, a pupil of Arzu, B, J. He was a soldier and in

the service of Nawab 'imad almulk, C, V. He left a Dywan, K.
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Shawq, Shaykh Ilahy-bakhsh of Agra is at present a Munshiy of

Myrzii MotzafFar-bakht Bahadur at Farrokhabad, H. He is author

of a Eekhtah Dywan and of a book called ^xkLi ^]jS. He died

in 1241, P.

Shawq, Jawhar Beg of Lucnow, a pupil of Mu9^afy, was strong in

logogriphs. He went to Mashhad, P.

Shawq, Mo/^ammad-bakhsh is of Kotanah and a pupil of Barkat

Allah Khan Barkat, D. He was a soldier-like man, K.

Shawq, Mawlawy Qudrat Allah of Eainpur (of c5>*> P, of Eaypur,

H) is the author of a Dywan and of a Tadzkirah of Eekhtah poets, V.

It is said that he composed one hundred thousand verses, T.

Shawq, Eawshan Lai is a clever musician, and a pupil of Nayr,

K,D.

Shawq, Shyw Gropal, familiarly called Kakajy of Patna, a son of

the Mahajan Sawdagar Mai, died young, V.

Shawq, Tahamtan-jang Bahadur is an Amyr of the Deccan, K.

Shawqy, Mohammad Fa9yA a son of V, he is twenty years of age, V.

Shayda, Mawlawy Amanat Allah was in Calcutta, says Beny

Narayan.

Shayda, Myr Fat/* 'alyy of Shamsabiid Mhow, Myr Soz has adopted

him as his child, and Sawda is his instructor, C, V. He was an

officer at Lucnow and received 500 Es. a month from ^af aldawlah,

his Dywan has about 6000 verses, K. It will be observed that I

distinguish between this and the following poet on the authority

of K.

Shayda, Khwajah Hynga, a Kashmyry of Dilly, was a pupil of

Shah Mo&ammady Be-dar, he died young, K, E.

Shayda, Nawab Mo'yn aldyn Khan resides at Kalpy, and is a

grandson of Nawab Ghaziy aldyn Khan Nitzam, P.

Shayiq, Myr Badr aldyn -Hasan of Bareilly is a well educated

man, D.

Shayiq, Pyr Myan (Myr, K) Mohammad of Lucnow was formerly

a pupil of Myan JEfashimy and now of Jorat, E.

Shayiq, Mohammad Hashim is a pupil of Myr 'izzat Allah 'isliq,

and skilled in the Marthiyah, K. He is a tailor by profession, H.

Shayiq, Myr _Hajy of Dilly, a pupil of Myr Hidayat 'alyy Kayfy,

is young, and composes chiefly Persian verses, K.

Shayiq, Natzyr aldyn c^^'^J^ of Bareilly, D. In T and P, he

2 P
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has the name of Mohammad Nadzyr aldyn i^^l^J*^ //asan a son

of Shah Gholam Mohyj aldyn Owaysy (Eiimy, H) Sirhindy. H
speaks in the present tense of him. He is a very learned man and

has composed a treatise on arithmetic and one on prosody and rhyme,

it is in verse, and the first half of every verse treats on prosody and

the second on rhyme, it has the title *^Jrf ^>. He writes chiefly

Persian poetry, T.

Shayiq, Myr Qamar 'alyy of Patna writes Eekhtah poetry, J.

Sheftah, fZafitz 'abd al-Qamad, a Panjaby of Dilly, was a pupil of

Bahory Khan A'shuftah, K.

Sheftah, Afanad Khan of Dilly a pupil of Asyr and a friend of E.

Sheftah, Sayyid Ilah-bakhsh of Dilly resides since some years at

Patna, and composes chiefly Marthiyahs, J.

Sheftah, Myr MoAammady resides at present at Dilly, but is not a

native of that city, J.

Myr Sher 'alyy of Dilly resides since some years at Patna, J.

Shifa, Hakym Mohammad #asan Khan of Dilly is a young man, D.

Shifa, /7akym Tar 'alyy is a good physician, A.

Shiguftah, Budh Singh, a blacksmith, is a pupil of Bahory Khan

A'shuftah, K.

Shiguftah, Myrza Sayf 'alyy Khan is a son of the Nawab Shuja'

aldawlah, he had formerly the takhallu9 of Bayan, and Myrza Qasim

'alyy Jawan corrected his verses, of late he has changed his takhallu9,

B met him at Lucnow. He left a Dywan, D.

Shiguftah, Myrza Shiguftah-bakht (Bedar-bakht, P, H.) Bahadur,

familiarly called Myrza /Tajy-Qafab, a son of Myrza Jawan-bakht

Jahandar Shah, resides at Banares, D.

Shikoh, Mohammad Eidha of Lucnow is a friend and pupil of

Myrza Qatyl and writes Persian poetry, E, K.

Shikoh, Sayyid Shikoh 'alyy of Sarawah, died about twenty-five

years ago, H.

Shikyba, Shaykh Grholam J3bsayn is a poor man and a pupil of

Mo/jammad Taqyy Myr, K. Has written a Dywan, D.

Sho'a', Prince Mohammad Akbar a son of Shah 'alam A/tab (hence

the takhallu9) is the heir-apparent to the throne, D, K.

Shohrat, Amyr-bakhsh Khan, a Kashmyry of Dilly, is a pupil of

Firaq and resides at Dilly, D. He has gone to the Deccan, K. He

died young, P,
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Shohrat, Iftikhar aldyn 'alyy Khan, a brother of Wathiq 'alyy

Khan, resided in A. D. 1814 at Calcutta and is mentioned by Beny

Shohrat, Myrza MoAammad 'alyy of Dilly, a pupil of Ya&ya Anian

Jorat, is now, 1196, at Lucnow, C. He is of Lucnow, V.

Sho'lah, Aniar Nath is a Kashmyry of Lucnow, P, H.

Shdr, Khwajah 'atzym Khan of Dilly, a son of Khwajah Mo&am-

mady Khan, is a pupil of Myrza Ghasyta and resides at Mothary in

Behar, J. He is dead, Y.

Shdr, George uV jk> (?) a Christian, E.

Shor, Myrza MaAmud Beg of Dilly, familiarly called Malhu Beg,

was a soldier-like young man and a pupil of Sa'adat Yar Khan Eangyn
and Insha Allah Khan, he died young, K. He was a friend of

H and K.

Shorish, Gholam A7nad, a son of Mo/iammad Akbar, is a young
man and a pupil of Mumin Khan Ashiia, P.

Shorish, Myr Mahdiy of Patna, a son of Myrza Gholam JaTosayn,

is a clever young man, Y.

Shorish, Na~9ir Sbsayn (Khalyfah Nadir .ffosayn, H, D) of Dilly

is a young man, and a pupil of Thana Allah Firaq, K. He had

formerly the takhallu9 of Moruwat, D.

Sho'ur, Sho'iir A^mad of Eampur is the father of Kawiif A/anad

Eawuf, K.

Sho'ury, of Jowalapur, D, P. Of Chandpur, J.

Shuja', Nawab Shuja' Quly Khan, a son of Nawab Monyr aldawlah

Nadir-jang, resides since some years in Mogholpurah at Patna, J.

Shukr, Mohammad Myrza of J2aydarabad a son of JZasan Myrza

Qacd and a pupil of Eaydh, E.

Shukr, Eadha Kishen a Kayeth, is of Moradabad, P.

Shywan, Myr AAsan of Patna was a soldier by profession, he is

dead, J.

Si^r, Mohammad Khalyl Khan of the Deccan, K.

Sikandar, Khalyfah Mo/jammad 'alyy (C and G call him Shaykh

Sikandar, but H, who knew him, says that this is a mistake) of the

Panjab, familiarly called Khalyfah Sikandar, composes chiefly Mar-

thiyahs and writes in the Marwary and Panjaby dialects, he is

the author of the story in verse of the boatman and the fish and

king Dilkhwar. He considers himself as a pupil of Najiy, C, J.

2 P 2
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He is upwards of fifty years of age, E. On the invitation of the

Natzim of .ffaydarabad, he repaired to his capital. He died there

and his remains were carried to Karbala, K.

Sipahy of Lucnow, it is said that he has been killed, K, D.

Sipahy, Myr Imam-bakhsh died some time ago, K.

Sipahy, Shah Quly Khan, D, H.

Sirj, Myr Siraj aldyn of Awrangabad was a pupil of Sayyid ITam-

zah of the Deccan, A, B, C. He left among other poems a Math-

nawy called J^ c^-?, D. See page 148 supra.

Siraj, Siraj aldyn 'alyy different from Siraj Awrangabady, P.

Siyadat, Myr Mojahid aldyn of Lucnow a pupil of Mamntin,

D, K, H.

Sohrab, Myrza Sohrab Beg, a Moghol, resides at Dilly, D, P.

Sokhon, #akym Myrza Mohammad //osayn, a Kashmyry of Dilly ,

is a good physician and writes Persian and Rekhtah poetry, H, K.

In H it is said that there was also a poet of this takhallu9 at the

time of Najiy and Madhmun, and he mentions a third Sokhon who

was a poet of the Deccan.

Sokhonwar, Lalah Dalwaly Singh is a Munshiy of the king of

Dilly, he is a young man, K, P.

Solayman a pupil of Myr 'abd al-/7ayy, A. A contemporary of

Taban, G, V.

Solayman, Myr Murad 'alyy of Dilly resides since a long time at

Patna, now he is gone to Behar, J.

Solayman, Solayman Khan of Dilly a pupil of Ashraf 'alyy Khan

Fighan, J. Eesided for some time at Patna, but it is not known

where he now lives, V.

Solayman, Prince Solayman-shikoh, a great patron of poets and

learned men, among his proteges are Mu^afy, Jorat, Insha Allah

Khan, &c. E. Eesides mostly at Lucnow but now he lives at Agra,

P. He died on the 24th of February, 1838.

Sor'at, B, who mentions him, does not know his name.

Soriir (or Sarwar ?), Myr Faydh 'alyy of Ijrarah, resides at Dilly7

and is a pupil of 'izzat Allah 'ishq, D.

Sorur (or Sarwar ?), .ffimayat Allah Khan of Dilly, a Darogah in

the Dilly Palace, is a pupil of Na9yr, D.

Soz, Sayyid Mohammad Myr (Sayyid Mo/^ammad, C) of Qarawal-

piirah near Dilly, a son of Dhiya aldyn Bokhary, was skilled in archery
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and other manly exercises, in 1191 he went to Lucnow, but it seems

that he lived there in great poverty, he therefore went in 1212 to

Murshidabad and being not successful in finding a livelihood, he re-

turned to Lucnow and died the same year, Or, V. Had formerly the

takhallu9 of Myr, now that of Soz, he now resides at Faydhabad, J.

He was a friend of E, and was upwards of seventy years of age when

he wrote.

Sozan, Nawab Mirza A&mad 'alyy Khan Shawkat-jang of Lucnow,

a son of Iftkhar aldawlah Mirza 'alyy Khan, lives at the court of

A'9af aldawlah, C, V, E.

Sozan, Shaykh Shams aldyn of Dilly resided at Farrokhabad, was

a soldier by profession, and a pupil of Soz, K.

SubMn, Myr 'abd al-SubMn was a pupil of Abru, D.

Sultan, Mirza (Prince) Mohammad E'zid-bakhsh Bahadur of Dilly,

familiarly called Mirza Nyly is alive, D.

Sultan, Nawab Nar Allah Khan Bahadur of Afghan origin

is Jagyrdar of Bamptir, D. He is dead, P.

SulMn, SuUan Quly Beg is a soldier by profession, D.

Ta'ashshuq, Myr Sayyid Mohammad of Dilly, a descendant of

'abd al-Qadir Jylany and a relation of Myr 'izzat Allah 'ishq, he has

lately taken to poetry, D, H. He is at present, 1852, Professor of

Arabic in the Dilly College and may be about sixty-five years of age.

Tab, Mahtab Kay, P (see Tayib).

Taban, Myr 'abd al-Sayy of Dilly, a handsome but profligate man,

who died young of dropsy contracted by drinking, A, B. He was a

friend of Sawda and a pupil of Mohammad 'alyy Hashmat. His

Dywan contains about one thousand verses, J, E.

37abyb, Sayyid Shah of Lahor writes Urdu with great correct-

ness, D. [Firaq, D.

Tabyb, Walyy Mohammad is a Surgeon of Dilly, and a pupil of

Ta9awwur, Sayyid I^san Allah a son of jfiTosayn Khan, a native of

Pankor not far from Lucnow, may be about 25 years of age, he is a

a pupil of Jorat, E. According to D, the name of Ta9awwur was

Sayyid -Hasan Khan and according to H, Sayyid jHbsayn Khan, and

according to K, Sayyid //aydar 'ally, and according to P, Sayyid

jETaydar .Hasan Khan, and according to T, Sayyid I^san JTosayn.

Ta9awwur, Sayyid Eajab 'alyy of Dilly, a pupil of Na9yr has lately

taken to poetry, D.
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Tacwyr is the takhallug of a lady, says E, with whose circumstances

I am not acquainted.

Tawyr, Shah Jawad 'alyy of Murshidabad, is a poor man, who

has lately taken to writing poetry, D.

TaAayyur of Dilly, a clever poet, D. Died some time ago, H.

In K, P and E is the following account, his name is Gholam Mo9*afa,

a son of Mawlawy Eafy 'aldyn, who was a very learned man, K, P
and E speak of him as if he was alive. It is clear that he is iden-

tical with the Ta^syn of D, and not with his Ta/*ayyur, who must

have been dead when P wrote.

TaAsyn, My an. Grholam Mo9^afa a son of Malawy Eafy 'aldyn has

recently taken to writing poetry, and Eiraq corrects his verses, D.

See preceding notice.

Ta&syn, Munshiy Hbsayn 'a^a Khan resides at Etawah, H.

Ta^syn, Myr Mohammad Hbsayn Khan of Lucnow, has the title

of Mora^a' Eaqam, he is a good calligraph and Insha-writer, H. His

name is Myr Mohammad Hosayn 'aa Khan, he is a son of Mo7am-

mad Baqir Khan Shawgi, he lived at the court of Abu Mangiir 'alyy

Khan
(JJafdar-jang.

He is the author of the c^jO'&l ^Lr* and of

c54-M
*^ $J? m Persian and of the ^/ 3J^J* which is an Urdu

version of the story of the four Darwyshes, T. He seems to be

identical with the preceding, though H distinguishes between the two.

Tajalliy, Shah Tajalliy (Shah Tajalliy 'alyy, D, K.) of .Haydara-

bad a Darwysh, occupies himself usually with poetry, D.

Tajalliy, familiarly called Myan //ajy, his name is Myr Mohammad

.Hasan, (//osayn H, MoAsin K), he is a son of Myr Mohammad

JSbsayn (Hasan H) Kalym (D says l^alib Hbsayn Kalym) and a

nephew of Myr Jfo/^ammad Taqyy Myr, he is the author of a thick

Dywan and of a (D^^ t5*V? he is a soldier by profession and about

forty years of age, E, whose friend he was. He lives now in the

'arab-saray near Dilly, and had for some time the takhallu9 of Hajy,

D. I have heard he is dead, H. According to T the name of

Tajalliy was Myr Gholam 'alyy, and the theme of the Mathnawy is

the affection for him of a Brahman's wife whom he married. E makes

a distinction between Mo/*ammad Hbsayn, familiarly called Hajy,

and Myr Gholam 'alyy the author of the Layla Majnun.

Tajarnmul, of Lucnow, D, H.

Tajammul, Myr A'tzam (Mohammad 'atzym H, P) of Lucnow, a

pupil of Jorat, writes chiefly Marthiyahs, D.
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Tajarrud, Myr 'abd Allah of the Deccan, a pupil of Sayyid 'abd-

al-Walyy 'uzlat, A, B, D.

Talab, Shaykh jFalib 'alyy of Samanah came in the suit of

Dzu-1-Eiqar aldawlah Najaf Khan to Meerut where he had hia

Bekhtah verses corrected by T, subsequently he entered into the

English military service and rose to the post of Jama'ahdar, T.

li', Lala Hindti Lai of JTaydarabad, a pupil of Eaydh, E.

\i\ Myr Shams aldyn of Dilly, died young, B. He was a native

of the neighbourhood of Lucnow, C.

Talib, MyrzS. Abu 2*alib, of a village near Awrangabad served in

the army of Bahadur Shah (who succeeded to the throne in 1118)

and spent part of his life at Dilly, A.

Talib, 'ashiir Beg Khan a son of the late Dawlat Beg Khan, his

ancestors were of Tiiran, but he was born in Hindustan, he is a pupil

of Myr Taqyy and Firaq, K.

Talib, jffafitz ^alib is a poet of Eampiir and a pupil of Mawlawy

Qudrat Allah Shawq, P.

Talib, Shayk Talib 'alyy of Patna, a brother of Gholam 'alyy

Rdsikk, J. He was a pupil of Fidwy, he died young in 1206, and

left a Dywan, V composed the following chronogram on his death,

U. c^'b &**.( ^5 j* ^U u-JLb.

Talib, Talib 'alyy"is a son and pupil of Myr Ghalib 'alyy Khan

Sayyid, H, K, D.

2fclib, Myr ^alib 'alyy of Ilahabad, a nephew of Mo9yb, J.

^Falib, Talib Hosayn Khan a Kashmyry of Dilly, a son of Myan
'askary Ndldn is a daroghah or steward to Prince Solayman-shikoh,

E, K. He is a pupil of Insha Allah Khan, H.

jfiilib, Myan Halib 'alyy is a Buzurg-zadah (i. e. the descendant of

a celebrated man or saint) and resides at Lucnow, D.

Tamanna, 'abbas Quly Khan ('alyy Khan, K) of Dilly was a

Moghol by origin, D knew him, but he was dead when he wrote.

Tamanna, Myr Asad 'alyy Khan of the Deccan a contemporary of

Nawab Nitzam 'alyy Khan, D.

Tamanna, Myrza Moghol Khan is a great man of Dilly, E. "When

I was at Dilly, in 1845, he used to hold Mosha'arahs.

Tamanna, Khwajah Mohammad 'alyy of Patna, a son of Khwajah
'abd Allah Tdyyd, is a friend of C. According to J, his name is Mirza

'alyy Eidha, he mentions besides him a Tamanna of Dilly regarding
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whom, he says, neither Gurdezy nor Taqyy give any information,

but he learned from Myr Awlad 'alyy that this verse is by him

Tamanna, Mo7*ammad IsMq Khan born at Dilly was of Kashmyry

origin, he went to Banares and entered the service of Myrza Jahan-

dar Shah and died there, H.

Tamkyn, Bakhta Mai Pandit was born at Dilly but his ancestors

were of Kashmyr, he resides at Bareilly, H. His father was Lachmy
Earn Mdd, K.

Tamkyn, Qala^ aldyn resided at Dilly and is a fertile Eekhtah

poet, A, B, J. He nourished under MoAammad-shah, C calls him

Myr ala& aldyn. T informs us that he was a great drunkard.

Tamkyn, Mohammad Tiisof, E.

Tamkyn, Myr Thana 'alyy is skilled in the superstition called Eaml.

In 1238 he came with Shawkat-jang from Farrokhabad to Dilly and

D made his acquaintance.

Tana-shah, Abu-l-7Zasan (Sayyid Abu-l-#asan) king of Golconda,

after the fall of his capital, he was confined by 'alamgyr to the town,

and treated with great severity. As he had been given to pleasure, he

missed much the luxuries which he used to enjoy, and solicited from

the Emperor to be allowed the use of the Huqqah. This indulgence

was granted, and he now smoked day and night using ottar of roses

and other perfumes instead of water to allow the smoke to pass

through, to increase the intoxicating effects of the huqqah. At first

he used daily hundreds of bottles of rose-water, but the Emperor
when he heard of it, restricted him to sixteen flasks and to eight

Bed-mushks and after some time he still farther reduced his allow-

ance until Tana-shah gave up smoking altogether, being disgusted

with the stinginess of his jailer, G.

Tanha, Shaykh 'iwadh 'alyy Khan, a son of Mohammad "Wa&yd

Khan b. Mohammad Sa'yd Khan b. Qayim 'alyy Khan b. Qasim

'alyy Khan and a pupil of Mu9/zafy, was a soldier by profession and

is now at Dilly, D. Qasim 'alyy Khan was a native of Madynah
and came with Humayun to India and under Akbar he was honoured

with a Man9ab. His descendants occupied posts of responsibility

under the emperors. Tanha served first in Ma/^bub 'alyy Khan's

cavalry in the army of Nawab Dzu-1-Fiqar aldawlah, after the Nawab's

death he entered the service of Jahandar Shah and subsequently of
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Iltimas Khan and then of Mahdiy 'alyy Khan, and it seems he was

in the service of the latter nobleman when T wrote, who made his

acquaintance at Meerut.

Tanha, Mohammad 'ysa born at Lucnow, his ancestors were of

Dilly, he may be about twenty-seven years of age and is a soldier, E.

Tanha, Sayyid Kifayat 'alyy, a son of the late Sayyid Ilahy-bakhsh,

was in 1261 at Dilly and attended the Mosha'arahs held in the house

of Moghol Khan Tamanna, E.

Tanha, Sa'd Allah Khan of Dilly, a pupil of Firaq, died young, D.

He was of Afghan origin and my pupil, K.

Tapish, Myr Madad 'alyy of Dilly, his ancestors were of Persia,

is a pupil of Asyr and has written also elegant verses in Persian, E.

Tapish, Mo/jammad Isma'yl, familiarly called Myrza Jan, of Dilly,

his father Yusof Beg Khan was of Bokhara, he is a pupil of Mo-

hammad Tar Beg Sayil and of Khwajah Myr Dard. met him at

Benares in 1198, and he was then a young man and in the service of

prince Jahandar Shah, C. He subsequently came to Murshidabad

and thence to Calcutta, where he was for some years imprisoned,

he died after he had again obtained his liberty, Y. During his impri-

sonment he composed a Yosuf 6 Zalykha in Eekhtah. He is now

in Bengal, K. He is alive, D. Beny ISTarayan says also, that he was

alive when he wrote, but had left Calcutta and gone up-the-country.

Taqyy, Sayyid Mo/^ammad Taqyy of Dilly, familiarly called Myr
Ghasy, was a pupil of Fakhr aldyn and supported himself by copying

books and teaching, C, D. He was a disciple of Myr Mohammad

'atzym, K.

2brab, Jhanii Lai a Kayeth of Lucnow is a pupil of Nawizish, he

composes chiefly Marthiyahs and uses in them the takhallu9 of

Dilgyr, he is a convert to the Islam, P. Subsequently he had his

verses corrected by Inmm-baksh Nasikh, he is now at the court of

Oudh, T.

Taraqqiy, Myrza Mo7^ammad Taqyy Khan of Faydhabad is a

wealthy man, and a great admirer of poetry, D.

Tarik, Zahid Beg of Dilly a pupil of Myr 'izzat Allah 'ishq, T, D.

Tarsan, Myr Bahadur 'alyy of Lucnow is a pupil of Jorat, D.

Tarz, G-irdhary Lai a Kayeth of Amrohah a pupil of Qayim, C.

jParzy, Myr Imam 'alyy is eighteen years of age and my pupil, V.

Tasalliy, Myr Shuja'at 'alyy of Dilly a pupil of Na$yr is alive, D.

2 Q
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Tasalliy, Lalah Tyka Earn, a son of the paymaster Gopal Kay, is

about twenty-five years of age ;
his ancestors came from the neigh-

bourhood of Etawah but he was born at Lucnow, he had a large

collection of works of poetry, E. According to D the takhalluc of

this poet was Taskyn. T says he is a pupil of Matyn.

Taskyn, Granga Das a Kashmyry Pandit, D. All Hindus whose

ancestors came from Kashmyr are called Pandits if they are Brah-

mans, and almost all Kashmyries are of that caste.

Taskyn, Myr Sbsayn, descended from Myr JETaydar Khan Qatil the

Wazyr of Farrokh-siyar, is a pupil of Mumin Khan and a friend of P.

Taskyn, Myr Sa'adat 'alyy, a pupil of Minnat (D says of Nitzam

aldyn Majnun), is a promising young man, E. He is of Bareilly, T.

Taslym, Mohammad Kabyr Khan an Afghan of Bampur a pupil

of Khalyfah Grholam Mohammad 'abbasy ('ayyashy?) Dihlawy (Barei-

lawy, H), T, D.

Tathyr, Myr adiq 'alyy of .ffaydarabad, D.

Tayib, .Hafitz 'abd Allah of Dilly is a pupil of 'abd al-Ea^man

I^san, D.

Tayib, Mahtab Bay is originally of Kashmyr, H.

Thabit, a poet of -Haydarabad of whom D quotes a Euba'y on

Nawab Aristu-jah a^^^jt.

Thabit, I9alat Khan (Ijabat Khan, P. Ijabat 'alyy Khan, E) of

Afghan origin, a pupil of Fidwy, lived long at Patna and died in

1210, V.

Thabit, Myrza (Prince) Mo'izz aldyn Bahadur, a brother of the

celebrated Myrza AAsan-bakhsh, is alive, and I^san usually corrects

his verses, D.

Thabit, Shuja'at Allah Khan of Panypat a pupil of Ja'far 'alyy

IZasrat, C. He resided at Lucnow, K.

Thana, Myr Shams aldyn born at Patna was a pupil of Shah

Moshtaq ^alab, E.

Thana, Thana Allah Khan of Farrokhabad is Sirishtahdar in the

Magistrate's court at Coel, where R met him five years before

he wrote.

Thanesery, Shah Imam-bakhsh, a Darwysh of Thaneser, is a mys-

tic, H.

Thaqib, Myr GMlib aldyn was a contemporary of Walyy, his

poems are in the style of the ancient poets, D.
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Thaqib, Sayyid Shams aldyn was a Darwysh of Dilly and a pupil

of A'bru, D.

Thaqib, Shihab aldyn a pupil of A'bru, A saw him in 1164. He

resided at Dilly, C. He was of Loharah, T.

Tharwat, Sayyid Darwysh 'alyy was a queer man, P.

Tharwat, Mufty Gholam Makhdiim of Phulwary, a son of Maw-

lawy Jamal aldyn and a pupil of Mawlawy A'yat Allah JawJiary, was

first a poor man, but obtained forty thousand Eupees by inheritance,

he was a learned Mawlawy and resided at Patna, he is dead, V.

Tharwat, Myrza Mohammad 5adiq of Lucnow was usually called

A'gha Tharwat, he was tutor in the house of Bajah Tiket Bay, D.

Thurayya Shah is the name of a poetess, T.

Sfifl, Myrza (Prince) 'abd al-Moqtadir a grandson of Shah . 'alam,

K. He is the author of three Dywans, H.

jTomas, John Thomas a native of Dilly, and a son of Mr. George,

who was familiarly called Jihaz QaM), is a soldier-like man, D, H, K.

Torab, Mawlawy Torab 'alyy, a very pious man, is now about fifty

years of age, he resided formerly at Dilly, I do not know where

he now is, E.

2brrah, Torrah-baz Khan of Benares, P.

Tiir, a poet of Lucnow is a pupil of Mo/^ammad Bidha Barq and

of Nasikh, P.

Tzafar, Myrza Abu Tzafar, king of Dilly, is the author of a Dywan,
which in reality has been composed by Dzawq.

Tzahir, Myr Lutff 'alyy, a son of Myr Mo/jammad Baqir Tzohiir a

pupil of J2~asrat, pays now less attention to poetry than to music, J.

Tzahir, Khwajah Mohammad Khan, a pupil of Myrza Matzhar, died

probably after the invasion of Nadir Shah, B. He was a son-in-law of

'alyy Nawaz Khan and came for his sake to Patna. He died young, J.

Tzahir, Myr MoAammady of Dilly resides since some years at

Agra, where he practises medicine, D, K.

Tzahyr, lS~ayr aldyn, a pupil of Mobtala, is a good Persian scholar,

he lately intended to go to Najaf but remained in the Deccan, I

have no news of him, says his instructor, T.

Tzaryf, Khoda Wirdy Khan (Khoda Burdy Khan, D, K) is a

brother of Sa'adat Yar Khan Eangyn, and had formerly the takhalluc-

of Be-tab, he is a soldier-like young man and his brother revises his

verses, K. See Be-tab p. 215.

2 Q 2
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Tzohiir, Bady' aldyn JZaydar the second son of T.

Tzohur, Myr Mohammad Baqir, a pupil of Myrza Matzhar, bad

formerly the takhallu9 of JZazyn, he adopted the takhalliu? of Tzohur

when he went from Patna to Jahangyrnagar, he wrote a Saqiy-

namah and a Dywan, he died under Afanad Shah, J.

Tzohur, Lalah Shed Singh resides at Agra and imitates Taqyn, B.

Flourished under A7raiad Shah, C.

Tzohur, Tzohur Allah was a contemporary of Mohammad Shah, D.

Tzohur, Tzohur Allah Khan a son of Dalyl Allah Khan of Beda-

lun (?) obtained the title cf Khan from Myrza Jawan-bakht. He
was an exceedingly pleasant companion, and made at Lucnow the

acquaintance of most poets, as Joriit, Insha-Allah Khan. He made

the pilgrimage to Najaf and lived some years at the court of

Persia; the Shah conferred the title of Sa'dy of India upon him.

He lives now in his home, T. He may be identical with the preced-

ing, but the verses quoted are not the same.

Tzohur, .Hafitz Tzohur Allah Beg is a young man of Dilly, his

ancestors were of Turan, D, H.

Ulfat a poet of Motzaffarnagar, H.

Ulfat, Mohammad Ulfat a native of the neighbourhood of Ha.yft.a-

rabad, H. He is probably identical with Mohammad 'othman Ulfat

mentioned in the QubAe Wan, p. 32.

Ulfat, Ray Mangal Sen of the Kayeth caste was a native of Patna

and held for some time an office at Dilly. He was a pupil of Jorat, H.

'umdah, Syta Earn a Kashmyry is a pupil of Yaqyn, B. He was

a contemporary of A'rzu, C.

'umdat almulk a son of Nawab Mohammad 'alyy Khan, D.

Ummed, a poet of .Haydarabad of whom nothing farther is known,

H,D.
Ummed, Myrza Mohammad Bidha had the title of Qazalbash

Khan. He was a native of Persia and a pupil of Tahir Wahyd, he

came under Bahadur Shah to India and obtained rank and title, and

died in 1159. He left a celebrated Persian Dywan and a few

Rekhtah verses, A, M, C, H.

Ummed, Ummed 'alyy, a son of JSTawab Khanjaluin, resides now at

Hooghly says Beny Narayan.

Ummy, Rawshan Beg of Dilly, a pupil of iN^yr, is a young man

of considerable poetical talents, H. He died young, P.
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'umr, Mo'atabar Khan of the Dcccan was a man of rank and a

pupil of Walyy, B, C.

I/stud, Shaykh Mo/mmmad-bakhsh of Bareilly, E.

'uzlat, Sayyid 'abd al-Walyy, a son of Sa'd Allah who was a very

learned and pious man and in whom Awrang-zeb had very great

confidence, was born at Surat, but his family was according to B of

Bareilly, he was a good Arabic and Persian scholar and was alive in

1165, B. According to C and G the family of 'uzlat was from a

place near Lucnow, after his father's death 'uzlat went to Dilly,

where he made the acquaintance of many men of letters, and it was

there that he received the first impulse to devote himself to Eekhtah

poetry. From Dilly he went to Murshidabad and was supported by

'aJyy Wirdy Khan. Having committed himself, owing to the levity

of his disposition, he left Murshidabad after the death of his patron

and went to the Deccan where he died, he left a Dywan, C, G.

AVacif, -Hasan-bakhsh a relation and pupil of H.

AY^il, Mo/iammad Wail (Myan AY^il Khan, D) was head porter

in the palace, he was descended from Eayinan, D. He is dead, K.

Mo/zammad AV^il of Badawn is a fair poet, D.

AY^il, (Gholam, J) Mo^yy aldyn Mohammad of Belgram, it is

said that he has written a Eekhtah Dywan which has about one

thousand verses, J, Y.

~\Ya9l, Myrza Is/^aq, a son of -ZZajy Ibrahym and a grandson of

A'qa Qadyr Ispahany, resides since some time at Lucnow and is a

pupil of Shah Malul, he composes chiefly Marthiyahs, C, V.

Wadad, Myrza Dawud a witty poet, D.

Wafa, Myrza (Mawlawy, C, D) 'abd al'alyy a Kashmyry of Dilly

where he resides and supports himself by teaching, he is a pupil of

JN"a9yr, D, K.

AVafti, Lala Nawal Eay is a young man, A. He is a younger

brother of Golab Eay Dywan of Najyb aldawlah Najyb Khan, C, J, Y.

He was Nayib or deputy governor of Oudh at the time of 9a^ar-

jang who died in 1167.

Wa/^dat, Jaui'yyat Eay a Kayeth of Meerut where he is a writer

in a public office, H, P.

"VYahm, Myr Mohammad 'alyy of Dilly, a son or grandson of Myr
Mohammad Naqyy (Taqyy, Y, D) Kliayal the author of the &P~*

jUi. resides now at Lucnow, and has an appointment under

aldawlah, C, E, Y, K.
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Wa^shat, Myr Abii-l-JSasan of Mynii near Dilly was a grandson

of Tyr-andaz Khan and a pupil of Sawda, he was dead in 1168, A, C.

V says
" It appears from the Tadzkirah of Myr Gholam .Hasan and

from the Ghilzare Ibrahym that Abu-1-jHTasan Wahskat is identical

with Mohammad .Hasan Hasan though Myr Mo/^arnmad Taqyy makes

a distinct person of Wafohat in his Tadzkirah. It is possible that he

had both the takhallu9 of Wa&shat and .Hasan and the name of

Abii-1-JQTasan and Mohammad .Hasan."

Wa^shat, Myr Bahadur 'alyy was at the court of the late Nawab

Shuja' aldawlah, it is said that he composed the **l*^ in the style

of the ^l/A^, C.

Wa^shat, Gholam 'alyy Khan of Muradabad, a son of Myr Ear^at

Allah Khan and a pupil of Miimin, holds at present an appointment

under the English government at Bulandshahr, P.

Wafohy, Myr Bakhshy of Dilly resides since some years at Patna, J.

Wa/*yd, Mawlawy 'abd al-Eawuf of Calcutta is a good Persian

scholar, E.

Wa^yd, .Hakym Mo/mmmad Wa/jyd aldyn Khan of Badawn is a

well educated man and physician to the Eajah of Bhartpur, E.

"Wajid a mystical poet, D.

"Wajyh, Nawab "Wajyh aldyn Khan Mobarak-jang, (Mobadir-jang,

K, perhaps Mobariz-jang), a pupil of Fakhir Makyn, uses in Persian

the takhallu9 of Baryn (see p. 162), he is the author of a Ee'khtah

Mathnawy of twelve thousand verses, V. Most of his Grhazals are

in Persian, K, D.

"Walih a Hindu of Eaydhabad, P.

Walih, Mar^amat Khan a Kashmyry of Dilly was in the English

service at Lucnow and Dilly, and used in his Persian compositions

the takhallu9 of Thaqib, he died some years ago, H, K, D, P.

Walih, Myr Mobarak 'alyy of Dilly a son of Shah Qudrat Allah

Qudrat, is a man of no learning, he resides at Murshidabad, C, J, V.

Walih, Mohammad Akbar of Dilly was a contemporary of Mo-

hammad Shah, D, K.

Walih, Mohammad Khan was in the service of prince Jahandar

Shah, V. He is probably identical with the Walih of whom D says

that he came in 1239 to Dilly.

Waliy, Munshiy Mohammad Waliy of Pandiia resides now at

Hooghly says Beny Narayan.
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Walyy, Myrza Mohammad Walyy (Myrza Walyy Mohammad, P)

of Dilly a nephew of Shah Asrar Allah is now, 1194, at Murshi-

dabad, he is a fertile poet and has written a Dywan, C, J. He was

a friend of Salym and died young, V.

Walyy, Shah Walyy Allah (Mohammad Walyy, J, D) of Gujrat

was a descendant of the Saint Shah Wajyh aldyn Grujraty, about

the year 1112 he visited Dilly in company with Abu-1-Ma'aniy, and

it was there that he began at the suggestion of Shaykh (Shah, D)
Sa'd Allah GulsJian to write Eekhtah poetry, A.

Waqif, Myrza 17asan-bakhsh Khan of Dilly, a son of Tarbyyat

Khan, is a teacher in the palace, D.

Waqif, Shah Waqif of Dilly is a Darwysh and has some school

learning, he was put into jail by the Nawab Shuja' aldawlah on the

suspicion of having cursed the army, but now, 1194, he is free

and resides at Lucnow, C. He died several years ago, K.

Warith, Hajy Shah Mohammad Warith of Ilahabad a pupil of

Moyb whom he accompanied to Makkah, after his death he returned

to India, J. He is probably identical with the following.

Warith, Mohammad Warith of Ilahabad where C saw him,

he was a man of some education. He wrote Persian and Eekhtah

poetry, V.

Warith, Shah Warith aldyn of Dilly is a ufy Shaykh, and holds

on the 14th of every month meetings in his house at which they sing,

&c., he is an exquisite calligraph and a teacher of this art, D, K.

Wazyr, Khwajah Wazyr of Lucnow is a pupil of JNasikh, P. He
is the author of the LU*^ljj.^*^, E.

Wazyr, Wazyr 'alyy Khan an adoptive son of A^af aldawlah, his

attempt to possess himself of the throne of Oudh (in 1212) is well

known, P. He died at Calcutta. In Beny Narayan he has the

takhallii9 of Wazyry.

Wi9al, ]N"a9r Allah Khan of Dilly, a son of Thana Allah Khan

Eiraq, is a good physician, D, P. In 1266 he was in the service of

the Nawab of Jhajar on a salary of 150 Eupees a month, E.

Wila, Matzhar 'alyy Khan, familiarly called Myrza Lurf 'alyy

(Myrza Lutff Allah, K), a son of Solayman 'alyy Khan Waddd who
was familiarly called Mohammad Zaman and was a good Persian

poet, is a young man and a pupil of Tapish and of E. It is said

that he went to Calcutta and is in the English service, K. He was
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a pupil of Mamnun, P. Beny Narayan states that his name is

Myrza Luf 'alyy and that he is familiarly called Matzhar 'alyy Khan.

Wilayat, Myr Wilayat Allah Khan of Dilly elder brother of

MoAtasham Khan TLashmat, was a brave and generous man and a

contemporary of Qafdar-jang, J, V. He died under Shuja' aldawlah

at an advanced age, C.

"Wilayat, Wilayat Shah a Darwysh of Dilly who went some years

ago to the east, D. He resides at Coel, K.

"Wos'at, Mostaqym Khan of Rampiir is a new poet and a pupil of

Shawq, V.

Yad, Myr Gholam .ZZbsayn of Siinypat a relation of Mawlawy
'abd al'azyz and a disciple of Eakhr aldyn, and in poetry a pupil of

Eiraq. He died young, K, D.

Yad, Myr Mohammad JZbsayn a son of 'abid 'alyy Khan and a

brother of Mokhli9 'alyy Khan and a pupil of Zfasrat resides at

Murshidabad, J.

Ya&ya, Munshiy Ya^ya Khan had first an appointment of trust

at the court of Dilly, after the fall of that city he went to Bhartpur,

where he obtained a comfortable appointment, he is dead, D, K. He
was a clever Insha-writer, H.

Ya^yay, Mo/iainmad Mo/^yy aldyn, a son of Shah Mohammad
Musa and a brother of Be-tab, is a young man, writes Persian and

Hekhtah poetry, he has adopted the above takhallu9 in honour of

Shah Khiib Allah of Ilahabad whose name was Mohammad Ya^ya,
at present he is Qadhiy of Sayyidpur near Ghaziypur, J.

Yakdil, Myr 'izzat Allah of Dilly nourished under Mo7*ammad

Shah and composed chiefly Manqabats, J.

Yakdil, Dilawar Khan, a brother of Mo9tafa Khan Yakrang, had

for some time the takhallu9 of Hamrang and also of Berang, K.

Yakrang, Lalah Bishen Das is a Kayeth of Saharanpur, D.

Yakrang, Mo9#afa (Quly) Khan (Gholam Mo9^afa Khan, K) of

Dilly held a Man9ab under Mo/^ammad Shah and was a contem-

porary of A'brii, his Dywan contains about 500 verses, A, B, C, G.

He was a pupil of Matzhar, K.

Yakrii, 'abd al-Wahhab is a pupil of A'bru, B, C.

Yaksii, Lala Eat/* Chand, a Kayeth of Mogholpiirah close to Dilly,

was a good poet, D.

Yakta, Khwajah Mo'yn aldyn Khan is a nobleman of Dilly, B.
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Yd'qub, Myr Ya'qtib 'alyy of Dilly was a friend of Pakhr aldyn,

many years ago he went to the east, and it is not known what has

become of him, K.

Yaqyn, In'am Allah Khan of Dilly, a son of Atzhar aldyn Khan

Bahadur Mobarak-jang, a grandson of the Majaddid or Eeformer of

the second year thousand, and a pupil of Matzhar, B, J. Matzhar was

so fond of him that he wrote most of his poetry in his name, he

was killed at the age of about twenty-five during the reign of A&mad

Shah by his own father, because he brought disgrace on his family,

C, E, G-. His Dywan is very celebrated, J.

Yar, Myr A^mad of Dilly, a son ofShah Ilah-yar and a pupil of Myr,
flourished under A^mad Shah and composed sometimes Rekhtah

poetry, C, V.

Yar, Myr .Saydar 'alyy of Dilly, a son of the late Nawab Ma^um
Khan, and a brother of Nawab A sad Allah Khan Sayyid almulk,

resides now at Murshidabad, J. He is probably identical with the

preceding Yar.

Yas, Myan Banu of .ZZaydarabad a pupil of Eaydh, R.

Yas, ZTasan 'alyy Khan, it is said that he lives now at Lucnow and

is a pupil of JSasrat, C, V.

Yas, JSakym Ikram Allah resides of late at Dilly, R.

Yas, Khayr aldyn of Dilly, a pupil of Miimin, has given up poetry

and devotes himself to medicine, P.

Yma, Myr JZbsayn 'alyy Khan of JTaydarabad a contemporary of

Yman, D.

Yman, Shyr Mohammad Khan of JTaydarabad, it is said that he is

a very great man, K, D. Besides this another Yman is mentioned

by D, but he says that he does not know his name.

Yiinos, familiarly called -Hakym Yiinos nourished probably under

Akbar, C, J. He composed chiefly Persian poetry, D.

Yiisof, Nawab Amjad 'alyy Khan is a native of Dewy near PatA-

pur Hanswa, R. [ verses, H.

Shah Yusof was a Darwysh who composed sometimes Rekhtah

Yiisof, Myr Yiisof 'alyy of Dilly is of a good family and a disci-

ple of Pah 'alyy Khan //bsayny, he composes sometimes poetry,

D. He is a young man and a pupil of Sayyid Fatfh 'alyy Chisty, K.

He is a pupil of 'izzat Allah 'ishq, H. He is evidently different from

Yusof 'alyy Khan of Patna.

2 R
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Yusof, Tiisof 'alyy Khan of Patna a nephew of A9alat Khan

Thdbit was formerly Thanahdar under the English Government, but

he has given up his appointment ; V, whose pupil he was.

Zaman a poet of the Deccan, H.

Zaman, Sayyid Mohammad Zaman of Amrohah a talented young
man and an acquaintance of E. Died some time ago, K, H.

Zar, Bahadur Beg Khan was a soldier by profession, J.

Zar, Burhan aldyn Khan of Dilly, a calligraph in the service of

the Emperor, has some knowledge of Arabic and Persian and writes

Persian and Urdu poetry, K, H.

Zar, Myr Jywan a Kasmyry born at Dilly, he is upwards of thirty

years of age, E.

Zar, Myr Matzhar 'alyy of Dilly, a pupil of Mawlawy Shah ITafytz

Allah, is in the service of Nawab Myrza Afanad 'alyy Khan at

Faydhabad, C, E, V, D. He resides at Lucnow, K.

Zar, Moghol Beg a friend of Myr Mohammad Taojy, A, C.

Zar, Myrza Sangyn is a relation of Nawab Monyr aldawlah, J.

He is a pupil of Fidwy and resides now at Murshidabad, V.

Zary, Sopan of Patna a pupil of Myr Mo^ammady Bidha, died in

Bengal, V.

Zindah-dil, Harsahay Misr, a Brahman, is a physician at Sikan-

darabad, D.

Zor, Dawiid Beg of Dilly, a young man, is a brother and a pupil of

Myrza Malhu Beg Shor, K, D.

Zynat is the takhallug of a dancing woman of Dilly, P.

Zyrak, Jay Sukh Bay, a Kayeth of Dilly, about twenty years of

age, knows Arabic, H.



THE SECOND CHAPTER.

WORKS OF PERSIAN POETS.

(63) Jtf 'a^J (P.)

A translation of Yafi'y's Legends of Qadirian saints

(see Cufism) into Persian verses by 'abdy made in India

under Shahjahan in 1051.

The author is not mentioned in Tadzkirahs, he himself

informs us that at the age of fourteen he was laid up with

fever and his life was despaired of. He fell into a sleep in

which 'abd al-Qadir appeared to him and promised him

recovery. From the moment he awoke, the fever left

him and he rapidly gained strength and henceforth he

devoted himself entirely to the service of that saint.

The book is divided into 105 chapters o:;^ each

containing the history of a saint. Beginning

Asiatic Soc. No. 324, a splendid copy about 200 pp. of 11 lines.

(64) u^i dyM
o (P.)

The Dywan of Abjady. His name was Myr Moham-

mad Isma'yl Khan. He was tutor of the late Nawab

'umdat alomara of the Karnatic, who made him a present

of 6,700 Rupees on the completion of the Anwar-uamah

2 R 2
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in A. H. 1174, and in 1189 he bestowed upon him the

title of king of poets (Cubhe Wain, p. 27).

Contents: Ghazals about 130 pp. of twelve bayts

alphabetically arranged ; and sixteen Ruba'ys. Bg
W*^' ^&&y+*j* uT tjj y iXfrs*. l$JU> ^ Jj-Lj j

As. Soc. No. 706, 8vo. revised by the author.

(65) *4S,y| (P.)

The Anwar-book by Abjady, a Mathnawy containing

an account of the exploits of Nawab Anwar Khan, the

father of the patron of the author. It has upwards of

7,500 verses. Beginning
l~ U '

As. Soc. No. 1312, 4to. 174 pp. a good copy written in 1176.

(66) y*" o.^ (p.)

The Dywdn of Abii-1-Faraj, according to 'awfy his

name was Abii-1-Faraj b. Mas'iid Riiny, he was a native

of Labor, and a panegyrist of Sultan Ibrahym (succeeded

in 451, and died 481) the grandson of Sultan Ma/mnid

of Ghaznah. Anwary carefully studied and imitated his

Dywan. This statement is borne out by the contents of

the Dywan, most Qacydahs being in praise of Sultan

Ibrahym. Dawlat-shah mentions Abii-1-Faraj Sajry or

Sajzy (on this name see Walih and the Atishkadah, p.

114, it is usually but erroneously, spelled ur/?
<UM

),
and

relates of him that he was attached to the court of Amyr
Abu 'alyy Syrngiir, who was governor of the Samanides
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over Khorasan. When the family of Soboktogyn made

war against this province, he was requested by the SyUi-

gur family to write satyres against them. After the

conquest of Khorasan Ma^miid (succeeded in 387 and

died in 421) intended to take revenge on him, but at the

intercession of 'oncory (died in 441), the grateful pupil of

Abii-1-Faraj, he not only spared his life, but treated him

with great consideration. The dates show that these are

two different persons yet they are constantly confounded.

The verses quoted by Dawlat-shah of Abii-1-Faraj are not

found in this Dywan but those quoted by 'awfy are found

in it. One copy begins :

JU Alai

,JL5<A* C^o ;

In the other copy (No. 1 360) this is the commencement

of the third Qacydah, the first begins in it :

As. Soc. of Bengal, two copies, which differ slightly from each

other, one, No. 510, was copied in 1078, 8vo. 110 pp. of 17 lines
;

the other, No. 1157, 12mo. about 100 pp. of 15 lines.

(67)

Tetrashichs of Abu Sa'yde Abu-1-Khayr. His full

name is Abu Sa'yd Fadhl Allah a son of Abti-1-Khayr,

he was a great Cufy of Mahnah, his spiritual guide was

Abii-1-Fadhl Loqman of Sarakhs (on whom see Jamy,

Naf. aluns No. 361). He devoted himself to ascetic

exercises, led a very austere life and spent fourteen

years in the wilderness, he died at the age of forty-four
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in A. H. 440 (Jamy, Nafahdt alum, No. 365
; Walih,

No. 2). Beginning

>

As. Soc. No. 1398, a splendid copy written fancifully in Shikashtah,

50 pp. of 10 bayts in all 250 Kuba'ys, these of course are not all the

Buba'ys of this poet. In the Moty Ma^all is a commentary (8vo.

10 pp. of 20 lines) by an anonymous author on the following Kuba'y
which is not found in the above collection.

Beginning of the commentary :

(68) J\ (P.)

The Dywan of Acafy. His father Moqym aldyn

Ni'inat Allah was the Acaf (Wazyr) of Sul/an Abu Sa'yd

Myrza. Acafy was in great favour with Sultan JF/osayn

Myrza and possessed an astonishing memory and fine

talents ; but he was excessively vain, and wasted his time

in adorning himself. He was a pupil of Jamy and a friend

of 'alyy Shyr, and died at Herat at the age of seventy, in

928. Ilahy says, that he made the following Ruba'y on

his own death, when he felt it was approaching.

I have not found this Ruba'y in any of the copies of

the Dywan which I examined, but not all copies do contain

his Ruba'y s. Arzii does not consider it genuine.
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He composed a Mathnawy in the measure of the Makh-

zane asrar and Qacydahs in praise of the Imams, but it

is particularly his elegant Ghazals which brought him to

celebrity (Ilahy ; Taqyy Kashy No. 1 70 ; Dawlat-shah

Append. Khoshgu Vol. II. No. 39 ; Habyb alsiyar).

His Dywan consists almost exclusively of Ghazals and

a few Ruba'ys. Beginning
10/0 b }

Moty MaML, two copies, both very beautiful, 196 pp. 11 lines
;

Topkhanah 90 pp. As. Soc. No. 1360 an inferior copy of A. H. 1085
;

two good copies are in my private collection.

(69)

The Sun and Jupiter, a romantic poem by Shams aldyn

Mohammad 'accar. The takhalluc of the poet ;ta means

an oil-presser, he chose it because he followed in his

early years this profession. He was a native of Tabryz,

and died in A. H. 784. He left besides this poem some

Qacydahs or panegyrics,

This poem was completed at Tabryz at 1 1 o'clock A. M.

the 10th of Shawwal, but on the year the copies differ.

Hammer Schoene Redek. Pers. p. 254 and one Lucnow

copy have A. H. 778. Another Lucnow copy has 748,

and the copy of the Asiatic Society has 788. The author

who seems to have been an astrologer as well as a poet,

gives us the constellation of the moment of the birth of

this production of his genius, and it appears from it, that

the sun was in the Pisces, that is to say, it was February.
Now the 10th of Shawwal A. H. 778 coincides with the

20th of Feb. A. D. 1377. This therefore seems to be

the correct date. (Sir G. Ouseley Notices ofPers. Poets
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p. 201, Baron Hammer loco cit. and Peiper, Comm. de

Mihri et Musht. amoribus Berl. 1839, have given very
full accounts of this poem ; see also Kholdpat alastidr

No. 177.) Beginning^ ^JU. ^AJ LS^*;1 j,U
*$ &. JU ^ftU^b ,U>

Mdty Hawaii, a splendid copy, 422 pp. of 12 lines
; Ibidem, 344 pp.

of 14 lines
;
As. Soc. No. 1492, 12mo. The poem contains 5320 verses.

(70) tcwU | L^-J M!> *XJbl5 to (P.)

Venus and the Star, a poem by the prince Baland-

akhtar, who was familiarly called Achchhe CaAib, and

who therefore chose Achchhe as his takhalluc, he was a

brother of the Emperor Mohammad Shah, and composed
this poem in 1 1 39. The title and date are contained

in the following verses :

The contents of every chapter are expressed in a

distich of the same metre as the rest of the poem. Bg.

Moty MaAall, 26 pp. 13 lines a fine copy.

(71) ^U cJ^ <uU*U (P.)

The Qaf-namah by Gholam Sarwar 'dfiy ; it consists of

Ghazals, all the verses of which end in qaf, hence the name.

Another peculiarity is, that the first letter of every verse

of the first Ghazal is alif, of the second Ghazal b. &c.,

there is one Ghazal for every letter of the alphabet. Bg.
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4*Jb
;) JjUo ;

AJ

Lithographed, Lucnow, MasyMy press, 1261 and Mogtafa press

1264, 14 pp. on the margin is the Chiragh namah.

(72) r
*oi dy^ (P.)

The Dywan of Myrza Ibrahym Adham, he died or

was put to death in prison in 1060, (vide pp. 99, 117,

109, 149, supra, see also Kholdp. alctfkdr).

Contents : Qacydahs in praise of the Imams ; Mo-

khammahs, 18 pp. of 15 bayts.

LAW dUxJ
^jO-

3^ p +*> tV Jk^l P^J (J^

}y* )
L ^ jL

^cAXwii
&S dJLf X/i.

A Mathnawy called Companion of the pilgrims j^*;

(i^LJI being an imitation of the Makhzane Asrar, and a

Sacjiynamah, 41 pp, 15 bayts.

Ghazals, 32 pp. 13 bayts and about 100 Ruba'ys. Bg.

UA! l J

Mdty MaAall a fair copy 12mo. As. Soc. No. 672, 8vo. 120 pp.

of 13 bayts.

(73) ^U ^p\ jjLj (P.)

The Qacydahs of Shihab aldyn b. Majd aldyn Isma'yl

Adyb Cabir. Some say he was a native of Tirmidz, and

was brought up at Bokhara, but the better establish-

ed opinion seems to be, that he was born at Bokhara and

brought up in Khorasan. He studied at Herat and

acquired a considerable knowledge of Arabic grammar
2 s
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and most sciences. His first patron was the Sayyid Abu
Ja'far 'alyy b. Hbsayn Qodamah Miisawy, who resided at

Nayshapiir, and was so much respected that Sul/an Sanjar

called him his brother. Adyb Cabir resided long in his

house at Nayshapiir, and was introduced by him to the

Sultan Sanjar and the nobles of his court. He gained

the confidence of the Sultan and when Atsyz raised in

Khwarizm the standard of revolt against Sanjar, he sent

Adyb as a spy to the court of Atsyz that he might con-

tinually keep him informed of the intentions of his

enemy. It so happened that Atsyz dispatched an assassin

who was to murder Sanjar on Friday. Adyb sent the

intelligence of the plot arid portrait of the assassin in

advance. The plot was thus frustrated, but Adyb paid

with his life for his fidelity to his former patron. Atsyz

ordered that his hands and feet be tied, and that he be

thrown into the Oxus. This happened in 546.

Adyb is one of the greatest of the early Persian poets,

his merits are acknowledged by such high authorities as

Jabaly, Anwary and Hakym Siizany. Rashyd aldyn

Watwat and Adyb were contemporaries and very nearly

equal as poets. There existed therefore a great jealousy

between them, and they wrote satyres against each other.

Rashyd aldyn seems to have higher talents, but Adyb
is more of a scholar, and his poems are more polished.

Adyb's Dywan was very rare at the time of Taqyy Kashy

and the copy which he saw contained only 1000 verses,

and was much injured. (Dawlat-shah, 2,17; Taqyy

Kashy No. 10).

This Dywan consists of Qacydahs, most of which are

in praise of Nitzam al-Khilafat Majd aldyn, at the end

are a few Ruba'ys, &c. Bg.
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JcU
j

Moty Ma&all, 136 pp. of 17 lines, the MS. is of some age, and con-

tains apparently merely selections from the Dywan.

(74) uyoy.* (P.)

The Dywan of Adzory.

The name of this poet was Jalal aldyn Hamzah

(or 'alyy JJamzah) b. 'alyy Malik Tusy Bayhaqy. He

adopted the takhalluc of Adzory because he was born

in the month of Adzor, November. His father was a

man of importance at Isfarayn, according to others at

Bayhaq-Sabzwar, and in his early years Adzory sang

Qacydahs in praise of princes, among them is one in

praise of Shahrokh, which is celebrated ; subsequently he

relinquished the vanities of this world, and became a

Cufy. His spiritual guide was the poet Ni'mat Allah

(see below). He performed twice the pilgrimage and

remained two years at Makkah, and wrote there a work

containing an account of the Ka'bah and the ceremonies

to be performed by the pilgrims, under the title of ^**
^U^aJ). Subsequently he went to India and was received

with the greatest respect by A/jmad-shah Walyy (reigned

from A. D. 1422 to 1435) of the dynasty of Kalbarga.

He gave him a lakh of dirhams (according to Ilahy

10,000 dirhams) but Adzory refused to accept them, and

returned to Persia. On a subsequent occasion when Mo-

hammad Baysanghor poured a bag of gold out before him

he equally declined it, but Mojahid Hindy, a very learned

man who was present on the occasion, was less disinterested,

and took a handful of gold mohurs and finally obtained

the whole. Adzory died at Isfarayn in A. H. 866, at the

2 s 2
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age of eighty-two years. His tomb is at Isfarayn, and

was at the time of Dawlat-shah so sacred, that convicts

found an asylum there from the hands of justice.

He left a Dywan of 30,000 verses and several other

works in prose and verse ; the following two are mentioned

by Dawlat-shah, the Imperial Toghra ^Ufi> ufy*K and

Curiosities v_^']^*JI
L-^'ls^, (This is probably a mistake

for ^J^l L-^ols^). In the Khizanah 'amirah is the fol-

lowing account of the works of Adzory.
"

I have seen

a Mathnawy of Adzory which has the title of c^U^j

Fruits. It consists of four books, each of which has

a separate title. The first is called ^Ua
^.r/J! (?) ;

the second ^ojJI L.^'^ ; the third ^1*J! ^'ls ; and the

fourth ^af! ^A*. It is a mystical and ethical work ;"

I take a verse from it :

(Hammer Shoene Redek. Pers. p. 300 ; Dawlat-shah,

6 ; Taqyy Kashy No. 1 1 0. Haft Iqlym fol. 101.)

The Lucnow copy of his Dywan contains Qacydahs
50 pp. of 1 5 lines. They begin :

Ghazals, 120 pages, of 13 lines, and some satyres,

Ruba'ys, &c. The Ghazals begin :

U

Moty Ma^all, an indifferent and imperfect copy ;
As. Soc. No. 701,

a good copy written in 1032, the Ghazals begin in it J'

(75)

Gems of mysteries by Adzory, died 866. The author

informs us in the preface, that this is an abstract, made

in 840, of a work which he had compiled in 830. It
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consisted of four chapters and had the title ;]^~5I f^*-*

Keys to mysteries^ and contained mystical explanations of

some verses of the Qoran, of some traditions, of sayings

of Cufies, and of verses of celebrated poets, more parti-

cularly of Khaqany. This is a most useful book for un-

derstanding Persian poetry. Dawlat-shah says of it

j Bg.
AsrlftJl tJ^ Vj^-J)^ ^JLuxJ! (-r^J?? ^5-^ V^ ^-Jl S*|^^ ^^ftxl ^

Moty MaAall, small folio, 470 pp. 23 lines, copied in 1037. At the

beginning is a table of contents.

(76) rilo'5 (
R )

The Dywan of Shah Faqr Allah Afaryn of Lahor.

He was of the Jobah, which is a division of the Giijar

caste and died in 1 1 54, Hakim (see page 144 supra) made

the following chronogram on his death ^*^ o&. vj^j;

jjlc ^;! (i?fcfe pp. 118, 154, 150, and A'zad, Khhdnah
'amirah}. It contains only Ghazals. Bg.
U^ && J^.^j] , ^tXJlj^

to
^j jlxi ^-Lj

-kiwi Jj

Moty Ma&all, 106 pp. 15 lines, the copy is incomplete and ends

in Nun.

(77) Uy*'^ (P.)

The story of Hyr and Ranjha being a Mathnawy, by

Afaryn, Azad informs us that he was engaged in com-

posing this poem in 1143 when Azad passed through

Lahor.

Topkhanah large 8vo. 212 pp of 24 lines.
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(78) o&l Lf^ (P.)

A Matlmawy ofAfghan (see p. 197 supra). He gives

us the date, 1 1 74, when he wrote the following verse :

The Mathnawy contains a description of India, an

account of the war between the Mahrattas and Ahmad-

shah Abdaly, the praises of Shah 'alam, &c. in 1470

verses. Bg.

i,^*-! J ^j^ J\& &>

Fara^-bakhsh, a splendid copy, 8vo.

(79) l ej.J (P.)

The Dywan of A'ftab. This is the takhalluc of the

emperor Shah-'alam who reigned from A. H. 1173 to

1201. It contains Ghazals 120 pp. 12 lines. Bg.

Topkhanah, a fine copy written during the reign of the author.

Another copy is in the Mdty Hawaii, 288 pp. 10 lines. It begins

It was written in 1206, and contains an excellent portrait of Shah

'alam.

The Dywan of Mawlawy Mo/zammad Baqir Nayi/y

A'gdh. His parents were of Byjapiir, and he was born

at E'lwar in 1158. Though he did not receive much

instruction, he acquired a knowledge of most sciences and
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wrote on various subjects in the Arabic, Persian, and

Hindustany languages. He died on the HthDzii-l-hajj,

1220 or 1221 (CulAie Wain, p. 10).

Contents: GhazaJs 180 pp. of 11 bayts ; Fards and

chronograms 15 pp. among the latter there is one for

1 181 on the death of his Pyr Abu-l--BTasan, and one for

1203 on the death of Fakhry ; Ruba'ys in praise of the

Imams 52 pp. of 12 bayts. Bg.

Topkhanah, a good copy, 74 pp. 24 lines, it contains merely Grha-

zals
; private collection 12mo. 250 pp. At the end of this copy is

a small treatise called JW ^i <y J^Wl^s^l in which verses,

similes, &c. on the new moon are collected from various poets, 48

pp. 12 lines. Bg.

(si) jui ui d ^ (P.)

The Dywan of Ahly Khorasany. He was of Tarshyz,

and his name was Sharm (?) His father was a very reli-

gious man and was familiarly called Balpaky Sadah

jt sQ' Ahly came early to Herat and supported

himself by writing for tanners and shoemakers. Through
the interest of Khwajah 'abd al-jfiTayy Zargar he was

appointed Natzir of the mint. Being anxious to see the

royal prince Farydun jHbsayn Myrza, for whom he enter-

tained a great admiration, he asked for admittance into

a garden in which he was sitting, but Sultfan-bakht a

black slave refused it to him. He wrote some verses

which contain an allusion to the name of the door-

keeper on a piece of paper, covered it with wax and
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attached it to an apple which he passed through the water

course into the garden. The prince read the verses and

granted him an audience. After the fall of the house

of Myrza Sul/an ^Tosayn (died in 911) he went first to

Mashhad where he composed Qacydahs in praise of the

Imams, then he came in great poverty to Kashan and

was reduced to begging, and finally he proceeded to

Tabryz where he supported himself by teaching archery.

He died at Tabryz in 934, Khwajah Khalyl Allah Zargar

made the following chronogram on his death :

His erotic poems are distinguished by their heart-felt

fervency. Taqyy Kashy has seen a Dywan of about

3000 verses of his. (Bland, A century of Pers. Ghazals ;

Samy No. 224 ; Taqyy Kashy No. 196.)

Ahly Khorasany must not be confounded with Ahly

Tuniriy, a Chaghatay nobleman of a profligate character

who lived at the court of Sullan Hosayn Myrza and died

in 901 or 902 (Samy No. 625 ; Khoshgii II. No. 4).

The Dywan of Ahly Khorasany contains merely

Ghazals. Bg.

U *&

Moty Ma7all, 8vo. 60 pp. 15 lines, a fair copy.

(82) jl
Ul^ (R)

The Dywan of Ahly of Shyraz. He was a friend of

the philosopher Dawwany who had a high opinion of him,

both on account of the soundness of his judgment and

his acquirements. He wrote a Qacydah in imitation of
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Salman's celebrated poem and sent it to Myr 'alyy Shyr
to Herat who was surrounded by the greatest poets of

the age, and they all declared, among them Jamy that

he had surpassed Salman, whereas all other poets who had

imitated it, had failed to equal him. When his renown

had spread through 'iraq, Khorasan and Adzarbayjan, he

went to Tabryz and after a stay of two years in that city

he made the pilgrimage to Makkah and returned to

Shyraz and lived in retirement to his death, which over-

took him at an advanced age in 942. Agreeably to his

wish he was interred in the Macalla on the side of Hafitz

and Sa'd Gul.

Ahly Shyrazy has not been surpassed in ingenuity of

versification, his SiAre ^alal is considered inimitable in

this respect. (Bland, A. century of Pers. Ghazals ;

Taqyy Kashy No. 210; Ilahy).

Contents : Qacydahs in praise of the divinity, of the

Imams, of Myr 'alyy Shyr, Amyr Najm aldyn, &c. Two
of these Qa9ydahs are particularly celebrated, one in

praise of Sul/an Ya'qub arid one in praise of Shah

Ismayil. 136 pp. 23 lines. Beginning of the Qacydahs:

Qi/'ahs, chronograms, Mokhammas', &c. Specimen

Ghazals about 400 pp. 21 lines. Beginning

e/*^ ) d^; L^AM ' ^^ iftiSiCl U ^j oJo yio^ ^^ t-f I

Moty Ma/iall, a good copy, small folio.

2 T
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(83) ^jy JUl LJ^i-J J^j*- (P.)

Lawful sorcery by Ahly of Shyraz. The author says in

the preface that one day he heard that two poems of Ka-

tiby, one called
ll^ s'H f6^* an(* ^e otner isM**^ were

much praised, because the former (as the name indicates)

may be read in two different metres and the latter on

account of the occurrence of words which consist of the

same letters but have different meanings. This induced

Ahly to compose a poem which combines these two pro-

perties. It may be read in the metre ^l* ^/^^ ^^
or in the metre

(^f^ e/**** (j^&*. Moreover it has a

double rhyme.

After a short preface in prose the poem begins :

Moty MaAall, 23 pp. of 24 bayts, a good copy. Mr. Bland, has

promised an edition of this poem.

(84) c jt JW cO^ (P.)

Ruba'ys of Ahly Shyrazy. This collection contains

98 or 101 Ruba'ys, one on every card of a pack. He

composed them in one night and wrote each Ruba'y on

a separate slip of paper, and so well are the cards de-

scribed in them that you could play with the slips.

Beginning (after a short preface in prose) :

\j j ^J
AS

A splendid copy is in the Moty Ma/^all and one in the Topkhanah.
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(85)

The Candle and the Moth, a poem by Ahly Shyrazy.

It was composed in 911 and has 1001 verses as stated in

these lines :

l *U|

-v

Topklmnah, a very fine copy.

,/- (P-)

Saqiy-namah ofAhly Shyrazy consisting of 1 10 Ruba'ys

more or less. It begins after a short preface in prose :

^ *$

Mdty Ma^all, 84 pp. of 16 bayts, this copy contains besides the

Saqiy-namah other Ruba'ys of the same author and the Buba'ys on

the pack of cards, it was written in 1113.

(87) ^U| j^yi- (P.)

A Mathnawy ascribed to Ahly. It does not appear

which Ahly is meant. It treats on morals. Beginning

r
3
; ^^j y ^s^s ** ^ > ry

Tdpkhanah, 32 pp. 12 lines, written in Naskhy.

(88) fU o^l ^o (P.)

The Dywan of Abii Nacr Ahmad usually called Zanclah

Fyl J>> ***J a son of Aby-1-flasan Narnaqy. He was

2x2
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descended from Jaryr b. 'abd Allah Bajaly and having

been born at Jam, he is usually called A/^made Jam. His

early education was so much neglected that he knew

neither to read nor to write. At the age of twenty-two

he turned an ascetic, and after he had spent sixteen years

in solitude on a mountain where it would appear he

applied himself to study, he again mixed with the world.

He was born in 441 and died in 536. He was in every

respect a most fertile and successful man. He prevailed

on sixty thousand persons to do repentance, he had no

less than thirty-nine sons and three daughters, of whom
three daughters and fourteen sons survived him and

turned holy men and great authors, forty of his disciples

became celebrated saints, and he left fourteen mystical

and ascetical works, among them are :

Lamp of the Pilgrims through life

Samarqandian Essay <
j
5^J.+~

&^j

Companion of the Penitent ^^ ;

Key of Salvation oVsM ^-txa*

Seas of Truth &&x*\j(x>

His son Tzahyr aldyn 'ysa is the author of a book called j

jjj'fcs-'i on mysticism.

The Dywan consists chiefly of Ghazals in which he

praises various persons, and a few Qacydahs and Ruba'ys.

Beginning VI?; >^ ^) fr *^ V^ >' J-V5 -^ ^ Sr
5

"

1

It contains also a Mathnawy of about 100 bayts in

praise of A//made Jam, it is probably the composition of

one of his disciples. Beginning

Moty MaAall. There is a copy of a Dywan of A/zmad in the

Topkhanah, written in 1080, and one in the As. Soc. No. 757 which

begins :
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It contains mystical Grhazals which are not alphabetically arranged

and a Mathnawy of 93 bayts, it begins v*J JJJ fj
[j
- &*" fU.*-A

The verses quoted of A^made Jam in the A'tishkadah and in

Khoshgu's Tadzkirah are not found in this Dywan, but there is a

Ghazal in it, which very closely resembles a fragment of the Qa9ydah

quoted by Khoshgu, it begins: **! j&>& <J*
}

j vsJl&pJj^f. Small

8vo. about 290 pp. of 14 bayts, lettered

(89) L?Llf (P.)

Complete poetical works of the Khwajah A/zmad Ja'fary

whose takhalluc was A^mady.
Contents : A preface in prose 4 pp. Qacydahs in praise

of the Imams 42 pp. 23 bayts. Beginning

Ghazals about 100 pp. 22 bayts.

;lc|t^

Ruba'ys, &c. 40 pp.

Topkhanah, the copy is defective in the middle.

Beginning

(90) ^1 c,l^ y,^ (P.)

The Dywan of Tzafar Khan Myrza A//san Allah Ahsan

who died in 1073 or 1083. A'rzu relates on the authority

of Sarkhosh (the passage is wanting in one of my copies

of Sarkhosh, but it is in Mr. Hall's copy), that A//san

had an album of the poets with whom he was acquainted

as Cayib, Qodsy, Kalyrn, Salym, Danish, Myr Caydy,

Salik Yazdy, Salik Qazwyny, &c. it contained portraits
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of these poets and some of their verses written in their

own hand. Sarkhosh says that he saw the leaf contain-

ing on one side the portrait and on the other the verses

of Kalym in possession of Shah 'ayan a devotee, (see pp.

109, 118, 117, and 149.)

He gives us in the preface to this Dywan the date,

1032, when he began his poetical labours in the following

Ruba'y :

Contents : A preface of 18 pp. 1 1 lines ; Ghazals 288

pp. 1 1 bayts. Ruba'ys 32 pp. Beginning of Ghazals :

U sl

U !

A Mathnawy in praise of Labor, the Panjab, Kashmyr,

Agra, &c. 60 pp. Beginning

Moty Ma^all, beautifully written. In the Asiatic Society No.

1441 is a copy of the Dywan of A^san in which the initial verse of

the Lucnow copy is not found, but it contains the verses quoted by

Sarkhosh, it may be a second Dywan of the same poet. It has about

250 pp. 1L bayts, and begins :

6.

In the same volume is a Mathnawy with the title }\j
&(=' it fills

26 pp. of 13 bayts and treats on various subjects. It is preceded

by a short preface in prose, in which the author praises his own

poem. Beginning of the Mathnawy :
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(91) \ dy* (P.)

The Dywan of A'hy. He was a chief of the Uliis

which is one of the Chighatay hordes, and he had origin-

ally the takhalluc of Nargisy but changed it into Ahy
when he found that another poet of his time had adopted

it. He was on terms of great intimacy with the prince

Gharyb Myrza a son of Sultan Hosayn Myrza and dedi-

cated his Dywan to him. He died in A. H. 927. (Kho-

Ictcat alasKdr ; Atishkadah p. 20).

The Dywan consists of Ghazals and four Ruba'ys. Bg.

Moty Ma/mil, a fine copy, 8vo. it contains evidently merely extracts.

(92) ^Icylt^ ^o (P.)

The Dywan of Myr Tahir 'alaivy (usually pronounced

'olwy) who died in Kashmyr previous to 1 1 36, (see pp.

100, 126.)

Contents: Qacydahs 79 pp. 19 lines. Beginning

J^xa. d&ij* & j]
^ *-^j

rir^-
2*- d'^^ ^*' **^*3 ^J /* j)

Ghazals and a few Ruba'ys 482 pp. 17 bayts. Bg.

Moty Ma/all a very well written copy in Svo.
;
another copy in

the same collection contains only Grhazals, 52 pp. of 10 bayts, and

Buba'ys, 10 pp. 8 verses and in the fly page is written **^> uLM>

<_jlp yjLL Bashyd Khan may have been the title conferred upon
him by 'alamgyr, this copy begins :

U> c;!^xe
&Ax^

fjgjA *&J^1 ^[fi ^lA U ^[^jj ^JJ|
^-J

U^ gf &o

There is also a splendid copy inscribed Khullyyate 'alawy in the

Moty MaMl, containing Ghazals 538 pp. of 25 bayts, the margin

being covered with text, and Buba'ys 47 pp. 18 bayts. It begins :
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The verses quoted in AValih of Myr Mohammad Tahir Kashany

'alawy and of Mo'tamid alraoluk 'olwy Khan Myrza Mohammad

.ZZashJm being not found in it, it cannot be safely ascribed to either

of these two poets.

(93) cpyL cpyt. (P.)

The mystical Mathnawy of 'alawy containing the story

of the blacksmith and the cotton-cleaner ^-^ ^ o!j^ *&&

in about 1300 verses. The author mentions Jalal Asyr

as his contemporary. The book is lettered ^-^ ; >)^

J^. ^^U er^J^<> the author is thereby identified with

Myr 7'ahir 'olwy.

Bg. ); f+> !/*
fJ *sr^ J^c ^ 1

^ii,^I
J

Tdpkhanah, 120 pp. of 11 lines, a good copy.

(94) ^)U^ LJuJwJ C^4^ d|^ (P.)
*

The Table of Delicacies being the complete poetical

works of Ni'mat Khan "ally of Shyraz, who died in 1121,

see pp. 127, 151. It appears from the preface which is

in prose, that his name was originally Niir aldyn Mo-

hammad, and that he received the title of Ni'mat Khan

in 1104, later he received that of Danishmand Khan.

'aliy is particularly strong in the satyre, and indeed the

hyperbolic style of the modern school of Persian poetry

is suited only to the satyre and parody.

Contents : Preface in prose 30 pp. of 1 3 lines. Bg.

Ghazals 234 pp. of 12 bayts ; and Qi^'ahs, chrono-

grams, Mo'ammas, &c. 42 pp. Beginning
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dJU) ~t*0
C.\j*a.A

-I Job
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Moty MaAall, a good copy. In a MS. in the FaraA-bakhsh

inscribed Dywan of 'aliy is in addition to the above poems a

Mathnawy of 180 pp. of 16 bayts which begins :

In the Asiatic Society, No. 583, is a copy which in addition to the

Dywan and Mathnawy, contains the (J-^J (y~*>* which will be men-

tioned in the third chapter.

(.95) JUj*U e,y.o (P.)

The Dywan of Nacir 'alyy Sirhindy (I believe Sahrandy

in p. 201 is a mistake) who died at Dilly in 1 108, (see pp.

201, 113, 151, 126,) Beginning

!; ^ ^
Lithographed, Lucnow in the press of Jffasan Hadhawy, s. A. (circa

1262) 104 pp. of Grhazals and 8 pp, of Euba'ys with glosses by

Maqtul and others, also in the Mortadhawy press, 1263.

(96) J*j>V> uytf* (P.)

The Mathnawy of Na9ir 'alyy. It contains about 840

verses and begins :

Moty Ma&all, 48 pp. of 22 bayts ; Tdpkhanah ;
As. Soc. 56 pp.

of 15 bayts.

2 u
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(97) 'Ul^ (P.)

The Dywan of Aman Allah Amdny who died in 1044

(see pp. 109, 118, 116.) He praises Shahjahan.

Contents : Introduction in prose. Beginning

Ghazals 153 pp. of 12 bayts, Tarjy'bands, Ruba'ys and

Qacydahs 40 pp. Beginning.

l^Ja sjla* 4^* ^ tf ^^S^^y* !/*" iSl/*l cy^jly o)j u^)

A Mathnawy 18 pp. 19 lines. Beginning

Copies are frequent, M. M. 8vo. 204 pp. of 23 bayts ; Topkhanah
12mo. very splendid, containing Ghazals 180 pp. of 8 bayts, Euba'ys

50 pp. of six bayts, Tarjy'bands, a Mathnawy, &c. 80 pp.

(98)

The Dywan of Shah Mohammad Amyn aldyn whose

takhalluc was Amyn. There occurs a chronogram in

his Dywan on the building of a house for 1127, viz.

J^ \^{c
j vi !

**; J&* indicating the time when he

flourished.

Contents : Ghazals about 80 pp. 22 bayts, Ruba'ys, &c.

9 pp. Beginning

;j
U J ^jJl^i.

Topkhanah, a fair copy, it is stated in the postcript that the copy

was written in 1140 at the request of the author ^L.iu*f ^*^>*J
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(99) tfjyl^li (P.)

Complete poetical works of Aw//ad aldyn 'alyy An-

wary the greatest Qacydah writer of the Persians. He
was born in a village close to Mahnah in the plains of

Khawaran in the country of Abyward and he therefore

chose first Khawary on his takhalluc. He seems to have

been proud of his native country, for he used to say that it

had produced three great men and that he was the fourth.

These three men are Abu Sa'yd (see p. 309 supra) ;

As'ade Mahnah, a very learned man and a contemporary

of Imam Ghazzaly, with whom he used to hold disputa-

tions, and Khwajah Abu 'alyy AAniad Shadan Khawa-

rany the Wazyr of Toghril Beg b. Mikayyl Seljuqy. A
friend of his, 'omarah, who used to revise his verses pre-

vailed upon him to change his takhalluc into Anwary,
under which he has become celebrated. He was originally

a pupil of the Mancurryah Madrasah at Tus and very

poor. The following occurrence prevailed upon him to

exchange the study of divinity for the profession of a

panegyrist. One day while he was sitting at the entrance

of the Madrasah he saw a person passing by mounted

on a splendidly caparisoned horse and accompanied by a

numerous suit of slaves. The poor student asked who

this great man was, and he was told that he was a poet.

He wrote that very night a Qax^ydah in praise of Sul/an

Sanjar and presented it the following morning. The

SuUan being a man of very great taste recognised the

man of genius in him and took him into his service.

Suttan Sanjar died on Friday the llth Raby' I. 552.

Anwary was very strong in astrology and compiled

several books on it among them, one called O^A* or the

2 u 2
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useful book. In 58 1 it so happened that there was a

conjunction of all the seven planets in the sign of Libra,

Anwary predicted a storm which would eradicate trees

and destroy almost every building, so frightened were

people at the approach of this partial destruction of

the globe, that they built rooms under ground to live in.

When the fatal day arrived it was perfectly calm and

there was the whole year so little wind that the people

were unable to winnow their corn. He died at Balkh in

586 and his tomb is on the side of that of the saint

A^mad jF/adhrawayh. Dawlat-shah places his death in

556 and the author of the Atishkadah in 656. Taqyy

Aw/zady has seen 12,000 verses of Anwary. Azad saw

a copy of the Dywan of Anwary which was written in

676 by Abu Bakr b. 'othman 'alyy, along with it, some

of them written in the same hand, were the Dywans of

Abii-1-Faraj Riiny, Qadhiy Shams aldyn Tabsy, Tzahyr

Faryaby, Shaykh 'abd al'azyz Labriany and Nacir

Khosraw.

Contents : Qacydahs and Qitf'ahs 364 pp. of 25 bayts :

Bg. Jjt^'J 4>xx_y- uf;^^ (J^; **J^
(jlb*> ^ ,JJL' cJlj JU

(^jJi/o

Ghazals not alphabetically arranged 72 pp. 22 bayts

and Ruba'ys 23 pp. of 16 bayts. Beginning of Ghazals :

Moty Ma/mll, a most precious MS. written in 692
;
As. Soc. 150,

a fine old copy in folio
;
Ibidem 517, and 1246 (incomplete).

(100) ^| ^o CJ
A (P.)

A commentary on the Dywan of Anwary by Abu-1-

Jfasan, (vide p. 93 supra). The commentator states
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in a short preface that he confined his exegetic labours to

difficult verses, but that he also explained the meaning
of rare words occurring in easy verses.

Beginning jl^l *U^. t**
j^j j^ ^^^ **f)jj

**
^$*"^

4W

The first verse on which he comments is ;

Moty Hawaii, 8vo. 180 pp. 15 lines
;

in the As. Soc. No. 1047

(about 150 pp. 20 lines) is a commentary on Anwary which begins

with the same verse but has no preface, the remarks on the verse

begin: e>UL^}^fjj &Z e^^l^j^^xylx) J^+A.

In the Tdpkhanah (56 pp. 17 lines) is a commentary on the

Qi^'ahs of Anwary by Abu-1-Hasan jffosayny Farahany, it begins :

(P.)

The Dywan of Anysy. His name is variously spelt

Yul Quly Beg, Yiial Quly Beg and Lawlaqy, the first

spelling is no doubt correct. It is said that he received

the takhalluc of Anysy
"
companion" from the circum-

stance that he was the intimate friend and constant com-

panion of prince Ibrahym Myrza Jd/i 9 a grandson of

Shah Isrna'yl. He was first librarian of 'alyy Quly Khan

governor of Herat under the Cafawides, he enjoyed at

Herat the society of Shikyby of Ispahan, Myr Moghyc,

Mahwy Hamadany and other poets of note. When 'abd

Allah Khan Uzbak took Herat after a year's siege, he

had a proclamation made in his army that the life of

Anysy be spared, and he treated him with great respect

and took him to Ma-wara-lnahr. Unfortunately however
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all his papers were lost at the capture of the town, among
them was a rough copy of a Mathnawy in the metre of

Shyryn Khosraw. At the invitation of the Khankhanan,

he came to India and was appointed paymaster of the

forces, subsequently he was still farther promoted arid

received a salary of fifty thousand Rupees and a Jagyr.

Anysy was as much distinguished as a gallant soldier as

he was as a poet. All poems of his which are preserved,

were composed by him in India. He died at Burhanpur
in 1014 or 1015. He left among other poems fi 1^ j^^
in the metre of Khosraw 6 Shyryn. (Mdthir Rahymy ;

and Khoshgu, see also pp. 118, 45, 56 supra).

Contents : Qacydahs, Ghazals, and at the end a short

Mathnawy. Beginning of the Qac-ydahs :

Beginning of Ghazals :

Moty Mafadl, 8vo. 122 pp. of 14 bayts.

(102) ^Ui^jao (P.)

The Mathnawy of 'arif, he may be identical with the

poet mentioned in page 156 supra.

The poem is in praise of the Imams, on morals, &c.

Bg. Jtf jc ^^U* jt **] A<>! J%?| ^ t_T^ c^lj J^A. jj

Private collection B, 90 pp. of 17 verses, copied in 1183 apparently

under the eye of the author. There is another Mathnawy by 'arif

(whether the same 'arif or another I have no means to ascertain).

It contains apophthegms, logographs, <fec. At the end are added

some Qa9ydahs in praise of the Imams. Beginning of the Math-

nawy :
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(103) ^A^dAlA (P.)

The Object of love by Myr Mohammad Miimin 'arshy.

The date 1 069, when he composed this poem is contained

in the following verse :

Arzu gives the following notice of him. " He was a

brother of Myr CaliA Kashfy and a son of Myr 'abd Allah

Mushkyn-qalam /Zbsayny, who was a celebrated calli-

graph under Jahangyr. Both brothers were poets, ealli-

graphs and men of learning. Myr Cali^ is the author

of the panegyric on 'alyy called ^s>y*j* v-^iti^e. They
are altogether a talented and distinguished family. They
came originally from Persia, but since the reign ofJahan-

gyr they inhabited Agra, I believe there are still descen-

dants of this family extant. Myr 'arshy was a pane-

gyrist of Mohammad Dara-shikoh the eldest son of Shah-

jahan. I have seen his Dywan, it is very simple, but it

aims at high things and, it must be allowed, it contains

fine thoughts. This 'arshy must be distinguished from

the one mentioned above."

The author informs us that he diligently studied the

Mathnawy of Jalal aldyn Riimy and that this is an

imitation of it. Beginning

JU ;ly |;l fj ,j] }j J15 JW) ,j r
VL

fitf
*+~

Moty MaAall, 184 pp. of 16 lines a splendid copy ; private collec-

tion, 262 pp. of 12 bayts, a fine copy.
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(104) bjjj**&* (P.)

Love and Faith, a Mathnawy by Myr 'arshy composed

in 1053, the title is a chronogram.

Like the preceding it treats on mysticism.

Bg. L^*O^U ^^ jyc]
U

^

Topkhanah, about 500 pp. of 12 bayts.

(105) d* (P.)

The Dywan of Myr 'arshy.

Contents : a preface in prose of 1 2 pp. 1 5 lines.

Ghazals 150 pp. 15 bayts. Beginning

Topkhanah, copied in 1089. In the As. Soc. No. 1354 is a very

clearly written old volume in which all the works of Myr 'arshy are

collected, it contains a preface in prose as described above, Ghazals

about 200 pp. of 22 lines, beginning **&\j loJufj aJJ-* ^3li *j ^
the Ghazal with which the Lucnow copy commences is in this copy

the third; Qa9ydahs about 100 pp. beginning
l j'a, Buba'ys 7 pp. Beginning

(106) ^\ u^o (P.)

The Dywan of Qasim Arsldn of Mashhad or Tiis, he

descended from Arslan Jadzib a general ofMaAmude
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Soboqtogyn, he came to India and was in great favour

with Akbar, he died 995 (pp. 62 and 47 supra).

Contents: Qacydahs about 150 bayts.

Bg. (J^}^t
. fj\

*l-*j & AJ <j^- j ^-J) t*j^ A*** ^
Ghazals about 2000 verses. Beginning

At the end are Qtfahs, chronograms for 972, 977, 982,

&c. and Ruba'ys, &c.

As. Soc. No. 685 8vo. 184 pp. 11 bayts, a very carefully written

old copy.

(107) jjjyo^jlvl (P.)

Selections from the Dywan of Arzii who died in 1 169

(see page 102).

Arzu has written about 31,000 Persian verses. Among
his poetical works is a Mathnawy called <jp^ ^* which

is an imitation of Ma^mdd 6 Ayaz, a Mathnawy called

ij-;^ j ,J*^ , a Saqiy-namah called *-J ^, a Dywan in

which he imitates Fighany, and one in which he imitates

Salym containing to every poem of theirs a new one of

the same rhyme and metre, he also imitated Athar.

These selections contain about one-tenth of his complete

poetical works :

!; cAn u!/
^As^ ^ y <**

j; ^
Topkhanah, about 500 pp. of 21 bayts.

(108) ^jj c,l^j (P.)

A Dywan of A'rzu (d. J 1 69) in which he imitates

Shafy'ayiy Athar giving a counterpart to every one of

2 x
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his poems. A'rzu informs us in his Tadzkirah, voce

Athar, that these poems formed first a separate Dywan
as they do in this copy, but subsequently he incorporated

them in his large Dywan.
It contains Ghazals 88 pp. 15 lines

; Ruba'ys, poetical

stories, Qacydahs, &c. 60 pp. 1 7 lines. Beginning

Mdty Ma/mll, 224 pp. of 17 bayts.

The Love Adventures of Ways and king Ramyn, a

romantic poem by Fakhr aldyn As'ad Jorjany ; who flou-

rished under the Seljiiq princes, (Mohammad 'awfy 10,

25 folio 1 29. Walih and Abu Talib mention him under

Fakhr aldyn).

The book was originally in the Pahlawy language, one

day when the poet was with the royal army which was

marching towards Hamadan 'amyd aldyn Abu-1-Fat^, a

high officer of the king requested him to translate it into

Parsy verses, and it was at his request that he wrote this

epos. The style is simple and the language but little

mixed with Arabic words, though the author does not

pedantically avoid their use. Beginning

As. Soc. No. 1166, 12mo. about 500 pp. of 16 bayts old, clear and

correct, but much worm-eaten and several pages wanting, among
these the one which contains the heading of the dedication to the

king ;
it is likely that his name was contained in the heading.
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(110) (tU^Sj^ (P.)

Enjoyment and merriment, a Mathnawy by Shaykh
Ndr aldyn Mohammad 'dshiq. It was composed in 1079.

The Mathnawy contains tales, and seems to be an imi-

tation of that of Jalal aldyn Riimy, at the end are added

thirteen Ghazals and a few Ruba'ys. It begins :

u-*. V.T) ILoll JLaJI ]

Moty Ma^all, 134 pp. of 15 bayts, this copy was written by 'iniyat

Allah, a son of the author, in 1141.

(in) uac^y (P.)

Complete poetical works of Myrza Mohammad Tahir

who had the title of 'inayat Khan and the takhallu9 of

A'shna, he was a son of AAsan (see No. 89) and died in

J077(?) (see pp. 109, 118, 116.)

Contents : Qa^ydahs in praise of the prophet, the

Imams, Shahjahan and Dara-shikoh, 56 pp. of 28 bayts.

Beginning
-

A few Qit'ahs, Tarjy'bands, a Saqiy-namah containing

a description of Dilly, a description of a warm-bath,

stories, &c. 240 pp. ; Ghazals (incomplete) 150 pp.

Fards and Ruba'ys about 1 00 pp. ; among the latter

occurs a chronogram for 1073, viz.

The Ghazals begin :

2x2
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Topkhanah, an old copy but injured, there is a copy of a Dywan of

A'shna in the same collection which begins with a Mathnawy in

praise of Kashmyr and contains also a few Qacydaha, Grhazals,

Haftbands, &c. 65 pp. 14 lines Bg. j$ ci&^U $* **1 jl^j

In the Moty Ma&all is a copy of the Dywan which contains

Qacydahs, Qitf'ahs, and the Mathnawy in praise of Kashmyr about

100 pp. of 19 lines. Beginning of Qa9ydahs :

,}>& f~.x3
&) -J

IjA u&i* j\
*?* &}* **\ s-^Jr j )\tf JLoJ jij

Ghazals 122 pp. of 13 bayts ; Kuba'ys 25 pp. 10 bayts. Begin-

ning of Ghazals : 1*

(112) f ^jjAi d,y (P.)

Complete poetical works of Myrza Mohammad Sa'yd

Ashraf of Mazanderan (of Ispahan?) a son of Molla

Mohammad Cani', who is the author of a commentary on

the Kafiyah. This witty and amusing poet was by his

mother the grandson of Mohammad Taqyy Majlisy. He
came to India and was appointed to instruct Zeb alnisa

Begam, After he had visited his native country he

returned to India and found a patron in a son of Baha-

dur Shah who fell at Patna in battle. Ashraf died at

Monghyr on his way to Makkah at an advanced age, his

descendants are still in Bengal. Abu 7T

alib, from whom
this notice has been taken, has seen about 4000 verses of

his. (See also pp. 110, 118 f )

Contents : Qacydahs, (one is in praise of the poet Cayib)

180 pp. 17 lines, in another copy are 159 pp. 20 lines.

Bg. (
Uj

)
Uj ^

)JA. .

Ghazals 110 pp. 17 lines; Rubays 102 pp. Ma/la's

22 pp. Beginning of Ghazals :
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A Mathnawy on Fate and Predestination
;J^LaS in imi-

tation of a Mathnawy of Mohammad Quly Salym which

has the same title, and some other short Mathnawies.

Beginning ^J\$^ J ^j r^
Topkhanah, a good copy, there is another copy in the same collec-

tion which contains about 100 pp. 17 lines of Mania's in alphabetical

order, preceded by a Qaydah which begins :

JSJU o^a ejjA. oJUj^ jiJf Al*i J^j'j V <jjf^ **
iHO'fSj'

After the Mama's follow several Mathnawies, the first, 38 pp. 15

bayts, begins : ^jjiol o^ Jf ^y^ >^ ^ jjj^J ^e^ ^y ^
The other Mathnawies fill about 100 pp. 166 lines. One copy of

this Dywan in the FaraA-bakhsh has a short preface, it begins :

There is also a copy in the Mdty MaAall and one in the Asiatic

Society, No. 1155, Qa9ydahs 198 pp. 14 bayts not alphabetically

arranged, Grhazals alphabetically arranged, and Fards and Euba'ys,

112 pp.

(113) i d ^ (P.)

The Dywan of Darwysh Ashraf who flourished under

Baysongor's son (see p. 71 supra.}

Contents : three short Qacydahs on the taw7^yd, Ghazals

200 pp. of 10 bayts and a few Qifahs. Beginning of

Ghazals :

*~ U 51

FaraA-bakhsh, a splendid copy ; my own collection a very beautiful

MS. of some age.
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(114) ^Jj| LJuA-aJ ^aJ <jc>JW> (P.)

The Mines of Grace being a Mathnawy by Mohammad
Hasan b. Shah Mohammad Zaman Ilahabady whose

takhalluc is Ashraf. He is probably now, 1852, alive.

The poem treats on morals and religion. Beginning

Lithographed, Lucnow or Gawnpore, 1266, 64 pp. 27 lines, two

bayts in a line.

(P.)

The Dywan of Mo/jammad-bakhsh A'shub, who flou-

rished in Oudh during the reign of Acaf aldawlah, A. H.

1188 to 1212.

Contents : an introductory Qacydah of 78 bayts ;

Ghazals about 100 pp. 28 lines, Ruba'ys and panegyrics

on Aaf aldawlah and the "late" Shuja' aldawlah (died

in 1 188) 22 pp. of 26 lines. Beginning of the Dywan.

Topkhanah, a fair copy ;
in the same collection is an incomplete

copy of selections from Ashub's Dywan which begins :

(lie; jH 0\#> (p.)

Dywan of Myrza Jalal Asyr, of Ispahan, a pupil of

FacyAy Herawy. He was a great drunkard and composed
most of his verses in a state of intoxication. They were

written down by an attendant who made many mistakes,
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and hence his Dywan has in some places very little

meaning. This is probably the cause why it is so popu-

lar in India. He was in high favour with Shah 'abbas

and married a relation of his. He died in 1040 or 1049.

Arzii says that his complete works contain 20,000 verses,

Abu. Talib has seen 8000 verses; (see pp. 109, 117, 149.)

Contents: Qacydahs in one copy 112 pp. of 15 lines,

in another 56 pp. 36 lines, the beginning differs. Math-

nawies and Tarjy'bands 15 pp. 18 lines in another copy

16 pp. 36 lines. Ghazals in the fullest copy 500 pp. 14

bayts. Beginning of Ghazals :

Moty Ma/zall and Topkhanah, several copies. As. Soc. No. 683,

copied in 1112, and No. 737, the latter copy contains merely the

Grhazals and Ruba'ys.

(117) *o(3 ^tta (P.)

The Ghazals of Shaykh Shah Mohammad 'atdij Qa-

nungiiy of the Parganah of Sandy.

The Ghazals rhyme all in 1, and the first word of each

verse of the same Ghazal commences with the same letter,

and they are arranged according to this letter, there being

two Ghazals for every letter of the alphabet in all 60

Ghazals. Beginning

Lithographed, Lucnow, MoAammady Press, 1263, 24 pp. with a

few marginal notes.
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(118) yi
e^ur (p.)

The complete poetical works of Akhond Shafy'ayiy

Athar of Shyraz, (see pp. 117, 149). He was a pupil

of Myrza Hadiy Qalandar the father of 'olwy Khan, he

spent the greater part of his life at Ispahan and never

visited India. The date of his death which happened at

Lar is recorded in the following verse :

Walih estimates his Dywan to 1 0,000 verses, and Abu

Talib to 8000. Arzii praises particularly his panegyrics

on the Nawab JETaydar alzaman arid his satyre on Najaf

Quly Khan the Cadr alcodiir of Persia. It appears from

the following chronogram that he collected his Dywan
in 1106. yjl^f xUJ^, u^Le^i j3\ &j> ^ j^U^yj

Contents : Qacydahs chiefly in praise of the Imams, of

Tahir WaAyd, and some obscure persons; and a few Qi^'ahs

and chronograms, 110 pp. 15 bayts in a page. Bg.

^L*JI -^>Ufl -^V; ^ a^ 4,'
* *l ufe^i J,'<J^y^ tefo-s* ~j

Ghazals 60 pp. 13 verses in a page. Beginning

!

;^^ jjU^ <-f^jj^ ); .V^'^/sto) v.rjly ^ixX,

Ruba'ys, Tarjy'bands, and at the end a satyre 20 pp.

Moty Hawaii, two copies 8vo. very splendid. Topkhanah, 102 pp.

13 lines.
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(119)

Dywan of A/har. He says in a preface in prose (8

pages of 1 3 lines) that his name is Afhar Khan b. Amyr
Nitzam aldyn Radhawy, that his home was Bokhara, and

that he came to India under 'alamgyr, where he collected

his poems into a Dywan.
Contents : three Qacydahs rhyming in s_r ,

^
and & in

all about 144 bayts. Beginning

Ghazals 55 pp. of 22 bayts ; Ruba'ys 8 pp. Begin

ning of Ghazals.

j)j: Ail I

Tdpkhanah, a fair copy.

(120) yi^ (P.)

The Dywan of Athyr aldyn Mohammad Akhsykaty,

whose takhalluc is Athyr. Akhsykat is a place in the

district of Farghanah in which he was born. He made

his studies at Balkh and Herat and spent the greater

part of his life in the 'iraq and Adzarbayjan at the

court ofthe Atabuks and stood in high favour with Arslan

Shah b. Toghril, Ilduguz and Qizil Arslan. His success

was the cause of much jealousy, and Mujyr, Baylaqany
who was in the service of Mohammad Atabuk, the bro-

ther of Qizil Arslan, wrote satyres against him, to which

he replied. Towards the end of his days he took Najm
2 Y
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aldyn Kobra as his spiritual guide and retired from the

world. He went from Adzarbayjan to Khalkhal and

died there in 608. His poems are considered nearly

equal to those of Anwary and Khaqany, yet Taqyy

Kashy says, he had much difficulty in finding a copy of

his Dywan, his poems being not much read. It contained

about 10,000 verses. (Taqyy Kashy, No. 27; Dawlat-

shah 2, 18; Mohammad 'awfy, folio 125; A'tuhkadah

p. 424 ; Khoshgii I. No. 120.)

The Dywan contains Qacydahs and a few Qi/'ahs/

Ruba'ys, &c. most of them in praise of Shah Arslan

Toghril whose name occurs in the following verse :

The following Tetrastich contains the poet's name :

f.

jL y ^

Bg. Jj f̂ ,
laju c

Moty MaAall, a beautiful copy, 104 pp. of 14 lines.

(121) >* ^oJ| d|^ (P.)

The Dywan of Faryd aldyn 'attar. His name was

Abu Hamid (or Abu 7T

alib) Mohammad and he was a

son of Abu Bakr Ibrahym, a respectable druggist of

Shadyakh not far from Nayshapur, he is therefore called

Nayshapury. He was born in 513, in a village called

Kedken, during the reign of Sinjar. First he followed

the profession of his father and hence his takhalluc 'a#ar,

the druggist. He informs us in his Gul Khosraw that
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he gave way to his predilection for poetry notwithstand-

ing the admonition of his friends, and neglected the study

of medicine. He commenced two of his best mystical

works whilst he was still a druggist, but apparently before

he had completed them he left his shop and turned a

religious mendicant.

These two verses upset the silly story of his sudden

conversion related by Dawlat-shah, and the account of the

disgusting love adventure which we find in Taqyy Kashy.
He took Rokn aldyn Akaf as his spiritual guide, and after

some time he made the pilgrimage with him to Makkah.

In the course of his life, he became personally acquainted
with most Cufies of his age and collected four hundred

volumes of works on mystical theology which he dili-

gently studied, and he became thereby one of the most

copious and profound Cufy-writers. He was put to death

during the carnage of the Tatars of Chengyz Khan, in

627, at the advanced age of 114 lunar years, of which he

spent 29 at Nayshapiir and 85 at Shadyakh. According

to some authors, he died earlier.

After 'aar's death, says Sir G. Ouseley, an eminent

Cufy was asked, to whom he ascribed the more profound

knowledge of the Cufy doctrine, Jalal aldyn Rurny or

Faryd aldyn 'a/lar ; he answered,
" The former like an

eagle flew to the height of perfection in the twinkling of

an eye ; the latter reached the same summit, but was

crawling slowly and perseveringly, like an ant."

Dawlat-shah says that out of forty, there were at his

time twelve Mathnawies of Faryd aldyn extant, the re-

2 Y 2
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maining having been lost. This catalogue contains a

description of twenty-two of his works including his

biography of saints and besides, we find mention of the

following :

yAJl _lu mentioned by Ouseley and Stewart, Cata-

logue p. 60 ; both these authors have seen it.

v-Hi*Jl J^ mentioned by the same.

Bir-namah mentioned by Stewart. Hammer writes

Pir-namah, I suppose they mean the *^j ^^
Kent Kunz Mokhfia (?) mentioned by Stewart.

Mansur-namah and Ausat-namah mentioned by the

same.

AxU
jJoo*,

AX^
*JJj,

*xU xU- and ^^1 ^^J y^S T̂
mentioned by Khoshgu, the last named work is sup-

posed to be in prose.

Contents : Qacydahs 39 pages of 34 bayts : Bg.

Uu)

Ghazals 228 pages of 32 bayts. Beginning

Mdty MaAall, a magnificent copy ; As. Soc. No. 459 about 459

pp. of 16 lines, a good copy ;
Ibidem No. 1338 about 330 pp. of 17

lines, this copy contains more poems, particularly Kuba'ys, than

any other, and the Ghazals are not alphabetically arranged, in the

commencement a few pages are wanting, the same volume contains

most other poems of 'a#ar, it was written in 1006.

(122) jl &UU (P.)

Perhaps the correct title is cjtf*!|>l^e* but it is twice

written as above in the manuscript. The author is Faryd

aldyn 'attar, who uses here the takhalluc of Faryd and
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Faryd aldyn. It consists of Qacydahs and Tarjy'-

bands, which with the exception of the first six, are

alphabetically arranged, and treat on the Taw//yd.

Dawlat-shah states that several commentaries have been

written on these poems, and that one of the commenta-

tors was Sayyid 'izz aldyn Amoly. Beginning

As. Soc. 1409, 265 pp. 11 lines.

(123) a-by^ (P.)

The headless book, a short poem on theosophy and

mystical love, by Faryd aldyn 'attar. Beginning

As. Soc. No. 1338, on the margin 9 pp. of 20 lines
; Tdpkhanah,

16 pp. 13 bayts, this copy begins with the following verse which is on

the fourth page of the Society's copy, and as it has nevertheless about

200 verses, the Society's copy must be incomplete at the end.

(124) <JUU C^A-^O (P.)V / * V /

The book of Accidents or Misfortune, by the same

poet. The title is contained in the following verse :

^jA
<X^t>U Vj^JU^lyO j$ j) .lj >0 &.*\&

^J^\^ C^>AJ^2X> j&

In Hajy Khalyfah No. 4235, this poem has the name

of .^Uo!^. A copy in the library of Upsala is inscribed

&x>U uty (see Tornberg, Cat. Bill. Ups. p. 100).

In forty chapters the poet brings the Wanderer before,

1, Gabriel ; 2, Michael ; 3, Israphael ; 4, 'izra'yl ; 5, The
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great throne of God ; 6, The throne ; 7, The footstool

of God ; 8, The tablet of fate ; 9, The pen (with which

fate is written) ; 10, Paradise; 11, Hell; 12, Heaven;

13, Sun; 14, Plants; 1 5, Wild beasts ; 16, Birds; 17,

Quadrupeds ;
1 8, Satan; 1 9, The Jinn ; 20, Man ;

2 1 , Adam ;

22, Water ; 23, Earth ; 24, Mountains ; 25, Sea ; 26,

Minerals ; 27, Moon ; 28, Fire
; 29, Wind ; 30, Noah ;

31, Abraham; 32, Moses; 33, David; 34, Jesus, 35,

Mohammad ; 36, The Senses ; 37, Imagination ; 38,

Understanding; 39, Heart; 40, Mind; and after this

pilgrimage he comes to the knowledge of his ownself

4y> ^jaj^j. The poet explains his notions on the above

subjects mostly metaphorically by the means of legends

of saints, and parables. Beginning

Topkhanah, 350 pp. of 20 verses
; Moty MaAall 154 pp. 50 verses.

As. Soc. No. 1400 about 260 pp. 25 lines, an elegant but incorrect

copy, written in A. H. 1000
;
As. Soc. No. 1338, on the margin about

350 pp. of 20 bayts. The copies of this and most other works of

'a^ar differ essentially from each other, the Mo9ybat-namah in No.

1338, contains several stories which in other copies form part of the

Man^iq alfoyr.

(125) lljl.! (P.)

Mysteries of Extatic Moments, a mystical poem by
the same author. It begins :

+J9

Topkhanah, 8vo. about 200 pp. of 15 lines, at the end is a chrono-

gram containing the date when this copy was made :
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*> ^ar ;>x

;V^1 e^J Jfc;^ y JL, ^^ ]

;
*^

^l

(126) c^lill^l^ (P.)

The Essence of Existence, that is to say, the principle

of life or the soul, a poem by Faryd aldyn 'attar.

This Mathnawy resembles a litany; sometimes more

than fifty verses begin with the same words, as for in-

stance :

This poem, it would appear from a postscript to the

Asiatic Society's copy No. 370, is divided into three daftars

or books, and resembles in its contents the JETadyqah or

the Mathnawy of Mawlawy Rurny. The author states

that it is similar to the Ushtar-namah and Ilahy-namah,
but superior to both. Beginning of the first daftar :

Beginning of 2nd daftar :

As. Soc. No. 370, this copy contains two daftars, the first 244 pp.

of 50 bayts, and the second 232 pp. of 50 bayts, but it is defective

at the end; Ibidem JNos. 1373 and 1338, both these MSS. contain

only the commencement.
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(127) *ol5jlft!
(P.)

The Ushtar book, by Faryd aldyn 'attar. This poem
does not contain a history of Ushtar, as might be inferred

from the title, but it treats on theosophy, and is very

much in the style of Jawhar aldzat, for instance towards

the end there are no less than 153 verses which begin

with the words L^Ju^ ^J. Beginning

}*; Ui) JU

As. Soc. No. 771, 866 pp. of 12 lines, an inferior copy written

in 1180.

(128) ax>U (P.)

The Khosraw-book or Royal book, it is a romantic

epos, recording the Love adventures of Gul and Hormoz

by Faryd aldyn 'attar. The title of the work is con-

tained in the following verse :

b e/*
1

r
u v"** r

u r^
Beginning c-^^ c>V^^ ^'^

; ^
As. Soc. 1338, 426 pp. of 19 lines, this codex was written in 1006,

(129; Jf (P.)

The Loves of Gul and Khosraw, by Faryd aldyn W/ar.

This is an abridged version, or abstract, of the preceding

Mathriawy. He mentions in the introduction, several of

his former works* viz. the Jawahir-namah (sic), Mucybat-
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namah, Ilahy-namah, Asrar-namah, Mokhtar-namah,

Man/iq alteyr and Khosraw-namah. Beginning

As. Soc No. 1338, 136 pp. 20 bayts.

(130)

Selections from the ^Tadyqah of Sanay, by Faryd

aldyn 'attar. Beginning and preface, in which he says

that these are selections from selections

? *}~

-l jy itj*

e^>*- JUS

C^^j] (
S

) ^ jl).* ^^ OtXc

Moty MaAall, 122 pp. of 15 lines.

(131) v^V';^ (P.)

The Exhibition of Curiosities, a poem by Faryd aldyn

'attar.

This Mathnawy is in the style of the JEZadyqah. The

poet gives us the following account of his former pro-

ductions :

2 z
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^ !;

UJ,)

As. Soc. No. 263, near 200 pp. of 44 bayts, with pictures, written

in 1186.

(132) yJiji^ (P.)

Speeches of Birds, a Mathnawy by Faryd aldyn 'ttar

who composed it in 583 or 580. It is divided into 30

sections <*A*, and contains apologues, in most of which

birds are introduced as speaking.

Bg. I/U. J*>]j *^. dU *4T ]fy^^ ^
Copies are frequent; there are several in the Moty Ma/^all,

Topkhanah, and As. Soc. No. 776, 1338
;
Private coUection, 396

pp. 11 lines, the poem has in all about 4000 verses. A very full

analysis of it is in Hammer's Gesch. d. schoenen Eedek. Pers. p. 142.
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(133) *.l5JJb (P.)

The Book of the Nightingale, an apologue in which the

love of the nightingale to the rose is described. It is

very much in the style of the Manriq al/ayr.

% J> ^*-*& f^>=' s J> J& <> }) > }*j> (&

As. Soc. No. 1338, on the margin, 41 pp. of 20 lines.

(134) *.13 cO*> (P.)

The Book of Union, by Faryd aldyn
9

attar. He

says with regard to the title :

He explains the wisdom of God in expelling Adam
from Paradise and in bringing him by the removal

from his divine presence, to the knowledge of himself and

the love of God. Like the other works of 'a#ar it con-

sists chiefly of apologues.

Topkhanah, 50 pp. 30 bayts, As. Soc. No. 1338, on the margin, 75

pp. of 20 bayts.

(135) jlk* oJl & 15 <X> (P.)

The Book of Councils of Faryd aldyn 'dttr. It is

also called, according to Hammer-Purgstall, *^U <^H^
but this is probably a mistake for *^ c^Xo, Bg.

2 z 2
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Lithographed at Lucnow, Mojtabay press, 1264, 30 pp. the margin
covered with text. It is remarkable that the first verse in Sacy's

edition, Paris 1819, and in Hindley's edition, London 1809, should

contain a palbably wrong reading viz.
\j
<JL

(136) AcGtl^ (R)

The Book of Transition, by Faryd aldyn 'a#ar. The

name of the poem occurs in the following verse :

It is divided into ten chapters J^. and treats on intel-

lect, praise of knowledge, praise of meekness, gratitude,

blame of stupidity, blame of envy, stinginess J^, avarice

causes of pride. Beginning

As. Soc. No. 1063, 12mo. 63 pp. of 14 lines.

(137)

Treasury of Verities, by Faryd aldyn 'attar. The

author explains first the object of the religious duties :

purification, prayer, fasts, pilgrimage and holy warfare,

then he enters on the excellency of the soul, on the his-

tory of Mangfir, the mission of Christ and of Mahdiy, &c.

Beginningj*Mb } tj> JD\J
<^T

^Uu ^ } &j> J^l
&&1^

As. Soc. No. 1338, 38 pp. of 20 bayts, the copy is defective at

the end.
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(138) e>A* (P.)

The Seven Valleys or Stages in the life of a gnostic ;

every chapter begins with a verse like this :

dJJj cX-jT J^ ^j]}^ tfcu

The stages which I have observed mentioned are g^,
i***j**9 U*xJ, i^x^J, i^a, j**. The first seven verses

are the same as in the Mucybat-namah, and the last verse

it has in common with the Asrar-namah :

As. Soc. No. 1338, 34 pp. 19 lines. After this follows in this copy
a fragment of a poem 11 pp. 19 lines of *a&r inscribed e5l&o. The

first 12 verses are the same as in the ^Ij ^Aa. Then follows

the verse :

(139) ^15
^J| (P.)

The Divine Book, by Faryd aldyn 'attr.

The poem is divided into 22 chapters *J& and contains

the story of a Khalyfah who had six sons, he requested

them freely to acquaint him with all their wishes and

promised to satisfy them. They did so and the first son

asked for a pretty woman, and three of his brothers sup-

ported him and expressed a similar wish, the two others

wished to be acquainted with the mysteries of sorcery.
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The father shows them the vanity of their wishes in

parables. Beginning

,

Topkhanah, a good copy ;
As. Soc. No. 1400, 260 pp. 25 lines

;

Ibidem No. 1338. In the Lucnow copy the "Aamd" which is very

long is omitted and it begins :

J^ j&

(140) ^i (P.)

The Book of Mysteries, by Faryd aldyn 'attar. The

title occurs in the following verse :

^

It treats in 20 chapters *J&* on the high position of

man, on the resurrection and judgment, and on the prin-

cipal virtues to be practised, and vices to be avoided.

The subject is illustrated by legends and parables. Bg.

Moty MaMl, 68 pp. of 50 lines
;
As. Soc. No. 1400, 154 pp. 25

bayts ;
Ibidem No. 1338, on the margin about 200 pp. 20 lines

;

Ibidem No. 274 a fair copy.

41) ffr 0\f* (P.)

The Dywan of 'atzym. Sarkhosh (see p. 1 1 3 supra)

lls him 'atzyma and Walih 'atzymayiy, but his takhal-
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lu^ is uniformly spelled 'atzym in the Dywan, thus in

the very Ghazal from which Sarkhosh takes a verse :

U UJ j

The age when he flourished is fixed by several chrono-

grams which occur in the Dywan for 1068, 1069, 1074,

&c. He was a son of Molla Qaydy, who was a nephew
of Molla Natzyry. He came to India, says Walih, and

received a high appointment at Labor from Shahjahan.

In making this statement Walih confounds him with

Aqa 'atzyma. 'Atzym of Nayshapiir wrote his Dywan
in his native country and not in India, and he sung the

praises of Bayram 'alyy Khan of Khorasan and Mo-

hammad Ibrahym, to whom he gives the title of Khan b.

Khan and not the praises of Shahjahan :

Contents: Qagydahs and Tarjy'bands 95 pp. 14 or

15 bayts. Beginning

Ghazals 108 pp. and a few Ruba'ys. Beginning

A Mathnawy called ^^ ;y it treats on the Physica
of MoAammadan Philosophy, viz.: the first logos J^AJI

J^5I, the genesis of plants, animals, man, also on morals,

mystical love, &c. about 200 pp. Beginning

At the end is a small essay in flowery prose and two

short Mathnawies.

As. Soc. No. 714, a good copy.
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(142) i^^l dy.o (P.)

The Dywan of Aw^ady. There were two contemporary

poets who had this takhalluc, both of whom were Ciifies,

and they are confounded with each other in most Tadz-

kirahs.

The name of the elder of them is Aw^ad aldyn ffamid

Kirmany. He was a pupil of Rokn aldyn and a friend of

MoAiyy aldyn al'araby, who mentions him in his Fotuhdt.

The disgusting practices which he introduced among
the Darwyshes, will be described in another chapter. He
is according to all accounts the author of the -Ax^<>

^Jy
$). According to Khoshgu, No. 53, his takhalluc was

AwAad and not Aw7^ady and he died in A. H. 536. This

date however is a glaring mistake, for Mo^yy aldyn his

contemporary died in A. H. 638. It is likely that he

died in A. H 697. This is the date mentioned in the

Nafdyis al-mdthir.

Aw^ady the younger was a pupil of the preceding and

it is in his honor that he assumed this takhalluc. He
first had that of Ciify. His name was Rokn aldyn

Ispahany or, according to others, Maraghy. He was a

friend and contemporary of Sa'dy, and died, according to

most Tadzkirahs, in A. H. 697, five years after he had

completed the Jame Jam. According to Jamy Nafahdt
alum No. 568 and the Nafdyis al-mdthir and the Hahyb

alsiyar III. folio, 543, he completed this poem in A. H.

733 and died at Maraghah in 738. They support their

statement by two very strong facts. The date of his death

they say is engraved on his tomb-stone at Maraghah and

the date of the composition of his Jame Jam is recorded

in the following verse of Aw^ady himself:
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<> *~

It is clear that those biograghers who place his death

in A. H. 697 confound him with Awhad aldyn Kirmany.
This blunder seems to have originated with Dawlat-shah.

He devotes only one article to both poets, and says at the

end that Aw^ady died in A. H. 697, under Ma^rnud

Ghazan Khan, and that he is buried at Ispahan and that

the pious perform pilgrimages to his tomb. There is no

doubt that he means the tomb of Aw^ad aldyn Kirmany,

but later authors have taken it to apply to Aw^ady

Ispahany.

It is difficult to say whether this Dywan is by Aw^ad

aldyn Kirmany or by Aw^ady Ispahany. I have unfor-

tunately neglected to see whether the takhalluc of the

author is Aw7*ad or Aw^ady, I think however the latter

is the case. It begins with a Mathnawy entitled ^&
^y i

" the key of spirits" in the metre :

It fills 66 pp. of 13 lines. The end is wanting. The

initial line is

Jamy quotes the conclusion of the Mathnawy of Aw/*ad

aldyn Kirmany which has the title ~^jW U*a<*
? and it

appears that it is in the same metre. It is not unlikely

that
^JjyW

-AL^ is a mistake for -.^;S' ^^'S and that

this poem is by AwAad aldyn Kirmany.
After this Mathnawy follow Qacydahs, the beginning

of which is wanting and then Ghazals. The Ghazals

fill 1 52 pp. of 1 3 lines and begin :

+ ^s

In the Atishkadah p. 75, in the biography of the

3 A
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younger Aw^ady the following verses are quoted which

I found in this Dywan :

;is
*+*> J > y^ j*

***

The Qacydah in which these verses occur is also

ascribed to the younger Aw^ady by Jamy, No. 568. It

is therefore clear that this MS. contains poems both of

the elder and younger Aw^ady, the Mathnawy being by
the former and the Qacydahs and Ghazals by the latter,

who according to Dawlat-shah has written 10,000 verses

and according to Taqyy Kashy 14,000. His poems were

much sung by Darwyshes.

Moty Ma^all, carefully written in 1018, in the middle defective,

and containing to all appearance merely selections.

(143) ^ r
U (P.)

The Mirror of Jamshyd, a mystical poem by the

younger Aw/zady, composed in 733, in imitation of the

//adyqah of Sanay. This Mathnawy was so much valu-

ed, that no less than 400 copies of it were taken at Ispa-

han within one month after it had been composed.

Beginning JV^ M3 ^^' ^
<j* J^ *** ^r^ *%* J*

He describes the plan of his work in the following

verses, which however are not consecutive.

.AX> *X>U
^.>| VJI^*-'
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L***!;^!***

S J,) ^j

Moty MaAall, 190 pp. 22 lines : FaraA-bakhsh 350 pp. 15 lines.

As. Soc. No. 743, a fine old copy.

(144) y^lc^A (P.)

The Seven Planets, a poem containing the story of

Bahrain Shah, hy 'ayshy, composed in 1070. The title,

name of author, date and number of verses 6,204, are

contained in the following lines :

All)

Uioo:
JjJt^.jlc

As. Soc. No. 433, more than 200 pp. of26 bayts, the commencement

is wanting.

3 A 2
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(145) J^ L_i*w*J <uU LJ| (P.)

A history of the prophets who preceded Mohammad,
in Persian verses, by Abu Is^aq Ibrahym b. 'abd Allah

al-Balih A-'UJI J/asany Shabistary whose takhalluc was

'ayany. The date when he wrote is not known, but he

probably flourished previous to the eighth century of the

Hijrah. Beginning

Uw)
j] Jj ^aJy X.3 4"^

;) ^ J^ ^yJI

r
^ ^*l ^j !.$!> r

^^ y J'y ;i^v

As. Soc. No. 231, 4to. about 900 pp. of 38 bayts beautifully

written, old and correct.

(146) *\

The Dywan of Myr Gholam 'alyy Azad (see p. 142.)

It contains only Ghazals and in all about 4000 verses.

Beginning \j ^J^> ^j., g A!J|

TaraA-baksh, large 8vo. about 225 pp. 15 lines.

(147) *&^ (P.)

The History of Mokhtar, in Persian verses, composed

by Azad in 1131. It begins:

jfo! j^JU. ^ er!^^ ^ 3 ^} J^ttX^ ^
ParaA-baksh, 400 pp. 34 lines, a fine copy, there are also two copies

in the Moty Hawaii.
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(H8) **j ^bjj cuUk&c^ cvU* (P.)

Persian Qacydahs, detached verses and chronograms by

Azad. Beginning

Topkhanah, Bvo. about 600 pp. This copy is important for being to

all appearance the rough copy of the author. There are places left

blank, lines struck out, &c. The chronographs are for A. H. 1139,

40, 41, 43, 45 and 46.

(149) > d#> (P.)

Dywan of
J

abd aFazyz Khan 'azyz of the Deccan. In

one place his name is 'azyz Allah. He is probably iden-

tical with the 'azyz of the Deccan, mentioned by Shorish

(see p. 210, supra).

Contents : Qacydahs, Ghazals and a few Ruba'ys not

alphabetically arranged, 36 pp. Beginning

A prose composition, called *->; ^^, only 6 pp. a

Mathiiawy 7 pp. Ghazals in the Dakhny dialect arid a

Persian Qacydah.
As. Soc. No. 862 about 70 pp. 17 lines, written in 1167.

(150) ^Ij l)| jj). i^yfc (P.)

The Mathnawy of 'azyz Allah Zahidy, whose takhal-

luc was 'axi/*, and who wrote this poem in 810. In an

introduction in prose, of 7 pp. 12 lines, he gives the fol-

lowing account of his own labour :
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o...^^] eytyfcj*} A f
*

>

j * >

d lj! ^ Icj

Beginning;^! ;ly J*5

FaraA-baksh, 95 pp, of 11 bayts.

(151) ,i d .j (P.)

The Dywan of Abii-1-Ma^asin Abu Bakr Zayn aldyn

Axraqy. He was according to Nitzamy 'orudhy (Chahdr

Maqdlah, quoted in the Khold^ah of Taqyy Kashy) a

native of Herat and a son of Isma'yl Warraq, who was

of Marw. He introduced himself into the society and

confidence of the Seljiiqy prince Toghan-shah I. the seat

of whose government was Nayshapur by the composition

of a most obscene book entitled Alfyyah Shalfyyah ^1
iuAU which he illustrated with pictures. From the de-

scription which Hajy Khalyfah Nos. 1153 and 1615,

and Jamy, Bahdristan edit. Schlechta-Wssehrd p. 88

give of it, it appears to have been a version of the Kok-

shashter, to be mentioned hereafter. Azraqy is also the

author of the book Sindbad jL-a.i- and of several other

works, which he dedicated to his patron. Taqyy Kashy

says that the copy of his Dywan which he saw, did not

contain more than two thousand verses. He died at

Herat in A. H. 527. (Mohammad 'awfy JO, 2 ; Khold-
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No. 9; Dawlatshah 2, 1 ; Hammer p. 129.) This

Dywan contains merely Qacydahs, in all about 1 800 verses.

Beginning^
Moty MaAall a good copy in folio, 44 pp. of 17 lines

; private col-

lection 14 pp. of 17 bayts. This copy does not contain the Qacy-

dah with which the other copy commences, but it contains the Biiba'y

quoted by Dawlat-shah. Beginning

(152) 5lt

The Dywan of Badr aldyn (Khoshgii writes Fakhr

aldyri) Mohammad Chachy who is usually called Badre

Chach, that is to say the full moon of Chach, or the Badr

aldyri of Chach. Chach is the ancient name of the

Tashkarid, the birth-place of the poet. Attracted by the

liberality of Sultan Mohammad Shah, a son of Toghluq,

he came to India and spent the greater part of his life at

his court, and composed many Dywans in his praise. In

his Dywan occurs the date 745 in the following verse :

Khoshgii identifies him erroneously with Badr aldyn

Jajarmy, who died in 686.

Contents : Qacydahs in praise of God, in praise of his

patron, and in praise of Dilly, &c. at the end are a few

Qi/'ahs.

Beginning c^*l ^ *$
1; ^
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Lithographed at Lucnow, MoAammady press, 1261, 108 pp. edited

by Lala Badry Nath and Hadiy 'alyy with hashiyah and at the

end a vocabulary of difficult words and phrases. MS. copies are

not rare, there are several at Lucnow : also Asiat. Soc. No. 763.

( 1 53)

The Lion's Attack, being a Mathnawy, by Mohammad

Rafy' Khan whose takhalluc is Badzil. He was a de-

scendant of Ja'far Sarond Mashhady. Walih says that

he was born at Mashhad, but Arzii, who knew him per-

sonally, informs us, that his father or grandfather came

from Mashhad to India, and that Badzil was a native of

Dilly. He was commandant of the fort of Gwalyar, and

and when he lost his appointment on the death of 'alamgyr

he lived in retirement at Dilly, where he died in 1 123, the

chronogram on his death is ^ ^I>^ ^^jf* U.. Besides

this poem, he left a Dywan (see pp. 110, 140).

This epos which consists of 40,000 verses and is not

much shorter than the Shah-namah is a rhymed version

of the Madrij alnobuwat, and contains the biography

of the prophet and of his son-in-law 'alyy ; the author

completed it in J 1 19? after he had been engaged in it for

fifty years. Beginning

Lithographed at Lucnow, A. H. 1268, 2 vols. folio 238 and 329 pp.

of 50 bayts, MS. copies are frequent.

(154) le,U (P.)

Bread arid Sweetmeat, a Mathnawy, by the great Shy'ah

divine Baha aldyn 'ainily whose takhallu9 was Bahayiy.
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He was a native of 'amil but spent the greater part of

his life at Ispahan. He died in 1 030, and his corpse was

carried to Mashhad for interment. The chronogram on

his death is ^J>^v. >** W? ^- Besides this Mathnawy
and many Arabic works, which will be enumerated here-

after, he left a Dywan and a Kashkiil or Adversaria, of

which there is a very beautiful copy in the Fara^-bakhsh

library. Abu 7T
alib also ascribes to him a Mathnawy

called y^t ^ >r
x. For farther information regarding him

and his other works, I refer to the chapter on Shy'ah

theology.

This poem is considered as an introduction to the

Mathnawy of Jalal aldyn Rurny. It begins after a few

lines of preface in prose

^i ^\ ^ ^ui vj ^ddi v 1 ^ ^ VJ

As. Soc. No. 869, 22 pp. of 15 bayts, copies are frequent.

(155) ^ LJ^-JJUJVI jVl (A. P.)

Inimitable Riddles by the same Bahay.
The author does not give the solution of the riddles.

Specimen : LoJ^iil t^J^x ^ *Ij) ^J(JS *]

Beginning ji^! ^^] Jj&# SjJLaJJ ^ jW) j^j U|

Private collection, B. 15 pp. of 12 lines.

(156) c^?* dyj) (P.)

The Dywan of Bahjat, we learn from his poems that

he was at Lucnow in 1212 (see p. 21 1 supra).

3 B
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This Dywan contains chiefly Ghazals, at the end is

a very silly Qacydah in praise of the v_&^ <Jfc! Euro-

peans. Beginning

h -UaJ {^\jj5 cU^^i)^ Jo* j& ) . *W> L^>AJ; < ^\ f^ *5l3 c-f 1

As. Soc. No. 699, a good copy, about 600 pp. 14 bayts.

(157) J^ "IS O*> (P.)

The Book of Union by Shaykh Bahlol. The title

and name of the author occur in these lines :

A&T;

The author imitates Faryd aldyn 'a#ar in making a

litany of his poem, for example he goes on in this strain

through a number of verses,

As. Soc. No. 1240, 100 pp. 15 lines, well written in 1066.

(158) J 0|> (P.)

The Dywan of Bahlol. It contains Ghazals alphabeti-

cally arranged. Beginning

As. Soc. No. 759, small 8vo. a modern inferior copy imperfect at

the end.
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(159) JL> <_Ju**J yUS JWd (P.)

Clear Evidence by Balygh or Balyghy. The title is a

chronogram for 1 1 86.

The object of the book, which is partly in prose and

partly in verse, and consists chiefly of extracts from

Indian poets, seems to be, to show that natives of India

who have written Persian verses are not so contemptible

as the Yranians make them. To prove this he gives

notices and extracts of Myr Khosraw, Myrza Jalal Asyr,

Nacir 'alyy, Myrza By-dil, &c. At the end are stories, &c.

Bg. mAlxk w_*jJl<aj v^^* (j^

Moty MaAall, 8vo. 49 pp. 15 lines.

(160) jJb
LJuA^J CLyitf^ (P.)

The Changeableness of Power, being a Dywan of Gha-

zals by Balygh. The title seems to be a chronogram
for 1180.

Contents : After a short Preface follow Ghazals about

200 pp. of 14 bayts, which begin :

Topkhanah, 8vo. a fair copy.

(161) jJb
J^o (P.)

Eloquent Words or poetry of Balygh. This title is a

chronogram for 1 1 78.

Contents : After a preface in prose of 4 pp. Fards and

Ruba'ys alphabetically arranged 150 pp. of 15 lines.

Beginning J/
6^' ^

Topkhanah, 8vo. a fair copy.

3 B 2
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(162) L?
1^ d& (P.)

The Dywan of Bannayiy. His father was a respect-

able architect at Herat, the birth-place of the poet, and

his takhalluc is derived from banna, builder.

He was a very clever and witty man and skilled in

almost every art and science, he was a profound Ciify, an

exquisite calligraph and a distinguished composer of

music. On account of his erudition, it was said that he was

the Molla of poets and the poet for Mollas. His conceit

roused the jealousy of Myr 'alyy Shyr : a spiteful expres-

sion of his being reported to him, his indignation was so

great that Bannayiy was obliged to leave his native

country. He went into the 'iraq and was kindly received

by Sul/an Ya'qub to whom he dedicated his j^ ^ fav.

After some time he returned to Herat and tried to conci-

liate the favour of the Myr by writing a Qacydah in his

praise. He presented it but received no reward, and he

therefore substituted the name of Sultan A^mad Myrza
for that of 'alyy Shyr, saying that he would not give

away his daughters without dowry. Myr 'alyy Shyr
was so enraged at this, that he obtained a death-warrant

against him. He fled to Ma-wara-lnahr and was received

at the court of Sul/an 'alyy Myrza b. Sultan A^mad

Myrza b. SuUan Abu Sa'yd ; and he wrote for him a

Qacydah called u^oW' ^ in the dialect of Marw. His

fortunes were still in the ascendant when Mohammad
Khan Shaybany took possession of Ma-wara-lnahr. He
conferred the title of King of Poets upon him, and when

he marched into Khorasan he gave him opportunities to

revenge himself on the poets of his native country, who

had persecuted him. He returned from Herat to Ma-
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wara-lnahr and was killed in the massacre of Shah

Isma'yl in 918. In some Ghazals in which he imitates

.//afitz he uses the takhalluc of H&ly. Taqyy Kashy
has seen about 6000 verses of Ghazals and Qacydahs of

his. (Samy, No. 213; Taqyy Kashy, No. 169.)

This copy of the Dywan contains only Ghazals. Bg.

M6ty Ma&all, 65 pp. 15 lines. This copy seems to contain but a

very small portion of the Dywan, some of the verses quoted in the

Atishkadah p. 201 are found in it.

(163) *Sl U^ UJl -J (P.)

Hints of the Pure, a mystical poem, by Baqir 'alyy

Khan, a son of Gholam 'alyy Khan Madany, he says that

he was induced to write this poem by the study of the

Mathnawy of Mawlawy Riimy. From the introduction,

it would appear that he wrote under Mohammad Shah

(reigned from 1132 to 1161).

At the end he gives three chronograms apparently

for 1 139, one of them runs :

I JU
The other equally gives 1 135 + 4 = J 139.

Beginning ^U ^U.^ j

As. Soc. 612, 8vo. 232 pp. 17 bayts.
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(164) ^* 1
* L^*uJ jy.1 (P.)

The Rose Garden of Mysteries, a mystical Mathnawy,

by Baqir 'alyy. The title, name of author, and date,

1 165 20 == 1 145, are contained in the last lines :

As. Soc. 562, 154 pp. 14 lines.

(165) *L Akb oJ (P.)

The Dywan of Bdqir Kashy, a younger brother of

Molla Maqcud Khordah-farush, he was a good poet, and

exquisite calligraph ; in the former art, he was a pupil of

Mo^tasham and in the latter of Myr Mo'izz aldyn Mo-

Aammad of Kashan. Shah 'abbas imprisoned him on

the suspicion of some fault, but after he had suffered

one year's incarceration, his innocence was proved and

the Shah heaped favours upon him. Subsequently he

visited Karbala and remained two years there in the

society of learned men, then he proceeded to Kashan and

finally he went to India and entered the service of Ibrahym

Padshah. It is now twenty years, says the author of the

Mdthir Rahymy, that he holds an appointment in the

library of the Khankhanan. It appears from the Atish-

kadah p. 324, that he subsequently again returned to his

home. In his poems occur the names of Akbar, Ibrahym
'adil-shah and Tzohury.
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Contents: Ghazals 142 pp. 15 bayts, alphabetically

arranged. Beginning

u fj^.] \ &] dSiS u

Ruba'ys 32 pp. 6 Ruba'ys on a page, Tarjy'bands 53

pages and a Mathnawy called Maykhanah (the wine-shop)

22 pp 17 lines. It begins :

Another mystical Mathnawy, divided into Jji and treat-

ing on God and His attributes, unity and plurality,

transfiguration of the prophet, solitude, poverty, fear,

hope, &c. 50 pages. Beginning

Qa9ydahs chiefly in praise of the Imams 50 pp. 1 6 lines.

Mdty MaAall, not very legible; As. Soc. No. 1283, 12mo. a splen-

did old copy, Ghazals and Euba'ys 230 pp. of 14 or 15 bayts, the

Maykhanah 23 pp. of 16 bayts, Tarkybbands, &c. 54 pp., Dywan of

Qa9ydahs and some minor poems 95 pp. Beginning of Qa9ydahs

(166) c)^ (P-)

The Dywan of Mohammad Bayram Khan, who died in

968, the chronogram on his death is^ cUs"* ^ cU-

(see pp. 56, 72.)

Contents : Qacydahs in praise of the prophet and the

Imams 22 pp. 12 lines. Beginning

Persian Ghazals, 22 pp. of 1 lines. They begin :

J| JJ^l A^J^j ^^ j) I; J^ ^1 -U *>* )j~
IS
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Chagatay Ghazals, followed by Qitf'ahs 36 pp.

Moty MaAall, a fair copy.

(167) ^j* L-i<JuJ
j*c>j

cir) or ci^Uoj (P.)

The story of Rat Syn and Padam, a poem of 3,014

verses, by Bazmy of Karj. He resided for some time at

Shyraz and came during the reign of Jahangyr to Gujrat,

and composed this poem in the year 1028, as appears

from the following verses :

Bg. V^; . ^.
Moty MaAall, 8vo. 224 pp. of 12 lines, a beautifully written copy ;

As. Soc. No. 294, 8vo., the last verses which contain the date are

wanting in this copy, but the name of the author occurs in it.

(168) d>iO (P.)

The Dywan of Chandra Bhan Brahman of Patyalah

or Labor. He was Myr Munshiy of Shahjahan, and was

employed by him as ambassador to Hindu kings. Besides

this Dywan he left letter-forms called
(*/*$* j^*-*

Contents : Short Ghazals and 38 Ruba'ys. Bg.

Topkhanah, 106 pp. 13 lines
; Moty Hawaii, this copy contains 97

pp. of 17 lines of G-hazals and 16 pp. of Tarjy'bauds ;
As. Soc. No.

538, copied in 1171.
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(169) ybj, tfjp (P.)

The Dywan of Burhan, who is probably identical with

the poet of this takhalluc mentioned in page 154.

Contents : Qacydahs in praise of the Imams 53 pp. of

17 lines. Beginning

Ghazals 70 pp. 161. and six Ruba'ys. Beginning

Topkhanah, 8vo. a fair copy.

(170) jl^LJu^oJ CLJol**., U^IJ (P.)

The History of Happiness being an account of the

progress of the dynasty which rules over Oudh from

Shuja' aldawlah to Sa'adat 'alyy Khan (to whose name

the title is an allusion), in verses by Imam-bakhsh By-ddr
of Ambalah (Umballa), composed in 1227.

IVIoty Ma^all, 164 pp. of 9 lines, a splendid copy, written in 1227.

(171) jlo-rf LJaJ^Jc^jU-M ^ (P.)

The Rose Garden of Happiness, being a Mathnawy

containing the praises of Nawab Sa'adat 'alyy Khan, and

descriptions of the Dilkusha (this is the name of a

3 C
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palace built for the Nawab by Sir Gore Ouseley) of Fara^-

baksh and other palaces and gardens of the Nawab by

the same By-dar. Beginning

Moty MaAall, 92 pp. of 9 lines, an autograph, written in 1227.

(172) jlc^JCjuJUJ *o\jjl** (P.)

The Book of Usage, being a Mathnawy in praise of

Ghaziy aldyn Jfaydar and Nacyr aldyn 1/aydar, by the

same poetaster. Beginning

Moty MaAall 500 pp. of 8 lines, an autograph, written in 1232.

(173) j|j^ LJuJwJ *15
jljl (P.)

The Book of the Rose Garden, a Mathnawy in praise

of the same, by the same. Beginning

FaraA-bakhsh, 75 pp. of 7 lines, elegant writing.

(174)

The Dywan of Ghazals of 'abd al-Qadir By-dil. He
derived his origin from the Chaghatay tribe called Birlas

and Olus, but he was born at 'atzymabad (Patna), and
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died at Dilly on the 4th of Cafar 1133. Though he

was not a learned man he had a profound and extensive

knowledge of Cufy literature, and his predilection for

mysticism shows itself even in his satyres. (See pp. 119

and 213, see also Arzu Majma, and Azad Khizdnah.)

This Dywan contains merely Ghazals. Beginning

Moty MaAall, 2,310 pp. of 14 lines, a very fine copy.

(175) J^, Ij? oWj cte> (P.)

Collection of Tetrastichs of Myrza By-dil, they are

alphabetically arranged. Beginning of A>.

LJ,

Private collection, about 500 pp. 8 Ruba'ys in a page, written in

1133, in the commencement a few pages are wanting.

(176) (Perhaps CL^, ^Jt) c^x p~&> (P.)

An allegorical story by Myrza By-dil, if I understand

the following chronogram correctly, it was composed in

1(1)5+1012214 = 1125.

In this allegory, mind is the king, the body is the king-

dom, idiosyncrasis the bride, health a son (prince) ; the

3 c 2
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liver is the castle ; solicitude the army ; the tempera-

ments or humours are the commanders of the army, &c.

Bg. o-^l *iU. lio t ^j~su

Tdpkhanah, about 300 pp. of 15 lines.

(177) J &*> LJuA*J ei^*AA. c^Cii (P. )

The Walk of Truth, a Mathnawy by Myrza By-dil,

containing chiefly descriptions, as a description of a moan-

tain, of a cloud, of the rainbow, of the dawn of morn-

ing, &c. also religious and philosophical reflections.

Beginning J'^xJ aJU
jj^S, *j~j* ^J^

Mdty Ma/tall, 26 pp. of 45 lines, incomplete.

(178) J^Ui^SL^ (P.)

The Great Ocean, a mystical Mathnawy, by Myrza

By-dil. The title is a chronogram for 1078, when the

poem was completed. It begins after a short preface in

prose and a few lines in a different metre.

US i &** *$ *

e^-o j JO : Kx^o

As. Soc. No. 992, 71 pp. 35 bayts.

(279) J*. ^y* (P.)

Dywan of Cadafy. All what we know of this author

we learn from the postcript :
" Here ends the composi-

tion of Cadafy whose sobriquet is Mohammad Shah.
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This copy was written by Mohammad Ghayur, the bro-

ther of the author, during the reign of 'alamgyr." In

the beginning it is stated that the true title of the book

is (j&^ Jj but that it is usually called Dywane Cadafy.

It contains only Ghazals. Beginning

Moty Ma/tall, 446 pp. of 11 lines.

(180) (JjU (-*#&{)&** pbjUa. (P.)

The Four Gardens of JZaydar, by Cadiq 'alyy Qddiq.

The book is dedicated to, and named after, Ghaziy aldyn

ZZaydar, who died in 1242, and contains rather selections

from ancient authors than original poetry. It is divided

into four chapters ib. 1, Sarapa or description of the

beloved ; 2, Selections from ancient poets ; 3, Artificial

poems ^ ; 4, Chronograms of old poets, anecdotes, witty

sayings, &c. Beginning

Fara^-baksli, about 200 pp. of 9 lines, a splendid copy.

(181) urL^ CL.Uir (P.)

Complete poetical works of 'abd al-Baqiy Cahbay, who
flourished in 1 063, as appears from the following chrono-

gram found in his Dywan (see also pp. 125, and 157) :

Contents: Ghazals 400 pp. 10 lines. They begin
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Tarjy'bands, Qa9ydahs in praise of 'alamgyr, Zeb alni-

sa, &c. 150 pp.

Moty Ma/iall, an old carefully written copy.

(182) jLJ;jl5 (P.)

Blandishment and Devotion, a Mathnawy. Towards

the end, the words Mohammad Cali/j are written in red

ink on the margin, it is possible that this is the name of

the author. The date of the composition 930, is con-

tained in the poem and it is dedicated to Khan 'obayd

Allah. Niyaz or Devotion, a native of the town of 'ishq,

and Naz or Blandishment are personified in this allegori-

cal story. Beginning

Jjjo y ^i.^ U*| *1SJ
t*"ly* cW y 3j^ c^l

As. Soc. 1240, 110 pp. 15 bayts, a fine copy written in 1069.

Dywan of Cali^. I have not been able to identify the

author, he may be the same as the preceding. It con-

tains merely Ghazals, and begins :

As. Soc. 1408, 33 pp. 17 lines, it appears to contain merely selec-

tions.

(i4) ^y^ (P.)

The Dywan of Carfy. It is probable that the author

of this Dywan is Calah aldyn Carfy ; the identity how-

ever is not fully established. He was of Sawah and a
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contemporary of Maqcady, 'ahdy and Tzaryfy Sawajy.

When he began to devote himself to poetry, he went to

Kashan, where in those days Mofaasham was the great

master in this art, and stayed there ten years and made

the acquaintance of several poets of note, as WaAshy of

Bafiq, Ghayraty of Shyraz, and /Zatim, Fahmy, Shuja'

and Radhy'ayiy natives of Kashan and of Myr .Haydar

Mo'ammayiy Kashy. The last named poet as well as

Mo^tasham revised his verses. As soon as he had attained

celebrity, he went to India where he died. (Mdthire

Rahymy, MS. As. Soc. No. 45, folio 596 ; see also pp. 31

and 60 supra).

Contents: Ghazals, 396 pp. of 13 bayts; Ruba'ys 22

pp. ;0 bayts. Beginning

Mdty Ma^all, 12mo., a splendid copy.

(185)

The Dywan of Myr Caydy of Teheran, he came

under Shah Solayman to celebrity, and went in 1064 to

India, where he died. Abu Talib says that his Dywan
has 4000 verses, and that in one instance he received a

present of 5000 Rupees from Jahan-aray Begam, the

daughter of Jahangyr, and in another, one lakh for his

poems. (A'tishk. p. 287 and pp. 99, 125, 112 supra).

Contents : Ghazals and Ruba'ys about 100 pp. 12 lines.

Tdpkhanah, a bad copy; Moty MaAall, 134 pp. 15 bayts, a good

copy ;
As. Soc. 1406, 99 pp. of 13 bayts ; Ibidem No. 1272, written

in 1094, this copy contains besides the Ghazals also Qa9ydahs, some
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in praise of persons in Persia, but most of them in praise of Shah-

jahan, and a few Qitf'ahs and two short Mathnawies, 55 pp. 12 bayts.

Beginning wt~s ^f ^x> 3^ *-**&> u-J^
There are two other copies in the Society's Library, one No. 1181

is defective at the commencement, and the other No. 1408 contains

merely selections.

(186) c^cjI^ttP**^ (P.)

Selecta majora from the Dywari of Myrza Mohammad

'alyy Cayib. His father, a merchant by profession, was

one of the Tabryzians *j^> whom Shah 'abbas caused

to settle at Ispahan in a quarter of the town called after

him 'abbasabad, they were like the Kashmyries at Dilly,

a clever and industrious race, and many of them were

goldsmiths. Cayib was first instructed in poetry by the

-Hakym Roknayiy Kashy, and subsequently his verses

were revised by the H&kym Shifayiy Ispahany. Accord-

ing to Shyr Khan Lody, p. 140, he came first as a

merchant to India, his poetical talents introduced him at

the Court of Shah-jahan, and he remained at Dilly until

Tzafar Khan (see p. 325 supra) took charge of the Go-

vernment of Kashmyr. Attracted by the liberality of

this nobleman and the beauty of the climate, he accom-

panied him to that country. Azad says that when a

young man, Cayib made the pilgrimage to Makkah and

returned to Persia, subsequently towards the end of the

reign of Jahangyr he again left his native country with

a view of going to India. When he had reached Kabul

Tzafar Khan, who at that time acted as governor on the

part of his father, Abii-1-JZasan Torbaty, induced him to

take up his residence with him. On the death of Jahan-
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gyr his successor Shahjahan bestowed the Government

of Kabul on Lashkar Khan, when Tzafar Khan hastened

to the presence of his new sovereign accompanied by

Cayib, and found him making conquests in the Deccan,

A. H. 1039. Here Cayib remained some time till his

father came from Ispahan with the hope of prevailing

upon him to return to his native country. In further-

ance of this object Cayib composed a Qacydah in

praise of Khwajah Abii-1-Hasan and his son Tzafar

Khan, in which he solicits their permission to depart.

But the emperor having returned to Agra in 1041 and

shortly after appointing Tzafar Khan governor of Kash-

myr, Cayib accompanied him to that country, and after a

short stay there, returned to Persia, where Shah 'abbas

II. bestowed the title of king of poets upon him. He
died in 1081 and is buried at Ispahan.

Sa'dy, says Abii T^alib, may be considered as the origin-

ator of the Ghazals, Baba Fighany gave it new life, and

his manner was in vogue, until Cayib wrote Ghazals in

an entirely new style, and he may therefore be considered

as the founder of the new school. (Ouseley, Notes Pers.

Poets, p. 227, see also pp. 90, 125, 112, 151 supra.)

Contents : Qacydahs, 16 pp. of 48 bayts. Bg.

Ghazals, 536 pp. of 46 lines ; Qk'ahs, Mafla's, Ruba'ys,

&c. 119 pp. Beginning of Ghazals :

Vl^ *;'Lf* k*^ C**US \5^iZ& lyljic ~ti cfJ>J <^Jf*"J cMljf)

Mdty Ma&all, a good copy, written in 1081, the title^r^ *elU. is

in the postscript ;
there is a copy of a fragment of the complete

Dywn in the Mdty Ma&all, 776 pp. of 19 bayts, it contains merely

the Ghazals rhyming in d, which in the preceding copy fill 160 pages,

it is probably the second out of three or four volumes, it begins :

3 D
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A splendid copy of the Dywan of the Ghazals of Q&yibj is in the

As. Soc. No. 54, small folio about 700 pp. of 38 bayts, it was written

for Shah 'abbas, and begins like the Selecta: is&jj &Uf f-o
a^ &

J>\

There has been lithographed at Lucnow, Mos^afay Press, 1264,

12mo. 168 pp. of 12 bayts, a book of selections from the Dywan of

Qayib under the title of *-*jle ^i^ v 1^'. We are informed in a

short preface which is in prose, that Darwysh 'amilayiy Balkhy paid

a visit to
5a"yrt>

at Ispahan, and having obtained his Dywan, he made

selections from it which he called JUsrl jtfy some authors however

call them A^f _?!*> the latter I suspected is the correct title. The

printed Intikhdb is founded upon them and contains Ghazals and

Euba'ys and begins : [?*. Ja ^J^ji Sj ^^i* [> &*-j*f

There is a splendid MS. in the Moty Hawaii, 444 pp. of 19 lines

entitled j& u^[;T containing verses of Qfyib, most of which are

descriptions of various objects ; as, a mirror, arrow, bow, peacock, &c.

It begins :

In the Topkhanah, (250 pp. 40 bayts) a copy of the same work has

the title of jUar'igl^o it ja totally different from the Hthograph-

ed selections from the Dywan of (^P
In the Asiatic Society, No. 666, 352 pp. 14 bayts is a MS.

inscribed v>'l/* JUs^l i^o. It is a serapa or description of the

beauty of the human figure, and consists of verses taken from the

Dywan of $&yi\), they are arranged under 21 chapters, containing

the description of the eyebrows, eye, nose, &c. and the verses in

each chapter are alphabetically arranged. This no doubt is the

genuine Mirat aljamal, and like the preceding work it has nothing in

common with the Intikhab printed at Lucnow. Beginning

(187) ^y LJu^J^ ^U (P.)

The Cup-bearer, a poem by Molla Mohammad Cufy of

Amol, or according to the Atishkadah, p. 243, of Ispahan.
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He composed this poem in 1000 (see pp. 33 and 88

supra). Beginning

Moty Hawaii, 28 pp. of 11 bayts.

(188) jfc* >**>* (P.)

The Nosegay of Love, a Mathnawy containing the story

of Kamrup, by Tekchand C/ianda son of Balram. At the

end was the date of the composition, but it has been torn

away. From the introduction it appears that the poet

flourished under 'alamgyr, and that he was a native of

Buryah in Sahrand.

Bg. ^*^u^ ** ^ &
Tdpkhanah, 190 pp. of 16 bayts.

(189) \
The Dywan of Nitzam aldyn Ma^mud b. al-JZasan

Hosayny of Shyraz, who had the takhalluc of Da'iy. He
informs us in the preface that in 865, when fifty years of

age, he collected the poems which he had made during
the preceding forty years into a Dywan. Taqyy Kashy,
No. 166, says that he was of the school *L^U of Ni'mat

Allah, and he praises his Mathnawy called J^Uxx>. Hahy

says he was a disciple of Ni'mat Allah, and as this saint

died in 827 he may have known him. Walih, Nos. 4

and 16, distinguishes between Shah Da'iy and Da'iy

Shyrazy but apparently without sufficient grounds. The

author divides his Dywan into three parts

3 D 2
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Beginning of 1 st part : *U)

Beginning of 2nd part : e

Beginning of 3rd part : I;U jdrs* L^xij)
A$ Ua^l *JU

Moty Hawaii, 346 pp. of 17 bayts, a beautiful copy.

(190) ^j* cuUly (P.)

Tetrastiches of the great Ctify poet Myr Dard in alpha-

betical order. He was a son of 'andalyb and a disciple

of Shah Gulshan and died in 1199 (see p. 218 supra.)

Topkhanah, 80 pp. of 10 bayts, written in 1202 by Myr Fakhr

aldyn JEfosayny, whose takhallu9 was Mahir, and who is mentioned

in pp. 252 and 223 supra.

(191) oJUJjd e)! (P.)

The Dywan of Dardmand, who died in 1176 or 1179,

(see pp. 219, 194, 155, 150). It contains merely Ghazals.

Topkhanah, 18 pp. of 12 bayts, this copy contains probably merely

extracts.

(192) * c,l> (P.)

The Dywan of Darky of Qomm, he was a contem-

porary of Shah 'abbas and died in the Deccan (Walih ;

Ytisof 'alyy Khan ; and p. 92 supra).

Contents: Ghazals, 400 pp. 15 bayts; Ruba'ys, 10 pp.

12 bayts. Beginning
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Topkhanah, a very beautiful copy.

(193) yj ^K> (P.)

The Dywan of Myrza Bhuchchii Dzarrah, he gives us

the date, 1 188, when he completed this book in the fol-

lowing Ruba'y.

*o

Jxi*

It contains Ghazals, some Tarjy'bands, &c. Bg.

1; ^1
(not legible) ij^AcJ I; ^1

*> ^V ^ **

Moty Hawaii, the first half wanting, 132 pp. 13 bayts.

(194) ^0 LJu-^J olAjl 3J6X) (P.)

Qacydahs in praise of the principal Shaykhs of the

Qadiry order of Darwyshes, by Mo/iyy aldyn Dzawqy, a

son of Abii-1-jBTasan of Pillawr near Cawnpore.

The author says in a short preface which is in prose,

that he wasted six days on this composition. Every

Qa^ydah is in praise of a Shaykh or saint beginning
with Mohammad, and every verse in it ends with the

name of the respective saint. Beginning

As. Soc. No. 838 about 100 pp. of 15 bayts, written in 1189.

(195) ^^ vU! JU u,t-i (P.)

The Sugar Pot of Imagination, being selections from

the Dywan of Dzawqy of Belgram. Beginning
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Lithographed Lucnow, Moctafy Press, 1262, 8vo. 20 pp. on the

margin is a Persian cookery book, called ^*+*i

(196) i^vfi* (P.)

The Dywan of Myrza Fapyhy Ancary of Herat. He
was in the service of Mortadha Quly Sharalu and a con-

temporary of Jifakym Shifayiy, and when this poet was

on a visit to //bsayn Khan Shamlu, governor of Herat,

they wrote satyres against each other. He intended

several times to come to India, but was prevented by his

countrymen who were proud of his fame, but in 1 004, he

sent his Dywan to Agra Among his pupils are Natzim

Herawy, Jalal Asyr and Darwysh Walih, he died in

1046 (Arzii; A'tishkadah p. 204; and supra pp. 151,

91,127,113).

Contents : Ghazals 1 09 pp. of 1 3 bayts
; Ruba'ys 1 1 pp.

Beginning of Ghazals :

Qacydahs about 100 pp. and again Ruba'ys 20 pp.

Beginning of Qacydahs :

Topkhanah, two copies, one without the Qa9ydahs ;
As. Soc. No.

1126, the Qa9ydahs begin in this copy ,y)M iy 1^ 4) ^!3 ^^ f**

the text of this copy seems to differ widely from the Lucnow copies,

at the end is a short Mathnawy. Beginning
<

(197) JL* L-it-uJ sU j sift te (P.)

The Loves of Shah and Mah, a Mathnawy by Fadhly

(see p. 92 supra). The title is a chronogram for 1051,
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the year when it was composed. The number of verses

12,260, is stated somewhat figuratively at the end of the

poem :

8 J

Bg. ^^-o
Topkhanah, a fair copy.

(198) j^J ^fl* (P.)

The Dywan of JZakym Faghfur Lahijy. He also

used the takhalluc of Qasmy and Myr. In Abii Talib

he has the name of jffakym Mohammad ZTosayn

Faghfur Yazdy. He was of a Sayyid family of Lahy-

jan in Gylan, and possessed almost every accomplishment:

he knew Arabic well, composed beautiful melodies, wrote

an elegant hand, was a clever chess-player and excelled

as a physician, in this art he was a pupil of his uncle

Taj aldyn jffosayn who was a pupil of the celebrated

Qadr alshary'at Gylany. He seems also to have pos-

sessed some skill in arithmetic, and is the author of a

useful treatise on counting with the fingers ^te) ujL*o^j.

After he had visited, partly on account of political dis-

turbances, Mazanderan, Adzarbayjan and Armenia, he

came to Ispahan which was then a great seat of learning,

and made the acquaintance of Takym Shifayiy and other

men of note. Being a man of independent fortune, he

was not under the necessity of gaining his subsistence by

writing panegyrics on great men, yet he was received with
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great distinction by 'alyy Quly Khan Shamlii, who held

a high office at the court of Shah 'abbas. In 1012, he

went to India, on the road he made several poems in

praise of the Khankhanan, for which he received the

most liberal presents, and he was introduced by him to

Shah Parwyz, a son of Jahangyr, who took him in 1025

into his service. He died at Ilahabad in 1028 or 1030.

(Mdhthire Rah. folio 627 and supra pp. 151, 91.)

The Dywan contains Qacydahs, most of them in praise

of Shah Parwyz, and Ghazals. As the copy is defective

in the beginning and end, I take a chronogram from it

for 1024.

Moty MaAall about 150 pp. of 23 lines, the margin covered with

text, beautifully written.

(199) ^i^ (P.)

The Dywan of Abu-1-nitzam Jalal aldyn Mohammad

Falaky Shirwany. He was born in a place called Sha-

majy ^^^ and he, as well as Anwary, was a pupil of

Abu-l-'ola of Ganjah, some authors say that Anwary was

a pupil of Falaky. His patron was Manushihr Shir-

wanshah, the ruler of Shirwan. He was skilled in

mathematics and astrology and left a book on the latter

subject. It is the predilection for this science, which

induced him to choose the takhalluc of Falaky (the man
of the spheres of heaven) though according to Ulugh

Beg it was an unhappy choice. He died in 577. Taqyy

Kashy has seen about 7000 verses of his, and Ami Talib

3000. Beginning of the Qacydahs :
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Moty Ma&all, two copies, one 12mo. 72 pp. of 14 or 15 bayts,

written at Agra in an elegant hand in 1015, prefixed is a short bio-

graphy of the author.

(200) JU djp (P.)

The Dywan of Molla MoAsin Fdniy of Kashmyr, he

was in poetry a pupil of Molla Carfy Kashmyry, and in

Cufism a disciple of the Shaykh Mo^ibb Allah Ilaha-

bady. For some time he held the office of the Cadarat

of Ilahabad and was much respected, but when SuUan

Murad-bakhsh conquered Balkh, a copy of the Dywan of

Mo^sin was found in the library of Nadzr Mohammad

Khan, the fugitive sovereign of that kingdom, which

contained panegyrics on him ; Shahjahan was so much

enraged at his duplicity, that he removed him from his

post, but he allowed him a pension. Faniy returned to

his native country Kashmyr, and spent his time in

instructing young men. He was enamoured of a public

woman of the name of Najy, with whom unfortunately

Tzafar Khan fell also in love, and their rivalry led to

enmity between them. Faniy died in 1081 and left a

Dywan of 6000 or 7000 verses. (Mirdt alkhiydl, p.

254 ; Arzu, and supra pp. 113, 117, 116.)

This copy of the Dywan contains merely Ghazals.

Beginning !; ^b ^

Moty Hawaii, 48 pp.

(201) JM jloAJ *** A*\} 3JU* (P.)

The Qacydahs of Khwajah Mohammad Mo'yn aldyn

b. Mohammad b. Ma^miid Dihdar Fdniy. He came to

3 E
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India and stood in high favour with 'abd al-Ra^ym the

Khankhanan. He died in 1016 and left several works

on Cufism as *J^ ^ ,

The Dywan contains besides Qacydahs, which are in

praise of God, and the prophet, and the Imams, also a few

Tarjy'bands. Beginning

Moty MaAall, 8vo. 388 pp. of 17 lines, a beautiful copy, written

in 1030.

(202) ^U cJuJUiyo e^AA (P.)

The seven Sweet-hearts, a Mathnawy by Faniy who

dedicated it to Akbar. It contains seven stories related

in seven nights. Beginning

Topkhanah, about 100 pp. 32 lines.

(P.)

The Dywan of Myr Shams aldyn Faqyr, he had also

the takhalluc of Maftun. In 1 1 79, he went from Dilly

to Lucnow, and he was still alive in 1180 when Yiisof

'alyy Khan wrote. Abu ITalib says in one place that he

was drowned in 1 1 80, and in other places he says, in 1181,

he farther states that he left about 15,000 verses. (See

pp. 158 and 223 su2^rd.}

Contents : Qacydahs, in praise of the prophet, the

Imams, &c. also logogriphs and chronograms, 44 pp.

Beginning
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A Mathnawy which has the title c^^* j*y&* and

contains the story of Ram Chand, the son of the Betel

Vender, 82 pp. 1 1 lines composed in 1 1 56, the title is a

chronogram.

Bg. f&* ij] <&
<Jy^jl

*>
fit*

*1*A w^ 1

JkJ,!
J^

Ghazals 104 pp.; Ruba'ys 12 pp. Beginning of

Ghazals :

^ ,-

Mdty MaAall, the autograph written in 1157
; Topkhanah, a copy

bearing the seal and signature of the author, the seal bears the

date 1160; As. Soc. No. 1223, 128 pp. 13 bayts, a bad copy, it

contains merely the Grhazals and Euba'ys.

(204) & L_i*U? oUJU Jl; (to (P.)

The Loves of the Poet Walih, who is the author of the

Tadzkirah, see pp. 132 supra, and of Khadyjah Begam,
the daughter of Hasan 'alyy Khan, by Faqyr who com-

posed this poem in 1160, as stated in the following

verses :

It contains 3,230 bayts and begins :

^IkL/^ )&ji(t y <j-"> cJ^ e^^xXJ

FaraA-bakhsh copied in 1161
;
As. Soc. No. 464, 332 pp. 11 lines.

(205) 1 jt*i (P.)

The Noon-Sun, a Mathnawy by Faqyr, in praise of

the Imams, it is therefore also called

3 E 2
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He composed it in 1249 76= 1173 and it contains

more than 8000 verses as stated in these words :

a*!^ ;j /3 JU ^xtrt }

Beginning^r
I *^ wls

I; <>kj

Tara^-bakhsh, 280 pp. 31 lines.

(206)

The Present of Youth, a short Mathnawy composed

by Faqyr in 1143 as stated in the conclusion :

1 JU

Topkh^nah, In a note which I have taken of a volume of the Moty
Ma^all containing this and the preceding Mathnawy, the name of

the author is written laa J^ *^* -ar*' 1U

(207) (^x) U! oJy (P.)

The Birth and Miracles of Imam Mahdiy, a Math-

nawy by Faqyr. It begins :

Topkhanah, 300 pp. 17 Hnes.

(208) oy c^LlT (P.)

Complete poetical works of Abu-1-Hasan Fard, who is

called Ni'maty, because his father was the saint Shah

Ni'mat Allah, and he is also called Mojyby, because Mojyb
a man of great learning and sanctity was his grandfather.
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Fard followed the profession of his ancestors that of a

saint and died in 1265.

Contents : two Dywans of Ghazals 338 pp. and 465 pp.

generally of 20 bayts ; Ruba'ys, Qacydahs and Math-

nawies, &c. from p. 466 to 586. Beginning

U ^rU- cUby Jlyjfj^.3 ^ I* ^r^ ***

Printed, Calcutta, 1268, 4to. in two volumes.

(209) > (P.)

A Poetical Story composed by Farigh in 1 000. All

we know regarding the author and his poem, we learn

from the following verses :

-JtlL xU Jy LS

It is dedicated to Shah 'abbas and begins :

LfJjUt i^j ^l> ;i> vilJU

Moty Ma^all, 8vo. 90 pp. defective at the end.

(210) JH *ij! ^y^ (P.)

The Dywan of Faryd aldyn A^wal (the squinting)

whose takhalluc is Faryd. He was a native of Isfarayn

in Khorasan, but he came first to celebrity at Ispahan,

Adzor p. 247 and Khoshgu I. No. 180 are therefore of

opinion that he was a native of Ispahan. He was a

clever poet and very good musician. As soon as his merits

were acknowledged he went to Shyraz, and his talents

were an introduction for him to the court of the Atabuks,
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at which he spent the greater part of his life. He was

a contemporary and rival of Imamy and by order of his

patron Khwajah Nitzam aldyn Abu Bakr, the Wazyr
of 'adhod aldyn Sa'd, several poetical contests took place

between them. He died at Ispahan and left a Dywan, of

which Taqyy Kashy has seen 5000 verses. (Dawlat-

shah 3 ; Khol. alosJidr, No. 44.)

This copy of his Dywan contains Qacydahs and a few

Qi/'ahs, most of his poems are in praise of 'adhod aldyn

Abu Bakr b. Aby Nacr, one is on Spring and some on

moral subjects. Beginning

Moty Ma/iall, 38 pp. 44 bayts ;
a splendid copy.

(2ii) (P.)

The Dywan of Myrza Mo//ammad Moqym Fawjy. He
was born at Shyraz and his takhalluc, which means cam-

paigner, is derived from his early profession. He came

to India and was attached to the service of Shah Shuja',

a son of Shahjahan and resided in Bengal.* After

a long residence in India he made the pilgrimage to

Makkah, and returned to his fatherland but died a short

time after his arrival (Arzii; Shyr Khan Lody, p. 259

and supra p. 96.) We find in his Dywan the follow-

ing chronogram for 1 059 '

^1 JU
* Sarkhiish of whose Tadzkirali, I consulted two copies, one belonging to

me and one to Mr. Hall, says simply ^^^ U| ^ AJI^x) ^[^ y ^^y
**jijr* (see p. 113 supra). I fear this notice is incomplete, for in one of

the Lucnow copies of Sarkhush, it is stated that Fawjy came under Shah-

jahan to India.
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Contents : Qacydahs and Tarjy'bands, 1 10 pp. 19 bayts.

j; ,t*^ .jo

Ghazals, 210 pp. 14 lines. Beginning

Ruba'ys, Ma/la's, Chronograms, 40 pp.

Moty MaAall, a good copy.

(212) ^ c,y.J (P.)

The Dywan of the distinguished mystical philosopher

and theologist, Molla Mo^sin Kashany, whose takhalluc

as a poet was Faydh, and he was therefore commonly
called Akhunde Faydh. He was a nephew of Mawlana

Dhiya aldyn Niiray Kashy, and in tradition a pupil of

Bahay (see p. 369 supra), and of Sayyid Majid Bokharay
and he was by marriage connected with the philosopher

Cadra Shyrazy. MoAsin, says Adzor, succeeded to bring

reason and positive religion, and dialectics and Cufism

into harmony. He flourished under Shah 'abbas II. who

treated him with great respect, and he has written a great

number of works many of which will he described in

their respective places. Adzor mentions ^^ s-3^ and

^jU L_>U$ which are two commentaries on the Qoran,

^.jJU^o
and ^1; <-r^ on JZadyth and Law, and ^iV! ?*

on ethics. He died at Kashan under or after Shah Solay-

man, and his tomb is a place of pilgrimage (A'tishMdah,

p. 330; Walih, No. 122, for a further notice see the

chapter on Cufism).

Contents: A preface in prose 21 pp. 18 lines, contain-

ing a vocabulary of Cufy terms, which has the title of

jlyi^JJ. He says that mystical poetry is of five kinds :

either true love ^^a. ^&c is poetically described or it
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consists of dithyrambs, in which the poet describes his

desire to meet the beloved, or he describes the beauty of

the divinity which he beholds in the mirror of the per-

fection of the human figure, or he writes moral sentences,

or he paints the love of the initiated (literally of the

perfect saint). On the first four subjects Faydh wrote a

book called
" the desire of love" <j^ J^* and on the

fifth he wrote one which has the title of c_rJ^JI j^.

Subesequently he divided the Shawke 'ishq into its four

constituent parts and gave to each part a separate name,

viz; 1, Desire of Love <jpoJl J^ ; 2, Desire of Truth

sJ)
jj^i ; 3, Desire of Beauty JUJ <J^ ; 4, Desire of

Perfection JUXJ! j^i. He gives to expressions like the curl,

the mole, the cheek, &c. the metaphorical meaning
which is explained in the Gulshane Raz. It appears this

copy contains only the first part, viz. the <jj-&xJI jy* for I

find no such division in it as mentioned above. It con-

sists of Qacydahs, alphabetically arranged, 24 pages of

18 bayts. They begin:

Ghazals, 1 86 pages and some Ruba'ys :

Mdty MaAall, an elegantly written copy.

(213) .j^] lt (P.)

The Garden of Grace or of Faydh, a Mathnawy by

Faydh al-jFZasan of Saharanpore, whose takhalluc is

Faydh, composed in 1263. Beginning

r y
Lithographed, Lucnow, Mortadhy press, s. A, 36 pp. the margin

covered with text.
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(214) ^ euUr (P.)

Complete poetical works of Faydhy (see pp. 127, and

62 supra). According to Taqyy Aw^ady apud Arzu,

he left in all about 20,000 verses.

Contents : A preface in prose 6 pp. : Qa9ydahs, Tarjy'-

bands and Marthiyahs 194 pp. of 17 bayts. Bg.

Uttl jy <JoL-.*^fcJJI jy v_y Vi^l ^<*! b ;nfcll ^1 b

Ghazals in alphabetical order about 400 pp.

Beginning t w*b J^*'
Ju

^ri
/c

( j*
f" *J\5**>

An Arabic poem without dots, Mo'ammas, chrono-

grams, Mania's, Ruba'ys, &c. about 200 pp.

As. Soc. No. 911, an elegant copy ; Mdty MaAall without the

Qa9ydahs 406 pp. of 13 bayts, written, in 1004; Ibidem another

copy containing the Qa9ydahs and preface in prose, 584 pp. of 21

bayts.

(215) ;!^l $f (P.)

The Centre of Circles, a Mathnawy by Faydhy. This

poem is also called

In the Lucnow copy is a postcript to this poem, which

contains very interesting details regarding the literary

labours and plans of the author, and I therefore insert it

here. * ^^ ^ ur^ A^ jy ^ a^J Jl ^ JU

>

3 F
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Beginning ^>^5

Topkhanah, 180 pp. of 15 bayts ; Moty MaAall, 122 pp. of 21

bayts ;
As. Soc., 32 pp. of 60 bayts.

(216) ^oJS (P.)

Nal Daman, a Mathnawy by Faydhy.

Beginning j*ljj> ^tf > ^^ ^
Lithographed at Lucnow, Mortadhy press, 1263, 144 pp. in three

columns, one column covering the inner Mshiyah, on the outer

hashiyah is a short gloss. Lithographed, Calcutta, 1831, 8vo.

(217) jJU ,^* (P.)

The Dywan of Fayiz (see pp. 127 and 158 supra).

Contents: Ghazals 94 pp. of 15 bayts and a few

Ruba'ys- Beginning

Moty Ma^all, a fair copy.

(218) AcU^jU* (P.)

" The George-namah of Mulla Feruz bin Kawus, chief

priest of the Parsi Kadmis of Bombay, edited by his
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nephew Mulld Rustam bin Kaykobad, Bombay, litho-

graphed by R. Prera, 1837," 3 volumes 8vo. 400 pp. 702

pp. and 833 pp. of 21 bayts of text. The book contains a

history of India from its discovery by the Portuguese to

the conquest of Punah by the English in 1817, the

author says that he completed the first volume in 1814,

and there is a portrait in it representing him at the age
of seventy-three years. First verse :

) ^J ty JU
j )

:

(219) (^oj i^yo (P.)

The Dywan of Fidwy who flourished in the middle of

the eleventh century of the Hijrah, as is shown by several

chronograms contained among his poems for 1051, 1057,

1059, &c.

Contents: Ghazals, 160 pp. of 26 lines, Qacydahs, a

Mathnawy, Ruba'ys, &c. 33 pp. 26 lines. Beginning

UjWl;
<

u JV
Topkhanah, a good copy.

(220) J^u)^ (P-)

The Dywan of Baba Fighany of Shyraz. His father

being an artizan, he was riot brought up for the profession

of letters, and it was his extraordinary talent for poetry

which caused him to abandon his original vocation.

Arzii says, as the poets of Khorasan did not appreciate

his compositions, he left his home and went to SuUan

3 F 2
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Ya'qtib. This would imply that he first tried his luck

at the court of Sultfan JZosayn Myrza and Myr 'alyy

Shyr ; for under " the poets of Khorasan" no doubt the

poets which surrounded that court are meant. Samy
and Taqyy Kashy relate that he proceeded to Tabryz
arid was soon acknowledged by the literati of that part

of the country, as the best poet of the age. His reputa-

tion recommended him to Sul/an Ya'qiib who conferred

the title of Baba or Babaye Sho'ara upon him and

appointed him his principal court poet. After the death

of his patron he went to Khorasan and settled at Aby-
ward. As he was a confirmed drunkard, the governor
of that place allowed him two pounds of meat and two

pints of wine a day. Finally he came so far in his vice

that he allowed himself to be employed as a porter by

the people of the wineshop. Towards the end of his life

he went to Mashhad, and when Shah Isma'yl took that

town he made a celebrated Qa^ydah on Imam Miisa and

in praise of the shah. He died in 925.

He is one of the best Ghazal writers, and is therefore

called the little Hafitz, Taqyy Kashy has seen a Dywan
of 6000 verses of his. (Bland, A Cent, of Pers. Ghawls ;

Samy, No. 215).

Contents: Qa9ydahs 9 pp. 16 bayts. Beginning

Ghazals in alphabetical order, 268 pp. 16 bayts. Bg.

I;^V er^c^& t^-vV'J If
^u* */ J^yf

u^^^ )

Moty Hawaii, an old clear copy, at the end some pages are want-

ing. Another copy 402 pp. 15 lines
; copies without the Qa9ydahs

are very frequent ;
As. Soc. 1397, 222 pp. 14 bayts ;

two copies are

in my collection.
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(221) L^/* d>L*bj (P.)

The Ruba'ys of Sayyid Mohammad Fikry of Herat who

was originally a weaver, and is therefore called Jamah-baf.

He came in 969 to India and gained, through his great

talents for making epigrams, the favour of Akbar. He

died in India in 973. The chronogram on his death

is ^f\j* J&* jjjJyL. (see pp. 52, 62, 44 supra, the

mistake of Taqyy Kashy in supposing that he was still

alive in 985 is to be accounted for by the great dis-

tance). Specimen

M6ty Hawaii 74 pp. the commencement is wanting.

(222) <uUal (P.)

The Shah-namah or book of kings by Firdawsy. Fir-

dawsy means the Paradisian, and is the takhallu9 of Abii-

1-Qasim JEfasan (or Mancur) b. Is^aq. Some authors

say that he chose this takhalluc because his father was

gardener in a garden called Firdaws. He was born near

jfiis in A. H. 328. He came to Ghaznah to find redress

against the oppression which his family suffered at the

hands of the governor of Tus. Sultan Mafonud the con-

queror of India who resided at Ghaznah had formed the

plan of having the poetical records of the history of Persia

put into a new garb, and he entrusted various poets of

his court with episodes to put them into verse. Firdawsy
in his place had at T*us, at the suggestion of his teacher

Asady, been engaged in the same task. Not long after

his arrival at Ghaznah, MaAmud having seen his per-
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formance, gave him the preference over all his court poets,

and entrusted him with the completion of the work. At

first he was liberally rewarded by the king, but subse-

quently owing to the intrigues of the minister Maymandy
he was obliged to leave the court of Ma^mud and wrote

satyres against him. He died at Tus in 411.

Mohammad 'awfy says that 20,000 verses of the Shah-

namah are by Daqyqy, and the other 60,000 by Firdawsy.

Taqyy Kashy further informs us that the last 4000

verses are by Asady who completed the book at the

request of Firdawsy during his last illness. According
to this account the Shah-namah would have 80,000

verses, but the copies now extant, contain from 46 to

56,000 verses. It appears from Mohammad 'awfy's

account that in his time, 670 years ago, complete

copies of the Shah-namah were rare, the text usually

read being "The Selection e^t^l from the Shah-

namah" made by Khwajah Mas'iid. This statement

gives us a clue for explaining why the MSS. now extant

differ so much in the number of verses : we may suppose

that some copyists of the selections referred to the

original, and enlarged them by making farther extracts

from it.

The name ofDaqyqy was, according to the Atishkadah,

Mancur b. A^mad, he was a native of Bokhara and flou-

rished under the Samanide dynasty, and it is said that

he put the story of Gustasp into verse by order of Nuh

b. Manciir who was deposed in A. H. 387.

Asady JMsy was the teacher of Firdawsy. He died

during the reign of Mas'iid the son of Ma^mud, his

portion of the Shah-narnah begins with the inroad of the

Arabs into Persia. He is also the author of a poem
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called Gershasp-namah **U \^<+\j and of some Qa9ydahs
and of dialogues containing disputations.

I have given a full notice of Khwajah Mas'ud who
made the Selections from the Shah-namah in the Journal

of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol. 22 p. 442. He
died in 525 and left three thick Dywans, one in the

Persian, one in the Arabic and one in the Hindustan^

language of that day. He is the earliest Musalman

poet who wrote in Hindustany of whom we have any
account.

Beginning &j&- ) ^^ djjltxi* ^Uj.

Eine MS. copies are frequent. The first complete edition has been

made by Major Macan with very great trouble and expense, Calcutta,

1829, 4 vols. 8vo.
; lithographed at Bombay, 1266, with pictures;

edited with a French translation and a very learned introduction, &c.

by Mohl, Paris, 1838-43, this edition is very splendid but not yet

complete. An abridged translation into Urdoo has been lithographed

at Dilly ;
on the abstract of the Shah-namah in Persian prose, see

the chapter on history.

(223) U^L-i^ (P.)

Ytisof and Zalykha, a romantic epose by the author of

the Shah-namah. Beginning

Topkhanah, about 400 pp. 19 lines ; As. Soc. No. 605. Mr. Morley
has promised an edition of this interesting but rare work.

(224) ^.f^j>* (P.)

The Dywan of Firyby. According to the postscript

the name of Firyby was Shahpur and he was of Teheran.
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The verses quoted of poets of this takhalluc in Walih

and in the Nafdyis almdthir are not found in this Dy-
wan.

Contents : Ghazals 54 pp. 22 lines, Ruba'ys, &c . 9 pp.

Mdty MaAall, a bad copy apparently containing merely selections,

written in 1165.

(225) uujLi^ (P.)

The Dywan of Myr Mo'izz Fitrat who died in 1 1 06

and not in 1101 as stated above (see pp. 109, 128, 151,

137 supra).

Contents : A Qacydah in praise of 'alyy ; Ghazals 200

pp. 1 8 bayts. Beginning of Ghazals :

Topkhanah, defective at the end
;
As. Soc. No. 1397, in this copy

and in one copy of the Topkhanah, the Ghazals begin :

There is another copy in the As. Soc. No. 873, containing Ghazals

and Euba'ys, alphabetically arranged 88 pp. 16 bayts. Bg.

(226) c^y cjl^o (P.)

The Dywan of Mohammad Beg Furpat. He was in

the service of Shah 'abbas II. and died under Shah

Solayman (Walih; see also p. 127 supra). It contains

merely Ghazals. Beginning

^U J? ; u>| d^^ AiUfe^b; |;U Jj ^ c^s* gl

T<5pkhanah, 170 pp 15 bayts, probably merely extracts.
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(227) t^yi^c^J (P.)

The History of the Qo/obshahian dynasty of Golconda,

in 18,600 verses, from its commencement to Mohammad

Quly, composed by Hosayn 'alyy Shah Fursy ^^ in

1016.

Beginnings^^^'^^-Ljylj; ^r^^^'^ jJ^Jr^ ^Ic^**^

Moty MaAall, 480 pp. of 40 lines written in 1019 at Labor
;
As.

Soc. No. 50, it was like the other copy written at Lahor and has the

same number of pages. In the As. Soc. No. 35, folio 272 pp. of 38

bayts defective. In the commencement is a poem which has the title of

^AliLxJaii ftjj* it is divided into four cantos &J&* and appears to be

an abstract of the Nasab-namah
;
in page 5 line 6 occurs the takhal-

Iu9 of Fursy, but in the postcript it is ascribed to Hira Lai KhosMil,

Munshiy of JZaydar Quly Khan, and his takhallu9 also appears in

the poem :

-W jl j^ ^~)jL Uj^^^j Jo^L &?

(228) jUuJi yjj jio-^'l ^Jc^^-MO^Jli o^o (P.)

Gardens for the Eyes of the Crowds of Lovers, being
the Dywan of Mohammad Sa'd Ghdlib. He informs us

in the preface that he devoted himself from childhood to

poetry and read many poetical works, and that he was

sixty years of age when he collected his productions

into this Dywan, at the end he gives us the date, 1101, of

its completion :

jlj c_&j u^jj & ^j^j ijj a-*! ^ j\ f^ uJUD^.y .us ju
Contents : preface in prose.

Beginning ^^V t^*.)y>j& j .-.UxJi) L^^ (j"^$
M

Ghazals 170 pp. of 17 bayts; Tarjy'bands, short

Mathnawies, Ruba'ys, &c. 96 pp.

Beginning of Ghazals, I,^^^ ^ ^y. ^
Moty Ma^all, a very fine copy.

3 G
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(229) c_JU ^i*)! ji c*U (P.)

The Qacydahs of Myr Fakhr aldyn Mohammad Ho-

sayny Ghdlib, he says at the end that he completed this

collection in the 6th year of Mohammad Shah 1 1 36.

Beginning ^f&*j*
&& ^ &.$ i^^r* d 1^ ^ ) \j*

Moty Hawaii, 226 pp. of 8 bayts, apparently an autograph.

(230) c_JU ^U. *1)| *~\ fy dy* (P.)

The Dywan of Myrza Asad Allah Khan Ghdlib, who

is now, 1853, alive at Dilly (see p. 228). I am told that

he is engaged at the request of the king of Dilly in com-

piling a history of the Moghol Emperors of India from

Tymur to this day.

Beginning L^*yl xtu^sr-? *jol^j
K ^ty A

->^>

Lithographed at Dilly, 1261, Svo. 506 pp.

(231) c^J^ <^yo (P.)

The Mathnawy of Mohammad Akram Ghanymat (see

pp. 127, 1 13). It has the title of <jf& < ^x> it was com-

posed under Awrangzeb, and contains the story of Shahid

and 'azyz.

Beginning ^^ *Iiil ^Ikjj^ ^^ *-fy>
^U

^Uj

Lithographed, Lucnow, Mortadhawy press s. A. (about 1263), 35

pp. of 46 bayts with glosses by Mohammad
Qali/fc

and others. In

the Topkhanah are two copies of the Dywan of Ghanymat, it consists

of Ghazals, 150 pp. 11 lines. Beginning

(232) ^ ^j (P.)

The Dywan of Mawlana Mohammad Jahir Glianyy
of Kashmyr, who died in 1079* He was a pupil of Molla
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Mo//sin Faniy and his takhalluc is a chronogram for the

year in which he chose it, viz. 1 060 ; Walih has seen about

2000 verses of his (see supra pp. 1 13, 107, 151, 127).

Contents : a preface in prose by Myrza Mohammad
Mahir who collected the poems :

Beginning ^^ jj^l^j^* f &r& ^s\

Ghazals 126pp.; appendix 11 pp. containing miscel-

laneous poems among them chronograms on the death

of Kalym d. 1061, of Ilahy d. 1052, of the Amyr al-

omara Islam Khan d. 1074.

Beginning \fr ^^^ <u*
;l

ti \J^
Lithographed, Lucnow, Mo9tafa press, 1261,144 pp. with copious

marginal notes and a short biography of the author.

(233) c.5?*4&* ^)!} LJfiA-J vUjUl (P.)

Remnants of youth, this is the title of a Dywan of

Ghazzaly of Mashhad, which he dedicated to Akbar. He

came early in life from Khorasan to Ardestan in the

'iraq and after a long stay in that city he proceeded to

Kashan. His poetical talents were of the highest order

and his fame spread all over Persia, but as he was a

great free-thinker he found it advisable to expatriate

himself from his native country, and to take refuge in

India where he found a most favorable reception at the

court of Akbar (see p. 61 supra). His poems might
throw much light' upon the philosophy of the time of

Akbar and it is therefore very desirable that they

be collected and preserved. Taqyy Kashy has seen

besides this Dywan another Dywan of Ghazals entitled

jUsrM x>) and one of Qacydahs named ^^li*^^- and he

believes that he has left a third" Dywan of Ghazals

3 G 2
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which he has not seen. Besides he composed three

Mathnawies in imitation of the Makhzane Asrar which

are entitled g&> ^& | jlyl a*&/o
| j*l ^Si and a Math-

jiawy entitled ^^-^ ) <>*^ in imitation of Khosraw wa

Shyryn, and one entitled ^\ ^ j^s* in imitation of Layla

wa Majntin, he also imitated Katiby and wrote a poem
of 500 verses, which can be read in two metres, has a

double rhyme and abounds in puns ^-xxar*.

Contents : a preface partly in prose and partly in verse,

Qacydahs, Tarjy'bands, 76 pp. 15 lines. Beginning.

Ghazals alphabetically arranged 388 pp. 14 bayts.

Beginning y uf^ ^^ ^*-V
A ^^ J^J ^

A Saqiy-namah, Ruba'ys, Qi/'ahs, &c. 66 pp.

As. Soc. No. 319, a bad copy, written in 1184.

(234) ^dji* (
R )

The Dywan of Giramy. I have not been able to find

in the Dywan the quotations which .occur in Tadzkirahs

from poets of this takhalluc.

Contents : Ghazals about 800 pp. of 9 bayts.

Beginning l^^VsH^ ^U-iU ^y^' j ^^ j e^^
A few Qacydahs, Ruba'ys, Tarjy'bands, &c. 76 pp.

As. Soc. No. 590, a good copy. There is a fragment of a Dywan
of Girainy in the Moty Ma/iall, 52 pp. 13 bayts, in which mention is

made of Nadir-shah's return from India to Pers'ia, but I do not know

whether this fragment and the above Dywan are by the same poet.

(235) (JbU 0\jp (P.)

The Dywan of Ghiyath Halway, he was of Shyraz

but settled at Ispahan, he lost his eyesight and is there-
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fore called Ghiyathe Kur, the blind Ghiyath, by Walih.

He died by a fall from the roof of a house under Shah

Cafyy (see p. 91 supra; A'tishkadah p. 388).

Contents : Qacydahs 26 pp. of 12 bayts.

Beginning ^^' *&& J^ j '^ *^H\ c^^!
yy ^

Ghazals 1 80 pp. 1 1 lines. They begin :

Motj MaAall, an old MS. without date.

(236) cjLk J^^ cJfii-J ^^1 ^W (p-)

Flashes of the Pure, by Gholam 'alyy Khan Gholdm,

who it appears from the preface flourished under 'alamgyr

Awrangzeb, and was a contemporary of Sayyid Ra^mat

Allah Kdfiy.

Contents : a preface partly in prose and partly in verse

64 pp. a mystical Mathnawy divided into 110 chapters

**J upwards of 1000 pages of 12 bayts. Beginning of

Mathnawy. ^jJac ^^
As Soc. No. 319, a good copy.

(237) ^U^^^j^ (P.)

The Fascinating Sweetheart, a love story in the form

of poetical epistles, by Khwajah IV^arnrnad J'ahir Gu-

Idby, who composed it in India in 1133. The chrono-

gram is ol^aJ) c/*^;. It begins after a short preface in

prose : uSJjy ^ AJJ^J v^>*j \\ ciX
jj.^1 ^lu ^ cu^ jl ^j-^j

As. Soc. No. 1206, 500 pp. 11 bayts, an autograph written in 1133.

(238) (J3U cjLl (P.)

Complete poetical works of Hakym Hadziq. He be-

longed to a family of distinguished physicians which was
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originally of Lahyjan in Gylan. His grandfather Hakyra
'abd al-Razzaq enjoyed a great reputation in Persia and

was in high favour with Khan A//mad the ruler of Gylan

and with Shah Tahmasp. He had three sons, Abu-1-

Fat/j in whose praise 'orfy and others have written

panegyrics, Nur aldyn Mo/jammad Qarary and Najyb

aldyn Humam, who is the father of JETadziq. After the

death of their father, the three brothers went to Arde-

byl to prosecute their studies. And subsequently they

proceeded from Ardebyl, in the disguise of merchants,

to India. They were introduced at court and Abii-1-

Fat^ gained the entire confidence of Akbar and was one

of the most influential men about him, but, says Badaw-

ny, he was a great free-thinker. He died in 997. Humam
was less distinguishsd than his brother and died in 1004.

JJadziq was born at Fat//pur Sykry as he informs us

himself.

Though he was not a very good physician the reputa-

tion of his father and uncle was an introduction for

him and under the patronage of the Khankhanan he

attained to rank and wealth. Nacrabady says that he

was extremely egotistical and considered himself equal
as a poet to Anwary. (Mdthire Rahijmy fol. 619).

Contents: Ghazals, Qaeydahs, Qi^'ahs not alphabeti-

cally arranged and Mathnawies. Beginning wanting.

Mdty Ma/^all, an autograph, written in 1033, 476 pp. of 11 lines.

At the end is the following postcript :
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(289) JiiU^ (P.)

The Dywan of Shams aldyn Mo//ammad \\afiz> of

Shyraz. He is the greatest Ghazal writer of the Per-

sians, and died in 791. Sir Gore Ouseley Not. of Pers.

Poets p. 23 has given a very full and elegant biography

of this poet, which renders any farther account super-

fluous. The Dywan has been arranged by Mo/jammad

Gulandam.

Beginning y/J jU$ yo! ^SU! 1^1
b 5)

Beautiful copies of this Dywan are very frequent, yet it is not

much read in upper India. It was printed in Calcutta 1791, this

is the best edit, but rare
;
it has been reprinted, Calcutta 4to. but

without improvement. Lithographed Calcutta, 1826, Cawnpore, 1831,

8vo.
; Bombay, 1828, small 4to. carelessly done, the text is indepen-

dent of that of the Calcutta editions
; ibidem, 1267, 8vo. this

again is an independent text, very elegant but not very correct;

Teheran, Tabryz, Constantinople 1257, Bulak 1256.

(240) &U. ^j* d:Us< (P.)

The Ghazals of Hafitz converted into Mokhammas'

by a poet of the takhalluc of 'alyy.

Contents : a short preface in prose. Mokhammas' al-

phabetically arranged.

Beninning VI/^* <**>?* ) d^*u^

Topkhanah 350 pp. 5 Mokham. in a page.

(241) jU-Vl ei>:^x>^ ^ jU-^i U&S (P.)

Removal of the Veils from the difficulties of Books, by
M^ammad Afdhal (Sarkhush ?) of Ilahabad. He informs

us in the preface, that in this work the difficulties of

Persian poets which are generally read in India are
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explained with the exception of the Mathnawy of Jalal

aldyn Rumy and the /Zadyqah, and that it consists of

sixteen treatises *JW He probably devoted to every

poet a separate treatise, this however is not clearly stated*

This is the seventh treatise and contains a commentary
on jETafitz, and we gather from it that the preceding

number contains a commentary on the Sikandar-namah.

The Commentator flourished under Shahjahan.

Beginning \^ ^I^ILJ uJux>
j|

*.$ ldA.^o +A^ ^j
Topkhanah, 180 pp. 17 lines

; Mdty Ma^all, 136 pp. 23 lines.

(242) &U.
^lyjj c^i (P.)

A commentary on the Dywan of JF/afitz, erroneously

ascribed to Mawlana Hilaly. The anonymous author

flourished under Awrangzeb and refers in one instance to

a book in the Emperors library. He explaines difficult

verses and tries to force a mystical meaning into them.

Bg. ixmy j aJLoj {&) )jJ <_
*jA

b AJ.AAJ c-j^ 5) J>1) .J^*J) ^j) ^.5)

Major Anderson's collection, 8vo. about 50 pp. 24 lines copied in

1123 in a crammed hand : I had it copied and it fills about 800 pp.

8vo. of 13 lines. In the Moty Ma^all is a commentary without a

preface, 8vo. 256 pp. of 21 lines, which begins :
Axx-u o/-2^ 3lt ^\ ^f

jilj o^*>
&S ^<^j &+M IjJlj itiJ OJA. L|j os*f I have a commentary

by an anonymous author, without introduction which begins ^\ ki/f

|J.J O^^x

(243) ii3U ^ty* L^L|^ cyi (P.)

Commentary on some of the verses of jHafitz, by Mo-

7/ammad Ibrahym b. Mohammad Sa'yd. He says in the

preface that though only few verses are explained in this

book, it may be considered as a commentary on the
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whole Dywan because in explaining one verse he endea-

voured to throw light on many others.

Beginning eu*o
>?r A> ^Jl

First verse explained U^j

Moty MaMl, 110 pp. 23 lines.

(244) J&*dji* (P.)

The Dywan of Qasim Beg .Halaty ; though born and

brought up at Teheran, he seems to have spent the greater

part of his life at Qazwyn. The time when he flou-

rished is fixed by a number of chronograms for 954, 963,

985, &c. which occur in his Dywan, thus the date of the

accession of Shah Isma'yl> 983, is commemorated in the

following verse :

Contents: Ghazals 135 pp. of 15 bayts. Beginning.

Mo'ammas, Ruba'ys, Qifahs and chronograms, about

100 pp., at the end are some Qacydahs, &c.

Mdty MaAall, a splendid copj, dated 1011.

(245) Jl-^i 5
(p )

The Dywan of Sayyid 'abd Allah Hdly, a pupil of

Cayib (see p. 138 supra).

It contains merely Ghazals.

Beginning I;^^ -T^^ ^^ ^^j *i^^**

As. Soc. No. 704, 176 pp. of 13 bajts, a fair copy. In the As. Soc.

No. 910, about 400 pp. of 15 bayts, is a Mathnawy by a poet of tbe

takhallu9 of -Haly, a disciple of Khwajah Qob adyn Mohammad

Ya/^ya b. 'obayd Allah. It is entitled f
U ^ J^ and contains

the story of Bihruz and Bahram. Beginning wanting, last verse

U Jl
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(246) *>A*^ cJLJuJ ax>l5 c^^ofi (P.)

The Book of Innocence, a poem celebrating the loves

of Satin and Myna, composed by flamyd in 1016, during
the reign of Jahangyr. He is probably identical with

Molla Hamyd who has written the history of the com-

mencement of Shahjahan's reign (see p. 109).

% v^; 5 ^^ ? r ] ^r^ w > eV^^
Moty Ma&all, 56 pp. of 16 bayts, a splendid copy, dated 1097.

(247) *> j (P.)

The Dywan of Khwajah, or Amyr Najm aldyn Hasan

Sinjary, a son of 'ala aldyn of Dilly. Hasan, was his

name as well as his takhalluc. He spent the greater

part of his life in his native city, Dilly, and was a disci-

ple of Nitzara aldyn Awliya and an intimate friend of

Amyr Khosraw and Dhiya Barany. The latter author

says of him that he had never seen so quiet, abstemious

and holy a man as Hasan. He died at Deogyr accord-

ing to the Mirat alkhiydl, p. 67, in 707 but this is

the date with which his memoirs of Nitzam aldyn which

have the title $UW ^'y begin, they end with the year

720. Taqyy Kashy says he died twenty years after

Amyr Khosraw, and Talib says he died in 738. He

left besides a Dywan of about 10,000 verses, and the

memoirs just mentioned, also another prose work enti-

tled Uyi y^ and, according to Jamy, Nqfdhdt, several

Mathnawies. Taqyy Kashy ascribes to him also a com-

mentary on some Qacydahs of Khaqany ('abd al-Uaqq

Dihlawy, Biogr. of Indian Saints; Bland, A Cent, of

Pers* Ghaz. Khoshgu; Habyb alsiyar III. folio 613).
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Contents: Qacydahs 35 pp. of 14 bayts. Beginning

^jJ
ctu^c

j ^^> **& vjc\s^ +*A.JJ] yj^a-j cA-r^ r^ <-^

Ghazals 410 pp. 13 bayts; Ruba'ys 23 pp. 9 bayts.

Moty Ma^all
; Topkhanah ;

As. Soc. No. 663, a splendid copy,

which offers important variants
;
Ibidem 412. This copy begins :

(248) ,1.14^ ^a (P.)

The Dywan of Hosayn Shamlii, who had the takhalluc

of J^asan. He was governor of Herat under Shah 'abbas

II, and under Shah Solayinan, who died in 1109, (A'tish-

kadah p. 23).

Contents : a preface in prose, 3 pp. ; Ruba'ys alpha-

betically arranged about 50 pp. of 10 bayts and a few

Ghazals. Beginning of poetry :

Topklianah, apparently incomplete.

(249) awA A** **=> (P.)

A Mathriawy of Mohammad Tasan of Dilly, who

flourished in 1013, as appears from a chronogram which

he made on the death of a friend.

The Mathnawy is interspersed with Qacydahs and

Qifahs and contains the praises of the prophet, of his

chaste wives and of great saints.

Bg. f+* ]j^ C^A.; Ui.
tjS

Mdty MaAall, 280 pp. of 14 lines.

3 H 2
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(250) Xa uj^ (P.)

The Dywan of Hashirn. We learn from his Dywan
that he was a Naqshbandy Cufy, and flourished at

Burhanpur in the Deccan in 1030, he was a disciple of

Ahmad Fariiqy, who died in 1034, arid on whose death

he made upwards of seventy chronograms. It appears

that he was still alive in 1056.

Contents : a Qacydah, a Shash-band, some Ruba'ys, a

Tarjy'-band called ^U lf^ 45 pp. of 16 bayts.

Beginning ^ ^ ^ j^'- U" \^^J ^s^^i j^
A Saqiy-namah divided into seven cantosj] 16 pp. ;

several short Mathnawies 74 pp.; Ghazals 144 pp.;

Ruba'ys, chronograms, 112 pp.

Beginning of Ghazals : ^ ^'y^ *U) ^ ^ \.^^ tl+^j

As. Soc. No. 402, a splendid copy, written in 1066, probably for

the author. I copy his spiritual geneology to Naqsbband as it

bears on the history of Qufism.

(251) ^U 'i-jSj (P.)

A mystical Mathnawy, by Hashimy Kirmany, who died

in 948 (see pp. 87, 55). The title of the book, name of

the author, place where he composed it, viz. Tatah, and

date of composition 940, are stated in the Khatimah.

After a very long introduction containing principally

the praises of Mohammad and some saints, as Ni'mat
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Allah Walyy, Mohammad Lahijy, &c. follow first three

chapters called *^ and then twenty chapters inscribed

. Beginning
_

As. Soc. No. 560, near 200 pp. 13 bayts, beautifully written in

1095.,

(252) ^/U 0&*^ (P.)

The Loves of Layla and Majnun, a poem by 'abd Allah

tidtify of Jam. He was the son of Jamy's sister, and

spent his life in great ease in a garden near his native

city His fame was very great even during his lifetime,

and in 927 when Shah Isma'yl in his return from the

conquest of Khorasan passed through Jam, he paid him

a visit and prevailed upon him to describe his victorious

career in an epos. The poet consented, but died in the

same year before it was completed, he only composed one

thousand verses of it. Having a particular talent for

the Mathnawy, it was his ambition to imitate the five

poems of Nitzamy, he wrote however only four. (Sam
No. 211 ; Ouseley p. 143).

The poem begins with a verse of Jamy :

Moty Ma&all, a splendid copy, 60 pp. 31 bayts, transcribed by
Mawlana 'abd Allah in 908, from the autograph ; private collection

141 pp. 15 bayts ; printed, Calcutta, 1788. A Layla Majnun has

also been published at Tabryz, but it is not stated whose.
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(253) sJU vbjoJ (P.)

The exploits of Tymur, a romantic epos by Ratify in

which he imitates the Sikandar-namah of Nitzarny. At

the end he gives an account of his former productions.

Beginning ty^ ^ *iS b *$ j;US &j**)j&
^ ^\^ ^

Moty Ma/iall, 156 pp. of 31 bayts, copied in 908 from the auto-

graph ;
FaraA-baksh 225 pp. 17 lines

;
As. Soc. Nos. 357, 762.

(254) j-1, (P.)

The Loves of Shyryn and Khosraw, by Hatify. He
informs us in the introduction that after the completion

of Layla Majnun, his uncle Jamy advised him to compose

this poem. Bg.

Moty Ma^all, 66 pp. 31 bayts, copied from the autograph in 908.

(255) ^JU^dJtA (P.)

The Seven Aspects, a Mathnawy by Hatify, in which

he imitates the Haft Paykar of Nitzamy.

Beginning *-~>j) ****;** j ^ ~>

As. Soc. No. 599, 252 pp. 14 bayts, a good copy.

(256) fJU djp (P.)

The Dywan of flatim (see p. 235 supra).

Contents: Ghazals 90 pp. 13 bayts; Ruba'ys and

Fards 6 pp. Beginning
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M<5ty Ma^all, an autograph written in 1179, as wo learn from the

postcript &j olifiAj 4X.Aio j j|^ Ax*
t*.*Ajjf ^jkjlftA i-j^lill^j j*j*?^ j& ^kj &$* <&* Jt appears that he made subse-

quently additions, or some one else used the blank leaves as an

album, for after this postcript we find chronograms for 1190 and

1194, it is, however, not clear whether they are written in the same

hand or not. In the same copy is the Urdu Dywan of the same

poet to be mentioned hereafter.

(257) *** e,.o (P.)

The Dywan of JHaydar of Herat. As he was origin-

ally a baker he is called Taydare Kaluj or Haydare

Kalychah, Sam No. 232 speaks of him in the present

tense (see p. 74 supra see also A.tishk. p. 202).

Contents: Ghazals, 84 pp. 14 bayts. Bg.

Moty MaAall, this copy probably contains merely selections.

T258) j*^ o (P.)

Dywan of JZaydar. It consists of Qacydahs in praise

of Nacyr aldyn Uaydar who reigned from 1242 to

1252. Beginning
. i

FaraA-bakhsh, about 100 pp. of 9 bayts. In the Topkhanah is a

Dywan of Grhazals and Euba'ys of JZaydar, but I have not ascer-

tained which .Haydar. It has 120 pp. of 12 bayts. Bg.

Another Dywan of Ghazals of a poet of the takhallu9 of fiaydar
in the same collection (about 100 pp. 11 bayts) begins :

U cx-
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(259) u^c&o (R )

The Dywan of Hayraty. He was originally of Marw
but he declared himself that he was of Tun. Walih

says that he was of Ma-wara-lnahr. He came early to

Ray and spent several years in that city. Subsequently
after a visit to Baghdad hd went to Adzarbayjan ; being
much given to drinking he found it necessary to proceed

to Mazanderan, where that vice was less punished, and

he spent five years in the house of Aqa Rostam, the

governor of that province. In reward for a Qacydah
which he composed in praise of Shah Tahmasp, he

obtained the title of king of poets and was called to court,

and after a short residence there he was requested to

compose a Mathnawy under the title ^AUji #. In order

to enjoy greater rest for his literary labours, and perhaps

also to indulge more freely in his habitual vice, drunken-

ness, he went to Kashan, which he considered as his home,

and he was murdered there in 961. He left besides the

above mentioned epos another Mathnawy to which he

gave the title of *\j& and which is an imitation of the

Bostan. All his verses amount to about 40,000. (Taqyy

Kashy No. 234 ; A'tishkadah p. 95 ; Khhdnali dmirah ;

and p. 75 supra).

Contents: Ghazals, about 400 pp. 15 lines. Bg.
U

x!^.$ ^U^y ^j^ltxi. *j U aU*j JJJUM cyl xtiij ^te ,_f!

Moty Ma/^all, a bad imperfect copy, ending with the letter myra.

(260) ^> e^Lir (P.)

Complete poetical works of Hazyn, who died in 1180

(see page 135 supra). He collected his works in 1 155 ;

up to that time his poems formed four Dywans.
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Contents : a preface in prose 3 pp. Beginning

(2/
s~ y>^^ d i

;y r
u *xu

^ui;)

Forty-six Qacydahs 100 pp. of 20 bayts. Beginning

Sixty-two Qitf'ahs, 28 pp. Beginning

1,451 Ghazals, 700 pp. 18 bayts; 484 Ruba'ys, and

792 verses of Fards, &c. Beginning

JJ^A-O a Mathnawy, containing chiefly stories, 30 pp.

18 bayts. Beginning after a short preface in prose:

. J
; ^^ ^/-*- ;

A Mathnawy in imitation of the .Hadyqah, it has the

title & J^Jl ^.J ; , 62 pp.

Beginning *U|SI &Jl K^^; ^yf\/^.^lf^!y^f
^

cyljl^L a Mathnawy, 24 pp. Beginning
UUJ

Beginninga Mathnawy, 14 pp.

!;^ tyt J^ u^^
a Mathnawy, 6 pp.

*yejj\ ^g&jscl^. ,**]

a Mathnawy, 15 pp.

'^ ^1 xa^-y ty> )

J a Mathnawy, 22 pp.

Beginning

3^00 1 J^ ^1

Beginning
j

Beginning

Moty MaAall, a splendid copy. Most of his works are in the

As. Soc. Nos. 411 and 1034.

(261) ^j** 0\j* (P.)

The Dywan of Hijry. He was of Kiinban ^V but

lived in Bengal, and in several of his poems he expresses

3 I
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a lively desire to see his home again. The Dywan con-

tains several chronograms for 1171, J 174, 1180, &c.

Contents : a Qacydah in praise of 'alyy. This is a

most wonderful composition. If you read the first letter

of every Micra', you have a Qifah in praise of Nawab

Sayyid Mohammad Ridha Khan Motzaffar-jang. Some

letters in the Qacydah are written in red, if you read

them by themselves you have a Ghazal, and certain letters

in the Ghazal form a Ruba'y, and certain letters in the

Ruba'y form a Micra'. Beginning

Qa^ydahs, Tarjy'-bands; Ghazals, &c. 226 pp. 10 bayts ;

Ruba'ys 20 pp. Beginning of Ghazals.

Moty Ma/all, a splendid .copy, written in 1194; As. Soc. No. 354,

a fine copy, written in 1192.

(262) ^)5U^ (P.)

The Dywan of Badr aldyn Hilaly. He was by origin

of Chaghatay, but was born at Astrabad. He received

a good education and was skilled in science. It is on

account of this combination of poetical talents with eru^

dition that he is called the Little Jamy. He went early

in life to Herat, which was then under the patronage of

Myr 'alyy Shyr, the great seat of learning, and made the

acquaintance of many celebrated poets, among them Nar-

gisy, with whom however he had several controversies.

When he had attained to celebrity he visited 'iraq and

Adzarbayjan, and was every where well received by the

great ; he remained for some time with prince Aba-lnacr

Sam Myrza, the author of the Tadzkirah mentioned in
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page 12 supra. Love for his native soil brought him

back to Herat, which town had in the meanwhile been

taken by 'abd Allah Khari Uzbek. He made a Qacydah
in his praise, which was well received, but his enemies

persuaded the Khan that he was a heretic, and he was

put to death on this charge in 939. The author of the

Atishkadah p. 34, ascribes to Hilaly, besides the two

Mathnawies to be mentioned below, a Layla 6 Majnvin

(Sam No. 210; Taqyy Kashy No. 207; Khoshgii II.

No. 60). Beginning

Lithographed, Lucnow, Mortadhawy press, 1263, 35 pp. three

columns in a page. This copy does not contain the Qa9ydahs ; Tdp-

khanah, MS. 176 pp. 12 bayts.

(263) ^W| ^(k* (P.)

Qualities of Lovers, a Mathnawy by Hilaly divided

into ten chapters ^". Beginning

Topkhanah, 80 pp. 13 bayts, written in A. H. 913
;
As. Soc. No.

1240, 84 pp. 15 bayts, a good copy, written in 1066. Ibidem No.

991, a good copy, written in 970.

(264) lojl* (P.)

The King and the Beggar, a mystical Mathnawy, by

Hilaly in 1344 verses. Beginning

As. Soc. No. 1498, 12mo. 112 pp. 12 bayts.

3 I 2
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(265) u^r* }r ^ df* (P.)

The Dywan of Nacire Khosraw HojjaL It appears

from more than one passage of his poems that he was of

Khorasan (and not of Ispahan) and flourished under the

Fa/irnite Khalyfah Ma'add b. 'alyy Mostancir, who suc-

eeeded in 427 and died in 487.

jj

He was apparently a man of very brilliant talents and

an original mind, and acquainted with all the sciences cul-

tivated in his days. Being himself descended from 'alyy,

he mixed himself up in the religious and political dis-

putes which then divided the Mo/fcammadan world, and

was one of the great champions of the Shy'ahs. His

turn for philosophical speculations moreover made him,

even among his own party, suspected of free-thinking,

nay of being an adept of the black art. It is said that he

believed in metempsychosis. He was in consequence ex-

posed to many persecutions. His biographers inform us

that he was a school-fellow of the philosopher Faryaby.

When he had obtained a name he went to Egypt and was

appointedWazyr by the Khalyfah Mostancir, subsequently

he was compelled to take flight from Egypt to Baghdad,
and obtained a high office, but after a short time he was

obliged to yield to persecution and he fled to Khorasan,

and finally he retired to Badakhshan and led the life of an

ascetic taking a cave as his habitation. He died in 481, and

is buried in the cave in which he lived. Some authors

say that he died in 431 . Among his poems is a Qa^ydah in

praise of 'imad aldyn Abu-1-Ma'aliy ruler of Badakhshan.

It is said that he left many works, among them are some
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on the occult sciences, Taqyy Kashy has inserted a short

memoir of his which has the title *USJ)
jlj ^ L*l<xiJ) Ju*>

in a Persian translation into his Tadzkirah. He composed

it towards the end of his life. Dawlat-shah mentions

two works of Tojjat : the ^Wl y which is in prose

and the ^U ^UA^. which is a Mathnawy. Jamy in his

Baharistan mentions a **y^L* or Journal of Uojjat in

which he gives an account of his travels to various

countries (probably also to India) and of his disputations

with learned men. His Dywan has, according to Dawlat-

shah, 30,000 verses, and according to Taqyy 20,000. It

consists of Qa9ydahs most of which treat on philosophy

and morals. Bg.

C-^i* 1;^^T LJ^*~^
Another copy commences :

Mdty Ma/zall, a splendid copy, written in 1037
; private collection,

a good copy 284 pp. 23 lines. A copy of the **G c^>; is in

the library of Leyden, see Dozy's Catalogus, it was composed in

343 (443 ?), it is divided into several Maqalahs and treats on phi-

losophical subjects.

(266) Ul (P.)

The Gardens of the Good, being a Tarkyb-band, with

Qacydahs on the margin by Motzaffar #osayn, who had

the takhallu^ of jfiTosayn, and who is called Shahyd,

martyr, by the copyist, this means that he either fell in

battle or was unjustly put to death.

Beginning ^ J^^ ) **# ^ JU. &!! J^~)J

Topkhanah, 28 pp. copied by Mohammad 'alyy b. Mo^ammad-baksh

Askub b. Mohammad Grhiyath Badakhshy.
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(267) ^JU^ CLjLlT (R)

Complete poetical works of Hosayny, collected in 1 145.

He may be identical with Hosayn-dost JFfosayny (see pp.
134 supra).

Contents : a short preface.

Beginning ^J^j ^^ y^~^ ul^ *^ {W
Mathnawies, Qacydahs, chronograms, &c. 250 pp. ;

Ghazals 200 pp. of 13 lines. Beginning of Ghazals :

Mdty Hawaii, a very elegant copy in 16mo.

(268) ^.JU-^ LJuJL^J ^LJldl; (P.)

Provision for Travellers by Amyr Kabyr aldyn ./Tosayn

b. 'alim b. Abii-1-Hosayn ttosayny of a village in Ghor.

He possessed considerable learning, and was a great Ciify,

and a disciple of Baha aldyn Zakariya of Multan, where

he first devoted himself to Ciifism ; when he had attained

to perfection in it, he went to Herat and found many dis-

ciples. He travelled much and was a friend of Aw/jady
and Fakhr aldyn 'iraqy, the author of the c^UJ. Jamy
Nafa7^at, No. 568, says, he died on the 16th Shawwal

718 ; this is wrong, for it appears that he composed this

poem in 729-

C^6JUi. L.JJS
jl^aJ

L^^ ^/?^j *J
j UU*.ao ^

a^alAjb ,^

Dawlatshah says he died in 719 and according to an-

other copy in 729. He left besides the Zdd and Kan%

alronwfa a Dywan and several prose works as the ^
-JjyM **>> and J\yW and ^xaL^J) t!^ which will be des-

cribed in the chapter on Cufisrn.
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The Zad almosafiryn may be considered as an imita-

tion of the Hadyqah of Sanay. It is divided into eight

chapters *-JU< containing the rules of ascetic life, inter-

spersed with apologues and legends of saints U^jt*.

Beginning culA^ b jwju a>u! juuu? &> **Jt ^ !^ ^}

As. Soc. No. 1477, 12mo. 103 pp. 14 lines, much injured ; Tdp-

khanah, 45 pp. of 34 bayts, this copy begins : Jjl ^j) Jjl ^\

(269) J^jX (P-)

Treasury of Mysteries, a poem by Myr Hosayny.

After the praise of God and his prophet, and of Shihab

aldyn Sohrawardy, of Shihab aldyn Zakariya, of Shaykh
Cadr aldyn Mohammad Zakariya and of the Amyr Kabyr
Nur Allah Modhaji'ah, the poet proceeds to give a mysti-

cal explanation of the religious duties of the Islam, of

mystical love, abstinence, &c. Bg.

As. Soc. No. 1048, 12mo. 86 pp. 12 bayts. Tdpkhanah, about

750 bayts.

(270) ^U)| jlk. (P.)

A collection of descriptive poems and verses from

various poets, by Hosayn Hosayny Tabsy. It is divided

into 47 chapters ^ and contains descriptions of and bon-

mots on the human form, flowers, night, fire, wine, sword,

pigeons, shape, shadow, mirror, bow, arrow, warm bath,

new moon, 'yd, autumn, &c.

Beginning cM^U Jj &$
l^jli ^UJ ^j ^.U^

Hoty Ma/iall, 164 pp. 14 lines.
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(271) U \^ (P.)

The Dywan of Sayyid Imtiyaz Khan Humd, a son of

Mo'tamid Khan and a brother of Sayyid A^mad Khan

Dhamyr. It contains merely Ghazals. Beginning

)

Topkhanah, about 60 pp. 10 bayts, written by 'alyy Easily.

(P.)

The Dywan of Amyr Humayun of Isfarayin. He went

early in life to Tabryz, and was supported by the Qadhiy

'ysa and Sultan Ya'qiib, who called him the second

Khosraw ^-Vj* ^^^> after the death of his patrons he

came to a place in the neighbourhood of Kashan, where

he had a powerful friend and he died there in 902 (Sam

No. 23; Taqyy Kashy No. 153; A'tishL p. 94).

Contents : Ghazals. Beginning

Topkhanah, 80 pp. 15 bayts ;
As. Soc. No. 238, 25 pp. 13 bayts, a

splendid copy but containing mere extracts.

(273) ^ ^\ LJuA-oJ 4*G^ (P.)

The Book of the East, a Mathnawy by Mo/zammad

Ibn Hosam of Khwaf in Qohistan. He was a very pious

man and possessed considerable learning, and was able to

write Arabic as well as Persian poetry. His piety was

so great that some consider him a saint. He was a dis-

ciple of Cadr aldyn Mohammad Rawwasy 'okashy and

spent much of his time in solitude. He died in 875
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and left a Dywan of Qacydahs containing about 4000

verses, and a collection of Ghazals (Dawlat-shah, 7, 3 ;

Taqyy Kashy No. 119).

This epic poem contains an account of the wars of

'alyy, of the wars of Bahman and Shah Tahmasp, &c.

Taqyy Kashy says, though it is not founded on history,

it has considerable poetical merit. Beginning

,

Moty Ma^all, 540 pp. 31 bayts, a splendid copy ;
As. Soc, No.

1316, 828 pp. 19 bayts, a splendid copy : IHdem Nos. 1311 (incom-

plete), and 1325, this copy begins

(274) ^ 1 c^UT (P.)

The complete poetical works of the Amyr Fakhr aldyn

MaAmud b. Amyr Yamyn aldyn Mohammad Mostawfiy of

Faryumad, which is three days journey from Sabzwar, he

is generally known by his takhalluc, Ibn Yamyn, i. e. the

son of Yamyn aldyn. He was of a wealthy Tatar family

and exceedingly liberal and charitable, he was therefore

generally respected, and it is said that repeatedly the

governorship of some province of Khorasan was offered

to him, but he refused to accept it. He died in his native

town in 745, and left panegyrics on the Sarabdar (or

Sarabdal) princes and some Ghazals, but it is parti-

cularly his Qi^'ahs which are celebrated, many of his

poems however were lost by him in 743 in war. Qi/'ah

or Moqattaah is defined to be a poem consisting of several

verses of the same metre and rhyme, but without a Mafla'.

If it has a Ma/la' it is either a Qacydah or a Ghazal. It

may be added that most Qacydahs are panegyrics and

most Ghazals are erotic poems, whereas Qi^'ahs contain

3 K
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more frequently moral reflexions, yet many are panegyrics.

(Ilahy ; Taqyy Kashy No. 76 ; Dawlat-shah 5, 7).

Contents : A preface by one of his friends, it is dated

753, 20pp. Bg. AJI^ IxlUI) /ujj&jJLL ^..rJJ) *JU j^l

Qa9ydahs, all of which are panegyrics, about 200 pp.

Beginning eA^K JU. ^^Ui <& *AJJ ^}

Ruba'ys and Qifahs about 250 pp. 15 bayts. Bg.

Topkhanah, a splendid old copy ;
in the same collection there are

three copies of the Dywan of Ibn Yamyn, the fullest copy has about

300 pp. of 14 bayts, containing Ghazals, Tarjy'bands, &c.

Beginning ^ <3^ c^" *a* ^ )^ ^jli^^l
In other shorter copies, the first 13 Grhazals are omitted, they

begin : U y p*>
^

j> \j cr^ JU^ I;
& &\*j<& *$ ^1 ^U5

Selections from Ibn Yamyn, As. Soc. No. 1134, written in 1055.

Beginningy^ c*^^! ^*4J ^1)1 Uj

The Qi^'ahs of Ibn Yamyn have been very elegantly translated

into German, Ibn Jemin's Bruchstiicke aus dem Persischen von

Baron O. M. von Schlechta-Wssehrd, Vienna, 1852.

(275) c^o^ &\jp (P.)

The Dywan of Khwajah Fakhr aldyn 'icmat Allah

'ipmat of Bokhara. He was descended from 'alyy, and

his ancestors were settled at Bokhara. His father

Khwajah Mas'ud was one of the most distinguished men

of that city and a good poet, 'icmat received a good

education and was well informed even in history and

mathematics. He stood in high favor with the prince

Nacyr aldyn Sultan Khalyl, a son of Myran-shah, and

he used in his honor in some of his Qacydahs the takhal-

of Na^yry. He died at an advanced age in 829. It
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is said that he imitated chiefly Myr Khosraw. Khoshgu

says that his Dywan comprises about 20,000 verses

(Taqyy Kashy No. 106; Dawlat-shah, 6, 5; Habyb

alsiyar).

Contents : Qa^ydahs and Qitf'ahs in praise of Sul/an

Khalyl, Sultan Ibrahym, Ulugh Beg, &c. about 400 pp.

15 bayts.
U \ ^ ^*>j M ,^/x) Vilj^ ^*>j

*UI ^UJ
Ghazals about 200 pp. ; Mo'ammas, Ruba'ys, &c.

13 pp. Beginning AxaJjJI J&* j ^ ^ x;l;
) J.^? ^

Moty MaAall, small 4to. beautifully written by Myrak Bokhdry
in 1030.

(276) y~\ *>l*3 (P.)

The Qacydahs of Myrza 'atzymay Iksyr of Ispahan.

He was in the service of 'umdat almulk Ac^af-jah and

Cafdar-jang, and died under Nawab Siraj aldawlah. In

his Dywan are chronograms for 1140, 43, 47, 48, 51, 53,

the latest which I observed is for 1157. (Anys aldhib-

bd, and p. 162 supra).
*

Contents : a short preface in prose, Qa9ydahs, and at

the end a few Qi/'ahs, &c.

Beginning of preface : ^eri**^W>f (j*^& ^r^-

Beginning of Qa9ydahs : ;)*^j ^^ *>& tyj }j.

Moty Ma^all 326 pp. of 17 lines, a splendid copy.

(-277) ^Jl u,^ (P.)

The Dywan of Myr Ilahy, a son of JEfojjat aldyn of

Sa'dabad near Hamadan, he was a contemporary and

friend of Taqyy AwAady (see p. 95) and of Mohammad
3 K 2
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J&n Qodsy. The Dywan contains a chronogram for

1052 and according to a chronogram on his death by

Ghanyy he died the same year, but Talib places his death

in 1060 and Siraj in 1064. The author of the Hame-

shah Bahar confounds him with the Hakym Masy^
alzaman Ilahy, who came to India under Akbar (see p.

66 supra).

Contents : Qa^ydahs and Ghazals are mixed, and they

are not throughout alphabetically arranged, about 500

pp. of 15 bayts. Last verses rhyming in alif.

UjjlJ/uJt 9^ ^Cc^/JJl ^ijj J\j ^UaKi^jfJ) <i^*wijA. JJL>

A Mathnawy in praise of Shahjahan, 26 pp. and some

Ruba'ys; Beginning f^^ ^^JU <*1U
f^/l e/

6"^' ^ f^
J
-

Private collection, the commencement and end are wanting, and

the last pages much injured.

(278) ^gi ^.o (P.)

The Dywan of Ilham. He is probably identical with

the poet Malul, to be mentioned lower down.

Contents: Ghazals, 160 pp. 13 lines.

Beginning U
^j>tj\ ^fr*- isk^Js?}

Qacydahs, 48 pp. 14 bayts.

Beginning Ai^l^j) ^Iju^j \j ^V/'b &
FaraA-bakhsh, a very carefully written copy, 8vo.

(279) a^ oU ci>Ui (P.)

Complete poetical works of the Khwajah 'imad aldyn

Faqyh, whose takhallu^ is 'imad. He was a native of

Kirman, and when he had completed his studies at Shyraz
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he proceeded after a visit to his home to Yazd, with a

view of being initiated by 'izz aldyn Ma^mud Ka-

shany, the translator of the 'awarif alma'arif into the

mysteries of Ciifism. During the reign of Mohammad

Motzaffar who died in 741 and Shah Shuja', he founded

a Khanqah in Kirman, and the fame of his sanctity was

so great, that instead of paying a fee to a physician, the

inhabitants brought the sick to him that he might cure

them by his breath and prayers. Among his numerous

disciples was a cat, who used to say prayers with him.

To this circumstance refers the verse of Uafitz.

^

Most authors place his death in 773, but Taqyy Kashy
and Sir G. Ouseley p. 195 have 793. The former of

these two authors has seen a Dywan of about 8000 verses.

Contents: 1. <b)^J) U^-*. The Torch of Guidance, a

mystical Mathnawy, 160 pp. 18 bayts, it is divided into

ten chapters v^ and each of them is subdivided into ten

sections J*a* composed in A. H. 716 + 34= 750.

Bg. c^
2. Ghazals, near 200 pp. and a few Ruba'ys.

Beginning ]//*s -^ y ^JL^^-1 ^jb
3. ^l^l^ryo Companion of the Righteous, a Math-

nawy, 66 pp. in two cantos *J^, the first is mystical, and

the second contains visions of the poet in which the pro-

phet, Khidhr, &c. appeared to him, and episodes from his

own life : he composed this poem in 766.

4. c^Ula^o Occasional poems, 65 pp., most of them are

panegyrics on Sul/an Shah Shuja', Wazyr Shams aldyn,
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Rokn aldyn 'amyd almulk, Qadhiy 'alyy Yazdy, Queen

Radhyyat aldyn, Fa/h Allah Yazdy, &c.

Beginning sj 1 ^ t-?^3^! J*a \j\j\
e^i*^ ^1

5. A^IJ L^xs** A poem on mystical love, 53 pp. divided

into ten cantos aAa-*, composed in 731.

6. ^^ ^^a.Uj a-^U e^xs^ The Book of Love, 48 pp. in

eight chapters v^ composed in 722, the name is a chro-

nogram. It begins after a short preface in prose.

7. *^U ij A Mathnawy divided into ten Epistles

addressed to the king, &c. 40 pp. Beginning

As. Soc. No. 337, a good copy, but some pages wanting ; Mdty

MaAall, written in 997, incomplete.

(280) jaJl
dU UuJ &** (P.)

The Nosegay, a Mathnawy composed in 1075, by imad

aldyn Mohammad, who as he informs us, was a native of

India (see p. 116 supra). Beginning

Tdpkhanah, 18 pp. 34 bayts.

(281) oUjUVl g\*j (P.)

Strange Stories, a Mathnawy of 1,634 verses by 'imad.

The title is a chronogram for 1037.

Contents : a preface in prose, Mathnawy divided into

eight chapters vV <J^ ^ f ^JUl^x C^,A^ f
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A Uij LS^*^* V *j5Juo)j M ^JuJ t> ^)*r I*

Bg.

Mdty Ma/iall, copied in 1075.

(282) ioU e) (P-)

Dywan of 'imad aldyn 'imddy, the panegyrist of 'imad

aldyn Daylamy, who, if he is identical with the 'imad

aldawlah mentioned in the Shyraz-namah, died in 333.

It is said that 'irnady was born at Ghaznah, and therefore

he is called Ghaznawy, and he resided at Shahryar not

far from Ray, and he has therefore also the patronymic

of Shahryary. Some authors however maintain that

'imady Ghaznawy and 'imady Shahryary were two dis-

tinct poets, the former of whom flourished at the time

of Ma/zmud, and the latter under the Seljiiqians. If the

distinction be founded, this Dywan must be ascribed to

'imady Ghaznawy, because the verses quoted by 'awfy of

that poet are found in it. This question has been dis-

cussed at some length by the author of the Haft Iqlym,

Khoshgu and Taqyy Kashy ;
the latter places the death of

'imady Shahryary in 573. This Dywan consists of Qacy-

dahs or panegyrics.

*,
*

Moty MaAall, 108 pp. 14 lines, another copy has 40 pp. of 44 bayts.

(283)
^-U| ^y.o (P.)

The Dywan of Abu 'abd Allah Mohammad (or Abu
Mo/jammad 'abd Allah) b. Abii Bakr 'othman Imdmy.
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He was of Herat, but spent the greater part of his life in

Kirman and Ispahan. He possessed much learning, and
was a contemporary of Sa'dy, whom in the opinion of
some critics, he surpassed in the Qacydah. He died in

686 or 674.

The poems are not alphabetically arranged, in this

Dywan. It contains Qacydahs, Ghazals, and at the end
1 5 pp. of Ruba'ys. BQ-.&*

Uil ^^ ^u J^^ j&

As. Soc. No. 413, 4to. about 200 pp. of 12 verses, a splendid copy.

(284) ^^ (P.)

The Dywan of the Cufy poet Fakhr aldyn Ibrahym
b. Shahryar 'irdqy of Hamadan. In his early years he

learned the whole Qoran by heart, and when he was seven-

teen years of age he became a pupil of the celebrated Cufy
Shihab aldyn Sohrawardy. He repented so much a hasty

answer, which he had given to his spiritual guide, that he

turned a wandering qalandar and went to India. At

Multan he met Baha aldyn Zakariya who gave him his

daughter in marriage, and who on his death-bed declared

him as his successor and as the spiritual guide of his

flock. In India he composed some very beautiful elegies ex-

pressive of his love for his native country. After twenty-

five years' residence in India, being obliged to give way to

the jealousy of some of the followers of Baha aldyn, he

performed the pilgrimage to Makkah and went thence to

Aleppo and Rum (Iconium ?) where he met Cadr aldyn

IV^ammad Qunyawy, and he studied the Focuc of Ibn

'araby with him. Whilst he read this book he composed
a work called Lam at o^r

(sparks or inspirations). He
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was given, even more than other Persian poets, to the

disgusting crimes of which they boast in their compo-

sitions. He died in 686 or 688 : Dawlat-shah places his

death in 709.

Contents : Qacydahs and Ghazals not alphabetically

arranged, 230 pp. 14 bayts, and a few Ruba'ys andFards.

Beginning ur^U. ^fl^yi ^UiU. ^c ^
As. Soc. No. 1132, a fine old copy, also No. 820, this copy seems

to be much fuller, but it is badly written.

Beginning^,? *-&* v^/^ ^i)^ V-" > ^*~jj(j $ij

In the Tdpkhanah is a MS. 80 pp. of 18 bayts, bearing the title of

A/cli * by "'iraqy who is known by the name of Fakhr aldyn."

It contains a Mathnaw and some Grhazals.

Bg. 3^* iy'^ <*

(285) J&f Uu^S wbjS (P.)

The Exploits of 'alyy Mardan Shah, the Arayr al-omara

of Shahjahan, by Mo/ammad Ridha b. Mohammad Jan

'irfdn of Khorasan.

After a short preface in prose, the poem begins :

ly^lsr
5
) Jo*,

jj j\: ly/U J^ A$ ^)d .Go

Topkhanah, 350 pp. of 30 bayts. In the Mdty MaAall is a copy

(possibly an autograph) of the Dywan of 'irfan, it is however, not

certain whether he is identical with the author of the above Math-

nawy, it is more likely that he is identical with 'abd Allah 'irfan

see p. 113 supra. The Dywan contains Qa9ydahs 42 pp. of 17 lines
;

Ghazals 156 pp. 13 lines
; Euba'ys 14 pp. Beninning of Qacydahs :

(286) ^ ^^ (P.)

The Dywan of Shaykh Mohammad Wajyh 'ishqy, a

son of Gholam Hosayn Mojrim of Patna. He was for

3 L
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ten years Ta//syldar under the English government at

Kharwar, subsequently he came to Dacca : he was still alive

in 1224, but his eye-sight was much impaired (Nastare

ishq and supra p. 1 83.)

Contents : Ghazals, Ruba'ys and a short Mathnawy.
JJvX* $ *>> *$ 3] I*. 1 JA. JT

Collection of Mawlawy Mohammad Wajyh, 80 pp. of 13 bayts, this

book contains merely extracts from the Kullyyat of this poet.

(287) J*
,.,!^> (P.)

The Dywan of 'ishqy. It contains 216 pp. 9 bayts
and 27 Ruba'ys. Beginning

As. Soc. No. 705, at the end, under the head **3U* "conclusion" are

five verses, from which, we learn that the Dywan was completed in

the 24th year of Mo/ammad Shah (A. H. 1154) ;
this may be the

year in which the author collected his poems, but in the last of

these verses we are told that Shaykh Burhan is the copyist, and

therefore it may also be the date of the copy. In the Topkhanah

is a Dywan of Shah Abu-1-Barakat 'ishqy, containing Ghazals, 50

pp. 14 bayts, the initial verse of it is not found in the Dywan of the

As. Soc. it runs: -^* u' *-k & & ^ 1 U

(288) CL.J&. 4\y* (P.)

The Dywan of Myrza 'alyy Ridha 'ishrat, who col-

lected his poems into a Dywan, under Mo7^ammad Shah

in 1 160, and died shortly after.

Contents: Ghazals 266 pp. of 12 lines; Qacydahs in

praise of Shuja' aldawlah 37 pp. Beginning
KJUj ^IJuJl O***) j^j ^.J

A*s>.
}j ^bjy c^^ ^~&}

^
<*-fjt J^

A Saqiy-namah. Beginning
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c

M6ty Ma^all and T6pkhnah, the latter copy does not contain

the Saqiy-namah.

(289) JU j.^| ^ oJLrf (P.)

The Qa9ydahs of 'abd al-Wasi' b. 'abd al-Hamiy ('abd

al-Jami' ?) Jabaly Sul#my. He was born in the moun-

tains of Ghurjastan ; hence his takhallu^, which means

mountaineer ;
and he was descended from a family of

Sayyids. According to the general opinion his early

education was much neglected. Some of his biographers

however contend that he could not have attained to such

excellency in poetry if this had been the case, and they

are of opinion that he has received a good education.

From his native mountains he came to Herat, where he

applied himself to study and thence he proceeded to

Ghaznah. He found a patron in Bahram Shah, who

succeeded to the throne of Ghaznah in 512 and died 543.

This is the same prince to whom Sanayiy dedicated his

/fadyqah and for whom Hsunyd aldyn Nacyr Allah,

a pupil of Abu-1-MaAamid Ghaznawy translated the Ka-

lylah wa Damnah from Arabic into Persian. When

Sui^an Sinjar took Ghaznyn Jabaly composed poems in

his praise and was fourteen years in his service. He

died in 555 or 543. Taqyy Kashy has seen 6000 verses

of Jabaly, Walih says that he left about 8000 verses of

which he had seen 1000. His poetry is difficult to

understand, and therefore considered very beautiful ('awfy

10, 3; Dawlat-shah 2, 2; Taqyy Kashy No. 17; Shyr

Khan Lody p. 37 ; Ouseley, Biogr. Not. of Pers. poets

p. 108).

3 L 2
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His Qacydahs are not alphabetically arranged, and

begin

As. Soc. No. 73, about 360 pp. of 15 bayts, copied in 1243.

(290) jk*+ e.pyto (P.)

A Mathnawy by Ja'far, who was a soldier by profession,

he composed it in 1065 and dedicated it to Shahjahan.

Beginning ^ **?/ ^*; tj^ j;
}*** /! **3

As. Soc. No. 929, 64 pp. of 13 bayts.

(291) U (J^ViW (p-)

The Story of the four Darwyshes by Myr Abu-1-Hasan

Khan Jdfiy, (Khdjiy 9) Beginning

Topkhdnah, 120 pp. of 10 bayts, a beautiful copy written in 1192,

probably for the author. It has the following postscript :

&>j IT u'te uali^ ^U. ^^u^jj
t i s r

(292) ^ly c^ ^^ (P.)

Qacydahs of Jagat Narayan, in praise of Acaf aldaw-

lah, who died in 1212. Beginning

Moty Ma7*all, 150 pp. 15 bayts.
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(293) J^ dl^> (P.)

The Dywan of Sayyide 'a]am Mohammad Jalal, or

Jaldly. He informs us in a Qi'ah that he was a native

of A/jmadabad and that his father and spiritual guide

was Myr Sayyid Jalal b. Hasan, a descendant and fol-

lower of Shahe 'alam J/abyb, his entire spiritual genea-

logy is recorded in a Qacydah : he was a disciple of his

father, who was a disciple of Sayyid Khan 'abd al Ghafur,

Sayyid A^mad, Sayyid Mohammad Raju, Mohammad

Shahe 'alam, Sayyid Burhan who settled in Gujrat,

Nacir aldyn Mo/*ammady, Jalal aldyn A^mad, Makhdiim

AArar, Sayyid Kabyr aldyn A/*mad, 'alyy and Jalal who

settled in India, Mohammad and Ja'far, Sayyid MaAmud,

A^mad, Sayyid 'abd Allah, 'alyy, Ja'far, Naqyy, Taqyy,

Imam Ridha.

Contents: Qacydahs 7 pp. of 14 bayts; Ghazals 94

pp. ; Ruba'ys 23 pp. Beginning of Ghazals

As. Soc. ]S"o. 531, a fine copy.

| 0^ L^J l& <>+* ** (P.)

A Mathnawy by 'abd al Jalyl in praise of Mohammad

Shah succeeded in 1131 in which he describes the

fireworks and other festivities of the emperor.

Topkhanah, 25 pp. 25 bayts.

(295) ^oJ|jU* d l,iJ (P.)

The Dywan of Jamal aldyn Mo/zammad of Ispahan, a

son of 'abd al-Razzaq and the father of the poet Kamal
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aldyn. He flourished under the Cayid dynasty and most

of his Qacydahs are encomiums on them. He died at

Ispahan in 588 (Taqyy Kashy No. 29 ; Dawlat-shah, 3, 3).

It consists of Qacydahs alphabetically arranged.

Bg. Ur, ei?j~y ^ ^J^j*^* U b &

Moty MaAall, 66 pp. 44 bayts.

(296) ^JUjJl *** jyj Jjla^ ^L (P.)

Explanation of the verities of the history of the pro-

phet by Fadhl Allah Jamdly of Dilly. He was a pupil

of the Shaykh Sama Allah who, according to 'abd al-

Haqq, died in 901 , at an advanced age. Jamaly was a great

traveller, he made the acquaintance of Jamy (who died

in 898) at Herat and wrote an account of his own travels

4L*U^Ju. He was deeply versed in Cufism and is consi-

dered as a saint. His tomb, a very elegant little building of

white marble, is a short distance S. E. of the Ko/ob minar,

eleven miles from Dilly. The Jamaly mentioned in p.

48 supra either is not identical with the author of this

book or the date of his demise must be incorrect, as will

appear by comparing the above dates. The author of

the A'thdr alcanddyd, p. 165, places the death of the

author of this work in 922, and says that dJ.A ^-^ is a

chronogram for it but this gives 925.

The book is divided into several parts, and each part

has a separate title. The first is entitled

and the seventh and last part ^kUJ) ^ ;

.UfclaJJ i^Ju^ ^^Jj j^*^. The date of the composi-

tion of the first part, 868, is contained in the follow-

ing line :
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The work contains a mystical view of the life of

Mo/^ammad. The author usually gives one or two tradi-

tions with a Persian translation, and some explanations

in prose, and then follow his illustrations which are

chiefly legends in verses. The first part begins :

The Sha^ alwacilyn begin
^AftJU*,*

]o}j*>jJ JkJJ^A*/
-*

As. Soc. first part, No. 632 about 400 pp. of 15 bayts, a splendid

copy, at the end are Kuba'ys, &c. about 60 pp. SharA al-w^ilyn,

As. Soc. No. 1285, written in the same hand, but in a different shape,

about 400 pp. of 15 lines, it ends with the words

U^ ^5 ^IjJl V UxJ| ^XJ &jj+)\ AxX-Jl
fLJill ^ &U3lJ j

^*I^ ^fiJiAflJI J^f (Jj^. After this follows a short Math-

nawy, 27 pp. which has the title of v^-' 1 J** and probably belongs

to the work. Beginning *->

(297) ^.u. cayr (P.)
w

Complete minor poems of Niir aldyn 'abd al-Ra^man

Jdmy. He was born at Jam in 817, and died in 898. For

a full account of his life I refer to Rosenzweig's JSiogra-

phische Notizen iiber Mewlana Abdurrahman Dschami,

Vienna, 1840. Taqyy Kashy gives the following list of

his works, many of which will be described in their places.

The readings between parentheses are taken from Ilahy.

* ^o *
ps (je^f ^i cu c *

* *** * v

^j
#
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As*"

JU<;

* ^-* - O* j^o r*> ^caw* wi

..^^^

Ilahy adds to this list : *

sjjuajl ^i # jW) AxJU.
*)jc.

AJU
; . On

see Jifajy Khal. No. 4,614, and Dorn's Cat. des. MSS.
de la Bibl. Imp. de St. Peter*sb. p. 372, it contains

logogriphs extracted from the
jjkJIJJU*

of Sharaf aldyn

'alyy Yazdy who died in 850.

Von Rosenzweig and Dorn, loco cit. give us very valu-

able details regarding the above works, and the former

author mentions in addition A^U)) (see Uajy Khalyfah,

No. 567,) cir'^l ^JJ^and ei>y> *j\5.

Contents : the minor poems of Jamy are divided into

three Dywans, each of which has a separate title :

1. vUJ| Asr*^ "Beginningof Youth;" it contains Qa9y-

dahs 90 pp. of 19 bayts ; Ghazals 276 pp.; and about

170 Ruba'ys and a few Tarjy'bands.

Beginning ^A. ^ U-)
^Jacl fi^ (^^ ^ f^

2. dkS*.')!^ "The Centre of the Necklace." This

Dywan contains 1 0,000 bayts, and the author collected

it in 884, when he was going on for seventy.

Beginning I;1U| f^ J^\^ AAXS^ ^^
3. v^l 3UJU. '-Conclusion of Life." This Dywan

fills 134 pp. of 19 lines; at the end are a few Ruba'ys.

Jamy made the fair copy of it in 896.

Beginning 1^ J*c)
^1 J^
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Two or three very beautiful copies of these Dywans are in the

Moty MaAall : every Dywan has a short preface in prose.

(298) ..-U U6j,l oi* (P.)

The Constellation of the two Bears. This is the name

of seven Mathnawies of Jamy, each Mathnawy has a

separate name : and the last five of them together have

also the title of ^"^ ^u**^, they are

1 . t^ftciJ!
L**U Catena aurea, it is in the same mea-

sure as the fiadyqah of Sanay, the Haft Paykar of

Nitzamy, and the Jame Jam of Aw^ady, viz. : ^&^
^Uj e/ ^. This poem is divided into three books. The

first book fills 106 pp. of 38 bayts, making upwards of

4000 lines, but the chapter-heads, which are long and

numerous, must be deducted.

Beginning f )jMj jM^^ ^ JS J^
The second book has 28 pp. 38 bayts.

Third book, 80 pp. of 38 lines.

2. JUj) ; ^UlU. The Adventures of Salaman and

Absal 34 pp. 38 bayts, it is in the same measure as the

Man/iq al/ayr of 'a#ar, and the Mathnawy of Jalal aldyn

Riimy, viz. :

!j ^UlU ^W 5^:0*
e

Edited by F. Falconer, London, 1850. MS. copies are not frequent.

3. ;1^| AS\ Present to the Free, 36 pp. of 50 bayts,

It is in the measure of the Makhzan alasrar of Nitzamy,
viz. cu^U ^u*-* e/*^"

c . It is divided into ] 2 cantos

and it was composed in 886.

3 M
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Beginning

Published by E. Falconer, London, 1848; MS. As. Soc. No.

1412, a fine copy written in 981.

4. ;^1 s-^ The Rosary of the Righteous, 63 pp. of

50 bayts. It is in the measure of the Noh Sipehr of Myr
Khosraw, viz.

(̂ ^/^ e/^ anc^ *s divided into three

cantos <*&. In some copies is a short preface. Beginning

Printed at Calcutta, 1811, 4to.
; Lithographed at Calcutta 1818,

4to. Edited by F. Falconer, London, 1849.

5. y^j C-A-M^ The Loves of Yusof and Zalykha,

86 pp. 50 bayts. It is in the measure of Nitzamy's

Khosraw Shyryn, viz. :

Printed at Vienna, with a German translation by Yon Hosenzweig,

1824; Calcutta, 1809, 1244, 1265; Lithographed Calcutta, 1818,

4to.
; Lithographed Lucnow, edited by Qudrat A^mad and Qabul

A^mad with useful notes, 1262. I have a MS. copy which was

written by Myr 'imad (on whom see p. 89 supra) in 1007, it is one

of the most correct and beautiful Persian MSS. in existence. It is

a school-book in India and therefore MS. copies are innumerable.

A commentary on Tusof u Zalykha has been written by 'abd

al-Wasi' of Hansy. Topkhanah 220 pp. 13 lines. Beginning

^jlL* *&* ^^ o^J&c ^j^L^s^
Mohammad Sajid Qadiry a son of Paydh Mohammad of Jhan-

janah wrote in 1157, glosses on the margin of this poem, and

they were subsequently at his request copied out by Mohammad

Shah, who added after his death a preface and made a separate work

of it under the title of v-i'F* j* which comprises the text and has

been printed at Calcutta in 1240 and 1264, 4to. 241 pp.

Beginning *us* Jti>**j\ ** c^^ &*
j*\* <^*>j

6. ^y^" v^y The Story of the two Bedouin Lovers

Layla and Majniin ;
this story has first been handled by

Arabic poets. It is in the metre of the To/jfat al'ira-
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qayn, viz, ^** ^^ Jr*^*- The poet informs us that

he completed the poem in 889, and that it has 3860

verses. Beginning

J' V& <^**' tX*^ LH^**3 t_cJ .ml44o *.J

Beginning (or ^Itub^ui ) ^jJJl^u ^y <_/U. ^1
Translated into French by Chezy, Paris, 1808, and into German

by Hartmann, Leipz., 1808. (See Zenker's BiU. Orient.)

7. t^tU&H <uU^ The Wisdom Book of Alexander

55 pp. 50 bayts. It is in the measure of the Firaq-namah
of Salman, and of the Sikandar-namah, Shah-namah and

Bostan, viz. : JyJ Jj*

Bg. M~}f^^
A beautiful copy of these seven poems is in the Moty Ma^all, it was

written in 955, there is also a copy of the Khamsah in the same

collection which was written in 921. In the As. Soc. Nos. 381 and

208, are two very fine copies of all the seven poems, the former was

written by Jamal aldyn. In complete copies, each poem has a short

preface in prose. Zenker in his BibliotJieca Orient. Leipz. 1846, p.

55, says that the ^^ oUtf or "oauvres completes de Djarni" have

been printed at Calcutta, 1811, in one 4to. volume. He quotes the

postscript, from which it appears that the book which he alludes to

is the Boq'ate Jamy to be mentioned hereafter.

(299) ;̂
| (P.)

Conquest of the two Holy Cities, Makkah and Mady-

nah, a poem in which these two holy places and the

ceremonies of the pilgrimage are described by Jamy.

His name occurs in the following verse :

|

r
U cJ> ;

! J> Jf* ^
J1U

Moty MaAall, 98 pp. of 15 bayts, beautifully written in 983
; As.

Soc. Nos. 463, 659, 788, 985. Some copies beginy 4.5 yf&y= o lt^Lf? t
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(300) c^UbjC/ (P.)

Theosophistic Tetrastiches with a commentary thereon

and a short preface in prose by Jamy. Beginning of

preface <JH^ J^b y> *$| j*^ Specimen :

Moty MaAall, 62 pp. 17 lines, a fine copy, at the end are added

some sayings of Jamy's Pyr, Sa'd aldyn Kashghary ;
As. Soc. No.

828, 44 pp. 9 lines.

(301) &*jy~* (P.)

Dastoor-i-ishk, or the Loves of Sussee and Panoon, a

Persian poem by Lallah Jentperkass, Calcutta, 1812,

8vo. I have never had an opportunity of seeing this

book.

(302) ^ uiaA-J <jjfc
<&JJ (P.)

Desirable Amusement, by Jonuny, dedicated to Awrang-
The names of the poet and of the emperor occur

in this verse.

In the conclusion he informs us that he composed the

poem in 1100, and that it contains upwards of 6016

verses. It consists of anecdotes which are headed

Beginning uf^ \

(j^ **]? ^^ cf^)3 d^*

As. Soc. No. 346, 392 pp. 17 bayts, copied in 1123.
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(303) b* d>Li (P.)

Complete poetical works of Myrza Darab Beg Juyd.

He was by origin a Persian but was born in Kashmyr.

He died in 1118, the chronogram on his death is ^^
jijj

Arzti says that most poets of Kashmyr who flou-

rished in the commencement of the 12th century were

pupils of Juyd, as for instance Molla Sa/i'y.

Contents : a short preface in prose ; Qa9ydahs in praise

of God and the Imams, &c. 1 80 pp. 1 1 bayts.

Beginning dJl J|*JI J t**y ;^M *U] 9) *J)S UJ j^ ^y
Ghazals about 500 pp. 10 bayts. Bg.

Ruba'ys 38 pp. 8 bayts ; and short Mathnawies, one in

praise of Kashmyr.

Beginning ^ ^ A**] oJjUJ fy

Moty Hawaii, copied in 1128
; Topklianah.

(304) ftib** (P-)

The Dywan of Abu Talib Kalym of Hamadan, the

principal court poet >\j*2A\
diJU and panegyrist of Shah-

jahan. He died in 1061, (see pp. 90, 128, 113, 151,

116 supra).

Contents : Qacydahs in praise of God, Shah-jahan, &c.

236 pp. 17 bayts.

Beginning CXAJJ^^ c-JJo
si; j& *$

\j (j^J* o^
Ghazals, 329 pp.; Ruba'ys 17 pp. Beginning

Moty Ma^all, several copies, one written in 1093
;
As. Soc. Nos.

600 and 1079, containing merely the Ghazals
; ibidem 1442, contain-

ing his Qa9ydahs as well as the Ghazals.
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(305) *j<ul5 sUuaU (P.)

The Imperial Book, by Kalym, being an epic poem on

the exploits of Shah-jahan.

Bg. JJAJ J-;L* j s/ Uifi ^ .3 3^ &" j A&JUi. AJO

M% MaAall, 710 pp. of 21 bayts.

(306) ju^i j**-i ju^ (p.)
*

The Dywan of Kamal aldyn Isma'yl of Ispahan, a son

of Jamal (see p. 445 supra) whom he surpassed. He
was like his father a panegyrist of the Ca'id family and

owing to the novelty of ideas he is called Khallaq

alma'aniy. He also occupied himself with Cufism, and

Shihab aldyn 'omar Sohrawardy was his spiritual guide.

He was tortured to death by the Moghols who expected

to find hidden property in his house on the 2d Jumada I.

635 (some say 638) and left a Dywan of about 16,000

verses.

Contents : Panegyrics in praise of his patrons, Dhiya

aldyn Ahmad Abu Bakr, Shihab aldyn, Fakhr b. Nitzam

aldyn, &c. and a few Ruba'ys.

Beginning <*J^Ui) ^ \j lyJUj J1U. ^1

Moty MaAall, 260 pp. 17 lines
; my own collection 748 pp. 16

bayts, an old and correct copy.

(307)

The Dywan of Kamal aldyn Khojandy. He devoted

his whole life to ascetic exercises, and is therefore

considered a saint. When a young man he made the

pilgrimage to Makkah, and on his return he remained at
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Tabryz. When that city was taken by Yuqtamish Khan

he was carried away as a prisoner into the desert of

Qipchaq, but after four years he effected his escape and

returned to Tabryz, SuUan Hosayn a son of Oways re-

ceived him with great respect and built a Khanqah for

him. He died during the reign of Sultan Myran-shah
who was a great admirer and patron of his, in A. H.

803 : some say he died in 792 and others in 808. Kamal

was a contemporary of Jfafitz, and they possessed each

other's esteem, but were not personally acquainted with

each other. In reference to the elder Kamal he has the

following ruba'y.

^} JU*^

The author of the Kholacah has seen about 10,000

verses of Kamal Khojandy (Ouseley, Pers. poets, p. 192 ;

Bland, A Cent, of Ghazals).

Contents : A Qacydah, then Ghazals, most of which

consist like those of Salman of eight verses, they are not

alphabetically arranged, 404 pp. of 11 bayts; Ruba'ys,

Qifahs, &c. 25 pp. 19 bayts.

Beginning of Qacydahs JU JA| *X ti ^ J\^ UULJ|

Bg. of Ghazals l^> J^T^ \j*j*- ^**- c^^U^. j]

Para^-baksh, a splendid copy ;
also several copies in the Moty

MaAall
;
As. Soc. Nos. 448, 573.

(308) Jol^ui-^J a-oli ^ (P.)

The Lamp Book by Kamil. It consists of Ghazals

all of which rhyme in chiragh, and the first letter of

every verse of the first Ghazal is alif, of the second b &c.

Lithographed at Lucnow, on the margin of the Qaf-namah, see p.

312 supra.
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(309) pcJuJU C>^ 4^ (P.)

The History of 'alyy and his son jfiTosayn, in verses hy

Karam, who composed it in 1135 (see p. 128 supra).

Bg. 5b
^ J=* e^M*jolxi> -nUu IjJLl cxUS

^ili***
&$ ^U?

FaraA-bakhsh, about 300 pp. of 50 bayts ;
As. Soc. No. 680, 788

pp. 18 bayts.

(310) i^W (P.)

The Ruba'ys of Karym. After the Ruba'ys follow

Qac^ydahs with a short introduction in prose, from which

we learn that the name of the poet was Myr Mohammad

Katzim that he was a son of Fikr, and that he flourished

under Qofobshah of the Deccan.

Contents : a short preface ; Ruba'ys alphabetically

arranged 440 pp. of 14 bayts : Qacydahs 28 pp. Bg.

^ i^\^ Jj jl J C^uo}^; ^ 4jUx

x)
AJL^^j ^1 cV^lj tS c^-**^p^ f^fty rl rlj*

Mdty MaAall, a good copy.

(311) ifU^S}) 'u*? (P.)

Collection of Mysteries, by Mohammad Cali/ KasJify,

composed in 1030.

Beginning );T ^Jlc JU^ L/^X? 1H^ d^^ c^*-;^ c^l

Lithographed Lucnow, MasyHy press, s. A. 21 pp. on the margin

of this edition is a Mathnawy by Akbar which has the title ^ <**&

^' and begins : C^-yo) *Jl>
1^ 2_ ^' ^

In the Moty Ma^all is a copy of the Qa9ydahs of Kashfy, 175

pp. 12 lines, they are chiefly in praise of the Imams, lam not certain

whether the Mathnawy and Qa9ydahs are by the same poet.

BeginniDg &o
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(312) k'^U^c^AA (P.)

A poem in praise of 'alyy, in seven stanzas, by Molla

Kamal aldyn Hasan (Walih writes Mo/jsin) Kdsliy.

He was born and brought up at Amol but his family was

of Kashan, and he therefore adopted the takhalluc of

Kashy. He was a man of considerable learning and very

religious, and all his poems Taqyy Kashy has seen 6000

verses are in praise of 'alyy and the Imams. He died

young about the year 720 (Dawlat-shah 5, 10; Taqyy

Kashy No. 63). Beginning

4
AJljJlL_? JuJu.A* e^l &jU* i^l rfH-oJ)

Fara^-baksh, 80 pp. with a commentary which has the title of

Uyi o*** and begins ^* **^ Ji*lafi*^ ^Ua* &f ^y ^, there is

only one line of text on each page. Another commentary has the

title of t5*i 3^?% the author is Mohammad 'alyy b. Mohammad

Cadiq Tlosayny Nayshapiiry, and it is dedicated to the Nawab Shuja'

aldawlah Mohammad Khan Asad-jang (hence the title), it contains

besides an explanation of the poem, the traditions to which allusion

is made or supposed to be made in it, and fills 560 pp. of 19 lines.

The date of the MS. is 1149. Beginning

S!^~ U Lfk J$lftk^lj AjjUjJ ejL^' JjJU. ^iJl
aLf**^!

Under Ghaziy aldyn Saydar d. 1242, a commentary on this poem

was written (182 pp. 7 lines) of which there is a copy in the private

collection A. It begins *U^!^~ J^ftLJlj >l^l, ^bJl aU^i
The poem has been lithographed, Lucnow, Sultfany press, s. A. 21

pp. with copious glosses.

(313) ^uitfo (P-)

The Dywan of Shams aldyn Mohammad b. 'abd Allah

Kdtiby. He was born in a place riot far from Tarshyz,

but he proceeded early in life to Nayshapur, and applied

himself, under the tuition of Symy, to calligraphy hence

3 N
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his takhallu^. When he had attained to celebrity he pro-

ceeded to Herat and became a court poet of Baysanghor, but

as a Qa9ydah rhyming in ^r^y which he made "
to order"

in imitation of one of Kamal Ismayil did not meet with

approbation, he went to Astrabad and eventually to

Shirwan. He was favourably received by Amyr-zadah

Ibrahym, who bestowed 1000 Dirhams upon him for the

first poem which he made in his praise. It rhymes in

J^. After having visited Adzarbayjan, Tabaristan and

other provinces to earn his livelihood by composing pane-

gyrics on great men, he turned a religious mendicant

arid took Cayin aldyn as his spiritual guide. He dili-

gently studied the Ctify literature and wrote several

mystical poems. He died at Astrabad in 838 or 839.

According to Khoshgii he left 30,000 verses, but other

authors mention only half of that number, Sir G. Ouseley's

copy contains the following works, ;]/>' ^>tf the Rose

Garden of the Pure, ^^r
5^ 1 t^ Combination of two

Metres (see on this Mathnawy p. 322 supra) *<*{>
^.~.

Thirty Epistles.
**U *J Decalogue. Other authors add

the names of the following works \ }?*** )j<^> \<j**
c

Contents: Qacydahs, 112 pp. 14 bayts, in praise of

God and the Imams. Cayin aldyn, Amyr Tymur, Myrza
Shahrokh, Sultan Baysanghor, Padshah Sayf aldyn and

Manuchihr b. Sul/an Ibrahym, Amyr Mohammad Mo'yn

aldyn. Beginning

I; V l-/^ Al^U^s^ ^V^ ****

Ghazals, 192 pp. 13 bayts. Beginning
U^ i$ U US i$ c^M/l o^

Qi^'ahs and Ruba'ys, among them is the following

chronogram :
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^r cA1

;^ ^!;'

After the minor poems follow again Qa^ydahs, 60 pp.

they are not in praise of princes but of other persons,

and this may have been the reason for separating them

from the first batch.

A Mathnawy of 58 pp. 15 lines.

Beginning ^** ^ ; o^y:*. ^AJ (**./' (j*^;^
^

f~^
Another Mathnawy with a preface in prose, 56 pp.

Several smaller Mathnawies, Serapas, &c.

Moty Ma^all, good copy, in all 750 pages. My notes do not con-

tain the titles of the two larger Mathnawies. I have a beautiful

old MS. containing the Grhazals and Tajnysat of Katiby, 184 pp.

13 bayts, written in 888 by Mohammad Herawy,

(314) fit(\*'*.j (P.)

The Book of Joy of Fafymah, an epic poem in which

the life of the daughter of MoAarnmad is described by

the physician Katzim, who had the title of -ffadziq

alrnulk, and was a son of the Mojtahid (Shy'ah divine)

Jfaydar 'alyy Tostery Najafy. The date of the compo-

sition, 1150, is contained in the last verse.

The author informs us in the preface that when he

was a young man he compiled a history of the pro-

phets and the Imams arid gave it the title ^-J) ^/"^J.
One

day some one mentioned to him the J/amlahe -Haydary
of Badzil (see p. 368 supra) and the ^.J^ o^ by
Mo/zibb 'alyy Khan, this induced him to imitate the

example of these two poets, and to write a sacred epos

3 N 2
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for which he chose Faimah as his subject, and in four

months he composed seven thousand verses, he placed at

the head of his poem about 1400 verses which Mo/?ibb

'alyy had written in praise of Fa/imah, and which formed

a separate poem.

Bg. of preface ^JLJl ^ ^Uj Aiklj ^L *$

Beginning of the poem ^jJac

Moty Ma/wll, 394 pp. of 19 lines.

(315)

The Story of Kamrup, a poem by Chawdhry Kawramal,

who died on the 16th May, 1848.

Bg. ^4^ **f^ j 4^^^j urU$^ ^x^ *^ii. ^j

Lithographed, Dilly, 1265, 136 pp. of 29 bayts, edited by Kaly

.Ray, Deputy Collector, a son of the author.

(316) yJU. ^.o (P.)

The Dywan of Myrza Sayyid JEZosayn Irntiyaz Khan

lip, who was killed in India, in 1122 (see pp. 141,

111, 121, 150 supra).

Contents: After a short preface in prose, which is

wanting in some copies, Ghazals, 308 pp. of 13 bayts;

Ruba'ys, 16 pp. of 10 bayts. Beginning

V!y^ ^'
f"

J
. ^J (3^ *h ]* e;

lV (seep. 345 supra).

A Mathnawy, 8 pp. 15 lines, and Qacydahs, 82 pp.

15 bayts. Beginning

Moty MaAall, a splendid copy ; my own collection, a good copy.
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There is another Dywan of Khali9 in the Moty Ma/iall which con-

tains a chronogram for 1081, and which he seems to have written

before he came to India. Chronogram :

It contains Grhazals and some Mathnawies, the longest of whicli

has the title J^ &\L~K. The Dywan has in all 242 pp. of 11 bayts.

Beginning of Grhazals: ^ u^ j J

(317) jii e,.o (P.)

The Dywan of Ray Ca/jib Ram Khdmosh* who died

previous to 1229 (see p. 167 supra).

Bg. uJ'tj tx> JA j ^Irj y c-ft^, u-T);i)
&*

^Ijl j-^ u^'

As. Soc. No. 553. Collection of Mawl. Mohammad Wajyh, Ghazals,

405 pp. Ruba'ys, &c. 65 pp. Beginning of this copy

(318) liU. *IU ^j (P.)

Dywan or collection of Qacydahs of Afdhal aldyn

Ibrahym Khdqdny (according to the commentator, his

name was 'othman and not Ibrahym). He was a son of

'alyy and a native of Shirwan. His verses were first

corrected by Nitzam aldyn Abii-l'ola, who gave him his

daughter in marriage, and introduced him at the court of

Manuchihr the sovereign of Shirwan, whose title was

Khaqan. In honor of this prince, he changed his former

takhalluc .Haqayqy into Khaqany. He rose to high dig-

nity and obtained the title of Amyr, noble
; but he ill-

requited the kindness of his benefactor ; he and Abu-Fola

became jealous, andwrote biting satyres against each other.

When Khaqany was tired of the life of a courtier he
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solicited permission to retire, and when it was refused he

fled to Baylaqan, but was arrested by the agents of the

Khaqan, brought back to Shirwan and cast into prison.

After some months, he was released and went on a pilgrim-

age to Makkah, on the road he composed his most cele-

brated poem the ToMat afiraqayn. He died at Tabryz
in 582 or in 595, and is buried at Surkhab, and at his

side rest the poets Tzahyr Faryaby and Shahfur Ashhary

Nayshapiiry, (Ouseley, Pers. poets, p. 157; Hammer
Schone Redek. Pers. p. 125: Jamy Nafcfa. No. 569;

Mohammad 'awfy, fol. 124 ; Taqyy Kashy, No. 23
; Daw-

lat-shah 2, 14 ; Mircit alkhiydl, p. 38 ; A'tishkadah, p. 53 ;

Khhdnah 'dmira/i).

His Dywan consists of Qa^ydahs, and Qiahs, some

are mystical, but most of them are panegyrics on the Kha-

qan, the Atabuk Nucrat aldyn Qizilarslan, Sul/an Ghiyath

aldyn Mohammad b. Mas'ud b. Malik-shah, king Sayf al-

dyn Daray of Darband, &c. at the end are about 120

Ruba'ys.

Beginning u&b Jy JA^ ^ ) i^M^jM^ ^ Jc3

Moty Ma&all, five or six good copies, the fullest has 706 pp. of 17

lines
;
As. Soc. No. 75, this copy contains Ghazals as well as

Qa^ydahs; As. Soc. Nos. 386, 578, good copies; Ibidem, No. 75,

containing also Ghazals, E.uba'ys, &c. the poems are alphabetically

arranged, which is not the case in other copies.

Beginning \f*

(319) ^ULx &(**$
C>v (P.)

A commentary on the Qacydahs of Khaqariy, in which

only difficult verses are explained, by Mohammad b.

Dawud b. Mohammad b. Ma^mud Shadyabady.
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Moty Ma&all, 592 pp. 17 lines, written in 1062
;
As. Soc. No.

1282, 996 pp. 9 lines
; Ibidem, No. 1348.

(320) |$JI Cji (P.)

Increase of Delight, by Qabul Mohammad, the author

of the Haft Qulzum. This book is divided into ten

chapters *J]j,
each of which contains a commentary on

a Qa9ydah of Khaqany. It is the first of seven volumes

of a similar nature which the author has composed, or

intended to compose, and to which he gave the title of

Farah-bakhsh, 550 pp. 17 lines.

(32i) ^y)i **=> (P.)

Present to the two 'iraqs, or a description of these two

countries, a Mathnawy by Khaqany of about 3000 verses.

Beginning (̂ -^ ^ ^) ^-^ *^' ***

Some copies have a preface which begins :

l U

Copies are frequent. There are several in the Topkhanah and

Moty Ma^all, and I have no less than three, the best was written in

1090, 194 pp. 16 bayts; As. Soc. No. 467, Bg. O

(322) ^U* t c/ (P.)

A commentary on the To^fat artraqayn by Shaykh
'abd alsalam.

Beginning
j Mj&C. JLJ] cU j& ^tUj
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The first verse commented upon is :

j|fjUai *A.U

(323) jAlL 0^0 (P.)

The Dywan of Khashiy. It consists of Ghazals, at

the end are a few Qacydahs in praise of the Imams and

several chronograms, I copy one of the latter as it fixes

the date, 1092, of the poet.

M~~>\ \jLc L^V ) 0^" J>i* fi ^s^U JU ^iU. ^
Moty HaAall, about 300 pp. 15 bayts, beginning and end wanting.

(324) fU^e-jUb; (P.)

The Ruba'ys of 'omar Khayyam of Nayshapur. He

was originally a tent-maker and hence his takhallu9.

Among his school fellows were jFZasan Cabbagh, and a

youth who subsequently filled the post of Wazyr to

Malik-shah under the title of Nitzam almulk Tusy.

After he had risen to his high office he invited 'omar

to come to court, and when he declined, he allowed

him annually the handsome income of 2,022 mithqals

from the Nayshapur treasury. Baron Hammer-Purgstall

Gesck. d. Schonen Redek. Pers. p. 80 in his valuable

remarks on this poet says, that he was a free-thinker and

a great opponent of Ciifism. He died in 517 (Khoshgii

I. No 38; A'tishkadah, p. 185).

After a short introduction in prose by a later author

the Ruba'ys begin :

Topkhanah, 34 pp. of 24 bayts; As. Soc. No. 1548.
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(325) ^UJ JU ^y^ (P.)

The Dywan of Khiyaly of Bokhara. He was a pupil

of Khwajah '1911131 Allah, and though he spent the greater

part of his life in his native country, he was two years

at Herat in the service of Ulugh Beg, during whose reigri,

850 853, he died. Taqyy Kashy has seen about 2000

verses of his
;
most of his poems are mystical.

Contents : Qa^ydahs in praise of God, 1 pp. Bg.

Hr^ t^-j* *y r^ ^ <jr** ^ 4-
c^xu c^^^ ^\

Ghazals, 110 pp. 13 bayts.

Beginning I U c^ly
Moty Ma/mll, au old copy.

(326) j^ja-l ^y.o (P.)

The Dywan of Yamyn aldyn Abii-l-/7asan, who is

known by the name of Myr Khosraw. He is the greatest

poet among the Musalmans of India. His father Sayf

aldyn Ma/imud was one of the chiefs of the tribe of

Lachyn, which lives in the Hazarah near Balkh. He
came to India, and became one of the nobles (military

leaders) of the empire. He settled at Patyalah (Miimi-

riabad), where Khosraw was born in 651. He was only

nine years of age when he lost his father, who fell in a

fight against the idolators. His brother 'izz aldyn 'alyy-

shah succeeded to the post of his father, and the young

Myr Khosraw was educated by his maternal grandfather

'imad almulk, who was a man of great importance, and

attained the age of one hundred and thirteen years.

When he was grown up he entered with his friend

JJasan the service of prince Mohammad Sul/.m Khan, a

3 o
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son of Ghiyath aldyn Balban, who was then governor of

Mul/an, he was the keeper of the Qoran ^IcVAs-^* and

Hasan keeper of the inkstand j)^l; j. After the death

of his patron he came to Dilly, and entered the service of

Amyr 'alyy, and subsequently he was admitted to the court

of the emperor Jalal aldyn Khiljy. He rose to great im-

portance particularly under Ghiyath aldyn Toghlaq-shah
whom he accompanied in his march to Bengal, and to

whom he dedicated his Toghlaq namah. Whilst the king
was staying at Lokhnawty, the news of the demise of

Nitzarn aldyn reached the royal camp. Khosraw had been

introduced to this saint by his father when only eight

years of age, and he became one of his most distinguished

disciples and warmest admirers, on hearing of his death

he hastened back to Dilly, dressed in deep mourning, gave

up the royal service, gave all he had to the poor and took

up his abode at the tomb of the saint. He died six

months after him in the night, from Thursday to Friday,

the 29th of Dzu-lqa'dah, 725. His tomb is close to

that of Nitzam aldyn, in one of the most beautiful and

interesting spots near Dilly. Dawlat shah places his

death in 715, as his authority has misled many learned

men as Hammer, Garcin de Tassy, Dozy, &c. I give here

the chronogram on his death which is engraved over his

tomb JlcxyLS- ^Jojb ; another chronogram is J^oJ! ^J*.
The Ciifies celebrate his wedding (death) on the 18th

Raby' II. this date is commemorated in the following

verse of the Adab al/alibyn :

It is said by Adzory apud Dawlat-shah, that Sa'dy, for

whomKhosraw entertained the highest respect, came in his
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old age to India and thus an opportunity was afforded Khos-

raw of making his personal acquaintance. He left between

four and five hundred thousand verses, in some of them

he has the takhalluc of Sul/any (Firishtah II. p. 754 ;

Safyuat alawliyd No. 117 ; Ouseley, Pers. Poets, p. 146).

Khoshgu gives the following details regarding his works :

. J

j

Contents : the minor poems are divided into four

Dywans, each of which has a separate title and preface in

prose, and contains Qacydahs, Ghazals, Ruba'ys, &c.

1. j*<c&\
l&s? 144 pp. of 27 lines. Beginning of pre-

face, of which in this copy only the first page is left,

2. i/4F) ^^ ^y 290 pp. of 27 lines. He says in

the preface fj-l ** ^~*) IA *$*$ja&Ql\

3 O 2
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c l j
1^

,x <JLU ^>Ul^. tjlLJ t) c^^l ^j**0j
*Jlk. tj

;
*U ^K*^**^ **>; L^*l 3)j

Beginning of preface c^Vs^^l JIA c^Js^ t>jj <i'J)

Beginning of poetry ^xoJUJlu.^
<x.U ^^^ Jl; tUA-

3. JUXI) S^ I have unfortunately lost my notes regard-

ing this part of the Kullyyat. It is in the preface to it

that Myr Khosraw states that Khwajah Mas'ud has

written a Dywan in the language of India.

4. SjJb xiL> 176 pp. Beginning of the preface:

Beginning of poetry ^1
Mdty Ma/^all, a very fine copy.

(327) jr^j*\ *~+i> (P.)

The five Mathnawies of Amyr Khosraw. It is asserted

by Khoshgu, in the life of Khwaju, that Khosraw was

the first poet who imitated the Khamsah of Nitzamy.

Contents: 1. ^^ &** The Rising of the Lights, an

allegorical and mystical poem. It was composed in 698

and consists of 3,310 verses and is divided into twenty

cantos 2UU/0.

,!jA
*

^
AXJU rj xj

..'a. y ^.ax

Beginning *i^*^ o/^***^ ^L-**^ -J

2. ^t-**^ ^ ^iri^ The Loves of Shyryn and Khosraw,

a romantic epos. It was composed in 698, and consists

of 4,124 verses :
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(z>js*>j J'J ^1 J. y u^; jU' ;t3

** ;
A

3. ^^r* ^jjV The Loves of Layla and Majniin. It

was composed in 698, and consists of 2,360 verses.

, -

Cj^*2^to Jk,^JkAW !'
r ft< ^ &U*&. L_^.^.^A -A*!i il^uXj . lijUy

Begins : ^1^ *^y-^-
&^

)\ J-S^ ^'^ *^j.^- J*AJ iiilj tJ'i

4. v^i^K- *ijol Regulations of Alexander, 124 pp. of

38 bayts. Beginning

jo] U j

5. c-^j L^-^A The Eight Paradises, or one week's

adventures of Bahrain. It was composed in 701, and

consists of 3,350 bayts.

The poet gives the plan of the Khamsah in these verses.

j J^l *ii

.Jb

Bg.
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Moty Ma7/all, several good copies ; As. Soc. Nos. 379, 1385
;

Layla Majuun has been printed, Calcutta, 1811, lithogr. Cal. 1818.

(328) J\j J**j ^^L (P.)

The Story of Khidhr Khan and Dawal Rany, a poem

by Myr Khosraw, he composed it in 715, and it consists of

4,200 verses. The plot of the poem is taken from the

history of India.

b V*3 ** ^1*^ ^I .

Moty Hawaii, 310 pp. of 15 lines, an old copy ;
another copy of

the same collection is most beautifully written and illustrated with

pictures and belonged once to the library of Shahjahan, it is dated

1010; As. Soc. No. 990, lettered jtr-^-ri*' &*>*, Khoshgu, see

p. 467 supra, calls this poem

f329) j. +\ LJ^Z o*Ji ^ (P.)

The Conjunction of the two lucky Planets (Venus and

Jupiter) by Amyr Khosraw. It is a historical poem,

the heroes are Nacir aldyn and Mo'izz aldyn, but the

facts are so much clad in allegories, that the only histo-

rical value of the book is, that it offers us a specimen of

the singular taste of the age in which it was composed.

Beginning ^-^ ^y**^ (J^*y^
^

ttrj^*

Lithographed at Lucnow, JZasany press, 1261, Svo. 194 pp. of 21

bayts, with glosses edited by Mawl. Qudrat Allah. In the As. Soc.

No. 541, is a beautiful old copy, in which the first two bayts are

omitted, it begins o^*
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(330) cyiuJl O 1 (P.)

Light of the Eyes, being a commentary on the Qiran

alsa'dayn by Nur al-//aqq, a son of the celebrated 'abd

al-//aqq Dihlawy Bokhary. The preface is written by

some one else. The date of the book is 1084 70 1014.

*>j\

Bg. of Introduct.

Bg. of Comm.

Topkhanah, 156 pp. 17 lines, much injured. In the same collec-

tion is another commentary on the Qiran alsa'dayn by 'abd al-Easul

Qasiin of Grarah, which is about forty miles east of Lucnow, it has

146 pp. of 11 lines and begins :

In the As. Soc. No. 598, 82 pp. of 19 lines, is a short commentary

which begins

(331)

Complete (minor) works of Khwajii Kirmany. He was

born on the 20th of Dzii-1/^ajj, 689- His name was

Abu IWa Kamal aldyn Ma^miid b. 'alyy Murshidy. He
was of a distinguished family, and spent much of his

time in travelling. In one of his journeys he made the

acquaintance of the distinguished Cufy 'ala aldawlah

Samnany, the author of the -^a and several other works

on mysticism (see p. 81 supra) and became his disciple.

He remained with him six years in Cufyabad at Samnan,

and devoted himself diligently to the study of mysticism.

After that he returned to Kirman and being unable to

find a livelihood, he proceeded first to Ispahan and then

to Shyraz where he found a liberal supporter in Abii
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IsAaq the ruler of that town. In 744 he collected his

poems, but continued his literary activity till 745, he says :

j& ;*~ tr?;3T vjk& ^^ ;^ ) Jf )
t^ ^** i;^ *&

He died at Shyraz in 745, or according to Azad in 753,

and according to Khoshgu (who probably copied incor-

rectly the blunder of Dawlat-shah, who places his death

in 742) in 762.

Taqyy Kashy says that all his poetical works which he

had seen, contained 20,000 verses ; Dawlat-shah says, his

Dywan alone comprises 20,000 verses, whereas Khoshgu
thinks it contains half of that number. He left five

Mathnawies in imitation of the Khamsah of Nitzamy.

(Habyb almjar III. p. 580; Dawlat-shah 4, 19; Taqyy

Kashy 73, see also Erdmann in the Ztschft fur d. K. d.

Morgl. II. 205).

Contents : Qacydahs in praise of the Imams, Sayf

aldyri Bakharzy, Amyn aldyn Kazoruny, Sultan Motzaffar

Mas'iid Shah, &c. 42 pp. of 56 bayts ; Ghazals not

alphabetically arranged, 60 pp. Beginning of Qa9ydahs :

Moty MaAall, a splendid old copy, there is the date 945 at the

end, which is probably the year when it was written.

(332) ^U/^xIyx e^fc (P.)

Mathnawies of Khwajii Kirmany. 1. ^y^t Lc^ The

Garden of Light, 34 pp. of 58 bayts, it is divided into

twenty cantos ?-'U* and is in the metre of the Makhzan

alasrar.

Beginning J.*iiU j^ *U1 J; ^) ^j L0.J) c^^
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2. ejiy.Ua> ;
UA The Loves of Humd and Humayiin,

142 pp. of 44 bayts. Beginning
C^-Jb A*-jb dl C^rnA

^fcjUUuA^']
AS ^ ^ ^

Vlj cUj) cXa*. ,tu

3. **ijJU$ The book of Perfection, 44 pp. of 44 bayts,

it is an ethical poem, composed in 744.

Beginning yt XI *J1 ^ ^
4. ^yVtf

*<U
y&j The Precious Book of Jewels, a

Mathnawy of 1 ,032 verses, mostly in praise of great men.

The date 745 when this poem was completed, is twice

stated at the end :

Beginning ^Jfyr* J *&j& url^s

5. v^l ^:̂
-^6

^ Mr^' ^^* Keys of the Hearts

and Torches of Mysteries, 140 pp. of 54 bayts. This

Mathnawy is divided into twenty-eight chapters u^?.

The following are some of the headings :

*
^

The poem is preceded by a short preface in Arabic

prose which begins :

^xJl uAlxJ] *j* ^JU Jjj) ^JJI
*U dWl

6. The Rose and New Year's-Day, a poetical story, 86

pp. of 56 bayts. Beginning

Moty MaAall
;
As. Soc. 288, a fine copy written in 991, it contains

only three poems, Nos. 2, 3 and 4.

3 P
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(333) U^d]*" (P-)

The Dywan of Kihtary.

Contents: Ghazals, 188 pp. 15 bayts, and four

Ruba'ys. Beginning

As. Soc. Xo. 1418. This copy has the following postcript :

j
*j j

" Here ends the Dywan of Kihtary which was composed

by Shaykh Asad Allah, writer of Wazyr Khan, the police officer of

the district of Sahrand
;
it was copied on the 29th of gafar, 1109." If

the person who wrote this sentence understood the meaning of the

word vJuuoj Shaykh Asad Allah is the name of the poet, but Arabic

words are used so loosely in India that it is likely that it is the

name of the copyist.

(334)

The Dywan of Rajah Apurv Kishen Dev Kunwar.

He lives now, 1853, in Sobha Bazar at Calcutta.

Contents : three Qa9ydahs in praise of Amjad 'alyy

Shah, king of Oudh ; Ghazals 160 pp. 12 bayts; Fards,

&c. 1 5 pp. Beginning of Ghazals :

,
written in 1845, at the end is the seal of the au-

thor, it has the date, 1250.

(335) <j>*s*yU> (P.)

Usages of Love, being the story of Bismil, by Mun-

shiy Lachmy Narayan, a Khatry. His ancestors were

of Kanjawah near Labor, and his grandfather settled
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under 'alamgyr at Dilly. He was a pupil of Arzu and

resided first at Awrangabad and subsequently at Bareily,

and flourished under Ahmad Shah and K^af aldawlah

who died in 1212. I have been told that Lachrny Narayan

died at Dilly about twenty-five years ago.

Beginning ^ j*> <jH^ > (j****
***' f^

Litliographed at Lucnow, Mc^tafay press, 1259, 22 pp.

(336) CXJbj^-O (P.)

The Story of Kamrup, in Persian verses by Himmat

Khan Luyiq, a son of Islam Khan. Mohammad Yusof says

that he was the father of Islam Khan and the son of the

Khanejahan Ldyiq. According to another statement

the poet's name was Mohammad 'ashiq and his takhalluc

Himmat. The former account is borne out by several

verses in the Dywan.

J>^^^>*>} Jjj
Towards the end he says :

c
jj9

Yet it is probable that the Mathnawy is the produc-

tion of M^ammad 'ashiq, and that he had besides the

takhalluc of Himmat also that of Layiq, for this poet

was in the service of Himmat Khan (see Yusof Khan's

Tadzkirah and p. 1 1 3 supra) to whom the poem is dedi-

cated.

The date 1096 and name of the composition are men-

tioned in the following verses :

3 P 2
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Beginning ^ ^V *j

Tdpkkanah, 302 pp. 15 bayts ;
other copies are smaller : Tdpkhanah

172 pp. 24 bayts ; Mdty Hawaii, 294 pp. 11 bayts.

(337) Lpjyi JU dy^ (P.)

The Dywan of Wajyh aldyn 'abd Allah Lisdny of

Shyraz, a son of Myr M^ammad Mushk-fanish. He

spent the greater part of his life at Tabryz, but for some

time he resided at Baghdad and after that city had been

taken by Shah Isma'yl, he proceeded to Hamadan where

he was supported by Najm aldyn II. After his death he

had to endure great hardship in the fortress of Shadman,

at length however he went to Herat and subsequently to

Kashan, and after an absence of fourteen years he came

back to Tabryz where he died. Khoshgu places his death

in 991, but it probably took place several years earlier.

He left about 40,000 bayts.

This copy contains only Ghazals.

Beginning V'V^ ^b ^sj^

As. Soc. No. 1231, 80 pp. of 12 bayts, an old copy.

(338) ^j*ey.> (P.)

The Dywan of Mohammad Shyryn Magkriby. He
was a native of Nayyn and a disciple of Shaykh Isma'yl

Sysy who belonged to the flock of Shaykh Nur aldyn

'abd al-Ra^man Isfarayiny. The reason why he chose

the takhalluc of Maghriby, the man of the west, is that

on a journey to the Maghrib (Northern Africa) he received

the garb of a Darwysh from a disciple of Mo^yy aldyn
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'araby. He was a friend of Kama] Khojandy, and like

him a profound Cufy. It is said that jealousy for royal

favour dissolved the friendship of these two holy men (see

Ouseley Pers. Poets, p. 1 06). He is the author of Arabic

glosses *.xiU* on the FotuMt and of the UJ^ ^. He

died at Tabryz, where he had spent the greater part of

his life, in 809, and is buried in Surkhab. Having been

given to the most disgusting vices during his lifetime, he

is considered as a saint, and his tomb is a place of

pilgrimage. (Jamy, Nafa\\. No. 574 ; jHabyb alsiyar III.

fol. 695 ; Khoshgu II. No. 277; Taqyy Kashy, No. 100).

Contents : an introduction in prose, 6 pp. 1 9 lines ;

Arabic poems, 12 pp. 16 bayts ; Ghazals, 94 pp. 17 bayts ;

Tarjy'bands and Ruba'ys 29 pp. Beginning of Ghazals.

Moty Ma^all, a carefully written old copy ;
As. Soc. Nos. 1436,

722
; my collection, a good copy, it contains merely the Ghazals and

Kuba'ys. Baron Hammer-Purgstall, Gresch. d. schonen Redek. Pers.

p. 78, translates three poems of Maghriby, in them occurs the follow-

ing verse in which the metre would suffer, were we to read Mo'izzy.

In the Topkhanah, 16 pp. 18 bayts, is a Mathnawy of Maghriby
which he dedicated to Shahrokh it begins :

(339) C^A o L^Jl; ti (P.)

The Rose Garden of Mysteries, by Najm aldyn (this

is the honorific name of the poet according to the preface

of the commentary, but in the postcript he is called Sa'd

aldyn, and in one copy Sa'd b. Ma^miid) Ma/zmad Jabish-

tary or Shabishtary Tabryzy. He died in his native

town in 720 and left among other prose works a
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which treats on love, and which he dedicated to Shaykh

Ibrahym a relation of Isma'yl Sysy for whom he enter-

tained an admiration bordering on madness (Khoshgu II.

No. 223). He wrote this poem in 717. It is an answer

in 976 verses to seventeen metaphysical questions which

were .proposed by Amyr Sayyid Hosayny (see p. 430

supra) and contains a very useful outline of the specu-

lations of the Cufies.

Beginning L^^J.>| c^.& J^U*
*XjT

^U>

Topkhanah, 80 pp. 24 bayts ; printed with a German translation

by Baron von Hammer-Purgstall, Pest, 1838.

(340)

A commentary on the preceding work by Mohammad

b. Ya^ya b. 'alyy Jylany Lahijy Nur-bakhshy Asyry
who compiled it in 877 (see p. 70,supra; Dozy, Catal.

Leyd. II. p. 117, says that this commentary was compiled

in 879).

Beginning

Moty MaMl, 868 pp. 17 lines
;
As. Soc. No. 1281, 600 pp. of 15

lines, a very bad copy ; private collection very correct. In the Moty
Hawaii (9 pp. 18 lines), is a copy of a commentary on the verse

.
J| ^^^ jLtlj jt ^iJj^xA). It begins 8^

(341) *A ^ d ^ (P.)

The Dywan of Majd aldyn Hibat Allah, who had the

takhalluc of Majd, and is usually called Majde Hamkar,

i. e. the weaver. He was of Shyraz in Fars and has

therefore the patronymic of Farsy and he derived his
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descent from Anushyrwan ; his wit and refined man-

ners introduced him at court, and he was in high favor

with the Atabuk Sa'd b. Abu Bakr b. Zangy. After the

death of his patron he went to Yazd and thence he pro-

ceeded to Ispahan, where he found a warm reception from

Baha aldyn the son of Khwajah Shams aldyn, and when

he came the second time to power under Abaqa Khan he

appointed him governor of Shyraz. He died in that city,

upwards of ninety years of age, in 686, the same year

died also Imamy Herawy and Badr aldyn Jajarmy. Taqyy

Kashy, No. 47, has seen about 6,000 verses of his.

Contents : Qacydahs in praise of'adhod aldyn, Tzahyr

aldyn, &c. 375 pp. 15 bayts ; some Qifahs and Ruba'ys,

116pp.

Beginning

Moty Ma^all, a splendid old copy.

(342) ^*? ^o (P.)

The Dywan of Myrza Mohammad Majdzub of Tabryz.
He was a great scholar and profound Cufy. According
to a chronogram, he collected this Dywan in 1 063.

3 J

jTahir Nacrabady speaks of him in the present tense,

and it would therefore appear that he was still alive in

1083, on the other hand he quotes the following chrono-

gram of his for 1006.

Besides this Dywan and the Mathnawy cuWMybli he

composed two other Mathnawies, one in the measure of
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the Shah-namah and one in the measure of the Math-

nawy of Jala! aldyn Rumy.
Contents: Ghazals, 248 pp. 14 bayts; Ruba'ys, &c.

18pp.

Beginning fc^j JJ u^yjJ^ \j&* U1 ^^UJ) L-H ^yJ)

Mdty MaAall, a good copy ; Topkhanah, about 200 pp. of 18 bayts ;

As. Soc. No. 1366. This copy contains also a few Qa9ydahs.

(343) J& ^a (P.)

The Dywan of Zeb alnisa Begam, a daughter of 'alam-

gyr; her takhalluc was Makhfiy and she died in 1114.

The chronogram on her death is ^-
Contents : Qacydahs, 28 pp.

Beginning ^j*JiI*J^ ^c
G\J

^ e^*t ^
Ghazals, 480 pp. 12 bayts; Wasokht, Tarjy'bands, &c.

46 pp. Beginning : U ^U-oo Jl *j** \j^A+*jjAj ^r)

FaraA-bakhsh, a splendid copy ; Mdty MaAall, five copies ;
As.

Soc. No. 297.

(344)

Layla and Majnun a Mathnawy of 2,160 verses by

Maktaby who was a schoolmaster of Shyraz and com-

posed it in 895 (see Samy, No. 359, A'tishkadah, p. 392

and Dozy Catal Bill Lugd. Sat. II. p. 121.)

Beginning jl^ ^A tXj) ^ J^-l jj.1^ ^Ulj o^
As. Soc. No. 796, about 200 pp. of 15 bayts.
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(345) i^-ulj^ (P-)

The Dywan of Mohammad Fakhir Mdkyn, who was

born in 11 73 and died in 1221 (see p. 162). Chrono-

gram on his death by Mohammad Mo^sin,

e^JJfc C~^ ^x. ^^^ ^ fi jAZyX d ! j
;
U JL, ^

Contents: Qacydahs, 38 pp. 17 bayts; Ghazals, 308

pp. 1 1 bayts ; Mokhammas, 7 pp. Beginning of Ghazals :

Moty MaAall, two copies, one was written during the author's life-

time and contains his autograph ;
in one copy the Grhazals begin :

(346) S eJUU cOOT (P.)

Works of Malik Qommy. He was bom and brought

up at Qomm, and was in great favor with the Qizilbashes

and other great men of Persia. Yet for some unex-

plained reason, he left his native country and came to

A7^madnagar in India where he met the Khan Khanan.

This great patron of poets gave him the most kind re-

ception and supported him. After some time Malik

determined to go to Makkah. At Byjapur he fell in

with Tzohiiry, who married his daughter and introduced

him to Ibrahym 'adilshah. He composed a poem of 9000

verses for his patron and called it +**\jA jty*. According

to Azad the name of the book is <^r;^. The king-

made him a present for it of 90,000 Laries. At present,

1024, says the author of the Mat/lire Rah, from whom
the above details are derived, he lives in retirement and

indigence. He died in the Deccan in 1025, the chrono-

gram on his death made by Kalym is

3 Q
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Contents : a preface in prose of 9 pp. ; Qa9ydahs and

some Tarjy'bands, 180 pp. 22 bayts : Ghazals, 150 pp.;

about 400 Ruba'ys. Beginning of the Qacydahs :

^io'jy U ^^U. ) jyoj jU~) Jj

j\V$]
xU a Mathnawy divided into 1 7 chapters ^*>, 9

pp. 23 bayts. Beginning

Another mystical Mathnawy in the style of the Hady-

qah, 84 pp. 23 bayts, incomplete.

Beginning J^& ^ ^ ig;& *& |O^C f^J^ ^r^ <-^'

Moty Ma^all. In the same collection, and in the As. Soc. No. 840,

there is a Dywan of Malik Qoinmy, which contains some of the

Qa9jdahs, the Ghazals and minor poems, but not the Mathnawies
;

Bg. I*
a)tij.t &.j

(347) J> ^j (P.)

The Dywan of Shah Maliil of Moradabad, who had

also the takhalluc of Ilham (see pp. 239, 254, 436 supra.)

Contents : Ghazals, 438 pp. 14 bayts. Bg.
j c^U.^ I; JjJJ C^xa. ^x ^^A; t^C c^i

a Mathnawy composed in 1191, the name

is a chronogram, 34 pp. 15 bayts and a Tarjy'band.

Bg. Jj *>^J A^ls^ 1

: J^lj dLS
,jj

AJ ^UU- ^-^- ^C*A. AJ

Topkhanah, a fair copy.

(348) jj** ^o (P.)

The Dywan of Mancur, he is probably identical with

the poet of this takhalluc mentioned by Jjahir, see p. 103

Contents: Ghazals, 432 pp. 15 bayts.
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Beginning

Qacydahs, 144 pp. some are in praise of Shah 'abbas

II. who died in 1078 and of 'abbas Quly Beg.

Beginning *IA*l*x>)^A? ^ j}& L^J^ ^ IA!*J ^)

Mdty Ma&all, a good copy.

(349) aifo~ L^tr* dy* (P-)

The Dywan of Maniichihry, who had the sobriquet of

Sha9t-gallah. His name was Hakym Najm aldyn

Ahmad b. Ya'qub b. A^mad Manuchihry. He informs

us in his poems that he is a native of Damaghan, and

not of Balkh as Dawlat-shah erroneously states. He was

a pupil of Abu-lfaraj Sinjary, and lived at the court of

Ma^mud of Ghaznah, and of his two sons Mas'ud and

Mohammad. The latter prince raised him to the rank

of a Tarkhan. He acquired much wealth, and hence

his sobriquet of Shact-gallah, i. e. sixty flocks of sheep.

Towards the end of his life he devoted himself to ascetic

exercises under the guidance of Abu-lma'aliy 'abd alma-

lik b. Mohammad Jowayny. He died in 483.

The Dywan consists almost exclusively of short

Qacydahs in praise of the three princes at whose court

he lived. Beginning

Moty MaAall, small 8vo. 188 pages of 14 lines, possibly a mere

extract copied in 1010.

(350) J\;^^ tfljiJ (P.)

The Dywan of Many. According to the copyist he

was of Mazandaran and according to Samy of Mashhad.

3 Q 2
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His father was a porcelain manufacturer, and he followed

in his youth the same profession, but subsequently his

talents introduced him to Mx^ammad Mo^sin Myrza, a

son of SuUan Hosayn Myrza, and he was killed in his

service by the Uzbeks in 913.

Contents : after four Ghazals in praise of God, the

Dywan begins as follows :

I? ^A)^ tyjj ^h) ^ ]j /*
Mdty MaAall, 82 pp. 17 bayts.

(351) jyic L^JwJ AoUsU* j <*x>l5

ejy (P.)

The Niln-namah and Qaf-namah by Maqbul A^rnad

whose takhallu9 is Maqbul. I believe the poet is alive

and resides at Lucnow. All the verses of the Nun-namah

end in n, and the first letter of every verse of the first

Ghazal is alif, of the second b, &c.

Beginning ^^^ ^^ \^+ ^j*j*>> *A& ^}
In the Qaf-namah, the first letter of every verse is q

and the first Ghazal rhymes in alif, the second in b, &c.

Bg. ^-*^<^1 idH^jej^m ^*^/^l^
Lithographed, Lucnow, 1263, 16 pp. : the Qaf-namah is written

on the margin.

(352)
'

^j (P.)

The Dywan of Khwajah Hosayn Marwy (see p. 63).

Contents: Qacydahs, 31 pp. of 12 bayts in praise of

Akbar; Ghazals, 100 pp. and a few Ruba'ys among

them, is a chronogram for 953, on the composition of a

work of Humayun which has the title of
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and of which in fact the title itself is a chronogram.

Beginning of Ghazals : o
As. Soc. No. 842.

(353) c-o j (P.)

The Dywan of Khwajah Mas'ud b. Sa'd b. Salman

who died in 525, according to a Biyadh of the As. Soc.

No. 931, his death happened in 420 (for 520?) (see p.

407 supra). He usually writes "Bandah" instead of

his name or takhalluc, but in one instance he gives

us his whole name :

I have not succeeded in finding the verses quoted by

Dawlat-shah in this Dywan, but the Ruba'y which accord-

ing to Khoshgii, he sent from his prison to the Sultan is

in it, it runs :

Khoshgii has in addition to this another Mas'ud, whom
he calls Mas'ud Razy and of whom he says that he was

at the court of Sul/an Mas'ud.

Contents : Qacydahs about 500 pp. of 21 bayts mostly

in praise of Sullan Mas'ud, Ibrahym and Bahrain Shah,

at the end are a few Ghazals and Ruba'ys and Mok-

hammas.

Bg. ^ ^ f^f s& (^
As. Soc. ISo. 1245;
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(354) LiJb L^*^X ^\y^ (P.)

The Dywan of Mas'ud Bakk. He uses both Mas'ud

and Mas'ud Bakk as his takhalluc, and in the concluding

verse of the last Ghazal, he gives us his full name.

-jU> j| \

From Ilahy (see p. 84 supra) it would appear that he

was of Ma-wara-lnahr but 'abd al-Haqq Dihlawy Akkbar

alalshyar, p. 375 gives us a different statement. He was

according to this author a relation of SuUan Fyruz of

Dilly and had originally the name of Shyr Khan ; dis-

gusted with the vanities of this world, he became a dis-

ciple of Shaykh Rokn aldyn b. Shihab aldyn Imam

(Khoshgu. alters Shihab aldyn into Baha aldyn) one of

the most profound Cufies of the school of Chishty. He

wrote several works on Mysticism, one is entitled

and is on the plan of the ^Jl^fc $UaJI ^
and another one has the title of ^}^ *j/. After his

death he was buried in the tomb of his spiritual guide

in the Ladii Saray near Nitzam aldyn's mausoleum, five

miles south of Dilly. The date of his demise is not

known, but he probably flourished towards the end of the

eighth century. Walih says that he was a disciple of

Chiragh Dilly.

Contents: Qacydahs, 25 pp. 15 bayts. Bg.

^V;^^!; 1

r
ju^J^ s^1 &*^^ M^iuf !^"

Ghazals, 150 pp. 13 bayts and 70 Ruba'ys. Bg.

Motj Hawaii, a good copy written in 1012
;
As. Soc. 1371, this

copy has a short preface in prose, in which the author states that he

wrote this book for his brother Nayr aldyn. This copy begins
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(355) ^ LJlJuJ^a^JU
'** (P.)

The Story of Maniichihr, a Mathnawy by JJatim

Masyh composed in 1070 and dedicated to Shahjahan.

Topkhauah, about 600 pp. of 15 bayts, a good copy.

(356) ^ rfj* (P.)

The Dywan of Shaykh 'abd al-Ridha b. 'abd Allah

Matyn. He was a native of Ispahan, but of Arabic

origin. He came under Bahadur Shah to India (Arzu

says that he came in the commencement of the reign of

Mohammad Shah, succeeded in 1132, to Dilly) and

subsequently he went to Lucnow where he assumed the

garb of a Darwysh, and received a pension from Burhan

almulk Sa'adat Khan. Having lost his pension owing

to the change of rulers, he proceeded to Bengal and died

about 1 1 75, and left a Dywan of about 5000 verses (see

Arzu and Talib).

Contents : a preface in prose, 68 pp. 1 3 lines.

Beginning ^iVl? ^^1 <*** > cA*' J^ ^^ }*>

Qacydahs in praise of the Irnams and chronograms,

&c. 35 pp. ; logogriphs with solution, 24 pp. Beginning

of Qacydahs :

A story in verse 30 pp. Bg.

Ghazals 200 pp. of 12 bayts and 150 Ruba'ys.

Beginning

Mdty Hawaii, probably an autograph.
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(357) rf* djy* (P.)

The Dywan of Janjanan Matzkar. Arzu confirms the

statement of Shorish (see p. 256 supra) that the name

of this poet was originally Janejan, but that he was sub-

sequently called Janjanan, and he says that he heard it

from his own lips.

Contents : preface in prose which contains an auto-

biography ; Ghazals, 80 pp. of 1 3 bayts. Bg.
U

c^-^-j V 1^ ib
toj*

*>| I* U e^s: Ljl^s^ ^jji fy ^j)

Mdty Ma^all; As. Soc. No. 1165. I insert here his autobio-

graphy :
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(358) Jt^WT4- (P-)

The Story of Chander Badan, by Matzhar (he is

probably identical with the poet mentioned in p. 129

supra) dedicated to Awrangzeb. Beginning

Topkhanah, 130 pp. 15 bayts.

(359) l^ (P-)

Information for Aspirants by Abii 'abd Allah Moham-
mad Fadhil b. Sayyid A/zmad b. Sayyid Hosayn Hosayny

Tirmidzy Akbarabady who is usually called Matzhar

alhaqq. He flourished under Shahjahan and composed
this book as the title indicates which is a chronogram, in

1060 and died in 1101.

This book contains chronograms in verse on the prin-

cipal dates in Mo^ammadan history, particularly on the

death of great men of the prophet, of the Khalifs, of

poets, &c. Bg. JMj j i^- ^s^ u-rU/o ^Ulx <x.<xJ> ^^.
Lithographed at Lucnow, Mo9^fayiy press, 1265, 12mo. 130 pp.

(360) ^-j,

The celebrated mystical poem of Jalal aldyn Mohammad
who is generally known by the name of Mawlawy Rum
or Rumy in India, and by the name of Jalal aldyn Rumy
in Europe. Cufy authors call him usually Mawlawy

Ma'nawy. It is said that he used Mawlawy, Mawlana,
Khamiish and Shams as his takhalluc. He was born at

Balkh on the 6th of Raby' I. 604, or 592. His father

Baha aldyn was a man of good family, and of great

3 R
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learning and piety, and he had a very numerous circle of

disciples. It is said that the ruler of Balkh, jealous of

his influence with the public did everything to annoy him.

At length Baha aldyn thought it best to leave Balkh, he

proceeded with his family on a pilgrimage to Makkah,

and remained on his return at Iconium the capital of

that branch of the Seljiiq dynasty which ruled over Rum
and hence our poet is called Rumy. The Seljuq princes

were great patrons of learning, and both Baha aldyn and

his promising son rose soon to importance and celebrity

at Iconium. After the death of his father which hap-

pened in 631, Jalal aldyn succeeded him as the spiritual

guide of his flock which soon increased by the accession

of four hundred new disciples. Among the friends of

Jalal aldyn were men like Calah aldyn Zarkiib, and

Cheleby //osam aldyn, who have immortalized them-

selves by their attainments in mystical philosophy. But

the friend to whom he was most attached, and to whom

almost all his Ghazals are addressed, was Shams Ta-

bryz, a most disgusting cynic. Jalal aldyn, according

to Jamy, died at sunset on the 5th Jumada II. 672 or 671,

at the age of sixty-nine years. A chronogram on his

death is uJ^* M^ (Ouseley Pers. poets, p. 112).

This poem is called emphatically
" the Mathnawy" or

Mathnawy ma'nawy ; it is divided into six cantos j*t.

The second canto was composed two years after the

first in 662. Beginning
jjXx> ci-4'*<* V^l^^ V^ jJ^x> i^y&A

lily
3*" i g^'l ?*"*?

Good copies are frequent but they differ from each other. Litho-

graphed at Bombay, 1263, 4to.
; Ibidem, 1266, 8vo. in the Naskhy

character ; Ibidem, 1267 in Naskhta'lyq 117 -f 113 + 136 -f- 115 -h 120

+ 136 pp. of 42 bayts, this is considered the most correct of the

three editions ;
Turkish translation with commentary, Boulak, 1251,
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3 vols. see Hammer-Purgstall's notice of this edition in the Sitzunga-

bericht d. W. Akad. 1851. Valuable MS. copies are in the As. Soc.

Kos. 40, 138 (this copy contains also the glossary) and 604.

(361) vJJJl v 1 (P-)

Extracts from the Selections of the Mathnawy of Jalal

aldyriRiimy, by .Hosayn b. 'alyyWa'itz Bayhaqy Kashify

(see p. 71 supra). The author made, at the request

of Baha aldyn Mohammad b. Mohammad b. al-JJosayn

Balkhy Riimy, selections from the Mathnawy and gave

them the title of ^$yUl vUr^l ^ ^y^J) ^UJ. Subse-

quently at the request of some of his Cdfy friends, he

made an abstract of these selections and arranged it into

three chapters^ which respectively contain the verses

on revealed religion c^*^ j\jb\ ^^ ; asceticism ^j^
9

Jju,]
and theosophy W^S*. jlyl ^1L*, Bg,

Some copies begin

Moty MaAall, 426 pp. 19 bayts, a very fine copy is in my posses-

sion and there are two copies in the As. Soc. Nos. 421, 989.

There is a copy of the <j>i*+Jl V in the Tdpkhanah about 100pp.

45 bayts, the text begins ^ j 1 _^- The preface begins :

(362) L?y ^ y (P.)

Stream from the Ocean of the Mathnawy, or selections

from Mawlawy Rumy made by 'alyy Akbar Khafiy iu

1081. The title is a chronogram.

Beginning <^s}'**<* ttMAi'* JL^'

Moty Ma/wll, 146 pp. 15 bayts, written in 1137.

3 R 2
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(363) J^V 1^ (
R )

Extracts from the Mathnawy, systematically arranged
into sixty-three chapters by Abu Bakr Shashy. Begin-

ning of the short preface in prose

As. Soc. No. 1164, 112 pp. of 15 bayts, written in 1065.

(364) tfjJ&ojd (P.)

The concealed Pearl, being selections from the Math-

nawy systematically arranged with explanations by a dis-

ciple of Sayyid 'abd al Fatta^ J/osayny 'askary, or rather

by himself.

Every chapter is headed by the words ^y^ j& and

a few observations in prose.

Beginning d^* y& L_T tx'l >^&Ju*J) tl^e jJl
Ujj

Moty Ma/zall, 8vo. about 300 pp. ;
As. Soc. No. 1270.

(365) ^UJl CUA- (P.)
M

A commentary on the Mathnawy of Mawlawy Jalal

aldyn, by Sayyid 'abd al-Fatta^ Hosayny 'askary, col-

lected by his pupil Hidayat Allah in 1049.

Bg. ^-^c! vj) C^AXa.1 i^(al.s.i &S

Bg. of 2d. d.

Bg. of 3d. daft.

Bg. of 4th daftar
tj

Bg. of 5th daftar v

Bg. of 6th daftar
^.

As. Soc. No. 581, in all about 1500 pp. of 19 lines.
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(366) j'/^bj^lr* 1 /!** (R)

A commentary on the Mathnawy by Zfosayn b. Hasan

who died according to Uajy Khal. No. 11,370, in 840.

The author informs us that he had from childhood a

predilection for this poem, and that at the request of his

friends he wrote a work Jfc^l jj*j^ (fi^^ j)& which it

seems contains discourses on the Mathnawy, and, on their

continued solicitations, he at length proceeded to write this

commentary, of which he commenced the second book in

834. It is preceded by a preliminary discourse divided into

ten chapters *&&*, the first of which contains biographies

of celebrated Cufies beginning with 'alyy, and the second

an explanation of some of their technical terms, in this

chapter he follows Qoshayry. This is rather an analysis

of the Mathnawy than a commentary. The text is

introduced by the word ^/^ or -. Beginning

Jjjlr*"
$ LjJtlijL) C^Ay-^j dxJO ^IJO j C^^ )

t*S& cUsw

As. Soc. No. 57, fol. 400 pp. of 2G lines, written with great care

in 1081-, it contains only the first three daftars. The account which

Hajy Khalyfah gives of this book, is confused and erroneous.

(367) (gyJ*
e^Ljl c ^ jo (^y*x>J^I

L-&T (P.)

Explanation of the theosophistic mysteries, being a

commentary on the Mathnawy by 'abd al-Hamyd b.

Mo'yn aldyn Mohammad b. Mo/zammad Hashim Jfosayny

Qany Rifa'y of Tabryz, with introductory remarks on

Jalal aldyn Rumy's system of theosophy, illustrated by

his own verses.

Beginning o^** L^^JoJ c^)3 J^tjo c^Lxj ^
Js^ tUa.

Mdty MaAall, 658 pp. of 21 lines. This volume contains merely

the first part.
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(368) ^k> **fcU, (P.)
*

A commentary on the Mathnawy, by Nitzam aldyn

Da'iy (see p. 387 supra). Beginning

> J*. ^c ^j

First verse explained 5* j
Moty Ma^all, 222 pp. 22 lines, written in a clear hand

;
As. Soc

No. 830, there is also a copy in my collection.

(369) c^yiJl jilfe. ^ yyjujl
LJjiy (P.)

A commentary on the Mathnawy, by 'abd al-Lafyf b.

'abd Allah 'abbasy dedicated to Shahjahan. The author

translates and explains Arabic sentences, traditions and

Qoran verses, and illustrates difficult Persian verses.

Beginning

Bg. of 2d d.

Bg. of 3d.

Bg. of 4th daftar ^U~
Bg. of 5th daftar e^~)

Bg. of 6th daftar o^
As. Soc. No. 846, 240 pp. of 19 lines

;
in the Topkhdnah is a

commentary on the Mathnawy by 'abd al-Layf, which has the title

of c^+-'i ^y I do not know whether it is identical with the -a5liJ

*4yuR*;|. In that collection are also the fourth and fifth parts, (about

300 pp. of 28 lines) of a commentary by Myrza Faqr Allah (Afiryn,)

composed in 1130.

Beginning
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(370) igpij
trjUiiKx, (P.)

A commentary on the Mathnawy, by Mohammad

Ridha, compiled in 1084, after the author had retired

from the service of his sovereign. The text is intro-

duced by the word
(

Beginning eu.) ^

Bg. of 2d daftary

Bg. of 3d daftar *

Bg. of 4th daftar cs-JJ) ,*> > ^iUS *U| JU U*

Bg of 5th daftar L^-J
^Ju

AJ *s^! ^1 :>/!

Bg. of 6th daftar

As. Soc. JS
T
o. 549 about 600 pp. of 13 lines, written in 1167;

Ibidem, No. 623, the first daftar only.

(371) J!r^e>>* (P.)

The Treasures of Mysteries, being a commentary on

the Mathnawy, by Walyy Mohammad of Agra, compiled
in 1140. The text is introduced by ^y.

Beginning L gH*$ Arr^ izyo^. j* ^^Al j ^r^*"
As. Soc. Nos. 383 and 606, 882 pp. of 19 lines containing only

the first book, No. 389 is the second volume, 352 pp. of 20 lines.

Beginning I;
&V &=^^ o,^y I,

^b ^laA. ^JL ^ *+*>

Another volume, No. 389, contains the sixth part, about 400 pp.

of 20 lines. The author completed this part in 1151.

Bg.

(372) .| al)!^^ LJ^J <ju i (P.)

A commentary on the Mathnawy, by Shah Myr Mo-

hammad Nur Allah A^rary, who according to a note in
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the fly-page resided at Arcot *$#J. The text is intro-

duced by the words SH

Beginning^ J>1

Eg. of 2d daftar e

Bg. of 3d uu^lt ^j c^U]^ jlbx ^i. u^x* jjl U

Bg. of 4th daftar ^ r!s^J urj;
1

^) ^e >f

)

Bg. of 5th daftar <_^ J^K^^** *U^^
Bg. Of 6th d. C^-l; iXja* ^W^ J^ * y
As. Soc. No. 484, 384 pp. of 21 lines.

(373) uy^yi^^jyi (P.)

Mysteries of the Mathnawy, or Spiritual Lights, being
a commentary on the above poem by Mo'yn aldyn 'abd

Allah called Khalyfah Khwyshaky ^^^ Chisty of

Qociir in the Punjab who, it appears from the preface

lived some years in the Deccan. He gives us the follow-

ing list of his other writings : *^^ ^^ sjjxL* ^

Beginning *&' <x.$

Moty Ma^all, 408 pp. of 24 lines, containing only the first daftar.

(374) Jjj*)|
<>A* L_ftAA*J j^yio ^jA (P )

A commentary on the first Daftar of the Mathnawy,

by 'abd al'azyz b. Shaykh 'alyy Mo/jamrnad b. Molla

Khodadad of Mathra. Beginning

Topkhanah, 110 pp. of 15 lines.
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(375) jj LOUIS' (P.)

Complete works of Shams Tabryz. This is the name

by which in India the collection of minor poems of Jalal

aldyn Riimy is generally known, because instead of insert-

ing his own takhallug in the concluding verses of each

Ghazal, the poet uses the name of this eccentric saint.

Shams Tabryz died according to Jamy, Nqfahat, in 645,

some authors place his death more correctly in 660.

Contents : Ghazals, 1200 pp. of 34 bayts ; Tarjy'bands,

46 pp. and about 4000 Ruba'ys. Beginning

^Ulol^l gj ^JJI ^iI)>ViJl ^], byJ) jfU. ^JJI &U doWl

Moty Ma&all, a splendid copy with occasional marginal notes.

The copies usually met with of the Dywan of Shams Tabryz, con-

tain selections from the Kullyat, some ofthem begin
^ &^** **J &i

1jlx) ^ Aj!iL other copies begin JjSff
^**J &j$ ^JJl 4fx^f. Eosen-

zweig has published selections from the Dywan with a German trans-

lation, Vienna, 1838, 4to.

(376) ^Lo ^6 (P.)

The Dywan of Myrza Quly Mayly of Herat (see

supra pp. 54, 64, 43).

Contents : Qacydahs, 60 pp. 24 bayts.

Beginning &U.
A&J-J juJ^^. o;Ka. ^^.

Ghazals, 54 pp. 25 verses. Beginning

\jjjj {>]j*i> ^Alai^l Ji^jb" |^ j;
jJ) HJ ^U. dr^ c-^j^S

Topkhanah and several copies in the Moty Ma&all, As. Soc. No.

912
; my collection about 300 pp. of 15 or 16 bayts, the Ghazals

begin in this copy
I* &b **+$

3 s
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(377) C^Ax> ^j (P.)

The Dywan of Qamar aldyn Minnat (see pp. 258

and 171 supra).

Contents : Ghazals about 250 pp. Mokhammas', Qitfa'hs

and Ruba'ys, 1 5 pp. Beginning

The Loves of Hyr and Ranjha, a Mathnawy in 1 1 20

verses dedicated to Mr. Jones. Beginning

j ^ ^
Collection of Mawl. MoAaininad Wajyh, written in 1214.

(378) ^^ d|^o (P.)

The Dywan of Miskyn. It consists of prayers and

invocations of saints, and it would therefore appear that

the author was a Darwysh ;
he may be identical with

the Cufy of that name mentioned in the Rasha^at (see

chapter on Cufism).

Contents: Ghazals about 1200 pp. of 14 bayts, and a

few pages of miscellaneous poems, at the end is a short

prose composition.

Beginning ^1 ^ f^y UT^J W) ^ (i& **

As. Soc. No. 387, a good copy.

(379) 5b^ ^j (P.)

The Dywan of Shaykh Gholam Mo^yy aldyn Mobtala

(see p. 187 supra).

Contents : Ghazals, 1 10 pp. 12 bayts ; Fards, Ruba'ys,

Satyres, &c. 32 pp. Beginning

Mdty Ma/^all, this copy contains also the cj*"* J^ which he com-

posed in 1187
; my private collection.
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(380) vUo .J* (P.)

The Dywan of Myrza Moca^ib, he flourished after

Cayib whom he imitates, and was probably alive in 1 158.

Contents : Qacydahs, 11 pp. ; Ghazals, 200 pp. of 1 7

bayts ; Mokhammas' &c. 16 pp. Beginning of Ghazals :

Moty MaAall, a splendid copy written in 1158, and as would

appear from the postscript during the author's lifetime o^ f^
I I d A &XMI jik.LA>c

\jjiQ oou^/0 ci*/cl^Jj
c^Jl~wj cjixwu . In another copy

the Ghazals begin
^

^lj|
3 | uJ JjJ dj ^Uj VJ L about 300 pp. of 14

bayts.

(381) Osfco^l^ (P -)

The Dywan of Molla Mofyd of Balkh (see pp. 114,

151, 107, 129 supra}. From a chronogram in Walih it

appears that he died in 1091 6 = 1085.

^^o ^rsr^
Jaft^o H^> ^ŝ 's& -^XsT^U J^-^j *' tU^/J

Contents": Ghazals 164 pp. of 15 bayts; about 50

Ruba'ys, among them are some chronograms, one is

for 1062. Beginning

Moty MaAaU, written in 1149
;
As. Soc. No. 1177, imperfect.

(382) **** dI^J (P.)

The Dywan of Molla Mohammad Cufy. His Saqiy-

namah has been mentioned p. 386 supra under Cufy, it

appears however from his Dywan, of which I have but a

few days ago obtained the sight of a copy, that his

takhallu9 is Mohammad and not Cufy.

Contents: Qacydahs, 18 pp. of 14 bayts.

3 s 2
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Beginning ;)^ f&s* jtjy^ d& jb ^"T ^U*-) ^} J

Ghazals, 44 pp. ; Ruba'ys, 16 pp. and then the Saqiy-

namah. Beginning

}j
JjJb ^US ^A-UO *? iU*T^j |^U ^ ^J^*!; ^ */**

Collection of Mawl. Mohammad Wajyh, a* fine copy.

(383) pX* dj* (P.)

The Dywan of Mo/^tashim Kashy (see page 23 supra).

Contents : Ghazals and on the margin a marthyyah

and Qa^ydahs in praise of the Imams. Bg.

Moty MaAall, 106 pp. of 20 lines in the text, and 14 lines in the

margin. This MS. contains apparently merely selections from the

three Dywans of MoAtashim. As. Soc. 1361, a fine old copy contain-

ing merely Ghazals, 186 pp. of 14 bayts.

(384) {!&*
$* c^oJ aJ^U aJU; (P.)

A Dywan of 64 Ghazals by Mohtas/am, which has the

name Jalalyyah became the letters of "
Jalal" contain

the number 64. The Ghazals are mostly expressions of

friendship called forth by events in the poet's intercourse

with his friends. At the request of his friend ZTisaby,

who commenced in 980 to compile a Tadzkirah (see p. 23

supra) he put at the head of every Ghazal a few lines in

prose, in which the occasion is mentioned on which it was

written together with aesthetical remarks. The author

compiled the Dywan in 997. The preface begins :

The first Ghazal begins : ^J^#
Moty Ma&all, correct copy written in 1040.
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(385) (P.)

The Dywan of Mohyy. According to the copyist the

author of these poems is Shaykh 'abd al-Qadir Gylany,
whose takhalluc was Mohyy and who was born in 471

and died in 561 (see chapter on Ciifism). I much doubt

the correctness of this statement.

Contents : Ghazals, 46 pp. of 30 bayts, another copy
45 pp. 38 bayts. Beginning
U AJl.^.

j&y ^o y^>. c^-uOJ ^4*$
dS U &JUb'

yOjl T; J AJots^^
Topkhanah, two copies. As. Soc. No. 1123, about 200 pp. of

10 bayts, is another Dywan ascribed to 'abd al-Qadir in which he has

the takhallu9 of Qadiry.

Beginning L>j3 tejA. ^ ^ ^j ^

(386) ^f ^j* (P.)

The Dywan of Mo/^yy who, as it appears from a chro-

nogram contained in the Dywan, flourished in 1001.

JU
Bg.

Contents : Ghazals, 198 pp. of 12 bayts ; Ruba'ys and

Qi^'ahs, 9 pp.

Moty MaAall, a fine copy in 12mo.

(387) C2J*o (^U (P.)

Complete works of Abu Bakr Mohammad Mo'izzy of

Samarqand ; according to Dawlat-shah he derived his

origin from Nasa, and according to Khoshgu from Nay-

shapiir, this however is probably a clerical error for Nasa.

His father 'abd al-Malik Burhdny was a poet and flou-

rished under Alparslan, but did not come to celebrity.

After his death Mo'izzy, who it would appear made

himself first known as a poet under the successors of
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MaAimid of Ghaznah, chose the military profession, and

he rose under Sultan Jalal aldyn Malikshah to a com-

mand which gave him a position at court. One evening
the king with his courtiers was looking out for the new

moon, the appearance of which was to terminate the fast

of Ramadhan. The king observed it first, and Mo'izzy
made on the spot so elegant a Ruba'y that he conferred

the title of king of poets upon him. In this capacity

he had to pay the stipends and rewards of merit to four

hundred poets who adorned the court of this monarch.

Subsequently he was sent on an embassy to Rum (Ico-

nium) and he brought back forty camels' loads of precious

goods to Ispahan. His end was tragical,
"

it is said," re-

lates MoAammad 'awfy,
" that one day Sinjar, the successor

of Malik-shah, was practising archery in his camp, and a

missing arrow pierced the body of Mo'izzy, who was

sitting in his tent." This happened in 480 according

to a note in an old album (As. Soc. No. 931). Sanay

wrote an elegy on his death. Taqyy Kashy however

thinks that he lived to the time of the Khwarezm-

shahians, and places his death in 542. This author has

seen more than 15,000 verses of his.

Contents : Qac^ydahs most of them in praise of Abii-

l-Fath M^ammad Malikshah, Sinjar, the Atabuk Nitzam

almulk Abii 'alyy -Hasan b. 'alyy b. Is^aq, and his son

Fakhr almulk Mohammad Qiwan aldyn, &c. about 120

Ruba'ys. Beginning

Moty MaAall, 650 pp. 19 bayts, a splendid copy. A very beau-

tiful copy of Mo'izzy is in the As. Soc. No. 1368, Qa?ydahs about

100 pp. of 15 bayts and Euba'ys, 30 pp. Beginning
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(388) jf oyjJ (P.)

The Dywan of Abu-1-Makarim Mojyr aldyn of Bay-

laqan, a town of Aran in A'dzarbayjan. He was a pupil

of Khaqany, he lived for some time in his house at

Shirwan and wrote several poems in his praise. Sub-

sequently he proceeded to Tabryz and became a court

poet of the A'tabuks. At the instigation of his enemies

who wished to remove him from the court, he was sent

to Ispahan to collect the revenue. The learned men

of that city did first homage to his talents but subse-

quently they induced Jarnal aldyn 'abd al-Razzaq and

Sharaf aldyn Shufurdah to compose satyres against him,

to which he wrote smart replies. He died in 594 or

according to Walih in 568 (Dawlat-shah, 2, 16; Taqyy

Kashy, No. 28; Atishkadah, p. 41 ; Khoshgu, No. 123).

Contents : Qacydahs chiefly in praise of the Sultan

Atabuk Qizil Arslan, at the end are some Qifahs, elegies

on the death of great persons, Ruba'ys, &c.

Beginning -*];*

Mdty MaAall, 158 pp. of 20 bayts, a splendid copy.

(389) ^ &\j>* (P.)

The Dywan of Molhain. The verses quoted in Tadz-

kirahs of Cali/z Beg Molham (see p. 114 supra) are not

found in the Dywan, yet it is probable that he is the

author of it. From the following chronogram which, as

the commencement is wanting, I insert as a specimen, it

appears that he flourished in 1118.

^x*jJ
J acU^S ^U <xA&.^UL> ^sifJ JL* ^LUJy^ jaxj

Contents : Ghazals, 116 pp. 1 2 bayts and 20 Ruba'ys.

Moty MaAall, imperfect.
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(390) jlX^c cJuA*J J&c (P.)

A Mathnawy by Momtaz in praise of 'abd al Qadir

Gylany. It is divided into eleven chapters t-^j and has

about 7000 verses. In the postcript occurs the author's

name ;^< v ^** d^ &
**j (sic) eA^rtf Bg-

ftXiM

Topkhanah, a bad copy.

(391) l^x> L^J lo arf (P.)

The Tempestuous Sea, a Mathnawy by Mawlawy I/isan

Allah Momtaz (see p. 262 supra) in various metres, con-

taining legends of the prophets.

Beginning **U^1 L^^ y v^^y *^'^
^>vj ^^ j^a.^^

Lithographed at Luciiow, Mo^ammady press, 1262, 152 pp. ou

the margin is ^f j^*x Letter-forms by the same author. This

edition has been made by Baqir 'alyy a son of Thabit 'alyy Khan.

(392) o1^* 0^ (pO

The Dywan of Moshtaq. It contains merely Gha-

zals. Beginning

Moty MaAall, 100 pp. 23 bayts, margin covered with text.

(393) OJyo ^J (P.)

The Dywan of Zindah Ram Mubed of Kashmyr. He

was a pupil of Myrza 'abd al-Ghanyy Beg Qabul and

died in 1172. Chronogram on his death :

>.J 8Ut ^jS" LLU.O.J JJ t^ (J.S
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Contents: a preface written by Tyka Ram Tzafcir

containing a short biographical notice of the author;

Qa^ydahs, 15 pp. of 15 bayts. Beginning
j

Chronograms 21 pp. (one on the accession of Shah

'alam) ; a Mathnawy 34 pp. it begins :

y f-u*. jj }j ^U. J^l ^Ji5
^.y ^Ujk *cU I

J.xj ^U
Mokhammas', 40 pp. ; Ghazals, 200 pp. and about 200

Ruba'ys. Beginning of Ghazals :

Fara/i-bakbsh
; Moby Ma/tall, 6^2 pp. of 11 lines.

(394) ^xr u,!^ (P.)

The Dywan of Mujid. At the end is the following

postcript I |
V A i> tV6.J

^j jj) ^r ^ ^K Written by

Myrza Fakhr aldyn A^mad in 1 1 78
"

The copy is so

full of erasures and corrections that I am led to think

that it is an autograph, and that Mujid is the takhallu9
of Fakhr aldyn A^mad ;

I find however no poet of this

name mentioned in any Tadzkirah,

Contents : Qacydahs in praise of the Imams, and the

Marthyyah of Mo/^tashim which was originally a Haft-

band rendered in Mokhammas', 33 pp. Bg.

Ghazals, 144 pp. 14 bayts arid about 220 Ruba'ys, at

the end is a Mathnawy.

Beginning W:J ^ ^ ^*^ y
Topkhanah.

3 T
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(395) )*** CL>Li (P.)

Complete works of Mohammad Nitzam Khan Mu'jh.
He was an Afghan. When 'abd al-Lafyf Khan Tanhd was

treasurer of the Cuban of Kabul he made his acquaint-

ance, and had his verses corrected by him, subsequently

he came to Dilly and supported himself by teaching

Persian literature, being particularly skilled in unravelling

the sense of obscure passages of poets. He died at Dilly

in 1162. (Arzii; see also supra pp. 159, 129).

Contents: Qa^ydahs, chronograms (one for 1152),

Ruba'ys arid short Mathnawies, 198 pp. of 19 bayts.

Bg. \js^ j\
ocU A^xi

j& Uj ) *j$ y ^lb j& _?)

Ghazals, 900 pp. 17 bayts; Mokhammas', Ruba'ys 50

pp. Beginning of Ghazals :

Moty Ma/all
} copied by Soriiry a pupil of the author

;
another

copy equally written by Soriiry in 1205, is in my possession.

(396)

The Dywan of Myr Mohammad Mlimin (see p. 42).

Contents: a Ruba'y and three Ghazals, 360 pp. of 13

bayts. Beginning
AilLo

Jj,j &j& &A\ ^Uj u^l *JU!
{***

)jj ^fJ.ix) b SltXxJ! ^-l^*uj

Marthyyahs, Ruba'ys and Qacydahs in praise of the

Imams, Shah 'abbas, Shah M^ammad Quly and Mo-

7^ammad Qo/obshah about 1 00 pp.

Beginning ^j-y i^i^* o)3

Moty MaAall, two beautiful copies, one written in 1120.
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(397) LJL.U ^* (R)
The Dywan of Fadhil Khan Munptf. In 1 1 16 he built

a new house as we learn from this tetrastich :

1^ ^ I>" J > ,
u;i Ju

Contents: Qa9ydahs, 40 pp. of 14 bayts. Bg.

Ghazals, 120 pp. and some Ruba'ys.

Topkhanali ; Moty MaAall, three imperfect copies ; As. Soc. No.

923. I have a beautiful copy of the Ghazals and Euba'ys written

in 1193.

(398) ^y ^o (P.)

The Dywan of -Hajy Miinis. He informs us at the

end, that he collected his poems in India in 1135.

Contents : Ghazals, 116 pp. of 1 bayts.

Beginning )Xo,lj^S)
*UJ U^lys^ ^r-y* c^l

Mathnawy, 11 pp. Beginning

Moty MaAall, a very clear copy ; Topkhanah, 110 pp. 12 bayts.

(399) ju+ djp (P.)

The Dywan of Jeswant Ray Munshiy. He is pro-

bably identical with the author of Sassy and Panii. He

made a fair copy of his Dywan in 1 1 24.

Contents: Ghazals, 150 pp. and a short prose com-

position. Beginning

AJS. Soc. No. 1413, an autograph.

3x2
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(400) yj ^M. (P.)

Sassy and Pami, a story in verse composed in 1140

by Munshiy, who was familiarly called Anderjyt, and is

probably identical with the preceding poet. The author

gives us the following account of himself.

C^*wl j<3 t/alrs* L<^^*|^* W^*")
f\J US-^Mi>! U_Jt

yO If*

^ Uil ^
JU *4^y

U
^SxixcXi. ,^J JUl)

Topkhauab, 170 pp. of 13 bayts.

(401) o- o (P.)

The Dywan of Murshid Khan of Yazdajard. He was

a contemporary of Jahangyr and an encomiast of the

Khankhanan (see Mdthire Rah).
Contents: Ghazals, 72pp. of 16 bayts ; about 70

Ruba'ys ; on the margin Qacydahs, some in praise of

Jahangyr, 59 pp. of 26 bayts. Beginning

Mpty Hawaii, a fine old copy.

(402) uyte ^^* ^y.o (P.)
** M

The Dywan of Mushfiqy who was born at Bokhara

in 945 (see p. 64 supra). We learn from a chronogram

that he collected this, his second Dywan, in 983.
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Contents : Ghazals, 1 76 pp. of 1 3 bayts ; Qifahs, &c.

15 pp. Beginning

As. Soc. No. 631, a fine old copy. In the Topkhanah, (about 100

pp. of 15 bayts,) is a Dywan of Qa9ydahs of Mushfiqy. They are

not alphabetically arranged, and contain the praises of the Imams

and mystical reflexions. Beginning

(403) ^ 0\j>* (P.)

The Dywan of Myr. It contains a chronogram for

]204. He is probably identical with Myr Taqyy (see

p. 175 supra).

Contents: Ghazals, 210 pp. of 10 bayts; Ruba'ys

and Fards, 40 pp.

Moty Ma^all. There is another Dywan of Myr in the same

collection, which was copied in 1179. It contains Ghazals 280 pp.

of 13 bayts. Beginning

^rA'-rt
1 - e/c^l Al^ v 1^9

L) j*;

1^!^ cA^ u l^-tuA^c5tj|

Qa9ydahs in praise of Shah 'inayat Allah
; Mokhammas', Euba'ys

and poetical stories 80 pp. I have not been able to ascertain by

which Myr it is. In the same collection is a Mathnawy lettered

ji;
Ai>s^ of 36 pp. 11 bayts by Myr, whom I have equally been unable

to identify. Beginning ^^"oO'^La. L_aJ(j ^1 AT

(404) ^p (P.)

The Dywan of Mohammad Na9yr Khan Nd$ir9 a

pupil of Myrza Qatyl (see p. 172 supra}.
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Contents : Ghazals and a few Ruba'ys and chrono-

grams for 1214, 1222, &c. Beginning

I;
VJ^S:>

j\j ^UlyU

Mdty MaAall, 104 pp. of 14 bayts.

(405) d13 (P.)

The Dywan of Baba Nacyby of Gylan. He came to

Tabryz as a Sugar-baker, and showed his poems to Baba

Fighany, who was much pleased with them and men-

tioned him to Suttan Ya'qub. In a poetical assembly

which took place at court, a Ghazal of Myr Khosraw was

given as the text, and the poets were expected to imitate it.

Nacyby did it to the entire satisfaction of the king, and

was appointed a court poet. Subsequently Amyr Najm

aldyn appointed him Wakyl on a salary of thirty-six

Tumans, but he soon lost his patron and after his death

he proceeded to Kashan where he lived for some time,

then he returned to Tabryz where he married, and he

remained there to his death, which happened in 944. He

left from 4000 to 5000 verses.

Contents: only Ghazals, 121 pp. of 15 bayts.

Beginning ^ ^^ ^uf^*" &* jW ufc*k*^l

Moty Hawaii, two copies, one very beautiful.

(406) ^A^aS cDbyto (P.)

Mathnawies of Myrza Mohammad Khan b. Miisa

Khan Nacyby of Kirmanshah. He came from Persia

to Lucnow during the reign of Nacyr aldyn Jfaydar, and

died under Amjad 'alyy.
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1. ,jy^s" ^jUJ, Layla Majnun, 180 pp. 14 bayts com-

posed in 1227.

Beginning U^j ^L \j* e^*>l^ Uoj ^ ^Uo
**U

^jl

2 - J^^j the Sea of Union, containing the story of

Chanda and king Khorshyd, 220 pp. 16 bayts, another

copy 80 pp. 22 bayts, composed in 1237.

,

3. ^ri^ijj v^*^ Solomon and the queen of Sheba, 1 35

pp. 12 bayts, dedicated to Nacyr aldyn JEfaydar.

Bg. U^^jl fy] LS^a^^ jjl^ Ui.^ ^1 * ^^U laLl

4. ^r^j -r9 ', Water and Fire, 28 pp. 22 bayts. Bg.

5. ^rJ^ (jcjj**, Petition to kings treating on justice,

21 pp. 22 bayts.

Beginning ^^ ^} &j ^^1 ti ^lj
^Vc^^axi

AXJ)^
6. ^^j ^55, The Tulip of the Garden, a poem in praise

of Ghaziy aldyn Jfaydar, 250 pp. 14 bayts.

Beginning ^V ^~J ^^ A^;i ** u^^ &j)*-^
7. A poem in which the constituent parts of a state

are compared with those of the human body.

Beginning &*^> ^ e^A,e L^X J^tb *&] J^) <xJU)
^U

FaraA-bakhsh and Topkhanah, in separate volumes.

(407) djUj \> (P.)

The Dywan and Qacydahs of Myrza Mohammad Khan

Napyty.
Contents : short Mathnawies and Tarjy'bands, 1 80 pp.

14 bayts ; Ghazals about 600 pp. 13 bayts and about 60

Ruba'ys. Beginning of Ghazals :

8,3 c
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Qacydahs in praise of Ghaziy aldyn Haydar, every

micra
1

of the first Qacydah is a chronogram for 1229,

506 pp. 14 bayts.

Beginning 6$&j* c$V ^ jr* eJJt" J*^}
FaraA-bakhsh and Moty Ma7iall, the Qa9jdahs are in a separate

volume.

(408) i^*** &\tf4 (P.)

The Dywan of Nacyr aldyn Napyr of Hamadan, a

son of Ma/jmud. In 1015 he came to Shyraz where he

met Taqyy Aw/jady. This date is recorded in the chro-

nogram j^T^xio ^tAJI^xAJ (Walih and supra p. 54).

Contents : a short preface in prose, Qacydahs mostly in

praise of Shah 'abbas, and Ghazals not alphabetically

arranged, about 1000 bayts. Beginning

Moty Ma/iall, a beautiful copy written in 1044.

(409) eL>ls s

j*o c^-J ^o^ J& (P.)
*

A Mathnawy on Wrestling, and a Dywan by Myr 'abd

al'al (JW!jA the editor spells erroneously J^I yl) Najdt
of Ispahan (see pp. 98, 137, 114, 129, 133 supra).

Contents: Gulkushty, 291 verses.

Beginning ^ l^r3 *$ *^^
ej]/

A
L?

Ghazals about 225 pp. 10 bayts.

Beginning l^ilJJcs**
1 &> L-J; ^-V*

Fara^-baksh, a splendid copy written in 1156. In this copy is

also part of the Dywan of Ghazals of Danish 50 pp. ;
the Ghazals

are not alphabetically arranged. Beginning
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The Gulkushty has been lithographed at Lucuow, Mo&ammady
press, 1258, 96 pp. with an elaborate commentary by the Maharajah
Eatan Singh, father of Dawlat Singh Shukry, he compiled thia com-

mentary in 1257 and Dawlat Kay Shawq wrote a chronogram on the

occasion. This commentary is apparently taken from A'rzu.

(410) -> Ji ^jj (P.)

The Dywan of Najyb aldyn of Fars. I have not

satisfactorily ascertained whether this author is identical

with Najyb aldyn Churbadqany but it is very probable.

The poet came to celebrity towards the end of the Seljuq

dynasty and resided during the reign of the Khwarezm-

shahians mostly at Baghdad, he died towards the end of

this dynasty, which ceased to reign in 628. According
to my copy of Taqyy Kashy his death took place in 665.

This is probably a clerical error for 625 or 635. Taqyy
has seen about 2000 verses of his or less.

Contents: Qacydahs and Tarjy'bands about 100 pp.

16 bayts. Beginning

Topkhanah, a splendid copy, written in 1003.

(411) ojilS ^Ujj
L_AJUJ v J^ Lfy** (P-)

The Heart-alarming Poem, by Burhan aldyn Ndqid,

dedicated to Shahjahan. Beginning

Topkhanah, about 100 pp. of 26 bayts.

3 U
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(412) y j& ^y.o (P.)

The Dywan of Shaykh 'alyy Naqyy of Kamarah or

Kamarah-abad, who died in 1031 (see page 91 supra).

Contents: Ghazals, 118 pp. of 14 bayts ; Qacydahs,

80 pp. most of them on Padshah JHTatim Beg ; some

chronograms, one for 1016. Beginning

lf>|jg&*;l f^o L^a*e JoJb^A. l^JUjj
*.*- Kit L^JjjU-fc Aj ^j

Moty MaAall, a fine copy, written in 1061
;
As. Soc. No. 912.

(413) J) ^d (P.)

The Dywan of Nargisy. His name was according to

his own statement, apud Samiy, No. 233, Abii-1-Makarim

Nizar aldyn Qudrat Allah, but in his native town he was

familiarly called Myrak. It is asserted that he was of

Herat. This is an error, he was of Abhar in the 'iraq,

but spent the greater part of his life at Herat, where he

filled for some time the office of police officer, M^tasib.

Towards the end of his career he went to Qandahar, and

died there towards the end of the year 938, at the age of

sixty. Taqyy Kashy has seen about 2000 verses of his.

Contents : Ghazals and a few Ruba'ys.

Beginning ^JyJj^-1 J^; e^.~ix^ ^j
Private collection, 148 pp. of 12 bayts, written in 969, clear and

correct.

(414) JLsjtt
l

CU-Ul; (P.)

Ruba'ys of Shah Natzar 'alyy. He is probably iden-

tical with the poet mentioned in p. 93 supra. Bg.

Beginning ^ ^~~
:
>! ^^

Topkkanah, 28 pp. of 16 bayts.
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(415) IJJ^c) (p -)

The Dywan of Natzim of Herat (see pp. 98, 113,

151, 129).

Contents : Ghazals, 374 pp. 1 1 bayts and two Qa-

cydahs. Beginning

]j
All)

f-uO
jlj j<* ^ UJ) !

I;
tf! Jj

Topkhanah, a fair copy.

(416) 15 LJu^ (ijj <_i*i (P.)

Ytisof and Zalykha, a Mathnawy by Natzim of Herat,

composed in 1 058.

Moty Ma^aU, 362 pp. of 1 3 bayts ;
As. Soc. 878, Bg.

There are two copies in my collection ; in a copy in the Topkhanah

the poem is ascribed to ~Faqyhy. The second mi9ra' of the initial

verse contains an allusion to the manner in which parrots are

taught speaking, a looking-glass is placed before the cage and a

man speaks behind the glass, to make the parrot believe that it is a

parrot which speaks.

(417) ^y^L^uir (p.)

Complete poetical works of Mohammad jFZosayn Nal-

zyry of Nayshapur. When he had come to celebrity in

Khorasan he went to Kashan, where he had several

poetical contests with Fahmy, ffatim, Maq^ud Khordah,

Shuja' and Ridhayiy. When he felt himself sufficiently

strong he endeavoured to turn his poetical talents to

account, and came to India where he found a patron in

the Kharikhanan. In 1012 he made the pilgrimage to

Makkah, after his return he paid a visit to his patron

arid then settled at A/jmadabad, having accumulated

3 U 2
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sufficient wealth to be able to live in affluence, and he

died in that city in 1022 or 1023.

(Mat/lire Rahymy, Ouseley Pers. Poets, p. 252, Walih,

and supra pp. 114, 65, 130).

Contents : Qacydahs in praise of the divinity, the

prophet, Jahangyr and the Khankhanan, &c. 252 pp. of

14 bayts. Beginning <u^A~ l
vi>;Ucl J\ ^U. c^V ^1

Ghazals about 350 pp. of 14 lines ; Ruba'ys, 26 pp.

of 10 bayts. Bg. Us^l ^U *,**. ^^ d ! e^U U Ijl

Moty MaAall, a splendid copy, written in 1202
;
As. Soc. Nbs.

424, 601, 1061, one copy begins >j ^t o^,U ^~^ e)<xw; &&*..

In the Topkhanah is a Dywan containing merely the Qacydahs, 144

pp. 16 bayts, and in the FaraA-bakhsh library is a Dywan of the

Ghazals and Kuba'ys copied in 1032 about 130 pp. of 15 lines. I

have a very good copy of the Ghazals with useful notes, 447 pp. of

10 bayts.

(418)

The Mathnawy and Dywdn of Mohammad Ridha

Naw'y of Khabiishan near Mashhad in Khorasan. As

soon as he had obtained a name he came to India, and

first entered the service of Nawab Dhiya Myrza Yiisof

Khan Mashhady, an Amyr of Akbar, subsequently he

accompanied prince Daniel to Burhanpiir, and after the

death of his patron he settled there, and composed several

poems in praise of the Khankhanan, who had introduced

him to prince Daniel and who continued to make him

liberal presents He died according to Walih at Bur-

hanpur in 1019 (see supra pp. 115, 65, 130 and Ouseley

Pers. Poets p. 161 also Mat/lire Rah. fol. 588).
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Contents: Ghazals and a few Ruba'ys, 100 pp. 13

bayts. Beginning
L jJ^J dUlaA.

l^lj^.J ^U dlauftjf Lc
^U-osJ

t

^(A, J^j
U J^ duU*

A Mathnawy (the Saqiy-namah ?) 19 pp. 15 bayts.

Beginning tjUx>^.xu y ^Uj ^^s^ j^ ^^ ^
}<& 2 jf* 9 history of a Hindu woman of the time of

Akbar, who ascended the funeral pile with her deceased

husband, 40 pp. 12 lines. Bg. so ^U }j ^}
xaii. ^1

Moty MaAall, a good copy. In the Tdpkhanah is a MS. con-

taining some Qa9jdahs of Naw'y, most of them are in praise of

Akbar, 28 pp. 21 bayts. Beginning &J vi^

(419) J^ <1]| L^O ^j (P.)

The Dywan of Sayyid Nfmat Allah Walyy, i. e. the

saint, a son of 'alyy. He was of Kirman, but spent part

of his life at Sarnarqand. He not only was himself a holy

man having performed forty times the chilla a fast or

abstinence from animal food and from pleasures for forty

days but he is the founder of a prolific family of saints,

who carried on their trade with great success for several

centuries, they intermarried with the royal family of

Persia and amassed immense fortunes (see Haft Iqlym,

p. 44 MS. As. Soc.) He stood in high favour with

Shahrokh. He once boasted that he considered it perfect-

ly proper to eat delicacies, because as he was a saint, he

was sure that Providence would guard him against the

enjoyment of unlawful things. The king made an experi-

ment and ordered his cook to seize a lamb from a widow,

prepare it and send it to Ni'mat Allah. He enjoyed it

much, and after the repast the king told him triumphantly

that it had been taken away by force from a widow. She
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being sent for by Shahrokh at the request of the

saint, declared that her son was absent from home and

caused her great anxiety, and having heard that a man

of great sanctity had arrived from Kirman (meaning

Ni'rnat Allah) she vowed to offer him this lamb, but in

the mean while it was forcibly taken away from her.

She demanded justice from the king, in order that she

might be able to carry out her intention.

Ni'mat Allah died in 827 and left works on several

subjects more particularly on Cufism. He must be dis-

tinguished from Ni'mat Allah of Narnawl in India, who

was equally a saint and a poet, and died in 1 077.

Contents: Mama's and Ghazals, 650 pp. 16 bayts ;

Qacydahs, Tarjy'bands, Ruba'ys, &c. 86 pp.

Bg. ysrf
sJJ)

r<
uo; Ljysi" <^y>

* *M fo/i uf) Ji^
My private collection, two copies, one was written in 1011 and the

other in 1014, in the Mdty Ma/iall is a copy in which there is added a

prose treatise on lifism and religion. Bg.
*

(420) r
lfii^ (P.)

The Dywan of Myrza Nitzam who died in 1039 (see

p. 92 supra).

Contents: Ghazals, 40 pp. 21 bayts; Ruba'ys, 10 pp.

Bg. 1; ^U~ )

Moty MaAall.

(421) ^ ^$U (P.)

The Qacydahs of Nitzam. Though I have not ascer-

tained the identity by comparing the quotations, we may
take it for granted that the author of these Qacydahs is

Nitzam of Astrabad, who was an extremely pious man
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and died in 921, leaving besides this Dywan a Mathnawy
which has the title ^UxL-^ ^r^-? (Samy No. 214).

Contents : Qacydahs, the first rhyming in L, the others

alphabetically arranged, and Tarjy'bands ;
most of the

poems are in praise of the Imams. Beginning

Topkhanah, about 200 pp. 14 bayts, probably the same copy which

A'zad bought at the time he was engaged in compiling his Khiza-

nah 'amirah.

(422) ^\&>*^^g (P.)

The five Treasures or the five romantic poems of Nit-

zamy of Ganjah, a brother of Qiwamy Motfarrizy. He

possessed considerable learning and a strong sound sense,

his poetical talents were of the highest order, and had

they not been perverted by the bad taste of the times in

which he lived, and of the nation to which he belonged,

he would be one of the greatest poets that ever lived.

We know little of his life, except that he was a very

pious man and a disciple of Akhy Farrokh Zanjany, and

that he retired towards the end of his life from the world.

As much is related of every Persian poet and Ciify. He

himself boasts that he did not court princes, but his

panegyrics gave him the lie. He was sixty-three years

and a half of age in 599, when he completed the second

part of the Sikandar-namah, and died in 606 or 602.

Dorn thinks that the poem was completed after his death

by some one else.

Contents: 1.^1^51 vsjr^" * tne Treasury of Mysteries,

divided into 20 cantos ^'^ and composed in 582, 48 pp.

25 bayts.

Beginning *
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2. o^H^j jj/^5 the Loves of Khosraw and Shyryn,
131 pp. Beginning

3. v)^" 3 ^jH the Loves of Layla and Majnun, a

Bedouin romance, which was first sung by Arabic poets

(see Kitdb alaghdniy] ; 93 pp. composed in 592. I read

the last verse which contains the date as follows, though
this reading is confirmed by no copy.

o .AW j .

Beginning/, r
iS ^ **uy rU^

4. ^x; C^AA, the Seven Forms, also called j

the story of Bahramgiir, composed in 593.

5. A I
.>

;ai<*u, the Sikandar-namah, or ^
The poet divided it into three parts, describing the career

of Alexander as a king, as a philosopher, and as a prophet.

The first part is best known, it is either simply called

the Sikandar-namah or the Sikandar-namahe Barry, but

the proper title is v^^iX*- &xUJU3i) or according to some

^JJX* A*UjjA. It was composed in 597, and according

to Jamy, Nafahat No. 570, in 592. 140 pp.

Beginning *j^*]/ v_5
*^* ^ ^V^ VJ^^-

The second and third parts form but one poem, which

has the title of ^cxU-, Ax.U^i. but is usually called in

India, Sikandar-namahe Ba^ry. It was composed in

599, arid has about 3000 verses.

Beginning ^-;^ ^' ^-
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Complete MS. copies of the Khamsah are rare, (Moty MaAall

two fine copies ;
As. Soc. No. 90

; College of Fort Willian, a fine

copy) but copies of it without the Khirad-namah. are very frequent,

still more frequent are copies of the first part of the Sikandar-

namah. The Khamsah without the Khirad-namah has been litho-

graphed at Bombay, small folio 1265, full of the grossest mistakes
;

- the first half of the first part of the Sikandar-namah has been printed

at Calcutta, 1810, reprinted (lith.) 1818
;
the whole has been edited

at Calcutta in 1810, 1835, 1263, 1852; the first half of the Khirad-

namah was edited by Dr. A. Sprenger, Calcutta, 1852, the second half

is in the press; the Makhzan alasrar has been edited by Bland, London,

1844 : Khosraw Shyryn lithographed s. a. et 1. (Bombay ?) 275 pp.

A good MS. copy of this poem and of Layla Majniin is in the As.

Soc. No. 257. In the same collection No. 345 is a good copy of

the Makhzan alasrar, and No. 1490 of the first part of the Sikandar-

namah with glosses. It appears from Professor Fleischer's note in

the Zeitsch. d. d. morgl. Gesellsch. VII. 412, that according to most

MSS. Sharaf-namah is the title of the first and Iqbal-namah of the

second part of the Sikandar-namah, this is borne out by Nos. 425,

427 infra.

(423) <WL **iU> (P.)

Extracts from the Khamsah of Nitzamy, arranged in

37 chapters, containing passages on the unity of God,

love, contentment, good omens, justice, &c.

Beginning e^J?^ i^s^]jj a*j UJ * *

.^JUJJ ^ <dJ j^j
As. Soc. No. 761, 78 pp. of 13 bayts, my collection, two copies, one

written in 1087, the other in 1080.

(424)

A commentary on the Makhzan alasrar by Mohammad
b. Qiwau b. Rustam b. A7/inad b. Mahmud &}j^j&> (?)

Balkhy who was familiarly called Bakrayiy ^j&. He
was a contemporary of Moghyc aldyn of Hansy and has

also written notes to both parts of the Sikandar-namah.

3 x
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The author says that he explains 1310 verses, and fixes the

correct reading of doubtful passages, and that he had col-

lected several correct copies of the poem for this purpose.

At the end of this work is a chronogram for the time

when the book was composed, viz. 1091.

Bg.

College of Fort William, about 200 pp. of 16 lines.

(425) f
\&

y>d\ ^**Uu^^ JU *y (P.)

A commentary on the Sharaf-namah by Mo^yy aldyn

(a son of) Nitzam, a disciple of Shah Jahangyr who died

in 948. The author says that he first studied Persian

literature and metric under 'ayn alqodhat Hamadany at

Hamadan (this 'ayn olqodhat must be different from the

one mentioned by Jamy Nafahat No. 455), and after his

death under Shaykh Mohammad Lad, and subsequently

under Shaykh Mo^addith, who it seems used to lecture on

the works of Nitzamy. In 956 it occurred to him that it

would be useful if he was to collect his notes on the Sharaf-

namah and work them up into a commentary on it, he

was encouraged in his labour by a son of 'alyy Shyr, and

hence the title of the work. Beginning

Topklianah, three copies, about 250 pp. 16 lines
; Major Anderson's

collection ;
and my collection. This commentary does not contain

the text. In the Tdpkhanah is also the commentary on this poem by

Nur Mohammad about 200 pp. 17 lines.

Beginning jff^jj^J e^^y <_:!&- j u*^-*J J^'j ^j&A Jl
***

And a commentary by Pyr 'alyy of Kasulpur, 400 pp. 21 lines.

Bg. t^Lr
1
' Ojj^a. ^'1; *Jj&* ^JU Lo| * . . wxjlf| Vj AU *3^|

And the commentary of an anonymous author, 60 pp. 17 lines.

Beginning
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(426) jyji^-J *&)*&* c yi (P.)

A commentary on difficult verses of the (first part of the)

Sikandarnamah by Siraj aldyn Arzu, who died in 1169.

He says that there were many commentaries extant, but

that none was satisfactory. This commentary does not

embody the text, and it commences :

Private collection, incomplete ; Moty Ma/iall, 662 pp. of 19 lines.

This commentary forms the basis of the glosses to the lithographed

Lucnow edition ofthe Sikandar-namah, 1263 and 1266, 8vo. 311 pp. 23

bayts, also of the notes of Badr 'alyy and Myr .ZZosayn in the Calcutta

edition, 1812, 4to. and of the somewhat fuller commentary of the

Calcutta edition of 1253, reprinted 1260= 1844, lithographed at

Bombay with three other works on the margin, 1261 folio, the

commentaries are all essentially identical.

(427) o* 5U LJuJUJ
AoUJjA CJ

A (P.)

A commentary on difficult verses of the Sharaf-namah

(first part of Sikandar-namah) compiled in 1196 by
Molla Mohammad Sa'd Allah of Patna. He died in the

commencement of this century, and has written Persian

commentaries on most school books as I js^\ ^ ^.U-o*
AX>

|
<ujli

| (jflaxj) u**tJ I J^*J^fl ^!/^ an(l glossaries

on the Gulistan and Bostan.

Beginning \^o^^ & u&J&Hj^ ^*^ ^^^
^ u"^5^ (j^$~

Collection of Mawlawy Mohammad TVajyh, 154 pp. of 17 lines

without the text.

(428) ^Ifii u^ (P.)

The Dywan of Nitzamy of Ghanjah. Dawlat-shah

informs us that the whole Dywan contained about 20,000

3x2
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verses. Taqyy Kashy has not been able to procure a

copy of it.

Contents: Qacydahs, 23 pp. 14 bayts ; Ghazals, 52

pp. ;Ruba'ys, 8 pp. Beginning tfi^ffyi

My private collection, a good copy.

(429) ^JJ dj* (P.)

The Dywan of fiakym Nizary of Qohistan. He was

skilled in medicine, and a man of talents, but given to

gaieties and pleasure, particularly to wine. He travelled

much and it is supposed he was a disciple of Moctafa-

lidynillah Nizar and that he chose his takhalluc in his

honour, others say that he chose it because he was a

thin man, j\y meaning thin in Persian. At all events

he is suspected of having been a free-thinker, though it

is allowed that his poems contain deep Cufy sentiments.

On his travels he met Sa'dy and other distinguished

men. Towards the end of his life he retired from the

world and lived on agriculture, he died in 720 and left

besides a Dywan, two Mathnawies, one is very witty and

amusing, and has the title of A*^ j^~5, and the other

has the title (?) j*>j\ ;>;, it has about 12,000 verses

and begins :

Contents : a Mathnawy on Morals, 24 pp. 20 bayts.

Bg. J JOjUa- j
*.

JJjltXa. JA^ cf;!^
*& &*^\ J-5

Qacydahs and Ghazals not alphabetically arranged,

454 pp. Beginning

Mdty Ma^all, a good copy.
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(430) c^J e)1,Jk> (P.)

The Dywan of Dilawar Khan Nuprat, who died in

1139. It contains merely Ghazals.

Beginning ^* ^^ ^^> <*-&j J\
&a) x

As. Soc. No. 1432, 182 pp. 11 bayts.

A mystical biography of M^ammad in verse, composed

by Nury in 887, and dedicated to Sultan Abu-lmotzaffar

Ya'qiib Bahadur Khan. Beginning

.x^i (Ŝ J^ ^ f<**
C^^A oj y

As. Soc. No. 508, about 900 pp. of 38 bayts.

(432) yyjS &}* (P.)

The Dywan of Qadhiy Nilr aldyn Nury of Ispahan.

He is familiarly called Qadhiy Nur. He and his brother

Mo'izz were pupils of Afdhal Tarkah of Ispahan. Walih

says that he died in the year 1000, but other authors state

that he attained a high age and lived to the reign of

Jahangyr.

Contents : Qacydahs in praise of Shah Isma'yl* Wazyr
Mohammad, &c. and Qi/'ahs, 40 pp.

Beginning Jt-fj ptj** ;& ^xL^xj
*j J^ fe

Ghazals and Ruba'ys, &c. 48 pp.

Beginning ';^^ u^ (*^J
- J {* ^ iJ^^-l ^ ^js^

Collection of Mawlawy MoAaininad Wajyh, written in 101-G.
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(433) L*>? dyj* (P.)

The Dywan of Nuwydy, he says in the postscript

I *t>0 &x* ur^y *k^ *& AJijUS
^US) ^i A!! ^AS^,

"
this copy

has been written by Nuwydy, the author, in 1055."

Contents : Ghazals, about 300 pp. 1 1 bayts.

Beginning ); ufl**^-

Moty Ma/^all, the margin frequently covered with text and cor-

rections.

(434) t^ ^o (P.)

The Dywan of Nuwydy. He is not identical with the

preceding Nuwydy and is apparently a modern poetaster.

Contents : Ghazals, in every Ghazal the use of some

letter of the alphabet is avoided, and they are arranged

according to this letter. Beginning

Lithographed, Lucnow, Mo7iammady press, s. A. 16 pp. with a

few glosses ; reprinted in the .ETasany press, s. A. and Mo9tufy press,

1260, 12mo. At the end of this book are a few but very silly

enigmas of which I give a specimen :
" I have seen a wonderful horse,

it has six legs, and two hoofs, and what is still more astonishing the

tail is on his back, a balance."

(435) u^AJ o (P.)

The Dywan of Sajy Nuzhat who collected his poems
in 1112, f* cUs" Ls^ajj tj> fi ^ , gfi JU u^
and died in 1 1 37. Chronogram on his death :
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Contents : Qacydahs in praise of A'tzam Shah, &c.

Qifahs and chronograms, 60 pp. 15 bayts. Bg.

Ghazals, 37 pp. ; Ruba'ys, and Fards, 1 3 pp.

Beginning I; ^- oi^^yj ^1^ Hi! ^$11

Moty Ma7*all, the above chronogram on his death is in a postscript

of the copyist.

(436) Sj *# ^\4 (P.)

The Dywan of Khwajah 'obayd of Zakan, which is a

place in the neighbourhood of Qazwyn. He was a man
of some learning, but his fame rests on his licentious wit.

He first came to celebrity under Shah Abu Is^aq Anjii

who ruled at Shyraz previous to the rise of the Motzaffar

family, subsequently he was in favour with Sultan Oways
of Baghdad. He died in 772.

Contents : a preface by the pen of one of his friends,

it is stated in it that 'obayd collected his Dywan in 751.

Beginning ^x*^) J^l <yUL ^JUJl <_*>
*U x*a^l

Qacydahs in praise of the Imams, of SuUan Oways,
&c. and Ghazals not alphabetically arranged, 100 pp. of

22 bayts. Beginning

oUa.
}j
.y ) 5J^>

\j J^y L^i* cyUft
x;
JX; y *o LjUil ^1

The Lover's book A^^lic, a Mathnawy in the style

of Khwajah Salman's J*^ ^ J**,^, 20 pp. of 33 bayts

composed in 75 1 .

Jlj u-ftJ| y^jt *-~$*)$})) fa* J^

Beginning d^^^ > *U^
Moty Ma/mll, a splendid copy written in 1080.
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(437) &J*** 0\j>* (P.)

The Dywan of Abu-1-Qasim Jfasan b. Ahmad 'onpory

of Balkh, a pupil of Abu-l-Fat7^ Runy. He was one of

the four hundred court poets of SuUan Ma/zmiid and

his successors, and rose to the office of king of poets.

Authors who wished to be encouraged by the Sul/an had

to submit their verses to 'oncory and he decided on their

merits, he at the same time described the victories of the

Ghaznawides in Qacydahs, a description of poetry particu-

larly well suited to the monotony of eastern music, and

they were sung at the parties of the court. He died in

431 or 441 and left from 20 to 30,000 verses, among his

poems was !;** ^ Jf.^ but Taqyy Kashy, who with great

pains obtained a copy of the Dywan, containing about

5000 verses of Qacydahs, thinks it has been lost. Khoshgu
mentions also ^^ j

e^o ^i.^
j
LI^J ^^

Contents ; Qacydahs and a few Ruba'ys, &c. Bg.

yjlkL, CJ^Jki^a* J^U. ^^ ^Wf? Jj ^
As. Soc. No. G15, 179 pp. 16 bayts.

(438) ^;
*^UT (P.)

Complete poetical works of 'orfy of Shyraz who died

in Shawal, 999 (see supra 129, 112, 61, 37), when 'orfy

was near his end he sent his poems to the Khaiikhanan

with the request that he might arrange them, this he did.

All his compositions amounted to about 14000 verses

(Mdthlre Rah. fol. 539).

Contents : a short preface, Qacydahs, 200 pp. 19 bayts.

Beginning 1; ^** ^^ tj&z* ^ J^I

Ghazals, 200 pp. 16 lines. Beginning
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In another copy which contains the same Ghazals,

they begin :

A Mathnawy (Makhzane asrar) 74 pp. 1 8 bayts.

Bg. **& jslj O-l C^-***^ 7?}* f- ^ (J*^^ ^ l**"^

Another Mathnawy, 29 pages. Beginning

At the end is a chronogram for 986, the fourth micra

of which contains the number of poems he composed up
to that year, the unit expresses the number of Qacydahs

26 ;
the tens the Ghazals 270 ; and the hundreds

the Qtfahs and Ruba'ys : 320 of the former and 380 of

the latter. Beginning

Good copies are frequent, Mdty MaAall, 8vo. written in 1047, there

are three other copies in the same collection which are apparently

older. As. Soc. Nos. 732, an old copy of the Dywan ; 1173, a copy
of the Makhzan alasrar.

(439) JS>J (P.)

A commentary on 'orfy's Qacydahs, by Mohammad

Shafy' b. Shah Mohammad Darwysh b. Mohammad Raji'

aldyn familiarly called Raju 'olwy^^^j compiled un-

der Awrangzeb in 1111, the chronogram is u^,&. Bg.

Topkhanah, small 8vo. about 300 pp. Mawlawy Mo/mmmad

"Wajyh has a commentary on 'orfy ;
about 250 pp. of 17 lines, com-

piled by Qotfb aldyn in 1101
;
the chronogram is

Beginning ^AA* QJ tf ^tf v~* ^jlt

3 Y
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(440) d;j| cU*o (P.)

A commentary on 30 Qagydahs of 'orfy by Myrza Jan,

compiled in 1073.

Beginning ^jtl* (^ ajUij y/jjj ^kj AJ^

Moty Hawaii, 338 pp. 17 lines, the Qacydahs are alphabetically

arranged, beginning of first Qacydah

(441) ^U;i (P.)

A commentary on (forty-six) Qacydahs of 'orfy, by
A^mad (he lives at Calcutta,) a son of the late 'abd

al-Ra^ym.

Beginning 1; ^ALL-^ L^lf> ^j ur^o ^ L^-;^ ^^ ^r^
Printed, Calcutta, 1254, folio 278 pp. containing also the text,

These Qa9ydahs have also been lithographed with a commentary,

Lucnow, jffasany press, s. A., 150 pp, most of the notes in this

edition are by Qudrat AAmad and Maqbiil A7^mad. There is

also a commentary on 'orfy by Molla Sa'd Allah, near 100 pp. of

17 lines. Beginning wanting.

(442) joU^ (P.)

The Dywan of Qadir. According to a note in the

first page written in a different hand, his name is Khwajah
'abd al-Qadir Naqshbandy //asany Qadiry. According

to Walih his title was Wazyr Khan and he was a son of

Wazyr Khan Mashhady, he lived at Agra and was in

great favor with 'alamgyr and his two successors, and

died in 1136. Qadir gives us in the last verse the date,

1 122, when he collected his poems,
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Contents : Ghazals and a few Qitf'ahs.

Bg. All) ,U ^liX* ^JU. ^ ^J *JU| ,U .JjJb 0*-1 C^J'J ]

Moty MaAall, 6G pp. of 11 bayts, probably written in 1122.

;<

(443) jajjj L-iU^T j^Jl ty (P.)

The Straight Path by Nitzam aldyn Qalandar com-

posed in 808 and dedicated to Abu-1-Motzaffar Sosayn
Shah b. M^mud Shah b. Ibrahym Shah. The author

wrote a Qacydah of 22 bayts, entitled e$y>.$ ^^j, and

this is a commentary on it, it is divided into five chapters

and treats on Ctifism.

Beginning of Qacydah ^U3

Beginning of commentary
Fara^bakhsh, 32 pp. 18 lines.

(444)

The Dywan of Qaplan Beg. His father Shyr Beg
was of the Qiishchy family, the members of which are

distinguished among the other families of the Uliis tribe

to which it belongs, for their wit and talents. Molla

'alyy Qushchy the philosopher was of the same family.

Shyr Beg came under Akbar from Ma-wara-lnahr to

India, and was one of his Tawajies ^^'y. Qaplan was

born in India and was, like his father, a soldier, he served

under the Khankhanan in the Deccan with great distinc-

tion, and was in high favour with Jahangyr, but in 1 003

he retired from the service. He is the author of a Math-

nawy which is entitled ^<*)A t and celebrates the loves

of Zal and Riidabah, the following verses are from it.

3 Y 2
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Contents : Qa^ydahs in praise of Jahangyr, 22 pp.

17 bayts. Beginning

Ghazals, 72 pp. 151.; Ruba'ys, &c. 44 pp.

Beginning

Ruba'ys and Minor poems, 44 pp. 12 lines.

Fara/ibakhsh, a fine copy. As. Soc. No. 890.

(445) JM ^ (P.)

String of Pearls by Sayyid Abu-1-Qasim who was

known by the title of Qarii/. He flourished in Persia,

and wrote this book in 1 061. The title is a chronogram.

It is a short poem in about 140 verses. Bg,

Lithographed, Lucnow, 1261, 12mo.

(446) ;yi ru dy^ (p.)

The Dywan of Sayyid Mo'yn aldyn 'alyy Qdsim

Anwar, or Qdsimy. He was born in a suburb of Tabryz,

in 757, and devoted himself from his early age to the

Cufy doctrine. First Cadr aldyn of Ardebyl was his

spiritual guide. Qasim used to live in a burial ground
and performed four times the pilgrimage to Makkah,
twice on foot, barefooted and almost in a state of nudity.

Subsequently he joined the school of Aw^ad aldyn
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Kirmany, which is given to the wildest and most obscene

revels, and he placed himself under the guidance of Qadr

aldyn 'alyy Yamany. His doctrines as a Cufy are not

considered orthodox, yet he had immense success owing
to his winning manners, the depth of his genius, and

the great austerity of his life. When he resided at

Herat in Khorasan the crowd of his disciples was so

numerous and enthusiastic that Shahrokh the ruler of

that province was afraid of disturbances, and there is

reason to suppose that the saint was implicated in a plot

to assassinate him. Shahrokh ordered him to leave the

city, but he would have defied the royal command had

not Baysanqor paid him a visit and persuaded him by
his friendly advice to leave the city. He proceeded to

Balkh and Samarqand, but subsequently returned to

Herat at the request of the same sovereign who had

expelled him. He died at Kharjard near Jam, in 837, and

left besides this Dywan a Mathnawy and several Cufy
treatises in prose. (Bland, A Cent, of Pers. Ghazals.)

Contents : Ghazals, and at the end a few Qitf'ahs,

Ruba'ys, &c.

Beginning {?&# *>; JV *;^- y*

Moty MaAall, several copies, about 600 pp. 14 bayts. In the

Topkhanah there is a Dywan by another poet of the takhallu9 of

Qasim whom I have not identified, it contains Ghazals and has 44

pp. of 11 bayts. Beginning
\ U

(447) v\jp ^Ur ^o (P.)

The Dywan of Qasim Dywanah (see pp. 113, 128

supra).
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Contents : Ghazals and a few epigrams.

Beginning U^
U

Topkhanali, about 200 pp. of 15 bayts; As. Soc. No. 613, a

good copy.

(448) f(S
L-i~uJ uyS\ ^byfe (P.)

The Book of Victory of Akbar Khan by Qasim of

Agra, who completed this poem in 1260, after he had

been engaged upon it for three years.

This poem contains an account of the late wars of

Cabul, and is spoken of as a very creditable production.

Beginning ^%^^ fa* ^Vy-

Major Anderson, 4to. about 400 pp., 34 bayts in a page.

(449) LjroUGj Jufj ^olU^ ^(5 A~+ (P.)

The five epic poems of Myrza Mohammad Qasim

Qdsimy Junabady or Giinabady (see supra pp. 44, 83, 52).

Contents : 1 . *-*^> *U, it is also called f-^ J^w.-'! because

the deeds of Shah Isrna'yl and Shah Tahmasp form its

subject, it is in the metre of the Shah-namah of Firdawsy,

100 pp. of 42 bayts. Beginning

.c c

2. eir^ ^$^9 The Loves of Layla and Majnun in

2,740 verses, 66 pp. The date of the composition is stated

in these verses :
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3. AU
^AU, The History of Shahrokh, 115 pp.

composed in 950, chronogram ur^L^^l ^si^ JU L-^S

Bg. u^*y ^y!*xi. j fj)
J^J ***> e^~y ^ ftU^, (Js-? ^VII

4. &*U;fc, It contains descriptions of a palace, of a

garden, also the love of the moth to the candle, &c. 86 pp.

5. 4^*^ ^ (^/i^5 Shyryn and Khosraw, 80 pp. com-

posed in 950, and dedicated like the other poems to Shah

Tcihmasp.

I'

Moty MaAall, a fine old copy ;
As. Soc. No. 64, a splendid copy

written in 982.

(450) J^" ofc* (P.)

The Dywan of Myrza Qatyl, who died at Lucnow in

1233 (see pp, 170 and 277 supra). It contains merely

Ghazals. Beginning
*.$

Fara^baksh, two copies about 500 pp. 19 bayts, the second copy is

smaller, in the College of Fort William is a volume in folio, inscribed

cUl* \\j* o LIT it contains chiefly prose works, but at the com-

mencement is a Dywan of Ghazal, about 500 pp., 16 bayts.

Beginning 'j

(451) Jjyyrf ^f* (P.)

Dywan of Qo9iiry consisting of Ghazals, 100 pp.

Beginning ^I*si S
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(452) -.ctfe^lf (P.)

Complete poetical works of -HTajy Mohammad Jan

Qodsy. Some authors spell his name erroneously,

Mohammad Khan. He was of the holy city of Mashhad ;

and for this reason he adopted the takhalluc of Qodsy.

After he had performed the pilgrimage to Makkah, he

came to India and was graciously received at the court

of Shahjahan, who, on one occasion, rewarded him for

his panegyrics by filling seven times his mouth with

precious jewels, and on another occasion by having him

weighed up with gold and silver coins. The nobles of

the court vied with the emperor in prodigality. Qodsy

withdrew in 1069 from the world, and died a few years

after. (Mirdt alkhiyal p. 135 and supra pp. 113, 90,

128, 116, 151). Azad places his death in 1056, and

gives a detailed list of rewards which he received from

the emperor.

Contents : Qa9ydahs and Tarjy'bands, 418 pp. 12 bayts.

Beginning U^ ^ ^y^* ^ *> ^ J\ ^
Ghazals, 112 pp. 10 bayts; Ruba'ys, 44 pp. 8 bayts.

Beginning ]^> &)?**
*$ ^^ *^ (*^ aJ3

A Mathnawy, 77 pp. 12 bayts. Beginning

Moty Ma/iall and Topkhanah, copies are frequent. In one copy

the second Qacydah stands first, it begins : ,p j* (S3) LffJ* h ^ **^

^j i^Xi AijJf jt Axxjf (j*^5 'U 2^0 also the order of the Ghazals

is changed, they begin I; c/^^^-a*? W (*/ ** * He is also

the author of a Mathnawy in praise of Kashmyr, 24 pp. 50 bayts.

It begins^& J
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(453) ^oJ| ^Jj^ (P.)

The Dywan of Qofob aldyn. If the postscript can be

relied upon, he is identical with the great saint of Dilly,

who died in 623, it runs ^jJI uJa* ^^ ^^ x* *\*>

I I r u^AIS <u~
^Kjta*|ri

for a further account of this

saint, I refer to the chapter on Ciifism.

Contents: Ghazals, 180 pp. of 14 bayts and 70 Ru-

ba'ys. Beginning

Topkhanah.

(454) ejjctf dy* (P.)

The Dywan of Qudrat. He is probably identical with

Shah Qudrat Allah, who died in 1205 (seep. 278 supra).

It contains merely Ghazals. Beginning

; ) i
f

**

Moty MaAall, 54 pp. 11 bayts, written in 1209,

(455) ^\j dj* (P.)

The Dywan of Faca^at Khan Rddhiy the son of a

Qadhiy of Kashmyr (see p. 1 56 supra and change Radhyy
into Radhiy). The author says of himself

Contents : Ghazals, 500 pp 24 bayts and 1 70 Ru-

ba'ys. Beginning

A Mathnawy composed in 11J2. Beginning

Moty MaAall, a splendid copy.

3 z
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(456) JUJ,!^ dUit
> (P.)

The Dywan of Radhyy of Artyman, a contemporary
of Shah 'abbas (see pp. 123 and 313 supra).

Contents : chiefly Ghazals, a few Qacydahs in praise of

Sultan 'alyy Khan and others, at the end are three

Turkish verses, containing a chronogram.

BgJ; ^!<xU ^ v_&~,^^ ;
)^G

]j ^!

As. Soc. No. 10, 50 pp. of 48 to 60 bayts.

(457) ^ij^ (P.)

The Dywan of Radhyy aldyn Mohammad of Naysha-

])iir ; instead of writing his takhalluc or name, he usually

writes *cxxj. He spent the greater part of his life at

Samarqand, but he visited Makkah and several cities of

Persia. During his pilgrimage he became a disciple of

Mo'yn -HTamawy an uncle of Shaykh Sa'd aldyn Hamawy
without however giving up worldly pursuits. It is said

that he spent some time at the court of the Seljuq king

Arslan Shah b. Toghril Beg, and accompanied the embassy

to Baghdad which he sent to the Khalyfah, to ask his

daughter in marriage. He died in 598 (Taqyy Kashy,

No. 26, and Khoshgu).

Contents : Qa9ydahs not alphabetically arranged, most

of them are in praise of Abu-I-Motzaffar Jalal aldawlah

Tamghach, whose name he spells ^-UJs
and ^^ and

who was ruler of Samarqand. Beginning

Moty Hawaii, 45 pp., 44 bayts, bound with other Dywans.
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(458) ewlj^ (P.)

The Dywan of Mohammad 'obayd Allah Rcifat. There

occurs a chronogram in the Dywan from which it would

appear that his patron, Nawab Sayyid 'alyy Khan Iritit-

zam aldawlah Nacyr almulk Nu9rat-jang, was born in

878, but his title proves that he belonged to a much more

modern age. Should the poet be identical with 'abd

Allah Riifat mentioned in p. 1 62 supra ?

Contents : compositions in flowery prose, 38 pp. of

15 lines. Beginning ki. ^ *S

Qacydahs, 24 pp. Bg.
Ghazals and Ruba'ys, 72 pp.

Beginning /^ *v3 ,^5-*^^^
A Mathnawy, 30 pp. Bg.
Collection of Mawlawy Mohammad Wajyh.

(459) 1)| X^j LJ-^uJ j*
eJiLo duj (P.)

History of the martyr Malik 'omar, who is buried at

Baraych, by Ra/zmat Allah, a son of Mx^ammad Fadhil

of Bijlawr in Oudh ;
he composed this poem 750 years

after the death of the saint.

Beginning jl

Topkbanah, 66 pp. 26 bayts.

(460) 4*]; ^\j* (P.)

The Dywan of Rajah. It consists mostly of Ghazals

which are not alphabetically arranged. Beginning

Tdpkhanah, 50 pp. of 17 bayts.

3 z 2
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(461) ^1; L_i~^J t>0*^ dd**. (P.;

The Lion's Attack, a history of Mohammad and of

'alyy in verse, by Molla Bamiin 'alyy Rdjiy Kirmany.

He was originally a Gueber, and was converted to the

Islam by Sajjany. I have been told that he died at

Bombay, not many years ago.

Beginning ^ J*i*i pJ *&t^*>
*S ty ^^ JJjIduk *Uo

Lithographed, Bombay, 1244, fol. 434 and 152 pp. of 54 bayts.

(462) C; LJuA-oJ *U4x> (P.)

The Sun and the Moon, or the story of the Sayyid's

son, and the Jeweller's daughter, which happened at Dilly

under Jahangyr, by Sa'adatyar Khan Rangyn. He died

in 1251 (see pp. 280 and 168 suprti) but according to

a chronogram at the end of the poem, he composed it

in 1119. I cannot reconcile these two contradictory

statements. Chronogram

Lithographed, Lucnow, Mo9^afay press, 1263, 12mo. 20 pp. In

the Topkhanah is a poem of about 560 bayts by the same author in

explanation of the elements of the Islam, it begins :

(463) (S\} ^o (P.)

The Dywan of Sa'd aldyn Mohammad Rdqim, a son

of Khwajah 'inayat of Mashhad. His father came on

commerce to India and brought his son with him, and he

found a patron in Islam Khan Mashhady an Amyr of
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Shahjahan. After some time Raqim returned to Persia,

and was appointed governor of Herat, and subsequently of

the whole of Khorasan. He was a great patron of poets,

among his protege's were Moqymay I^san Mashhady,

'atzymay Nayshapury and Shawkat Bokhary.

Contents: Qacydahs in praise of the Imams and of

Shah Solayman, 18 pp. 16 bayts ; Ghazals, 280 pp. 15

bayts, at the end is a preface in prose 9 pp. Beginning

of Ghazals :

Moty Ma/jall, a splendid copy, written in 1084, there is a chrono-

gram in it for the same date composed by the author.

(464) *& ^yo (P.)

The Dywan of Rashyd. This is the takhalluc of

Rashyd aldyn Mohammad b. 'abd al-Jalyl 'omary who, on

account of his diminutive size, had the nickname ofWa-
wa, swallow. The patronymic 'omary indicates that he

was descended from the Khalyfah 'omar b. al-Kha#ab.

He flourished under the Khwarezm-shahian dynasty, his

patrons being Atsyz b. Mohammad, and his son Ylarslan

who heaped wealth and honors upon him. He died in

Khwarezm in 578 at the advanced age of 97 years, and

left besides a Dywan of about 1 5,000 verses, a transla-

tion of the hundred moral sentences of 'alyy and a collec-

tion with translation of as many sentences of Abu Bakr,

'omar and 'othman, also a work on poetic, which has the

title
tf*t*^\ (>d'

;^- or j^"^) j^lj^w and several other works.

Contents : Qacydahs in praise of Abu-1-Motzaffar

Atsyz, Abu-1-Fadhl king of )^^ and others, they are
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highly ornamented and have mostly a double rhyme, at

the end are some Qifahs and Ruba'ys. Beginning

Mdty Hawaii, 262 pp. of 18 bayts, written in 1064.

(465) *& LjuA*J CUx, (P.)

The Torch, a mystical Mathnawy, divided into three

parts :

:U^i3 )
*U ;3 *+sz* j& J\j g& ^ji} J*01 *-*^? ^r^ir^

^
The name of the author, Rashyd, occurs in the intro-

duction : JkJ^ijj;^ ti**; ;) *tf A:. The copyist of the Luc-

now MS. calls him Shaykh Rashyd, and the copyist of

the Calcutta MS. thinks he is identical with Rashyd

Watw'at, who is three hundred years older. The date

852 is in the conclusion of the poem, and it appears from

it that it was written sixty years previous to the death of

Rashyd Kazoruny who was a great Cufy, and with whom
we might else have identified him. Beginning

t_ j ? ^f *-* -.

Mdty MaMl, imperfect ;
As. Soc. No. 534, about 400 pp. of 15

bayts, a fine copy written in A. H. 1000, on the margin is the

Gulistau with a few notes.

(466) ufa d* (P -)

The Dywan of Shah Ray/^ari aldyn Royhdn, a Murishiy

of the College of Fort William (see p. 168 mprd).
Contents: a preface in prose, from which it appears

that he collected the Dywan in 1810, at the suggestion

of Mr. M. Lumsden. Contents : Qacydahs in praise of
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the Marquis of Wellesley, H. Harington, H. Colebrook,

&c., 66 pp. 13 bayts. Beginning

Ghazals about 400 pp. Beginning

l^.'U L^-jyt i?*/* ^5^ir ^Lr* {*** y (jf-"^ /'"? d^-**"* s\

Collection of Mawlawy Mohammad Wajyh.

(467) Lj!; dU. JA* u^ (P-)

The Dywan of Myr 'askary 'aqil Khan Rdzy (i. e. the

mysterious) who died in 1108 (see supra pp. 123, 111,

and Ouseley Pers. poets, p. 167).

Contents : Qa^ydahs, 34 pp. of 1 1 bayts. Beginning

Ghazals, 94 pp. 9 bayts and some Raba'ys, and chro-

nograms; one for 1073. Beginning

Mdty MaAall, a good copy.

(468) u$jU^ gj* (P.)

Embroidery, a Mathnawy by Razy in which he

imitates Jalal aldyn Riimy. Beginning

Mdty MaAall, 340 pp. of 13 bayts.

(469) Cl^Uoo a^jr ^ (P.)

The Loves of Ratan Sen and Padmawat, a Mathnawy
by Razy, composed in 1069. Beginning

Tdpkhanah, 60 pp. of 38 bayts.
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(470) Atjj** (P.)

The Story of Manohar, a poem taken from the Hinduy,

and put into Persian verse in 1065 by Razy.

Bg. ]j p&i^tjb
UJ

J^l&bcj jjJj aj j** f Itxijlai.

Topkhanah, about 2000 verses; As. Soc. No. 446, a fine copy

with pictures.

(471) Ui^o (P.)

The Dywan of Ridha, who flourished in 1096, as we

learn from a chronogram which occurs in the Dywan.

Contents : poems in praise of the prophet and the

Imams, 124 pp.; Ghazals, 220pp. 9 bayts ; Ruba'ys,

Mothallath', chronograms and Qacydahs in praise of Shah

'abbas, Nawab Arshad Khan, Aqa Beg, 106 pp. Be-

ginning of Ghazals : ^lAs^ A^
Mdty Ma^all, two copies, one dated 1180.

(472) j UJ (P.)

The Loves of Zyba and Nigar, in verse, by Hajy Mo-

7/ammad Ridha Ridhayiy who composed this poem, appa-

rently in Sind, in 1053. The chronogram for this date

is
j^> j*>\ J^. He says that the Sindian name of Zyba

is Panhiin ^i; and that of Nigar Sysy ^^*- but being

anxious to avoid all Sindian words, he substituted Persian

words in their stead : we might infer from this statement

that the story was originally in the Sindian dialect.

As. Soc. No. 298, 284 pp. of 17 bayts, a good copy.
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(473) JU, dt (P.)

The Dywan of Rihay. He may be identical with

Sa'd aldyn Rlh&y Khwafy who died in 980 (see p. 58

supra) but I have not compared the verses.

It contains merely Ghazals. Beginning

j

Topkhanah, about 300 pp. 22 bayts, defective at the end.

(474) U^ (P.)

The Dywan of fiajy Farydiin Sablq (see supra pp.

99, 123).

Contents: Qa^ydahs, 142 pp. of 12 bayts ; at the end

are chronograms for 1092, 1095, &c.

Beginning c^*^ *&$
<s.>^& AS^XJ^.J L2^*oj^o

Ghazals, about 300 pp. and a few Ruba'ys. Bg.
'o *JU ^ ^J

As. Soc. No. 563, a fine copy, at the end is the date 1010, this is

probably a mistake for 1110. Ibidem No. 1196.

(475) L?t
>^ d>U (P.)

Complete poetical works ofShaykh Mosharraf (Sharaf ?)

aldyn Mocli/j b. 'abd Allah Sctdy of Shyraz, where he

was born in 589. He chose the takhalluc of Sa'dy in

honor of the Atabuk Sa'd aldyn b. Zangy, in whose

service he originally was. Jamy says, Nafahat, No.

565,
" he is one of the most distinguished Cufies and

lived for some time near the hermitage of the Shaykh

Abu 'abd Allah Khafyf. He was well versed in most

sciences and in belles-lettres. He spent much of his

4 A
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time in travelling and visited many countries, several

times he made the pilgrimage on foot, and he went to

Somnat, entered the temple and broke the greatest idol

which was in it. He made the acquaintance of many

great Ctify Shaykhs, such as Shihdb aldyn Sohrawardy,
with whom he sailed once in the same vessel. It is

related that he acted for a long time as water-carrier at

Jerusalem and in Syria and gave to people water to

drink." He died in 691 and is buried at Shyraz. (For

a more detailed notice I refer to Ouseley's Pers. Poets,

p. 5, and Ross Trans. Gul. preface).

The works of Sa'dy were collected and arranged by

'alyy b. A/Jinad b. Abu Bakr who was called Bystun in

A. H. 726, and he improved the arrangement in A.H. 734.

Contents (C. means Calcutta edition and B. the first

Bombay edition).

1. JLJS. The Rose Garden, C. Vol. I. folio 26, B.

p. 31.) Beginning ^fclrUs
A> J^>* \tf)**

^^
2. J^. The Garden of Odours, C. Vol. I. folio 94,

B. p. 1 (bis). Bg. ^\ ^^^^^ dU ty* ^
3. ^U^^&J^j *J^. A short Essay on Prefaces C. 1.

B. p. 4, Bg. w^iV }*^
J
- ^r^j L^U ;

dxj,j ^rV"
4. JL^L

^Jls'*. The five Assemblies or Discourses

C. 4. B. p. 7. Bg. r
J*J) ^ j^yi jli. urJJ) ill J^l

5. ^ly.j^.^^U *JL^, Anecdote of the Minister of Fi-

nance C. VoL I. with Preface, folio 7, B. p. 19.

6. (jli* ) Js ^JU.. Essay on Reason and Love B. 20.

7. i^yj) LS^d^. Advice to Kings C. 18, B, p. 21.

8. j* ur;^ ^^f

l L/^. Anecdote of Malik Shams aldyn,

the Arabic Orator, C. Preface, folio 9.

9. yU&l *JU-. Anecdote of King Ankiyanu C. 25,

B. P? 27,
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10 ^jt <x>Ui<J. Aral)ic Panegyrics, C. folio 205,

B. p. 9 (ter). Beginning ur^J ^!^J) ^-u*^ c^.^
11. ^^ JoLni'. Persian Panegyrics, C. folio 214,

B. p. 9 (ter). Bg. |^l*xi.
cs^^ ; ^*+*j ^ ^$"3^

12. ^J}f Ljltf. Elegies, C. fol. 245, B. p. 24 (ter).

Beginning yj*;^ J>& && f&j*
** &L*JLi Jj

13. suU^U) -?l^. Poems composed of alternate verses

Arabic and Persian, C. folio 250, B. p. 29 (ter).

14. cyUi?yj. Poems with particular burdens, C. folio

257, B. p. 33 (ter).

15. oUJaJ). Ornamented poems entitled pure odours,

C. folio 264, B. p. 39 (ter).

Beginning ^'y ^ ^^ ^ ; lf^^ ^
>{<*> U'j &y] ^Uj^j J;

!

16. )*>. Rhetorical odes, C. folio 367, B. p. 127 (ter).

17. cyUJaix, Fragments and Sentences, C. folio 452,

B. p. 140. Beginning x<x>U JUaj tst \j*** jjj^

18. ey^kJ!^ o^jtxii(| the Book of Impurities in verse,

C. folio 467, B. p. 54 (quater).

Beginning c*Al,j ^J^ Jj^^ ^Vc
19. cuUlj.fi>.

Jests and obscenities in verse and prose.

This book is called Jj^l in the Calcutta edition folio 475,

and there is added to it a separate book (folio 471) called

In the Bombay edition this book is inscribed

^lljai.. Beginning efiaMr] ^lilj ^bxiJ) ^^JI

20. cuV l

-t'.
Tetrastics, C. fol. 472, B. p. 42 (quater).

21. ol^A-*. Distichs, C. folio 493, B. p. 52 (quater).

22. ^V-. Odes entitled "Final Odes," C. folio 415,

B. p. 1 (quater).

23.
fictf oVJ^c. Sa'dy's early Ghazals, C. folio 430,

B. p. 13 (quater).

24. oUv^A^>. Poems addressed to particular indivi-

duals, C. folio 438, B. 21 (quater).

4 A 2
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Sir G-. Ouseley, from whom the above list has been taken, does not

mention the Pand-namah. It is in the Calcutta edition in folio 200,

and begins U J^^J ^li^ LJ/
A beautiful old copy of the complete works of Sa'dy is in the

Moty Ma^all, probably written during the life time of Bystun. They
have been edited in two folio volumes by Mr. Harington in Cal-

cutta, 1791 95, (this edition is very rare in India) ;
and they have

been lithographed at Bombay, A. H. 1226, small folio 413 pp. re-

printed (lithographed) Bombay, 1267, 4to. they have also been

printed at Tabryz.

In the Fara^-bakhsh library, is a copy of the Gulistan, which cost

1500 Eupees, it is the most beautifully written book I have ever

seen, and has the following postscript : jl

UT,

In the first page is written professedly in the hand of the emperor

Shalijahan f^^J' AiL^llr J^t^ | .^v Aj,^ ^&\ c5^U^ a I* | s G AJ.

The Gulistan has been repeatedly printed in Europe, at Constan-

tinople, Bulak, Tabryz, Teheran, and upwards of a hundred times in

India, the best editions are Calcutta, 1851, and Lucnow, (lith.) 1264

with excellent glosses. There are four or five lithographed Lucnow

editions with interlinear Urdu translation and with marginal notes,

as Mortadhawy press, s. a. (1264), and in two Lucnow editions the

Bostan is printed on the margin. For Urdu translations of the

Gulistan see infra.

The Bostan has also frequently been separately edited
;
as

" Bostan

to which is added a compendious Commentary together with a

Dictionary of such words as are hard of meaning, now first compiled

expressly for this edition by Moolvy Tumnuzuddy, (lithographed)

Calcutta, 1828," 4to. 228 pp. I have not seen a separate vocabulary

in this edition. Lithographed Lucnow, Mo^ammady press, 1262,

with notes by Sayyidy, 'abd al-Rahman Khan, Bahar, &c., this

edition and its numerous reprints, such as Mo9tafay press, 1265,

'alawy press, 1263, surpass most other editions in correctness;

Hooghly, 1264, 8vo. clear and tolerably correct.
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The Pand-namah, commonly called Karyma has also been fre-

quently printed : in the Persian Moonshee
;
in the Persian Primer

with an Urdu translation in verse by Matzhar 'alyy Khan Wila, Cal-

cutta, 1242, 1275 (sic for 1270), Chinsurah, s. a. (1845) ; lithographed

Lucnow, 1263 (twice), 1264, &c. Beginning of Wila's translation

!XtL ^\ J^st ^iJl UXA fjf The Pand-namah rendered in Kekhtah

Mosaddas, Lucnow, lithographed by Mo/jammad-bakhsh, s. A. 8vo.

16 pp. Beginning j^^ ($*y* L$\ '*

The Ghazals have been printed Calcutta s. A. (in or before 1784)

with the Bahare Danish, 4to. 172 and 96 pp. and again 1811. Tor

farther information regarding editions and translations of separate

works of Sa'dy see Zenker, Bill. Orient, p. 59 et seqy.

(476) ^ J*U. dliJl
C; (A. P.)

An Arabic commentary on the Gulistan with the text

by Ya'qub b. Sayyid 'alyy who died in 931.

Beginning ^.XA}!) Uijs, ^JJJ ^ IJJ
; ) U ^^ & aW)

College of Fort William, 424 pp. of 17 lines, a good copy written

in 962.

(477) cy- LJ^i-J Jzj& (A. P.)

An Arabic commentary on the Gulistan by Moc/afa b.

Sha'ban Sorury who died in 969 completed at Amasiyah
in 957, dedicated to the Turkish emperor Solayman

(according to /Zajy Khalyfah, No. 10,832, to his son

Sultan Mo^/afa). Beginning

Private collection Cawnpore, A. 450 pp. 21 lines, this commentary
has been much used in the notes to the Lucnow edition of 1264,

also for the commentary No. 483.
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(478) jyi^ (R)

A commentary on the Gulistan, by Mo/?ammad Akram
'abd al-Razzaq of Multan, compiled in A. H. 1 185. Bg.

Private collection A, upwards of 600 pp. of 39 lines. H-ajy Khal.

mentions a commentary, which has nearly the same title viz. i^lx-J

^lia. -jly! it was composed at Makkah in 1005 by JTosayn Kufuwy
who died in 1012. He left only a rough copy at his death, his friend

jffosayn b. Kuzeljeh Eostam Pasha who is called ITosayny arranged

it, added a preface and a biography of the author, and gave it the

above title.

(479) ejlx-i CJA (P.)

A commentary on the Gulistan by Mohammad 'abd

al-Rasiil b. Shihab aldyn b. 'abd Allah Qorayshy who

flourished in 1073. He divides his book into five parts

***$; 1, verses of the Qoran occurring in the Gulistan;

2, traditions and sayings of Shaykhs and Arabic pro-

verbs ; 3, Arabic verses ; 4, Persian verses ; 5, difficult

Persian words. Beginning
U-il) ,

Topkhanah, 90 pp. of20 lines. In the Masy/itty press, Lucnow, 1264,

224 pp. a u;li~^ -&A^J" by Jouayd 'abd Allah Musawy has been

published which similarly to the preceding work is divided into three

parts f~$. 1, explanation of Arabic verses ; 2, sayings of Shaykhs,

traditions of the prophet and verses of the Qoran ; 3, vocabulary

Beginning tfUiUl^ ^ILJl ^ d^i^ g^LaJl j A5U*J ^ All

(480) eJ6JFCj6 (P.)

A commentary on the Gulistan by Nur Allah A/zrary

who is also the author of the gloss called *^.j$> *i<&U. to

the ^/.*n
&*&> ~r*. Beginning
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Moty Ma/toll, 100 pp. of 17 lines. In the Topkhanah is the com-

mentary of Eatta&y about 300 pp. of 16 lines.

Beginning o

(481) ^UJbLL (P.)

A commentary on the Gulistan by Khan Arzu. He

mentions in the preface the commentary of Myr Niir

Allah A^rary and Molla Sa'd Tynawy.

Beginning o*) url^i ^/^ JkAd- ^^^ i^-WJ cJ^^
Private collection, 160 pp. 8vo. 19 lines without the text.

(482) e,U CjA (P.)

A commentary on the Gulistan by Molla Mohammad
Sa'd (see p. 523 supra) compiled in 1 197.

Beginning c^*j>-^bcM^L/^J & ]&u^*~'&&JJ
Moty MaAall about 300 pp. In the FaraA-bakhsh about 600 pp.

of 21 lines is an imperfect copy of the commentary of Qabiil MoAam-

mad, the author of the Haft Qulzum, it has the title -=^j -^i;.

A complete copy in two volumes in folio was offered to me for sale

at Lucnow. I took a notice of it, but lost it.

The present (1853) king of Dilly, I am told has compiled a com-

mentary, in which he forces a mystical meaning on every story of

the Gulistan, which would surprise Sa'dy. It has been lithographed

at Dilly, but I have never seen it.

There is also an anonymous commentary in the Topkhanah
which begins

(483) tfUJjA (P.)

A commentary on the Gulistan, by the late Riyadh

'alyy, a son of Qanbar 'alyy.

Beginning o**j ^-U*,
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Printed Calcutta, s. a. 4to. 388 pp. reprinted (abridged) Calcutta,

1267, 4to. 264 pp. this is the third or fourth 4to. edition. There

have also appeared 8vo. editions of the Gulistan at Calcutta with a

short commentary.

(484) J^yi c/ (P.)

A commentary on the Bostan, by 'abd al-Rasul b.

Shihab aldyn b. abd Allah b. Tahir b. JEfasan Qarayshy,

composed in 1073. (See p. 550 Supra.} Beginning

Tdpkhanah, 110 pp. of 17 lines.

(485) ^ * (P.)

A commentary on the Bostan, by Sayyid Riyadh 'alyy,

who died between 1245 and 1265 and Shaykh Qadir 'alyy.

This commentary is very useful.

Eg. ^ o-*I jUoJ) ^f}jj
-U>

AA.y[ftx) s^ ^1 ;)^V^ (^
Printed Calcutta, 1845, reprinted by Ikram A^mad Dhaygham,

Calcutta, 1265, 4to. 462 pp. These two editions comprize the text.

(486) db*j cy, (P.)

A commentary on the Bostan, by 'abd al-Wasi' of

Hansy.

Beginning ^j^^l u-j^*^ A*t UJ ^JWI cj| aJU j^Wl

College of Fort William, 8vo. 230 pp. 17 lines written previously

to 1189. A copy of this commentary in the Tdpkhanah begins
L* Juc^ w lki.l j! lia-^ ^ tiis^l y Aj^f ^1

(487) ^}U- i-i^J ^^u ^d
Uu. (P.)

Ruba'ys of Sa^aby or Sahdb of Astrabad (see p.

42 supra).
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Contents : introduction in four sections J^j, 38 pp. ;

Ruba'ys all on theosophy, 260 pp. 13 bayts. Bg.
J,

p&t,j .Jyc; ^.U. j]
} * ,

Some Ghazals, the Maqte' of tbe first Ghazal is :

USnljuUJ^^ j3j)^J 3^ Ljta^^XJ 1; *S$s* XJJU^l

Topkhanah, incorrect, written in 1080
; ibidem, 160 pp. 10 lines

;

Moty MaAall, about 700 pp. 12 bayts ; FaraA-bakhsh, about 500 pp.

10 bayts, incomplete. In the Tdpkhanah is a Mathnawy by SaMby,
120 pp. 13 bayts treating on mystical love, and dedicated to Shah

'abbas. The following verse contains the name of the author :

Beginning JH^

(488) 4- d .o (P.)

The Dywan of Sahmy of Bokhara, (see p. 59 supra).

Contents : Short Mathnawies and Qacydahs in praise

of the nobles of Ak bar's court. Beginning

Ghazals and a few chronograms, one for 973.

Beginning ^^ ^ ^1 x* ^^ J&

Moty Ma/tall, 212 pp. 12 bayts, a splendid copy.

(489) Ud !> (P.)

The Dywan of Sa'iy. He gives us the date 1071 of

the Dywan in the first verse.

J- r^;
1^ ^^ r^^ ^^ *>^ vUS^

It appears from this date that he is not identical with

Sa'iy Kashany whom Samy mentions.

4 B
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Contents : Ghazals about 400 pp. miscellaneous poems
42 pp. of 17 bayts, the margin is generally covered with

text.

The beginning is wanting, first verse rhyming in

As. Soc. No. 440, much injured.

(490) ^jiCJu&P (P-)

The Dywan of Salik Yazdy, who died in 1081 (see pp.

Ill, 124, 97, 150 supra).

Contents : Qacydahs in praise of Shah-jahan, Shah

Cafyy, &c. chronograms, one for 1063; Ghazals, 490 pp.

1 5 bayts, about 50 Ruba'ys. Beginning of Ghazals :

Moty Ma/^all, a splendid copy.

(491) JL ^j (P.)

The Dywan of Salim. He collected it in 1082.

1

We may therefore safely identify him with Lu/f Allah

Sdlim (see pp. 1 08, 1 1 5 supra), though I have not corn-

pared the quotations.

Contents : Ghazals, 1 80 pp. 1 3 bayts ; Ruba'ys, Qacy-

dahs, short Mathnawies and chronograms, one of the

earliest for 1056. Beginning

^*c>^^ ^3-* tXota *.JL'I *.*io cV t*
^j'jJvJ

*lk^> Ju>UX<x/ d^-^c JU

Moty Ma&all, a bad copy. A fragment of aDywan of Salim, perhaps

not the same, is in the Tdpkhanah, it contains Ghazals about 25 pp.
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15 bayts, and a few Bub&ys', it was written in 1124, and the first

Ghazal rhyming in b begins, (the beginning of the book is wanting,)

Jli"

(492) ,.,u- dy^ (P.)

The Dywan of Jamal aldyn Mohammad Salman of

Sawah, a son of Khwajah 'ala aldyn who was governor of

some town of the 'Iraq. He early entered the service of

Arnyr Shaykh JF/asaii Nuyan and his beautiful and talent-

ed wife Dilshad Khatun, and instructed them and their

son Sutfan Oways in poetry. He remained attached to

this family his whole life, and had the mortification to see

Oways carried to the grave. He was snatched away in

765 (see p. 72 supra) in his best years. Salman died in 769

and according to others in 799, and left besides this

Dywan, two Mathnawies *>x*^j JJ^UA. and ^*VS Jjy

(Khosgu; Ouseley, p. 117).

Contents : Qacydahs, most of them in praise of SuUan

Oways, 236 pp. of 26 bayts, not alphabetically arranged.

Beginning oA; JV ^^-^ uf'^*^ *$ J^*

Ghazals, 220 pages 24 bayts, alphabetically arranged.

Beginning I;
U

In one copy, there are some Ruba'ys at the end.

Moty MaAall, two copies, one very splendid. In the As. Soc. No.

188, is a fine copy of the Dywan of Salman which is fuller than the

Lucnow copies, it commences (b&l ) ^Jj!
*jlj O~A X J*~*j~J- aj

(*^-

The Ghazal which is the first in the Lucnow copies is here the

seventh, they begin L> LfJf* *Sr* J 1 V 1^ W 1^' 1^-^^'- It also

contains Qi^'ahs, 50 pp. of 18 bayts, a Tarjy'band, &c.

Beginning
vr~~* *^T vi^j &*\

4 B 2
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(493) r
JU ^j (P.)

The Dywan of Mohammad Quly Salym, who died in

1057 (see pp. 123, 90, 111 supra).

Contents : a Mathnawy in praise of Shahjahan, on the

expedition against Assam, description of Gujrat, &c

94 pp. 19 bayts.

Beginning +*h & f\*&c ^^***> +*ayM c/^y *^'
(****

Qacydahs in praise of the Imams, Shah 'abbas, &c

74 pp. Beginning
i - i j*. ^.

Ghazals, 378 pp. 1 6 bayts, in another copy 524 pp.

1 1 bayts. Beginning

Minor poems, 32 pages. In one copy is also a Math-

nawy on predestination^ ;
^ 134 pp. 13 lines.

1

The Qacydahs begin in this copy
f' *

I f (<

>x>i x>u ;| ii JL* c^*o^Uuxi.
vy* y ^-* '

\
v

Moty MaAall, two good copies ;
As. Soc. Nos. 252, 576, 875.

(494) ^JU ooU" (P.)

The Qacydahs of Hasan Salymy. He was originally

a revenue collector ; on one occasion he wrote an assign-

ment on the property of a widow. The poor woman

came to him and asked him by whose orders he had thus

disposed of part of her little all ; he answered, By order

of Sayyid Fakhr aldyn the governor of the province.
" And will his authority," said the widow,

"
protect you

on the day of judgment ?" These words made so deep

an impression upon him that he gave up his office and
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devoted himself entirely to the service of God ; he made

the pilgrimage to Makkah where he stayed a long while,

and to the tombs of the Imams. He died in 854 and

left besides these Qacydahs a &*\J (^^;.
Contents : Qacydahs in praise of the Imams : one

Qa^ydah has the following heading : it was composed on

the road to Mashhad on the 27th Rajab, 847, it is an

imitation of a poem of Mawlana Hasan Kashy. Bg.

Moty Ma/iall, 576 pp. 15 bayts ; Topkhanah about 400 pp.

15 bayts.

(495) y-U ^y.0 (P.)

The Dywan of Samy. It consists of Qacydahs 72 pp.

15 bayts. Beginning

*J) 5 Jl^JI jJU. dUU!

Ghazals, 251 pp. 1 3 bayts and a few Ruba'ys, &c. Bg.

c~~a v^b r^ ^ r^ U;*j*

Fara^-bakhsh, a good copy.

(496) ^3U- L^jA-J ^ul bc>^ (P.)

The Garden of Verity, by JHTakym Abii-1-Majd Majdiid

b. Adam Sandy of Ghaznah. He began his career by

singing the praise of princes, subsequently he became

one of the most profound Ciify poets, being second in

merit only to Jalal aldyn Rumy. His spiritual guide

was Yusof Hamadariy a pupil of Abu 'alyy Farrnady (see

Jamy Nqfahdt, No. 426). It is said that Sul/ari Bahrain
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Shah offered him his sister in marriage, but he refused to

marry her. He completed the ifadyqah according to

my copies in 535.

In one Lucnow copy instead of /*- } ^j~> is
g-w 5 ^^^

and in another ;
U

^ e^*o I have not noted any variant

in the second micra', probably there is none. Accord-

ing to Jarny Nafahat No. 563, Khajy Khalyfah (who

probably followed Jarny) and Hammer W. Jahrb. Vol.

65, A. B. p. 1, he completed it in 524, and according
to the first mentioned authority, and the author of the

Haft Iqlym, he died the same year. Taqyy Kashy places

his death in 545, and Dawlat-shah and Hammer Gesch.

d. Schonen Redek. Pers. p. 102 and Sir G. Ouseley, in 576.

He left besides the f/adyqah six smaller Mathnawies in

the same measure, their names are, according to Bland,

Siyar al'obbad, Taryq alta//qyq, Kar-narnah, 'ishq-

namah, 'aql-namah ; Khoshgu adds to these titles Kariz

alromiiz, he also left about 30,000 verses of Qacydahs
and minor poems.

The book is divided into ten chapters, some copies

have a preface in prose.

Beginning of the poem ^M ^ ^;j^ ^^ ^s\

Moty Hawaii, several copies, 520 pp. of 18 bayts ;
Asiatic Society,

Nos. 944, 1426, 296, 1390, 595 (with notes), 1167 with a voca-

bulary ;
I have a splendid copy which was written in 874. The

copies differ much from each other, but care has been taken at an

early time to preserve the genuine text
; Jamaly Ardastany went on

purpose to Ghaznah to obtain the autograph copy of Sanay and

brought it to his native country. Myrza 'azyz Khan Kokah who had

the title of Khane A'tzam possessed a copy, which had been written

in 617. 'abd al-Lafyf b. 'abd Allah 'abbasy (see p. 494 supra) bor-

rowed in 1035 this copy, transcribed it and compared it with another

ancient MS. marked the variants and made notes to it on the
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margin,m 1067 this corrected text was transcribed with great care, and

this transcript is in my possession. In the Asiatic Society, No. 956,

is a MS. lettered <J&~ oUK it contains besides the 7/adyqah (with

which as the leaves are transposed, some of the minor Mathnawies

may be mixed up) Qa9ydahs, Ghazals, Ruba'ys, &c. 552 pp. of 23

bayts. Beginning UJUu^jy iby

C497) cU* ^ &*~ (P.)

A commentary on the Hadyqah of Takym Sanay, by
Mohammad Niir Allah A^rary Ghaznawy (see pp. 493

arid 550.)

Bg. *?V? o'3 ^'^^ AdJ] y^lS Jow

Private collection A. about 300 pp. 17 lines.

(498) ^JU L^UJ UbjU; (P.)

The .Spring of the Hearts, a short Mathnawy in praise

of A^af aldawlah, by Saqiy (see p. 285 supra).

As. Soc. No. 487, 48 pp. of 13 bayts.

(499) U-
,!.,, (P.)

The Dywan of Darwysh Saqqa of Bokhara (see pp. 59

and 78 supra). He died in 1003 41=962 as appears

from the following chronogram recorded in the Nafayis

almathir :
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QJ J

Contents : Ghazals and at the end some Qifahs and

Ruba'ys, among the Qitf'ahs is a chronogram for 955.

Beginning ly

Moty Ma^all, 222 pp. of 15 bayts. In the Moty Ma^all and in

the Asiatic Society Nos. 251 and 365, is a Dywan of Saqqa (I ascer-

tained the identity, by comparing the quotation in Badawny) in

which the above verse is not contained. The latter copy (No. 305)

contains besides Grhazals and a few Ruba'ys, three short Mathnawies,

the last of which has the title of **^J
c5

->-'
. Beginning of Dywan

Beginning of Ghazals

(500) jtU ^j (P.)

The Dywan of Sai'. He is probably identical with

the poet mentioned in pp. 1 23 and 1 56, in the latter pas-

sage his takhalluc is by a mistake spelled Saty'.

Contents: Ghazals, 100 pp.; Qa9ydahs, 45 pp.

Beginning K^
Topkhanah.

(sol) >-*- .j (P.)

The Dywan of Sa'yd Khan Korayshy. He first col-

lected his poems at the request of his patron SuUan

Morad-bakhsh in 1 063. A fair copy with farther additions

was made in 107J . The author of the Hamyshah Bahar

has two poets of the takhalluc of Sa'yd (see pp. 123 and

124) who it appears are identical, the quotations from

both being found in this Dywan.
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I

Contents : Three prefaces in prose, the first by another

pen and the last consisting of dotless words, 76 pp. of 14

lines; Qacydahs and Qitf'ahs in praise of Sultan Morad-

bakhsh, Shah-shuja', Ni'mat Allah (of Narnawl), Mo'yn

aldyn Hasan Sinjary (a saint), Khwajah Mohammad

Ridhay Cub\\y (a poet), &c. with several chronograms,

125 pp. Beginning of Qacydahs:

Ghazals about 1 00 pp. ; Ruba'ys some addressed to

Anand Ray, a poet whose takhallu9 was Hindu, 1 5 pp. ;

Mathnawies, minor poems (some by Hindu) and letters

in prose about 100 pp. Beginning
j j

As. Soc. 351, a very good copy.

(502) ^\ U** c^Lir (P.)

The poetical works of Sayf aldyn A'raj (the lame) of

Isfaranj or Isfarah a/uJ in Transoxania. He was pa-

tronized by the Khwarezm-shahians. Dawlat-shah and

Khoshgu think that his patron was Yl-arslan (reigned ac-

cording to Abii-lfida from 551 to 568) but the author of the

Kholacah states that he lived at the court of Takash the

son of Yl-arslan and of his son Mo/mmmad who is called

Sinjar II. and reigned from 589 to 617. This statement

is confirmed by the Dywan, most Qacydahs are in praise

of Sul/an 'ala aldyn Sinjar, and some are in praise of

MaAmud a younger brother of Takash. Towards the

end of his life he gave himself up to ascetic exercises

and took Sayf aldyn Bakharsy who died in 648 or 650

as his spiritual guide. The above dates fix the time

when he flourished with sufficient accuracy, and on their

4 c
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strength we at once reject the statement of Walih that

he died in 573, and that of the Biyadh of the As. Soc.

No. 931, that he died in 569, but Taqyy Kashy must

be equally wrong in stating that he died in 666 at the

age of 85 years, and consequently that he was born in

581, it is likely that 666 is a clerical error. His Dywan
consists of about 10,000 verses. It contains Qacydahs;

Beginning

M&ty Ma^all, 418 pp. of 21 bayts, a splendid copy written in

1020. I have a copy in which the above verse is nearly in the

middle of the book, it begins

(503) box* c>A- L^AA^J a^G C^A.UJ (P.)

The book of education, composed in 988 by Amyr
Sayyid Mohammad. It is possible that the date of the

demise of Fikry (see p. 405 supra) is erroneously stated

by biographers and that the author is identical with

Fikry. It contains the instructions which the author

received from his Pyr or spiritual guide.

Beginning l^^sj e^~) Jj^fc c_j^* lai^Si^^ UIj!

Topkhanah, about 100 pp. of 11 lines.

(504) ^ ^U ^yJU (P.)

Description of the Miraj and mystical reflexions.

Beginning^; ^ ^ ^^ ^ ^5^'.

As. Soc. No. 10, about 200 verses.

(505) * 6^ LJ^Jj^ls/iJ (P.)

Record of the miracles of the Imams, by Mohammad

Shafy' Beg. Beginning

Topkhanah, 260 pp. of 16 bayts.
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(506) ^Ali ^i) ^^ (P.)

The Dywan of Aqa Malik Shaky, who is usually called

Amyr Shahy, because he was descended of the noble

family of Sarabdar. He had originally the takhalluc of

Aqa Malik. During the reign of Baysanqor, he spent his

time at Sabzwar and being an agreeable companion, and

accomplished in painting and music, he was much at

court, but owing to a slight which he received, he retired

to his ancestral estates which were restored to him by the

king. Towards the end of his life he was sent by Sultan

Babar the son and successor of Baysanqor to Astrabad

to make a drawing of his palaces, and he died in that city

in 857 more than seventy years of age. (Taqyy Kashy,

No. 123 ; Khosgu I. No. 31 1
; Dawlat-shah, 7, 1 ; see also

supra p. 79). According to a note in the commencement

of the Dywan he died in 825. The statements of the Mirat

alkhiyal, p. 96, and of the Atishkadah, p. Ill, which

place his death in 859, and 467 are to be considered as

typographical errors. Taqyy Kashy says that out of

12,000 verses which he composed, only 1000 have been

preserved, this agrees with the statement contained in a

note in the commencement of the MS.

Contents : Ghazals not alphabetically arranged.

Beginning U e^^^ c^i=^ ,U *S*j
^jz&j ^}

Moty MaAall, 12mo. 100 pp. of 10 bayts, a splendid copy ;
As.

Soc. Nos. 677, 921, written in 901, very splendid. I have a copy of

969. There is also an incomplete copy in the Tdpkhanah, 50 pp.

11 bayts, which begins,

LJ

4 C 2
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(507) J& e,!^ (P.)
4*

The Dywan of Shany. He was of the Uymaq Taklii

Turks and lived sometimes at Ray and sometimes at

Hamadan (see pp. 42, 94, 112 supra).

Contents: Ghazals, 170 pp. 15 bayts ; Qacydahs,
] 71 pp. Beginning

Moty Ha/tall
;
As. Soc. No. 375, this copy opens with a Math-

nawy in praise of Shah 'abbas, 36 pp. of 17 bayts.

Beginning p^j **\ *^Jtj
AS:A U>

/*J^_yi e>+^^J' *^'
p~*l

The Ghazals are differently arranged, the one with which the

Lucnow copy commences is nearly at the end of Alif, they begin,

(508) jjte dti* (P->

The Dywan of Shapur. Walih quotes some verses

from this Dywan and says of the author, his name is

Archasp, he had first the takhallu9 of Firyby and on his

return from Persia, he chose that of Shapiir. He is pro-

bably identical with Firyby, mentioned in page 407 supra.

He was a friend of Taqyy Aw/^ady. In the Hamyshah
BaAar (see p. 124 supra) are also some verses quoted which

are found in this Dywan, but the quotations which occur

in the Atishkadah, p. 535 are not found in the Dywan.
Contents : Qacydahs, 34 pp. of 20 bayts. Bg.

Ghazals, 50 pp. 30 bayts ; few Ruba ys, &c. 20 pp.

Beginning I; cM?- J^ ufLr* v^^ *& Jr:'j ^^j
\ j$^ v j <. -S

As. Soc. No. 876
; Tdpkhanah, there is another copy in the same

collection containing merely the Ghazals, 116 pp. 24 bayts; the

Dywan of Ghazals is also in the Moty M'aAall, 54 pp. 21 lines.

Beginning \j* jtj*P *)& (***
2Lr- rt
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(509) j*l5 J^J ^oJl U>j* d!^> (P.;

The Dywan of Shah Shaykh Sharaf aldyri Abu 'alyy,

who was familiarly called Qalandar. He was a native of

the 'Iraq, but carne at the age of four years to Dilly to

visit the tomb of Qotob aldyn and was brought up under

the care of the holy men of that city as a saint. After

he had been twenty years under their tuition, and

after he had spent twenty years more in prayers and

devotion, he went to see the world, and on his journeys

he made the acquaintance of Shams Tabryz and

Mawlawy Jalal aldyn Rumy. After his return to

India he lived in seclusion. He died in 724 and is

buried at Panypat (Khoshgii, I. N. 227). I believe the

Makhdum-zadahs, one of the four castes of Musalmans

who inhabit Panypat are descended from him. They do

not condescend to intermarry with any other caste of

Musalmans, their sole occupation was to attend at the

tomb of their ancestor, and they were richly endowed for

it by the emperors, some of their jagyrs or rent free

lands they possess up to this day. 'abd al-Haqq Dihlawy,

Akhbdr alakhydr, p. 278, says that the >- 1U ^
^cxJI^J^i is ascribed to him, but he does not consider it

genuine, but his caliy& or letters are considered genuine.

Contents : Ghazals, in which he uses the takhalluc of

Sharaf, Qalandar and BuValyy.

Beginning ytjJ I ^J ^^c ^}i e-f^
1

' ^ Usr|

Moty Ma^all, 11 pp. of 52 bayts. There is also a Mathnawy
ascribed to this saint, it has been lithographed at Lucnow, Sultfan-

almatebi' press, 1266, 19 pp. of 21 bayts.

Beginning v^"3 ^ V^ ^ 0$ jl
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(510) uJA <1)| <W eo (P.)

The Dywan of 'abd Allah b. Fadhl Allah Sharaf of

Shyraz who had the title of Waccafe Jfadhrat. He is the

author of the * i^0> ^i;^
which he dedicated to Sultan

Mohammad Khoda-bandah and, adds Walih, some learned

men ascribe to him also the f?** >^U which is dedicated

to Nuc^rat aldyn Atabak. According to Ouseley, Pers.

Poets, p. 230, these two works are identical. (See also

Hammer Schoene Redek. Pers. p. 243).

Contents : preface in prose, written in 693.

Beginning ejj
a*4<M*j;yy u^^ ^r^? >

<***-

Qacydahs and Qi^'ahs in praise of the Imams and

princes, not alphabetically arranged. Beginning
Uio U

Moty MaAall, nbout 134 pp. of 24 bayts. In the T6pkh&nah is a

Dywan of a poet of the takhallu9 of Sharaf, containing Qa9ydahs and

Ghazals, 120 pp. 13 bayts. Beginning

'i ij of j i

(511) -3
JAc-]?d'>

The Dywan of Sharafe Jahan, his father Qadhiye

Jahan held a high appointment at the court of Shah

Tahrnasp, but being suspected of being a Sunny, he was

deprived of it. Sharaf died in 968 (see pp. 50, 79, 22).

Contents : Ghazals and three Ruba'ys. Bg.

As. Soc. No. 912, 58 pp. of 12 bayts, this copy was written by

Jeswant Singh Parmindh (see p. 296 supra) in 1196, in the first page

is a biography of Sharaf taken from Taqyy Kashy. In the same
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collection, No. 1169, is a very elegant old copy of this Dywan, which

contains also some Qacydahs, &c. Beginning

tdjt&UL, j^^J (J^ly* V-i ) j)) ^ ^ljta.^1 e>U AT w^~if OJj
In the Moty MaAall is a copy of this Dywan, with a preface by

J2bsayny who collected the Dywan, it begins :

(512) ^-^<-Hr d^ (P.)

The Dywan of Sharyf Kashy (see pp. 26, 124).

Contents : Ghazals, 350 pp. of 14 bayts ; Ruba'ys
40 pp. Beginning 1;

*/olj
<^sr? ^ ^-i^ v-rl A^l +*J

Qacydahs, Qi^'ahs and Tarjy'bands in praise of the

Imams, Mohammad Qofob Shah, the Khankhanan, Ha-

kym Humarn, &c. about 400 pp.

Beginning Jt^-^ j^T^^ ^;!^
The Loves of Khosraw and Shyryn, a Mathnawy about

200 pp. Beginning

^c^lxj ]j .^>{** j
&*] *&>j c5*^^ X^-^ **Ak : I J^!<Xk

As. Soc. IS"o. 1405, a good copy, written for Qofob Shah, at Hay-
darabad in 1026.

(513) L^ O l^o (P.)

The Dywan of Sharyf, a brother of Abvi-lma'aliy, who

was Waqi'ah-nawys, and accompanied for some time

Zabar-dast Khan.

Contents: Ghazals, 15 pp. of 11 bayts; a Mathnawy,
some epigrams and chronograms for 1089, 1090, 1091,

12pp.

Beginning V*3 yo ^Ui* Uj b LS

Moty Hawaii, 12mo.
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(514) Jte^ uiyi *+=* UL^ Jo <** (P.)

Spectacles of the Heart, being a mystical and ethical

poem by Mohammad Sharyf Haqany. The date of the

composition is recorded in these two verses.

Bg.

Moty MaAall, 240 pp. 11 bayts.

(515)

A Mathnawy of Myr Mo7^ammad Sharyf Sharyf, con-

taining felicitations on the accession of Ghaziy aldyn

//aydar, (A. H. 1229). Bg. ^ j*. ly JLyL

Moty Ma/iull, 18 pp. of 8 bayts, a splendid copy.

(516) ^H, d,** (P.)

Dywan of Molla Shawkat of Bokhara. He came in

1088 to Herat, and entered the service of Cafyy Quly

Khan Shamlu, thence he proceeded to Mashhad where

he was supported by Myrza Sa'd aldyn Mohammad, the

governor of Khorasan. He died at Ispahan in 1107

(Walih). The author gives us the date of his Dywan,

1093, in a chronogram.

J

Qacydahs, 44 pp. 15 bayts, mostly in praise of Sa'd

aldyn Khan. Beginning

Ghazals, 336 pp. 13 bayts ; Ruba'ys, 10 pp.
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Beginning ]j
Uj

I; ^bf
xJ> aj c_>T

Moty Ma^all, a good copy ; Tdpkhanah, containing Ghazals, 225

pp. of 15 bayts.

(517) JjlA ^o (P.)

Dywan of Myr Gholam JETosayn b. Sayyid Fat^ 'alyy

Radhawy Jalisy Shdyiq, who flourished under Ghaziy

aldyn Haydar, reigned 1229 1242.

Contents : a Mathnawy containing stories, 35 pp.
y|

Beginning l$^bj>y*J V^ ^r=^^ <^^ c/^ J^)*x^. ^
Qacydahs, mostly in praise of the Imams, 25 pp. Bg.

Ghazals, 120 pp. 10 bayts. Beginning

!;
u^;

(JA**** J^' |tl ^ !; k^ >^^ fd* y JP^ ^;^

Ruba'ys and chronograms, among the latter, one on the

death of Myrza Jan Tapish 1220. Beginning

Moty MaAall, a magnificent copy.

(518) c^jDi (P.)

The Garden of Love, a Mathnawy in praise of Farrokh-

siyar, composed in 1130; chronogram oJ^Js. It is

not clear who the author is, but from a verse in the con-

clusion, it would appear that his takhallu9 was Shaykh.

Tdpkhanah, about 100 pp. of 13 bayts.

4 D
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(519) >(& c^UT (P.)

Complete poetical works of the physician Sharaf aldyn

.Hasan Shifdyiy, who died in 1037 (see pp. 90, 28, 150).

Contents : ;'^^ !<^3 A Mathnawy, composed in 990,

46 pp. of 40 bayts.

Beginning f&*
c^w<x> L^t****') g fi^r^ (fA*fl *^'

f*^

c^s" )jif>
Another Mathnawy, composed in 1021, 50

pp. pf 40 bayts. Chronogram

Beginning v^US^c ^'^K jj ^-^ w^'

A Mathnawy (Namakdane J:Taqyqat?) 38 pp.

Beginning ^^*[>jjj
]

j c^Uj ^rU e^o.

Another Mathnawy of only 6 pages.

Beginning ^l/Jl ^s^
^J ^j ^1

Qa9ydahs, 52 pp. of 48 bayts.

Beginning ^^b Jy J^a ^ \^*A\t

Ghazals, 200 pp. ; Ruba'ys, &c. 40 pp.

Beginning ipSUi* AX> $j^
f
&\&* ci^^U^o

As. Soc. Nos. 115 and 795 (containing only the first Mathnawy) ;

Moty Hawaii, 506 pp. of 17 bayts containing only Ghazals, they

begin in this copy :

(520) *d5y]; (P.)

The Book of Victory, being a poetical account of the

military career of General Lake (?) ^, by Shimbhu, a

Brahman.

Beginning ^J j^ Uw c^J ^ '^*jj& J ^ r
15

As. Soc. No. 200, 131 pp. of 11 bayts, a splendid copy.
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(521) ^4*^^ (P.)

The Dywan of Hakym Shaykh Hosayn Shohrat, who

died in 1149 (see supra pp. 124, 156, 150).

Contents: Qacydahs, 16pp. 17 bayts; Ghazals, 248

pp. 13 bayts: Ruba'ys and Mokhammas', 25 pp. 10

bayts. Beginning

Topkhanah ;
As. Soc. No. 573

;
a copy in the ParaA-bakhsh doea

not contain the Qa9ydahs.

(522) td (P-)

The Dywan of Shyry of Kokowal Jl^ a son of 'abd.

al-Hayy (see supra pp. 59 and 90).

Contents : Qacydahs in praise of God and Akbar,

alphabetically arranged, 1 28 pp. of 1 7 bayts. Bg.

Ghazals: 40 pp. and about 60 Ruba'ys. Bg.

/^'^e^X ^5-^ C~-*^ V^ d^ ^ y/1

^y Ma/^all, a correct copy written in 1040.

(523)

The Dywan of Mohammad Hashim Sinjar, a son of

Haydar of Kashan ; as he was particularly strong in

making logogriphs, he is called Mo'ammayiy. He died

in 1021 (see pp. 123, 150 supra and A'tishk. p. 438).

Contents : Qacydahs, 70 pp. of 1 5 bayts.

Ghazals, 1 96 pp. of 1 1 bayts. Beginning
^ **7

4 D 2
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Moty MaAall, two copies, in one of them and in the beautiful copy
of the As. Soc. No. 513, and in my copy the GhazaJs begin :

' In the Society's copy are at the end, short Mathnawies, 80 pp. of

15 bayts (incomplete) ;
the first has the title of Saqiy-namah and

the others are d^Ux>, one contains the story of Shyryn.

(524) et^l*
e)!#* (P.)

The Dywan of Myr Jalal aldyn Siyddat, a son of Myr
Jamal aldyn Mo^addith (see pp. 124, 129, 107). He
flourished in 1081, as we learn from the following chro-

nogram which occurs among his poems.

Bg. &<*\ ejt~ J&* yjki^ *> *V>T C^^l; > ^A Lr'j^*

Contents: Ghazals, 162 pp. 13 bayts; Ruba'ys, &c.

16 pp. Beginning

Tdpkhanah ; Moty Hawaii, 266 pp. 15 bayts.

(525) JU- O^J (P.)

The Dywan of Nitzam aldyn A//mad Shaykham So-

hayly, who died in 907 (see pp. 78 and 20).

Contents : Ghazals about 200 pp. of 1 7 bayts, at the

end a short Mathnawy and some Ruba'ys.

Beginning j;U

|;U

As. Soc. No. 665, a fine copy written in 999.

(526) jyi- ^o (P.)

The Dywan of Sokhonwar. It contains merely Gha-

zals. Beginning

U^ \i c^J^ jiUj
tUlj U ajV

Private collection, B 128 pp. 17 bayts.
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(527)

Complete poetical works of Radhyy aldyn Swury,
who was usually called Gholam Mortadha. He was from

the age of seven to seventeen a pupil of Mu jiz, and after

his death he was instructed by his own brother Gholam

Moctafa Mqfttin, but Maftvin died about 1 168 at the age

of thirty, and after that he had no instruction. He com-

posed besides these Persian poems from 10,000 to 12,000

Rekhtah verses. He was still alive and resided at Luc-

now in 1211.

Contents : Qacydahs, 60 pp. of 50 bayts ; Mokham-

mas', 38 pp. ; a Mathnawy, 22 pp.

Beginning ItA^y^UJ^JiAa l^ij&^yb ^ y> ^U ^1
Ghazals, 488 pp. and miscellaneous poems, 14 pp.

Beginning I; s)s

I have the autograph which the author wrote at Lucnow for hig

son Irnam aldyn whose takhalhi9 was Khorram j*j^, it is a fine

volume in folio written with great care. Another autograph copy is

in the Mdty Ma&all.

(528) Jj>^ ^U (P.)

Complete Poetical Works of Shams aldyn Mohammad
b. 'alyy Sifaany of Sarnarqand. Some say he was of

Nasaf Gayhan. He claimed descent from Salman Farisy,

a companion of the prophet. When he was a student at

Bokhara, he conceived so great a friendship for the

apprentice of a needle-maker, that he himself learned

that profession, and he therefore assumed the takhalluc

of Suzany. He is considered the best humoristic poet

of his age, but he was not the only one, it seems there

were in those days several wits in Ma-wara-lnahr as
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Lami'y Bokhary; Shatranjy, Shams Khalah, and Jalaly

Tirmidzy who is nick-named Pusare (khare ?) Khumkha-
nah. He used to write satyres against poets of a more

serious turn of mind and to travesty their verses, but when

he became older he repented, and chose first Abii-1-

Manciir MaVurydy as his spiritual guide, and subsequently

he went to Balkh to profit by the spiritual advice of

Sanayiy against whom he had been writing doggerels, and

he made the pilgrimage with him to Makkah. He died

in 569. Besides his humoristic compositions he left

Qacydahs in praise of God. Taqyy Kashy has seen

10,000 verses of his (Mohammad 'awfy c. 10; Dawlat-

shah 2,10; Taqyy Kashy No. 16).

Contents : chiefly Qacydahs and Qi/'ahs in praise of

Sul/an Sinjar, Sayyid 'ala aldyn, Qadhiy As'ad, &c.

Beginning
)

Moty MaAall, 588 pp. of 20 lines, the book seems to be divided

into two parts ;
in both the poems are alphabetically arranged, but

there are also many poems which do not stand in their place and in

the arrangement of which, no plan is perceptible. There is also a copy

in the Tdpkhanah about 200 pp. of 14 lines containing besides

panegyrics, satyres, many of which are very obscene.

Beginning
*$ *^

^Jl iW; b 0>.JJ>U G

In the As. Soc. No. 1254, about 500 pp. of 14 bayts, it begins :

Jj *>

(529) Jj*. A$U (P.)

The Qacydahs of Syraty. Some of them are pane-

gyrics on Cadiq Khan and Ja'far Khan Razy. Bg.

Moty MaAall, 126 pp. 19 bayts, bound with the Dywan of JXuzhat.
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(530) JJ LJfci-J Jl^l e^- (P.)

Transfiguration of Imagination, a Mathnawy by 'alyy

Ridha Tajalliy, an encomiast of Aqa Hosayn Khwan-

sary. He died in 1088 (see pp. 110, 150 supra).

It is a Sarapa or description of the human figure, 15

pp. 17 bayts. Beginning;^ &** ^Ua
Added to it are Ghazals, 30 pp. of 14 bayts.

Beginning 1J^ ^lv*.^
Mdty Ma^all and Topkhanah.

(531) vj? Q\J* (P.)

The Dywan of Tajryd. It contains merely Ghazals.

Beginning
^ <^y^ J

Mdty MaM, 110 pp. 14 bayts, the copy ends with dal.

(532) J^ tJlt c^Llf (P.)

Complete poetical works of Talib of Amol, who died

in 1035 or 1036 (see supra pp. 90, 125, 151 and Ouseley,

p. 176).

Contents: Qacydahs in praise of Jahangyr, 126 pp.

28 bayts.

Beginning ^U^l ^ ^ ^ ^^
Ghazals, 1 64 pp. 25 bayts ; Ruba'y s, 1 2 pp.

Beginning J; ^J
1; ^JUJ ^ j& tS

Moty Ma^all, a good copy ;
As. Soc. No. 486. In the As. Soc.

No. 847, about 300 pp. of 13 bayts, is a mystical Mathnawy ascribed

in the fly-page to Talib Amoly ;
the word tfalib occurs several times

in the poem, but it is not clear whether it is to be taken as a takhallu9.

Beginning fl/Jl u-^l *^. &*
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(533) ljj ^O (P.)

The Dywan of 'abd al-Lafyf Khan Tanhd Musawy
Shahrastany (see pp. 1 10 and 119 supra).

Contents : Qacydahs, mostly in praise of the Imams,
31 pp. 15 bayts.

Beginning J ^^j} c$y ^;<J J> lo

Ghazals, 1 00 pp. 1 3 bayts, and a short Mathnawy. Bg.

Moty MaAall, two copies.

(534) L~c^l ^I c^UT (P.)

Complete poetical works of Taqyy b. Mo'yn aldyn b.

Sa'd aldyn Aw^ady Jfosayny (see p. 95 supra).

Contents : a preface in prose, Qacydahs in praise of

the Imams, 59 pp. 15 bayts; Ghazals, 198 pp. 14 bayts;

Ruba'ys, 144 pp. of 10 bayts. Beginning of Ghazals:

Topkhanah, a fair copy; As. Soc. No. 912, an abstract of the

Dywaa copied by Jeswant Singh Parwdnah (see page 567 supra) in

1196. Over every poem is written the date and place where the poet

composed it, as Shyraz, 991, Ispahan, 1012, A7^madabad, 1021, 1031,

Agra, 1023.

(535) ^LJ dyj> (P.;

The Dywan of Ibrahym Tasalliy of Shyraz. He

was originally a whip-maker c-i^ ^s**
9
* After he had

taken to poetry he went to India and was supported by

Masy^-alzaman. In 1028 he collected his poems and

he added some as late as 1029 ; and in 1032 (not in 1025

as jTahir states) he made the pilgrimage, and he died

soon after his return to India.
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Contents : Qa9ydahs, some in praise of Khwajah Abu-

1-fiasan, 55 pp. of 1 6 bayts. Beginning

Ghazals, 240 pp. 13 bayts and about 100 Ruba'ys.

Beginning 1; ^*
l
>; ^ e^l ^&&} ^)^^

Chronogram on the completion of the Dywan.

Moty Ma/iall, written in 1029.

(536) JLJ
e, (P.)

The Dywan of Mohammad Hashim Taslym of Shyraz

who came under 'alamgyr to India, (Walih).

Contents : a Mathnawy, 45 pp, of 15 bayts.

Beginning jt)j* cr'iJj *-&; ^A
In another copy it begins : ^^; ^' ^1

Qa9ydahs, 40 pp. Bg. v^^iX^l ^i/X* j^

Ghazals, 140 pp- 14 bayts and a chronogram for

1109. Beginning

Moty la^all, a magnificent copy ; Topkhauah ;
As. Soc. No. 1463,

this copy contains only the Ghazals.

(537) yU ^o (P.)

The Dywan of Myrza JV^sin Tfithyr, who flourished

in 1130 (see pp. 138, 119 supra).

Contents: Ghazals, 372 pp. of 14 bayts, about 100

Ruba'ys ; short Mathnawies, one has the title of ^-^^

jtajJ, 40 pp. ; Qa^ydahs, &c. 52 pp. Beginning

l^l^j y ^U jl LjTjy^ a
'i/'^

Topkhanah, an inferior copy.

4 E
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(538) ^ y\j>* (P.)

The Dywan of Myr Mohammad 'atzym Thdbdt (see

p. 154 supra). He died in 1161. Chronogram

fj&JI ^c Jtfy J- *A )**. ^6 ACij*. ^j! ^S
Contents: Qacydahs, 28 pp. of 17 bayts ; Ghazals,

1 80 pp. 1 5 bayts. Beginning of Ghazals :

J \J e~

Moty MaAall, a good copy.

(539) ^ti ^J (P.)

The Dywan of Myr Afdhal aldyn Mo/zammad Thab'it

of Dilly, father of the preceding poet, (see pp. 154, 150,

120). It was collected by his disciple Bande 'alyy.

Contents: Ghazals, 100 pp. 12 bayts; Qa9ydahs, 78

pp. of 15 bayts, Mokhamrnas', Marthiyahs, &c. 24 pp.

Moty MaAall, written in 1146
; TopkMnah.

(540) ju? dy.o (P.)
**

The Dywan of J?osayn Thanayiy of Mashhad a son

of Ghiyath aldyn Mohammad, he died in 996 (see pp. 43,

57, 120).

Contents : a preface in prose, in which he narrates

what first led him to compose poetry. He says he made

it a rule to write on the heading of every poem, the date

and occasion on which it was composed.

Beginning j\*
o^.^* ^^ (

S LS lb
) ^UUl* A> ^^.

Qa9ydahs in praise of the Imams, Shah 7'ahmasp,
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Sul&n Khalyl, Akbar, the Khan-khanan, &c. 130 pp.

of 14 bayts. Beginning

A Mathnawy. I believe it is entitled
f;'^

Beginning^ ^;U ^ ^ ^T ^
At the end are some Ghazals, RubaVs, &c. Bg.

M% MaAall; Tdpkhanah; As. Soc. No. 455.

(541)

The Story of Manohar, a poem by Tzahyr Kirmany,

composed in 1162, the chronogram is ^ ^.
Beginning ^ *X

^ ^ *IA
;^ ^ v' y '*<}*} ^

Topkhanah, about 400 pp. of 25 bayts.

(542) j*&0]ji* (P.)

The Dywan of Tzahyr aldyn Tahir b. Mo7?ammad

Faryaby. He was a native of Faryab and a pupil of

Rashyd aldyn of Samarqand, the author of the romantic

poem Mihrii Wafa or "Love and Faith." He is one of

the poets of the Atabeks, and most of his poems are in

praise of the Sultan Rokn aldyn Toghril b. Qizil Arslan,

Nurat aldyn Abu Bakr b. Mohammad b. Yldagiz, and

Toghan-shah II. He died at Tabryz in A. H. 598.

(Hammer, p. 130; Sir G. Ouseley, p. 154 ; Mohammad

'awfy cap. 1 1
; Dawlat-shah 2, 1 7 ; KhimnaJi 'dmirah ;

Nafdyis almdthir).

The Dywan was collected by a contemporary of Majd

aldyn (Hamkar) who prefixed a preface to it, in which he

4 E 2
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says : "As I had not the privilege of seeing the poet, I

collect his most beautiful thoughts into a book." The

preface begins 1; cr;^ ^^i^ ^ ^yT ^ L^-Ai ^ ^A-^
The Dywan consists chiefly of Qacydahs, all of which

are panegyrics, at the end are a few Qi/'ahs which are

also panegyrics and a few Ghazals. Beginning
o/o/

jj** uJj) All) ^J) lyytf^y^iifc jjj* v_fJ^ ps^d&y^fo iA^~

Moty MaAall, 66 pp. 44 lines. Printed at Calcutta in- 1245, 4to.

347 pp. of 23 lines, in some copies the second Qagydah commences-

with the above verse.

(543) L^t ciAdf (P.)

Complete poetical works of Niir aldyn Mohammad

TwJiiiry of Tarshyz in Khorasan (see pp. 44, 112,

125, 151).

Contents: Saqiy-namah, 120 pp. 29 bayts.

Beginning I;
u-T^ ^ J ^ 1; v/^ ^1 A*.A U U>

Another Mathnawy, chiefly in praise of God and the

Imams, 35 pp. Beginning

y Ijb L^-^> A*-^ KS
yt y Ij^J A*A U Uu ^1

Ghazals, 250 pp. 35 bayts; another copy, 846 pp. 10

bayts : Ruba'ys, 39 pp.

Beginning

A complete copy was offered to me for sale
;
the Saqiy-namah has

been lithographed, Lucnow, Moctafay press, 1260 1263, 224 pp.

with glosses ;
As. Soc. No. 664, containing merely the Ghazals, the

first verse in this copy is
^\ 6&(^ A&I; ; Ibidem, No. 747, contain-

ing the Mathnawies.
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(544) dJJl d]^J (P.)

The Dywan of Ulfat. According to a pencil note in

the fly-page his name was Shah Walyy Allah, but this is

not probable, for Shah Walyy Allah had the takhallu^ of

Ishtiyaq. In another note in the fly-page is written in

ink " the late Myrza Mohammad 'alyy whose takhalluc

was Ulfat," and in a third note we read *UUJ^ L^Alt ^^J

from which we might infer that he was still alive in

1805 when this copy was written.

Contents : **U x j ten letters written between two

lovers, a Mathnawy of about 400 verses ; Ghazals near

400 pp. of 13 bayts ; Ruba'ys, 24 pp. Beginning of

Ghazals ^Atf c^^ cJis-^ ^L] ^C I

As. Soc. No. 815, written for H. Boileau in 1805.

(545) AJH ^y* (P.)

The Dywan of Qazalbash Khan Ummyd who died in

.1159 (see pp. 153, 300, 149 supra).

Contents : Qa9ydahs some in praise of Farrokh-siyar
and Mohammad Shah, 26 pp. of 15 bayts.

Ghazals, 450 pp. 14 bayts ; Ruba'ys, Mokhammas',
&c. 20 pp. Beginning

\)

Moty MaAall, written in 1159; As. Soc. No. 1396, written in

1191, containing merely the Ghazals, Euba'ys, &c.

(546) cJ> cjl^O (R)
The Dywan of 'abd al-Walyy 'uzlat (see p. 301 supra).

Contents : a preface in prose ; Qa9ydahs, Marthiyahs,
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&c. 36 pp. 15 bayts; single verses from Ghazals two or

three of each 130 pp. Beginning of Ghazals :^ *IJI r, ^j} ,uL
L

'

Moty Ma^all, a bad copy written in 1169.

(547) ujlij U*UJ Aoli !;U* (P.)

The Maharaj-namah by W^il Khan of Kashmyr who

came under Mohammad Shah to Dilly. He praises in

the preface Acaf aldawlah, Maharajah Narmal Das and

JLalah Holas Ray. Beginning

j^ j l^*ui C>**XJy j&*
J sS

j&> j ^UiOh.) d^ltXi. *\.\J

Moty MaAall, about 120 pp. of 15 bayts.

(548) ^A-JO &*^ (P.)

The Second //adyqah, or an imitation of the poem of

Sanay by Warithy. He may be identical with the poet

mentioned in p. 40 supra.

Beginning *JI N *JI 5 **^j ^ ^d ^yi ^* UlS

Moty Ma/^all, 124 pp. 11 lines, a beautiful copy.

(549) J^ ^.o (P.)

Dywan of Myrza Imam Wirdy Beg Wd$ily. He was

a good calligraph, he lived at Lucnow and was supported

by Nawab Shyr-afgan Khan.

Contents : miscellaneous poems ; among them chrono-

grams, for 1146, 1166, 1178, 1190, 1194, &c. 46 pp. of

15 bayts; Ghazals, about 200 pp.; Ruba'ys, 13 pp.

Beginning of Ghazals
];
^ J3

As. Soc. No. 428.
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(550) ^ ^o (P.)

The Dywan of Aqa 'alyy A^ghar Wddhih who was

originally a manufacturer of gold-thread (see p. 160

supra). He flourished in 1127, as appears from this

chronogram of his :

Contents : Qa9ydahs in praise of the Imams, and the

amyrs of Jahandar-shah, a son of Jahangyr, 50 pp. ;

Ghazals, 140pp. of 10 bayts, and about 50 Ruba'ys;

Beginning of Ghazals :

Moty MaAall, a fine copy.

(551) \> olj (P.)

The Dywan of Myrza Mobarak Allah who had the

title of Iradat Khan and the takhallu^ of WadhiA. He
was of a good family, and his grandfather who was an

amyr of Jahangyr had equally the title of Iradat Khan,

his mother was a daughter of A^af Khan and he was

married to a daughter of his spiritual guide Sinjar who

it appears was a great saint of the Naqshbandy order.

He was deeply versed in Ciinsm and left a Mathnawy in

the metre of Yusof 6 Zalykha, entitled ^ *^J1 and a

commentary on his own Ruba'ys which has the title

cy^k ejUtf (Arzu, and supra pp. 160, 130).

Contents : Ghazals, 332 pp. 1 3 bayts ; Qi^'ahs in

praise of Farrokhsiyar, Mohammad Shah and Murshid

Quly Khan, &c. ; Ruba'ys 44 pp. among them is a chro-

nogram for 1 134.
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Moty Hawaii, a splendid copy ;
As. Soc. No. 845, 225, containing

extracts only. Beginning J/^ **aa* *LkU (j

(552) Uj d^ (P.)

The Dywan of Myrza Sharaf aldyn 'alyy JEZosayny

Wqfd of Qomm, who was familiarly called Aqasy Beg>

he came in 1 162 to India and lived in the house of WaliA.

yalib says that he was still a child when he died.

Contents : a preface in prose, panegyrics on Cafdar-

jang and Shah-'alam, 47 pp. 13 bayts.

Beginning ty>^ ^jUJL^ J\ ^^ ^F& ^ ^=
AA '^^

Ghazals, 150 pp.; Ruba'ys, Tarjy'bands, &c. 40 pp.

Beginning I; ^ jj

A Mathnawy entitled
fj^U y^, 20 pp.

Bg.

Moty MaAall; As. Soc. No. 987, containing merely the Liilue

Mantzum.

(553) J.L _, J/ (P.)

The Rose and the Nightingale, a Mathnawy by Diya
Nath Wqfd, a Kashmyry of Bareilly, composed about

1263 and dedicated to the present king of Oudh. It has

a short preface in prose which begins

Lithographed, Lucnow, MoAammady press, s. A. (1254) ;
on the

margin is a Eekhtah Mathnawy entitled J> '^^.
The title is a

chronogram for 1138. Bg.
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(554) j (P.)

The Dywan of Wahby. It contains Ghazals, 746 pp.

of 17 bayts; Ruba'ys, &c. 40 pp. Beginning

Mdty Ma/tall, a fair copy, 4to.

(555) e^>^ (P.)

The Dywan of Wa7^shat. I have not been able to

identify him. In the fly page he is called Wa7^shat 'iraqy.

Contents : Ghazals and a few Ruba'ys.

Beginning I;
*ifcAx Jj ta *-r/& ^ ^^1

As. Soc. No. 1082, 510 pp. of 13 bayts.

(556) ei^j d ^ (P.)

The Dywan of 'abd al-A^ad Wahdat, who was fami-

liarly called Shah Gul or Myan Gul. He was a son of

Shaykh Mohammad Sa'yd and a grandson of Shaykh
Ahmad Sirhindy and resided mostly in the Kotlah near

Dilly. He died in 1126. Ishtiyaq (see p. 241 supra)

was his grandson (see p. 130 supra and Nashtare 'ishq).

Contents : short Qa^ydahs, 37 pp. of 12 bayts ; Ghazals

near 600 pages ;
a few Ruba'ys and at the end a Qacydah

on Shaykh A7^mad, it appears from it that this impostor

was born in 1005 and died in 1071.

Beginning J$ &&&

As. Soc. No. 724.

4 F
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(557)

The Dywan of Hajy Tahmasb Quly Wahmy, who

flourished in India and died between 1047 and 1057.

Contents: Ghazals, 200 pp. of 15 bayts; Ruba'ys, 22

pp. ; Qi^ahs (among them several chronograms for 1042,

1047, &c.) short Mathnawies, &c. 150 pp.

Collection of Mawlawy Mohammad Wajyh, copied in 1057 by

Bidha, a son of the author.

(558) ^JU,
e,UT (P.)

Complete poetical works of Molla Wdhsky Bafiqy who

died in 992 (see p. 35 supra). The author of the Mirat

alkhiyal p. 146 ascribes a Ghazal which
begins^-! ^ ^

ty &jlsi^
9

J& jA^. t^* jUT to Wa7^shy Dawlatabady who,

he says, died in 1061. This Ghazal occurs in this work

and in a copy of Taqyy Kashy which was written in

993, it is therefore very doubtful whether such a person

as Wa/zshy Dawlatabady ever existed.

Contents : Qacydahs, Tarjy'bands and Marthiyahs,

164 pp.

Beginning

Ghazals, 148 pp. of 15 bayts; Qi^'ahs and Ruba'ys,
24 pp. Beginning
^

tytj J^U;
&i^

tytj I;
U U

ty^^ ,*j\
Al*^ ^t

A Mathnawy entitled
tt^ Al^ or ^tx^ ^ ^ 36 pp.

15 bayts. Beginning
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Farhad and Shyryn, a Mathnawy, 80 pp. 13 bayts.

Bg. j>~
*+*> <> ub ^ Ai ~ d';^' ^ ] ^ ***

Moty Ma^all
; Topkbanab, iii this copy tho Qa9ydaba begin :

Farbad and Sbyryii baa been lithograpbed, Bombay, 1205 1849,

12mo. 95 pp. of 12 bayta ;
and Calcutta, 8vo. 1249, 68 pp.

(559) fcal;
J (P.)

The Dywan of Wa'itz. He may be identical with Wa'itz

Qazwyny (see pp. 114, 130, 151) but the verses of that

poet quoted in Tadzkirahs are not found in this Dywan.
Contents : Ghazals and a few Ruba'ys. Bg.

^
Moty Ma&all, 258 pp. of 15 bayts ; Tdpkhunah, 20Q pp. j

As. Soc.

No. 646, copied in 1088.

(560) igdj &)&> (P.)

The Mathnawy of Walady. He informs us that he is

a son of Mawlana Rumy, and that he composed this poem
in 690, after he had given to the world a Dywan. His

object was to imitate the example of his father and to

throw light on his father's Mathnawy, to which this one

stands in the place of a commentary. His own words are

4 F 2
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^U.)) JljaJ ^ 1;

.

|

/
^ ,

j Ju^
84^$ _^ J^ 4^ *3T ; J

AS LS^--)
|*)T>j&J

AS jj.*J) .^ AJU! U

Beginning Uj
^ Uj JLc

Jk*^/*
.

^
*

As. Soc. No. 1431, 578 pp. of 17 bayts, incomplete.

(561) ^ *)!, (.,!,*> (P.)

The Dywan of Darwysh Tosayn Wdlih of Herat.

He came to India apparently under Jahangyr, and lived

for some time in Bengal. He was a pupil of Fa$y\\y

(see p. 390 supra).

Contents : a preface in prose ; Qacydahs, Tarjy'bands

and chronograms, 140 pp. of 18 bayts, among the chro-

nograms, is one on the death of Facy^y, which it appears

from it happened in 1049. Beginning
At, C^i^ LJ^*" *iS|/l \J^^J^ C^-u^ax/* t^/aXJ 4

Ghazals, 220 pp." Bg. \j*\<fy&
^ Jj ^^

Collection of Mowlawy Moliammad Wajyh, a good old cop}
r

.
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(562) <*)!; U^J 1*4)1 fs (P.)

The Star of Guidance, a mystical poem by Walih of

Daghestan, composed in 1149. Chronogram ^** ^
Beginning

! vj^Sj u-?US ^j jj :lcl U^-^J
|j

As. Soc. No. 833, about 500 pp. of 12 bayts, written in 1192. In

the same collection No. 792, 26 pp. of 11 bayts, is another Mathnawy

by "Walih, which contains a love story and has the title o

(563) ^ c^to J_, ^J (P.)

The Dywan of Walyy of Dashte Biyadh, a place in

Khorasan. He was a contemporary of Mohammad Quly

Mayly, and his poems are in Mayly's style.

Contents : Ghazals and twenty Ruba'ys. Bg.

As. Soc. No. 1060, about 100 pp. of 12 bayts, written in 1196.

(564) ft^
The Mathnawy of Waly Ram, who was usually called

Banwaly Das. Beginning
*Lwx> U JbUs

t^j^J^J
J J^^ JUx> ti^t L^*J^ *lc ^j)

:)

Tdpkhanah, near 100 pp. of 18 lines, postscript : t

^A Li ix*a:
x}

1 1 it would appear from this that the poet was alive in

1142, or nourished shortly previous to that date.

\

(565) U*\j cjl^> (P.)

The Dywan of Niir al'ayn Waqif of Patialah, where

his father was Qadhiy, he was a pupil of Arzu and died
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about 1190, (see Talib and supra p. 160 but read to

whom (Arm) he sent his poemsfor correction).

Contents: Ghazals and Fards, 544 pp. 16 bayts; Mo-

khammas', &c. 50 pp. Beginning

U/,T U,-L ^ <^/y> j* Aty U;U^^ ^ y jyt^ ^ 1

M% MaAall, written in 1210
;
As. Soc. No. 1125, a bad copy.

(566) JUjU^^AjjUy (P.)

The Loves of Farhad and Shyryn, by the late Myrza
Kochak Wicdl of Shyraz. His son is still alive, and

resides at Bombay.

Beginning c^-*l jf-^c &jM jl *ty ;!;!>*

Lithographed with "Wa^shy, Bombay, 1265, 12mo. 126 pp. There

has also been lithographed at Bombay, 1260, 12mo. 212 pp. of 11

bayts, the^ *J>*3 j* AJU, by "Wi^al. It consists of elegies on the

Imams and begins *t

(567) JU; *> &} (P.)

An Elegy on the Imams, by Sayyid 'ala aldyn Wildly,

a modern poet of Khorasan who was settled in Oudh.

Beginning ^^ ^y> ^^ ^

Lithographed, Lucnow, Mo9^afay press, 1260, also press of 'alyy-

bakhsh, 1260, 16 pp. with short notes.

(568) e^*!/; cJATyr^to (P.)

Intuition and Miracle, a Mathnawy. The author's

name is not mentioned, but the word Ymany ^J^.
1 is

written in red ink, and it is therefore possible that Yman
or Ymany was his takhalluc.
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Bg. u 01

Tdpkhanah, 8vo. 55 pp. of 11 lines.

(569) j>lad\ <_tflkb ^-c ^u-ji^jo ^j (P.)
c.

The second Dywan of Yusofy, which was collected in

926, chronogram :

Contents : a preface, Ghazals, 94 pp. of 1 1 bayts ;

Ruba'ys and Qifahs, 1 pp. Beginning of Ghazals :

U^t
ui^lS jl ^^J ^tXxLo^A Ux**x *S L^AASA.

t^Tjy ;ly <!tJU^ ^1
Moty Hawaii.

(570) ^j^ (P.)
*

The Persian Dywan of the Rajah Fakhr aldawlah

Dabyr almulk Ratan Singh Bahadur Zakhmy. He was

a native of Lucnow, where he was minister of Finance,

but his property and family were at Bareilly. He died

in 1850 or 1851 and left a considerable library. Bg.

Lithographed, Lucnow, Mo^ammady press, 1253, 512 pp. 8vo.

(571) erdl ^^ (P.)

Assistance to men engaged in religious war, a Math-

nawy by Zayn al'abidyn a son of Sayyid Radhyy of

Shushtar. He lived long at Madras and was in the

service of Nawab Acaf-jah, subsequently he went to

Balaghat and entered the service of faydar 'alyy Khan,

and finally he became a courtier of Typii Sullan, at whose
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request he wrote this poem. He died at Saydarabad.

(SuMe wa*n, p. 105).

Beginning ^$ fj&*
** y^r^ cA?^*'

As. Soc. No. 1032, about 300 pp. of 11 bayts.

(572) \*+*
'j dt (P.)

The Dywan of Zakyy of Hamadan. Zakyy is his

name as well as his takhalluc. He spent the greater

part of his life in the service of the Turks of the court

of Shah Tahmasp and died in 1030 (see supra pp. 39, 91

and A'tishkaddh, p. 343).

Contents : Qa9ydahs, 126 pp. ; a chronogram for 1015

on the death of Shah Qiwam aldyn JEfosayn. Bg.

el* S

^ \*

Ghazals, 102 pp. of 11 bayts. Beginning

I' ir<,* (S ]* ^ ^ ] ^ ]) ^^ r^^J^~ }

Moty Ma/iall, a splendid copy written in 1044. Postscript : &lji&

(573) JXj v^Ji-J v.r'l ^* (
p-)

Seven Mathnawies by Zulaly of Khwansar (see pp.

41, 90 supra). These seven Poems are also called

Contents : a preface in prose by Zbghray, followed by
a preface from the pen of Zulaly. The former is wanting
in the copy of the Asiatic Society.
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1. j^j Ar*
2^? The History of Ma//rnud and Ayaz. He

says he commenced this poem in 1 00 1 .

He completed it in 1 024.

Chronogram

Bg. e^~! ;U ^

2.
;yjtf ^ ^^ 9 70 pp. of 1 5 bayts in the measure of

the Makhzan alasrar divided into 41 chapters * r^*, dedi-

cated to Shah 'abbas and Baqir Damad. Beginning

3. jljjj
*Ix^

5 52 pp. of 15 bayts, in the metre of the

Mathnawy of Mawlana Ramy, divided into 49 chap-

ters &-{*. Bg. j * '; j~ ~

4. &^clj ^Uxlvu, 48 pp. in the metre of the Sikandar-

namah. Taqyy Kashy calls this poem ^~&k ^ ^U^L,.

Bg. eJjtf
yiy ^^b

^i.A
jJU cV<>I AS w^jj ^Ijjj ^jJot.^

*Uj

5. ;
JA^

^^3!, 40 pp. in the measure of Layla Majnun.

Bg. ;tVi>* y* O*uA5l*w ,^'1 /^^J (/'
u*a"

) L^*aAk i/*-'
^

6. A^lsi'*, 60 pp. in the metre of the Jame Jam and

the ^Tadyqah, divided into forty chapters <.

Beginning ^Uxj L^-^fc M **> ^3 *JU^ <ux* jb ; )

^l>

7. ***jy^ ) i; j, 30 pp. in the measure of the Sabbat

alabrar. Beginning

Beginning of another copy^ > j *

Each of these poerns is preceded by a short introduc-

tion in prose from the pen of the author.

Moty MaAall, a fine copy written iii 1013 (?) ; Tdpklianah, a good

copy ;
As. Soc. No. 1188, a fine copy, but the poems seem to be

much shorter. Ibidem, Nos. 972 and 1205, copies of Ma/miud u Ayaz,
the latter copy begins /J eUi*

jl ^1 b

4 G
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(574) AolSfU (P.)

The Sam-namah, a Mathnawy in the style of the Shah-

namah, containing the history of Sam by an anonymous

author. This copy contains about 30,000 verses. See

Mohl's Livre des Rois. Pref. p. lix.

First verse J^~b &tJ^ {*J *} aJ-^ ufi^i ^*u ^^Ll^
Last verse ^ J-*J i3^ \j>>

A*A\
fi j ^jUo

f*^ij)} )
-

As. Soc. No. 17, 674 pp. folio, written in a clear old hand and

embellished with pictures. It appear to me that this is the second

volume of this poem. The poet says in the seventh verse.

The first half of the poem contains the story of Tamur. In folio

145th verse of the book is the passage from the Shah-namah with

which the Sam-namah described by Dr. Mohl begins, viz. :

It is very likely that the first part is sometimes considered as a

separate work.

(575) ;U^ W (P.)
The story of prince Bakhtyar, a son of the king of

Nymruz, in verses. The poet says that having lost his

only son, who he had hoped would be his representative

after his death, the plan suggested itself to him to write

a poem which would immortalize his name. I am unable

to promote his view, having not succeeded in finding his

name mentioned in the poem, but he gives us the date,

1019, of the composition.

Beginning g ^^ ^ \jW& ) U'y ^&.j ^ ^j> ^s\^. Au
As. Soc. 1414, 152 pp. 15 bayts, it seems that the copyist got

tired before he had completed the poem, the MS. ends abruptly in

the story of the ninth Wazyr. The prose version of this story has

been published by Sir W. Ouseley, London, 1801, and by Kasimirsky

(lithographed) Paris, 1839
;
and translated into French by Baron

Lescallier, Paris, 1805.



THE THIRD CHAPTER.

WORKS OE HINDTJ'STA'NY POETS.

NOTE. As the table of contents of Rekhtah Tadz-

kirahs from p. 195 to p. 306 supra has been alpha-

betically arranged with a view to facilitate reference, I

thought it superfluous to refer to it in this chapter.

(576) ot| (J^JUJ JAc ^U-yl (H.)

The Picture gallery of Love being the Dywan of

Mahdiy -HTosayn Khan A'bdd a son of Gholam Ja'far

Khan, collected in 1252.

It contains 232 Ghazals. Beginning

Lithographed Lucnow, Musawy press, 1263, 53 pp. 5 n^ra's in a

line. His "Wasokhts have been separately printed in 1268, 32 pp.

(577) ^L. \}f ^yt (H.)

The History of Christ, in Rekhtah verses, by Nawab

Iqtidar aldawlah Myrza 'abbas. I met him at Lucnow

in 1849 ; he was about eighty years of age, and told me
that he wrote this poem to show that he was above the

prejudices of his contemporaries.

Beginning i_f ^ ty)
****

^x-o uy& U*<J

Private collection about 300 pp. of 11 bayts.

4 G 2
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(578) ^
The Dywan of Najm aldyn Abru.

Contents: Ghazals, 104 pp. of 12 lines; Ruba'ys, &c.

Beginning I^A I-****,. *$Jf

lyt
Uj ur^ L. &

Mdty Hawaii, 8vo. written in 1160
;
As. Soc. No. 154.

(579) b cJLc OM>^ Lpyto (H.)

A Mathnawy of Mohammad Mobarak, the takhalluc

of the poet is not mentioned ; he may be identical with

Abru. Beginning

Tdpkhanah, an old MS. it contains about 450 verses.

(580) LJL-1^ (H.)

The Dywan of Acaf aldawlah A'$af.

Contents : Ghazals about 300 pp. ; Ruba'ys and Mo-

khammas', 1 70 pp.

Beginning jyiSj^irf ^ ^

A Mathnawy of about 100 pp. ; Miscellaneous poems,

100 pp.

Mdty Maflall
;
As. Soc. No. 15, folio.

(581) ^^\ ^o (H.)

The Dywan of Myr Shyr 'alyy Afsos.

Contents: Ghazals, 360 pp. of 12 bayts ; Ruba'ys and

Qacydahs, 30 pp. Beginning
A
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Moty MaAall, a good copy ;
As. Soc. No. 07, a fine copy written

during the life time of the poet. The Ghazals are preceded in this

copy by Qa^ydahs and a short biography, in which it is stated that he

derived his descent through the Imam Ja'far from 'alyy. His ances-

tors were of Khwaf in Persia and the first of them who settled at

Naruawl in India, was Badr aldyn a brother of 'alam aldyn -Hajy

Khany. The grandfather of Afsos came to Dilly where Afsos was

born, but Afsos left his native town when only ten years of age and

came with his father to Patna, and after the death of his father he

went to Lucnow.

(582) v^l LJuA-aT ^xtfl fjk+# (H.)

The most sacred composition being a Mathnawy by

the emperor Shah 'alam, whose takhallu9 was Aftab.

We are told in the last line that the title is a chrono-

gram, for the date of the completion of the work fj&*

A>^ jJLi. jxj\3 ^a ~\
^.oS) this gives 1201. It contains

the story of Motzaffar Shah, king of China.

As. Soc. No. 37 fol. about 1500 pp. of 9" lines, a most splendid

copy, probably written for the Royal author.

(583) v^
The Dywan of Shah 'alam II. A'ftdb. Having neg-

lected to copy the initial line, I transcribe a verse which

is also in Lutf. Beginning

Moty Ma^all, large 8vo. 244 pp. 8 lines, a magnificent copy.

(584) *|J| 9\j* (H.)

Cure for sickness, a Dakhny poem on medicine, pro-

bably by Ahmad Sharyf, who was dead in 1082.
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It is preceded by a Persian preface in prose of nine

lines, and is divided into an endless number of chapters and

contains merely recipes. Beginning yU fc *U1
fit j^,

As. Soc. No. 51, bound with the Kdkshashter, and written in

the same hand, 30 pp. In the same volume is another work on

medicine of 50 pp., dedicated to Qofob Shah, it begins

(585) ob J^y L?y* (H.)

The Story of Dushmanat Rajah and Sakontala, in verse,

by Gholam A^mad A\\mad, a son of the late Gholam

JE/aydar 'izzat, A/jmad is now alive and resides at Calcutta.

Beginning fc ^^> j_ \jl ^j^1

u^;l>*

Printed, Calcutta, 1849, 8vo. 153 pp.

(586) **** (H.)

Miracles of Christ which he performed on king Jam-

jamah, by Ahmad 'alyy of Sheorajpiir.

Beginning ^1 o^^^ ^ i*^ ^ U}

Lithographed, Lucnow, s. a. 9 pp. of four columns
; Cawnpore, s. a.

Masyhay press.

(587) <>*^l LJiAA^^A* **S (H.)

The Legend of the martyrdom of Manciir, a Hindu-

stany saint, in verse by AAmad 'alyy.

Beginning ^ ^^ ^*> (^~\ u^l ^^
Lithographed, Mo9tafay press, s. A. 20 pp. of 19 bayts.

(588) yu d|^ (H.)

The Dywan of Myrza Jawad 'alyy A\\qar9 a pupil of

Myr .Hasan, for whom he expresses the greatest gratitude

and affection in a poem, as :
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Contents : Ghazals a few Mania's, a poetical epistle, &c.

Beginning

Moty Ma^all, 128 pp. of 12 bayts, a very carefully written copy

with the necessary vowel points ; probably an autograph.

(589) vjrfl
.l

ujjjj (H.)

The Dywan of Myrza A^san 'alyy Ahsan.

Contents : three Qacydahs in praise of 'alyy, of Shuja'

aldawlah, Acaf aldawlah and Sarfaraz aldawlah ; Ghazals,

200 pp. of 10 bayts; seven short Mathnawies entitled

te, of the last I find no title, it is in praise of

the Governor-General. Beginning of Ghazals :

Topkhanah, an old copy ;
As. Soc. No. 134, copied in 1227 from,

the autograph under the superintendence of Qamar aldyn Khan

Qamar, who was familiarly called Myrza -Hajy.

(590) j^Uc^S^jJJ (H.)

The Story of Lai and Gawhar, by 'ajiz, in Dakhny
verses. Beginning ^^ u^) ^* ^_ A ^}

As. Soc. No. 158, 29 pp. of 17 bayts copied in 1181. In the

same volume is a Persian Mathnawy, containing the same story and

possibly by the same author. Beginning

(591) ^Ll c_iftA-Jj[>- by (H.)

From top to toe on fire, a Mathnawy by the Qadhiy

Mohammad Cadiq Khan of Hooghly, whose takhalluc is

Akhtar, composed in 1231. He is still alive and is the

author of the J^to ^xo
an autobiography in elegant
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Persian prose, ^$v"*i*-
^^ or the praises of Ghaziy aldyn

Haydar. These two works are printed but his Tadz-

kirah of Persian poets, which is said to be very valuable,

and his Insha which has the title of Haft Akhtar, are

not printed. The Sarapa contains about 650 verses.

Lithographed, Lucnow, MasyMy press, s. a. 8vo. 18 pp. of38 bayts.

(592) jfcj ^o (H.)

Dywan of Myr Akbar 'alyy Akhtar.

Contents : Qa^ydahs, &c. 30 pp. ; Ghazals, 738 pp. of

1 2 bayts ; miscellaneous poems, 1 00 pp. Beginning of

Ghazals ^ fi J;l l*xi.
tXe^^> d )y.c

Private collection, a fine copy in folio.

(593) jc^ Ji* ^U" (H.)

Qa^ydahs in praise of the Imams, by Nac^yr aldyn

Haydar, king of Oudh (see p. 196 suprd) who had the

takhalluc of 'alyy Haydar or 'alyy.

Beginning ^jU^lyc ^& \^S

^U^.U^. ^Jt
US

Para/^-bakhsh, COO pp. of 3 bayts, a splendid copy. In the Top-
khanah is a volume containing a poetical version of episodes of the

sacred history of the Shy'ahs, as *>s:*
/0

=-;> 'j; I (Aj%* &j ^j'jj

v^^ &c. also some elegies.

(594) c^5U] <jxS.y*i; (H.)

A Wasokht of 307 stanzas by Amanat.

Beginning^ t\ ^y> ^j V. ^ J^ <L &&

Lithographed, Lucnow, in the o^*^ ^*^
/

? 1263, 38 pp. A
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(595) ^1 LJu^J lj; LJ^I (II.)

The Story of the Loves of Yiisof and Zalykha, in

Dakhny verses, by Shaykh Mohammad Amyn Amyn,
composed during the reign of Awranze'b in 1 1 09. Bg.

As. Soc. No. 221, upwards of 300 pp. of 15 bayta.

(596) aclJ L^W (H.)

The Book of Salvation, a Mathnawy, by Mohammad

Arnyn Ayaghy. The language is obsolete.

Bg. ^ ^1f^ l^ ^S^ ,>jA \# ;Ky ;
lI

Topklianah, 16 pp. of 15 bayts.

(597) y\ ui^i-J JjL^Jl ^r>^ (H.)

The Miracles of the Imarns, a poem by Murishiy

MotzafFar 'alyy Asyr of Amety not far from Agra, he

came with his father at the age of ten years to Lucnow

where he still resides. His uncle Sayyid 'alyy translated

the ^*tt J%- into Persian verse. The Ma'arij is divided

into fourteen chapters J~^ and was composed under

Amjad 'alyy Shah. Beginning ^ ^ ^y ^IcU. ^Uo

Lithographed, Cawnpore, 1267, 299 pages. In one instance, his

takhallu9 is spelled Amyr. In 1263 a^-l LSJ&* of 36 pp. has been

published, which is probably by the same author.

(598) j\ ^o , (H.)

The Dywan of Khwajah /Zaydar 'alyy A'tish of Luc-

now, he wrote also Persian verses, he died in 1263, there

are chronograms on his death by Motzaffar 'alyy Asijr>

Fawq, and Munshiy Ashraf 'alyy Ashrqf.
4 H
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His poems are divided into two Dywans, the first fills

250 pp. and the second 56 pp. Beginning
^> uT ^UA.

Lithographed, Lucnow, Mo^ammady press, 1261 8vo. also 1263, the

hashiyah is covered with text. The Kullyyat of Atish have been

lithographed in 1268, 293 pp. the margin covered with text.

(599) tpjilSl ^y.J (H.)

The Dywan of Mo//amraad Tzahyr aldyn 'alyy-bakht

Atzfary, a descendant of the emperor Awrangzeb. He

flourished in 121 1.

Contents : Ghazals and a few Ruba'ys.

Bg. 515 /<^J ,jJ^> ^^ \y*> *15;^ c~; <j_ L2^A Jk*A

Mdty Ma/iall, 68 pp. of 12 lines, extracts from his Dywan about

400 verses of Ghazals, form an appendix to his Memoirs.

(600) Ub
&\j>* (H.)

The Dywan of Shaykh Mohammad Baqa Allah Baqd.
It contains only Ghazals and begins :

As. Soc. No. 164, 54 pp. of 13 bayts, a fine copy.

(601) ><o^ (H.)

The Dywan of B^dar, see Nos. 170173.
Contents : Ghazals and a few Ruba'ys. Beginning

If j^ J *i ^ jJU vill tf ^s4^ JL,
^

Jfe ^^ ij
f*>

Topkhanah, an old copy, about 70 pp. of 20 lines.

(602) J*-j U&3 <c^dj ^L^ (H.)

A Collection of Riddles in verse, collected by BismiJ,

and dedicated to Acaf aldawlah. Beginning
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T6pkhnah, in the shape of an album, containing about 500

Eiddles. Specimen

" What is half coal and half pearl ? Answer Kolii (a plough)
the first syllable being half of kolah coal, and the second half of liilu

pearl."

(603) J^ v_L~J^ JLtf (H.)

Another collection of Riddles by the same author. Bg.

Topkhanah, about 100 pp. of 12 bayts, each riddle has, on an

average, four bayts.

(604) Ji& *# Uu^ <uG ^1^ (H.)

Mohammad's transfiguration and death, being a poem

by Sayyid Bulaqy. First verse

Last v. *{

Two copies are in the Topkhanah and one in the Moty MaAall,

the poem has about 1000 verses.

(605) jfoU ^M joU ^jj (H.)

The Dywan of Cadiq 'alyy Cddlq. He was in the

service of Ghaziy aldyn Haydar, and being an exquisite

penman, he copied several books for him, some of which

are preserved in the Fara^-bakhsh library.

Contents : short Mathnawies, Qa9ydahs, Fards and

Qil'ahs, one is a felicitation on the accession of his patron.

4 H 2
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Para/j-bakhsh, about 300 pp. of 8 bayts, an autograph. In the

Moty Ma/jall, 72 pp. of 3 bayts, is a collection of poems of this

author containing translations of Arabic verses into Persian poetry,

also Hindustany and Panjaby poems and some Dohrahs. Bg.

(606) dy v-^U ^y* (H.)

The Dywan of CaAib Qiran, who was commonly called

Sha'ire fc^sh-go, a contemporary of Sa'adat 'alyy Khan.

Contents : Ghazals ; at the end a few Ruba'ys.

Beginning &H.^ fc ^

Fara/t-bakhsh, 250 pp. of 12 bayts.

(607) JU LJuA^J iLo^j^ a^ (H.)

The Sun and the Moon, a mystical poem of 1,480

verses, by Cali^, composed in 1 1 33. Beginning

Topkhanah.

(608) u^x* 0\* (H.)

The Dywan of C^bat. It contains merely Ghazals.

Beginning fc J^^ L.

Para/z-bakhsh, 90 pp. of 16 bayts bound with the Dywan of

Insha. Though in the note which I have taken of this book, the name
of the poet is written QoAbat, it is very possible that it is a mistake

for Ma^abbat.

(609) ^y 4f (H.)

A Marthiyah of 70 bayts by Ciify,

Beginning X? K ^.ly ^1 ^^ J^ b

Topkhanah.
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(610) djc) (H.)

The Dywan of Myr Dard, he is the only Hindustany

poet whose mystical poems are worth reading.

Beginning K ^ ^'^^ **Sj ^^ ^ft** j)***

Lithographed at Dilly, 1847, 141 pp. This edition was made at

my request by Mawlawy Imum-bakhsh. He has conscientiously

executed his task, and has indicated the metre of every poem.

(611) jfi UJX* (H.)

The Stringing of Pearls, a story in verse, by Mawlawy
Gholam Dhamin. The title is a chronogram for 1215.

Private collection A, 130 pp. of 13 lines.

(612) ^ *oU
%\f* (H.)

The Transfiguration of the Prophet, a Mathnawy by

Dhamyr composed in 1227, the chronogram is ti ^^AX*.

The author was still alive and resided at Lucnow when I

was in that city in 1848.

Beginning ;*?*>) g+~ j fi*y

Topkhanah, 94 pp. of 17 bayts.

(613) ^ i^yto (H.)

Mathnawy of Dhamyr.
It contains chiefly an account of the miracles of the

Imams, &c.

Beginning **Uj) ^ AiJI^Cil
i*}] J^ *U1 UA.)

Private collection, B. 300 pp. 11 verses. Fara7*-bakhsh library,

244 pp. of 15 bayts.
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(614) <#** L_i*JuJ cJW j ujlJ (H.)

Bread and Salt, a Mathnawy in imitation of the poem
of Bahay, by Ja'far 'alyy Fapyb. Beginning

Lithographed, Lucnow, MoAammady press, 1262, edited by Myrza

'alyy, 35 pp. of 34 bayts.

(H.)

The Dywan of Farigh Shah Fdrigh, it contains only

Ghazals. Beginning ^jy Jjj <^^. L ^
Private collection, about 200 pp. of 12 bayts.

(616) ,JU j i_vv^* tUj^ljiT (H.)

The Garden of Light, a Mathnawy by Fat^ 'alyy a

son of Pyr 'alyy Shaykh An9ary, composed in 1847 and

dedicated to Capt. Dundas and T. Andrews of Jalawn.

It is divided into five chapters ^3- containing legends

of saints, moral advice, anecdotes, witty sayings and an

account of great poets

Beginning oU^

Lithographed, Lucnow, Motafay press, 1264, 36 pp. of 40 bayts.

(617) jjA^U LJuA-oJ Sl (jU^; A*A5 (H.)

Story of Ridhwan Shah (emperor of China), composed

by Fayidh in 1094, in Dakhny verses. Beginning

&*>* u,W 4**y ^' **i ^^ L
As. Soc. No. 124, 280 pp. of 9 bayts.
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(618) J^^ (H.)

A translation of Faryd aldyn Wear's Book of Counsels,

by Myr Mo'yn aldyn Faydh, a son of Fakhr aldyn b.

Zayn al'abidyn. He was a JJasany Sayyid and his

ancestors, he informs us, were of Samarqand, but eleven

or twelve generations ago they settled in old Dilly

and were men of importance. On the fall of Dilly he

settled at Ghaziypiir, where he made the acquaintance of

Dr. Gilchrist, this great patron of Hindiistany literature

took him to Calcutta, and on his request he made in

1218= A. D. 1803, this translation. Bg.

As. Soc. No. 91, an autograph, written in 1219, about 100 pp. of

13 bayts.

(619) uj** dyo (H.)

The Dywan of Sayyid Fadhl 'alyy Fidwy of Dilly.

Contents: a short preface in verse; Ghazals, 437 pp.

of 11 bayts; miscellaneous poems, 120 pp.

Beginning of Ghazals & cyU*x> )^~

As. Soc. No. 135, a good copy written in 1228.

(620) J* dl^ (H.)

The Dywan of Ashraf 'alyy Khan Tzaryf almulk

Fighdn.
Contents: Ghazals, 200 pp. of 10 bayts and a few

Qacydahs (and one or two Persian satyres), &c. Bg.

Topkhanah, a very fine copy.
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(621) ^y cJuJUj *ol$ ^J^t (H . )

The Tales of a Parrot, put into Dakhny verse and

dedicated to 'abd Allah Padshah of the Qofobshahian

dynasty by Mawlana Ghawwa9y. Beginning

As. Soc. No. 18, about 400 pp. of 13 bayts, a good copy.

(622)

The Dywan of Guya, collected in 1245.

Contents: three Qacydahs in praise of 'alyy, Nacyr

aldyn ^Taydar and Ghaziy aldyn Haydar. Bg.

Ghazals, 104 pp. of 20 bayts ; a Pushtu poem, Tarjy-

bands, Marthiyahs, Ruba'ys, &c. Beginning
>
\J"

Topkhanah, I believe tliis Dywaa has been lithographed.

(623)

The Story of Bahramgiir in Rekhtah verse by Shah

//osayn Haqyqat composed in 1225.

Beginning ^> u^V l^*y ^
Lithographed, Cawnpore, Mo9^afajr press, 1268, 108 pp. of four

columns.

(624) ^-^ ^lyk dyo (H.)

The Dywan of Khwajah Tasari.

Contents: Ghazals about 250 pp. of 14 bayts; Mo-

khammas', Ruba'ys, and Qifahs among them a chrono-

gram for 1193, about 50 pp.

Beginning K
(*<& fyf ,* ^^l L

As. Soc. IS
T
o. 117.
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(625) d ,> (H. P.)

The Dywan of Myr Gholarn Hasan Hasan.

Contents : a preface in Persian prose, in which he

mentions Sawda and Myr Taqyy, 4 pp. ; Qa^ydahs in

praise of Ac^af aldawlah, Salar-jarig, &c. 18 pp. ; Ghazals,

256 pp. ; miscellaneous poems, 190 pp. Bg. of Ghazals :

fclxj _

Mdty Ma^all
;
another copy in the same collection, without pre-

face, written in a bad hand, with many erasures and corrections, is

apparently an autograph. At the end is written in red ink, but it id

not certain whether in the same hand **** AAX^S:^ ^y is^ b* r 3

J^ j& I 1 9 f "
Faydhabad, Thursday, 25th Dzti-lhajj, 1192." This

copy contains also some Persian Ruba'ys.

(626) LJlj" (H.)

Sorcery of Eloquence, a Mathnawy of Myr Hasan,

composed in 1193. It is usually called Badre Monyr or

Myr Hasan Mathnawy, and is considered the best poem
in the Hindiistany language. Beginning

C
15 J? 1 u** 8J^ ^^ ^ f) u 1^. ^y % u^

It has been frequently printed, Calcutta, 1805, 4to. 1265 &c. ;

Lithographed, Lucnow, Mo9tafa press, 1261, 108 pp. of 21 bayts ;

MasyMy press, 1262. In the Tdpkhanah, 30 pp. of 6 bayts is a

Mathnawy of Myr JSTasan in praise of A^af aldawlah, followed by
nine Ghazals. Beginning

(627) CI^-A^J (H.)

The Dywan of Ja'far 'alyy Hasrat.

Contents: Ghazals, 246 pp, of 13 bayts. Bg.

4 i
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Ruba'ys and Mokhammas', 80 pp. of 10 bayts, among
them are chronograms, the last is for 1182, when he col-

lected the first Dywan.
*

t I "1 L. \ ( f'\ \ I*
**x.\.-> _*v-^

,Wj ) *& ^f,^ i c w" tf 9^.*^ LJ***'
L ^* f^ L C^ <Vo ^""-

Qacydahs in praise of the Imams, Acaf aldawlah,

&c. 36 pp. Beginning

Tarkyb-bands, &c. 52 pp. ; a Saqiy-namah and a Satyre

(a Mathnawy) against a physician, 20 pp. A fter this

follows the second Dywan containing Ghazals, 200 pp. ;

Ruba'ys, &c. 62 pp. Beginning

The Loves of TWa Ram and Shakar-para a Mathnawy
which has the title of Tuty-namah about 160 pp. Bg.

Fara^-baksh, a splendid copy; Topkhanah, containing only the

first Dywan ; Moty Ma/*all. containing only the Gliazals of the first

Dywan ;
As. Soc. No. 284*, containing merely the Mathnawy written

in 1210.

(62S) ,JU olj e,^ (H.)

The Abridged Dywan of H'dtim (see pp. 422 and

235 supra).

Contents: a preface; Ghazals, 212 pp. of 13 bayts;

miscellaneous poems, 76 pp. He gives us the date of

every poem in the heading. Beginning
US

Moty Ma7/all, the autograph written in 1179. My notice of this

valuable MS. is not as complete as it ought to be, having unfor-

tunately neglected to copy the list of his pupils, and the earliest

dates of his poems ;
I insert here the preface.
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(629) cT^dV.J (H.)

The Dywan of Myrza Taqyy Hawas.

Contents : Qacydahs in praise of Ghaziy aldyn Haydar,
24 pp. of 12 bayts. Beginning

Ghazals : 225 pp. of 14 bayts ; Ruba'ys, &c. 24 bayts.

Beginning US

US

The Loves of Majnun and Layla, a Mathnawy, 128

pp. of 16 bayts. Beginning
\ AS-

Moty Ma/^all, a good copy ; the Mathnawy has been lithographed

Lucnow, Mo9#afay, 1261, 79 pp. the margin covered with text. In

the Moty MaAall, 60 pp. of 16 bayts, is an old Hindy version of

Majnun which begins

(630) jc>^ ^Jl ^jU a^jU^I (H.)

Rekhtah poems by Ghaziy aldyn Uaydar (see p. 196

supra). Most of them are in praise of the Imams, and

so bad as to bear internal evidence that they are genuine

productions of a king.

Beginning l^U* ^ ^ ji &W \j-j*

,
about 200 pp. of 4 bayts, very splendid.

(631) u?Jd*^ L^JL-iI^Cj C^AA (H.)

HaftPaykar a Mathnawy by Taydar-bakhsh T^aydary

composed in 1220. Myrza Katzim 'alyy Jowdn made a

chronogram on that date : ^j* *t^

Bg. ^ _ tN^ L^-aa> t<^ L^^AA ^S 1 J^j j^$

As. Soc. No. 72, about 600 pp. of 13 bayts.
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(632) ^ ojU" e^LiT (H.)

The Qac^ydahs of Sayyid //osam 'alyy, a son of Sa'adat

'alyy a pupil of Karamat Allah Khan Farrokh, both the

poet and his teacher are still alive. Most of the Qacy-
dahs are in praise of the Imams.

Beginning^ UJ; JoJ aJJly* J>

Lithographed, Lucnow, s. a. 215 pp.

(633) ^ju^ !^ (H.)

The Dywan of Hashim 'alyy Hosayny. It com

only marthiyahs and poems in praise of the Imams.

Beginning 6 ^ ^jJ^Sj b! *~^}) K & j*>

Topkhauah, about 100 pp. of 15 bayts.

(634) jfity (^U^y
Marthiyahs of Hoshdar.

Beginning ^^^ j*. ^J^^ ^ ^ faj> .. y
jj

Topkhanah, 17 pp. of 9 bayts.

(635) C^J^CL^MS L_%JUJ dyU^ (H.)

The Loves of Ratan and Padmawat, by Myr Dhiya

aldyn 'alyy 'ibrat of Dilly. He died at Rampiii' when

he had completed only the fourth part of the poem.

Myr Gholam 'alyy 'ishrat of Bareilly, a pupil of Myrza

'alyy Lutf came to Rampiir, and at the request of Myr
Qudrat Allah Shawq whose Mosha'arahs he used to

frequent, he completed the poem in 1211. The chrono-

gram isy^;

Beginning
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The printed copy begins UJ
, J>\

As. Soc. No. 296, about 250 pp. of 17 bayts. It has been litho-

graphed, Cawnpore, Mo9^afay press, 12G8, 77 pp. of four columns.

A poem of the same title and contents has been composed in 947 in

Hindy by Malik Mohammad Jaysy* who nourished under Sher Shah,

it contains about 6,500 verses and begins jj^j* ^ I^T (Jj;r. The

original is in Sanscrit.

(636) fU|
LJuX^J J^ ^AlT (H.)

The Rose Garden of Love, a Mathnawy by Imam.

Beginning^ UU?^ 'AX^ ^1 d l

;;
.

Lithographed, Cawnpore, 1267, 13 pp.

(637) U5| c^lJlT (H. P.)

Complete Hindiistany and Persian poetical works of

Insha Allah Khan Inshd.

Contents : Persian poems, 28 pp. of 1 5 bayts.

Beginning U ^^1 SMC** j^-i^ ^ ^\\ ^r!

Rekhtah poems, about 100 pp.

Beginning ^ ^-^1 A
V
J ^ ** c;* L. *~&* ^,^>

gj>)j* 9 a Persian Mathnawy in imitation of that of

Bahay (see p. 368 supra) 50 pp. of 15 bayts.

Beginning <-LUa f

!

-_^b J^AS

Persian Ghazals, 42 pp.

Beginning '; JA^U ^ *tj>
**

jf

Rekhtah Ghazals, 280 pp.

Beginning 5tu* ^ ^s* ^^ ^,1

Ruba'ys, &c. 8 pp. ; Qacydahs in praise of the Imams,

&c. 48 pp. ; Ghazals consisting of words without diacri-

tical points, 14 pp. ; another batch of Ghazals, Math-

nawys, among them, one which has the title
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and has a double rhyme and metre. Some of his poems
are in the dialect of ladies and some in the dialect of

Faqyrs, &c.

Moty Ma/mll, a beautiful copy ;
a very good copy is in possession

of Mawlawy Mohammad Wajyb. In the Moty MaAall is also a

Matbnawy by Insba, wbicb bas tbe title of 4*1^* and in wbicb a

cock-figbt is celebrated, 30 pp. of 4 bayts, written in 1210. Bg.

(638) J***-l **=* L^sA-J jj5 cJUU (H.)

The Thread of Light, a Mathnawy hy Mohammad

Isma'yl of Dilly, a nephew of Shah 'abd al'azyz. He
was a great fanatic, and according to some of his acquaint-

ances, a great impostor (see Journal of the Royal As.

Soc. London, Vol. XIII. Part 2, and Zeitschrft d. deu-

tschen morgl. Gesellsch. Vol. VII. p. 453). When the

Afghans were at war with t}ie Sikhs, he fought in the

ranks of the former and was killed. He was a learned man,

and his other writings will be described in their places.

About 250 verses. Beginning ^ v^ ^
f^-\

Litbograpbed, Calcutta, 1269, 21 pp., also at Lucnow.

(639) ifj**
&=> (H.)

A Mathnawy of Myrza JZasan 'alyy Jafary, who is

still alive. It contains legends, reflections on moral

subjects, &c. Beginning

Litbograpbed, Lucnow, JTaydary press, 12G2, pp. 104. On tbe

margin is another Matbuawy of similar contents. Beginning
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(640) J^.j** uJy.
J (H.)

I

The Dywan of Myr Yar 'alyy Jan Cdbib. He resides

at Lucnow, and is a very favourite poet. His Dywan is

in the language of the ladies of the Ma//alls of Dilly

and Lucnow, which is considered the most idiomatic

Hindustany.

Beginning & ^j>&^ *j fc^a* ^J>
M ^ ^U

Lithographed, Lucnow, 1262, Mortadhawy press, 85 pp., the

margin covered with text
; J/aydary press, 126,2, with the

in the margin.

(641) ei^ u,y^ (H.)

The Dywan of Qalandar-bakhsh Jordt.

Contents: Ghazals, C30 pp. of 12 bayts; Fards, Ru-

ba'ys, Haf/bands, Satyres, &c. 194 pp. Beginning

Two Mathnawies of 62 and 32 pp., the latter was

composed in 1225. Chronogram

Moty Ma^all, a good copy ; College of Port AVilliam, in this copy

are also several Marthiyahs.

(642) Ji^ LJai-J Jb* "^ (H.)

The Dywan of A/^rnad iTasan Khan who is familiarly

called Achchhe Ca/jib and has the takhalluc of Josh.

He resides at Lucnow. The title is a chronogram for

1269. Beginning ^'^ Uj] j^k A

Lithographed, Cawnpore, 1269, 34 pp.
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(643) UU *jb (H.)

The Barah-masa, a poetical description of the year in

Hindustan, by Myrza Katzim 'alyy Jowdn, composed in

1217. Beginning ^5*^ ^ <. **

Printed, Calcutta, 1812, 8vo. 105 pp. of 16 bayts.

(644) <j>**-
b*** cJ***** *el3

jfcx* (H.)

The Book of Resurrection, a Mathnawy by Mohammad

Jywan of Jhejher, who was familiarly called MaAbube

'alam. It treats on the principles of the Sunny faith.

He says at the end of the book with regard to the date

j ^^J Jyc fc^ ^j-y
<LUx> ^J dl^y

)

Beginning /a>

Moty MaAall, about 150 pp. of 15 bayts. I strongly suspect that

the title of this book is not **li ^^ but c5^^ *" There is

another poem, 20 pp. of 15 bayts, by the same author, which treats

on the last judgment, and has the title of ^l^*^ . It begins :

He is also the author of a biography of Mohammad and other

episodes of the sacred history of the Sunnies, in verse, about 100 pp.

of 15 bayts, it has the title of *^^ y* and begins fb Uw ai/o^
He has also written two very short poems, one is called

&c(j v 1^- Beginning

and the other

(645) ydj* (H.)

The Dywan of Jifakym Kabyr 'alyy Kdbyr.
Contents : Ghazals, 166pp. of 19 bayts ; Mokhammas'

and Ruba'ys, 26 pp. : a Mathnawy on the preservation of

health tyy*^ 1 8 pp. ; a Qa^ydah, &c. 20 pp.

4 K
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Beginning V 2*^ ^J^j
1>T J[ *AJfb

^U
As. Soc. IS'o. 259, a good copy.

(646) JUT^J (H.)

The Dywan of Kamal. It contains merely Ghazals.

Beginning K ^

Moty Hawaii, 26 pp. of 12 bayts, probably an autograph.

(647) **}Jt&4ft U^cj
Atli CDoUA^ *olJ ^j (H.)

The Bride Book (i. e. the marriage of J/osayn) and the

book of his martyrdom, and three other short Mathnawies,

by 'abd al Karym Karym who is alive.

Beginning U'y^tfj^. tx*^ j&J ^^A

Lithographed, Dilly, 1269, 24 pp. the margin covered with text.

(648) ^ i^yi. (H.)

The Story of Shamshad Shah, a Mathnawy by Khwajah
Sul/an Khojam, dedicated to Sa'adat 'alyy Khan. Bg.

U^ ^ v^X|l ^^ US ^Ijo __ Xj ^A ^j^T O)J

Topkhanah, about 100 pp. of 13 bayts.

(649) Jt>^ uJ*A*J cslj ^Al^ (H.)

The Soldier's Child, a Thug story "by Khoshdil. He
informs us that he heard the story from Bhikhary Das

of Bijnaur. Beginning^^ jfxjy gj? ^.^ ^^1
Lithographed, Lucnow, in the SuUan alinatfabi' s. A.

(650)

Enigmas ascribed to Myr Khosraw (see pp. 465, 250

supra and Journ As.Soc.Beng. Vol. 21 p. 516.) Specimens:
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" Under the house the metallic mixture exclaims : the

Brahmin has struck me A bell."

A wooden horse and an iron bridle : go on, Mr. horse,

this is your work A khurpa.

On the black mountain dances a black imp A razor

for shaving the head.

Topkhanah, ten or twelve little volumes containing in all about

200 enigmas, for a further account of collections of enigmas see

Hindustany prose.

(651)

A Mystical Mathnawy in the Gujraty dialect, by Kamal

aldyn Mo7^ammad Shabistany, whose takhallu^ was Khub,

composed in 986. In 990 he wrote a Persian translation

and commentary on it, and called it ^^ ^V*'. Begin-

ning of the poem :

Bg. of the Commentary ui>) j c^^ or^ All! **^o

Moty Ma^all, a fine old copy, 390 pp. of 15 lines.

(652) j**S o^-i; (H.)

A Wasokht of Qaysar.

Beginning 4?fyy J> V * ^ !

j
Ai ^3 - J1^

Printed Dilly, 1849, in the collection of Wasokhts. This

collection contains also "Wasokhts of the following poets : Mahdiy

JZbsayn Khan A'bM, Shawq a pupil of MucJkaff, INIyan Firaq,

Jawlan, Imam-bakhsh Ndsikli, Myrza 'alyy Khan Shayda a son of

Nawab Eamadhan 'alyy Khan, Fat/* aldawlah Bakhshy almulk

Myrza Mohammad Kidha JBarq, Myrza Qasim 'alyy fiiqqat, Myan

Mojrim, Nawab Bahadur Dzakyy a son of Myrza JSTaytlar, //akyui

4 K 2
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Ta9adduq .ffosayn, familiarly called Nawab Myrza, Myrza Mohammad
Hilal a son of Myrza J?ajy, Sawda. A collection of "Wasokbts of

21 poets bas also been printed at Lucnow, Ifosany press, 1263, 1265.

(653) ^^ J^ (H.)

Dywan of Ma//abbat Khan Mahabbat.

Contents: Ghazals, Ruba'ys, &c. about 400 pp. of

14 bayts. Beginning

A Mathnawy, containing the story of Sysy and Panii,

composed in 1197, 38 pp. Beginning

A a. Soc. JSTo. 101, a good copy.

(654) ]o^ U^ ^^si^^j L& *oj (H.)

The story of prince Rashke Chaman and princess

Zamarrud Pary, in verse, by Ma^futz, dedicated toGhaziy

aldyn JE^aydar. From a chronogram of Mu^hafy, it

appears that the poem was composed in 1238.

Beginning ^^- *-*? ^ &** ^ ij*) }}* vf"^ *+z?> *->

FaraA-bakbsb, 130 pp. of 13 bayts, a splendid copy. It bas been

lithograpbed, Cawiipore, Masy/*ay press, 1266, 97 pp. of 19 bayts,

under tbe title of (

(655)

The Dywan of Majdzub. It contains merely Gha-

zals. Beginning

Moty Ma/iall, 181 pp. of 14 bayts. In tbe Topkhauah is an

imperfect copy of Majdzub whicb contains also Qa9ydabs, Euba'ys

and cbronograms, one for 1197.

US' ^v^Ui ^=tfj*j\ i[^ x, Beginning
+ UT
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(656) CJ);?
* uJui-J J^jVl (H.)

Story of two lovers who were united after their death,

by Mowlawy Gholam Sa'd Majruh of Jajnagar near

Cawnpore. I believe he is still alive.

Beginning L. f& c t^*M^ >
*M ^^W-

Lithographed, Cawnpore, MasyMy press,*, a. (1268?). It

printed at Lucnow, Moctafay press, 1261, 48 with

which begins

(657) &* 01^ (H.)

The Dywan of Myr Nitzam aldyn Mamnun.
Contents : Mathnawies, one of them on the occasion

of Mo/jammad Akbar Shah's accession, and a Qacydah in

praise of Amyn aldawlah 'alyy Ibrahym Khan, who had

the takhalluc of Khalyl (see p. 180 supra), 46 pp. of 11

bayts ; Ghazals about 100 pp. and a few Ruba'ys.

Beginning of Ghazals %J^* jf^r ^ ^y
As. Soc. No. 131, copied in 1813=A. H. 1218.

(658) jyio U^i c^A) *j6 (H.)

Pains of Love, a Mathnawy by Maqbul A^mad Maq-
Ml, composed in 1250 and dedicated to Na^yr aldyn

iZaydar. Beginning

Moty Ma^all, 42 pp. of 11 lines, an autograph.

(659) cy>^ (H).

Dywan of Mawzun. It contains Ghazals, 80 pp. of

13 bayts and 25 Ruba'ys. Beginning
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Tdpkhanah.

(660) >4* JdJ| *o]
<*-?l^ ejl^> (H.)

The Dywan of the Nawab Amyn aldawlah Sayyid

Agha 'alyy Khan Mihr, a son of Mo'tamid aldawlah

Agha Myr, he collected it in 1253. He is still alive.

Contents : Qa9ydahs, 20 pp. : the rest Ghazals. Bg.

At* o^
Lithographed, Lucuow, 1263, 8vo. 401 pp.

(66i) i,y dy^ (H.)

The Dywan of Mirza.

Contents : Ghazals, 65 pp. of 1 2 bayts.

Beginning ^ ^ V. ^ s3^^^ 4

A Mathnawy, 30 pp. ; another Mathnawy and Qifahs,

24 pp. Beginning

Fara/i-bakhsh, a splendid copy.

(662) ^f^ ^U ^y (H.)

A collection of Marthiyahs by Myr 'abd Allah Miskyn.

Beginning

Topkhanah, about 100 pp. of 16 bayts ;
another collection has

about 500 pp. of 12 bayts. Separate Marthiyahs of his are very

frequently met with in albums.
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(663) ~* LJuJ^J b \\ (H.)

The Garden of Repose, also called ^^ ^^ the

Sweet Spring, a Mathnawy containing the story of Shyryn,

Khosraw and Farhad, by Miskyn of Khayrabad. He

is to be distinguished from the preceding. The title is a

chronogram for 1245. Beginning

Lithographed, Lucnow, Mo9^afay press, 1263, 54 pp. the margin

covered with text.

(664) LJjLo dy^ (H.)

Dywan of Mobarak.

Contents : Ghazals, 200 pp. of 1 1 bayts ; Ruba'ys,

&c. 26 pp. Beginning

A Mathnawy, 16 pp. Beginning

JU^ ^ (1f^
Topkhanah.

(665) ^.1*
JMJ,^ LJuA^J

^JU^. ^ (H.)

Grief for J/osayn, or the sacred history of the Shy'ahs,

in verse, by Mo//ammad 'alyy b. Baba Mohammad Hosayu
of /:/asanabad. The title is a chronogram for 1 1 78.

Contents : a preface in Persian prose, 3 pp., 14 chapters

^^1^ on the death of Mohammad, the death of Fa/imah,

the violent death of 'alyy, of Tifasan, of Moslim, of the

sons of Moslim, Qasim, 'abbas, 'alyy Akbar, 'alyy A^ghar,

Uosayn, elegies and panegyrics on the Imams, the violent

death of Ridha. In an appendix is the story of the
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mouse and the cat, 220 pp. of 13 lines, The language

is bad. Beginning of the poem :

Tdpkhanah, a fair copy.

(666) ^L <*>* L^-J^A**> (H.)

Signs of the Day of Resurrection, by Mawlawy Mo-

hammad 'alyy, whose takhallu^ is Mo/mmmad. This is a

poetical version of a Persian prose-work on the last

judgment, by Rafy' aldyn a brother of Shah 'abd al'azyz

of Dilly. Beginning

Lithographed, Lucuow, Mo^tafav press. 1202. 133 pp. 1265, Cawn-

pore, 1268, 59 pp. of four columns.

(667) ^ dy* (H.)

The Dywan of Mokhlic 'alyy Khan MoMdif.
Contents : two Qacydahs ; Ghazals, and a few Mokham-

mas\ Beginning of Ghazals :

As. Soc. K"o. 310, about 200 pp. of 12 bayts, copied in 1216.

In the As. Soc. Xo. 9, are two Mathnawies by Mokhlic. I do

not know whether he is identical with the preceding.

The first treats on wine and the propriety of its use being for-

bidden. It has about 180 verses and begins :

^ j,I~,,> K ^> **.J\ v& jy&e c5^3 ^~
The other treats on love, has about 150 verses, and begins :
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(668) ^^ LJuuJ jU^* j (*)&j&**> A*** (H.)

The Story of Charidar Badan and Mahyar by Moqymy.
The language is obsolete, and betrays a want of education.

Bg. ^ u^A.U> K cyjjj ^fc jt\$
*S ^.U jjjSJJj*, |j^

Topkhdnah, 50 pp. of 11 bayts. In the same collection, 24 pp.

of 15 bayts is another poem by the same author, containing the story

of Somhar jVj""1 *^ Beginning

(669) CL?;y> LJ^UiI Jc cuU-Jt (H.)

The Talismans of Love by Qaghyr 'alyy Moruwat

composed in 1207 in imitation of the Badre Monyr of

Myr JBTasan. Chronogram

Moty MaAall, 243 pp. of 12 bayts ; EaraA-bakhsh, 300 pp. of 11

bayts, copied in 1208.

(670) OijA c^y^o (H.)

An abridged translation of the Mathnawy of Mawlawy

Rumy into Rekhtah verse, by Shah Mosta'an, who was

still alive in 1261 . Bg. & ^
Printed at Calcutta in 1261, 8vo. 273 pp.

(671) ^*" <J^b* (H.)

Four Dywans of Gholam Hamdany Muphafy (see p.

182 supra).

Contents: Ghazals, 250 pp. of 13 bayts; Ruba'ys

and a Mathnawy, 1 3 pp.

Beginning K^xU* eJJ; ^ ^ <^j* A^U J> ^&
Ghazals, 384 pp. of 1 4 bayts ; Raba'ys, &c. J pp.

Beginning W^V ***-J>

4 L
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Ghazals, 350 pp. ; Masaddas', Mathnawies, &c. 64 pp.

Beginning ^; U**. <L \j$ty ^ *i^ <***^

Ghazals, 350 pp. ; Ruba'ys, &c. 8 pp. Beginning

Fara^-bakhsh, in four volumes.

(672) c^f L^JuJ lijj L-i^i (H.)

The Story of Yiisof and Zalykha, by Shah Mujyb

(Allah) Mujijb, composed in 1240, the chronogram is

^ clo J T. Beginning ui>^^s
j

! ^U ^
;
U^ ^1

Private collection, about 150 pp. of 18 bayts.

"

(673) rj
- ^j (H.)

The Dywan of Ra^mat Allah Miijrim. It contains

merely Ghazals. Beginning

Topkhanah, incomplete. In the As. Soc. No. 295, is a copy, 204

pp. of 14 bayts, which contains besides Ghazals also Ruba'ys, &c.

the Ghazals begin in it :

(674) yiuj ^j aj
CJ^MO ^^0 ^jjjuj (H )

The Dywan of the Hakym MoAammad Miimin Khan

Mumin, who died in A. D. 1 852. The poet informs us

that the title Dywane benafayr is a chronogram for 1243,

when he collected his poems, he was then twenty-nine

years of age.

Contents : a short preface in prose, 8 pp. ; Qa^ydahs,

&c. 25 pp. ; Ghazals, 1 ] 7 pp. ; miscellaneous poems, 79

pp. of 21 lines. Beginning of Ghazals:

y

Lithographed, Dilly, 1846, 8vo. hardly legible.
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(675) ^AJU L^J *>* *&** (H.)

The Nosegay of Love, a Mathnawy in the Dakhriy

dialect, celebrating the loves of Nawab Chand, composed

by Munshiy in 1122 under Farrokhsiyar, and dedicated

to Sa'adat Khan. Beginning \ji* j^>j>

As. Soc. No. 102, near 300 pp. of 15 bayts.

(676) ^JU LJu^J ax>UU (H.)

An abridged translation of the Shah-namah into Re'kh-

tah verse, by Mul Chand Munshiy, composed in 1220.

Beginning fj> <_fU.^ cU.=*.
<LI>^AW

Lithographed, Cawnpore, press of 'alyy-bakhsh Khan, 1268, 178 pp.

of four columns, this book was also lithographed at Dilly about

(677) Jly? iayr (H.)
" The Poems of Myr Mo/jammad Tuqee, comprising

the whole of his numerous and celebrated compositions

in the Urdu, or polished language of Hindustan." Fie

died in 1225 ; see p. 175 supra.

Contents: Qacydahs and Qi^'ahs, 18 pp.; six Dywans
of Ghazals from page 19 to 768: Fards, Ruba'ys, &c. to

page 884 ; Mathnawies from page 885 to 1069.

Beginning J^^/) ^^ ^ )y*> t^y*. ^*^
Printed, Calcutta, 1811, 4to. The two Mathnawies which have the

title (<3j^) (3^ *^* and (J^ Lfk)^ have been lithographed, Lucnow,

1261, 16 pp. and 17 pp. Cawnpore, s. a. the former begins ^^
j^c5* ^J^ <~*+^ the latter begins J 1^^^ ^^ (3^- Tuere

is a beautiful MS. copy of the works of Myr Taqyy in the Asiatic

Society, which contains also some of his works in Persian prose, two

of his prose works have lately been lithographed at Sahseran. la

the Moty MaAall is an autobiography of Myr Taqyy, 152 pp. of 12

lines, it has the title of j**jf'& and begins
*$

4 L 2
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(678) ^0 ^y.o (H.)

The Dywan of Najiy.

Contents : Ghazals, 84 pp. of 1 6 bayts ; Wasokhts,

3 pp. and some Ruba'ys, &c. Beginning

Topkhanah, copied in 1184
;
As. Soc. No. 244, an incorrect copy.

(679) -15 cOJr (H.)

Complete poetical works of Shaykh Imam-bakhsh Nd-

sikh, who died in 1254, they consist of three Dywans.

Completed in 1232, 1247 and 1254. Beginning

^jji^A ^^> ^U ^A ^.aSJI y ^j**} ujU*. yjU^j ^^^ Jxb

Lithographed, Lucnow, Mawlay press, 1262, 402 pp., Moctefay

press, 1267, 380 pp. The second Dywan is printed on the margin
of the first. His poems were first edited in 1259. From the chrono-

grams contained in Nasikh we learn the following dates : Sawda died

in 1195
; Khwajah 2Zasan Thabit died in 1236

; Mawlawy Makh-

dum died in 1239
;
another Makhdum died in 1229

;
Jorat died in

1225
; Myrza Gada 'alyy, who used to compose Marthiyahs, died in

1233
; Myr Mohammad Taqyy Myr died in 1225

; ITaydar 'alyy

Hatify died in 1234
;
Anwar 'alyy Beg died in 1238

; Myr Ta'qub,

whose takhallu9 was 'abbas, died in 1237
;
the calligraph Myrza

Mohammad 'alyy Beg died in 1229
;
Kimwar Jaswant Singh Par-

wanah, a son of Eajah Beny Bahadur, died in 1248
; Nijabat 'alyy

ShahMajdzub died in 1234; Myrza Qatyl died in 1233; Myrza

Sbsayn 'alyy Mi^nat died in 1235
; Myr Torab 'alyy died in 1235

;

Myr Ghasyta died in 1235.

(680)
^.15

cJ^al ^y f$ (H.)

The Light of poetical composition by Nasikh, the title

is a chronogram for the date when the book was composed,
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viz. 1254, arid the author died in the same year. It

treats on the wisdom of God as manifested in the creation,

and is founded chiefly on traditions. Beginning

Lithographed, Lucnow, 1265, 92 pp. of 42 bayts.

(681) r.5
jljl (H.)

The Rose Garden of Nasym, being the story of the

rose of Bakawaly, in verse, by Pundit Daya Shankar

Nasym, composed in 1254. Beginning

Lithographed, Lucnow, Mo9^afay press, 1264, 45 pp. the Hashiyah

covered with text.

(682) jftfci
ooUH (H.)

The Qacydahs of Natzyr. Beginning

FaraA-bakhsh, 40 pp. of 10 bayts, a splendid copy.

(683) J&^\fr^& (H.)

The Dywan of Myrza Khany Nawasdsh.

Contents: Ghazals, 142 pp. of 14 bayts; Ruba'ys, &c.

48 pp. Beginning

Ui U

Topkhanah.
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(684) ^^ (H.)

The Dywan of Na'ym.

Contents: Ghazals, 100 pp. of 13 bayts ; Ruba'ys,

Qacydahs, &c. 30 pp. Beginning

Topkbanab.

(685) e^*J ^Ijjk) (H.)

The Dywan of Myrza AAmad 'alyy Nisbat, he wrote

under Na^yr aldyn Haydar and most of his poems are

in the language of ladies, like those of Jan Ca/nb.

Contents : Qacydah, Ghazals, 300 pp. ; Ruba'ys, 30

pp. Beginning of Ghazals :

Moty Ma&all, a good copy.

(686) JL5 ^j^wJ^Ji^ (^tx^ (H.)

Incomparable Hena (the leaves of Lawsonia inermis), a

description in verse of an Indian wedding by Niyaz. Bg.

;!>* u !

;!> ^ ^& jte) ^ * ULu ^ b) s-.^

As. Soc. No. 104, 42 pp. of 15 bayts.

(687) Jj* U**^ &* jti (H.)

The Garden of Love, a Mathnawy in the Dakhny
dialect, containing Hindu Love Stories, by Nucraty, com-

posed in 1068. The chronogram is :

Beginning ^^ J;
! ^ cu;^ L/-l L

As. Soc. No. 254, about 280 pp. of 17 bayts.
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(688) jlTb ^o (H.)

The Dywan of Pak-baz.

Contents : Ghazals, 101 pp. of 25 bayts ; Saqiy-namah.

Wasokht, Ruba'ys, &c. 50 pp. Beginning
iJ JU:L ^x* J^ L_XJ C-X; fcljj Ij

1,1 jUiil l^f f
U <L b; ^1 u

Tdpkhanah.

(689) 4$l^j
<* C^-A^ ^l^o (H.)

The Dywan of Rajah Jaswant Sing Parwdnak, d. 1248,

consisting exclusively of Ghazals, alphabetically arranged.

Beginningyu <

Private collection, 8vo. about 550 pp. of 13 lines, written in an

elegant hand, at the end of every letter a page or two are left blank,

and it would therefore appear as if this copy had been written by, or

for the author; As. Soc. No. 136. This copy has also 12 pages of

miscellaneous poems, among them chronograms for 1210 and 1225.

(690) jl*-| jyj J5L.J*- u^ (H.)

A Poem consisting of words without diacritical dots,

by Mawlawy Qabiil Mohammad, the author of the Haft

Qulzum. Beginning

Lithographed Lucnow 1264, Masy^ay press, 32 pp., on the margin

of this edition is the^j-^ j 0$ a short Mathnawy.

(691) fli ^y.o (H. P.)

The Dywan of Qctt/im (see p. 179 supra).

Contents : Ghazals, 200 pp. of 1 2 bayts ; Ruba'ys,

Wasokht, short Mathnawies, &c. 220 pp. : Persian poems,
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26 pp. ; Qacydahs in praise of Nawab Ahmad Yar Khan,
Nawab Nacr Allah Khan, &c. Beginning

Mdty MaAall, an autograph. In the Fara^-bakhsh, is a copy
which was written in 1197

;
in addition to the above, it contains

a Mathnawy of 106 pp. which begins J* <ji3! ^ &j d* ^\
J* J^>^ j*&! c5^ Jj v3 - The copy of the As. Soc. No 147,

contains equally Qa9ydahs and Mathnawies, and begins

(692) kU c.Jw* Jkll J L^t; 1; **=* cjLl (U.)

Complete poetical works of the king Mohammad Quly

Qo^ob Shah, a son of Ibrahym Qo^ob Shah. He uses

general Qo/ob or Qo^ob Shah ^^vJai as his takhalluc. He

reigned from A. D. 1581 to 1611.

Contents: Mathnawies, 336 pp. of 14 bayts. Bg.

Qacydahs, Tarjy'bands, Marthiyahs, &c. 100 pp.

Beginning^ <^rl ci>)3 ^ U^ jf^*^ Ail) ^.^
Ghazals, 860 pp ; Ruba'ys, 12 pp.

Beginning &)t fi
^^- ** ^ )*.j&* 5j

As. Soc. No. 21, a splendid copy, written for the royal library of

the successor of the author in 1022.

(693)

The Dywan of Shah Qudrat Allah Qudrat. It con-

sists merely of Ghazals. Beginning

^ V *?* V-

\4 y <

As. Soc. No. 164, 33 ppof 13 bayts, a fine copy.
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(694) tfUj^^ (H.)

The Dywan of Sa'adat Yar Khan Rangyn, which he

called Naw Rattan.

It is divided into four parts ^^ each of which has a

separate name, the first is called *Is^ and contains

Ghazals, 72 pp. of 1 8 bayts ; Ruba'ys, &c. 25 pp. among
them is a chronogram for 1228

; a Qacydah of 600 bayts,

and two short Mathnawies, or poetical epistles. Bg.

UcxL/^JJ Ayj^ ayt b) UU^
;
l,^ y ^ ^ %J ^^

The second Nuskhah has the title of AJ^ and con-

tains Ghazals, 94 pp. and some Ruba'ys.

Beginning [^ ^ ^ jfJ^ % u^ y i~0^>

The third Nuskhah is entitled Als^I and contains

humoristic poetry, chiefly Ghazals in the language of

women, 36 pp. Beginning

The fourth Nuskhah is equally in the language of

women, and is called ^^. It contains Ghazals, Ruba'ys,

&c. 53 pp. Bg. Kc^U- y ^ jJU ^ ^^U ^,jj ^1^
Tdpkhanah, two good copies ;

in the Moty MaAall, is a copy of

the first Nuskhah
;
it contains a chronogram for 1197.

(695) oUil (H.)

A Mathnawy by Sa'adat Yar Khan Rangyn. Bg.

Lithographed, Lucnow, Mo9tafay press, 12G3, 36 pp., the margin

covered with text. There is another Mathnawy by Eangyn, which

has the title of t-Jls^l^&c ft begins urr1** ^' ^J^ ^r*
^^ o*-

5 <JJ^

Lithographed, Lucuow, Masy^ay press, 1262, 26 pp. of four

columns.

4 M
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(696) vibj ^o (H.J

Poetry of 'alyy Awsat Rashk. It is divided into two

Dywans, the first has the separate title c_JJU< ^ which

is a chronogram for 1253, and the second is entitled JaJ

^*}J> which is a chronogram for 1261.

Beginning Krr^ v^^ *> ^ J^-^ ^y^*

Lithographed, Lucnow, Mo^ammady press, 1263, 424 pp. ; the

second Dywan is on the Hashiyah, at the end are chronograms.

Eashk is also the author of a poem called ^*^ &J&A. *+a^J or the

millennium of the Shy'ahs, lithographed Lucnow, 1263, 26 pp. of

35 bayts. Beginning

(H.)

The Dywans of Rasikh, of Atish, and of A bad have

been published at Lucnow, 1263, 256 pp. in one volume

written in three columns, each containing a different

Dywan. This Rasikh is to be distinguished from 'inayat

Allah Khan Rasikh b. Shams aldawlah Lutf Allah Khan

Cddlq Mohawwirjangwho is the author of the L-T^* eAJ^
i. e. a transcript into the Persian character of the^ U ju.

a collection of Brij Bhasha poems forming one of the

nine Ras of which the -jKi- consists.

(698) ^L^U^J^B JfrJ-ic,lU (H.)

The Story of the Rose of Bakawly in Hindustany
verse, composed in 1212 by RayMn, divided into 40

chapters ^i^. Beginning

As. Soc. No. 125, about 650 pp, of 15 bayts. It is stated in the

postcript that the work was revised in 1221. There is an older

poetical Rekhtah version of this story extant, which has the title

of ^^U ^Is* AAarL The title is a chronoram for 1151.
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Beginning ^ LV

A copy is in a private collection at Cawnpore, 462 pp. of 11

bayts. There is also a Dakhny version of this story in the Tdp-

khanah, 130 pp. of 15 bayts, it was composed in 1035.

t u* oV &* (&* ^ r
1^ l^ u*u#i ^jiH^ 1

BeginningjU^xi o^Ux>^ JU

(699) ^ ^y.J (H.)

The Dywan of Mihrban Khan Bind who was in the

service of Bangash, Natzim of Farrokhabad.

Contents : Ghazals, near 200 pp. of 1 1 bayts ; Ruba'ys,

&c. 9 pp. Beginning

As. Soc. No. 173, written in 1229.

(700) OJ> ^l^j ^jj*^ J^ A-3l^ (H.)

The Dywan of Sayyid Mo/zammad Khan Bind, who

came in 1240 from Farrokhabad to Lucnow, where he

still resides.

Contents : chiefly Ghazals divided into two Dywans.

Beginning \j
!AX ^f^ JJ<3 *> ^CiT^jijf*

Lithographed, Cawnpore, Moctefay press, 1268, 216 pp., the margin

covered with text.

(701) f~j ***** (H.)

A Qacydah in praise of Acaf aldawlah, by Sayyid

Jfosayn-bakhsh Rostam.

Beginning ^^ ^s\ ^ *

Topkhanah, 140 verses.

4 M 2
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(702) oU** ^3 (H.)

The Dywan of Sajjad. He must be distinguished

from Nawaz 'alyy Sajjad who is alive and resides at

Lucnow.

Contents: Qacydahs in praise of Acaf aldawlah, Gha-

zals and some Qitf'ahs, &c. Beginning of Ghazals :

FaraA-bakhsh, 322 pp. a fiue copy, apparently written for the

author.

(703) \*y.
c^LiT (H.)

Complete poetical works of Sawda.

Contents : Panegyrics chiefly in praise of Shuja' aldaw-

lah, 230 pp. of 12 bayts.

Beginning ^Ul*^^ ^U^J ^ ^A LZ^AJ^.O$ ^^^ ]j*>

Ghazals, Ruba'ys, &c. 324 pp. ; Qi'ahs among them

some chronograms, 32 pp. ; riddles, 4 pp.

Beginning fc ^Uj L. ^** *}
^jty jj<&*

95 Salams (invocations) and Marthiyahs or elegies on

Uosayn, 424 pp. Bg. ^ ^ l^xJ^Afr* ^A ^*& ^^|
Mathnawies and miscellaneous poems, some of them

with critical remarks in Persian prose, 400 pp.

As. Soc. No. 46, a good copy written in 1212
; College of Tort

"William
;
a book-seller of Dilly has signified his intention of litho-

graphing the Kullyyat. An extract has been printed at Calcutta,

1810, 4to.
; reprinted Calcutta, 1847, 4to.
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(704) Jj Ufa (H.)

Power of enjoyment, being a version of the Kok Shash-

ter into Dakhny verse, by Shihab aldyn, dedicated to

Amyr Shah king of Golcondah, This poem is based

upon the Persian translation of the Kok Shashter which

was made by Baryd Shah

As. Soc. Beng. No. 43, folio, 150 pp. 13 lines, a beautiful copy

written in 1082, at ITaydarabad by Khidhr b. Ya'qub for Darya
Khan b. 'alyy Khan. Numerous blanks are left for drawings.

(705) <4r O^ (H.)

Dywan of Hasan 'alyy Khan Skawq..

Contents: Ghazals, 168 pp. of 14 bayts ; Ruba'ys,

&c. 12 pp. Beginning

Moty Ma^all, a good copy.

(706) ^ LJjA-J **0 (H.)

Mokhammas' of A^mad Jan Sharyr of Dilly.

Beginning (1^ ^*> ^>]^ %^ ^*^ ^J ^
Lithographed, Mo9^afay press, 1268, 8 pp., the press has been

corrected by the author
;
a similar poem of only 4 pp. by Natzyr

has been published in the MoAammady press in 1268.
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(707)

The Dywan of Solayman-shikoh Solaymun, which he

collected in 1225.

Contents : Qacydahs in praise of the Imams, 12 pp. ;

Ghazals, 200 pp. of 12 bayts ; Marthiyahs, &c. 40 pp.

Beginning of Ghazals :

Moty MaAall, a good copj. In the same collection is another

Dywan of Solayman-Shikoh, 414 pp. of 9 bayts, containing besides

Ghazals, two Qacydahs, Tarjy'bands, &c. Beginning of Ghazals :

(708)

The Dywan of Myr Soz.

Contents : Ghazals 300 pp. of 1 2 bayts ; Ruba'ys,

Mokhammas and a Mathnawy, 22 pp. Beginning

Moty Ma&all, three fine copies ;
As. Soc. No. 179

;
an extract of

his Dywan has been printed 4to. s. a. (Calcutta, 1810) 68 pp.

(709) jjjUJU^ (H.)

The Dywan of Khwajah SuUan Khan of Patna whose

takhalluc is Sultan, and who was in 1853 at Calcutta.

Beginning fc^U^ AJJO| A-) ^o\^>^
Private collection, an elegant MS. 8vo. 230 pp. 9 lines, copied

in 1261.
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(710) 01U ^o (H.)
The Dywan of Taban. It contains merely Ghazals.

Beginning

Topkbanab, 130 pp. of 9 bayts.

(711) ^uk LJ-jJuJ
flailJjJ^ a^r (H.)

The Story of Bahram and Gulandam, in 1140 Dakhny
verses, composed by Tkb'y in 1081. Beginning

As. Soc. No. 19, 140 pp. of 10 bayts.

(712) ^j+t (H.)

The Spring of Love, a Mathnawy, by Tacadduq Ho-

sayn Khan, who is familiarly called Hakym Nawab Myrza.

Beginning la^ ci;^ u;y ^ ^
Litbograpbed, Cawnpore, 1268, 42 pp.

(713) ^^ LJi^ ^j*\f&* (H.)

The Story of Kamrup, a Mathnawy, by Ta^syn.

Beginning
Edited by Garcin de Tassy, Paris,** 1835, 8vo. 96 pp. ;

MS. copies

are very rare in tbis part of India.

(/14) (3}*" Cj** C^l'y

Poetry of Tajalliy.

Contents: a Majnun 6 Layla, 220 pp. of 13 bayts;

composed in 1199. Chronogram
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Ghazals, 140 pp. of 16 bayts ; Ruba'ys, Qacydahs,

Marthiyahs, &c. 120 pp. Beginning

Fara^-bakhsh, a good copy ;
As. Soc. No. 159, without the Layla

Majniin.

(715) Jtibjl* (H.)

The Bahare Danish, or the story of Jahandarshah, a

Mathnawy by Tapish, dedicated to Dr. W. Hunter and

Mr. Taylor. The poet says that he translated the story

from the Persian. Beginning

As. Soc. Beng. No. 35, folio, about 800 pp. 11 lines, apparently

written under the superintendence of the author. In the College of

Fort William is a copy of the Kullyyat of Tapish, about 803 pp. of

13 lines. Beginning

(716) AO^ t-ftjA^J UA** lx> J ^.j^J
<-A3 (H.)

The Story of Pary-rokh and Mah-syma, in verse, by
the Nawab Wajyh aldawlah Wajyh aldyn Wajyh, com-

posed in 11 91. Beginning

"Moty MaAaU, 174 pp. of 15**bayts.

(717) ^Ubyo ^Jlt aSLJ (H.)
it

The Story of Talib Mohiny, in verse, by Walih, whose

name is spelled^ in all three instances in which it

occurs. The language is bad and incorrect.

Topkhanah, about 60 pp. of 10 bayts.
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(718) J)cb>* (H.)

The Dywan of Walyy of Gujrat.

Beginning
' ^^ ^^ s^ ^ u^*" ^^ f^ *j

Edited by Garcin de Tassy, Paris, 1834, 4to. 144 pp. of 24 bayts,

MS. copies are frequent in India, though it is no longer read. In

the As. Soc. No. 237 is a copy which was written in 1146. This

and some other copies, commence with the Qafjdaht, viz :

r'<^ & [

t f^ Jj' Jjl uy ^J ub) 2.

The Dywan of Waqif of Faydhabad.

Contents : Ghazals, near 200 pp. of 9 bayts ; miscel-

laneous poems, 24 pp. Beginning

U^ ^A j y ^^ ty^V ^jj
As. Soc. No. 123, a very fine copy, written in 1202.

(720)

The Story of Rattan, by Walyy.

Beginning ;b! ^t^T^lj ^y ^
Topkhanah, about 400 pp. of 11 bayts.

(721) X, !^dJ (H.)

The Dywan of Matzhar 'alyy Khan Wild.

Contents : a short autobiography and a few specimens

of the poetry of his father, 12 pp. of 15 lines
; Qa9ydahs,

120 pp.; Ghazals, about 100 pp.; Malta's, Ruba'ys

Qil'ahs, &c. about 90 pp. Beginning of Ghazals :

As. Soc. No. 60, 4to. this copy was presented to the College of

Fort William by the author, in 1810.

N
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(722) J ^.o (H.)

The Dywan of Yakrang. It consists exclusively of

Ghazals. The language is obsolete. Beginning

Topkhanah, 85 pp. of 13 bayts, two copies.

(723) J>id>^ (H.)

The Dywan of Yakrii. The language is obsolete. Bg.

Tdpkhanah, 180 pp. of 12 bayts.

(724) ^i(^ (H.)

The Dywan of In'am Allah Yaqyn. It contains

merely Ghazals. Beginning

Moty Ma^all, two copies, 82 pp. of 12 bayts j Tdpkhanah, several

copies, one of them was written in the 16th year of Shah 'alain

1188
;
As Soc. No. 164.

(725) j;b d|^ (H.)

The Dywan of Yawar. It contains Ghazals and a few

Ruba'ys. The language is obsolete and bad. Bg.

]\I6ty Ma/iall, 168 pp. of 15 bayts, the copy is of some age.

(726) e^**jy.| (H.)

Mysteries of Love, or the story of Sassy arid Pannii,

composed in 1187, chronogram u^-ws^

Lithographed, Lucnow, 5. a. 20 pp.
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(727) -

i^olS (H.)

Nal Daman, a Mathriawy of 1675 bayts, translated

from the Persian in 1229, chronogram \j*\ e^oJ; ^UJj &.
y
>

Beginning^ U*^ fjej] ^,1 ^^ b^ ^ '<*^- **** 's' -^uj?/

Lithographed, Lucnow, Mortadhawy press, 50 pp. of three columns.

(728) *cli e^Uj (H.)

The death of the Prophet, translated from the Arabic

into Rekhtah verses. Beginning
JdJjJ 3 ^a. &^ VJJ , tX^A.

Lithographed, Cawnpore, 1267, 8vo. 25 pp. There occurs in it a

Ghazal by Kafiy but -ffajiy Mohammad ^Tosayn iuformed me that

Kafiy is not the author of the Mathnawy.

(729) r1*Sii,^ (H.)

Bahram and Gul-andam,a story in 1 340Dakhny verses,

composed, as it is stated in the conclusion, in forty days in

1081, and dedicated to Shah Raju #osayny of Golconda.

As. Soc. Beng. No. 19, folio, a beautiful copy, about 100 pp.

11 lines.
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ADDITIONS TO THE FIRST CHAPTER.

(730) jV! -
:
W (P.)

A Tadzkir.h of Persian poets by Qudrat Allah Khan

Qitdrat of Goparnaw. He came in 1227 to Madras

where he compiled this book arid he dedicated it to Siraj

ahlawlah MoAammad Ghawth Khan (see p. 172). Among
the sources, he mentions the Tadzkirahs described under

Nos. 32, 18, 19, 14, 13, 24, 25, and also the Safynah of

By-Khabar (see p. 144), Gule Ra'na (see pp. 145 and

645), Baharistane Sokhon by 'abd al-Razzaq and Shame

Gharyban by Shafyq of Awrangabad.
This work contains 528 short biographies alphabeti-

cally arranged, with extracts from their works.

Neatly lithographed, Madras, 1843, 8vo. 476. There has been

lithographed at Madras, 1851, 8vo. 256 pp. a selection of Persian

and Kekhtah poetry from various authors made by Assistant Surgeon

Ward. It has the title of &=**

(731) ^JjU *** LJu^J
|yd| ifi) (P.)

Notices of a few Persian poets in ninety Persian verses

by Mo/tammad 'arif of Labor.

Beginning;'*-^ y ^^ ^"^
Mowlawy Mohammad AVajyh's collection.

(732) ^ fl (P.)

The Lancet of Love. This is the poetical title of a

Tadzkirah of Persian poets, compiled by Hosayn Quly-
Khan af Patna a son of Aqa Quly Khan of Dilly. His

takhallu^ was 'ishq, and he completed this work in 1 230.

He undertook it at the request of Mr. Elliot. Among



NO. 732.] NASHTAKE 'iSHQ. r, 1 .">

the authorities are the works described under Nos.

7, 16, 34, 25, 24, 23, 18, 21, 19, 13, 14, and the follow-

ing : Hay-dl alsho'ara, and the Mardume dydah, or

the pupil of the eye (see page 144 supra), Tadzkirah

By riatzyr by Myr 'abdal-Wahhab see pp. 144 and

213. He also used Uc^jj (see p. 145) by Laehrny

Narayan whose takhallii9 was Shafyq. Under his ta-

khalluc, we find the following account of Lachmy

Narayan, his father Mansa Ram was a Khatry, who

derived his descent from the Panjab, but his grandfather

had settled at Awrangabad. Lachmy Narayan was born

in 1 158 and was instructed in Persian literature by Azad.

He wrote Persian and Rekhtah verses and used first the

takhallu^ of Ca^ib, subsequently he changed it at the

request of Azad into Shafyq. His tadzkirah contains an

account of the poets of India and has considerable merit.

cJJUaUl u_~^ apparently a general Tadzkirah by

Mawlawy Ra^rn 'alyy Khan of Farrokhabad a son of

Bahramand Khan. He had the takhallu9 of Yman and

was a good Arabic and Persian scholar. He died at

Farrokhabad on Wednesday the 16th Cafar, 1224.

&Lkjx>)y^*. aJa^. by Myrza Janjanan Matzhar who

was born in 1110, see pp. 256 and 488.

Besides he professes to have used several historical

works and dictionaries such as the Cub^ Cadiq, Firishtah,

Ayyn Akbary. A copy of the Cubh Cadiq, which is

also mentioned by Azad see p. 144 supra is in the col-

lection of Sir H. Elliot.

Beginning cy'i^j^ *^ <5.s^fc> tS\* &*+zs* ^< a/ls^ ^^
Private collection, small folio, about 1200 pp. of 16 lines.





ERRATA AND ADDENDA.

Page 3, line 11, Rudegy read Rudaky from Rudak a village of Samarqand, see

Bland, Journ. Roy. As. Soc. Vol. IX. p. 121.

,, 3, ,, 34, Bihramy read Bahramy.

,, 5, ,, 26, read eleventh chapter.

,, 17, last line, read 909 (sic for 709).

18, ,, 12, read MaAmuil b. 'alyy Khwaju.

19, ,, read HA\\Z] Sabzwdry d. 830 Salymy d. 854 Amyr Shahy d. 857

(these dates are from Dorn).

20, 1, read Amyr Yadgar Beg Sayfy d. 870.

,, 20, ,, 16, Fatayiy read Fanayiy.

,, 22, ,, 1, read Nargisy d. 938.

23, ,, 13, MoAtasham read MoAtashim.

,, 28, ,, 35, Ha\y was read //aly is.

,, 32, ,, 7, Farughy tead Forughy.

,, 65, ,, 3, Nijaty read Najaty.

68, ,, 10, 11, 13, read Abu-1-Fadhl of Mahnah Abu Sa'yd of Mahnah

Abu-1-Nacr of Mahnah.

,, 74, ,, 35, Koluj read Kuluj.

87, ,, 22, read Hatify d 927.

,, 96, ,, 5, Ayany read Arany.

,, 109, 11, reading H. 1106.

,, 127, 1, 'aily read 'aliy.

,, 127, ,, 10, Ganjah read Ganjawah.

,, 127, ,, 19, Nazawy read Nagawdy.

137, 35, alal read al'al.

,, 144, ,, 19, omit see p. 159, infra.

,, 150, ,, 4. Burhampor read Burhanpor.

,, 150, ,, 8, Afiryn read Afaryn.

,, 150, ,, 17, read Amyr Khnsraw d. 725.

151, 12, read'att&r d. 627.

,, 152, ,, 5, omit it may be by 'alyy Ibrahym Khan, see No. 45 infta.

,, 156, ,, 6, Radhyy read Radhiy.

156, 10, Sa#y' read Sa/iy.

,, 160, ,, 1, Zakyy read Taqyy or Naqyy.
,, 161, 15, add according to the ToAf. 'alam of 'abd al-La/yf, p. 225, Adzor

died in 1195.

168, 17, Rifat read Raf'at.

,, 180, 12, 1008 read 1208.

,, 181, ,, 20, read informs us.



ERRATA.

,, 182, ,, 8, 'ishqy read 'ishq.

,, 182, ,, 18and 19, read (j>jy i^*~^ ?$*J* */*> **
f

1*'.

185, last line, 1219 read 1229 and add, he died in 1250.

,, 186, ,, 13, in Arabia read in Arabic.

187 26 and 27, read J^' (
<**^

)
el*|.

,, 204. 28, 1121 read 1221.

278, 29, 1105 read 1205.

,, 366, ,, 12, 'orudhy read 'arudhy.

,, 367, M 18, Dywans read poems.

430, last but one line, ^)}^ read ^'j^
1

^Jj.

474, 22,^ read ^^.

584, ,, last line, read It was composed in 1238, the chronogram is
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